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AJ:)stract

The purpose of this report is to serve as a guide for the
measurement of fugitive dust. To that end, the methods of
measuring fugitive particulate emissions are reviewed. The
methods included are the quasi-stack method, the roof monitor
method, the upwind-downwind method, the exposure profiling
method, the portable wind tunnel method, the scale model wind
tunnel method, the tracer method and the balloon method. Each
measurement method is explained, along with its advantages and
disadvantages. sources of error are discussed, as are sampling
protocols. The litera.ture on each method is reviewed. A section
of the report is devoted to the issues of error, accuracy and
precision of the methods.
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Introduction
Fugitive dust may be defined as dust emitted from sources other
than stacks or tail pipes. EPA now regulates emissions of dust
particles which have an aerodynamic diameter of ten microns or
less, because this dust causes respiratory health effects.
Such
dust is referred to as PM-10.
Emission factors published in EPA document AP-42 describe
fugitive dust emission rates for a variety of sources. Most of
the time these emission factors suffice for ca_lculation of
industrial or other fugitive emissions. But sometimes people in
the private sector or state or local government disagree with the ·
published emission factors for a given process or situation, or
they think that the published emission factors do not apply.
They wish to calculate specific emission factors themselves.
In
that event, the rate of fugitive dust emission must be measured.
The purpose of this report is to provide information and guidance
about the measurement of PM-10 from fugitive sources.
To that
end, a review of the literature concerning methods for measuring
fugitive PM-10 emissions has been performed.
Several such methods exist. The quasi-stack method, the roof
monitor method and the upwind-downwind method have relatively
long histories, and have been used to measure various kinds of
fugitive emissions including dust. The exposure profiling method
was developed specifically for measuring fugitive particulate
emissions. Tbe portable wind tunnel method was first used by
soil scientists before being used in an air pollution context.
The balloon method is a little-used offshoot of the exposure
profiling method. The scale model wind tunnel method and tracer
method have also been comparatively little-used.
The selection of a measurement method depends upon such factors
as source geometry, presence or absence of an enclosing
structure, feasibility of hooding or enclosing the source, size
of the dust plume, distance between plume generation and feasible
sampling sites, and type of process causing the plume.
For
example, the quasi-stack method requires the (usually temporary)
enclosure or hooding of a source. The roof monitor method
involves monitoring of air flow and particle concentration
leaving all major exit points in a building. The portable wind
tunnel is used only to study emissions from wind erosion.
Exposure profiling is an excellent method for studying "point"
sources such as loading or unloading operations, or "line"
sources such as traffic on a road, but the sampling equipment
must be placed within a few meters of the emission source. The
upwind-downwind method is nearly universally applicable, but may
be the least accurate of the methods. Appendix K (TRC, 1980}
contains excellent information on the selection of a measurement
method.
1

Quasi-stack method
Richards and Brozell {1992), Richards and Kirk (1992), and
Brozell and Richards {1993) describe recent applications of the
quasi-stack method at stone crushing plants. The quasi-stack
method is especially well suited to small materials-handling
operations and small components of industrial processes.
Essentially, this method consists of enclosing or hooding (often
temporarily) the fugitive dust source to be measured. The dust
plume is ducted away from the source at a known air velocity, by
using a fan, and the exhaust is sampled isokinetically in the
duct.
The intake velocity must be lower than the velocity in the
sampling duct.
For typical ducts with smooth walls the Reynolds
number should be in the neighborhood of 200,000 {turbulent
region). There should be a minimum straight duct run of three
duct diameters upstream and downstream of the sampling port
(Kolnsberg et al., 1976).
Standard stack sampling trains {EPA Methods 201 or 201A) may be
used to measure concentrations of PM-10, using standard sampling
protocols (EPA Method 1, where applicable). The product of the
concentration, the mean velocity of the exhaust and the crosssectional area of the duct gives the emission rate.
The quasi-stack method is potentially the most accurate means of
measuring a fugitive dust plume because the entire plume is
captured and measured close to the source, and because it uses
well established and well validated sampling protocols. However,
the air velocity in the vicinity of the hood or enclosure must be
sufficient to entrain the entire PM-10 plume without being fast
enough to cause excess emissions.
For example, excess emissions might emit from a stone crusher if
the air speed inside the temporary enclosure is higher than the
normal ambient air speed. In that case, the higher air speed in
the enclosure might cause more dust to enter the air from stone
crushing, thus causing an overestimation of the emission rate.
Also, there must not be significant deposition of PM-10 within
the duct-work or enclosure. Furthermore, if the space enclosed
is normally subjected to turbulence from ambient winds, the
emission rate calculated after enclosure may underpredict the
true emissions. Finally, the sampling protocol must represent
the average dust levels encountered in cyclic or uneven dustproducing processes (Cowherd and Kinsey, 1986).
Appendix A is an excerpt from 40 CFR 51 containing descriptions
of Methods 201 and 201A. Appendix A also contains excerpts from
40 CFR 60, with descriptions of Methods 1 and so. Appendix B is
2

an excerpt from Richards and Brazell (1992) describing recent
applications of the quasi-stack method.
EPA published a series of technical manuals on measuring fugitive
emissions in 1976. One manual was on the quasi-stack method
(Kolnsberg et al.), one was on the roof monitor method (Kenson
and Bartlett) and one was on the upwind-downwind method
(Kolnsberg).
From the point of view of measuring PM-10, these
manuals have several problems: they are old, the equipment in
them has largely been superseded, the manuals were written from
the perspective of measuring all fugitive emissions, not just
dust, and at that time EPA was concerned with measuring total
suspended particulate, not PM-10. Nevertheless,--they provide
significant useful information and are being included in this
report as appendices. However, it must be reiterated that much
of the equipment in these manuals has been superseded. Appendix
c contains the text of Kolnsberg et al., (1976), the manual on
the quasi-stack method. Appendix K (TRC, 1980) also contains
very detailed information on this method, although the equipment
described is out of date.
Some specific work has been done on hood capture of process
fugitive particulate by PEDCo Environmental, Inc. (1984) and by
Kashdan et al. (1986). The former study describes the capture of
fugitive particulate from a primary copper convertor by use of an
air curtain, and the use of quasi-stack measurements to quantify
emission rates. There is very good documentation of adequate
capture efficiency of this arrangement, but no documentation that
the fugitive emissions are unaffected by the air curtain.
Nevertheless, the air curtain is quite far from the process, and
it seems likely that the very small negative pressure involved
would be too small to cause increased emissions. The air curtain
seems useful only for heated, buoyant plumes.
Kashdan et al. comprehensively describe a series of hood designs
for capture of process fugitive particulate emissions. Capture
efficiencies are included. Again, however, there is no
information available on the extent of influence of these hood
systems on the processes themselves. To what extent do they
induce increased emissions? Could they reduce emissions by
decreasing turbulence around the source? Obtaining answers to
these questions is not necessarily a trivial problem.
Richards and Brazell (personal communication, 1993) have used a
smoke tracer method to visually determine the minimum air
velocity required for PM-10 plume capture. This issue is further
complicated if ambient winds or drafts must be dealt with,
because the hood air velocity needs to be higher in draftier
environments (Kolnsberg et al., 1976). Also, it must be
ascertained that the behavior of the visible smoke plume
resembles that of the actual PM-10 plume. Furthermore, it would
be preferable to have mass measurements of emitted and captured
3

tracer as well as the visual evidence that the hood is effective
at capturing emissions without inducing or decreasing them.
In any case, several hood designs may be appropriate for use with
quasi-stack measurements. The user must demonstrate, however,
that the hood does not cause underestimation or overestimation of
source emissions.
Roof monitor method
When processes are located within a building, the roof monitor
method may be the best means of measuring fugitive particulate
emissions. In this method, measurements of particulate
concentration and air velocity must be made at each opening from
which dust may issue from the building. The cross-sectional area
of each opening is also required. The product of the crosssectional area of the opening, the exit velocity, and the
concentration of PM-10 gives the fugitive PM-10 emission rate
from an opening. The sum of the emission rates from all openings
gives the emiss-ion rate for the building as a whole.
In most cases, the building as a whole is considered to be the
·"source."
When considering the ambient impact of processes
within a building, we are only interested in dust which escapes
from the building, rather than in the "true" emissions from each
process inside.
Air velocity in openings to buildings may be quite variable.
Even flow direction may shift. Consequently, isokinetic sampling
may be difficult, and it may not be feasible to use stack testing
methods.
In that event, ambient PM-10 sampling devices may be
used. These devices may pump a measured flow of air past a
filter.
The weight of particulate deposited divided by the total
air flow during the time the device was in operation gives the
average concentration of dust in the sampled air. The product of
the average concentration, the cross-sectional area of an
opening, and the average exit velocity will give an average
emission rate for a given opening over the period of time
sampled. Appendix D contains a list of ambient samplers which
have met EPA criteria published in 40 CFR SO, as of July, 1993.
Table I (from Muleski et al., 1991) provides a list of advantages
and disadvantages of various types of PM-10 ambient samplers.
Another issue when using the roof monitor method is that
concentrations of dust may vary in unknown ways across various
openings. Consequently, it is important to sample, as in stack
testing, at a number of sites along the cross section of each
opening.
In cases where ducts lead to openings, it is important to
ascertain that there is not significant PM-10 deposition in the
4

duct-work downstream from the sampling site before the exit from
the buildinq is 4&aCbed. otherwise one w~ make signixicant
overestimations of PM-10 emissions.
on the other hand, it is critical to sample during times which
are representative of normal and peak dust emissions. Otherwise,
the calculated emission rates will have little meaning.
Without the use of additional testing, it will not be.possible to
separate and quantify the individual sources within a building;
the different plumes will be measured as one intermingled plume
leaving the various openings of the building. To discriminate
between sources under one roof, tracer tests are required (see
Appendix E, and also see Vanderborght. et al. 1982), or e·lse one
process at a time may be operated to obtain an emission rate for
each process.
The roof monitor method should have the potential to give
accurate emission rates.
It has been thought to be somewhat less
accurate than the quasi-stack method, however (Kolnsberg, 1982).
Another issue that may arise in sampling via the roof monitor
method is that the building openings may be difficult to access,
difficult or hazardous to lead electrical lines to, and
precarious to work around. Trozzo and Turnage (1981) developed a
protocol for using battery powered personal samplers as
surrogates for the large hi-vol ambient samplers which were then
the EPA reference method for measuring ambient dust
concentrations. No subsequent studies using this technique were
found in the literature. Newer battery powered devices called
saturation monitors could be adequate under some conditions for
the roof monitor method, but this has not been studied.
Generally, if stack sampling methods cannot be used, it is
recommended that EPA approved ambient sampling devices be used
whenever possible (See Appendix D).
However, it is EPA's recommendation that whenever feasible, stack
sampling trains be used, specifically Method 201 or 201A.
It may
be desirable to build temporary duct-work around openings in
order to use these methods, provided that the duct-work does not
alter the dust outflow.
In the case where emissions are sampled in ducts, EPA Method 1
should be used when the ducts are of the appropriate type.
In
cases where sampling is attempted in an actual roof monitor, the
sampling should be done according to EPA Method SD. (See Appendix
A.)

Appendix E contains the 1976 technical manual on the roof monitor
method by Kenson and Bartlett. As noted above, there is
substantial obsolete material in this manual; we include it
nevertheless because there is also substantial valuable
5

information. Appendix K (TRC,1980} also has detailed information
roof Monitor method (but dated information on equipment}.

~the

Upwind-downwind method
In the upwind-downwind method, at least one ambient PM-10
concentration is obtained upwind of a dust source and several PM10 concentrations are obtained downwind as well. Wind speed and
direction and other meteorological variables are monitored during
the sampling procedure. The downwind concentration minus the
upwind concentration is considered to be the concentration due to
the PM-10 source (or net concentration}. Using a dispersion
model and the meteorological information, the net concentration
is used to solve for the emission rate in the dispersion model.
Each downwind sampler will yield an emission rate estimate; these
may be averaged to obtain the best estimate of the emission rate.
The upwind-downwind method may be applied to many different
situations.
It cannot, however, distinguish between plumes which
mix, unless one of the plumes is distinctly upwind of the other.
While the upwind-downwind method is the most versatile of the
generally applied methods, it is also been considered the least
accurate. This is partly because only a tiny fraction of the
greatly diluted plume is sampled, and this sampling is usually
done many meters from the source. While plumes are thought to
behave in a Gaussian fashion, that behavior occurs only on
average over a period of time. A great many samples over a long
time would have to be obtained for the actual plume distribution
to approach that of a Gaussian curve. Such a sampling strategy
is usually impractical. Consequently, random plume
irregularities will give rise to uncertain emission estimates.
Even if sampling is done at many sites (an expensive
proposition), inaccuracies still result from using average
meteorological values to represent the instantaneous vagaries of
real weather.
For example, the dispersion models are
particularly unable to cope with a situation in which the wind
direction at the source is different from the wind direction at
the receptor.
Despite these problems, it seems possible to obtain reasonable
accuracy with this method. Hu Gengxin et al. (1992) found that
their results were within a factor of two, 80 percent of the
time, apparently using the quasi-stack method as a reference.
In any case, there is an important reason for using the upwinddownwind method: there are times when this is the only method
which suits the situation. Obtaining an emission rate from an
area source such as a large parking lot is an example.
6

Regarding basic sampling protocol, the arrangement of sampling
devices will vary depending upon the· geometry of the source. The
number of upwind samplers will depend upon the proximity of
interfering upwind plumes--a more heterogeneous upwind dust
profile will require more upwind samplers.
Downwind of the
source to be measured, for "point" or area sources, at least five
ambient particulate samplers are required, at two different
downwind distances and three different crosswind distances
(Cowherd and Kinsey, 1986). The greater the number of downwind
samplers, the better the characterization of the plume. Refer to
Appendix D for a list of acceptable ambient sampling equipment,
and for an excerpt from the statute which defines the reference
method for measuri-ng PM-10 in ambient air.·
Kinsey and Englehart (1984), Russell and Caruso (1983), Maxwell
et al. (1982), and Larson et al. (1981) have done upwind-downwind
studies on "line" sources (roads). However the exposure
profiling technique is well suited to roads, and is thought to be
more accurate than the upwind-downwind method (Kolnsberg,1982;
Fitzpatrick, 1987).
Looking at sampling arrangements in more detail, a study by
Carnes et al. (1982) suggested that 10 or 11 downwind samplers
was the optimum number for measuring emissions from a coal
storage pile, based upon a cost-benefit analysis. They claimed
that using ten downwind samplers will provide estimates of
emission strength within 25 percent of estimates obtained using
30 or more samplers. Hesketh and C~oss (1983) make no specific
recommendations on total number of samplers, but do suggest two
sampling heights for each sampling site, one at ground level and
one a_t three meters. Axetell and Cowherd (1984) did an
exhaustive study on surface coal mines; they wrote in detail on
most of the measurement methods described in this report,
including the upwind-downwind method.
Excerpts of their report
are included as Appendix F. The reader should keep in mind,
however, that the equipment in that study was used primarily to
measure total suspended particulate, not PM-10. Appendix K (TRC,
1980) also contains a good deal of information on the upwinddownwind method. Kolnsberg (1976) wrote a technical manual on
the method. That report is included as Appendix G because of its
valuable detail, despite the obsolescence of much of the
equipment described.
Regarding equipment, some studies (Kinsey and Englehart, 1984;
Russell and caruso, 1983; and Larson et al., 1981) have used
devices which turn off the ambient samplers automatically if the
wind direction deviates more than a certain number of degrees
from the source. This is done because the sampler may be
essentially out of the plume if the wind deviates enough. Shutoff angles for these devices have typically been in the range of
22.5 - 65 degrees to either side of the original plume
centerline. The desirable shut off angle will vary with the
7

distance the samplers are from the source. Other studies
(Maxwell et al., 1982; Carnes et al., 1982; Larson, 1982; and
Wells et al., 1980} have not used such a device. Current thought
is that using an automatic shut-off is a good idea (Cowherd, c.,
1993, personal communication}. Hesketh and Cross (1983} suggest
using two ambient samplers at each sampling position, one
operating continuously and the other operating only when the wind
is within 22.5 degrees from the source. Any sampler with a
directional shut-off should have a timer to count the elapsed
time the sampler is in operation.
Factors other than wind direction changes may make the data from
a particular test run unusable.
For example, if the wind is very
slight, a recognizable plume might not form.
A typical response
has been to initiate testing only if wind speeds exceed 1 meter
per second (2.2 m.p.h.}.
Another important issue relevant to the upwind-downwind method is
the choice of a dispersion model. Which model should one use?
EPA uses the Industrial Source Complex (ISC} model, particularly
for gaseous emissions. This is a Gaussian plume model for·flat
terrain.
It has no deposition term specifically for particles
under 30 microns in aerodynamic diameter (as of July, 1993},
meaning that it does not accurately account for deposition of
these particles downwind of the source. PM-10 will have some
degree of downwind deposition. The ISC model is known to always
underestimate deposition of particles smaller than five microns
(Irwin, John, u.s. EPA Source Receptor Analysis Branch, personal
communication, 1993}. On the other hand, the direction and
magnitude of bias for deposition of particles between five and
ten microns in diameter will depend upon release height, source
configuration, particle size and downwind distance.
The rate of downwind deposition will depend upon air convection
and turbulence which bring particles into contact with the
ground, and upon the gravitational settling velocity of the
particles. The gravitational settling flux and ground deposition
flux are both thought to be proportional to the local air
concentration of particles (Ermak, 1977}. EPA is nearing
completion on work to add an improved deposition term to the ISC
model, which should make it more accurate for use with dust.
There are other dispersion models available which have deposition
terms.
Ermak (1977} developed a model based upon the solution of
an atmospheric diffusion equation. Several later models are
based upon his work. These include models developed by Winges
(1990 and 1982), and by Becker and Takle (1979). Winges's
Fugitive Dust Model (1990} has computer software which allows
non-scientists to perform the data entry.
Hu Gengxin and Yang Xu (1992} reported on the development of a
model by Hu Gengxin and Xia Liguo. Hu Gengxin et al. (1992)
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briefly reviewed the applicability of various dispersion models
to fuqitive dust problellls., and compared a model developed cy them
to two previously developed by Hu Gengxin. They used known
emission rates to evaluate the models, and found that their new
model performed somewhat better overall than Hu Gengxin's older
ones. They also found that each model had optimal distances and
angles from the plume centerline wher.e it performed better than
the other models •
Generally, when using dispersion models, at a minimum the
following information will be required: Distance from each
ambient sampler to dust source, wind speed, wind direction, and
Pasquill-Gifford stability class. Other parameters, such as
roughness length or deposition velocity, may be required for a
given model. The elucidation of these other parameters may not
be trivial.
Furthermore, if.the model was created for unobstructed flat
terrain, but the real terrain is not flat, inaccuracies will
result unless the model is altered to suit the real situation.
meteorologist or other mathematical modeler is required for
making such alterations.

A

Another modeling issue is the source geometry. Some models are
better than others for a particular source geometry. A model
which treats point and volume sources well might not be as good
for area sources, for example. Furthermore, the use of a point
source approximation for an area source will cause an
underestimate of emissions for a measured downwind concentration.
The closer the downwind receptor is to the area source, the
greater will be the error. A rule of thumb sometimes used by the
EPA for square area sources is that the receptor must be a
minimum of ten site lengths from the source for the point source
approximation to be reasonable.
Some information on dispersion models is available on an EPA
computer bulletin board called TTN (Technology Transfer Network) .
The number to call for modem connections is 919-541-5742. Upon
reaching the main menu, choose the "SCRAM" (Support Center for
Regulatory Air Models) option for model information.
If one does use a model which accounts for deposition, the model
will typically require the sizing of the particles emitted from
the dust source. This is because particles of different
aerodynamic diameter will deposit on the ground between the
source and the sampler at different rates. To model the
deposition rate of the dust requires knowledge of the size
distribution of the dust. This has often been obtained
aerodynamically with cascade impactors, but may also be obtained
using other methods.

9

Exposure profiling method
The exposure profiling method was developed by Midwest Research
Institute, under an EPA contract, as a tool for deriving emission
factors (Cowherd et al., 1974). The exposure profiler consists
of a number of ambient samplers (typically four or five) at
several heights along a vertical tower, typically four to ten
meters in height (Figure 1). The samplers are provided with a
means to sample nearly isokinetically: typically this consists of
either interchangeable nozzles of various sizes or variable flowrate control. Wind speed is monitored by anemometers, usually at
two to five heights along the tower (McCain et al., 1985). Wind
speeds for unmonitored heights are often ~alculated using a
logarithmic algorithm (Muleski et al., 1993; Axetell and Cowherd,
1984). Wind direction is monitored by a wind vane.
One or more towers of this type is placed downwind of the source,
with the sampler intakes pointed into the wind. The profiling
tower is placed close to the source, often approximately five
meters away (Muleski et al., 1993; Cowherd and Kinsey, 1986;
Cuscino et al., 1983;). Ambient samplers (typically between one
and four of them) are placed upwind of the source at one or more
heights (Pyle and McCain, 1985). The upwind samplers are also
placed close to the source, often ten to fifteen meters away
(Muleski et al., 1993; Cowherd and Kinsey, 1986; Cuscino et al.,
1983). Sampling at the upwind samplers is not necessarily
isokinetic (Bohn, 1982).
Exposure (Garman and Muleski, 1993a) may be defined as the net
passage of mass through a unit area perpendicular to the plume
transport direction (wind direction):
E

where:

=

(10- 7 )CUt

E = dust exposure (mgfcm2 )
C = net concentration (ugjm 3 )
U = approaching wind speed (m/s)
t = sampling duration (s)

Values of exposure will vary at different sites within the plume.
The integral of exposure evaluated over the cross section of the
plume should equal the total mass flux of dust emitted from the
source (Garman and Muleski, 1993a; Axetell and Cowherd, 1984;
Bohnet al., 1978). The integration may be accomplished via
Simpson's rule. Simpson's rule necessitates an odd number of
data points at equal intervals; if additional data points are
required to obtain an odd number or equal spacing, they are
obtained by extrapolation (Muleski et al., 1993).
Mathematically, for a uniformly emitting "line" source (really a
"point" source moving along a line) , such as a car moving along a
relatively uniform dirt road, a single vertical integration may
10

suffice to characterize the emissions (Bohnet al., 1978). In the
case of "point 11 or smal.l area sources, a two dimensiona~
integration will be required (Garman and Muleski, 1993a; Bohn et
al., 1978).
Similarly, from the point of view of physical measurement, for a
point source moving along a line and emitting uniformly, one
profiling tower may suffice to characterize the plume. In the
case of "point" or small area sources, a number of profiling
towers must be used.
The samplers should be symmetrically placed in the body of the
dust plume so that approximately 90 percent of the mass flux of
the dust cloud passes between the outermost edges of the array.
As an example, for a Gaussian dust plume, the exposure values
measured by the samplers at the edge of the sampling array should
be about 25 percent of those measured at the center of the array
(Bohnet al., 1978).
Exposure profiling has been used primarily for measuring
emissions from sources whose plumes will not have significant
mass passing above the highest sampler on a profiling tower.
This has largely constrained this method to sampling close to the
source. Axetell and cowherd (1984) for example, write that it is
preferable for the profiling towers to be approximately five
meters from the source. However, Clayton et al. (1984) report
the use of sectional aluminum masts to raise the heights of their
highest samplers well above 20 meters. This kind of tower height
would permit sampling farther from the source. Sampling farther
from a point or area source, however, also requires a more
horizontally widespread tower array, because of horizontal plume
dispersion.
The exposure profiling method may not be practical for sampling
large area sources. The bigger the distance between the upwind
side of the area source and the profiling tower, the higher the
tower will need to be. The longer the dimension of the area
source perpendicular to the wind, the wider the profiling array
must be.
Exposure profiling uses a mass conservation approach (Garman and
Muleski, 1993a) to calculate emission rates from mass fluxes
measured downwind.
But some PM-10 may deposit on the ground
between the source and the profiling tower. This 11 lost mass" of
PM-10 could be significant, particularly if the source is close
to the ground. Any deposition occurring between the source and
the profiling tower will lead to inaccuracies (under-predictions)
in calculating emission rates. The significance of these
inaccuracies is unknown.
However, perhaps a distinction should be drawn between the actual
emission rate and the relevant emission rate. What we are
11

normally concerned about is entry of dust into the ambient
environment. The dust that is immediately deposited is not
usually of great concern. Hence, it may be reasonable to
acknowledge this source of inaccuracy in the exposure profiling
method in terms of measuring the actual emission rate, while
realizing that this inaccuracy may not pertain to the "relevant"
emission rate.
This inaccuracy could become problematic if the calculated
emission rate is to be used with a dispersion model to predict
downwind ambient impact. If a dispersion model with a deposition
algorithm is used, there will be under-prediction of the ambient
impact. "Lost mass" deposited between the source and the
profiler will lead to a lower-than-actual calculated emission
rate, and then the deposition algorithm will further decrease the
predicted downwind concentration.
Nor would it necessarily be correct to use a dispersion model
without a deposition algorithm to calculate the ambient impact of
a source. Again, in this case, missing mass deposited between
the source and the profiler will lead to underestimates of the
actual emission rate. The application of a dispersion model
without a deposition term tends to lead to overestimates of PM-10
downwind impacts. The result of combining an underestimated
emission rate with an ambient impact overestimation is unclear.
Possibly the errors would essentially cancel. Perhaps comparing
the resulting ambient impact predictions with predictions derived
from receptor models provides a clue, but receptor models for
dust generally have their own problems with conservation of mass
issues.
In any case, the magnitude of the mass lost to deposition between
the source and the profiler is unknown. It will vary with source
height, meteorological conditions and source-profiler distance.
This mass may not be significant at many emission heights and
under certain meteorological conditions, but it could be
important for sources emitting close to the ground. This mass
should be quantified. We would then be more sure of actual
emission rates.
Exposure profiling has another· source of inaccuracy in the
necessity of extrapolating mass fluxes from the outermost
samplers in the array to the fluxes outside of the array. The
more widespread the sampling array, the more this source of error
can be minimized. As an example of the potential magnitude of
this source of error, Muleski et al. (1983) found between a ten
and seventeen percent. discrepancy from using a six-meter
profiling tower compared to their results using a ten-meter
tower, for measuring dust emissions five meters from an unpaved ·
road.
Exposure profiling is considered significantly more accurate than
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the upwind-downwind method (Kolnsberg, 1982; Fitzpatrick, 1987).
is because exposure profiling samples quasi-isokinetically,
typically samples a much larger portion of the dust plume, and
does not depend on dispersion modeling for determining emission
rates. Kolnsberg (1982) writes that the accuracy of the exposure
profiling method is comparable to that of the roof monitor
method.

~

The report of Axetell and Cowherd (1984), which has been included
as Appendix F, contains a description of the exposure _profiling
method and step by step calculations for measuring emission rates
from line-sources. Garman and Muleski (1993b) has a less
detailed but more current plan ~or measuring line-source emission
rates; this is Appendix H. Another report by Garman and Muleski
(1993a) includes information on the calculation of emission rates
from area sources, sampling configuration diagrams, and
information on sample handling and analysis, and is included as
Appendix I.
Portable wind tunnel method
The portable wind tunnel was used in the 1970's to study the
effects of wind-blown sand on vegetation, and to quantify the
determinants of wind erosion (Fryrear, 1971; Gillette, 1978). It
has since been used to quantify wind-generated emissions from
exposed soil and from coal storage piles (A:xetell and Cowherd,
1984; Cowherd, 1983; Cuscino et al., 1983). It should be
reiterated that this method is used only to quantify windgenerated emissions.
The portable wind tunnel is diagrammed in Figure 2 (from cuscino
et al., 1983). The "working" part of the wind tunnel has an open
floor and is placed directly on the surface to be tested. An
airtight seal is maintained between the tunnel sides and the
tested surface (Axetell and Cowherd, 1984). A fan draws air
through the tunnel from an intake "upwind" of the test area.
At
a threshold speed, dust will be picked up or eroded from the test
surface by the passing air stream. The quantity of eroded
material (neglecting deposition) is the net amount of dust
leaving the tunnel, or the total amount leaving minus the amount
entering.
As shown in Figure 2, the emissions sampling in the portable wind
tunnel is done in a raised, fully enclosed duct, downstream from
the working section.
In the past, emissions have been measured
isokinetically by ambient sampling equipment. The Emissions
Measurement Branch of EPA prefers the use of standard stack
sampling tr~ins whenever feasible. This would mean using Method
201 or 201A. An ambient sampler could, however, be used to
obtain the concentration of dust in the ambient intake air for
the tunnel.
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The emission rate calculation is like a stack problem: The
emission rate from the tested area equals the net particle
concentration times the tunnel flow rate. The calculation of the
tunnel flow rate is complicated, however, by boundary layer
considerations, including shear stress at the tunnel floor and
walls. Axetell and Cowherd (1984) present a calculation
procedure for determining flow rate (See pages 82-86 of Appendix
F) •

Cowherd (1983) stated that the wind speed profile near the tunnel
floor followed a logarithmic pattern and was ·related to friction
velocity, roughness height and the distance from the tunnel
floor.
Friction velocity is related to shear stress at the
tunnel sides and floor (White, 1986). Roughness height has been
obtained via an extrapolation of the measured wind speed profile;
the distance from the tunnel floor at which the wind speed
extrapolates to zero is considered to be the mean roughness
height (Axetell and Cowherd, 1984). According to Cowherd (1983),
knowing the roughness height allows the use of the tunnel
centerline wind speed to extrapolate the probable wind speed at
10 meters height via a logarithmic wind profile which describes
wind speeds in the atmospheric boundary layer.
In practice, this
extrapolation is done graphically by plotting height versus wind
speed using semi-log paper (Cowherd, c., personal communication,
1993). The measured wind speeds are extrapolated "back" to the
y-axis to obtain the roughness height, and they are extrapolated
"forward" to 10 meters to obtain the wind speed at that altitude.
The slope of the graph will be the friction velocity.
Thus, over
apparently
altitude.
related to
presumably

flat ground, the tunnel centerline wind speed can
be related to a corresponding wind speed at 10 meters
Since the tunnel centerline wind speed can also be
a PM-10 emission rate, the wind speed at 10 meters can
be related to that emission rate.

For storage piles, the procedure is as above, except that one
must also consult EPA publication AP-42, section 11.2.7 in order
to obtain the relationship between the unobstructed atmospheric
wind speed profile and the wind speed profile at various sites
across a storage pile. Section 11.2.7 of AP-42 is included as
Appendix J. For a description of the use of the portable wind
tunnel see Appendix F (Axetell and cowherd, 1984).
A basic assumption made in using the portable wind tunnel method
concerns the relating of emission rates in the tunnel to those
out of the tunnel. Consider a wind speed measured in the open
air at a height of 15 em. That wind moving over a particular
segment of open ground at a certain time causes a specific
emission rate. Now consider the same. wind speed measured at the
same height, but moving through a tunnel placed next to the same
spot at the same time. It is assumed that if the ground is
similar in and out of the tunnel, the emissions will be the same
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in and out of the tunnel. In other words, the physical presence
of the tunnel·is assumed not to affect the emission rate.
The portable wind tunnel method, like the exposure profile method
employs a mass conservation approach (Axetell and Cowherd, 1984).
Therefore any deposition which occurs between the point of
emission and the point of measurement will lead to an
underestimation of total emissions. However, one must ask
whether such deposition is relevant. Are we concerned with the
total flux of PM-10 up from a source, regardless of whether some
of it is deposited before it leaves the source, or are we
concerned with the net flux leaving the source and entering the
ambient environment?
Let us look at the situation in which a dispersion model is used
to determine downwind ambient impact of the source.
If the
source is treated as a point source in a dispersion model with a
deposition algorithm, the deposition occurring in the tunnel
might not be relevant. This is because the source is actually an
area, but is being treated as a point. Deposition occurring
within the area of the source but unaccounted for in the tunnel
may be accounted for by the deposition algorithm of the
dispersion model.
(However, one must make sure to consider
ambient impact far enough downwind so that the use of a point
source model for an area source will not distort the predicted
downwind impact--one must be far enough downwind so that the
source "looks like" a point.)
Wind erosion of soil or other materials is a complicated process.
For example, Cowherd (1982) has suggested that wind gusts rather
than mean wind speed cause most particle uptake.
Another
complication is that wind erosion is not a steady state process,
but changes as a function of the amount of erodible material
exposed to the wind, which itself is partly a function of the
length of time a surface has been exposed to a particular wind
speed. The amount of erodible material will also depend upon the
frequency, extent, timing and effect of disturbances caused by
outside forces acting on a surface to be tested. An example of
such outside forces might be the driving of a vehicle on a
material storage pile. Cowherd (1983) has dealt with the issue
of erosion potential and describes a means to quantify it (Also
see Appendix F, pages 85-86). The issue of disturbance will
presumably need to be dealt with by having a sampling strategy
which fairly represents the normal conditions of the surface to
be tested.
However, there are other complications of wind erosion.
For
example, fetch is defined as the length of exposed surface along
the axis of the wind. Gillette (1978) ·found that increasing the
fetch in the portable wind tunnel increased the emission rate per
unit area for particles smaller than 25 um. This finding held
for all fetches tested, the largest of which was 21.7 em.
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Axetell and Cowherd (1984) use a fetch of 3.5 meters; perhaps
this ·longer fetch obviates this problem, but this is not
addressed in the emission measurement literature.
A possibly related issue is that of sandblasting, which is
defined as the impaction of saltating particles onto a surface.
On open stretches of bare ground, sandblasting causes emissions
of particles smaller than 25 um (Gillette, 1978). But in the
wind tunnel, Gillette found that emission of particles smaller
than 25 um was independent of sandblasting. He speculated that
this might be due to the short fetch of the test section in his
tunnel. Again it is possible that a 3.5 meter fetch would
obviate this problem, but this _does not appear_to be addressed in
the literature on emission measurement. On the other hand, most
fugitive dust sources have shorter fetches than those encountered
by Gillette on the farmlands of Kansas and Texas. Perhaps sand
blasting is unimportant for short fetches.
Gillette (1978) also found during field studies that for some
soil types, the ratio of fine to coarse particles emitted
increased with increasing wind speed. He wasn't able to
duplicate this finding in his wind tunnel. He speculated that
this was due to the small fetch of his tunnel inhibiting
sandblasting effects.
As a benefit of working primarily in rather flat, unforested
areas, both Cowherd and Gillette were able to use values of
roughness height extrapolated from measured wind tunnel
velocities alone. But this could be a problem in forested or
rolling areas where a different means of obtaining roughness
height may be necessary (Cowherd, c., personal communication,
1993)
0

In any case, it appears that the portable wind tunnel is superior
to other methods of quantifying wind erosion.
Nearly the entire
plume is captured.
Sampling is isokinetic.
Flow rate through
the tunnel can be accurately determined.

Scale model wind tunnel method
The scale model wind tunnel method involves the construction of a
reduced-size re-creation of a process or landscape inside of a
wind tunnel. An attempt is usually made to make important
parameters in the wind tunnel resemble those occurring in the
field.
These parameters may include turbulence, wind shear, or
other physical quantities.
Specific approaches to ensuring similarity between the wind
tunnel environment and the field environment have differed.
There does not appear to be a consensus on the correct approach
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to take.
Visser (1992) studied the effects of moisture and wind speed on
the dust emission rates of three different types of coal. He
differentiated emissions occurring from windsift (particles
entrained by wind out of a falling stream) from those occurring
by impaction (falling and "bouncing"). He determined impaction
emissions (dustiness) using a technique described by Lundgren
(1986).
By dumping the coal into a grille-covered box recessed
in the tunnel floor, Visser claimed to minimize re-entrainment of
impaction emissions when he was studying windsift.
Emissions were~measured~ isokinetically~at nine~points downstream
from the falling coal. Emission rates were determined by
considering the flux at each sampler as representative of the
flux of the surrounding area, calculating the flux for each area
and then summing the fluxes.
The calculated emission factors did
not agree well with those from cited field studies, although they
were said to be in rough agreement with those from a cited wind
tunnel study.
Visser seems to have made the assumption that phenomena observed
in his wind tunnel will be indicative of those occurring in the
real world. He does not appear to have used any kind of
dimensional analysis, which is generally applied to scale model
wind tunnel studies, even though he was dumping much smaller
quantities of coal than would be dumped in real industrial
situations. Not only is the different throughput of coal at
issue, but the turbulence inside the tunnel is also important.
Does the tunnel turbulence at a given wind speed resemble that
encountered in real situations? Does the velocity profile in the
tunnel resemble that of the atmospheric boundary layer? Visser
does not seem to have addressed these issues.
De Faveri et al. (1990) studied the effects of wind breaks and
coating compounds on emissions from coal storage piles. They
built a scale model terrain.
In the building of their model,
they considered the simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer,
the simulation of atmospheric turbulence, and the simulation of
terrain with the appropriate roughness height.
In relating
tunnel design to real-world characteristics, their dimensional
analysis considered the threshold speed (speed at which eroding
particles become airborne), air speed, particle size, space, and
time of exposure.
Interestingly, they scaled the particle size
of the coal they were using.
The actual measurement of emissions was only quantitative·
relative to baseline emissions, however. No method for measuring
the actual mass flux was used. Also, the scaling of particle
size may open a formidable can of worms in that such scaling must
take into account forces acting on particles which change in
importance with differing particle size. Electrostatic force is
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one example of a force which has more importance in determining
the behavior of smaller particles.
Yocom et al. (1985) dropped sulfur into a hopper in a wind tunnel
to study dust emissions at wind speeds up to eight miles per
hour.
In considering the similarity between the atmosphere and
the wind tunnel, they explain that the calculation of the
Reynolds number for wind tunnels is related to the dimensions of
obstructions in the tunnel. They use the square root of the
frontal area of a wind flow obstruction as the characteristic
length for calculation of the Reynolds number. Wind tunnel
turbulence was compared to atmospheric turbulence via a
comparison of Reynolds numbers; it was admitted that,
particularly at low wind speeds, the wind tunnel might not
accurately represent atmospheric turbulence.
Another feature of the Yocom study was isokinetic sampling at the
downwind end of the tunnel using hi-val samplers with directional
nozzles and variable flow rate. Deposition in the tunnel was
measured by weighing deposits on removable aluminum plates placed
on the tunnel floor downwind of the dropped sulfur.
An emission factor developed in the Yocom et al. study agreed
closely with one developed in the field by another group using
exposure profiling to measure emissions from the dropping of
sulfur.
Interestingly, in the Yocom et al. study, particles
deposited downwind of the dropped sulfur were not included in the
calculation of the emission factor, so the actual mass flux out
of the stream of dropping sulfur must have been underestimated.
Billman and Arya (1985) studied the effects of windbreaks on wind
speeds across downwind storage piles. While they did not
directly study emissions, their report is interesting in that a
subsequent field study (Zimmer et al., 1986) was performed to
verify the results obtained by Billman and Arya.
For piles
unscreened by windbreaks, Zimmer et al. found that while the
measured field wind speeds agreed well with those predicted from
the wind tunnel studies for measurements taken at the front of
storage piles, there was poor agreement at the back of the piles.
For the case in which the pile was screened by a windbreak, only
one test was directly comparable between the two studies; in that
case, the wind tunnel values for screen efficiency were
approximately forty percent higher than the field results.
Zimmer et al. attributed at least part of the discrepancy between
field and wind tunnel results to higher turbulence in the
atmosphere than in the wind tunnel.
Williams (1982) made the assumption that turbulence in his wind
tunnel resembled that at the outdoor site he was modeling.
He
did not do any dimensional analysis. His study is interesting,
however, in that he weighed removable dust trays to determine
mass flux. He claimed to differentiate between flux occurring by
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saltation and that occurring by suspension. To do this he used a
method involving three adjacent dust trays arranged sequentially
along the axis of the wind and embedded in the wind tunnel floor.
He claimed that the saltation process reaches equilibrium
"quickly." Since the upwind tray receives no saltating particles
from other trays, the weight loss measured will be due both to
suspension of particles into'the air and to any outgoing
saltation which occurs. By contrast, the downwind tray should,
Williams claims, experience incoming saltation flux from the
middle tray equal to that lost downwind-to the tunnel, and so net
saltation flux of the downwind tray should be zero. Any loss of
tray weight in the downwind tray should be due, according to
Williams, to suspension alone. It may bel however, that the
downwind tray is incurring deposition of suspended particles
eroded from the upwind trays, as well as saltation flux in and
out of the tray. This would complicate Williams' scheme.
Viner et al. (1982} point out that a large wind tunnel cross
section is desirable so that boundary layer effects of the walls
and ceiling of the tunnel will not complicate the velocity
profile around the model. However, a large cross section
requires a large fan if high wind speeds are desired.
The Viner study used roughness elements in the tunnel floor to
simulate the atmospheric boundary layer. Viner et al. state that
"The most important parameter with regard to particle entrainment
is the shear stress at the surface of the dust sample." Given
the roughness elements used in their tunnel, they calculated that
the shear stress in the tunnel was typical of atmospheric
conditions.
Viner et al. note that an advantage of scale model wind tunnel
tests is that individual parameters affecting dust emissions can
be controlled. A disadvantage is that the relationship between
the tests and actual field emissions is "uncertain at best."
The Viner study used three methods for studying emission rates.
The information in the published report on the first two methods
is limited; however, one method measured mass flux by means of a
probe and the other method used a probe to collect particles for
optical sizing. The third method was judged the most direct and
reproducible. This consisted of weighing a removable tray
containing the erodible material, before and after a test. This
technique was criticized as being subject, however, to error from
the handling of the tray.
Tracer method
The tracer method uses either a gas or particles as a tracer for
dust. Several gas tracer studies have used sulfur hexafluoride as
a tracer.
Usually particulate tracers are fluorescent or
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phosphorescent or have a dye or other coating which makes them
fluoresce or phosphoresce.
The assumption behind the tracer method is that the dispersion of
dust will be imitated by the tracer. In other words, the tracer
plume will strongly resemble the dust plume if the tracer is
released in the same place at the same time as the dust. The
validity of this assumption will be discussed later. However, if
we assume for the moment that this assumption is correct, then
the dust emission rate may be easily determined (Vanderborght et
al., 1982):

where cd
ct
Qd
Qt

=
=
=
=

downwind net dust concentration
downwind net tracer concentration
dust emission rate
tracer emission rate

The concentrations of dust and tracer are measured at the same
locations upwind and downwind of the source. The upwind
concentrations of dust and tracer are subtracted from the
respective downwind concentrations to obtain Cd and Ct.
(In
practice the upwind tracer concentration will be close to zero.)
The tracer emission rate is known. (In the case of a gaseous
tracer, the gas cylinder can be weighed before and after the
tracer release.}
Consequently, the emission rate of the dust
will be the only unknown quantity and can be readily calculated
using the simple proportion expressed above.
Baxter (1983} used sulfur hexafluoride as a tracer for dust from
a mining operation. As previously mentioned, an assumption made
in this and other tracer studies is that if the tracer is
released in the same area and at the same time as the dust, then
the tracer and the dust will disperse in similar ways. Another
assumption made in this particular study is that deposition of
particles less than 30 um in diameter will be minimal over
distances less than 100 meters. This latter assumption was
necessary because Baxter was measuring gaseous tracer and total
suspended particulate at distances as far as 100 meters downwind,
and any particulate deposition in that distance would mean that
the tracer and the dust were dispersing differently, since sulfur
hexafluoride does not undergo deposition.
The assumptions of similar dispersion and no particulate
deposition are questionable; their veracity should depend upon
emission height and meteorological conditions. For example, if
the emissions are close to the g~ound, significant dust
deposition might occur over 100 meters, especially under certain
weather conditions. Also, significant reflection of the sulfur
hexafluoride gas from the ground could occur over 100 meters. By
contrast, the dust would not be expected to undergo much
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reflection since most dust tends to stick where it impacts.
Baxter visually determined the sites of maximum dust emissions
and placed the sulfur hexafluoride cylinders in those areas. He
outlined a means of keeping the release rate of the tracer gas
constant using a two stage pressure regulator, a fine metering
valve and a rotameter. The total amount of gas released was
determined by weighing the gas cylinder before and after the
tracer ga_s release.
Baxter used a continuous sulfur hexafluoride analyzer and ambient
samplers, all mounted on a van approximately 75 meters downwind
of the source. He used the measurements made by the continuous
sulfur hexafluoride ana-lyzer to indicate where to move· the m·obile
platform so that he could follow the wind shifts and remain in
the main part of the dust plume. Time-integrated samples of
sulfur hexafluoride were also obtained using bag samplers.
Vanderborght et al. (1982) point out the advantages of using
sulfur hexafluoride as a tracer: it is inert, non-toxic, stable
up to approximately 500 degrees Celsius, easily detectable at
concentrations as low as 50 nanograms per cubic meter, and normal
background levels are below the level of detection. Their study
used sulfur hexafluoride as a tracer for antimony (Sb) dust
emitted from an Sb metallurgical plant.
The Vanderborght study used bag samples of sulfur hexafluoride
and used gas chromatography to analyze the samples. Ambient
samples of Sb were obtained, and were analyzed using neutron
activation and x-ray fluorescence.
Vanderborght et al. sampled at distances as close as 15 meters
and as far as 180 meters from the source. They make the claim
that at these distances deposition of Sb aerosol is negligible.
They do admit to problems with the tracer study at the close in
distances, however. An indication of such problems is that they
found different ratios of Cd/Ct at various sampling sites close
to the source. But this ratio should be constant over a given
time period, even at different locations, since that ratio should
equal Qd/Q~ and the latter ratio will average to a constant over
the same t~me period. Vanderborght et al. attributed this
problem to poor mixing of the dust and tracer plumes. This is
quite plausible since.they were using one point source of sulfur
hexafluoride to approximate two separated point sources of dust.
Nevertheless, they found that further downwind, the CqfCt ratio
remained constant ("within acceptable limits") at var~ous
distances and locations. This is evidence both that deposition
is negligible at the sampling distances downwind, and that the
dust plume and tracer plume disperse in essentially the same way.
Wachter (1980) developed emission factors for stone crushing·
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operations using sulfur tetrafluoride as a tracer gas. He used a
gas chromatograph with an electron capture detector to analyze
the gas samples.
Wachter made major errors in his paper. Although he was
interested in total suspended partiGulate rather than PM-10, his
errors are instructive~ First, in arguing for the validity of
the tracer technique, he makes the unsupported assumption that
particles under 50 um in diameter behave in the same way that
sulfur tetrafluoride does. Then, in an effort to prove that only
small particles emit past the plant boundaries, he attempts to
show, using stokes's Law, that particles larger than 19 urn will
settle_within 300 meters fromthe source under average
meteorological conditions. Now if particles from 19 um to 50 um
in diameter settled within 300 meters from the source, they would
certainly not be acting like a gas, and the tracer study would
probably be invalid.
Furthermore, the use of stokes Law alone to determine where
atmospheric dust will settle is erroneous. Wachter assumes that
the terminal settling velocity along with a horizontal wind speed
can be used to calculate where particles will deposit.
His
approach ignores atmospheric turbulence, which is often the most
important determinant of where suspended particles will settle.
Deposition velocity rather than terminal settling velocity is
generally the most important quantity in such a situation.
Reynolds (1980) was concerned with the re-entrainment or
resuspension into the air of hazardous materials deposited on
surfaces. He seeded various surfaces with known amounts of
phosphorescing particulate tracer having a size distribution in
the 1 um to 5 um diameter range. The tracer particles were
composed of "zinc-cadmium sulfide."
(The EPA does not recommend
the use of cadmium-containing materials as tracers.)
Reynolds
eroded the labeled surfaces using a hi-val drawing through a
portable wind tunnel, and trapped the eroded particles on a
filter. Mass loading of the tracer on the filter was obtained
using optical techniques. However, since only the mass of tracer
was obtained, and not the mass of eroded dust, cd could not be
obtained. So Qd could not be directly calculated.
Thus, Reynolds was obliged to determine the mass flux of the dust
indirectly. 'He did this by determining a tracer resuspension
rate (fraction of tracer particles resuspended in the air per
unit time) with a dimension of time- 1 • He notes that initial
resuspension fluxes are directly proportional to the resuspension
rate, and that "Therefore resuspension fluxes and relationships
should be nearly equivalent to functional relationships
determined for the resuspension rate ... ". He then calculates the
mass flux of dust based upon estimates of the amount of erodible
material available and the calculated resuspension ~ate for the
tracer. He claims that his resuspension rates are accurate to
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within a factor of three based upon estimations of the magnitudes
of the sources of error in the experiment.
The portable wind tunnel method seems to be a much more direct
and efficient means of measuring wind erosion than the
particulate tracer method described by Reynolds. The mass of
eroded dust may be directly calculated with a portable wind
tunnel; there is no need to use a tracer as a surrogate for dust.
Sehmel (197~) used zinc sulfide particles as a tracer material in
a study on dust emission from a paved road. The zinc sulfide was
placed on one lane of the road. An array of non-isokinetic
samplers was mounted on towers at various distances downwind of
the road. Deposition samplers were also positioned at various
downwind distances. A graphical integration of the downwind
tracer exposure and ground deposition was performed to calculate
the resuspension rate per vehicle pass. The quantity of erodible
material per unit area of road must be estimated to permit the
calculation of the mass flux of dust from the resuspension rate
of tracer. The emission rates thus calculated were said to be
accurate within a factor of three, based upon an error analysis.
The exposure profiling method has often been used to calculate
dust emissions from roads in the years since Sehmel's study.
Exposure profiling appears to be a superior method in that the
dust mass flux is measured directly, rather than using a tracer
as a dust surrogate.
The use of gaseous tracers, however, appears promising,
particularly for PM-10, the dispersion of which should be more
like a gas than the dispersion of total suspended particulate
would be (since PM-10 will undergo less deposition). However,
the distance at which downwind deposition of PM-10 ceases to be
negligible remains to be shown. At the distance where deposition
ceases to be negligible, the gas and the dust plumes will be
acting differently, and the tracer method will be less valid.
This distance will vary with source height and with
meteorological conditions, and could be predicted using
dispersion models.
By contrast, there is also a problem very close to the source:
How do we know that the dust and the tracer have adequately mixed
and have formed a uniform plume? Perhaps this issue can be
minimized by carefully selecting dust source geometry and tracer
source location to facilitate plume mixing. Maybe the problem
can be solved by sampling both dust and tracer at a number of
locations and distances. If the CdfCt ratio is constant over a
number of locations and distances, perhaps we can assume, as
Vanderborght et al. suggested, that this is adequate evidence of
plume homogeneity over those areas.
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Balloon method
Balloon sampling is an offshoot of the exposure profiling method.
The balloon sampling method consists of ambient samplers sampling
quasi-isokinetically, suspended at a number of heights from a
balloon. Mass flux is computed in the same way as in the
exposure profiling method. The balloon method has been used in
attempts to sample large area sources or sources which may not be
closely approached. Armstrong and Drehmel (1982) designed one
such system. Axetell and Cowherd (1984) used balloon sampling in
an ·attempt at measuring the dust emissions from blasting
operations.
·
The latter study had problems with sampling often being nonisokinetic, as well as encountering a problem of being unable to
sample a sufficiently large segment of the plume except under
very limited wind conditions. The problem of anisokinesis
occurred because nozzles on the ambient sampler intakes could not
be changed with the balloons aloft, and the flow rate to the
samplers was fixed.
In this particular instance, variable flow
rate to the samplers might have been a good method of maintaining
isokinetic sampling. However, isokinetic sampling is less
critical for accurate measurement of PM-10 than it is for total
suspended particulate (Davies, 1968). Appendix F has a detailed
description of the balloon sampling protocol used by Axetell and
Cowherd.
Error. accuracy and precision in the methods
Error may be defined as "the departure of the measured value from
the true value" (Taylor, 1990). It is equivalent to the term
"inaccuracy."
Rosbury et al. (1984) focus on error in emission factors.
However, some of the sources of error which they mention are
broadly applicable to several measurement methods. They place
error sources into five categories: emissions, activity
parameters, source location, meteorological inputs and dispersion
model.
A potentially relevant error that Rosbury et al. list in the
emissions category is any assumption made about particle size
distributions. An example is the common assumption that various
types of dust are log-normally distributed.
Errors in defining activity parameters, while not causing
inaccuracy in the mass flux measurement itself, can create error
in interpreting the meaning of the measurement.
Is a given level
of activity (which relates to a given·mass flux measurement)
peak, average or below average activity?
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An example of a source location uncertainty may be observed in
trying to define source height. For instance, what is the source
height for the dust emitted by vehicle traffic on a road?

Uncertainties in meteorological inputs include errors in
measurements of wind speed and wind direction. Additional
uncertainty comes from estimation of stability class and mixing
height. Also, how uniform are the meteorological conditions over
the source-measurement area?
Some uncertainties implicit in the use of dispersion models were
discussed in the upwind-downwind section of this report. Rasbury
et al. used three different emission factors in all combinationswith three different dispersion models (while holding other
variables constant} and thus calculated nine different predicted
downwind concentrations. They found that while the emission
factors differed by as much as a factor of 4.7, the predicted
downwind concentrations differed by as much as an order of
magnitude.
Axetell and Cowherd (1984) performed an error analysis on the
exposure profiling method and on the upwind-downwind method (See
pages 45-46 and Table 3-6 in Appendix F) . An error analysis is
an attempt to quantify inaccuracy by listing each perceived
source of error, deciding whether it is random or systematic, and
making an estimate of its potential magnitude and direction.
Their initial results indicated that error in the exposure
profiling method for particles less than fifteen microns ranged
from -14 percent to +8 percent. Field experience caused them to
revise this estimate to plus or minus 30-35 percent. An initial
error analysis for the upwind-downwind method estimated
inaccuracies of plus or minus 30.5 percent and 50.1 percent for
line sources and point/area sources respectively.
Sehmel (1973) and Reynolds (1980) performed error analyses on the
different particulate tracer technique each was using, and each
claimed that the technique he was using was accurate to within a
factor of three.
Error analyses may be useful, but they are essentially an
educated guess at the amount of inaccuracy in a method.
Even if
the estimates of magnitude of known sources of error are good,
there is no guarantee that one has considered all sources of
inaccuracy. For example, the error analysis of Axetell and
Cowherd (1984) for exposure profiling does not appear to take
into account the mass balance deficit from deposition that
probably occurs with that method.
Turning specifically to the issue of accuracy, this may be
defined as the closeness of a method's measurements to the actual
value of the measured quantity (Taylor, 1990). To ascertain the
level of accuracy of a measurement method, we must know the
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actual value of the quantity that is being

measured~

There may be only one example in the accessible literature in
which experimental releases of known quantities of fugitive dust
were measured in order to determine the accuracy of a method. Hu
Gengxin et al. (1992) found that their dispersion model used with
the upwind-downwind method predicted emissions within a factor of
two of measured emissions, 80 percent of the time. They
apparently measured emissions with the quasi-stack method as a
reference. However, their experimental technique is not
described in detail in their paper, no doubt due to space
constraints, so their exact procedure, and consequently its
validity, is not entirely certain.
While the quasi-stack method may be, from general principles,
potentially the most accurate fugitive dust measurement
technique, one must demonstrate that the method does not alter
the emissions of dust from the source. This may not be a
straightforward task. Consequently, the use of the quasi-stack
method as a reference method for determining emission rates
appears questionable.
However, an adaptation of the quasi-stack method as a means for
determining the accuracy of other methods might work very well.
In this case, it would only be necessary that the mass flux of
the dust emitting out of the quasi-stack duct equal the mass flux
measured by the sampling train inside the duct.
Ip other words,
one would need to ascertain that there was negligible deposition
in the duct downstream of the sampling train. Then one would
have a known emission rate with which to assess the accuracy of
other methods.
There appears to be at least one other study using known emission
rates of dust to determine the accuracy of dust measurement
methods. Hu Gengxin et al. cite a book by Li Zhuongkai (1985),
presumably written in Chinese, which is said to report on field
experiments verifying diffusion models using known releases of
glass beads and fog droplets from point sources.
Because so little work has been done comparing known emission
rates of dust with measurements made by fugitive dust measuring
methods, there is not much to say about the accuracy of these
methods, other than what one can deduce or conjecture from
general principles.
For example, we might expect that methods
which sample a large part of a dust plume will be more accurate,
on average, than those which sample a small part of the plume.
Another generalization is that isokinetic sampling is better than
non-isokinetic sampling, although the importance of this
decreases as particle size decreases. Dispersion modeling
introduces a source of error.
One or more-of these generalities might be difficult to quantify.
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In any case, that would be a tangential approach to defining
accuracy. Much more work needs to be done using known emission
rates to evaluate the accuracy of fugitive dust measurement
methods.
Similarly, few studies have evaluated the precision of methods.
Precision may be defined by considering a series of measurements
of a particular quantity. The closer the values of the
measurements are to each other, the more precise the measurement
method (Taylor,1990).
Precision may be a difficult parameter to obtain for fugitive
dust measurement methods. ·This is because it is·necessary to
have multiple measurements of the same quantity to obtain
precision. But it may not be easy to emit the same quantity of
dust multiple times. So the papers which report values for
precision are those which use methods which obtain multiple
measurements of the emission rate during each time period when
dust is emitted. These methods are the upwind-downwind method
and the tracer method.
Carnes et al. (1982) found, in five test runs of the upwinddownwind method, that the coefficients of variation of emission
rates (the sample standard deviation divided by the sample mean
for each test) ranged from 0.219 to 0.456. There were twelve to
fifteen observations in each of the five test runs. Each
observation stems from one downwind concentration measurement
taken from each ambient sampler in each test run. Carnes et al.
found that these observations were normally distributed when they
were all grouped together.
Vanderborght (1982}, using a gaseous tracer, found relative
standard deviations (coefficients .of variation multiplied by
100%) of 19, 22, 23 and 33 percent in four test runs. Each test
run consisted of seven tracer measurements taken more than
fifteen meters downwind of the source.
A number of papers submit emission factors to statistical
scrutiny. However, one cannot easily obtain the precision of the
measurement method from the emission factor statistics because
the emission factors are relationships between emission rates and
activity levels (such as the number of grams of dust emitted per
kilogram of coal handled) . Uncertainty in the relationship
between the mass flux measurement and the activity level, as well
as uncertainty in measurements of the activity itself would
complicate any attempt to obtain precision of the measurement
method from statistics about the emission factor.
Conclusions
The quasi-stack method may potentially be very accurate, and is
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probably the best method for measuring emissions from enclosable
sources, but difficulties arise in trying to demonstrate that the
enclosure of a source does not alter its emissions. Many hood
configurations exist which might work with this method, but most
have not been studied in the context of measurement of mass flux.
The roof monitor method is probably the best method for measuring
emissions from buildings. Sampling problems may include
difficulties in adequately sampling very large openings, as well
as very variable flow through the openings.
The upwind-downwind method may be the least accurate but most
generally applicable-of the well established methods-.- The use of
dispersion modeling involved with this method is a major source
of error; the dispersion model to be used should be carefully
chosen and applied to minimize this source of error.
The exposure profiling method seems to be the best method for
unenclosable sources which are of relatively small area and which
are amenable to having profilers placed within a few meters of
them. The method does have a potentially significant mass
balance deficit due to deposition; this deficit should be
quantified or at least modeled (using a dispersion model, for
example}.
The portable wind tunnel method may be the best method for
determining rates of wind erosion. This method also has a
potentially significant mass balance deficit which should be
quantified or modeled.
A number of more or less experimental techniques have been used.
Balloon sampling has encountered some difficulties outside of
very specific meteorological conditions. The scale model wind
tunnel method has been used in a number of experiments, but
differing protocols, dimensional analyses, and measuring
techniques have been used from study to study. The use of the
tracer method has been reported in several papers; while
particulate tracers do not appear to have been especially
accurate, the gas tracer technique seems promising.
Very little work has been done comparing known emission rates
with the measurement of those rates. Consequently, almost no
conclusions of a quantitative or definitive nature can be drawn
about the accuracy of the measurement methods for fugitive dust.
Few studies have been done on the precision of the methods. Much
work remains to be done in these areas.
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Table 1. PM 10 SAMPLING OPTIONS
Type
High volume

Representative
samplers
Wedding, Anderson

Time
averaging
period
6 to 24 h

Advantages

Disadvantages

EPA Reference Method for PM 10

Requires AC power

Averaging period comparable to

Cannot provide fine time
resolution of concentrations

Can operate on portable generator
power
Continuous
w

(.]1

Beta gauge, TEOM
(tapered element
oscillating
microbalance)

Continuous

Provides very fine time resolution
of concentration

Requires "clean" AC power,
and does not run well on
portable generators
Generally requires
temperature-controlled
enclosure for reliable
operation '

.

-

Saturation

,,

"PR0-2"

MQst expensive option
6 to 24 h

Battery powered

Not an equivalent method

Least expensive option

Cannot provide fine time
resolution of concentration

Relatively rugged and easily
deployed/moved

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
Figure 1.

Exposure profiler.
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Figure 2.

p ortable

wind tunnel.

Appendix A
•

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-89 Edition)

Pt. 60, App. A, Meth. 5A
4.:u Container No. 1 IFllterl. Same lnstructlona as Method 6, Section 4.:1, "Container No. 1." IC It Is necessary to fold the
filter, do so such that the film of all Is
Inside the fold.
4.2.2 Container No. 2 <Probe to Filter
Holder). Taklni care to see that material on
the outside of the probe or other exterior
surfaces does not get Into the sample, quantitatively recover particulate matter or any
condensate from the probe nou:le, probe fitting, probe liner, precollector cyclone and
collector flask (If used), and front half of
the filter holder by washing these component& with TCE and placing the wash In a
gls.ss container. Carefully measure the total
amount of TCE used In the rinses. Perform
the TCE rinses as described In Method 5,
Section 4.2, "Container No. 2," using TCE
Instead of acetone.
Brush and rinse the Inside of the cyclone,
cyclone collection flask, and the front half
of the lUter holder. Brush and rinse each
surface three times or more, II necessary, to
remove visible particulate.
4.2.3 Container No. 3 (Silica Gel>. Same
procedure as In Method 6, Section 4.2, "Container No. 3."
4.2.4 lmpln11er Water. Treat the lmplna-era as follows: Make a notation of any
calor or film In the liquid catch. Follow the
aame procedure &.s In Method 6, Section 4.2,
''Jmpln11er Water."
4.:1.15 Blank. Save a portion of the 'I'CE
used far cleanup &.s a blank. Take 200 ml of
this TCE directly from the wash bottle
beln11 used and place It In a l!"la.ss Bample
container labeled "TCE blank."
4.3 Analysis. Record the data required on
a Bheet such as the one shown In Flii"Ure 5Al. Handle each &IUnple container as follows:
4.3.1 Container No. 1 (Filter>. TraMfer
the filter from the sample container to a
tared 1!"18.Sll weighing dish and desiccate for
24 hours In a desiccator contalnlni anhydrous calcium aullate. Rinse Container No.
l with 11. measured amount of TCE and analyze thla rinse with the contents of Container No. 2. Well!"h the filter to a constant
weight. For the purpose of Section 4.3, the
term "constant wel11ht" means a difference
of no more than 10 percent or :1 mg (whichdYer Is I(Teater) between two caruecutlve
Nelahlngs made 24 hours apart. Report the
'final weight" to the nearest 0.1 m11 as the
werage of these two values.
~.3.2 Container No. 2 <Probe to Filter
lolder). Before addlnl!" the rinse from Conatner No. 1 to Container No. 2, note the
evel of liquid In the container and confirm
•n the analysis sheet whether or not leakge occurred during transport. If noticeable
~akage occurred, either void the sample or
·•ke steps, subject to the approval of the
dminl.stratar, to correct the final resulls
Measure the liquid In this container either
Jlumetrlcally to ± 1 ml or gravimetrically

to ±0.6 g. Check to see If there Is any appreciable quantity of condenacd water present
In the TCE rinse <look far a boundary layer
or phase separation). If the volume of condensed water appears Jaraer than 6 ml, separate the oll-TCE fraction from the water
fraction using a separatory funnel. Measure
the volume of the water phase to the nearest ml; adjust the stack aas moisture content, If necessary <see Sections 8.4 and 8.6).
Next, extract the water phase with several
25-ml portlona of TCE until, by visual observation, the TCE does not remove any addl·
tlonal organic material. Evaporate the remaining water fraction to dryness at 93'C
(200'F), desiccate for 2~ hours, and weigh to
the nearest 0.1 mg.
Treat the total TCE fraction <Including
TCE from the fllter container rinse and
water phase extractions) as follows: Transfer the TCE and oil to a te.red bee.ker and
evaporate at ambient temperature and pressure. The evaporation of TCE from the solution may take several days. Do not desiccate the sample until the solution reaches
an apparent constant volume or until the
odor of TCE Is not detected. When It appears that the TCE has evaporated, desiccate the sample and weigh It at 24-hour In·
tervals to obtain a "coMtant weight" <as detined for Container No. 1 above). The "total
weight" for Container No. 2 Ia the sum of
the evaporated particulate weltht of the
TCE-oll and water phase fractlona. Report
the results to the nearest 0.1 mg.
4.3.3 Container No. 3 <Silica GeH. This
step may be conducted In the field. Weigh
the spent silica gel <or silica ael plus lmplngerl to the nearest 0.6 fl using a balance.
4.3.4 "TCE Blank" Container. Measure
TCE In this container either volumetrically
or iravlmetrlcally. Transfer the TCE to a
tared 250-ml beaker and evaporate to dryness at ambient temperature and pressure.
Desiccate for 24 hours and weigh to a constant weight. Report the result& to the nearest 0.1 mg.
Non:: In order to facilitate the evaporation of TCE liquid samples, these samples
may be dried In a controlled temperature
oven at temperatures up to 38'C llOO'Fl
untll the liquid Is evaporated.
4.4 Quality Control Procedures. A qualIty control <QC) check of the volume meterInK system at the field site Is sunested
before collecting the sample. Use the procl'dure defined In Method 6, Section 4.4.
5. Calibration

Calibrate the sampling train components
according to the Indicated sections of
Method 5: Probe Nou:le 16.ll. Pltot Tube Assembly <5.2J, Metering System 15.3), Probe
Heater 15.4), Temperature Gauges <5.5),
Leak Check of Metering System 15.6), and
Barometer 15.7).
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Environmental Protection Agency
6. Calculatloli.

6.1 Nomenclature. Same aa In Method 6,
Section 6.1, with the followlnc additions:
C,=TCE blank residue concentration, ma/
ma.
m,~Ms.ss of residue of TCE &fter evaporation, ma.
V.. =Volume of water collected In precollectar, mi.
V1= Volume of TCE blank, mi.
v,.=Volume ofTCE used In wash, ml.
W,= Weight of residue In TCE wash, n1g.
p,=Denslty of TCE, ma/ml (see label on
bottle).
'
6.2 Dry Oas Meter Temperature and Orifice Pressure Drop. Uslna the data obtained
In this Lest, calculate the average dry aaa
meter temperature and averaae orUice pressure drop (see Figure li-2 of Method 6 l.
6.3 Dry Gaa Volume. Uslnc the data from
this test•. calculate V.~.w~ by uslna Equation
6-1 of Method 6. lf necessary, adJust the
volume for leakaaes.
8.4 Volume ot Water Vapor.
v..._w~-K 1 <V.. +V.. l

Eq.liA-1
Where:
K 1=0.00133 m•/ml for metric units.
=0.04'101 It 1 /ml for English units.
8.6 Moisture Content.
B .. = v..._..,I[V.c.w~+
Eq.liA-2
Non:; In saturated or water droplet-laden
aa.s streams, two calculations of the moisture content of the stack &as shall be made,
one from the lmplnger and precoiJector
analysis <Equations liA-1 and liA-2l arid a
second from the aasumptlon of saturated
conditions. The lower of the two values of
moisture content ahaiJ be considered correct. The procedure for determining the
moisture content based upon assumption of
saturated conditions Ia alven In the note of
Section ·1.2 of Method 4. For the purpose of
thta method, the averaae stack gas temperature from Figure li-2 of Method !i may be
used to make thla determination, provided
that the accuracy of the In-stack temperature sensor Is within ±1'C C2'Fl.
8.8 TCE Blank Concentration.
C,=m,/V.p,
Eq. liA-3
6.7 TCE Wash Blank.

v..._..,,

W,=C,V,wPo
Eq. 6A-4
6.8 Total Particulate Weight. Detennlne
the total particulate catch from tbe sum of
the weights obtained from Containers 1, 2,
and 3, less the TCE blank.
6.9 Particulate Concentration.

~~:

c,=K.m.IV· J:q.IA-1
Where:
r •
K,=O.OOlc/ma.
8.10 Isoklnetlc Variation and Acceptable
Results. Method li, Sections 8.11 and 8.12,
respectively.
'J. Btbltographlf

The blbllo~Uaphy for Reference Method
liA Ia the 11ame a.s for Method II, Section 1 ..
M.I:THoD

IIB-DII:TERJIJHAnoR or NoRaULI'Ulllc ACID Ploi\TICULAD IlAna FJ\011
STATIONARY Souacu
··

1• ..tppUcabUttu and Princfpl&

1.1 AppllcabUity. Thla method Ia to be
used for determlnlna nollluUurlo acid particulate matter from statloniUl' aourcea. Use
of this method must be apeclfled by an applicable subpart, or approved b:v tbe Admin·
lstrator, U.S. Environmental Protection
Aaency, far a particular application.
1.2 Principle. Particulate matter Ia with·
drawn lsoklnetlcally from the source uslnr
the Method 6 train at 180 ·c (320 'P). The
collected sample Ia then heated In the oven
at 160 ·c (320 'F> for G hours to volatllizo
any condensed suUurlc acid that ma:v have
been coiJected, and the nonsuUwic acid particulate mass Ia determined a-ravtmetrlcall:v.
2. Procedure.
The procedure Is Identical to EPA Method
li except for the foUowtna:: ·
:u Initial Filter Tare. Oven dr:V the fOter
at 180±Ii ·c <320 ±10 'Fl for 2 to 3 hours,
cool In a desiccator for 2 houra, and welsh.
Desiccate to conatant welaht to obtain the
Initial tare. Use the applicable speclllcatlona
and techniques of Section 4.1.1 of Method 15
for thla determination.
2.2 . Probe and Filter Temperatures.
Maintain the probe outlet and lUter temperatures at 160±H ·c (320±211'P).
··
2.3 Analysis. Dry the probe sample at
ambient temperature. Then oven-dr:v the
probe and filter samples at a temperature of
180±6 ·c <320±10 'F) for 8 hours. Coolin a
desiccator for 2 hours, and weigh to constant weight. Use the applicable apecUlcatlons and techniques of Section f.3 ot
Method 6 for this determination.
"'
METHOD liC-[REIIDVKD]

MnHoD 6D-DnERMIMATIOK or

P.utncu·

LATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM POliTI'():
PRESS URI: FABRIC FILTERS

1. Appllcabtlttv and Prtnclple

1.1 Applicability. This method appUes to
the determination of particulate matter
emissions from positive preasure fabrlc fU-
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ters. Eml&lollll are determined In term.ll of
concentration (m&/m 1 l ami emi.Siilon rate
(k&/h).
The General Provllilollli of 40 Cf'R Part
60, 1 60.8(e), require that the owner or operator of an affected facUlty shall provide performance testlna facilities. Such performance testlni facilities Include sampllna
porta, safe samplln& platforms, sate access
to a;ampllni sites, and utilities for testllli. It
Is Intended that affected facilities also provide sampling locatlollll that meet the specification for adequate stack lensth and minimal flow disturbances aa described In
Method 1. Provisions for testlni are often
overlooked factors In deslgnlni fabric tillers
or are extremely costly. The purpose of this
procedure Is to Identify appropriate alternative Jocatlollll and procedures for sampling
the emlsslollll from positive pressure fabric
tllters. The requirements that the atfected
facility owner or operator provide adequate
access to performance testln& facilities
remain ln effect.
1.2 Principle. Particulate matter Is withdrawn Jaoklnetlcally !rom the source and
collected on a glaas tiber filter maintained
at a temperature at or above the exhaust
i&.a temperature up to a nominal 120 'C
Cl20 - ::t H ·c or 248 ::t 26 'Fl. The partlculu.te maaa, which Includes u.ny malerlu.l th11.t
condenses at or above the tlltratlon temperature, Is determliled &ravlmetrlcally after
removal of uncombined water.
2. Apparatw
The equipment requirements for the sampllni train, sample recovery, and analysis
are the same aa specUled In Sectlollli 2.1. 2.2,
and 2.3, respectively, of Method 6 or
Method 17.
3. Reauenu
The rea&enta used In sampii.I1g, s11.n1ple recovery, and analysis are the same as specified In Sectlollll il.l, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively, of Method 6 or Method 1'1.
4. Procedure
4.1 Determination of Measurement Site.
The contlguratlollll of positive pressure
fabric filter structures frequently are not
amenable to emlsslon testing according to
the requirements of Method 1. Following
are several alternatives tor determining
meaaurement sltea for positive pressure
fabric filters.
4.1.1 Stacks Meetlni Method 1 Criteria.
Use a measurement site as specified In
Method 1, Section 2.1.
4.1.2 Short Stack.s Not Meeting Method 1
·Criteria. Use stack extelllllons and the procedures In Method 1. Alternatively, use flow
straightening vanes of the "egg-crate" type
(see Figure 50-ll. Locale the measurement
site doWillltream of the straightening vanes
at a distance equal to or greater than two
times the average equivalent diameter of
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the vane openings and at leaat one-halt of
the overall stack diameter upstream of the
stack outlet.
4.1.3 Roof Monitor or Monovent. <See
Figure 60-2.) For a positive pressure fabric
tllter equipped with a peaked roof monitor,
ridge vent, or other type of monovent, use a
measurement site at the base o! the monovent. Examples of such locatlollll are shown
In Figure 60-2. The meaaurement site must
be upstream ot any exhaust point <e.g., louvered ventl.
4.1.4 Compartment Housln&. Sample Immediately downstream of the tllter bags directly above the tops of the bags as shown
In the examples In FIKUre 50-2. OependlnK
on the housm& deslgn, use sampllng porta In
the housm& wa11s or locate the samplln&
equipment within the compartment housIng.
4.2 Determination ot Number and Location o! Traverse Points. Locate the traverse
points accordln& to Method 1, Section 2.3.
Because a performance test colllllsta ot at
least three test runa and because ot the
varied contlguratlollll of positive pressure
fabric filters, there are several schemes by
which the number of traverse points can be
determined and the three teat rullll can be
conducted.
4.2.1 Sln&le Stacks Meeting Method 1
Criteria. Select the number ot traverse
points according to Method 1. Sample all
traverse polnts !or each test run.
4.2.2 Other Sln&le Measurement Sites.
For a roof monitor or monovent, sln&le compartment housln&, or other stack not meetIn& Method 1 criteria, use at leaat 24 traverse points. For example, for a rectangular
measurement site, such aa a monovent, use
a balanced 6 x 6 traverse point matrix.
Sample all traverse points for each test run.
4.2.3 Multiple Measurement Sites. Sampling from two or more stacks or meaaurement sites may be combined for a test run,
provided the followm& guidelines are met:
(a) All measurement sltes up to 12 must be
sampled. For more than 12 measurement
sites, conduct sampllnll' on at least 12 sites
or 50 percent of the sites, whichever Is
~~Teater. The measurement sites sampled
should be evenly, or nearly evenly. distributed among the available sites; If not, all sites
are to be sampled.
(bl The same number of meaaurement
sites must be sampled for each test run.
<cl The minimum number o{ traverse
points per test run Is 24. An exception to
the 24·polnt minimum would be a test combining the sampling from two stack.s meetIng Method I criteria for acceptable stack
length. and Method 1 specifies fewer than
12 points per site.
<d > As long as the 24 traverse points per
test run criterion Is met, the number of tra-
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verse points 'per meaaurement site may be
reduced to eight.
Alternatively, conduct a test run !or each
measurement site Individually using the criteria In Section 4.2.1 or 4.2.2 for number of
traverse points. Each test run shall count
toward the total of three required for a performance test. It more than three measurement sites are sampled, the numbe:r of traverse points per measurement site may be
reduced to eight aa long as at least. 'l2 traverse points are sampled for all the l.esta.
The following examples demolllltrate the
procedures tor sampling multiple measurement sites.
Example 1: A source with nine circular
meaaurement sites ot equal areas may be
tested as follows: For each test run, traverse
three measurement sites using tour points
per diameter Cel&ht points per measurement
sltel. In this manner, teat run number 1 will
Include sampHngfrom sltes 1, 2, and 3; run 2
will Include samples from sites 4, 5, and 6;
and run 3 wllllnclude sltes 'l, 8, and 9. Each
test area may colllllst ot a separate test of
each meaaurement site using el&ht points.
U&e the results from all nlne testa In determining the emi.Siilon average.
Example 2: A source with 30 reclan&ular
measurement sites ot equal areas may be
tested as follows: For each ot three test
runs. traverse tlve measurement sites usln&
a 3 x 3 matrix of traverse points !or each
site. In order to distribute the sampling
evenly over all the available measurement
sites while sampling only 60 percent ot the
sites. number the sites consecutlveh· from 1
to 30 and sample all the even numbered (or
odd numbered) sites. Alternatively, conduct
a separate test of each of IIi measurement
sites using Section 4.2.1 or 4.2.2 to determine the number and location ot traverse
points, aa appropriate.
Example 3: A aource with two measurement sites ot equal areaa may be tested aa
follows: For each test ot three test rullll, traverse both measurement sites using Section
4.2.3 In determlnm& number ot traverse
points. Alternatively, conduct two full emission test rullll of each meaaurement site
using the criteria In Section t.2.1 or t.2.2 to
determine the number of traverse points.
Other test schemes. such aa random determination of traverse points for a large
number of meaaurement sites, may be used
with prior approval !rom the Administrator.
4.3 Velocity Determination. The velocities
of exhaust gases from postltlve pressure
baghouses are often too low to measure accurately with the type S pltot specified In
Method 2 [I.e., velocity head < 1.3 mm H,O
(0.05 ln. H,O)J. For these condltlonll, measure the gas flow rate at the fabric filter
Inlet following the procedures In Method 2.
Calculate the average gas velocity at the
measurement site as follows:
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,,

9

Q.

T.

ca-.A. Ta
EQ.6o.:.1

Where:
V=Avera&e gaa velocity at the measurement
slte(s), m/s Ut/sl.
Q,=Inlet &as volume now rate, m 1/s Cft 1 /sl.
A.= Measurement slte(s) total croas-sectlonal area, m•Ut"l.
T.=Temperature of &as at measurement
slte, 'K ('Rl
T,=Temperature of gas at Inlet, 'K C'Rl.
Use the average velocity calculated for the
measurement site ln determmma and maintaining lsoklnetlc sampllna rates. Note: All
sources of gaa leaka&e, Into or out of the
fabric lllter housmg between the Inlet measurement site and the outlet measurement
site must be blocked and made leak-tl&ht.
Velocity determlnatlona at measurement
sites with illS velocities wlthln the ran&e
measurable with the type a pltot [I.e., velocIty head > 1.3 nun HaO (O.OD ln. H,O)] shall
be conducted according to the procedurea In
Method 2.
4.4 Sampling. Follow · the procedurea
specified In Section 4.1 of Method I or
Method 1'l with the exceptions as noted
above.
4.6 Sample Recovery, Follow the procedures apeclfled m Section t.2 of 'Method 6 or
Method l'l. ·
t.6 Sample Analysis. Follow the procedul'es apecltled m Section 4.3 of Method 6 or
Method 1'1.
4.'l Quality Control Procedurea. A CQC)
check of the volwne metertna s:vatem at the
field site Is suuested before collecting the
sample. Use the procedure defined In Sec-·
tlon 4.4 of Method 6.
6. Calibration
Follow the procedures u apecllled Jn Section 6 of Method 6 or :Method 1'1.
6. Calculation•
Follow the procedures as specllled In Section 6 of Method 6 or Method 1'1 wlth the
exceptlona aa follows:
6.1 Total volwne flow rate may be determined using Inlet velocity measurements
and stack dlmelllllons.
6.2 Average Particulate Concentration.
For multiple measurement sites, calculate
the average particulate concentration as follows:

c

,.,t_m,
,.,t_voJ,
Ea.6D-2
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Where:
m,=The mass collected for run I of n.
mi<ir).
Voi,=The &&.mple volume collected (or run I
of n. sm'<&ef).

C=Average concentration of particulate for
all n runs, mg Ism • <gr /sell.
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VENTILATOR THROAT
SAMPLING SITES

'l. BibliographJI

Tile bibliography Is the same as for
Method 5, Section 1.

'

ENTRY PORTS FO"
SAMPLING ABOVE
FILTER 1AGS

I
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!-+--~--- UQxO

ICHL SIZEI

...·.,

0

.; •. t:
VENTILATOR THROAT
SAUPLIIIG SITES

ENTR'I' PORTS FOR
SAMPLING ABOVE
fiLTER lAGS

HOlE: roSITIOH STRAIGHT£NERS SO THAT CELL SIDES ARE LOCAT£0 APPRO X. 45° FROM TRAVERSE OIA's.

Figure 50·1. Example of flow straightening vanes.

Figure 5D·2.Acceptable sampling site locations for: (a) peaked roof; and lb) ridge vent
type fabric filters.
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Method 26-Determinatlon of Hydcogen
Chloride Emissions From StationarY
~
Sources
/Method 27-Determlnatlon of vapor tightness of gasoline dell very tank using pressure-vacuum test
Method 28-Certlflcatlon and auditing of
wood heaters
Method 28A-Measuremenl of air to fuel
ratio and minimum achievable burn
rates for wood-fired appliances
The test methods In this appendix are referred to In I 60.8 (Performance Tests) and
160.11 (Compliance With Standards and
Maintenance Requirements) of 40 CFR part
60, subpart A CGeneral Provisions!. Specific
uses of these lest methods are described In
the standards of performance contained In
the subparts, beginning with Subpart D.
Within each standard ol performance, a
section title "Test Methods and Procedures"
Is provided to: ( 1l Identify the lest methods
to be used as reference methods to the facilIty subject to the respective standard and
(2) Identity any special Instructions or conditions to be followed when applying a
method to the respective facility. Such Instructions (for example, establish sampling
rates, volumes. or temperatures) are to be
used either In addition to, or as a substitute
lor procedures In a test method. Similarly,
for sources subject to emission monltorln g
requirements, sJ)eclflc Instructions pertainIng to any use of a test method as a reference method are provided In the subpart or
In Appendix B.
Inclusion of methods In this appendix Is
not Intended as an endorsement or denial of
the lr applicability to sources that are not
subject to standards of performance. The
methods are potentially alJpllcable to other
sources; however, apptlcabillty should be
confirmed by careful and appropriate evaluation of the conditions prevalent at such
&ources.
The approach followed In the formulation
ol the test methods Involves specifications
for equipment, procedures, and performance. In concept, a performance speclllcallon approach would be preferable In all
methods because this allows lhe greatest
llexlblllty to the user. In practice, however,
this approach Is Impractical In most cases
because performance speclflcatlons cannot
be established. Most of the methods de·
scribed herein, therefore, Involve specific
equipment specifications and procedures,
and only a few methods In this appendix
rely on perfonnance criteria.
Minor changes in the test methods should
not necessarilY affect the validity of the results and It Is recognized that alternallve
and equivalent methods exist. Section 60.8
provides authority lor the Administrator to
specify or approve ( 1l equivalent methods.
(21 alternative methods, and (3) minor
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changes In the methodology of the test
methods. It should be clearly understood
liJal unless otherwise Identified all such
methods and changes must ha\·e prior approval of the Administrator. An owner employlnK such methods or del'iatlons from
tile test methods without obtaining prior
approval does so at the risk of subsequent
disapproval and retesting with approved
methods.
Within the test methods. certain specific
equipment or pcocedures are recognized as
being acceptable or potentially acceptable
and are specifically identified In the methods. The Items Identified as acceptable options may be used without appro1•al but
must be Identified in the test report. The
potentially approvable options are cited as
"subject to the appro\'&1 of the Administrator" or as "or equivalent." Such potentially
approvable techniques or alternatives may
be used at the discretion of the owner without prior approval. However, detailed de·
scrlptlons for applying these potentially approvable techniques or alternatives are not
provided In the test methods. Also, the potentially approvable options are not neces·
sarily acceptable In all applications. Therefore, an owner electing to use such potentially approvable techniQues or alternatives
Is responsible for: c1 l assuring that lhe techniques or alternatives are In fact applicable
and are properly executed; (2) Including a
written description of the alternative
method In the test report (the written
method must be clear and must be capable
of being performed without additional lnstrucllon, and the the degree of detail
should be similar to the detail contained In
the test methods); and (J) providing any rationale or supporting data necessary to
show the validity of the alternative In the
particular application. Failure to meet these
requirements can result in the Administrator's disapproval ol the alternative.
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071 m' 1 113 ln. 'l c1 oss·st•t·tlonnl :urn. or ( 3 l
the mrasurt'ment site is less than two stack
or duct diameters downstream or less than a
half diameter upstream from a flow disturbance
The rf'quin•ments of this method must be
considcr<'ll before construction of a new fa·
ciiity from which emissions will be measured, failure to do so may require subse·
quent altrrations to the stack or del'latlon
from till' standard procedure. Cnsl's InvolvIng 1·anan1s nrl' subje!'l to approral by the
Administrator, U.S Em·ironnwntal Protect ion AgPI\0.

0

2 Procf'drtrt'

2.1 Selection of Measurement Site. Sa,m·
piing or 1elocil ~· measurement is performed
at a silt' located at lt•ast eh!lll stack or duct
dJanwtNs U0\\1\slrPam a'nd two diameters
upslrP~un hom any flo\\" dislllrbnnrl' surh as
n bPnd. t'X pansion. or coni rart ion h1 the
stark. or from a \ isibll' (JanH·. If 1\l'ressary.
nn alternatill' loraiJonmn\' bp st•h'ctt'd. at a
posiiJon al h•ast t \\ o stark or dud cllamrl l'rs

downs I 1ra1n and a half dlanwter upstn·am
from any flow disturbance. For a rectangular cross section. an equivalent diameter
( D,) shall be calculated from the following
equation, to determine the upstream and
downstream distances:

2LW

D,

(L+W>

where L=length and W=width.
An allernali\'C procedure Is available for
determining the acceptability of a measurement location not meeting the criteria
abol'l'. This pr!'crdure. determination of gas
flow anl!ll's at I he sampling pointE and comparing the r!'sults with accept ability criteria. Is dPscrlbed In Section 2.5.
2.2 DdNminlng I he Number of Tra\'l'rse
Points.
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METHOD I-SAMPLE AND VELOCITY TRAVERSES
FOR STATrONARY SOURCES

1. Principle and Applicabllillt

1.1 Principle. To aid In the representative measurement of pollutant emissions
and/or total volumetric flow rate from a
stationary source. a measurement site where
the effluent stream Is flowing In a known direction Is selected, and the cross-section of
the stack Is divided Into a number of equal
areas. A traverse point Is then located
within each of these equal areas.
1.2 Applicability. This method Is applicable to flowing gas streams In ducts. stacks,
and flues. The method cannot be used
when: (1 l flow Is cyclonic or swirling (see
Section 2.4>. 12) a slack Is smaller than
about 0.30 meter !12 ln.) In diameter, or

:I
:I

s

i:I

• fROM POINT OF AN~ TYPE Of
DISTURBANCE j8£NO. UPAN!oiON. CONTRACTION. EIC I
STACK DIAMETE!" • 0 30 TO 0.11 m 112·241nl

0

2

4

.

10

DUCT DIAMETERS DOWNSTREAM FROM flOW DISTURBANCE (DISTANCE Bl

Figure 1·1. Minimum numbet of travene points for particulate traverses.

2.2.1 Particulate Tra•·erses. Wheu the
eight- and l\\'o·diameter criterion can be
ruet. the minimum number of tmversf'
points shall be: (I l twelve. ror circular or

rectangular slacks with diameters Cor equivalent diameters> greater than 0.61 metl'r (24
In l; (2l eight. for circular stacks with diameters between 0.30 and 0.61 meter <12-24
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ln.); (3) nine. for rectan11ular stacks with
equivalent diameters between 0.30 and O.U
meter 112-24 ln.).
When the eight- and two-diameter criterion cannot be met, the minimum number
of traverse points Is determined from Figure
1-1. Before referring to the figure, however,
determine the distances from the chosen
measurement site to the nearest upstream
and downstream disturbances, and divide
each distance by the stack diameter or
equivalent diameter, to determine the dis·
tance ht terms of the number of duct diameters. Then, determine from Figure 1-1 the
minimum number of traverse points that
corresponds: (I l to the number of duct dl·
ameters upstream; and 12l to the number of
diameters downstream. Select the higher of
the two minimum numbers of traverse

points, or a greater value, so that for circular stacks the number Is a multiple ot f, and
for rectangular stacks, the number Is one of
those shown In Table 1-1.
TABlE 1-1. CROSS-SECTION LAYOUT FOR
RECTANGULAR STACKS
Number of lraverse po1nts

Matnx layout

9

3x3

12
16
20
25
30
36
42

4x3
4x4
5x4
5x5

6x5
6x6
7x6
7x7

49
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For particulate tra\'Prses. one or the dlam·
eters must be In a plane containing the
greatest l'xpccted conct•ntratlon l'ariallon.
e.g .. after bends. one dlamPtrr shall br In
the plane of llw bend. This n•quirl'nll'nt becomes less critical as the distance from the
disturbanc(' lnnrasPs; thrrcforc, other dlamelt•r loratlons may be used. subject to appro\·al of thr Actministrator.
In aclclttion for stacks hm·in!l' dlaml'l ers
greater thl\n 0.61 m 12~ in.l no tra1:Prse
points shall be locatrd within 2.5 cPnlimetPrs 11.00 in.) of the slack walls. and for
slack diameters equaito or lPss I han 0.61 m
124 ln.l, no tra1·prsP points shall be located
within 1.3 em 10.50 ln.l of llw stack walls.
To meN thPse crlLPrla. obst•rve the procedures gh·en below.

2.3.1.1 Slacks With Diameters Greater
Than 0.61 m <24 ln.l. When any of the tral'ersP points as loratrd In Sl'ctlon 2.3.1 fall
within 2.5 em 11.00 in. 1 of llu· stack walls, relocate thPm away from the slack walls to:
11 l a distance of 2.5 em I 1.00 ln.); or 121 a
distanc~P rqunl to the no?.zil' Inside dlamttcr,
whlchcwr Is larger. Tlwse relocated trn1 Prse points <on l'ach end of a dlanwtcrl
shall be the "adJustt•d" tnwcrse points.
Whenever two successive traverse points
arc combined to form a single adjusted tral'erse point, treat the adjusted point as two
separate traverse points, both In the sampling <or velocity measurPmentl procedure,
and In recording the data.
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2.2.2 Velocity
INon-Partlculalel Traverses. When velocity or volumetric flow
rate Is to be determined I but not particulate
matter), the same procedure as that for partlclllate traverses <Section 2.2.1> Is .followed
except that Figure 1-2 may be used in~ lead
of Flgu.re 1~ l.

2 3 Cross-sectional Layout and Location
or Traverse Points.
2 3.1 Circular Slacks. Locale lhe traverse
points on two perpendicular diameters according to Table 1-2 and the example shown
In Figure l-3. Any equation <Cor examples,
sec Citations 2 and 3 In the Bibliography)
that gives the same values as those In Table

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1~

17
18

--,

4

6

6

10

12

14

16

18

2D

22

24

14 6
65 4

67
250
75 0
93 3

44
146
296
70 4
85 4
95 6

32
105
194
32 3
677
606
695
!168

26
62
146
226
3H
656
774
85 4
918
97 4

2.1
67
118
177
250
356
64 4
750
623
862
93 3
97 9

18
57
99
14 6
201
269
366
63 4
73 1
79 9
65 4
90 I
94 3
962

16
49
85
125
169
22D
283
37 5
625
71 7
760
63 I
87 5
91 5
95 I
96 4

14
44
75
109
14 6
166
236
296
362
616
704
76 4
81 2
65 4
891
925
956

1.3
39
67
97
129
165
204
250
306
366
612
69 4
75 0
79 6
63 5
67 1
903

1.1
35
6.0
8.7
116
146
160
21.8
26.2
315
39 3
60 7
66 5
73 6
76 2
620
65 4

1.1
32
5.5
7.9
105
132
161
19 4
230
27 2
32 3
39 6
602

4

Figure 1·2. Mininwm number of traverse points for velocity tnonpan•culateltraverses.
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TABlE

1-2.

LOCATION OF TRAVERSE POINlS IN CiRCUlAR STACKS-Continued

'

(Pe1cenl ot stack d1ameler hom .nstde walllo traverse potntl

---------------------

· . . . . ... . .

Traverse polnl number on a drameler

~.
_

. f) ;~f~~--r._LI,.__L

Number of Ira-verse p01nts on a dtameler-

·~j]
~

_____l___._J______J_

2.3.1.2 Stacks With Diameters Equal to
or Less Than 0.61 m (24 ln.l. Follow the procedure In Section 2.3.1.1, noting only that
any "adjusted" points should be relocated
away from the stack walls to: (l l a distance
ofl.3 em (0.50 ln.l; or <2> a distance equal to
the nozzle Inside diameter, whichever Is
larger.
2.3.2 Rectangular Stacks. Determine the
number of traverse points as explained In
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this method. From
Table 1-1, determine the gTid configuration.
Divide the stack cross-section Into as many
equal rectangular elemental areas as traverse points, and then locate a traverse
point at the centroid of each equal area according to the example In Figure 1-4.
If the tester desires to use more than the
minimum number of traverse points,
expand the "minimum number of traverse
points" matrix (see Table 1-1} by adding the
extra traverse points along one or the other
or both lers of the matrix; the final matrix
need not be balanced. For example, If a 4x3
"mlnlmum number of points" matrix were
expaJlded to 36 points, the Clnal matrix
could ·be llx4 or 12x3, and would not necessarll)l have to be 6x6. Alter constructing the
final matrix, divide the stack cross-section
Into as many equal rectangular, elemental
areas as traverse points, and locate a traverse point at the centroid of each equal
area.
The situation of traverse points being too
close to the stack walla Ia not expected to
arise with rectangular stacks. 1l this problem should ever arise, the Administrator
must be contacted for resolution of the
matter.
2.4 Verification of Absence of Cyclonic
Flow. In most statlonar)l sources, the direction of stack ras flow Is essentially parallel
to the stack walls. However, cyclonic now
may exist (I) alter such devices as cyclones
and Inertial demlsters following venturi
scrubbers, or (2) In stacks having tangential
Inlets or other duct conflguratlons which
tend to Induce swirling; In these Instances,
the presenc~ or absence of cyclonic now at
· the sampling location must be determined.
The following techniques are acceptable for
this determination.
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Level and zero the manometer. Connect a
Type S pltot tube to the manometer. Position the Type S pltot tube at each traverse
point, In succession, so that the planes of
the lace openings of the pi tot tube are perpendicular to the stack cross·sectlonal
plane; when the Type S pltot tube Is In this
position, It Is at "0' reference." Note the differential pressure (.lop) reading at each traverse point. If a null (zero> pltot reading Is
obtained at 0' reference at a given traverse
point, an acceptable now condition exists at
that point. If the pltot reading Is not zero at
o· reference, rotate the pltot tube <up to
±90' yaw angle), until a null reading Is obtained. Carefully determine and record the·
value of the rotation angle (a) to the near·
est degree. After the null technique has ·
been applied at each traverse point, calcu· •
late the average of the absolute values of a; '
assign a values of 0' to those points for •:
which no rotation was required, and Include :
these In the overall average. If the average 8
value of a Is greater than 20', the overall 1
flow condition In the stack Is unacceptable ~
and alternative methodology, subject to the "
approval of the Administrator, must be used '
to perform accurate sample and velocity tra· ~
verses.
;
The alternative procedure described In 1
Section 2.5 may be used to determine the ro· 1
tatlon angles In lieu of the procedure de- I
scribed above.
2.5 Alternative Measurement Site Selec-';
tlon Proce~ure. This alternative applies to .

Environmental Protection Agency
sources "here measurl'mr•nt locations all'
less than 2 equt1·atent stack or duct dlnnw
· ters downstream or less than "> duct dlame
ter upstream from a flow disturbance. Thr·
alternath·e should be limited to ducts larger
than 24 in. In diametl'r where blockage anct
wall effects are minimal. A dlrl'ctlonal flow·
sensing probe is used to measure pitch and
yaw angles of the gas flow at 40 or more traverse points; the resultant angle Is calculat
ed and compared with acceptable crlterra.
lor mean and standard deviation.
NoTE: Both the pitch and yaw angles arc·
measured from a line passing through tlw
tra\'erse point and parallel to the slack axis.
The pilch angle is the angle of the gas How
component In the plane that INCLUDES
the tra1·erse line and is parallel to the stack
axis The yaw angle is the angie of the gas
flow component in the plane PERPENDIC
ULAR to the traverse line at the tra\'erse
point and Is measured from the line passln(:
through the tra1•erse point and parallel to
the stack axis.
2.5 I Apparatus.
2.5.1.1 Directional Probe. Any dlrcctiona:
probe, such as United Sensor Type DA
Three-Dimensional Directional Probe, capa
ble or measuring both the pitch and raw
angles of gas flows Is acceptable. (NOTE
Mention of trade name or specific product~
does not constitute endorsement by the U.S
Environmental Protection A~ency.) Assign
an Identification nu~ber Lo the directional
probe, and permanently mark or engran
the number on the body of the probe. TIH"
pressure holes of directional probes are sus
ceptible to plugging when used In particu
late·laden gas streams. Therefore, a system
for cleaning the pressure hall's by "back•
purging" with pressurized air Is required.
2.5.1.2 Differential Pressurt" Gauges. In·
cllned manometers, U-tube manometers. or
other differential pressure gauges (e.g.,
. magnehellc gauges> that meet the speclfka
lions described In Method 2. section 2.2.
NoTE: If the differential pressure gaugt•
produces both negative and positive read·
lngs, then both negative and poslt11•e pres
sure readings shall be callbratt"d at a mini
mum of three points as specified m Method
. 2, section 2.2.
2.5.2 Traverse Points. Use a minimum ol
40 tral'erse points for circular ducts and 4:!
points for rectangular ducts for the gas flow
angle determinations Follow section 2.3 and
Table 1-1 or l-2 for the location and layout
of the tra1 erse pomts If the mr·asurem( nl
location is determined to be acceptable ac
cording to the criteria In th1s alternath·r·
procedure. use I hi' same tflll'f'rse poinl
number and locations for sampling and 1·r·
locity measurements
2 5.3 Mca.surcnH'nl Proccdlllt'
2.5 3.1 P!Pparr the dlrl'dlonal p1ob!' and
differential prPssurr· gauges a> !l'comnwnd

Pt. 60, App. A, Meth. 1
ed by lhl' manufacturer. CapillarY tubing or
surge tanks may be used to dampen pressure fluctuations. It Is recommended, but
not required, that a pretest leak check be
conducted. To perform a leak check, pres·
surlze or Use suction on the Impact opening
until a reading or at least 7.6 em (3 ln.l 11,0
reglste1s on the differential pressure gauge,
then plug the Impact opening. The pressure
of a le~k-free system will remain stable for
at least 15 seconds.
2.5.3.2 Level and zero the manometers.
Since the manometer level and zero may
drift bl'cause of vibrations and temperature
changPs, periodically check the level and
zero during the traverse.
2.5.3.3 Position the probe at the appropriate locations In the gas stream, and
rotate until zero dertectlon Is Indicated for
the yaw angle pressure gauge. Determine
and recm d the yaw angle. Record the pressure gauge readings for the pitch angle, and
determine the pitch angle from the calibration curve. Repeat this procedure for each
traverse point. Complete a "back-purge" of
the prt>ssure lines and the Impact openings
prior to measurements of each traverse
point.
A post-test check as described In section
2.5.3.1 Is required. If the criteria for a leakfree srstt'm are not met, repair the equipment, and repeat the flow angle measurements.
2.5.4 Calculate the resultant angle at
each tra~erse point, the average resultant
angle. and the standard deviation using the
followlnr. equations. Complete the calculations retaining at least one extra significant
figure beyond that of the acquired data.
Round the values alter the final calcula·
tlons.
2.5.4.1 Calculate the resultant angle at
each traverse point:
R 1 =arc cosine [(cosine Y 1 J(coslne P 1 ll
Eq. 1-2
Where:
R, ~ Rt>sultant angle at traverse point I,
degree.
Y,= Yaw angle at traverse point I, degree.
P,= Pitch angle at traverse point I, degree.
2.5.4.2 Calculate the average resultant
Cor the measurements:

IR 1
n

Eq. 1-3

Where.

il

~A 1'1'1 a~c

resultant angle, dl'gr!'e.

n --Tot a I number o£ traverse points.

2 5.4.:1 Calculate the standard deviatiOns:
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s.

n
=
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__,,_

J~~:-~_•_t,_-_n
ln-H

Where:
8 4 =8tandard deviation, degree.
3.5.5 The measurement location Is acceptable II n ~ 30' and s. $10'.
3.5 6 Calibration. Use a flow system as
described In Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1 2.2 of
Method 3. In addition, the flow system shall
have the capacity to generate two test-seclion velocities: one between 365 and '130 m/
·min 11200 and 2400 ll/mlnl and one between 730 and 1100 m/mln <2400 and 3600
ft/mJn).
2.5.6.1 Cut two entry ports In the lest
&ecllon. The axes through the entry ports
&hall be perpendicular to each other and
Intersect In the centroid of the test section.
The ports should be elongated slots parallel
to the axis of the lest section and of suffl·
clenl length to allow measurement of pitch
angles while maintaining the pilot head position at the test-section centroid. To facilitate alignment of the directional probe
/during calibration, the lest section should
be constructed of plexlglass or some other
transparent material. All calibration measurements should be made at the same point
In the test section, preferably at the centroid of the test-section.
2.5.6.2 To ensure that the gas flow Is parallel to the central axis of the test section,
follow the procedure In Section 2.4 for cyclonic flow determination to measure the
gas How angles at the centroid of I he test
section from two lest ports located 90'
apart. The gas flow angle measured Ill each
port must be ±2' of o·. Straightening l'anes
should be Installed, II necessary, lo meet
this criterion.
2 5.6.3 Pilch Angle Calibration. Perform
a calibration traverse accordmg to lhe manufacturer's recommended protocol In 5' Increments for angles from - 60' to 1 60' at
one velocity In each of the two ranges spedfled above. Average the pressure ratio
values obtained for each angle In the two
flow ranges, and plot a calibration curve
with the average values of the pressure
ratio (or other suitable measurement factor
as recommended by the manufacturer)
ve1sus the pitch angle. Draw a smooth line
through the data points. Plot also the data
values for each traverse point. Determine

for angles between o· and 40' and within 3'
for angles between 40' and 60'.
2.5.6.4 Yaw Angle Calibration. Mark the
three-dimensional probe to allow the determination of the yaw position of the probe.
This Is usually a line extending the length
of the probe and aligned with the Impact
opening. To determine the accuracy of
measurements of the yaw angle, only the
zero or null position need be calllbraled as
follows. Place the directional probe In the
test section, and rotate the probe until the
zero position Is found. With a protractor or
other angle measuring de\'lce, measure the
angle Indicated by the yaw angle Indicator
on the three-dimensional probe. This should
be within 2' of o·. Repeat this measuremenL
for any other points along the length of the
pitol where yaw angle measurements could ·
be read In order to account for variations In
the pilot markings used to Indicate pltot
head positions.
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METIIOO 1A-SAMPLE AND VELOCITY TRAVERSES FOR STATIONARY SOURCES WITII
SMALL STACKS OR DUCTS
J_ Applicabililll and Principle

1.1 The applicability and principle of this
method are Identical to Method 1, except
this method's applicability Is limited to
1lacks or ducts less than about 0.30 m~ter
112 ln.) In diameter or 0.071 m• 1113 ln.•) In
cr~ISS-Se(:uunal area, but equal to or greall'r

Pt. 60, App. A, Meth. I A
than about 0.10 meter <4 ln. I In diameter or
0.0081 m' 112.57 ln.•) In cross-sectional area.
1.2 In these small diameter stacks or
ducts, the conventional Method 5 stack assrmbly I consisting of a Type 8 pltol tube atlarhl'd tn a samplln~t probt•, equlppl'd with a
nuzzll' nnd thermocouple) blocks a significant portion of the cross section of the duct
and
causes Inaccurate measurements.
Therefore. for particulate matter !PM> sampling in small stacks or ducts, the gas velocity Is nl!'asured using a standard pltot tube
dnwnst n•am of the actual emission sampling
site. TIH' straight run of duct between the
PM sampling and velocity measurement
sHes allows the flow profile. temporarily disturbed by the presence of the sampling
probe. to redevelop and stabilize.
1.3 The cross-sectional layout and location or ltaverse points and the \'erlftcation
of the 11hsence of cyclonic flow are the same
as In Ml'lhod 1, Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respecth·cly. Differences from Method I, except as
noted. arl' given below.
2. Procedure

2.1 Selection of Sampling and Measurement Sites.
2.1.1 PM Measurements. Select a PM
sampling site located preferably at least 8
eouivalcnt stack or duct diameters downstream and 10 equivalent diameters upstream .from any flow disturbances such as
bends. expansions, or contractions In the
stack, or from a visible flame. Next, locate
the \'eloclty measurement site 6 equivalent
diameters downstream of the PM sampling
site. St•e Figure IA-1. If such locations are
not a\·ailable, select an alternative PM sampling site that Is at least 2 equivalent stack
or duct diameters downstream and 2'h diameters upstream from any flow disturbance.
Then, locate the velocity measurement site
2 equlvalrnt diameters downstream from
the PM sampling site. Follow Section 2.1 of
Method 1 for calculating equivalent diameters for a rectangular cross section.

..
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Environmental Protection Agenc'f
2.1.2 PM Sampling <Steady Flow) or only
Velocilr Mt>asureml'nls. For PM sampling
when the 1·o1umetric rlow rate 111 a duct is
constant with respect to time. Section 2.1 of
Method I mar be followt>d. y. ilh the PM
sampling and l'l'locity meastlrl'menl performed at one location. To demonstrate
that the flow rate is constant !Within 10 percent I II' hen PM ml'asllrcment~ are macl!•,
perform compl£'1e ll'locit}' tran·rsl's before
and all£'r thl' PM sampling run. and calculate the de1·iation of the flow rate dl'rl\'l'd
after 1111' PM sampling run from I he one derived before I hl' PM sampling run. The PM
sampling run is arrPplabll' if thl' de~lalion
does not cxr<'Pd I 0 pl'r<'<'nl.
2.2 DPIPrmlrung thl' Numbl'f ol Ttal'l'rst•
Points
2.2 I PM Sampling. Usc f'igure 1-1 of
Method I to dell'rminl' lhl' number ol tra·
verse points to usc at both the l'elocity
measun·mpnl and PM sampling location<
Beforl' rC'IPrrlng to till' flgmt·. howeur. dt•
termini' I hi' diS I fllli'I'S bt•l\1'1'1'11 both I ht• I!'
locltr nwasurenwnl and PM 'am piing sit,.,
to I hf' nl'art>sl IIIJ'l rl'alll atHI down >trl'alll
dlsturbanr!'s Tlwn thvide t'arh distance by
the stark diamett·r or t'Quln:llenl diamt'l••r
to f'Xprl'ss the dl~tanrPs in lnms of tlu•
number of duct diameters. Next. determine
the nt1111ber of 1n11 t'l se poinl s I rom Flcuu·
1-1 ol Mt'lhod I t·<Jrrespondinl! to l'al'h ol
these lour distann·. Choosl' I ht· highc~t nf
thr four numbers ol tra1erst· points <or a
greater rurrnben ~o 1hat. for cin·ular duel~.
the nounber is a multiple ol lour. and lor
rectangular dul'l~. tlw numbl'r is OIIP of
thosl' sholl'n In Table 1-1 ol Method I
When I loP optimum chtl'l dinnlf'l er local""'
criteria Pan hi' salisfll'd. thl' minimum
number of tra1·ers!' points reQUir£'d I:> eight
for l'ircular ducts and ninl' for rl'ctangular
ducts.
2 2 2 PM Samplnu: <Stead~ F'low> or V~
locity Measurements. Use F1gurp h2 of
Method I to dell'rmine the number ol traverse points. folio\\ Ill!! the sam!' procedur t'
used lor PM sampling tra1·erses as de:;cribt•li
In Section 2.2.1 of Mel hod 1. When the optimum duct diaml'ler location criteria can bl'
satisfiPd. the mmirnum number of tral't'rse

-

points required is eight for circular ducts
and nine for rectangular ducts.
3. BibliograPhll
I. Same as In Method l. Section 3, Clta·
Lions I through 6.

2. Vollaro, Robert F. Recommended Procedure for Sample Traverses In Ducts
Smaller Than 12 Inches In Diameter. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Emission
Measurement Branch, Research Triangle
Park, NC. January 1977.
METJIOD 2-DETEaMINATION OF STACK GAS
VEt OCITY AND VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
(1'\'PF. S PtTOT TUBE)

1. Pn nc rple and Applicabilit!l

1.1

Principle. The average gas velocity In

a si1H'k is determined from the gas density

and I rom mcasureml'nt of the average veloc11~· lwa<l with a Type S <Stilllssdwllll' or rel'l'rse I~ pe I pilot tube.
1.2 ApplicabilitY. This method is applicable for measurement of the average \'eloclty
of a gas stream and for quantifying gas
flow.
This procedure is not appllcablt• at measun•mt•nt slles which fall to meet the criteria
of Mt'l hod 1, Section 2.1. Also, the method
cannot bt> used for direct mrasurpment In
cyclonic or swirling gas streams; Section 2.4
ol MI'Lhod 1 shows how to determine CY·
clonic or swirling flow conditions. When unacccplable conditions exist. alternative procedun·s. subject to the appro1•at ol the Admlnlsll a tor, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agenr}'. must bt> employed to make accurate
How r nlc determinations; exam pit's of such
altl'rnalire proct>dures arc: (I I to install
straightening unes; <21 to l'alculate the
total l'olumetrlc flow rate stoichiometrical·
IY. or <31 to move to anot11cr measurement
site al which the flow Is acceptable. ·
2. Apparatus
Spl'cllil'atlons for the apparatus are given
below. Any other n\lparatus that has been
demons! rated <subject to apprm•at of the
Administrator> to be capable ol meeting the
specifications will be considered acceptable.

r.

\

METHOD 201 - DETERMINATION OF PM10 EMISSIONS
(Exhaust Gas Recycle Procedure}

l. · Aoo 1i cabi1 i ty and Pri nci p1e

1.1 Applicability.

This method applies to the in-stack measurement of

particulate matter (PM) emissions equal to or less than an aerodynamic
diameter of nominally 10 pm (PM 10 )· from stationary sources.

The EPA

recognizes that condensible emissions not collected by an in-stack method are
also PM 10 , and that emissions that contribute to_ ambient PM 10 -levels are the.
sum of condensible emissions and emissions measured by an in-stack PM 10
method, such as this method or Method 201A.

Therefore, for establishing

source contributions to ambient levels of PM 10 , such as for emission inventory
purposes, EPA suggests that source PM 10 measurement include both in-stack PM 10
and condensible emissions.

Condensible emissions may be

m~asured

by an

impinger analysis in combination with this method.
Principle.

l.2
~ource.

An

1n-~tack

A gas

cyclone

~ample
i~

i$okinetica1ly extracted from the

is

used to

~eparate

PM greater than PM:o• and an

in-stack glass fiber. filter is used to collect the PM 10 •

To maintain

isokinetic flow rate conditions at the tip of the probe and a constant flow
rate through the cyclone, a clean, dried portion of the sample gas at stack
temperature is recycled into the nozzle.

The particulate mass is determined

gravimetrically after removal of uncombined water.
2.

Apparatus
NOTE:

Method 5 as cited in this method refers to the method in 40 CFR

Part 60, Appendix A.
2. l

Samp I 1 ng fra 1 n.

A :;chema tic rJf the ~xhaust

recycle (EGR) train is shown in Figure 1.

l7

of the

~xhaus t

']as

2.1.1

Nozzle with Recycle Attachment.

Stainless steel (316 or

equivalent) with a sharp tapered leading edge, and recycle attachment welded
directly on the side of the nozzle (see schematic in Figure 2).
the taper shall be on the outside.

The angle of

Use only straight sampling nozzles.

"Gooseneck" or other nozzle extensions designed to turn the sample gas flow
go•, as in Method 5 are not acceptable.

Locate a thermocouple in the recycle

attachment to measure the temperature of the recycle gas as shown in Figure 3.
The recycle attachment shall be made of stainless steel and shall be connected
to the probe and nozzle with stainiess steel fittings.

Two nozzle sizes,

e.g., 0.125 and 0.160 in., should be available to allow isokinetic sampling to
be conducted over a range of flow rates.

Calibrate each nozzle as described

in Method 5, Section 5.1.
2·.1.2

PM 10 Sizer.

2.1.3

Filter Holder.

number SE274,
NOTE:

has

Cyclone, meeting the specifications in Section 5.7.
63-mm, stainless steel.

been found to be acceptable for the

An Andersen filter, part
in-stack

Ment1on uf trade names or specific products does not

cilt8r.

con~titute

endorsement by the Environmental Protection Agency.
2.1.4

Pitor Tube.

Same as in Method 5, Section 2.1.3.

Attach the

pitot to the pitot lines with stainless steel fittings and to the cyclone in a
configuration similar to that shown in Figure 3.

The pitot lines shall be

made of heat resistant material and attached to the probe with stainless steel
fittings.
2.1.5

EGR Probe.

Stainless steel, 15.9-mm (5/8-in.) ID tubing with a

probe liner, stainless steel 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) ID stainless steel recycle
tubing, two o.35-,nm

1,[/4-in.) [Q stainless

Steel tub1ng for tl1e pltOC tuDe

extensions, three thermocouple leads, and one power lead, all contained by
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stainless steel tubing with a diameter of approximately 51 mm (2.0 in.).
Design considerations should include minimum weight construction materials
sufficient for probe structural strength.

Wrap the sample and recycle tubes

with a heating tape to heat the sample and recycle gases to stack temperature.
2.1.6 Condenser.
2.1.7

Same as in Method 5, Section 2.1.7.

Umbilical Connector.

Flexible tubing with thermocouple and power

leads of sufficient length to connect probe to meter and flow control console.
2.1.8 Vacuum Pump:

Leak-tight, oil-less, noncontaminating, with an

absolute filter, "HEPA" type, at the pump exit.

A Gast Model 0522-Vl03 Gl80X

pump has been found to be satisfactory.
2.1.9 Meter and Flow Control Console.

System consisting of a dry gas

meter and calibrated orifice for measuring sample flow rate and cJpable of
measuring volume to ±2 percent, calibrated laminar flow elements (LFE's) or
~qu1valent

for measuring total and

~ample

flow rates, probe heater (Ontrol.

Jnd manometers anU maqnehelic gauges (as shown in Figures 4
equivalent.

~nd

5),

ar

iemperatures needed for calculations include stack, recycle,

probe, dry gas meter, filter, and total flow.
velocity head

(~p),

Flow measurements include

orifice differential pressure (AH), total flow, recycle

flow, and total back-pressure through the system.
Same as in Method 5, Section 2.1.9.

2.1.10

Barometer.

2.l.ll

Rubber Tubing.

2.2
2.2.1

6.35-mm (1/4-in.) ID flexible rubber tubinq.

Sample Recovery.
Nozzle, Cyclone, and Filter Holder Brushes.

Nylon bristle

brushes properly sized and shaped for cleaning the nozzle, cyclone, filter
holder, and probe ar probe liner, with stainless steel w1re shafts and
handles.
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2.2.2 Wash Bottles, Glass Sample Storage Containers, Petri Dishes,
Graduated Cylinder and Balance, Plastic Storage Containers, and Funnels.

Same

as Method 5, Sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.6, and 2.2.8, respectively.
2.3 Analysis.
3.

Same as in Method 5, Section 2.3.

Reagents
The reagents used in sampling, sample recovery, and analysis are the

same as that specified in Method 5, Sections 3.1, ·3.2, and 3.3, respectively.
4.

Procedure
4.1

Sampling.

The complexity of this method is such that, in order to

obtain reliable results, testers shou1d be trained and experienced with the
test procedures.
4.1.1

Pretest Preparation.

4.1.2

Preliminary Determinations.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.1.1.
Same as in Method 5, Section 4.1.2,

except use the directions on nozzle size selection in this section.

Use af

the EGR method may
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raquir~

a minimum sampling port diameter af 0.2 m

1n. l.

Also, the required maximum number of sample traverse points at any locat1on
shall be 12.
4.1.2.1

The cyclone and filter holder must be in-stack or at stack

temperature during sampling.

The blockage effects of the EGR sampling

assembly will be minimal if the cross-sectional area of the sampling assembly
is 3 percent or less of the cross-sectional area of the duct and a oitot
coefficient of 0.84 may be assigned to the pitot.

If the cross-sectional

~rea

of the assembly is greater than 3 percent of the cross-sectional area of the
duct, then either determine the pitot coefficient at sampling conditions or
use a stanaard pitot w1th a known coefficient in a configuration w1th the EGR
sampling assembly such that flow disturbances are minimized.
20

·~

4.1.2.2 Construct a setup sheet of pressure drops for various 6p's and
temperatures.

A computer is useful for these calculations.

An example of the

output of the EGR setup program is shown in Figure 6, and directions on its
use are in Section 4.1.5.2.

Computer programs, written in IBM BASIC computer

language, to do these types of setup and reduction calculations for the EGR
procedure, are available through the National Technical Information Services
(NTIS), Accession number PB90-500000, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
Virginia 22161.
4.1.2.3 The EGR setup program allows the tester to select the nozzle
size based on anticipated average stack conditions and prints a setup sheet
for field use.

The amount of recyc1e through the nozzle should be between 10

and 80 percent.

Inputs for the EGR setup program are stack temperature

(minimum, maximum, and average), stack velocity {minimum,
1ver~ge),

~tack

atmo~pheric

pressure,

~tack

maximum~

and

static pressure, meter box temoer3ture.

moisture, percent Oz and percent C0 2 in the stack gas, pitot coefficient

(C?), orifice

~H@,

flow rate measurement calibration values [slope (m) andy-

intercept (b) of the calibrat~an curve], and the number of nozzles available
and their diameters.
4.1.2.4 A less rigorous calculation for the setup sheet can be done
manually using the equations on the example worksheets in Figures 7, 8, and 9,
or by a Hewlett-Packard HP41 calculator using the program provided in
Appendix 0 of the EGR operators manual, entitled Applications Guide for Source
PM 10 Exhaust Gas Recycle Sampling System.

This calculation uses an

approximation of the total flow rate and agrees within 1 percent of the exact
solution for pressure drops at stack temperatures from 38 to 260°C (100 to

soo·F)

and stack moisture up to 50 percent.
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Also, the example worksheets use

a constant stack temperature in the calculations, ignoring the complicated
temperature dependence from all three pressure drop equations.

Errors for

this at stack temperatures ±2a•c (±so•F) of the temperature used in the setup
calculations are within 5 percent for flow rate and within 5 percent for
cyclone cut size.
4.1.2.5 The pressure upstream of the LFE's 1s assumed to be constant at
0.6 1n. Hg 1n the EGR setup calculat1ons.
4.1.2.6 The setup sheet constructed using this procedure shall be
similar to Figure 6.

Inputs needed for the·calculation are the same as for

the setup computer except that stack velocities are not needed.
4.1.3

Preparation of Collection Train.

Same as in Method 5,

Section 4.1.3, except u.se the following directions to set up the train.
4.1.3.1 Assemble the EGR sampling device, and attach it to probe as
shown in Figure 3.

ff

stack temperatures exceed

zso·c (Soo•F),

then assemble

the EGR cyclone w1thout the 0-ring and reduce the vacuum requ1rRment to
130 mm Hg (5.0 in. Hg) in the leak-check procedure in Section 4.1.4.3.2.
4.1.3.2

Connect the probe directly to the filter holder and condenser

as in Method 5.

C~nnect

the condenser and probe to the meter and flow control

console with the umbilical connector.

Plug in the pump and attach pump lines

to the meter and flow control console.
4.1.4
of two parts:

Leak-Check Procedure.

The leak-check for the EGR Method consists

the sample-side and the recycle-side.

The sample-side

leak-check is required at the beginning of the run with the cyclone attached,
and after the run with the cyclone removed.

The cyclone is removed before the

post-test leak-check to prevent any disturbance of the collected sample prior
to analysis.

The recycle-side leak-check tests the leak tight integrity of
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the recycle components and is required prior to the first test run and after
each shipment.
4.1.4.1

Pretest Leak-Check.

A pretest leak-check of the entire

. sample-side, including the cyclone and nozzle, is required.

Use the leak-

check procedure in Section 4.1.4.3 to conduct a pretest leak-check.
4.1.4.2

Leak-Checks During Sample Run.

Same as in Method 5,

Section 4.1.4.1.
4.1.4.3

Post-Test Leak-Check.

conclusion of each sampling run.

A leak-check-is required at the

Remove the cyclone before the leak-check to

prevent the vacuum created by the cooling of the probe from disturbing the
collected sample and use the following procedure to conduct a post-test
leak-check.
4.1.4.3.1
removing the
~tarting

•

The sample-side leak-check is performed as follows:

~yclone,

~eal

the probe with a leak-tight stopper.

pump, close the coarse total valve and both recycle

After

Before

v~lves,

completely the samole back pressure valve and the fine total valve.

and open
After

turning the pump on, partially open the coarse total valve slowly to prevent a
surge in the manometer.

Adjust the vacuum to at least 381 mm Hg (15.0 in. Hg)

with the fine total valve.

If the desired vacuum is exceeded, either

leak-check at this higher vacuum or end the leak-check as shown below and
start over.

CAUTION:

Do not decrease the vacuum with any of the valves.

ihis may cause a rupture of the filter.

NOTE:

A lower vacuum may be used,

provided that it is not exceeded during the test.
4.1.4.3.2
unacceptable.

Leak rates in excess of 0.00057 m3/min (0.020 ft 3/min) are
[f the leak rate is too high, void the sampling run.
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4.1.4.3.3

To complete the leak-check, slowly remove the stopper from
~ump.

the nozzle until the vacuum is near zero, then immediately turn off the

This procedure sequence prevents a pressure surge in the manometer flu1d and
rupture of the filter.
4.1.4.3.4 The recycle-side leak-check is performed as follows:
the coarse and fine total valves and sample back pressure valve.
sample inlet-at the meter box.

Turn on the power and the

recycle valves, and open the total flow valves.

~ump,

Close

Plug the
close the

Adjust the total flow fine

adjust valve until a vacuum of 25 inches of mercury is achieved.

If the

desired vacuum is exceeded, either leak-check at this higher vacuum, or end
the leak-check and start over.
for the sample-side.
4.1.5

Minimum acceptable leak rates are the same as

If the leak rate is too high, void the sampling run.

EGR Train Operation.

omit references to nomographs and
assembly dur1ng
4.1.5.1

J

Same as in Methods,- Section 4.1.5, except
re~ommendations

about chang1ng the filter

run.

Record the data requ1red on a data sheet such as the one shown

1n Figure 10.

Make per1odic checks of the manometer level and zero to

correct AH and

~p

values.

~n$ur~

An acceptable procedure for check1ng the zero 1s to

equalize the pressure at both ends of the manometer by pulling off the tubing,
allowing the fluid to equilibrate and, if necessary, tore-zero.

Maintain the

probe temperature to within 11•c (20.F) of stack temperature.
4.1.5.2

follows:

The procedure for using the example EGR setup sheet is as

Obtain a stack velocity reading from the pitot manometer (Ap), and

find this value on the ordinate axis of the setup sheet.
temperature on che aosc1ssa.

Where

~hese
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Find the stack

two va1ues intersect are the

~m

differential pressures necessary to achieve isokinet1city and 10

cut size

(interpolation may be necessary}.
4.1.5.3 The top three numbers are differential pressures (in. H20), and
the bottom number is the percent recycle at these flow settings.

Adjust the

total flow rate valves, coarse and fine, to the sample value

on the setup

(~H)

sheet, and tHe recycle flow rate valves, coarse and fine, to the recycle flow
on the setup sheet.
4.1.5.4

For startup of the EGR sample train, the following procedure is

recommended .. Preheat the cyclone in the stack for 30 minutes.
sample and recycle coarse valves.
sa~ple

Open the fine total, fine recycle, and

back pressure valves halfway.

aligned with the sample stream.
select the appropriate

~H

Close both the

Ensure that the nozzle is properly

After noting the

~P

and stack temperature,

and recycle from the EGR setup sheet.

pump and timing device simultaneously.

Start the

Immediately open both the coarse total

and the coarse recycle valves slowly to obtain the approximate desired values.
Adjust both the fine total and the fine recycle valves to achieve more
precise1y the desired values.

In the EGR flow system, adjustment of either

valve will result in a change in both total and recycle flow rates, and a
slight iteration between the total and recycle valves may be necessary.
Because the sample back pressure valve controls the total flow rate through
the system, it may be necessary to adjust this valve in order to obtain the
correct flow rate.

NOTE:

Isokinetic sampling and proper operation of the

cyclone are not achieved unless the correct

~H

and recycle flow rates are

maintained.
4.1.5.5

During the test run, monitor the probe and filter temperatures

periodically, and make adjustments as necessary to maintain the desired
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temperatures.

If the sample loading is high, the filter may begin to blind or

the cyclone may clog.
sample run.

The filter or the cyclone may be replaced during the

Before changing the filter or cyclone, conduct a leak-check

(Section 4.1.4.2).

The total particulate mass shall be the sum of all cyclone

and the filter catch during the run.

Monitor stack temperature and

~P

periodically, and make the necessary adjustments in sampling and recycle flow
rates to maintain isokinetic sampling and the proper flow rate through the
At the end of the run, turn off the pump, close the coarse total

cyclone.

valve, and record the final dry gas meter reading.

Remove the probe from the

stack, and conduct a post-test leak-check as outlined in Section 4.1.4.3.
4.1.6

Calculation of Percent !sokinetic Rate and Aerodynamic Cut Size.

Calculate percent isokinetic rate and the aerodynamic cut size (0 50 ) (see
Calculations, Section 6) to determine whether the test was valid or another·
test run should be made.
rates or

J

If there was difficultly in maintaining isokinetic

O'io of lO tlm because of source conditions, the Admin1·:tr:1ttJr

mily,he

consulted for possible variance.
4.2

Sample Recovery.

Allow the probe to cool.

When the probe can be

safely handled, wipe off all external PM adhering to the outside of the
nozzle, cyclone, and nozzle attachment, and place a cap over the nozzle to
prevent losing or gaining PM.

Do not cap the nozzle tip tightly while the

sampling train is cooling, as this action would. create a vacuum in the filter
holder.

Disconnect the probe from the umbilical connector, and take the probe

to the cleanup site.

Sample recovery should be conducted in a dry indoor area

or, if outside, in an area protected from wind and free of dust.
of the impingers and carry them to the cleanup site.

Cao the ends

Inspect the components

of the train prior to and during disassembly to note any abnormal conditions.
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i·

Disconnect the pitot from the cyclone.

Remove.the cyclone from the probe.

Recover the sample as follows:
Container Number 1 (Filter).

4.2.1

The recovery shall be the same· as

that for Container Number 1 in Method 5, Section 4.2.
4.2.2 Container Number 2 (Cyclone or Large PM Catch).

The cyclone must

be disassembled and the nozzle removed in order to recover the large PM catch.
Quantitatively

~ecover

the

~M

from the

1nter~or

surfaces of the nozzle and the

cyclone, excluding the "turn around" cup and the interior surfaces of the exit
tube.

The recovery shall be the same as that for Container Number 2 in

Method 5, Section 4.2.
4.2.3

Container Number 3 (PM 10 )

Quantitatively recover the PM from all

of the surfaces from cyclone exit to the front half of the in-stack filter
holder, including the "turn around" cup and the interior of the exit tube.
The recovery shall be the same as that for Container Number 2 in Method 5,
Section 4.2.
4.2.4

Container Number 4 (Silica Gel).

Same as that for Container

Number 3 in Method 5, Section 4.2.
4.2.5

Impinqer Water.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.2, under .

Himpinger Water."
4.3

Analysis.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.3, except handle EGR

Container Numbers 1 and 2 like Container Number 1 in Method 5, EGR Container
Numbers 3, 4, and 5 like Container Number 3 in Method 5, and EGR Container
Number 6 like Container Number 3 in Method 5.

Use Figure 11 to record the

weights of PM collected.
4.4

Quality Control Procedures.

Same as in Method 5. Section 4.4.
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5.

Calibration
Maintain an accurate laboratory log of all calibrations.
5.1

Probe Nozzle.

5.2

Pitot Tube.

Same as in Method 5, Section 5.1.
Same as in Method 5, Section 5.2.

5.3 Meter and Flow Control Console.
5.3.1

Dry Gas Meter.

5.3.2

LFE

~auges.

gauges with a manometer.

Same as in Method 5, Section 5.3.

Calibrat~

the 'recycle, total, and inlet total LFE

Read and record flow rates at 10, 50, and 90 percent

·of full scale on the total and recycle pressure gauges.

Read and record flow

rates at 10, 20, and 30 percent of full scale on the inlet total LFE pressure
Record the total and recycle readings to the nearest 0.3 mm

gauge.

{0.01 in.).
(0.1 in.).

average.

Record the inlet total tFE readings to the nearest 3 mm
Make three separate measurements at each setting and calculate the

The maximum difference between the average pressure reading and the

dverage manometer

r~adinq

3hall not

~xceed

differences exceed the I im1t spec1fied,

1

mm (0.05 in.).

~djust

or replace

rF

~he

th~ pres~ure

9auge.

After each field use, check the calibration of the pressure gauges.
5.3.3

Tatar LFE.

5.3.4

Recycle LFE.

Same as the metering system in Methoa 5, Section 5.3.
Same as the metering system in Method 5, Section

5.3, except completely close both the coarse and fine recycle valves.

5.4

Probe Heater.

Connect the probe to the meter and flow control

console with the umoilical connector.

.

Insert a thermocouple

1nto

the probe

sample line approximately half the length of the probe sample line.

Calibrate

the probe heater at 66"C (lSO"F), 121"C (Zso·F), and 177"C (3SO.F).

Turn on

the power, and

~et

the prooe heater to the specified temperature.

Allow the

heater to equilibrate, and record the thermocouple temperature and the meter
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and flow control console temperature to the nearest
temperatures should agree within

s.s·c

(lO.F).

o.s·c

(l.F).

The two

If this agreement is not met,

adjust or replace the probe heater controller.
5.5 Temperature Gauges.

Connect all thermocouples, and let the meter

and flow control console equilibrate to ambient temperature.

All

thermocouples shall agree to within l.t•c (2.0.F) with a standard
mercury-in-glass thermometer.
5.6

Barometer.

Replace defective thermocouples.

Calibrate against a standard mercury-in-glass

barometer.
5.7

Probe Cyclone and Nozzle Combinations.

The probe cyclone and

nozzle combinations need not be calibrated if the cyclone meets the design
specifications in Figure 12 and the nozzle meets the design specifications in
Appendix B of the ApPlication Gyide for the Source PM 10 Exhaust Gas Recycle
Sampling System, EPA/600/3-88-058.
KOY Huntley at (919)541-1060.

This document may be obtained from

rf the nozzles do not meet the design

specifications, then.test the cyclone and nozzle combination for conformity
with the performance specifications (PS's} in Table 1.

The purpose of the PS

tests is to determine if the cyclone's sharpness of cut meets minimum
performance criteria.

If the cyclone does not meet design spec1fications,

then, in addition to the cyclone and nozzle combination conforming to the
PS's, calibrate the cyclone and determine the relationship between flow rate,
gas viscosity, and gas density.

Use the procedures in Section 5.7 .5 to

conduct PS tests and the procedures in Section 5.8 to calibrate the cyclone.
Conduct the PS tests in a wind tunnel described· in Section 5.7.1 and using a
particle generation system described in Section 5.7.2.

Use five particle

sizes and three wind velocities as listed in Table 2.

Perform a minimum of
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three replicate measurements of collection efficiency for each of the 15
conditions listed, for a minimum of 45 measurements.

5.7.1 Wind Tunnel.

Perform calibration and PS tests in a wind tunnel

(or equivalent test apparatus) capable of establishing and maintaining the
required gas stream velocities within 10 percent.

5.7.2 Particle Generation System.

The particle generation system shall

be capable of producing solid monodispersed dye particles with the mass median
aerodynamic diameters specified in Table 2.

The

pa~ticle

size distribution

verification should be performed on an integrated sample obtained during the
sampling period of each test.

An acceptable alternative is to verify the size

distribution of samples obtained before and after each test, with both samples
required to meet the diameter and monodispersity requirements for an
acceptable test run.
5.7.2.1

test section of

.::.:tablish the size of the solid dye particles delivered to the
~.t1e ·.v1nd

t.unnel using the operHinq

parametc~rs

IJ!· t.!11~ :Jarticll!

generation system, and verify the size during the tests by microscopic
examination of samples of the particles collected on a membrane filter.

The

particle size, as established by the operating parameters of the generation
system, shall be within the tolerance specified in Table 2.

The precision of

the particle size verification technique shall be at least ±0.5

~m,

and the

particJe size determined by the verification technique shall not differ by
more than 10 percent from that established by the operating parameters of the
particle generation system.
5.7.2.2

Certify the monodispersity of the particles for P.ach t2st

either by microscopic inspection of collected particles on filters or by other
suitable monitoring techniques such as an optical particle counter followed by
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a multichannel pulse height analyzer.

If the proportion of multiplets and

satellites in an aerosol exceeds 10 percent by mass, the particle generation
system is unacceptable for purposes of this test.

Multiplets are particles

that are agglomerated, and satellites are particles that are smaller than the
specified size range.
5.7.3

Schematic Drawings.

Schematic drawings of the wind tunnel and

blower system and other information showfng complete procedu.ral details of the
test atmosphere generation, verification, and delivery techniques shall be
furnished with calibration data to the reviewing agency.
5.7.4

Flow Rate Measurement.

Determine the cyclone flow rates with a

dry gas meter and a stopwatch, or a calibrated orifice system capable of
measuring flow rates to within 2 percent.
5.7.5
qenerator

Performance Specification Procedure.

nper~tinn

Establish the t•st particle

and verify the particle size microscopically.

monodispersity 1s to be verified
of the run rather than

by

by

If

measurements at the beg1nn1ng and the end

an integrated sample, these measurP.ments may

be

made

at this time.

5.7.5.1

The cyclone cut size (0 50 ) is defined as the aerodynamic

diameter of a particle having a 50 percent probability of penetration.
Determine the required cyclone flow rate at which Dso is 10

~m.

A

suggested

procedure is to vary the cyclone flow rate while keeping a constant particle
size

of

10 JLm.

and filter (mf) .

Measure the PM collected in the cyclone

(me),

exit tube (mt),

Compute the cyclone efficiency ( Ec} as fallows:

E "'
~

mr:
(me +

v
.\

mt + mf)
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5.7.5.Z

Perform three repl1cates and calculate the average cyclone

efficiency as follow:

whera El' [ 01 , and F} aro ropl icate moasurornents of Eu.
5.7.5.3

Calculate the standard deviation (a) for the replicate

measurements of Ec as follows:

if a exceeds 0.10. repeat the replicate runs.
5.7.5.4

Using the cyclone flow rate that produces Dsa for 10

measure the overall

~fficiency

~m,

of the cyclone and nozzle, E,, at the particle

sizes and nominal 1as velocities in Table 2 usinq the follow1nq procedurP..

5.7.5.5 Set the air velocity in the wind tunnel to one of the nominal
gas velocities from Table 2.

Establish isokinetic sampling conditions and the

correct flow rate through the sampler (cyclone and nozzle) using recycle
capacity so that the

0~ 0

is 10

~.

Sample lang enough to obtain ±5 percent

precision on the total collected mass as determined by the precision and the
sensi~ivity

of the measuring technique.

Determine separately the

~ozzle c~tch

(mn), cyclone catch {me), cyclone exit tube catch (mt), and collection filter
catch (mf).
5.7.5.6

Calculate the overall efficiency (E 0 ) us follows:
(mn + me)

Eo .. - - - - - - - - X 100
(mn + me + mt + mf)

5.7.5.7 Do three replicates for each combination of gas velocities and
particle sizes in Table 2.

Calculate E0 for each particle size following the

procedures described in this section for determining efficiency.
the standard deviation {a) for the replicate measurements.

Calculate

If a exceeds 0.10,

repeat the replicate runs.
Criteria for Acceptance.

5.7.6

velocities', plot the average

~Eo

For each of the three gas stream

as a function of particle size· on Figure 13.

Draw a smooth curve for each velocity through all particle sizes.

The curve

shall be within the banded region for all sizes, and the average Ec for a 050
for 10

~m

shall be SO ± 0.5 percent.

5.8

Cyclone Calibration Procedure.

The purpose of this section is to

develop the relationship between flow rate, gas viscosity, gas density, and
050 •

This procedure only needs to be done on those cyclones that do not meet

the design snecifir.Jtions in FiqurP. 12.
!..1lr.ulntP. cyclonP. flow rate.

S.S.l

f1etermine t.he flow t:'ltP.s and Dr:o' s

for three different -particle sizes between 5

~and

be 10

For each size, use a different

~m.

All sizes must be within 0.5

~-

15

~m,

one of which shall

temperature within 60"C (lOB"FJ of the temperature at which the cyclone is to
be used and conduct triplicate runs.

A suggested procedure is to keep the

particle size constant and vary the flow rate.
the PS tests in
5.8.1.1

~ection

Some of the values obtained in

5.7.5 may be used.

On log-log graph paper, plot the Reynolds number (Re) on the

abscissa, and the square root of the Stokes SO number ((STK 50 ) 112 ] on the
ordinate far each temperature.

Re

~

Use the following equations:
4 P Qcyc

-----1 -·,-c

·j

U:yc

13

[

]1/Z

4 Qcyc (Dso)z
9

1r

llcyc (dcyc) 3

where:
Qeye • Cyclone flow rate cm3/sec.
p • Gas density, g/cm3 •

dcyc·"" Diameter of cyclone inlet, em.
~eye

050

·

• Viscosity of gas through the cyclone, poise.
Cyclone cut size, em.

•

5.8.1.2 Use a linear regression analysis to determine the slope (m),.
and they-intercept (b).

Use the following formula to determine Q, the

cyclone flow rate required for a cut size of 10
11'

r

J.l.cyc

1 -(0.5

I (3000) (K~)b

Q•4

I

~.

m/(m - 0.5)

- m)

d(m-1.5)/(m-0.5)

,

wnere:
Q • Cyclone flow rate for a cut size of 10 ~. cm 3/sec.
Ts • Stack gas temperature, "K.

d

~

Diameter of nozzle, em.

K1

•

4.077 X 10- 3

Directions far Using Q.

5.8.2

Refer to Section 5 of the EGR operators

manual for direcc;ons in using this expression far Q in the satup
calculations.
6.

Calculations
6.1

The

~GR

data reauctlon calculations are performed by

the

EGR

reduction computer program, which is written in IBM BASIC computer language
and is available through NTIS. Accession number PB90-500000. 5235 Port Royal
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Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.

Examples of program inputs and outputs are

shown in Figure 14.
6.1.1

Calculations can also be done manually, as specified in Method 5,

Sections 6.3 through 6.7, and 6.9 through 6.12, with the addition of the
following:
6.1.2

Nomenclature.

Be • Moisture fraction of mixed cyclone

ga~,

by volume,

dimensionless.
C1

•

Viscosity constant, 51.12 micropoise for •K (51.05 micropoise
for "R).

C2

•

Viscosity constant, 0.372 micropoise;·K (0.207 micropoise;•R).

C3

•

Viscosity constant, 1.05 X 10· 4 micropoise;•K 2 (3.24 X 10· 5
mi cropoi se;-R 2 ).

C1

2

Viscosity constant, 53.147 micropoise/fraction

0~.

C..

=

lfi;;cosity constant, 74.143 micropoise/fraction

H~O.

2

Diameter of particles having a 50 percent probability of

'

D~ 0

~

penetration, tmt.
f 02
K1

• Stack.g~s
•

Me •

fraction 02 , by volume, dry basis.

0.3858 •K/mm Hg (17.64 •R/in. Hg).
Wet molecular weight of mixed gas through the PM 10 cyclone,
g/g-mole (lb/lb-mole).

Md
Pbar

=Dry molecular weight of stack gas, gjg-mole (lb/lb-mole).
=Barometer pressure at sampling site, mm Hg (in. Hg).

P,n 1 =Gauge pressure at inlet to total LFE, mm
Ps

=Absolute stack pressure, mm Hg (.in. Hg).
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H~O

(in.

H~O).

Q5

Total cyclone flow rate at wet cyclone conditions, m3/min

•

( ft 3/min) .

Q!(stdl • Total cyclone flow rate at standard conditions, dscm/min
(dscf/min).
Tm • Average temperature of dry gas meter, •K (•R).
T5

•

Average stack gas temperature, •K (•R).

Vw($td) • Volume of water vap· or in ga.s sample (standard conditions), scm
( scf) .

Xr • Total LFE linear calibration constant, m3/[(min)(mm H20)]
{ ftJ/[ (min)( in. H~O) 1).

Yr • Total LFE linear calibration constant, dscrn/min (dscf/min).
dPr • Pressure differential across total LFE. mm H20 (in. H20).
8 • Total sampling time, min.
~~~

2

Viscosity of mixed cyclone gas, micropoise.
Vi~cosity

~std •

Viscosity of standard air, 180.1 micropoise.

6.2

of

~as

at laminar flow elements,

~LFE ~

PM 10 Particulate Weight.

m1cropo1~e.

Determine the weight of PM 10 by summing

the weights obtained from Container Numbers 1 and 3, less the acetone
6.3

Total Particulate Weight.

blan~.

Determine the particulate catch for PM

greater than PM 10 from the weight obtained from Container Number 2 less the
acetone blank, and add it to the PM 10 particulate weight.
6.4

PM 10 Fraction.

Determine the PM 10 fraction of the total particulate

weight by dividing the PM 10 particulate weight by the total particulate
we1gl1t.
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6.5 Total Cyclone Flow Rate.

The average flow rate at standard

conditions is determined from the average pressure drop across the total LFE
and is calculated as follows:
Qs(stdl • K1

[

Xr AP -l'std
- - + Yr

l

J't.FE

The flow rate, at actual cyclone conditions, is calculated as follows:

6.6

aerodynamic cut size
6.5.1

Use the following procedure to determine the

Aerodynamic Cut Size.
(0 50 ).

•.

Determine the water fraction of the mixed gas through the cyclone

by using the equation below.
Br.

6.6.2

(stdl

Calculite the cyclone gas viscosity as follows:
IJ.cyc •

6.6.3

v. .
2------

Cl

+

c,

Ts + C:~ Ts2 + C4 foz - Cs

Be

Calculate the molecular weight on a wet basis of the cyclone gas

as fo 11 ows:

~.5.4

[f the cyclone meets the design specification

in

calculate the actual 050 of the cyclone for the run as follows:

l 0.2091 J IJ.cyc
I

J

L Os

where P: : 0.1562.
37

]0.7091

F\gure 12,

6.6.5

If the cyclone does not meet the design specifications in

Figure lZ, then use the following equation to calculate 050 •
Dso • (3) (lO)b (7 .376 X 10-4 )m

[

MTc, P,

l[

4

Q,

l

d(l.S-m)

?f /Jcyc

where:
m • Slope of the calibration curve obtained in Section 5.8.2.
b. • y-intercept of the calibration curve obtained in Section 5.8.2.
6.7 Acceptable Results.

Acceptability of anisokinetic variation is the

same as Method 5, Section 6.12.
6.7.1

If 9.0

J.U11

.s 050 .sll JJm and 90s Is llO, the results are
'·

acceptable.
results.
7.

If D50 is greater than 11 JJm, the Administrator may accept the

If D50 is less than 9.0 ,u.m, reject the results and repeat the test.
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EXAMPLE EMISSION GAS RECYCLE SETUP SHEET
VERSION 3.1 MAY 1986
TEST I.O. : SAMPLE SETUP
RUN DATE : 11/24/86
LOCATION : SOUPCE SIM
OPERATOR(S) : RH JB
NOZZLE DIAMETER (IN) :.25
STACK CONDITIONS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE (F) : 200.0
AVERAGE VELOCITY (FT/SEC) : 15.0
AMBIENT PRESSURE ( !N HG)~ : 29.92
.10
STACK PRESSURE (IN H20) :

GAS COMPOSITION
H20 = 10.0 %
cz = 20.9 ~
C02 = .o %

**** TARGET PRESSURE DROPS

= 28.84
= 27.7 5

MD
MW

( LS/LB MOLE)

~*

TEMPERATURE (F)
DP(PTO)
0.026

·150

217

206

228

.49

.49

.48

.46

.45

.45

1. 91

1.92

1.92

l. 92

2.39

1.90
2. 92

.47

1.:30

61 1.

2. 94
62 ~

2.'J7

~

62 '.t

3.00
62 :'(,

'53

l. 93
3. L15
63 ~•

• 56
1.89
2.74
57 ~

.55
1.89

.55
1.91
2.82
59 :

.54
1.91
2.85
59 %

.53

.52

1.91
2.88
60 ~

l. 92

2. 77
58 ~

.55
1.90
2.80
58 %

.65

• 63

.62
1.90
2.69
56 1.

.61
1.90
2.72
57 ~

1. 91
2.74

.70
1.89

1. 90

RCL

.58
1.88
2. 71

57

.039

194

183

TOTAL
.~

.035

172

SAMPLE

RECYCLE

• 031

161

%

61

.67
1.88
2.57
54 %

1.88
2.60

.64
1.89
2. 63

1.89
2.66

55

55 %

56

.75
1.87
2.44
51 ~

.74
1.88
2.47
52 ~

.72
1.88
2.50
52 ~

.71
1.89
2.53
53 ~

~

Figure 6.

~

2.56
53 %

.69

2.59
54

~

Example EGR setup sheet.

-~

J.02
~.

.60

57

~

.67

·z. go
60

~

.59

1. 91

2.74
57 ~
.66

1. 90

1. 91

54 %

2.65
55 ~

·2.62

Barometric pressure, Pbar' in. Hg • - - - - - Stack static pressure, t"9 , in. H~O • - - - - - Average stack temperature, t 3 , F • - - - - - Meter temperature, tm, •F • - - - - - Gas analysis:

%C02 • - - - - - r.o •
r.N2 + r.co • - - - - Fraction moisture content, Bws • - - - - - Calibration data:
Nozzle .diameter, On in. • - - - - - Pitot coefficient, c • - - - - - AH8, in. H28 • - - - - - Molecular weight of stack gas, dry basis:
Md"" 0.44 (%C0 2) + 0.32 (':'..0 2) + 0.28 (r.N 2 +%CO) "" _ _ _....___lb/lb mole
Molecular weight of stack gas, wet basis:
Mw. Md (1-Bws) + lBBWS.
lb/lb mole
Absolute stack pressure:
Pi • P1,r + (P/l3.6) •

------ in.

Hg

Desired meter orifice pressure (AH) for velocity head of stack gas (dp):
~H

2

K

~p

=

Figure 7.

in. H20

Example worksheet 1, meter orifice pressure head calculation.
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Barometric pressure, Pb r' in. Hg
Absolute stack pressure, ~s' in. Hg
Average stack temperature, T5 , •R
Meter temperature, Tm, •R
Molecular weight of stack gas, wet basis, M0 lb/lb mole
Pressure upstream of LFE, in. Hg

•
• -----~

= ------

.. ~,.-----
• 0.6

Gas analysis:
'YoOz

= ------

Nozzle diameter, On, in.
Pi tot coefficient, CP
Total LFE calibration constant, Xt
Total LFE ca 1i brat ion constant, Tt

.. - - - - - -

Fraction moisture content, B..,5 = - - - - - Calibration data:

= -----.. - - - - - -

= ------

Absolute pressure upstream of LFE:
PLFE ,. pbar

+ 0.6 = - - - - - - in. Hg

Viscostty of gas in total LFE:
J.I.LFE ..

152.418 + 0.2552 Tm + 3.2355xlo-s Tm2 + 0.53147 ('Y.0 2 )

=

Viscosity of dry stack gas:
u.tj

= 152.418

~ 3.235Sxlo·'i T/ + 0.53147 (%0 2 )

,. \J.2552 r

Constants:
K1

~lFE Tm Psa. 1051 ~d
1.5752xl0-s - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - -

•

P

LFE

K2

•

M o.Z949 T
d

o.1os1

s

0.1539

Bws J.l.d [1 - 0.2949 (1 - 18/Md)] + 74.143 Bws (1 - Bw 5 )
:<, = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /-Ld - 74. 143 Bws

Figure 8.

Example worksheet 2 (page 1 of 2), total LFE pressure head.
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JltFE

Vt

1ao .1 xt

..

Total LFE pressure head:
APt

a

A - 8
1

1

Figure 8.

(AP )_, • _ _ _ _ _ _ in. H20

~xamole

worksheet 2 (page 2 of 2), total LFE pressure head.

'+7

Barometric pressure, P~ , in. Hg
Absolute stack pressure, Ps 1n. Hg
Average stack temperature, T,, •R
Meter temperature, Tm, •R
Molecular weight of stack gas~ dry basis, Md, lb/lb mole
Viscosity of LFE gas, ~FE' poise
Viscosity of dry stack gas, S£d, poise
Absolute pressure upstream of LFE, PLFE' in. Hg
Calibration data:
Nozzle diameter, On, in.
Pitot coefficient, C
Recycle LFE calibration constant, XP
Recycle LfE calibration constant, Y~
i.LtFE

a

•

A'Z

. - xr -

• -----• ------

•

• ------

------

0.1539

~FE yr

Kl

Bz •

------------------------------------

Tm p:. 0. 7051 tld

PLFE Md0.~949 TS0.705l

K2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

180.1

K4 K2

xr

xr

•

•

Pressure head for rP.cycle LFE:
APr • A2

-

82

( Ap) ~

Figure 9.

•

in. H20

Example worksneet 3, recycle LFE pressure neaa.
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Cot.Je

Dale

St.u:k
Temper alure

Sum.,ler
IU

Start
Time

Slo~L~ Sldlic
r.cssurc

filler
lfJ

End
Time

Ambit:nl
Tcmj.lt:r.aiUJe

s~ampler

Oa icnlallon

Sampling
Durallon

Sau1pllng
luo.:allon

OGM
(initial)

Gas

DGM
(linal)

5~~1.;m,

A1111

Nuale
Oia111eler-JO

(ln.)

fF)
(ln. Hg)

Prtl~SIUtl

Pllol Leak Check
(Neg)
(Poa)

Vdo~u~

(

Sample
Volume

-

Ovcralor (s)

Molalure Conlenl
(ln. H20)

Ambienl
(min}

Gaa Compollllon
%C02
%CO
%Oa

ff)

~

Note a

leak Check
15ln. Hg)

(Ill)

1--·

o,, .. l Manomeler l~weled and Zeroed?
Magnehellcs Zeroed?
Hun

Thue

Po11 No
Tra;~

t.P
Plio I

t.H..
Sample

OGM
Volume

AP
Total

p
IIIII! I

6P
Recycle

Tl
Slack

Tz
Recycle

-

-·
---

-

.

-

------- ----·-

•
··-

-

T3
Probe

T4
LFE

Ts

DGM

..
Plant_________________________________________________
Date
Run ~n~o-.---------------------------------------------------Fil ter no.
Amount liq~u~,d~l~o~s~t~d-ur~,~n~g~t~r~an~s~p~o~r~t---------------------------Acetone blank volume, ml
Acetone wash vo 1ume, ml '""(...
2-r-)---------,("":1113~)--------Acetone blank cone., mg/mg (Equation 5-4, Method 5)
Acetone wash blank, mg (Equation 5-5, Method 5)
------

I

I

Weight of part1cul ate matter
mg

Container
number

F1 nal weight

Weight gain

Tare weight

1

3'

Tot a1 ...........................
Les!i Jcet one b 1 dn k. •••••••••••••
I

·•

We1ght or PMlO·················

I

I

...?
Less acetone blank •••••.•••••••

Total particulate weight •••••••

Figure 11.

EGR method analysis sheet.

Cyclone Interior Dimensions

s

1.

n

H

z·

_tJ +I

•

B_J
L

I

·O'e·

Ocuo~

Dimensions (:!:0.02 em, :!:0.01 in. )
I

'

''

Din

D

Oe-

B

H

h

z

s

Hcup

Ocup

0~

em

1.27

4.47

1.50

1.88

6.S5

2.24

4.71

1.57

2.25

4.45

1.02

inches

0.50.

1.76

0.59

0.74-

2.74

O.BS

1.85

0.52

0.89

1.75·

0.40

I

'

I

jes1gn

52

sp~clfications.

On
1.24

OA9
'

Cyc~one

--

TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOURCE PM 10 CYCLONES
AND NOZZLE COMBINATIONS
Parameter
1.. Collection efficiency

I

Specification

Units

I

Such that collection
efficiency falls within
envelope specified by
Section 5.7.6 and Figure 13.

Percent

I

2. Cyclone cut size (0 50 )

10 ± 1 Jm1 aerodynamic
diameter.

Jml

TABLE 2. PARTIClE SIZES AND NOMINAL GAS VELOCITIES FOR EFFICIENCY
Particle size

(~m)•

Target gas velocities (m/sec}

7 :t 1.0

15 ... 1.5

5 ± 0.5
7 ± 0.5

10 ± 0.5
14 ± 1. 0
20 ± 1.0

(a}

Mass median aerodynamic diameter.
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95
90

>
(J

·aa

"'~

7a

1-

SJ

C.J

"'
"'=

.4Q

Q.

~

z

&&.
&&.
IU·

z

•
~

:a

17

< ., < '11 m/s

9

<., < 17 m/s

JI

., < 9 m/s

s
a to
A2RODYNAMIC DIAMETeR

Figure 13.

~ml

1211·U

S:ffieien.ey envelope for t:he PM 10 cyclone.
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EMISSION GAS RECYCLE
DATA REDUCTION
VERSION 3.4
MAY 1986
TEST ID. CODE:
TEST LOCATiON:
TEST SITE:
TEST DATE:
OPERATORS{$):

CHAPEL HILL 2
BAGHOUS£ OUTLET
CHAPEL HILL
10/20/86

JB RH MH

*****ENTERED RUN DATA*****
SYSTEM PRESSURES
DH(ORI)
1.18 INWG
DP(TOT)
1.91 INWG
P(INL)
12.15 INWG
DP(RCL)
2.21 INWG
OP(PTO)
0.06 INWG

TEMPERATURES
T(STK): 251.0 F
T(RCL)·: 259.0 F
T(LFE): 81.0 F
T ( DGM ) :

76 • 0 F

MISCELLANEA
P(BAR) : 29.99 INWG
0.10 INWG
DP(STK):
13.744 FT3
V(OGM)
60.00 MIN
TIME
~ C02
: 8.00
% 02

20.00
0.2500

:

NOZ (IN):

WATER CONTENT
ESTIMATE :
OR
CONDENSER:
COLUMN

o.o

%

RAW MASSES
CYCLONE l:

11.7 MG

FILTER

7.0 ML
0.0 GM

21.7 MG

rMPINGER
RESILlUE

CALIBRATION VALUES
CP( PITOT)
0.840
DH@ (OR I)
10.980
M(TOt LFE) : 0.2298
S(TOT LFE) : -.0058
M(RCL LFE) : 0.0948
B(RCL LFE} ·: -.0007
· DGM GAMMA : 0.9940

U.O MG

( UM)

Figure l4.

0.0 MG

FILTER HOLDER
RINSE
FILTER BLANK
IMP INGER
RINSE

0.0 MG
0.0 MG
lJ.O MG

****** REDUCED DATA ******

STACK VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
STACK GAS MOISTURE (%)
SAMPLE FLUW RATE (ACFM)
TOTAL FLOW RATE (ACFM)
RECYCLE FLOW RATE (ACFM)
PERCENT RECYCLE
ISOKINETIC ~ATIO (%)

CYCLONE 1
BACKUP F1LTER
PARTICULATE TOTAL

BLANK VALUES
CYC RINSE

(% <)

(PART! CULATE)
lO.lS

Sxample

0.3104
0.5819

. 0.2760
46.7
95.1

(MG/ONCM)

(GR/ACF)

(GR/DCF) (LB/DSCF)

56.6

0.01794
0.00968
0.02762

0.02470

35.8

30.5

87.2
~nputs

15.95
2.4

and outputs of J:he EGR
~6

f

0.01232
0.03802

~educt;on

(X l£6)
J. 52701
l. 90 7

5.444

progra:n.

('

METHOD 201A - DETERMINATION OF PH10 EMISSIONS
(Constant Sampling Rate Procedure)

1. Aoolicability and Princiole
1.1

Applicability.

This method

appli~s

to the in-stack measurement of

particulate matter (PM) emissions equal to or less than an aerodynamic
diameter of nominally 10

~

(PM 10 ) from stationary sources.

The EPA

recognizes that condensible emissions not collected by an in-stack method are
also PM 10 , and that emissions that contribute to ambient PM 10 levels are the
sum of condensible emissions and emissions·measured by an in-stack PM 10
method, such as this method or Method 201.

Therefore, for establishing source

contributions to ambient levels of PM 10 , such as for emission inventory
purposes, EPA suggests that source PM 10 measurement include both in-stack PM 10
and condensible emissions.

Condensible emissions may be measured by an

impinger analysis in combination with this method.
1.2

•

Principle.

A gas sample is extracted at a constant flow rate

through an in-stack sizing device, which separates PM greater than PM:o·
Variations from isokinetic sampling conditions are maintained within
well-defined limits.

The particulate mass is determined gravimetrically after

removal of uncombined water.
2.

Apparatus
NOTE:

Methods cited in this method are part of 40 CFR Part 60,

Appendix A.
2.1

Sampling Train.

shown in Figure 1.

A schematic of the Method·201A sampling train is

With the exception of the PM 10 sizing device and in-stack

filter, this train is the same as an EPA Method 17 train.
2.1.1
leading edge.

Nozzle.

Stainless steel (316 or equivalent) with a sharp tapered

Eleven nozzles that meet the design specifications in Figure 2
57

are recommended.

A large number of nozzles with small nozzle increments

increase the likelihood that a single nozzle can be used for the entire
traverse.

If the nozzles do not meet the design specifications in Figure 2,

then the nozzles must meet the criteria in Section 5.2.
2.1.2

PM 10 Sizer.

Stainless steel (316 or equivalent), capable of

determining the PM 10 fraction.

The sizing device shall be either a cyclone

.

that meets the specifications in Section 5.2 or a cascade impactor that has
been calibrated using the procedure-in-Section 5.4.
2.1.3

Filter Holder.

63-mm, stainless steel.

An Andersen filter, part

number SE274, has been found to be acceptable for the in-stack filter.
NOTE:

Mention of trade names or specific products does not constitute

endorsement by the Environmental Protection Agency.
2.1.4

Pitot Tube.

Same as in Method 5, Section .2.1.3.

The pitot lines

shall be made of heat resistant tubing and attached to the probe with
stainless steel fittings.
2.1.5

Probe Liner.

Optional, same as in Method 5, Section 2.1.2.

2.1.6

Differential Pressure Gauge, Condenser, Metering System,

Barometer, and Gas Density Determination Equipment.
Sections 2.1.4, and 2.1.7 through
2.2

2.2.1

~.1.10,

Same as in Method 5,

respectively.

Sample Recovery.
Nozzle, Sizing Device, Probe, and Filter Holder Brushes.

Nylon

bristle brushes with stainless steel wire shafts and handles, properly sized
and shaped for cleaning the nozzle, sizing device, probe or probe liner, and
filter holders.
2.2.2 Wash Bottles, Glass Sample Storage Conta1ners. Petri Dishes,
Graduated Cylinder and Balance, Plastic Storage Containers, Funnel and Rubber
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Policeman, and Funnel.

Same as in Method 5, Sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.8,

respectively.
2.3- Analysis.

3.

Same as in Method 5, Section 2.3.

Reagents
The reagents for sampling, sample recovery, and analysis are the same as

that specified in Method 5, Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively.
4.

Procedure
4.1

Sampling.

The complexity of this method is such that, in order to

obtain reliable results, testers should be trained and experienced with the
test procedures.
4.1.1

Pretest Preparation.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.1.1.

4.1.2

Preliminary Determinations.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.1.2,

except use the directions on nozzle size selection and sampling time in this
method.

Use of any nozzle greater that 0.16 in. in diameter require a

sampling port diameter of-6 inches.

Also~

the required maximum number of

traverse points at any location shalT be 12.
4.1.2.1

The

~izing

device must be in-stack or maintained at stack

temperature during sampling.

The blockage effect of the CSR sampling assembly

will be minimal if the cross-sectional area of the sampling assemble is
3 percent or less of the cross-sectional area of the duct.

If the

crass-sectional area of the assembly is greater than 3 percent of the
cross-sectional area of the duct, then either determine the pitot coeffic1ent
at sampling conditions or use a standard pitot with a known coefficient in a
configuration with the CSR sampling assembly such that flow disturbances are
minimized.
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4.1.2.2 The setup calculations can be performed by using the following
procedures.
4.1.2.2.1

In order to maintain a cut size of 10

~

in the sizing

device, the flow rate through the sizing device must be maintained at a
constant, discrete value during the run.

If the sizing device is a cyclone

that meets the design specifications ·in Figure 3, use the equations in
Figure 4 to calculate three orifice heads (AH): one at the average stack
temperature, and the other two at temper.atures
stack temperature.

±za·c

(.±SO•f) of the average

Use the AH calculated at the average stack temperature as

the pressure head for· the sample flow rate as long as the stack temperature
during the run is within za·c (So•f) of the average stack temperature.

If the

stack temperature varies by more than 2a•c (So•f), then use the
appr-opriate AH.
4.1.2.2.2

If the sizing device is a cyclone that does not meet the

design specifications in Figure 3, use the equations in Figure 4, except use
the procedures in Section 5.3 to determine Qs, the correct cyclone flow rate
for a 10

t.tm

cut size·.

4.1.2.2.3 To select a nozzle, use the equations in Figure 5 to
calculate APm;n and APNx for each nozzle at all three

t~mperatures.

If the

sizing device is a cyclone that does not meet the design specifications in
Figure 3, the example worksheets can be used.
4.1.2.2.4

Correct the Method 2 pitot readings to Method 201A pitot

readings by multiplying the Method 2 pitot readings by the square of a ratio
of the Method 201A pitot coefficient to the Method 2 pitot coefficient.
Select the nozzle for which
Method 2 pitot readings.

~Pm,n

and

~Pmax

bracket all of the corrected

If more than one nozzle meets this requirement,
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select the nozzle giving the greatest symmetry.

Note that if the expected

pitot reading for one or more points is near a limit for a chosen nozzle,

it

may be outside the limits at the time of the run.
4.1.2.2.5 Vary the dwell time, or sampling time, at each traverse point
proportionately with the point velocity.

Use the equations i_n Figure 6 to

calculate the dwell time at the first point and at each subsequent point.

It

is recommended that the number of minutes sampled at each point be rounded to
the nearest 15 seconds.
4.1.3 Preparation of Collection Train.
Secti~n

Same as in Method 5,

4.1.3, except omit directions about a glass cyclone.

4.1.4 Leak-Check Procedure.

The sizing device is removed before the

post-test leak-check to prevent any disturbance of the collected sample prior
to analysis.
4.1.4.1

Pretest Leak-Check.

A pretest leak-check of the entire

sampling train, including the sizing device, is required.

Use the leak-check

procedure in Method 5, Section 4.1.4.1 to conduct a pretest leak-check.
4.1.4.2

Leak-Checks During Sample Run.

Same as in Method 5,

Section 4.1.4.1.
4.1.4.3 Post-Test Leak-Check.
conclusion of each sampling run.

A leak-check is required at the

Remove the cyclone before the leak-check to

prevent the vacuum created by the cooling of the probe from disturbing the
collected sample and use the procedure in Method 5, Section 4.1.4.3 to conduct
a post-test leak-check.
4.1.5 Method 201A Train Operation.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.1.5,

except use the procedures in this section for isokinetic sampling and flow
rate adjustment.

Maintain the flow rate calculated in Section 4.1.2.2.1
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throughout the run provided the stack temperature is within 2a·c (SO.F) of the
temperature used to calculate

za·c

~H.

If stack temperatures vary by more than

(so•F),_ use the appropriate dH value· calculated in Section 4.1.2.2.1.

Calculate the dwell time at each traverse point as in Figure 6.
4.1.6 Calculation of Percent Isokinetic Rate. and Aerodynamic Cut Size
(0 50 ).

Calculate percent isokinetic rate and

050

(see Calculations, Section

6)

to determine whether the test was· valid or another test run should be made.
If there was difficulty in maintaining isokinetic sampling rates within the
prescribed range, or if the 050 is not in its proper range because of source
conditions, the Administrator may be consulted for possible variance.
4.2

Sample Recovery.

If a cascade impactor is used, use the

manufacturer's recommended procedures for sample recovery.

If a cyclone is

used, use the same sample recovery as that in Method 5, Section 4.2, except an
increased number of sample recovery containers is required.
4.2.1

Container Number l (In-Stack Filter) .. The recovery shall be the

same as that for Container Number 1 in Method 5, Section 4.2.
4.2.3

optional.

Container Number 2 (Cyclone or Large PM Catch).
The anisokinetic error for the cyclone PM

than the error for the PM 10 catch.

is

This step is

theoretically larger

Therefore, adding all the fractions to get

a total PM catch is not as accurate as Method 5 or Method 201.

Disassemble

the cyclone and remove the nozzle to recover the large PM catch.
Quantitatively recover the PM from the interior surfaces of the nozzle and
cyclone, excluding the "turn around" cup and the interior surfaces of the exit
tube.

The recovery shall be the same as that for Container Number 2 in

Method 5, Section 4.2.
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4.2.4 Container Number 3 (PM10 ).

Quantitatively recover the PM from

all of the surfaces from the cyclone exit to the front half of the in-stack
filter holder, including the "turn around" cup inside the cyclone and the
interior surfaces of.the exit tube.

The recovery shall be the same as that

for Container Number 2 in Method 5, Section 4.2.
·4.2.6 Container Number 4 {Silica Gel).
as that for Container
4.2.7

N~mber

Imoinger Water.

The recovery shall be the same

3 in Method 5, Section 4.2.
Same as in Method 5, Section 4.2, under

"Impinger Water."
4.3 Analysis.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.3, except handle

Method 201A Container Number 1 like Container Number 1, Method 201A Container
Numbers 2 and 3 like Container Number 2, and Method 201A.Container Number ft
like Container Number 3.

Use Figure 7 to record the weights of PM collected.

Use Figure 5-3 in Method 5, Section 4.3, to record the volume of water
co 11 ected.
4.4 Quality Control Procedures.
5.

Same as in Method 5, Section 4.4.

Calibration
Maintain an accurate laboratory log of all calibrations.
5.1

Probe Nozzle, Pitot Tube, Metering System, Probe Heater

Calibration, Temperature Gauges, Leak-check of Metering System, and Barometer.
Same as in Method 5, Section 5.1 through 5.7, respectively.
5.2

Probe Cyclone and Nozzle Combinations.

The probe cyclone and

nozzle combinations need not be calibrated if both meet design specifications
in Figures 2 and 3.

If the nozzles do not meet design specifications, then

test the cyclone and nozzle combinations for conformity with performance
specifications (PS's) in Table 1.

If the cyclone does not meet design
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specifications, then the cyclone and nozzle combination shall conform to the
PS's and calibrate the cyclone to determine the relationship between flow
rate, gas viscosity, and gas density.

Use the procedures in Section 5.2 to

conduct PS. tests and the procedures in Section 5.3 to calibrate the cyclone.
The purpose of the PS tests are to confirm that the cyclone and nozzle
combination has the desired sharpness of cut.

Conduct the PS tests in a wind

tunnel described in Section 5.2.1 and particle generation system described in
Section 5.2.2.
Table 2.

Use five particle sizes and three wind velocities as listed in

A minimum of three replicate measurements of collection efficiency

shall be performed for each of the 15 conditions listed, for a minimum of 45
measurements.
5.2.1 Wind Tunnel.

Perform the calibration and PS tests in a wind
•

tunnel (or equivalent test apparatus) capable of establishing and maintaining
the required gas stream velocities within 10 percent.
5.2.2

Particle Generation System.

The particle generation system shall

be capable of producing solid monodispersed dye particles with the mass median
.

.

aerodynamic diameters specified in Table 2.

Perform the particle size

distribution verification on an integrated sample obtained during the sampling
period of eac? test.

An acceptable alternative is to verify the size

distribution of samples obtained before and after each test, with both samples
required to meet the diameter and monodispersity requirements for an
acceptable test run.
5.2.2.1

Establish the size of the solid dye particles delivered to the

test section of the wind tunnel by using the operating parameters of the
particle generation system, and verify them during the tests by microscooic
examination of samples of the particles collected on a membrane filter.
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The

particle size, as established by the operating parameters of the generation
system, shall be within the tolerance specified in Table 2.

The precision of

the particle size verification technique shall be at least ±0.5

~'

and

particle size determined by the verification technique shall not differ by
more than 10 percent_from that established by the operating parameters of the
particle generation system.
5.2.2.2.

Certify the monodispersity of the particles:for each test

either by microscopic inspection of collected particles on filters or by

oth~r

suitable monitoring techniques such as an optical particle counter followed by
a multichannel pulse height analyzer.

If the proportion of multiplets and

satellites in an aerosol; ·exceeds 10 percent by mass, the particle generation
system is unacceptable for the purpose of this test.

Multiplets are particles

that are agglomerated, and satellites are particles that are smaller than the
specified size range.
5. 2. 3 Schematic Drawings.. Schematic drawings· of the wind tunnel and
b)ower system and other information showing complete procedural details of the
test atmosphere generation, verification, and delivery techniques shall be
furnished with calibration data to the reviewing agency.
5.2.4 Flow Measurements.

Measure the cyclone

~ir

flow rates with a dry

gas meter and a stopwatch, or a calibrated orifice system capable of measuring
flow rates to within 2 percent.
5.2.5

Performance Specification Procedure.

Establish test particle

generator operation and verify particle size microscopically.

If

monodispersity is to be verified by measurements at the beginning and the end
of the run rather than by an integrated
at this time.
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sampl~,

these measurements may be made

· 5.2.5.1 The cyclone cut size, or 050 , of a cyclone is defined here as
the particle size having a SO percent probability of penetration.
the cyclone flow rate at which 050_ is 10

~.

Determine

A suggested procedure is to vary

the cyclone flow rate while keeping a constant particle size of 10
Measure the PM. collected in the cyclone (me), the exit tube
filter (mf).

(~),

~

and the

Calculate cyclone efficiency (Ec) for each flow rate as follows:
. me

Ee • - - - - - - X 100
(me + l1lt + lilt)

5.2.5.2 Do three replicates and calculate the average cyclone
efficiency [Ec(av.lll] as follows:

where

E1 , E2 , and E3 are replicate measurements of. Ec··
5.2.5.3 Calculate the standard deviation (a) for the replicate

measurements of Ec as follows:

(] =
2

If a exceeds 0.10, repeat the replicated runs.
5.2.5.4

Measur~

the overall efficiency of the cyclone and nozzle, E0 ,

at the particle sizes and nominal gas velocities in Table 2 using the
following procedure.
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5.2.5.5 Set the air velocity and particle size from one of the
conditions in Table 2.

Establish isokinetic sampling conditions and the

correct flow rate in the cyclone (obtained by procedures in this section) such
that the 050 is 10

Sample long enough to obtain ±5 percent precision on

~·

total collected mass as determined by the precision and the sensitivity of
measuring technique.

Determine separately the nozzle catch (m"}, cyclone

catch_ (me), cyclone exit tube (Mt), and collection filter catch (mf) for each
particle size and nominal gas velocity in Table 2.

Calculate overa·ll

efficiency (E 0 ) as follows:
X 100

5.2.5.6 Do three replicates for each combination of gas velocity and

particle size in Table 2.

Use the equation below to calculate the average

overall efficiency

for each combination following the procedures

[Eo(avg)]

described in this section for determining efficiency.

where E1 , E2 , and E3 are replicate measurements of E0 •
5.2.5.7

Use the formula in Section 5.2.5.3 to calculate a for the

replicate measurements.

If a exceeds 0.10 or if the particle sizes and

nominal gas velocities are not within the limits specified in Table 2, repeat
the replicate runs.
5.2.6 Criteria for Acceptance.
velocities, plot the

Ec(avg)

For each of the three gas stream

as a function of particle size an Figure 8.
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Draw

smooth curves through all particle sizes.

Eo(avg) shall be within the banded

region for all sizes, and the Ec(avg) shall be SO

:1: 0.5

percent at 10

tJJil.

5.3 Cyclone Calibration Procedure. The purpose of this procedure is to
develop the relationship between flow rate, gas viscosity, gas density, and
Dso·

5.3.1 Calculate Cyclo.ne Flow. Rate.

Determine flow rates and D50 's for

three different particle sizes between 5 pm and 15 pm, one of which shall be
All sizes must

10 JJJ11.

be

determined within 0.5 pm.

different temperature within

so•c

For ·each size, use

a

(108.F) of the temperature at which the

cyclone is to be used and conduct triplicate runs.

A suggested procedure is

to keep the particle size constant and vary the flow rate.
5.3.1.1 on·log-log graph paper, plot the Reynolds number (Re) on the
abscissa, and the square.root of the Stokes 50 number
ordinate for each temperature.

[(Stk 50 )~]

Use the following equations to compute both

values:

Re •

(Stk 50 )" • [

where:
Ocyc

~

Cyclone flow rate, cm3(sec.

p ~Gas

on the

density, g/cm3 •

d:yc ~

Diameter of cyclone inlet, em.

~eye ~

Viscosity of gas through the cyclone, micropoise.
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050

•

Aerodynamic diameter of a particle having a 50 percent
probability of penetration, em.

5.3.1.2 Use a linear regression analysis to determine the slope (m) and
theY-intercept (b).

Use the following formula to determine Q, the cyclone

flow rate required for a cut size of 10

~.

1r I"
[
] - ( 0. 5-m) [
Qs • 4cyc (3000} (Kl}-b

where:
m a Slope of the calibration line.
bay-intercept of the

cali~ration

line .

. Q5

•

Cyclone flow rate for a cut size of 10

d

a

Diameter of nozzle, em.

IJ.m,

cm3/sec.

Ts = Stack gas temperature, •R.
Ps a Abso.l ute stack pressure, in. Hg ..
Me

= Molecular weight of the stack gas, lb/lb-mole.

Kl

a

5.3.1.3

4. 077 ·X 10-3 •

Refer to the Method 201A operators manual, entitled Application

Guide for Source PMra Measurement with Constant Samolinq Rate, for directions
in the use of this equation for Q in the setup calculations.
5.4 Cascade Impactor.

The purpose of calibrating a cascade impactor is

to determine the empirical constant (Stk 50 ), which is specific to the impactor
and which permits the accurate determination of· the cut sizes of the impactor
stages at field conditions.
impactor.

It is not necessary to calibrate each individual

Once an impactor has been calibrated, the calibration data can be

applied to other impactors of identical design.
5.4.1 Wind Tunnel.

Same as in Section 5.2.1.
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5.4.2 Particle Generation System.

Same as in Section 5.2.2.

5.4.3 Hardware Configuration for Calibrations.

An impaction stage

constrains an aerosol to form circular or rectangular jets, which are directed
toward a suitable substrate where the larger aerosol particles are collected.
For calibration purposes, three stages of the cascade impactor shall be
discussed and designated calibration stages 1, 2, and 3.

The first

calibration stage consists of the collection substrate of an impaction stage
and all upstream surfaces up to and including the nozzle.
•

other preceding impactor stages.

This may include

The second and third calibration stages

consist of each respective collection substrate and all upstream surfaces up
to but excluding the collection substrate of the preceding calibration stage.
This may include

impactor stages which are not designated as
•
The cut size, or 0~, of th~ adjacent calibration stages

i~tervening

calibration stages.

shall differ by a factor of not less than 1.5 and not more than 2.0.
example, if the first calibration stage has a 050 of lZ
downstream stage shall. be between 6 and 8
5.4.3.1

~-

For

then the 050 of the

~-

It is· expected, but not necessary, that the complete hardware

assembly will be used in each of the sampling runs of the calibration and
performance determinations.

Only the first calibration stage must be tested

under isokinetic sampling conditions.

The second and third calibration stages

must be calibrated with the collection substrate of the preceding calibration
stage in place, so that gas flow patterns existing in field operation will be
simulated.
5.4.3.2

Each of the PM 10 stages should be calibrated with the type of

collection substrate, viscid material (such as grease) or glass fiber, used in
PM 10 measurements.

Note that most materials used as substrates at elevated
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temperatures are not viscid at normal laboratory conditions.

The substrate

material used for calibrations should minimize particle bounce, yet be viscous
enough to withstand erosion or deformation by the impactor jets and not
interfere with the procedure for measuring the collected PM.
5.4.4 Calibration Procedure.

Establish test particle generator

operation and verify particle size microscopically.

If monodispersity is to

be verified by measurements at the beginning and the end of the run rather
than by an integrated sample, these measurements shall be made at this time.
Measure in triplicate the PM collected by the calibration stage (m·) and the PM
on all surfaces downstream of the respective calibration stage (m') for all of
the flow rates.and particle size combinations shown in Table 2.

Techniques of

mass measurement may include the use of a dye and spectrophotometer.
Particles on the upstream side of a jet plate shall be included with the
substrate downstream, except agglomerates of particles, which shall be
included with the preceding or upstream substrate .. Use the following formula
to calculate the collection efficiency (E) for each stage.
5.4.4.1

Use the formula in Section 5.2.5.3 to calculate the standard

·deviation (a) for the replicate measurements.

If a exceeds 0.10, repeat the

replicate runs.
5.4.4.2

Use the following formula to calculate the average collection

efficiency (Eavg) for each set of replicate measurements.

where E1 , E2 , and E3 are replicate measurements of E.
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5.4.4.3 Use the following formula to calculate Stk for each Eavg·

oz

Q

Stk • - - 9 J.' A dl

where:
D • Aerodynamic diameter of the test particle, em {g/cm3 )~.

Q • Gas flow rate through the calibration stage at inlet conditions,
cm~/sec.
J.' •

Gas viscosity, micropoise.

A • Total cross-sectional area of the jets of the calibration stage,
cm2 •
· dj • Diameter of one jet of the calibration stage, em.
5. 4. 4. 4 Determine Stk.50 for each ca 1i brat ion stage by p1ott i ng
versus Stk. on log-log paper.
efficiency.

Stk.50 is the Stk. number at 50 percent

Note that particle bounce can cause efficiency to decrease at

high values of Stk.
of Stk.

Eavg

Thus, 50 percent efficiency can occur at multiple values

The calibration data should clearly indicate the value of Stk 50 for

minimum particle bounce.

Impactor efficiency versus Stk. with minimal particle

bounce is characterized by a monotonically increasing function with constant
or increasing slope with increasing Stk..
5.4.4.5 The Stk50 of the first calibration stage can potentially
decrease with decreasing nozzle size.

Therefore, calibrations should be

performed with enough nozzle sizes to provide a measured value within
25 percent of any nozzle size used in PM 10 measurements.
5.4.5 Criteria Far Acceptance.

Plot

Eavg

for the first calibration

stage versus the square root of the ratio of Stk to Stk.50 ·on Figure 9.
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Draw a

smooth curve through all of the points.

The curve shall be within the banded

region.
6.

Calculations

6.1 Nomenclature.
Bws •

C1

•

Moisture fract1on of stack, by volume, dimensionless.
Viscosity constant, 51.12 micropoise for •K {51.05 micropoise
for •R).

C2

•

Viscosity constant, 0.372 micropoise;•K (0.207 micropoise;•R).

C3

•

Viscosity constant, 1.05 x 10-4 micropoise/•K 2
{3.24 x 10- 5 micropoise;•R2 ).

C4

•

Viscosity constant, 53.147 micropoise/fraction 02 •

C5

•

Viscosity

D50

•

Diameter of particles having a SO percent probability of

~onstant,

74.143 micropoise/fraction H20.

penetration, tmJ.
=

Stack gas fraction 02 , by volume, dry basis.

K1

•

0.3858 ·K;mm Hg (17.64 ·R/in. Hg).

Me

=Wet molecular weight of mixed gas through the

f0

PM 10

cyclone,

g/g-mole (lb/lb-mole).
Md •
Pbar

Dry molecular weight of stack gas, gjg-mole (lb/lb-mole).

=Barometric pressure at sampling site, mm Hg (in. Hg).

Ps =Absolute stack pressure, mm Hg (in. Hg).

Q5 = Total cyclone flow rate at wet cyclone conditions, m3/min

( ft 3/mi n).
Qs(stdl

= Tat a1 cyclone flow rate at standard conditions, dscm/mi n
(dscf/min).
-

Tm • Average absolute temperature of dry meter, •K (•R).
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T, • Average absolute stack gas temperature, •K (•R).
Vw(stdl • Volume of water vapor in gas sample {standard conditions),
scm (scf).
I • Total sampling time, min.
~c~ •

Viscosity of mixed cyclone gas, micropoise.

~std •

Viscosity of standard air, 180.1 mi cropoi se.

6.2 Analysis of Cascade Impactor Data.

Use the manufacturer's

recommended procedures to analyze data from cascade impactors.
6.3 Analysis of Cyclone Data.

Use the following procedures to analyze

data from a single stage cyclone.
6.3.1

PM 10 Weight.

Determine the PM catch in the PM 10 range from the

sum of the weights obtained from Container Numbers 1 and 3 less the acetone
blank.
6.3.2 Total PM Weight (optional).

Determine the PM catch for greater

than PM 10 from the weight obtained from Container Number 2 less the acetone
blank, and add it to the PM 10 weight.
6.3.3

PM 10 Fraction.

Determine the PM 10 fraction of the total

particulate weight by dividing the PM 10 particulate weight

by

the total

particulate weight.
6.3.4 Aerodynamic Cut Size.

Calculate the stack gas viscosity as

follows:

i4-

6.3.4.1 The PM 10 flow rate, at actual cyclone conditions, is calculated
as follows:

6.3.4.2 Calculate the molecular weight on a wet basis of the stack gas
as follows:

6.3.4.3 Calculate the actual 050 of the cyclone for the given
conditions as follows:
Dso • ~1 [

where 81

•

T5

]0.2091
[

Me ps

Qs

0.027754 for metric units {0.15625 for English units).

6.3.5 Acceptable Results.
are met.

~eye

The first is that 9. 0 p.m

The results are acceptable if two conditions
~

050

~

11.0 p.m.

The second is that. no

sampling points are outside dPm;n and dPNx' or that 80

percent~ I~

percent and no more than one sampling point is outside dPm;n and
is less than 9.0

~'

reject the results and repeat the test.
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120

dP~x·

If 050
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Figure 1. CSR Sampling Train
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\.DRY GAS
METER

Nozzle
Diameter
(inc!'les)

Cone
Angle,

a

(deg~ees)

0.136
o. 1 so
0.164
0.180
0.197
a. 215
0.233
0.264

4
4
5
6
6
6
6

a .Joo

5

1S
15
15
15
15
15
1S
15

4

15

4

15
15

0.342
0.390

3

Figure 2.

~tra·ight'

Out's ide
taper, ~
(degrees)

inlet'
length, t
( inc!'les)

< a.as
<o. as
<0.05

<o. as

< o.os
< o.os

< o.os

<0. OS
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•

'
n:.

Barometric pressure, P.bar' in.
Stack static pressure, P9 , in.
Average stack temperature, t 3 ,
Meter temperature, t 111 ,
Orifice Mi1 , in.

Hg
HiO
F
•f

•
•
,.
,.

---------------------

H20 ,. - - - - - -

Gas analysis:
%C02 • - - - - - %02 • - - - - - -

%Hz + %Co - - - - - - -

Fraction moisture content, Bws • - - - - - -

Molecular weight of stack gas, dry basis:
Md • 0.44 (".C0 2 ) + 0.32 (".0 2 ) + 0.28 (1-M 2 + %CO) • _ _ _ _ lb/lb mole

Molecular weight of stack gas, wet basis:

Mw • Md {1-Bwsf- + 18 {Bws> .. _ _ _ _ _ _lb/lb

mole

Absolute stack pressure:
pg
Ps ,. Pbar

+

• _ _ _ _ in. Hg

13.6

Viscosity of stack gas:.
5
)1. = 152.418 + 0.2552 t 5 + 3".2355xl05

t/ + 0.53147

(%0 2 )

- 74.143 Bw~ =- - - - - - - - - micropoise

Cyclone flow rate:

Os = 0. 002837

Figure 4.

(t 5 + 460)
J1. 5

[

Mw ps

l

0.2949
,.

------

Example worksheet 1 (Page 1 of 2), cyclone flow rate and
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~H.

Orifice pressure head (AH) needed for cyclone
AH

=-

Q, (1-8,.,8 ) P,
[

t3 +

460

r

fl~w

(tm + 460) Md 1.083

rate:

.. ______

AH~

Calculate AH for three temperatures:
f,, OF

AH, in. H20

Figure 4.

·j

I

I

I
I

Example worksheet 1 (Page 2 of 2), cyclone flow rate and
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~H.

Stack viscosity, /Js, mi cropoi se
Absolute- stack pressure, P5 , in_ Hg
Average stack temperature, t 3 , •F
Meter temperature, t , • F
Method 201A pi tot coefficient,
CP
Cyclone flow rate, ft 3/min, Q
Method 2 pitot coefficient, C '
Molecular weight of stack gas, wet b~sis, ~w
Nozzle diameter, 1}", in.

•
""
•
•
•

•

------------------------------

• ------•

-------

• -------

Nozzle veloc.ity
vn ,.

3.056 Qs

0n2

·------ ft/sec

Maximum and minimum velocities:

0. 2603 Qs ~ /Js

[ 0.2457 + [o-3072

lr

• v' [ 0. 4457 + 0. 5690

v

1.5

n

0. 2603 Qs ~ f.L,
-r

v

1.5

n

Figure 5.

rl·rJ

ft/sec

ft/sec

Example worksheet 2 (page 1 of 2), nozzle selection.
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Maximum and minimum velocity head values:
ps M_, (v•tnl2

APmtn • 1.3686 X 10_.

{t. + 460)

AplllllX • 1.3686

X

10-4

• - - - - - - - - in. H20

cp2

P. Mw (viiiX)z

<t. + 460)

cp2·

• - - - - - - - - in. H20

Nozzle number
D.
v

in.

ft/sec
Ymi ft/sec
Ymax ft/sec
~;n• in. H20
Al1max• in. H20

Velocity traverse data:

Ap(Method ZOlA)

a

Figure 5.

Ap(Method Z)

[ cc:·l2
~

Example worksheet 2 (page 2 of 2), nozzle selection.

az

Total run time, minutes • - - - - Number of traverse points - - - - - (Total run time)
(Number of points)

where:
t1
~p'

1

•

dwell time at first traverse point, minutes.

s

the velocity head at the first traverse point (from a previous
traverse}, in. HzO.

~P'avg •

the square of the average square root of the

~p's

(from a

previous velocity traverse), in. H20.
At subsequent traverse points, measure the velocity

~P and

calculate the dwell time by using the fallowing equation:
tn

tl
s

(apn) 112 , n=- 2,3, ... total number of sampling points

where:
t, ,. dwell time at traverse point n, minutes.
apn ,. measured velocity head at point n, in. H20.
apl "' measured velocity head at point 1 ' in. H20.
Figure 6.

Example worksheet 3 (page 1 of 2), dwell time.
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Port,_ __
Point Number

Ap

t

Ap

t

Ap

t

Ap

1

2
3
4
5
6

Figure 6.

Example worksheet 3 (page 2 of 2), dwell time.
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t

Plant·----------------------------------------------------Date
Run ~n~o.--~------~----------~--------~----------------Filter no.
Amount of l~l~qu~,~a~l~o~st~d~u~r~,-ng~t~r~a-ns~p~o~r~t-----------------------Acetone blank volume,, ml
Acetone wash volume, ml ~("ll"4"'")-------------..,.{,..5"'")--------------Acetone blank cone., mg/mg (Equation 5-4, Method 5)
Acetone wash blank, mg (Equation 5-5, Method 5)
------

Weight of PMlQ
mg

Container
number
Final weight

Tare weight

Weight gain

l

3

Total •••• ~········~··~·········
Less acetone blank ..............
Weight. of· PM 10 .........................

Figure 7.

Method 201A analysis sheet •.
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOURCE PH 10 CYCLONES
AND NOZZLE COMBINATIONS
Parameter

Specification

Units

1. Collection efficiency

.,

"• Cyclone cut size (0 50 )

Such that collection
efficiency falls within
envelope specified by
Section 5.~.6 and Figure 8.

Percent

10 ± 1 ~ aerodynamic
diameter.

jQG

I

TABLE 2. PARTICLE SIZES AND NOMINAL GAS VELOCITIES FOR EFFICIENCY

I Particle size

(~)a

I

Target gas velocities {m/sec)

'
''

I

i

7 ± 1.0

II

15 ± l.S'

I

25 ± 2.5

I

5 ± 0.5
7 ± 0.5

.

10 ± 0.5
14 ± 1.0
''

20 ± 1.0
:

(a)

Mass median aerodynamic diameter.
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1.0 SUMMARY
1.1 TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
·· The National Stone Association (NSA) sponsored this PM10 emission test
program in order to determine PM10 emission factors applicable to various
process units at· stone crushing plants. The test site was the Vulcan
Materials, Inc. facility in Skippers, Virginia. The specific sources tested
were a 7 foot heavy duty shorthead Simmons cone crusher (7' crusher) and an a
by 20 foot Deister vibrating screen. Entropy Environmentalists, Inc. (Entropy)
developed the emission testing program and conducted the .. PMlO emission tests.
A Quasi-stack system was used to conduct emission tests on the inlet and
outlet of the 7' crusher. Small enclosures were installed at both locations.
Clean make-up air from HEPA filters was blown into each enclosure at a rate
approximately equal to the exhaust gas stream flow rate being drawn to the
emission sampling location. Using this testing approach, all of the PM10
emissions from the crusher inlet and outlet were efficiently captured and
adjacent sources of PMlO emissions did not affect the results.
The Oeister vibrating screen emission tests were conducted using a trackmounted hood system. The hood has dimensions of 2 feet by 2 feet and was
mounted 12 inches above the upper screen deck of the Deister Screen. The small
scale and the mounting position of the hood ensured that the normal PM10
emissions were not significantly influenced by the presence of the hood. The
capture velocity in the hood was set by adjusting the variable speed DC motor
of the tubeaxial fan installed on the hood outlet duct. The hood capture
velocity was selected based on observations of the fugitive dust capture
characteristics of the hood. This testing approach is an adaptation of the
conventional •roof monitoring• technique for fugitive emission testing.
The PM10 emissions were tested using EPA Method 201A. The tests were
divided into two sets: stone moisture levels greater than 1.5~, and stone
moisture levels less than 1.5~. The results of the PM10 emission tests are
presented in Table 1. The emission rates determined during both series of
tests on the 7' crusher and the Deister screen were low. These wet stone
emission factor results are entirely consistent with the zero visible emissions
operating conditions observed during all of these tests. Stone samples ·
obtained during each of the tests were also analyzed and found to have very low
levels of material below approximately less than 10 microns.
TABLE 1. CRUSHER PMlO EMISSIONS

PM10 Source

Stone Moisture
(~ Weight)

PM10 Emissions
(Pounds/Ton)

Crusher

(<
(>

1.5~)
1.5~)

0.00397
0.00026

Deister Screen

(<
{>

1.5~)

0.02701
0.00103

1.5~)

l

1. 2 KEY PERSONNEl
The National Stone Association Project Manager was Mr. Bill Ford. He was
assisted by Mr. Ronnie Walker of Vulcan Materials, Inc. The Entropy project
manager was Mr. Todd Brozell •. Technical assistance was provided by Mr. Bill
Kirk and Dr. John Richards of Entropy. The tests were observed by Mr. Solomon
Ricks of the U.S. EPA, OAQPS Emission Measurement Branch, Mr. Dennis Shipman of
the U.S. EPA, OAQPS Emission Inventory Branch, Mr. Horace Wilson of Martin
Marietta, and Mr. Stave Witt of Martin Marietta. A summary of the key
personnel and their phone number are provided in Table 2.
TABLE 2. KEY PERSONNEL
Telephone Numbers
National Stone Association
Mr. Bill Ford

(202) 342-1100

Vulcan Materials, Inc.
Mr. Ronni-e Walker

(804) 634-4158

Martin Marietta
Mr. Horace Wilson
Mr. Steve Witt

(919) 781-4550
(919) 781-4550

U.S. EPA, Emission Inventory Branch
Mr. Dennis Shipman

(919) 541-5477

u.s.

EPA, Emission Measurement Branch
Mr. Soloman Ricks

Entropy Environmentalists, Inc.
Mr. Todd Brozell
Mr. Bill Kirk
Dr. John Richards
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(919) 541-5242
(919) 781-3550
(919) 781-3550
(919) 781-3550

2.0 PLANT AND SAMPLING LOCATION DESCRIPTION

2.1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The Skippers~ Virginia plant produces crushed granite used for road paving
and construction. Figure 1 provides a simplified flowchart of the po~tion of
the plant relevant to this emission testing program. The primary surge pile
shown in the upper right of Figure 1 is rock which has been conveyed from the
large surge pile of rock in the quarry. The stone is then conveyed via Stream
1 to the 7'_ X 20' vibrating screens-and the coarse product is conveyed via
Stream 2 to the coarse surge pile. The coarse product is transported via
Streams 3 and 4 to the 7' heavy duty shorthead Simmons Cone Crusher (hereafter
referred to as the 7' crusher). Entropy monitored the stone feed rate leaving
the 7' crusher by weighing a two foot section of Stream 5 and multiplying this
weight by the speed of the belt.
The 7' crusher reduces the size distribution of the material received from
the coarse surge pile. Stone leaving the 7' crusher ranges in size from 3
inches to relatively small particles. The material from the 7' crusher
discharges onto a conveyor (Stream 5) leading to the outlets of two Model 1560
omni cone crushers. Following the omni cone crushers discharge, the main feed
conveyor (Stream 6) contains all of the plant production with the exception of
oversized product. The main feed conveyor (Stream 6) delivers the stone to the
top of the structure housing the Deister vibrating screens. The plant operates
a scale on this conveyor to calculate total daily tonnage from all three
crushers to the 8' X 20' screens. Entropy also used this scale as a basis for
calculations of the Deister screen.
The stone flow to the Deister screens and the omni cone crushers is
termed •closed circuit• since oversized material containing some fines adhering
to the surface can recirculate through the Deister and omni cone crushers until
the stone is crushed small enough to fall through the Deister screen. The 7'
crusher that Entropy tested however had no recirculated stone flowing through
it.
The Deister decks are 8 feet wide by 20 feet long and are inclined on a
20 degree slope. There are three vertically stacked de~ks. The upper deck has
a mesh opening of 1.125 square inches~ for the first 12 feet of travel and an
opening of 1 square inch for the last 8 feet of travel. The middle deck has
mesh opening of 0.58 square inches and the lower deck has slot openings of
0.118 inches by 1 inch. Stone collecting on the middle and lower decks are
combined as one product stream. Fine particles passing through all three decks
collect as a separate process stream. The oversized material remaining on the
top screen goes to the inlet of the Omni Cone crushers. The total quantity of
oversized material entering the Omni Cone crushers is estimated to be 500 to
600 tons per 'hour. The stone feed rates to the two Deister screens were
approximately equal during the tests.

3
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8' X 20' DEISTEA SCREENS

2.2 FUGITIVE DUST CONTROL
Wet suppression is used for fugitive dust control of the 7' Simmons
crusher, two Model 1560 omni cone crushers, and the Deister vibrating screens.
There are water spray nozzles located on the vibrating feeder to the 7'
crusher, on the conveyor underneath the crusher, and on the discharge chute
near the top of the Deister screens. Not all of these spray nozzles are
necessary to maintain wet conditions. The nozzles on the inlet chute to the
Deister screen were off during the tests. Over-wetting of the rock can cause
blinding of the lower screen or blockage of the fines discharge chute
underneath the Deister. During these emission tests, the plant experienced no
significant screen blinding conditions.
2.3 SAMPLING AND EMISSION TESTING PROCEDURES
2.3.1 Fugitive Emission Test Approach
Since there are no air pollution control devices on.the Deister screens
or the 7' crusher, fugitive emission testing procedures were needed to capture
and measure the PM10 emissions. Entropy considered the criteria listed in
Table 3 in designing the test program. Entropy evaluated alternative testing
procedures during several site visits by Entropy personnel. The emission
testing techniques which are generally applied to fugitive dust emission
sources include,
• Upwind-downwind profiling,
• Roof monitor sampling, and
• Enclosures and Quasi-stack sampling.
Deister Screen Testing Alternatives
The roof monitoring approach of fugitive emission testing appeared to be
the most applicable technique for the Deister screen at the Skippers plant.
This involved the sampling at a horizontal array of sampling points above the
surface of the emission source. However, an adaption of the general procedure
was necessary due to the lack of a partial enclosure to serve as the roof
monitor and due to the swirling gas flows created by wind leakage around the
screen enclosure. Accordingly, Entropy designed and installed a track-mounted
hood system for fugitive emission capture. By using this track-mounted hood
version of roof monitor sampling, it was possible to accurately capture and
measure the PMlO emissions without influencing the PMlO emission rates from the
screen surface.
Upwind-downwind profiling techniques involve measurement of the increase
in PM10 concentr~~ions as a gas stream passes over or around the source being
evaluated. This is usually performed using ambient PMlO monitors in upwind and
downwind locations. Entropy concluded that this approach was not applicable to
the Deister screen at the Skippers, Virginia plant because of the building
constructed around the Deister screen. Also, there were a number of possible
sources immediately upwind and downwind of the 7' crusher. These sources
included crushers, conveyors and conveyor transfer points, and Interstate 95
traffic. It would be impossible to isolate the 7' crusher from these nearby
sources using an upwind-downwind testing procedure.
5

Table 2. FUGITIVE EMISSION CAPTURE
SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
• The capture systa~ should not create higher-than-actual PMlO
emission rates due to high gas velocity conditions near the
point of PMlO particle entrainment.
• The capture system should not create a sink for PMlO emissions.
• The capture systa. should isolate the process unit being tested
fro. other adjacent sources-~f PMlO emissions~
• The capture system should not create safety hazards for the
emission test crew or for plant personnel. It should not
create risks to the plant process equipment.
• The capture systems should not obstruct routine access to the
process equipment by plant personnel.
• The capture system and overall test procedures must be economical,
practical, and readily adaptable to other plants so that these
tests can be repeated by organizations wishing to confirm or
challenge the emission factor data developed in this project.

The quasi-stack method involves the construction of a temporary enclosure
around the Deister screen and the installation of a duct and fan system for gas
handling. Entropy rejected this approach primarily because of the extremely
high gas flow rates necessary. To simulate the identical emission conditions
for typical wind speeds at the plant would require gas flow rates between
13,200 and 52,800 actual cubic feet per minute (ACFM)• DuctworK with a
diameter between 4 and 6 feet would be necessary to carry this large gas flow
at velocities where PMlO losses would be minimized. Since the Deister
vibrating screen is on a relatively small platform 80 feet above the ground,
this ductwork would have to be quite long and carefully supported. This
approach would be prohibitively expensive. Other disadvantages include:
•

It would be extremely difficult to simulate actual wind speeds and
wind approach angles using make-up air.

• An enclosure restricts plant operations personnel's access to
the vibrating screen
• Construction safety risks are possible due to the lack of access and
due to the rotating equipment in restricted areas.

5

7' Crusher Inlet and Outlet Testing Alternatives
The quasi-stack method appeared to be the most accurate and practical
approach for capturing the fugitive emissions from the inlet and outlet areas
of the 7' crusher. This approach allowed isolation of the 7' crusher from the
other fugitive dust sources in the immediate vicinity.
The quasi-stack method required the construction of temporary enclosures
around the inlet and outlet of the 7' crusher and the installation of a duct
and fan system for gas handling. Since the PMlO emissions are generated
primarily by stone-to-stone attrition in the crusher and during falling, the
use of an enclosure does not influence the rate of PM10 emissions.
The roof monitoring approach-of fugitive emission- capture involves-the
sampling at a horizontal array of sampling points above the surface of the
emission source. This approach was rejected because there was no logical means
to sample in the area immediately above the crusher inlet or outlet. The
emission profiling technique was also rejected for the crusher emission points
since there were a number of other possible PMlO sources in the immediate
vicinity of the crusher.
2.3.2 PMlO Emission Testing Procedure
Deister Screen Testing Equipment
The track-mounted hood system used for sampling the Deister Screen
consisted of a 2 foot by 2 foot aluminum hood suspended 12 inches above the
upper deck of the Deister vibrating screen. The position of the hood above the
stone is shown in Figures 2 and 3. This hood position was close enough to the
upper screen deck to ensure good emission capture but not so close that the
entering air stream caused greater-than-actual PM10 emissions. A variable
speed DC-driven tubeaxial fan controlled the capture velocity of the air
entering the hood. This velocity was set at 150 feet per minute based on the
hood capture characteristics observed using smoke and lightweight strips of
fabric. This velocity is higher than the 50 feet per minute minimum capture
velocity specified in reference 9 for vibrating screens.
The ~op area of the Deister screen was divided into a 3 by 9 array of
sampling locations, each of which was 2 feet by 2 feet in size. The only_area
not sampled was the 4-foot strip across the upper inlet side of the Deister
screen where the stone feed dumps onto the top of the screen. Positioning the
hood in this location would have artificially increased PMlO emissions and
caused rapid abrasion of the hood. PMIO from the inlet chute area of the
screen are captured as the hood traverses the uppermost portions of the screen.
Entropy sized the ductwork from the hood to the sampling location for an
average gas flow velocity less than 1000 feet per minute. This transport
velocity is well below the 3500 to 4500 feet per minute velocity used to size
commercial ductwork in stone crushing plants and other f4cilities handling
large diameter dusts~•. The purpose of the high velocities- in commercial ducts
is to ensure that large diameter dust particles do not settle and accumulate in
the ductwork over long time periods. PMlO sized dust particles have negligible
gravity settling rates in the gas stream residence times in the ducts.
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Figure 2. Side View of Traversing Hood in De1ster Screen
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Figure 3. Top View of Traversing Hood in Deister Screen
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Dust accumulation in the ductwork was not a problem during this study
since the hood operating times were relatively short and the flexible duct was
cleaned regularly. The 1000 feet per minute duct velocity limit is advantageous since this limits the impaction of particles less than 10 microns on
the side walls of the hood elbow and the side walls of the flexible duct.
Also, the low gas transport velocity limits any formation of PM10 emissions due
to the movement of the gas strea. over the surfaces of large diameter particles
entrained in the gas stream or settling on the bottom of the duct.
7' Crusher Testing Equipment
The inlet to the 7' crusher was defined as the discharge of the vibrating.·
feeder into the crusher vessel. This area, having a height of approximately 5
feet, was _ enclosed with neoprene to allow capture of the PM10 emissions caused
by the stone-to-stone attrition during movement of the stone. The discharge
point of the 7' crusher is a conveyor leading to the outlets of the secondary
crushers to the Di.ester screens (Streams 5,6). The discharge point was
enclosed approximately 3 feet upstream and downstream of the 7' crusher
discharge point. There are several water spray nozzles on the downstream side
of this conveyor. Figure 4 shows a side view of the 7' crusher.

Ffgure 4. Side View of 7' Crusher
9

Enclosures were built around the inlet and outlet of the crusher. The
inlet enclosure measured approximately 40• high ~ith a 78• diameter, the outlet
measured &'H X 12'0 X 5'W. The enclosure outlet ducts were combined into a
single 1 foot diameter outlet duct. The single one foot diameter duct was used
as a combined sample point for both the inlet and outlet of the crusher. The
one foot diameter duct was then increased to a two foot diameter duct, to allow
use of a two foot diameter SCR driven tubeaxial fan. Filtered air was
supplied to each of the enclosures by means of HEPA (high efficiency
particulate absolute} filters and centrifugal fans; Use of HEPA make-up air
ensured that PM10 emissions measured in the outlet duct were generated by the
unit being tested rather than from adjacent sources. The air flows from each
enclosure were set by adjusting the variable speed DC motor of the tubeaxial
fan installed on the combined outlet duct. The mounting positions of the inlet
and outlet ducts on the enclosures ensured that the normal PM10 emissions were
not significantly influenced by air flow patterns.
Close-up views of the crusher inlet before and after installation of the
enclosure are provided in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 6, the flexible duct in
the center right delivers the HEPA filtered make-up air to the enclosure and
the duct in the background takes PM10-laden air to the emission testing
location. The crusher outlet enclosure is shown in Figures 7 and a. In Figure
a, the long horizontal duct in the center of the photographs contains the PMlO
emissions from the outlet enclosure and the vertical duct on the right contains
the PMlO emissions descending from the inlet enclosures. The gas streams are
joined at the duct TEE shown in the lower right of Figure a.
The combined gas flow from the inlet and outlet enclosures was controlled
by a Dayton Model 3C411 24 inch, 2 HP direct current {DC) driven tubeaxial fan.
This variable speed fan was set at the gas flow rate necessary to maintain a
slightly negative static pressure within the enclosure. Negative pressures
were required to ensure that there was no loss of PMlO emissions from the
enclosure. Highly negative static pressures were undesirable since there could
be high velocity ambient air streams entering the enclosure which could
increase the PMlO emissions.
PMlO Sampling Equipment
EPA Reference Method 201A was used to monitor the PMlO emissions from the
7' crusher. This complete sampling system consists of: (1} a sampling nozzle,
(2} a PMlO sampler, {3) a probe and umbilical cord, {4) an impinger train, and
(5) flow control system. Due to the relatively small ducts and the constant
sample gas flow rates set using the DC-driven tubeaxial fans, the •s•-type
pitot tube was not mounted on the PMlO sampler probe. Gas velocities were
determined prior to the emission tests.
Particulate matter larger than 10 microns in diameter is collected in the
cyclone located immediately downstream of the sampling nozzle. Particulate
smaller than 10 microns is collected on the outlet tube of the cyclone and on
the downstream glass-fiber filter.
The cyclone and filter system used in this study met the design and
sizing requirements of Section 5.2 of Method ZOlA. The gas flow rate through
the cyclone was set based on the orifice pressure head equation provided in
Figure 4 of Method ZOlA. The gas flow rate was kept constant throughout the
emission test program.
10
0
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F;gure 5. Crusher Inlet Before Installation of
Enclosure

Figure 6. Crusher Inlet with Enclosure
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Figure 7. Crusher Outlet Enclosure

Figure 8. Crusher Outlet Enclosure
12

PMlO sampljng was performed in a 1-foot (inlet 1 outlet location)
d1ameter smooth wall duct mounted directly off the enclosures of the crusher.
The 4-tnch diameter sampling port was located 8 duct diameters downstream of
the flexible duct connection and 2 duct diameters upstream of the fan.
Sampling 1n the vertical direction across the ducts was not possible since dust
collected in the cyclone could be resuspended and pass through to the filter.
The sampling nozzles were selected to provide 80 to 12~ isokinetic conditions.
The cyclone and nozzle assembly were mounted within the duct during sampling.
The particulate samples were recovered using the procedures specified in
Method 201A. The sample recovery scheme is illustrated in Figure 9. The
material fro. the filter, cyclone outlet tube, and filter inlet housing were
combined to determine the total PMlO-catch weight. -

Nozzle and
Cyclone Body

I

Brush and
Rinse with
Acetone

I

Container 1

Cyclone Outlet
and Filter Inlet
Housing

Filter

Filter
Outlet
Housing

I

I

Brush and
Rinse with
Acetone

I

Container 2

Evaporate
Weigh Solids
Acetone and
Weigh Solids

I
Total PMlO
Catch Weighr
Figure 9. Sample Recovery
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2.4 MO"ITORING OF PROCESS OPERATING CONDITIONS
There are a number of process variables and weather conditions which
could conceivably influence PMlO emission rates from the Deister screen:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stone moisture level
Stone size distribution
Stone silt content
Deister stone feed rates
Stone friability
Stone hardness and density

All of these variab~es-with -the exception of stona type-were monitored
using a combination of plant instruments, special monitoring equipment, and
stone sample analyses. Stone type was not monitored since granite is the only
type of stone processed at this plant.
2.4.1 Stone Moisture Level
A stone sample was removed during each of the emission tests. In all
cases, this sample consisted of a 2 linear foot sample of stone from the main
conveyor leaving the 7' crusher (Stream 5 of Figure 1). -The conveyor was
stopped by plant personnel for approximately 5 minutes to permit the Entropy
test crew to remove the stone sample. The sample was placed in a sealed
plastic bucket.
A sample was selected for analysis by placing the stone in a pile and
dividing it into four quadrants. The quadrant randomly selected for analysis
was further subdivided in quadrants until the sample quantity was less than
approximately 2 pounds. This sample was then weighed and heated in an oven at
a gas temperature of approximately 350 degrees Fahrenheit. The weight loss
during heating was calculated and reported as the stone moisture level.
2.4.2 Ambient PMIO Levels
One ambient PMlO monitor was operated inside the Deister screen
enclosure. It was operated only during the time periods that PMlO emission
sampling was in progress. The ambient air flow rates through the samplers were
calibrated using an Airdata micromanometer. The filters were weighed and PMlO
levels during the test were calculated. This data however was not used in the
emissions calculations because it became apparent that the ambient PMlO monitor
was being strongly influenced by emissions from the Deister screen and was not
providing data representative of PMlO levels in the ambient air entering the
Deister screen building.
2.4.3 Ston,_Size Distribution and Silt Content
Samples of the stone obtained during the test (see Section 2.4.1) were
used to determine the size distribution and silt content. The initial sample
quadrants used for moisture analysis was used for analysis by ASTM sizing
screens. The sample of approximately 2 pounds was heated to 350 Fahrenheit for
14

30 minutes to drive off the .a1sture, then allowed to cool, then loaded into
the top pan. The screen size mesh openings included:
• 37.5 Millimeters
• 19.0 Millimeters
• 4.75 Millimeters
• 2.00 Millimeters
•·150 Microns
• 75 Microns
• 38 Microns
• Bottom pan
The loaded ASTM screens were placed in a RO-TAP shaker and processed for 10
minutes. The weights of ston~ remaining on each of the screens were then
determined by subtracting the screen tare weights from the loaded weights.
2.4.4 Stone Processing and Production Rates
The stone processing rate of the 7' crusher has been defined by Entropy
as the total volume of stone leaving the 7' crusher (Stream 5). The volume of
stone in tons for a particular test was calculated by removing and weighing a 2
foot section of the stone from the conveyor leaving the 7' crusher. This
amount in pounds/feet was then multiplied by the speed of the conveyor in
feet/minute to produce a rate in pounds/minute. Then to obtain the total
amount of stone per test this number was multiplied by the length of the test
(minutes). This calculation is shown below:
(Pounds Stone per 2 FT) X (380 FT per Minute)
• Pounds Stone per Minute
(Pounds Stone per Minute) X (Test Minutes) X (Ton/2000 Pounds)
• Tons of Stone{Test
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3.0 TEST RESULTS
3.1 OBJECTIVES AND TEST MATRIX
The objective of this test program was to determine the PM10 emission
factors for a Simmons 7' crusher and a Deister vibrating screen at a stone
crushing plant. The test program concerned both wet and dry stone conditions.
The specific objectives included the following: .
• Capture the PMlO emissions from the inlet and outlet of a
7' crusher without significantly affecting the emission rate.
• Capture the PMlO emissions from the Deister vtbrating
· without significantly affecting the emission rate.

sere~,

• Determine the PMlO emission concentrations by means of EPA
Reference Method 201A.
• Calculate the total PMlO emission rates using the known outlet duct
gas flow rates and the Method 201A emission concentrations.
• Measure the stone moisture content, stone feed rate, stone size
distribution, and stone silt content.
The stone processing rate of the Deister screen has been defined by
Entropy as the total quantity of stone produced by the plant minus the fines
removed prior to the secondary crusher. The actual quantities of stone passing
through the Deister are considerably higher than this value since all of the
oversized material remaining on the top deck of the Deister is sent to the 2
Omni Cone crushers and then returned to the Deister screen. The quantities of
stone in stream 6 shown Figure 1 are approximately 5~ higher than the quantity
in stream 3 due to this recycle loop. This recycle estimate is based on
measurements of the stone feed rates via the Plant weigh belt scale, on the
conveyor discharging stone to the two Deister screens.
The secondary feed weigh belt scale has been chosen as the basis for the
production rate definition since these data are most readily available at other
stone crushing plants. The disadvantage of this definition is that it creates
emission factor values in pounds per ton of stone, which are higher than would
be calculated if the production rate were based on the total feed rate.
The stone processing rate calculation at the Skippers plant tested during
this study is further complicated by the presence of two Deister screens
operated in parallel. Because of the configuration of the equipment there is
no quantitative means to determine the separate stone flow rates to each.
Entropy has based on e.ission factor calculations of a 50%-50% split based on
observations during the emission tests.
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1. 0

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this Technical Manual is to present the fundamental considerations required for the utilization of the Quasi-Stack
Sampling Method.in the measurement of fugitive emissions.

Criteria for

the selection of the most applicable measurement method and discussions
of general information gathering and planning activities are

pres~nted.

Quasi-stack sampling strategies and equipment are described and sampling
system design, sampling techniques, and data reduction are discussed.
Manpower requirements and time estimates for typical applications
of the method are presented for programs designed for overall and specifie emissions measurements.
The application of the outlined procedures to the measurement of
fugitive emissions from a grey-iron foundry is presented as an appendix.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Pollutants emitted into the ambient air from an industrial plant
or other site generally fall into one of two types.

The first type is

released into the air through stacks or similar devices designed to
direct and control the flow of the emissions.

These emissions may be

readily measured by universally-recognized standard sampling techniques.
The second type is released into the air without control of flow or
direction.

These fugitive emissions usually cannot be measured using

existing standard techniques.
The development of reliable, generally applicable measurement pro-

.

cedures is a necessary prerequisite to the development of strategies for
the control of fugitive emissions.

This document describes some pro-

cedures for the measurement of fugitive air emissions using the quasistack measurement method described in Section 2.1.1 below.

-2-
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2.1

Categories of Fugitiv: Emissions
Fugitive emissions emanate from such a wide variety of circumstances

that it is not particularly meaningful to attempt to categorize them either
in terms of the processes or mechanisms that generate them or the geometry
of the emission points.

A more useful approach is to categorize fugitive

emissions in terms of the methods for their measurement.

Three basic

methods exist -- quasi-stack sampling, roof monitor sampling, and upwinddownwind sampling.

2.1.1

Each is described in general terms below.

quasi-stack Sampling Method

In this method, the fugitive emissions are captured in a temporarily
installed hood or enclosure and vented to an exhaust duct or stack of
regular cross-sectional area.

Emissions are then measured in the ex-

haust duct using standard stack sampling or similar well recognized
methods.

This approach is necessarily restricted to those sources

of emissions that are isolable and physically arranged so as to
permit the installation of a temporary hood or enclosure that will not
interfere with plant operations or alter the character of the process or
the emissions.
Typical industrial sources of fugitive emissions measurable by
the quasi-stack method include:
1.

Material transfer operations
Solids - conveyor belts, loading
Liquids - spray, vapors

2.

Process leaks
Solids - pressurized ducts
Liquids - pumps, valves
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3.

Evaporation
Cleaning fluids - degreasers, wash tanks
Paint solvent vapors - spray booths, conveyors

4.

Fabricating operations
Solids - grinding, polishing
Gases - welding. plating

2.1.2

Roof Monitor Sampling Method

This method is used to measure the fugitive emissions entering
the ambient air from building or other enclosure openings such as roof
monitors, doors, and windows from enclosed sources too numerous or unwieldy to permit the installation of temporary hooding.

Sampling is,

in general, limited to a mixture of all uncontrolled emission sources

within the enclosure and requires the ability to make low air velocity
measurements and mass balances of small quantities of materials across
the surfaces of the openings.

2.1.3

Upwind-Downwind Sampling Method

This method is utilized to measure the fugitive emissions
from sources typically covering large areas that cannot be temporarily hooded and are not enclosed in a structure allowing the
use of the roof monitor method.

Such sources include material

handling and storage operations, waste dumps

and industrial processes

in which the emissions are spread over large areas or are periodic
in nature.
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The upwind-downwind method quantifies the emissions from such sources
as the difference between the pollutant concentrations measured in the
ambient air approaching (upwind) and leaving (downwind) the source site.
It may also be utilized in combination with mathematical models and
tracer tests to define the contributions to total measured emissions of
specific sources among a group of sources.

2.2

Sampling Method Selection
The initial step in the measurement of fugitive emissions at an

industrial site is the selection of the most appropriate sampling method
to be employed.

Although it is impossible to enumerate all the combina-

tions of influencing factors that might be encountered in a specific
situation, careful consideration of the following general criteria should
result in the selection of the most effective of the chree sdmpling
methods described above.

2.2.1

Selection Criteria

The selection criteria listed below are grouped into three general
classifications common to all fugitive emissions measurement methods.
The criteria are intended to provide only representative examples and
should not be considered a complete listing of influencing factors.

2.2.1.1

Site Criteria

Source Isolability. Can the emissions be measured separately from
emissions from other sources? Can the source be enclosed?
Source Location.

Is the source indoors or out?

-5-

Does location

\

permit access of measuring equipment?
Meteorological Conditions. What are the conditions representative
of typical and critical situations? Will precipitation interfere
with measurements? Will rain or snow on ground effect dust levels?

2.2.1.2

Process Criteria

Number and Size of Sources. Are emissions from a single, well
defined location or many scattered locations? Is source small
enough to hood?
Homogeneity of Emissions. Are emissions the same type everywhere
at the site? Are reactive effects between different emissions
involved?
Continuity of Process. Will emissions be produced long enough to
obtain meaningful samples?
Effects of Measurements. Are special procedures required to prevent the making of measurements from altering the process or emissions or interfering with production? Are such procedures feasible?

2.2.1.3

Pollutant Criteria

Nature of Emissions. Are measurements of particles, gases, liquids
required? Are emissions hazardous?
Emission Generation Rate. Are enough emissions produced to provide
measurable samples in reasonable sampling time?
Emission Dilution. Will transport air reduce emission concentration below measurable levels?

2.2.2

Application of Criteria

The application of the selection criteria listed in Section 2.2.1
to each of the fugitive emissions measurement methods definec in Section
2.1 is described in general terms in this section.

-6-

2.2.2.1

quasi-Stack Method

Effective use of the quasi-stack method requires that the source
:of ·emissions be isolable and that an enclosure can be installed capable
of capturing emissions without interference with plant operations.
..:.:location of the source alone is not normally a factor.

The

Meteorological.

conditions usually need be considered only if they directly affect the
sampling.
The quasi-stack method is usually restricted to a single source
and must be limited to two or three small sources that can be effectivel\'
enclosed to duct their total emissions to a single sampling point.
Cyclic processes should provide measurable pollutant quantities during
a single cycle to avoid sample dilution.

The possible effects of the

measurement on the process or emissions is of special significance in
this method.
to capture its

In many cases, enclosing a portion of a process in order
~issions

can alter that portion of the process by chang-

ing its temperature profile or affecting flow rates.

Emissions may be

similarly altered by reaction with components of the ambient air drawn
into the sampling ducts.

.While these effects are not necessa.rily limit-

ing in the selection of the method, they must be considered in designing
the test program and could influence the method selection by increasing
complexity and costs.
The quasi-stack method is useful for virtually all types of emissions.

It will provide measurable samples in generally short sampling

times since it captures essentially all of the emissions.

Dilution of

the pollutants of concern is of little consequence since it can usually
be controlled in the design of the sampling system.

-7-
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Roof Monitor Method

Practical utilization of the roof monitor method demands that the
source of emissions be enclosed in a structure with a limited number of
openings to the atmosphere.

Measurements may usually be made only of

the total of all emissions sources within the structure.

Meteorological

conditions normally need not be considered in selecting this method
unless they have a direct effect on the flow of emissions through the
enclosure opening.
The number of sources and the mixture of emissions is relatively
unimportant since the measurements usually include only the total emissions.

The processes involved may be discontinuous as long as a repre-

sentative combination of the typical or critical groupings may be ineluded in a sampling.

Measurements will normally have no effect on the

processes or emissions.
The roof monitor method, usually dependent on or at least influenced by gravity in the transmission of emissions, may not be useful
for the measurement of larger particulates which may settle within the
enclosure being sampled.

Emission generation rates must be high enough

to provide pollutant concentrations of measurable magnitude after dilution in the enclosed volume of the structure.

2.2.2.3

Upwind-Downwind Method

The upwind-downwind method, generally utilized where neither of
the other methods~may be successfully employed, is not influenced by
the number or location of the emission·sources except as they influence

-8-

the locating of sampling devices.

In most cases, only the total con-

tribution to the ambient atmosphere of all sources within a sampling
area may be measured.

The method is strongly influenced by meteorolog-

ical conditions, requiring a wind consistent in direction and velocity
throughout the sampling period as well as conditions of temperature,
humidity and ground moisture representative of normal ambient conditions.
The emissions measured by the upwind-downwind method may be the
total contribution from a single source or from a mixture of many source
in a large area.

Continuity of the emissions is generally of secondary

importance since the magnitude of the ambient air volume into which the
emissions are dispersed is large enough to provide a degree of smoothing to cyclic emissions.

The measurements have no effect on the emis-

sions or processes involved.
Most airborne pollutants can be measured by the upwind-downwind
method.

Generation rates must be high enough to provide measurable

concentrations at the sampling locations after dilution with the ambient
air.

Settling rates of the larger particulates require that the sampling

system be carefully designed to ensure that representative particulate
samples are collected.

2.3

Sampling Strategies
Fugitive emissions measurements may, in general, be separated

il:~o

two classes or levels depending upon the degree of accuracy desired.
Survey measurement systems are designed to screen

~issions

and provide

gross measurements of a number of process influents and effluents at a
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relatively low level of effort in time and cost.

Detailed systems are

designed to isolate, identify, and quantify individual contaminant constituents with increased accuracy and higher investments in time and

,,

cost.

2.3.1

Survey Measurement Systems

Survey measurement systems employ recognized standard or stateof-the-art measurement techniques to screen the total emissions from a
site or source and determine whether any of the emission constituents
should be considered for more detailed investigation.

They generally

utilize the simplest available arrangement of instrumentation and procedures in a relatively brief sampling program, usually without provisions for sample replication, to provide order-of-magnitude type data,
embodying a factor of two to five in accuracy range with respect to
actual emissions.

2.3.2

Detailed Measurement Systems

Detailed measurement systems are used in instances where survey
measurements or equivalent data indicate that a specific emission constituent may be present in a concentration worthy of concern.

Detailed

systems provides more precise identification and quantification of specific constituents by utilizing the latest state-of-the-art measurement
instrumentation and ?rocedures in carefully designed sampling programs.
These systems are also utilized to provide emission data over a range
of process operating conditions or ambient meteorological influences.
Basic accuracy of detailed measurements is in the order of + 10 to + 50
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percent of actual emissions.

Detailed measurement system costs are

generally in the order of three to five times the cost of a survey system at a given site.

j
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3.0

TEST STRATEGIES
This section describes the approaches that may be taken to success-

fully complete a testing program utilizing the quasi-stack sampling
method described in Section 2.1.
to plan the program, describes

It details the information required

th~

organization of the test plan, spe-

cifies the types of sampling equipment to be used, establishes criteria
for the sampling-system design,.and outlines basic data reduction methods.

3.1

Pretest Survey
After the measurement method to be utilized in documenting the

fugitive emissions at a particular site has been established using the
criteria of Section 2.2, a pretest survey of the site should be comducted by the program planners.

The pretest survey should result in an

informal, internal report containing all the information necessary for
the preparation of a test plan and the design of the sampling system by
the testing organization.
This section provides guidelines for conducting a pretest survey
and preparing a pretest survey report.

3.1.1

Information to be Obtained

In order to design a system effectively and plan for the on-site
sampling of fugitive emissions, a good general knowledge is required of
the plant layout, process chemistry and flow, surrounding environment,
and prevailing meteorological conditions.

Particular characteristics

of the site relative to the needs of the owner, the products involved,
the space and manpower skills available, emission control equipment
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installed, and the safety and health procedures observed, will also
influence the sampling system design and plan.

Work flow patterns and

schedules that may result in periodic changes in the nature or quantity
of emissions or that indicate periods for the most effective and least
disruptive sampling must also be considered.
can only be obtained by a survey at the site.
of the specific information to be obtained.

Most of this information
Table 3-1 outlines some
Additional information will

be suggested by considerations of the particular on-site situation.

3.1.2

Report Organization

The informal, internal pretest survey report must contain all the
pertinent information gathered during and prior to the site study.

A

summary of all communications relative to the test program should be
included in the report along with detailed descriptions of the plant
layout, process, and operations as outlined in Table J-1.

1ne report

should also incorporate drawings, diagrams, maps, photographs, meteorological records, and literature references that will be helpful in planning the test program.

3.2

Test Plan
3.2.1

Purpose of a Test Plan

Measurement programs are very demanding in terms of the scheduling
and completion of many preparatory tasks, observations at sometimes
widely separated locations, instrument checks to verify measurement
validity, etc.

It is therefore essential that all of the experiment

design and planning be done prior to the start of the measurement pro-
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TABLE 3-1
PRE-TEST SURVEY INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED
FOR APPLICATION OF FUGITIVE EMISSION SAMPLING METHODS

Plant
Lavout

Process

Operations

Drawings:
Building Layout and Plan View of Potential Study Areas
Building Side Elevations to-Identify Obstructions and
Structure Available to Support Test Setup
Work Flow Diagrams
Locations of Suitable Sampling Sites
Physical Layout Measurements to Supplement Drawings
Work Space Required at Potential Sampling Sites
Process Flow Diagram with Fugitive Emission Points
Identified
General Description of Process Chemistry
General Description of Process Operations Including
Initial Estimate of Fugitive Emissions
Drawings of Equipment or Segments of Processes Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Photographs (if permitted) of Process Area Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Names, Extensions, Locations of Process Foremen and
Supervisors Where Tests are to be Conducted
Location of Available Services (Power Outlets, Maintenance and Plant Engineering Personnel, Laboratories, etc.)
Local Vendors Who Can Fabricate and Supply Test System
Components
Shift Schedules
Location of Operations Records (combine with process
operation information)
Health and Safety Considerations

~------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------

Other

Access routes to the areas Where Test Equipment/Inst~u
mentation Will Be Located
Names, Extensions, Locations of Plant Security ann
Safety Supervisors
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gram in the form of a detailed test plan.

The preparation of such a

plan enables the investigator to "pre-think" effectively and cross-checl
all of the details of the design and operation of a measurement program
prior to the commitment of manpower and resources.

The plan then also

serves as the guide for the actual performance of the work.

The tesc

plan provides a formal specification of the equipment and procedures
required to satisfy the objectives of _the measurement program.

It is

based on the information collected in the informal pretest survey report and describes the most effective sampling equipment, procedures,
and timetables consistent with the program objectives and site characteristics.

3.2.2

Test Plan Organization

The test plan should contain specific information in each of the
topical areas indicated below:
Background
The introductory paragraph containing the pertinent information leading to the need to conduct the measurement program and
a short description of the information required to answer that
need.
Objective
A concise statement of the problem addressed by the test
program and a brief description of the program's planned method
for its solution.
Approach
A description of the measurement scheme and data reduction
methodology employed in the program with a discussion of how each
will answer the needs identified in the background statement.

-15-
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Instrumentation/Equipment/Facilities
A description of the instrumentation arrays to be used to
collect the samples and meteorological data identified in the
approach description. The number and frequency of samples to be
taken and the sampling array resolution should be described.
A detailed description of the equipment to be employed and
its purpose.
A description of the facilities required to operate the
measurement program, including work space, electrical power,
support from plant personnel, special construction, etc.
Schedule
A detailed chronology of a typical set of measurements or a
test, and the overall schedule of events from the planning stage
through the completion of the test program report.
Limitations
A definition of the conditions under which the measurement
project is to be conducted. If, for example, successful tests can
be conducted only during occurrences of certain wind directions,
those favorable limits should be stated.
Analysis Method
A description of the methods which will be used to analyze
the samples collected and the resultant data, e.g., statistical or
case analysis, and critical aspects of that method.
Report Requirements
A draft outline of the report on the analysis of the data to
be collected along with definitions indicating the purpose of the
report and the audience for which it is intended.
Quality Assurance
The test plan should address the development of a quality
assurance program as outlined in Section 3.7. This QA program
should be an integral part of the measurement program and be incorporated as a portion of the test plan either directly or by
reference.
Responsibilities
A list of persons who are responsible for each phase of the
measurement program, as defined in the schedule, both for the
testing organization and for the plant site.
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in series to provide measurable quantities of particulate matter in three
size ranges:
meters.

>10 micro meters, 3 to 10 micro.•mecers, and 1 to 3 micro

A standard Method 5 type filter, also in series, provides a

fourth size range of <l micro meter.

Organic vapors are collected on a

parous polymer absorber after the sample is cooled by a gas conditioner
on the outlet of the oven.

An oxidative impinger entraps the remaining

volatile trace elements to complete the sampling train.

Used in combina-

tion with a gas-sampling assembly, the train can provide all the
information required as to the native and composition of the pollutants
in the sampled stream.

3.4.2

Sampling System Design

The primary concern in the design of a survey quasi-stack sampling
system is insuring that measurable concentrations of the pollutants of
concern are transported intact from the source to the sampling points.
This is accomplished by carefully designing the pollutant-capturing
enclosure, measurement duct and air-moving blower to provide sufficient
air flow to entrain and transport the pollutants.
The size and shape of the pollutant-capturing hood will be dictated
by the size, shape and location of the pollutant source.

In general, it

must be large enough to capture all of the pollutants, but not so large
that the pollutants are diluted below measurable concentrations

by

an

excessive volume of ambient air.
Hemeon

(1)

notes that che specific gravity of dusts, vapors or gases

has no bearing on the design of an exhaust system so long as a basic
control velocity is achieved and proposes some basic control velocities
(1) Hemeon, W.C.L., Plant and Process Ventilation, Industrial Press,
Inc .• New York. 1963.
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for various ambient draft conditions for dusts and fumes.

These are

'

summarized in Table 3-2.
The air velocity at the open face of a hood is related to the air
flow rate and the face area by

Q ,.. VA,
where

[Equation 3-1]

Q ,.. air volume flow rate, cubic feet per minute
V ,.. air velocity, feet per minute

A

a

hood face area, square feet

The minimum air flow rate required to control the emissions is calculated
as the product of the hood face area and the control velocity indicated
in Table 3-2.
Since the calculated air flow rate is sufficient to provide capture
velocity of the emissions at the largest opening of the hood, the transport of the emissions through the smaller cross-sectional area measurement
duct is assured.

In order to effectively measure the velocity, tempera-

ture and pressure of the flowing stream to determine the total flow race,
and to provide the most efficient sample flows, flow in the measurement
duct should be in the turbulent range w~th a Reynold's number of 2 x 10 5
for a typical smooth-walled duct.

The Reynolds number for air is roughly

calculated as
Re = dV ;(- 110
where

Re,.. Reynolds number, dimensionless
d ,.. duct diameter, fe-et
V =- air velocity, feet per minute

Since
and
by substitution,

Re ,.. 140Q
d

and

IIti

d ,.. l40Q ,.. ~
• 7
Re
2 x 10 5

X

l0-4Q,
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[Equation 3-2]

\
TABLE 3-2

CONTROL VELOCITIES FOR DUSTS AND FUMES

!Ambient Draft
Characteristics

Control Velocities, feet per minute
Small dust quantities
Large dust quantitie
40 -

so

so -

Medium drafts

so -

60

60 - 70

Very drafty

70 - 80

~early

draftless

60

75 - 100

(Dust quantities may be roughly estimated in terms of their effect
on visibility. A quantity of dust sufficient to obscure visibility
of major details should be considered a large quantity.)
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The blower or fan used to provide the required air flow rate should,
in general, be selected to provide about twice the calculated rate to
allow for adjustments for inaccuracies in estimates or assumptions.

The

actual flow rate may be controlled by providing a variable bypass air
duct downstream of the measurement duct.

A typical survey sampling

system arrangement is illustrated schematically in Figure 3-1.
~ill,

system layouts
source site.

Actual

of course, be governed by space requirements at the

The minimum straight duct runs of 3 duct diameters up-

stream and downstream of the measurement and sampling ports must be
provided to ensure that the sampled flow reaches and remains in the
laminar region.

3.4.3

Sampling Techniques

Sampling must be scheduled and carefully designed to ensure that
data representative of the emission conditions of concern

~re

obtained.

Effective scheduling demands that sufficient knowledge of operations
and process conditions be obtained to determine proper starting times
and durations for samplings.

The primary concern of the sampling design

is that sufficient amounts of the various pollutants are collected to
provide meaningful measurements.
~n

Each of the various sample collection and analysis methods has
associated lower limit of detection, typically expressed in terms ot
micrograms of captured solid material and either micrograms per cubic
meter or parts per million in air of gases.

Samples taken must provide

at least these minimum amounts of the pollutants to be quantified.

The

amount (M) of a pollutant collected is the product of the concentration
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Fig. 3-1. Typical survey program sampling system.
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of the pollutant in the air (x) and the volume of air sampled (W), thus,
M (micrograms) •

x

(micrograms/cubic feet) x V (cubic feet).

To ensure that a sufficient amount of pollutant is collected, an adequately large volume of air must be passed through such samplers as
particle filters or gas absorbing trains for a specific but uncontrollable concentration.

The volume of air (W) is the product of its flow

rate (F) and the sampling time (T), or,
W (cubic feet)= F (cubic feet/minute) x T (minutes).
Since the sampling time is most often dictated by the test conditions,
the only control available to an experimenter is the sampling flow rate.
A preliminary estimate of the required flow rate for any sample may be
made if an estimate or rough measurement of the concentration expected
is available.

The substitution and rearrangement of terms in the above

equations yields:
F (cubic feet/minute)
x T (minutes).

= M (micrograms)/x

(micrograms/cubic feet)
[Equation 3-3]

This equation permits the calculation of the minimum acceptable flow
rate for a required sample size.

Flow rates should

g~nerally

be ad-

justed upward by a factor of at least 1.5 to compensate for likely inaccuracies in estimates of concentration.

The upper limit of the sampling

flow rate is determined by the velocity of the measurement stream.

To

minimize the possibility of creating disturbances in the measurement
stream that will permit entrained particulates to escape the entraining
air flow and thus measurement by downstream samplers, the sample stream
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velocity at inlet must not exceed the measurement stream velocity.

Thus,

(Equation 3-4)

where

F max • maximum sampler flow rate, cubic feet per minute

Q • air volume flow rate, cubic feet per minute
d 8 • sampling line inlet diameter, feet
d • measurement duct diameter, feet
Grab samples of gaseous pollutants provide for no means of pollutant sample quantity control except in terms of the volume of the sample.
Care should be taken, therefore, to correlate the sample size with the
requirements of the selected analysis method.

3.4.4

Data Reduction

When the sampling program has been completed and the

sampl~s

analyzed

to yield pollutant concentrations in micrograms per cubic meter or parts
per million per unit volume in the captured stream, the values are then
multiplied by the flow rate of the captured stream which is assumed to
contain all the pollutants omitted by the source, to yield the source
strength in terms of grams per unit time.
In cases where the background. pollutant level in the ambient air
used as the source pollutant transport medium is known or suspected to
be of a magnitude sufficient to mask the source pollutant emission level,
a sampling run of the ambient air may be required for better quantifica-

tion of the source strength.

This may be accomplished using the sampling

system either with the source inoperative or with the hood directed so
as to avoid capturing any source emissions.

The samples from such a

sampling run are analyzed in the same manner as the source samples to
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yield the pollutant concentrations in the ambient air.

These are then

subtracted from the source sample values before calculating the source
strengths.

3.5

Detailed Quasi-Stack Sampling Strategy
A detailed measurement system is designed to more precisely identify

and quantify pollutants that a survey measurement-or equivalent data
indicate as possible problem areas.

A detailed system is necessarily

more complex than a survey system in terms of equipment, system design,
sampling techniques and· data reduction.

It requires a much larger invest-

ment in equipment, time and manpower to yield data detailed and dependable
enough for direct action toward achieving emissions control.

The basic

configuration of a detailed quasi-stack sampling system is the same as
that of a survey system -- an emissions capturing enclosure, a measurement duct and an air mover plus the sampling and measuring equipment.
Its capturing enclosure may, depending on the characteristics of the
source, be considerably more complex, providing more of the functions of
a permanent system.

The measurement duct is usually longer, providing

space for the installation of a greater number of sampling devices or
more

compl~~.

3.5.1

on-line specific pollutant measuring arrangements.

Samnling Equipment

The pollutants to be characterized by a detailed quasi-stack
sampling system fall into the same two basic classes -- airborne particul~tes and gases -- as those measured by survey systems.

Detailed system

sam?ling and analysis equipment is generally selected t·o obtain continuous
vr semi-continuous measurements of specific pollutants rather than grab~pled

overall measurement.
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Particulate samples are collected using the SASS train described
in Section 3.4.1, filter impaction, piezo-electric, particle charge trans-

fer, light or radiation scattering, electrostatic, and size selective or
adhesive impaction techniques.

Gases are sampled and analyzed using

flame ionization. detectors, bubbler/impinger trains, non-dispersive
infrared or ultraviolet monitors, flame photometry, and other techniques
specific to individual gaseous pollutants.
The selection of suitable sampling equipment should be influenced
by such considerations as portability, power requirements, detection
limits and ease of control.

3.5.2

Sampling System Design

The basic criteria and methods reviewed in Section 3.4.2 for the
design of a survey system are generally applicable to the design of a
detailed system.

In cases where the capturing enclosure actually covers

all or part of the source, however, a minor adjuscment is required in
the calculation of the required air flow rate.

In such cases, the source

serves to block some of the free air flow area and reduces the air flow
required'to achieve capture velocity.

The elements of Equation 3-l must

therefore be redefined in

Q
where

Q
17

A

3

=

~

VA

air volume flow rate, cubic feet per minute
air velocity, feet per minute
free flow area, square feet

The free flow area is

defin~d

as the maximum area between the hood and

the enclosed source in any plant parallel to the open hood face.
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The calculation of the •inimum measurement duct diameter by
Equation 3-2, d • 4.45 x 10-~ Q remains unchanged.

Straight duct run

requirements of at least 3d upstream and downstream of measurement parts
are required.

3.5.3

Sampling Techniques

Detailed system sampling, like survey system sampling, must be
scheduled and designed to obtain data representative of the emission
conditions of concern.

Since a greater number of samples are likely to

be required in a detailed system, care must be taken to ensure that the
total flow rate to the samplers.· does not exceed the air flow required
for capture velocity at the source enclosure.
A detailed system may be utilized to make comparative measurements
of emissions at different process conditions.

It is possible, especially

in cases where the source enclosure closely follows the contours of the
source, that the flow of air induced by the sampling system over the
surface of the source could alter the process from that occurring under
normal operating conditions.

While.no general method to verify the ex-

istence of this alteration can be defined, it is suggested that an
appropriate analysis be conducted to investigate the possibility and
corrective actions, such as a modification to the enclsoure 'design, be
taken as required.

3.5.4

Data Reduction

Data obtained in detailed pro·g-rams is reduced in the same manner as
that obtained in survey programs, relating pollutant concentrations in
the sample volumes to sources strengt-hs.
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The results are generally more

accurate than those of a survey program, due to the combined effects of
the increase in the emissions capture effectiveness of the source enclosure, the performance of inherently more accurate samplings and
analyses, and the replication of sampling.

3.6 Quality Assurance
The basic reason for quality assurance on a measurement program is
to insure that the validity of the data collected can be verified.

This

requires that a quality assurance program be an integral part of the
measurement program from beginning to end.

This section outlines the

quality assurance requirements of a sampling program in terms of several
basic criteria points.

The criteria are listed below with a brief ex-

planation of the requirements in each area.

Not all of the criteria

will be applicable in all fugitive emission measurement cases.
1.

Introduction
Describe the project organization, giving details of che
lines of management and quality assurance responsibilicy.

2.

QualitY Assurance Program
Describe the objective and scope of the quality assurance
program.

3.

Design Control
Document regulatory design requirements and standards applicable to the measurement program as procedures and specifications.

4.

Procurement Document Control
Verify that all regulatory and program design specifications
accompany procurement documents (such as purchase orders).

5.

Instructions, Procedures, Drawings
Prescribe all activities that affect the quality of the
work performed by written procedures. These procedures must
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include acceptance criteria for
ities are accomplished.
6.

dete~ining

that these activ-

Document Control
Ensure that the writing, issuance, and revision of procedures which prescribe measurement program activities affecting
quality are documented and that these procedures are distributed
to and used at the location where the measurement program is
carried out.

7.

Control of Purchase Material, Equipment, and Services
Establish procedures to ensure that purchased material conforms to the procurement specifications and provide verification
of conformance.

8.

Identification and Control of Materials, Parts, and Components
Uniquely identify all materials, parts, and components that
significantly contribute to program quality for traceability
and to prevent the use of incorrect or defective materials,
parts, or components.

9.

Control of Special Processes
Ensure that special processes are controlled and accomplished
by qualified personnel using qualified procedures.

10.

Inspection
Perform periodic inspections where necessary on activities
affecting the quality of work. These inspections must be organized and conducted to assure detailed acceptability of program components.

11.

Test Control
Specify all testing required to demonstrate that applicable
systems and components perform satisfactorily. Specify that
the testing be done and documented according to written procedures, by qualified personnel, with adequate tesc equipmenc
according to acceptance criteria.

12.

Control of Measuring and Test Eguioment
Ensure that all testing equipment is controlled to avoid
unauthorized use and that test equipment is calibrated and
adjusted at stated frequencies. An inventory of all test
equipment must be maintained and each piece of test equipment
labeled with the date of calibration and date of next calibration.
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13.

'

Handling, Storage, and Shipping
Ensure that equipment and material receiving, handling,
storage, and shipping follow manufacturer's recommendations
to prevent damage and deterioration. Verification and documentation that established procedures are followed is requirec

14.

Inspection, Test, and Operating Status
Label all equipment subject to required inspections and
tests so that the status of inspection and test is readily
apparent. Maintain an inventory of such inspections and operating status.

15.

Non-conforming Parts and Materials
Establish a system that will prevent the inadvertent use
of equipment or materials that do not co~fo~ to requirements.

16.

Corrective Action
Establish a system to ensure that conditions adverse~;
fecting the quality of program operations are identified,
rected, and commented on; and that preventive actions are
taken to preclude recurrence.

17.

~~
~8r~

Quality Assurance Records
Maintain program records necessary to provide proof of
accomplishment of quality affecting activities of the measurement program. Records include operating logs, test and inspection results, and personnel qualifications.

18.

Audits
Conduct audits to evaluate the effectiveness of the measurement program and quality assurance program to assure that
performance criteria are being met.
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4.0 ESTIMATED COSTS AND TIME REQUIREMENTS
Table 4-1 presents a listing of the conditions assumed for estimating the costs and time requirements of quasi-stack fugitive emissions
sampling programs using the methodology described in this document.

Four

programs are listed, representing simple and more complex levels of
effort for each of the survey and detailed programs defined in Section 3.3.
The combinations of conditions for each program are generally representative of ideal and more realistic cases for each level and will seldom
be encountered in actual practice.

They do, however, illustrate the

range of effort and costs that may be expected in the application of the
quasi-stack technique except in very special instances.

4.1

Manpower
Table 4-2 presents estimates of manpower requirements for each of the

sampling programs listed in Table 4-1.

Man-hours for each of the three

general levels of Senior Engineer/Scientist, Engineer/Scientist, and
Junior Engineer/Scientist are estimated for the general task areas outlined in this document and for additional separable tasks.
hours are estimated as a total for each program.

Clerical man-

Total man-hour require-

ments are approximately 500 man-hours for a simple survey program and 1000
man-hours for a more complex survey program and 1400 man-hours for a simple
detailed program and 2600 man-hours for a more comples detailed program.

4.2

Other Direct Costs
Table 4-3 presents estimates for equipment purchases, rentals, cal-
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TABLE 4-1
CONDITIONS ASSUMED FOR COST ESTIMATION
OF QUASI-STACK SAMPLING PROGRAM

Parameter

Level 1 Program
Simple
Complex

Level 2 Program
Simple
Complex
'

Source accessibility
Source geometry

Open

Large,
complex shape

Open

Congested

Small,
simple shape

Large,
complex shape

Variable rate,
interrupted flow

Constant· rate,
continuous flow

Variable rate,
interrupted flow

Filter

Filter

Cascade impactor

Impactor, light
scatter

Gas. Samplers

Grab

Bubblers

EID

FID, infrared

Experiments

l

4

12

Emissions

Small,
simple shape

Congested

Constant rate,
continuous flow

I

w

w

Particulate Samplers

I

Estimated basic accuracy

-+ 500%

1

-+ 200%

-+ 100%

-+

50%

TABLE 4-2
ESTIMATED MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR QUASI STACK
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS SAMPLING PROGRAMS

Task

Senior
~ngr/Sci

Estimates in Man-Hours
Level 1 Programs
Simple
Complex
Junior
Junior
Engr/ Engr/
Senior Engr/
Engr/
Senior
Sci
Tech Engr/Sci
Tech
Engr/Sci Sci

Level 2 Programs
Simple

Complex

Engr/
Sci

Junior
Engr/
Tech

Senior Engr/
Engr/Sci Sci

Junior
Engr/
Tech

Pretest Survey

4

12

0

8

24

0

8

24

0

12

36

16

Test Plan

8

12

0

12

16

4

12

24

12

16

32

12

Equipment Acquisition

4

4

12

4

8

28

8

24

48

12

36

52

Field Set-Up

16

32

80

16

72

120

16

64

120

32

128

240

Field Study

16

56

120

32

128

280

32

128

240

64

240

480

Sample Analysis

8

8

16

8

12

24

20

80

120

40

180

240

Data Analysis

8

8

16

8

12

24

2p

120

40

40

240

80

Report Preparation

16

16

8

32

32

16

40

80

40

60

160

80

Totals

80

140

252

120

304

496

156

544

620

276

1052

1200

480

Engineer/Scientist Total
Clerical

-

Grand Total

40

520
~--------4.

'

920

1320

60

-100
-

-120
-

980

1420

2648

-

2528

TABLE 4-3
ESTIMATED COSTS OTHER THAN MANPOWER FOR QUASI-STACK
FUGITIVE ENISSIONS SAMPLING PROGRAMS

Cost Item
Equipment
Sampler Purchases
Calibration
Repairs/Haintenance
Blower/Fan

Level 1 Programs
Simple
Complex

$1000
0
200

$1200
50
50
200

$8000
300
200
300

$12000
500
300
300

Construction
Enclosure
Ducting

500
300

800
500

1200
300

1800
800

Shipping
Trailer Rental
Vehicle Rentals
On-Site Cooununications

200
0
280
100

400
0
560
100

800
500
900
300

1200
500
1200
300

$2630

$3860

$12800

$19100

50

I

'w
VI
I

Level 2 Programs
Simple
- Complex

TOTAL

.

'

\

ibration and repairs; on-site construction of enclosures and ducts;
shipping and on-site communications for each of the listed programs.
Total costs are approximately $2,600 for a simple survey program and

$4,000 for a more complex survey program, and $13,000 for a simple detailed program and $19,000 for a more complex detailed program.

4.3

Elapsed-Time Requirements
Figure 4-1 presents elapsed-time estimates for each of the listed

programs broken down into the task areas indicated in the manpower estimates of Table 4-2.

Total program durations are approximately 12

weeks for a simple survey program and 16 weeks for a more complex survey
program, and 29 weeks for a simple detailed program and 38 weeks for a
more complex detailed program.

4.4

Cost Effectiveness
Figure 4-2 presents curves of the estimated cost effectiveness of

the quasi-stack technique, drawn through points calculated for the
four listed programs.

Costs for each program were calculated at $30

per labor hour, $40 per man day subsistence for field work for the manpower estimates of Table 4-2, plus the other direct costs estimated in
Table 4-3.
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APPENDIX ·A
APPLICATION OF THE QUASI-STACK
MEASUREMENT METHOD TO A GREY-IRON FOUNDRY
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents an application of the quasi-stack fugitive
issions measurement system selection and design criteria to a grey~n

foundry mold pouring operation.

The criteria for the selection

the method and the design procedures for both survey and detailed
npling systems as presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of· this document
e discussed.
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A. 2. 0

BACKGBOUND INFO¥AnON

The following information relative to the pouring operation of the
subject grey-iron foundry would ordinarily be compiled from interviews
and observations during a visit to the plant for a

pr~-test

survey:

Mold pouring operations are conducted at many locations over the
foundry floor, with the molten iron carried from the melting furnace
in a pouring ladle by means of an overhead crane.

Ladles are selected

to provide at least enough melt to completely fill a mold in a single
pouring.

As

many as six smaller molds, with flasks up to about 8 cubic

feet in volume, may be filled from a single small ladle; while the
largest ladle can carry enough melt to fill one mold in a flask up to
300 cubic feet.

Actual pouring of the melt takes from about 30 seconds

for the smallest molds to nearly 6 minutes for the largest molds.

The

emission character is the same for any size pouring, consisting mostly
of grey-iron fume and a variety of gaseous compounds, principally hydrocarbons and carbon oxides.

Emission character immediately after the

pouring, while there is still a gas-producing reaction between the melt
and the binder material in the mold, is different from that during the
pour, with almost no fume and more gaseous compounds being generated.
Emissions during this venting period are highest immediately after
the pour and lessen with time, becoming negligible after about 4 minutes
for small molds and about.lO minutes for the largest molds.

Molds are

spaced to provide working room around all four sides, so that pouring
operations, at least for the larger molds, may be readily isolated and
emissions from oeher operations· excluded.

Pouring is always accom-

plished from above the mold, with mold sprues generally located near ane
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edge.

Mold gas vents are located over the entire top surface of the

mold.

Though foundry operations are continuous, the pouring of a

single mold may be scheduled at any time without seriously disturbing
normal operations.
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A.3.0 METHOD SELECTION
Selecting the most practical method to quantify the pollutants
emitted during the pouring operation involves the evaluation of the site,
process and pollutant information

gather~d

during the pre-test survey

in terms of the criteria of Section 2.2 as follows:
Site Criteria - the typical mold is located within the foundry
building with enough room_around_the mold to provide complete
isolation from other operations and installation of an
enclosure and measuring equipment.
Process Criteria - emissions are from locations small enough
to totally enclose. No reactive effects will occur with other
emissions. Emission duration is only 10-15 minutes. Measurement equipment installation and application will not alter
emissions, process or production schedules.
Pollutant Criteria - emissions to be measured are particulates
and gases, neither of which is hazardous. Generation rate
should produce measurable concentrations in reasonable transport
air flows.
The criteria in this case satisfy the requirements for the quasistack method.

Measurements made of a single pouring can provide in-

formation relative to the emission rate for a given volume or mass of
melt, and, by extrapolation, for the entire foundry.

A survey program

may be utilized to roughly determine the overall emissions rate and establish whether the concentrations of

particula~es

or gases that may reach

the ambient air will result in the creation of an objectionable condition.
If such a condition is indicated, a detailed program will identify and
quantify specific pollutants to assist in the selection and design of
control equipment to reduce emissions to alleviate the condition.

The

design of both survey and detailed systems is described in following
sections.
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A. 4. 0

SURVEY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

To measure the

con~ribution

of a single pouring's emission to the

ambient air, emissions from the mold and ladle during the pouring and
from the mold alone during the post-pouring venting must be captured
and transported to sampling equipment.

Samples must be taken at a

high rate to ensure that measurable pollutant quantities are isolated
during the short.process.duration.

In order to keep the required hood

structure to a manageable size and still obtain a reasonable sampling
time, a medium-sized mold, 3 x 4 x 4 feet is selected, representative of
the average-sized casting produced in the foundry.

This size casting

requires about 4 minutes to pour and has a venting period of 7 to 8 minutes.

Consultations with foundry engineers indicating that a clear-

ance of 3 feet above the front pouring edge of the mold will leave
sufficient room for handling the pouring ladle, a hood is designed

a~

shown in Figure A-1, providing this clearance and a 3 inch overlap over
each edge of the mold.
·The face area of this hood is about 16 square feet.

The control

velocity for a large quantity of fume in a medium drafty ambient atmosphere. as indicated in Table 3-2, is 60-70 feet per minute.

Using the

higher velocity value for V and the calculated area for A in Equation 3-l,

Q

= VA = 70

= 1120

x 16

cubic feet per minute.

For this flow rate. the minimum measurement duct diameter is calculated
from Equation 3-2, .
d • 7 x 10- 4 Q

2

.78 feet

d =- 9.4 inches
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fig. A-1. Survey program sampling hood design.
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\

A standard 10 inch diameter duct will provide for the proper flow and
require only 8 to 10 feet of length to provide the required flow straightening upstream and downstream of the measurement and sampling probes.
The flow measuring instruments located in the duct consist of a
pitot pressure tube, a static pressure port and a mercury thermometer
inserted to the duct centerline about 40 inches (4d) from the hood
transition section.
The particulate sampling tube is located about 20 inches

down~tream

of the flow measuring instruments and consists of a 1/2 inch diameter
right-angled probe, this diameter chosen to

~rovide

possible during the rather short emission duration.

as much sample as
The sampling flow

rate is calculated from Equation 3-4 as

F max ~ Q d~ ~ 2.8 cubic feet per minute.
d2

At 2.8 cubic feet per minute, the particulate filter will be exposed to
about 11 cubic feet during the pouring and about 20 cubic feet during
the venting period.

Grab-sampling 4 cubic foot bags valved into the

sampling line will. be readily filled during the pour and venting to
provide separate measurements of gaseous emission.
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DETAILED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Assuming that the surVey systen measurements indicate emission rates

resulting in pollutant concentrations in a range possibly hazardous to
the health of the foundry personnel, furthe.c identification ot

.:h~

specific pollutant components and their concentrations by means of a
detailed measurement system will either establish the need for emission
controls or eliminate the cause for concern.
The detailed system will utilize -three separate -on-line particulate
measurement devices to determine size distribution, mass, composition
and organic characteristics.

These are:

1.

Particle charge transfer monitor

2.

Cascade impactor

3.

EPA isokinetic sampling train

The combination will provide positive identification of all particulates
and readily separate fume from background particles.
Alternatively, the SASS train described in Section 3.4.1 may be
utilized to provide data on the particulates and the volatile matter in
the sampled stream.
Gaseous emissions will be identified and quantified by on-line
measurements using a flame ionization detector for hydrocarbons and a
non-dispersive infrared monitor for carbon monoxide.
The 3 x 4 x 4 foot mold used in the survey program is again utilized,
with the capture hood modified to provide almost total enclosure of the
mold and pouring ladle by extending the hood to the floor and providing
flexible shrouds across the open front face.
shown with shrouds in place in Figure A-2.
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The sampling system is

\

.
In this

configura~ion,

the free flow area of the hood is maintained

at about the same size as in the Level 1 system and the air flow rate
calculation remains the same, yielding Q
and d • 10 inches.

a

1120 cubic feet per minute

The sampling probes may be reduced in size since the

on-line samplers flow requirements are significantly less than those
required for overall measurements.

Equation 3-4 shows, for example,

that a 1/16 inch line will provide about 30 times the required 200
milliliter per minute flow rate required by the F!D monitor without exceeding measurement duct velocity restrictions.
· All measurement devices fer this system are shown within a laboratory trailer, since most foundry floors will not allow the installation
of sensitive devices without a strong possibility of either external
contamination or interference with normal work patterns.
In use, the floQr area within the hood/shroud enclosure is carefully
swept to remove any non-pouring particles.

A "dry" run, without the

ladle of melt in position, is conducted before the pour to measure the
background pollutant concentrations.

These are subtracted from the

concentrations measured during the pour before source strength calculations are performed.
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Fig. A-2. Detailed program sampling system.
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Al'l'ENlllX J TO PART 50-R£1'£REMCE
14STHOD roB THE DIOUIUUNATION OF

PABTJCUUT& MATTER All
AniOSI'BKU
'

PM,.

IN TUE

1.0 ApplicobiUtv.
1.1 Tbla method provldea for the me&.li·
uremont ol tho maaa concentration or particulate patter wlth an aerodynamic diameter leu Ulan or eQual to a nomln!il 10 ml·
crometera lPMao) in ambient air over a 24·
hour period for purposes ol dl!termlnln& attainment and malntenance of tpe prlm&.ry
and aecondaQ national ambient air quality
atandarda for particulate matter specified ln
1 50.8 of Ulle chapter. The measurement
proceas II nondestructive. and the PM,.
sample cao be subJected to subsequent
physical or l:bem.lcal anal)'ses. QualitY assurance procedures and lf\lldance are provld·
ed In part 68, appendices A and B, of this
chapter and in References 1 and 2.

2.3 A method bued on this principle will
be considered a reference method only If <al
the llSIIoclated sampler meets the require·
men ts specified In this appendix and the re·
qulrementa In part 63 of thla chapter, a.ncl
(b) the method has been deslrnated as 11. ref·
erence method In accordance with part liS of
this chapter.
3.0 Range.
3.1 The lower limit of the masa concen·
trP.tlon ran&e Ill determined by the repeata·
blllty ot filter tare wel&hta, asaumln& the

2.0 Pri~J)lt.
2.1 An &lr aampler drawa ambient air at a
cooatant now nte Into a specially shaped

nominal air sample volume for the sampler.
For samplers havln& an automatic filter·
chan&ln& mechanism, there may be no
upper limit. For aamplera that do not have
an automatic fllter-chan&lni mechanism,
the upper limit Is determined bY the filter
mass loading beyond which the sampler no
lon&er maintains the operatln& now rate
within specified llmlta due to Increased pres·
sure drop t.crosa the loadecl lUter. Thla
upper limit cannot be specified precisely beca•lSe It Is a complex function of the ambl·
ent particle stze dlstrlbutlon and type, hu·
mldlty, filter type, and perhaps other lac·
lora. Nevertheless, all se.mplen should be
capp.ble of measurln& 2-l·hour PM,. maaa
concentrations of t.t least 300 l'i/ltd m•
while malntalnln& the operatlna' flow rate
within the specified llmlla.

Inlet where the suspended particulate
mattu la inertllilly separe.ted Into one or
more size 1ractlona wlthln the PM,. lilze
ranve. Each alze fraction In the PM,o lilze
rao&'e Ia then collected on a separp.te tilter
' over the apeclfled a&DlPllni period. The par' tlcle a1ze d1.6crlm1natlon characterllltlcs
• laampllni etlecUveneu and r>O percent cut·
point> of the aampler Inlet are prescribed as
performance apecUicatlons ln part 63 of this
· chapter.
2.2 Each tUter Ia wel&hed <after moisture
equUlbratlon> betore and after use to determine tho no& woiiJht (maaal rain duo to col·
lect.d PW11• 'l'ho total volume of air 111m·
pled, corrected to EPA reference conditions
(26" C, 101.1 ltPa>. Is determined from the
measured now nte and the sampling time.
The maaa concentration ot PM,. In the am·
blent all' Ia computed as the total mass of
collected particles In the PM,. size range dl·
vtded blf the volume of alr sampled, and Is
expruae4 In lllicroifarna per standard cubic
meter <111/atd m 1 ). For PM,. samples collected at temperature& and pressures slgnlfl·
CADUJ clifferent from EPA reference condl·
tlooa, these corrected concentrP.tlons sometlmea cliffer substantially from actup.l concentrations <In mlcroi(Tams per actual cubic
, meter), particularlY at hl&h elevations. AI·
' thourh not required, the actual PM,. concentration can be calculated from the corrected concentration, uslnr the average ambient temperature and barometric pressure
durtn& the sampling period.

l'i/m 1 and 1 percent tor PM,. concentra·
tlons above 80 !1&/m•, as required by Part 63
of thla chapter, which prescribes a test pro·
cedure that determines the varlt.tlon In the
PM,. concentration measurements of ldentl·
cal samplers under typical sampltnr condl·
tlons. Continual asaeasment of precision via
collocated samplenl Is required by Part liB ol
this chapter for PM,. samplelll used In cer·
taln monitorln& ne~worka.
11.0 Accurac11.
&.1 DllcaUIIU lho •b.u or Lhll parllolol
mllkln& up ambient particulate matter
varies over a wide ran&e and the concentra·
tlon of particles varies with particle size, It
Is difficult to detlne the absolute t.ccuracy
ot PM,. samplers. Part f>3 of this chapter
provides a speclflcP.tlon tor the sampllni ef·
fectlveness ot PM,. samplers. Thill specification requires that the expected mass con·
centratlon calculated for a candidate PM.,
sampler, when sampllnr a specllled particle
slze distribution, be within ± 10 percent of
that calculated for an Ideal sampler whose
sampling eCtectlveness Is explicitly specified.
Also, the particle size for 50 percent sam·
plln& eftectlvensss Ia required to be 10±0.~
micrometers. Olher specifications related to
accuro.cy apply to now measurement and
ce.llbratlon, filter media, analytical (wel&h·
Ina> procedures, and artifact. The flow rate
accuracy of PM,. sP.mplers used In certain

l

4.0 PreclJton.
4.1 The precision of PM,. samplera must
be 5 f'g/m 1 for PM,. concentratlooa below 80
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monltorln& networks Ill required by Part 68 rate determination, and an elapaed time
of thla chapter to be aaseued periodically meter <section 'l.l.IU Ia required to minimize
via now rate audita.
the error In the sampllniJ time measure8.0 PotenUal Sourcea 0/ Error.
ment.
. 8.1 Volattle Parttclea. Volatlie particles
7.0 Apparatw.
collected on flltera are often lost durin&
1.1 PM,. Sampler.
ahlpment and/or stora11e of the flltora prior
1.1.1 The sampler shall be designed to:
to the post-samplln& wel&hln& •. Althou&h
a. Draw the air sample Into the sampler
lhlpment or &tora&e of loaded filters · Ia
aometlmes unavoidable, filters should be Inlet and throu&h the particle collection
reweighed as soon as practical to minimize filter at a unllorm face velocity,
b. Hold and seal the filter In a horizontal
these loues.
11.2 ArtVact1. Positive errors In PM 11 con· POSition so that sample air Is drawn downoontratlon measurements may result from ward throu&h the filter.
c. Allow the tllter to be Installed and reretention of &aseous species on lllters ' •.
Such errors Include the retention of sulfur moved conveniently.
d. Protect the tllter and sampler from predioxide and nitric acid. Retention of sullur
dioxide on filters, followed by oxidation to cipitation and prevent Insects and other
IUllate, Ia referred to as artifact sulfate for- debris from belnr sampled.
e. Minimize air leaka that would cause
mation, a phenomenon which Increases with
Increasing tllter alka Unity •. IJttle or no q.r- error In the measurement of the atr volume
Wact sullt.te formation should opcur usln& passing throurh the tllter.
t. Dlscharae exhaust t.lr at a sufficient disIUtera that meet the alkalinity specification
tance from the sampler Inlet to minimize
1D section 1.2.•. Artifact nitrate formation
reaultln& primarily from retention of nltrl~ the samplln& of exhaust air.
acid. occurs to varying derreea on many
i- Minimize the collection of dust from
lUter types, lncludlnr rlasa fiber, celluloae the supportlnr surface,
eater, and many quartz fiber tlltelll" '·a. a. ••
7.1.2 The umpler shall have 11. sample air
Lou of true atmospheric particulate nltrat~ Inlet system that, when operated within a
durin& or followlnr sampllnr may also occur specified flow rate ranee. provldea particle
due to dissociation or chemical reaction. size discrimination characterlstlc.s meeting
This phenomenon has been observed on all of the applicable performance specificaTenon• filters • and Interred tor quartz tions prescribed In part 63 of this chapter.
fiber lllters " ... The magnitude Gf nitrate The sampler Inlet shaD show no slenlflcant
artifact errors In PM,. m&I!S concentration wind direction dependence. The latter remeasureR!fnt& will vary with loct.tlon and quirement can renerally be satisfied by an
ambient temperature; however, for most Inlet shape that Is circularly sY.DUDetrlcal
aamplln& locations, these erro111 are expect- about a vertical axis.
ed to be small.
1.1.3 The sampler shall have a flow con·
e.a Humtltttv. The etrecte of t.mblent hu- trot
device capable of malntalnlnr the sammidity on the sample are unavoidable. The pler's operatlnr now rate within the now
filter equilibration procedure tn section 9.0 rate llmiU! specified for the sampler Inlet
II dealifled to minimize the eUecta of mol&· over normal variations In line voltaae and
ture on the filter medium.
filter preuure drop.
U Ftlter HandUng. Careful handline of
7.1.4 Tho ••unplor 11h"ll 11rovhlu "motUIII
fDters botwoon Prllli&IIIJlllllK and .f.IOsiJiam- lo mutu~urt~ lhu tolal flow ralu durin& the
pllna welrhln&s Ia neceuary to avoid errora samplln& period. A continuous flow recorder
due to darna&ed filters or loss of collected Is recommended but not reQuired. The now
particles from the filters. Use of a filter car· measurement device shall be accurate to±~
trld&e or C&I!Sette may reduce the marnltude percent.
of these errors. Filters must t.lso meet the
'l.l.5 A tlmlnr/control device capable of
lnte&Tity specification In section 7.2.3.
startln& and stopplnr the sampler shall be
11.11 Flow Rate VanaUon. Variations In used to obtain a sample collection period of
the sampler's operatlnr now rate may alter 24 ±1 hr ll,440 ±60 min). An elapsed time
tho particle size discrimination characterts- meter, accurate to within ± 16 minutes,
tlca ol the sampler Inlet. The marnltude ot shall be used to measure sampling time.
this error will depend on the sensitivity o! This meter Ia optional for samplers with
the Inlet to variations In flow rate and on continuous llow recorders If the sampllnr
the Particle distribution In the atmosphere time measurement obtained by means of
durin& the sampllnr period. The use of a· the recorder meets the ± 15 minute accuranow control device <section '1.1.3) Is required cy specification.
to minimize this error.
•
1.1.6 The sampler shall have an assoclat·
0.6 Air Volume Detenntnatton. Errors in ed operation or Instruction manual as rc·
the air volume determination may result qulred by part 53 of this chapter which In·
from errors In the now rate and/or urn- eludes detailed Instructions on the callbra·
plln& time measuremenU!. The now control lion, operation, and maintenance of the
device serves to minimize errors In the flow sampler.
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depend on the filter tare welrhta and mua
loadlnra. Typically, an analytical b&lance
with a senaltlvlty of 0.1 m1 1a required for
high volume aamplen <now ratea >0.6 m'/
mlnl. Lower volume aamplera mow ratea
<0.6 m•tmlnl will require a more aenaltlve
balu.nce.

,,2.1 I'IJt.r Jlellium. No commercl&lly
available filter ~nedfwn II ldeal ln all re·
1pectl tor aU aamplen. The uaer's goala In
II&DlPllnl determlne the relative importance
of varlOUI lUter chan.cterlstlca te.g., cost,
eue of baD~. PhYIIc~~ol and chemical
8.0 CaUbratcoiL
obare.Oterlltfcl, eto.l and. colllleQuently, de·
8.1 General Reouh11ment1.
te~• the chq~ &DlODI accep~able lllters.
8.1.1 Calibration of the aampler'l now
FUrthermore, ceria1n typea of filters may
device Is required to eatablllb
not bo 1ult&blo f~ uae with some samplers, measurement
partlCul&rlJ under beaVJ loading conditions traceability of aubaequent now measure·
(bljb
concentra.Uonal, because of hlllh menta to a primarY standard. A now rate
or ~pld tw:Ma.ae ID the lUter now resistance transfer standard calibrated agalnlt a prl·
that would exCeed the capablllty of the sam· mary now or volume standard shall be uaed
pler'a floW conuol device. However, sam· to calibrate or verify the accuracy of the
pleJS eq~ped wtUl automatic fllter-chans· sampler's now measurement device.
8.1.3 Particle alze discrimination by lner·
IPi mechanl&ml may allow use of these
typea of fBten. The specifications given tlal separation requires that specific &lr vebelow are mtnlmwn reQulrementa to enaure locities be maintained In the sampler'• alr
acc:tpt&bWty of the tUter medium tor meas· Inlet system. Therefore, the now rate
urement of Pll1e IJ1UI concentrations. throu&h the sampler's Inlet mUJt be main·
Other lUter evaluation criteria should be talned throughout the sampllnr period
conaldered to meet individual sampling and wlthln the deslan now rate ranae specified
by the manufacturer. DeBian now ratea are
' analyala objectives.
'1.2.2 Colltction EJftciencJI. ~ 99 percent, specified as actual volumetric now ratea.
u meuured by the DOP test tASTM-29861 measured at exiBtlna conditione of temper&with O.S )1Dl particles at the sampler'B oper· ture and pressure (Q,). In contrast, mSSI
concentrations of PM,. ue computed UJIIII
atlns face velocity.
'1.2.8 Inumt11. ±6 l'r/m 1 ta.ssumlng sam· now re.tes corrected to EPA reference condl·
pler'• nomtnal 2-i·hour air sample volumel. tiona of temperature u.nd pressure (Q,.. l.
IntearltJ II meaaured u the PM,. concen8.2 Flow Rau CaUbraUon Procedure.
tration eqwv&lent correBpondlni to the av·
8.2.1 PM,. samplers employ various t:ypea
erue difference between the initial .md the of flow control and flow meuurement definal wef&btl of a random sample of test til· vices. The apeclflc procedure used for flow
ten th&t' &fe welrhed and handled under rate calibration or verification will vary deactual or almulated sampling conditione, but pending on the type of now controller e.nd
have no a1r aample pused through them now Indicator employed. Calibration In
(I.e., 1Uter blanb). M a minimum. the test terma of actual volumetric now rates <Q,lll
proced~o must include Initial equilibration
aenerally recommended, but other measurea ..
and wotabtni. lnltallatlon on an Inoperative of flow rate te.r .• Q,.. l may be uaed provlde4 •· ·
ianipler; ·r~moval from the sampler, and tho reQulrementa of aectlon 8.1 are met. Tbt
l(eneral procedure riven bore II baaed on
llntJ ti411Ulbratlon and welghlni.
'J,I,, Alk4UnUJI. <a& mlcrocqulvalcnta/ actual volumelrlo flow unlta <Q,l and aervea
llfJI1 of tOter. u meuured by the procc·
to Illustrate the atepa Involved In the tall· '
dure·rtven in Reference 18 following at lea.st bratlon of a PM .. aampler. Consult the sam·
two montbl atorage In a cleiU\ environment pier manufacturer'• Jnatructlon manual and
<free from cont&mlnatlon by acidic IIIUillS) at Reterence 2 for apeolllo ruldanoo on callbrao
Uon. Reference H provides addiUonal lnfor·
room temperature and humidity.
1.8 now Rate Tran.ter Standard. The matlon on the use of the commonly used
now rate transfer standard must be aultable mea.aures ot flow rate and their Jnterrelator the aampler'a operatlni !low rate and
tlonBhlps.
must be c:allbrated aialnlt a primarY flow or
8.2.2 Calibrate the now rate transfer
volume atandard that Is traceable to the Na· ~tandard against a primary now or volume
Uonal Bureau of Standards <NBSl. 'l'he flow
~tandard traceable to NBS. Establish a call·
rate transler atandard must be capable of bratlon relationship Ce.g., an equation or
meas~ the sampler's operating flow rate
familY of curves) such that traceability to
with ui ~LCCur&CY of ±2 percent.
the primarY standard Is accurate to within I
'l.4o Nur Condcttonln11 Environment.
percent over the expected range of ambient
'l.4o.l Temperature ranre: Ui' to 30' C.
conditione Cl.e., temperatures and pressureal
7.4..2 Temperature control: ±3' C.
under which the trarufer standard will be
'l.4o.3 HumiditY range: 20% to 45% RH.
used. Recallbrate the tranafer standard peri·
'U.4o Humidity control: ±6% RII.
odlcally.
1.5 Anal11tical Balance. The analytical
8.2.3 Followlnw; the sampler me.nulactur·
):)alance must be aultablo for wctglllna the er'~> l.ruitructlon manual, remove the sample~
type wd slze of filters required by the sam·
Inlet and connec(> the now rate tran.e.:~r
pier. The range and senaiUvlty required will

maaa
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1tandard to the sampler auch' that tile
transfer standard accurately measures the
aamplor'a now rate. Make sure there are no
lew between the transfer atandat-d and the
~ampler.

8.2.t Choose a minimum of three now
rates (actual m•/mlnl, spaced over the acceptable now rate range apoclfled for ~he
Inlet (aeo '1.1.21 that can be obtained by suitable adjustment of the aamplor flow rate. In
accordance with the aampler manufacturer'• lnatructlon manual, obtain or verity the
calibration relationship between the now
rate (actual m•/mlnl as Indicated by the
transfer standard and the sampler's now In·
dlcator response. Record the ambient tem·
perature and barometric pressure. Tempera·
lure and preasure corrections to subaequent
now Indicator readlnis may be reQuired tor
certain types of nCJw meuurement devices.
When auch corrections are necouary, cor·
rectlon on an Individual or dally buts Is
PrCiferable. However, soo.aonal avera11e tem·
perature and average barometric pressure
for the sampllnr site may be Incorporated
Into the sampler calibration to avoid dallY
corrections. CoMult the sampler manufacturer's Instruction manu&l u.nd Reference 2
tor additional ll\lldance.
8.2.6 Followlnr calibration, verily that
the sampler Ia operatlnr at Ita deslan now
rate <actual m•/mlnl with a clean filter In
place.
.
8.2.8 Replace the sampler lnlet.
0.0 PTor;,:dure.
·
U Thd' sampler ahall be operated In ac·
cordance with the specific ruldance provld·
ed In the aampler manufacturer'• Instruction manual and In Reference 2. The rener·
a1 procedure riven here uaumes that the
ampler's now rate callbraUon Ia; based on
flow rate• at ambient conditione CQ,l and
NrYII to Jlluatrate the atePI lnvoll(ed In the
operation of a PM .. aampler.
,
8.2 ln1poot oaLch flllor fur plnhulua, p"rU·
cle1, and other lmperlectlona. Establish a
lUter Information record and ualrn an lden·
tlflcatlon number to each filter.
11.1 J:qulllbrato oach flltllr In tho condl·
tlonlnr environment Csee 7.4l tor at leaat. 24
houra.
ll.t Followlnr equilibration, we"lrh each
fUter and record the presampllnr wetrht
with the filter Identification number.
•
U Install a prewelghed filter In the sam·
pier tollowlnr the lnstructlona provided In
the sampler mu.nutacturer's l.ruitructlon
mu.nual.
0.8 Tum on the sampler and allow It t•l
eatabllsh
run-temperature
condltlow.
Record the flow Indicator readlni and, If
needed, the ambient temperature and baro·
metric pressure. Determine the sampler
now rate <actual m 1 /mlnl In accordance
with the Instructions provided In the sam·
pier manufacturer's Instruction .manual.
NOTE,-No onslte temperature or pressure

measurements are necessary II the aampler's
now Indicator does not require temperature
or pressure corrections or If seaaonsl averare temperature and averare barometric
preasure for the sampllnr site are Incorporated Into the aampler c&llbratlon Csee step
8.2.41. If Individual or dally temperature and
preuure correotlona are required, ambient
te~mporature and b&rometrlc preasuro can be
obtained by on·slte measurementa or from a
nearby weather station. Barometric pre&·
aure readings obtained from &lrporta must
be station pressure, not corrected to sea
level. and may need to be corrected for dll·
terences In elevation between the sampllnr
site and the airport.
9.1 If the now rate Ia outside the acceptable ranl!'e specified by the manufacturer
check tor leaka, and If neceuary, adJuat th~
now rate to the •Pecltled setpolnt. Stop the
sampler.
9.8 Set the timer to at&rt and atop the
sampler at appropriate times. Set the
elapsed time meter to zero or record the Initial meter readlnr.
11.9 Record the sample Information <site
location or Identification number, aample
date, filter ldentlllcatlon number, and sampler model and serial number>.
9.10 'Sample for 24±1 hours.
9.11 Determine u.nd record the averall'e
now rate cQ.l In actu&l m•/mln for the sampling period In ~LCCordance with the Instructions provided In the sampler manufacturer's lnatructlon manual. Record the elapsed
time meter final readlnr and, It needed, the
averare ambient temperature and baromet·
ric preaaure tor the aampllnr period tsee
note follow In' step 8.81.
9.12 Carefully remove the filter from the
11ampler, followlnr the sampler manu/acturur'a Instruction manual. 1'ouch only ~he
oulor oduo• uf tho tlltnr.
11.13 Place the filter In a protective
holder or container (e.g., petri dish, rtasslne
envelope, or manila folder>.
0.14 Rucord any factors IIUCil u mcLcorologlcal condltlona, conatructlon activity
fires or dust storms, etc., that mlrht be per:
tlnent to the measurement on the filter In·
formation record.
9.16 TraMport the exposed sample filter
to the lllter conditioning environment as
soon as poBSible for equilibration and subse·
quent welw;hlng.
9.16 Equilibrate the exposed filter In the
conditioning environment tor at least 24
hours under the same temperature u.nd humidity conditione used tor presampllng
filter equilibration !see 9.3l.
9.17 Immediately after equilibration, reweigh the filter u.nd record the postsampllng weight with the Cllter Identification
numl:ler.
1n n
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1 10.1- Tbe PW aampler shall be main11
: tabled U. 1trict accordance with the ulalnte' nmoe prootduru 1peoUied In tho sampler
, PWlul&eturer'l IDatructlon manual.
11.0 Ccllo1daUon..
11.1 . Calculate tbo averaae flow rate over
tbe aamp~ period corrected to EPA reter, encci cond1Uo111 'u Q..... When the sampler's
· now Indicator IS calibrated In actual volu' metric unit& (Q.), Q,...la calculated as:
1 Q... .. Q.x<P•• /T•• )CT,../P,..)
where
Q... ... averaao now rate at EPA reference
condltlona, std m 1 /mln:
Q.~averaae now rate at IUllblent conditions.

m•/m.tn:

p -averaae barometric pressure durlna the
•• aampllni period or avera11e barometric
preaauro tor the aiUllpllna site, kPa Cor

mmHa>:

T -averaae IUllblent temperature during
•• the ·SIUllPllni period or seasonal average
j
IUllblent temperature for the sampling
site, K;
• T,.. .. standard temperature, defined as 298
K'
p,...~tandard proaauro, defined u 101.3 kPn
(or 'lGO mm Ha>.
H·3 . Calculate the total volume of air
aampledU:
v,..-Q...xt
wber~

v,..-total aJr aampled In standard volume
unlt.t, 1td m 1i
t -I&DlPllnl Ulnl, mil!·
~··~ Caloulate the PM,. concentration as:
, PU11 -<W1-W1)Xl01 /V.w
whero
PMae•mau concentration of PM .... iill/atd

. m•; .

w,, w,-tlnal and lnttlal welahts of filter collectlni PMoo particles, a:
10•-converslon of I to J&ll'·
NoTE: It more than one size traction In the
PM,.· size ranre Ia collected by the sampler.
the IUDl of the net welrht aaln by each col·
lectlon lUter [1(W 1- W 1)] Is used to calculate
the PN:,•. mass concentration.
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APPENDIX K TO PART 50-INTERPRn'A•
TION OF TilE NATIONAL AMBIENT All
QUALITY STANDARDS FOR PARTICU·
LATE MATTER

1.0 Genera!.
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Thl.s appendix explains the computations
neceuary for anal)'Zini particulate matter
data to determine attainment of tho 24-hour
and annual standards specified In 40 CFR
110.6. For the primary and secondary stand·
ards, particulate matter Ia meuur'ed In the
ambient air as PM,. (particles with an aero·
dynamic dliUlleter le~ than or equal to a
nominal 10 micrometers) by a reference
method baaed on Appendix J of this part
and deal111ated In accordance with part 113
of thla chapter, or by an equivalent method
deslanated In accordance with part 113 of
thla chapter. The required freqlolency of
measurements IB specified In part 118 of this
chapter.
Several terms used throughout· thla appendix must be defined. A "dally vAlue" for
PM.. refers to the U-hour averaae concen·
tratlon of PMao calculated or meuured from
midnliht to mldnlaht <local time). The term
"exceedance" means a daUy value that Is
above the level of the 34-hour standard
alter roundln& to the nearest 10 J&i/m• (J.e.,
values endlnr In II or rreater ue to be
rounded up). The term "ave.raro" ·refers to
an arithmetic mean. All particulate matter
atandarda are expressed In terms of expect·
ed annual values: expected number of uxcoe·
danoea per year tor tho 24·hour standards
and expected annual arithmetic mean for
the annual standards. Tho "expected
annual value" Is the number approached
when tho annual values trom an lncrouJni
number of ,Jeara aro averared, In the ab·
aence of lonr-tenn trends In eml&slona or
meteoroloatcal condltlona. The term "year''
refers to a calendar year.
Althourh the dlscuaalon In thla appendix
fOiluaes on monitored data, tho aame prlncl·,
plu apply to modellnr data, subject to EPA
: modellnl ruldellnes.
.
2.0 Attainment Detenn,nattonl.
· •· 1.1 34-Hour Pnma111 and Secondart/
Standard•.

.

, .. Under 40 CFR II0.6Ca) tho 3t·hour primary
Uld secondary standards are attained when
tho expected number of oxceedanpea per
·rear at each monltorlnr alto Ia leas than or
'equal to one. In the simplest case, the
number of expected exceedancea at a site Is
determined by recording the number of ex·
ceedancea In each calendar year and then
avera&ln& them over the past 3 calendar
. rears. Situations In which 3 years of data
are not available and possible adjustments
for unusual events or trends are dlacilssed In
Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Further, when data for
a )'ear are Incomplete, It Ia necessary to
compute an estimated number of excee·
dances for that year by adjustlnr the ob·
aerved number of exceedancea. Thlli procedure, performed by calendar quartea. Ia de·
ICI'Ibed In Section 3. The expected number
ol exceedances Ia then estimated by !lveraa·
lni the Individual annual estimates !or the
put 3 years.
·

The comparlaon with the allowable expected exceedanoo rate of one per year Ia
made In terma of a number rounded to the
nearest tenth <tractional values equal to or
areater than 0.011 are to be rounded up; e.a .•
an exceedance rate of 1.011 would be rounded
to 1.1, which Ia the lowest rate for nonat·
talnment>.
2.3 Annual Prima,., and Seconda711
Standard~.

Under 40 CFR fi0.8Cb>, the annual primary
and secondary standards are attained when
the expected annual arithmetic mean PM,.
concentration Is less than or equal to the
level of the standard. In the simplest case,
the expected annual arithmetic mean Ia determined by averarln& the annual arithmetic mean PM,. concentratlona for the past 3
calendar years. Because of the potential for
Incomplete data and the possible seasonality
In PM,. concentratlona, the annual mean
shall be calculated by averagin& the four
quarterly means of PMao concentrations
within the calendar year. The formula& for
calculatln& the annual arithmetic mean are
given In Section 4. Situations In which 3
years of data are not available and possible
adjuttments tor unUIIual events or trends
are dlacuaaed In Sectlona 2.3 and 3.4. Tho ex·
pected annual arithmetic mean Ia rounded
to the nearest 1 J&l/m1 before comparison
with the annual atandards <fractional values
equal to or rreater than 0.11 are to be round·
ed up).
2.3 Data Requirement~.
40 CFR 118.13 specifies tho required mini·
mum frequency of BIUllPllna for PM,•. For
the purposes of maltJni comparlaona with
the particulate matter standards, all data
produced b)' National Air Monltorln& Sta·
tiona <NAMS), State and Local Air Monitor·
Ina Stations <SLAMS) and other sites sub·
mltted to EPA In accordance with tho Part
08 roqulrementa mlllt be used, and a minimum ot 75 percent of the scheduled PM,.
&IUllPles per quarter are required.
To demonatrate attainment of either the
annual or 24·hour standards at a monitoring
site, the monitor must provide sufficient
data to perform the required calculatlona of
Sectlona 3 and 4. The amount of data re·
qulred varies with the siUllpllna frequency,
data capture rate and the number of years
of record. In all cases, 3 years ot represent&·
tlve monltortna data that meet the 15 per·
cent criterion ot the previous paragraph
should he utilized, If available, and would
suffice. More than 3 years may be considered, It all additional representative years ot
data meettng the 76 percent criterion are
utilized. Data not meeting these criteria
may also suffice to show attainment; however, such exceptions will have to be approved
by the appropriate Re~rlonal Administrator
In accordance with EPA guidance.
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There are leas ttrinaent da~a requirement-s
1or ahGwina tba.t a monitor has tailed an s.ttainlnent test and thua ha.s recorded a. vlolaUon of the particulate natter etand~trdB. Altbouih it 11 senen.Uy necesauy to meet tne
sninimum 'l6 percent data capture requirement. per QUU'tn ta uu the e~omput~Wm11.1
tol'U\t.tla.t deacrlbed In StcUom 3 and "· thta
criterton dooa not •PPlV when less data. l&
aulflcJent to unambliUOualy e11tabll.sh nonat~ent. The toltowlni exam{lles lllus·
trate how nooattaJnment can be demon~ Yf.f?C!O I. I!.Jte fa.tla tG meet tne COtll·
Pl~~eaa crf~ria- NonattaJ.nment of the 24b~~ p~ !lt;andarda can be eatabllshed
bJ (&) Uie obs~rved annual number of excee.
~ te-6. loQr oblerved exceedances ln a
•~nat), or ~Y (b) the estimated number
Gt exoooclancea 4orlve4 from the obseroed
nW:jl~ ot. exC:eedf.ncea and the required
numbet" oiiiCheduled aamplea <e.i. two ob·
aerve<l exceedancea wtth everv other day
1 Aq~Pllnl>· · Nonattahunent of llle annual
' 1t&n~ Gfofl bt demon.atrated on the be.sls
ol quarterlY mean concentrations developed
1 lrom obae(\'ed d&t-. combined with one-hall
the ~um detectable concentration ilUb·
atltute4' tor zn!lialn6 vaJue1. In beth cases,
e¥pecte4 annual values must exceed th.e
levels allowed by the standards.
.Aahutment /or Exceptional Event.!

ate Regional Administrator In accordance
with EPA IUldance.

a.O

Computational Jormutcu joT the Z4·
hour 1tandara1.
a.1 £JtimnUnp E'~ceelt111\Cil~ /Or a. ]fear.
If PM.. aa.mpUni Is acheduJed )eu 1re·

qu<mtly than ovary d1111, or II •omo •chello
uled 11a.mples are mllllled, a PM.. value wlU
not be available lor eech day ot the rear. To
account for the poulble effect of incomplete
data, a.n adjustment must be made to the
data collected e.t each monltorlnl location
to esUmate the number of elteeedanceB In a
calendar year. In this adjustment, the U·
aumptlon Is made that. the tract-Ion of mlsJ..
In& values that would have exceeded the
atandard 1eve111ldenUcal to the fraction of
measured values t.bove thls level. Thill com·
pulatlon ll to be m•de !Dr all •U.el tha.t •n
scheduled to monitor throuKhout the enUre
ye&r a.nd meet the mlnlmum da.ta requirementa of Section 2.3, Because of poulble
&elllional Imbalance, thll adJustment &hall bo
applied on a quarterly basJa. The atlmatl
of tile expected number ot eKceeda.nces tor
the Quarter Is equal to the ol)served number
of exceeda.nces plua an Increment ll8IIOCiated
with the missing data. The followlnJ formu·
Ia must be used for these computatlotll:

2..

exceptional

1Ar.e matl;er or an event that Ia not eKpected
to recur al. a liven location. Inclu;,Jon of
autb a. value ln lhe computation of exceeQe.ncq or averaees coUld result ln ~nappro
PriJt.te ~tlul,atea of tbeir t~pectlve expected
ann~ valuea. To reduce the effect o! un·
111\UJ ·avenu. lllote tnan yea!'ll or repreaenta~v~ ~ta mar bo uae.:J. Alternauvely,
other te<lhillquu, Juoh aa the Ulle of ato.Uattcal mo4tJa. or the uae ol ll!Jitorh:ul ddu
could be co111ldered 10 tha.t the event may
be dlaec\mted or weteht.ed according to the
lfteUhood that It wtll recur. The Ulie ot such
techniQue. 18 IUbject. to the approval or the
appropriate Negton&l Administrator In accordlulce wtt.h EPA i\lldance.
ln ·cases where tome-term trends In emJs:;lona and aJr quallty are evident. mathematIcal techDlquea should be applied to account
for the lrends to ensure that the expected
annual valuea are not lnapproprlatel:r
t.laaed by wue:presentaUve data. In the &1mpleat ca&o. U 3 yeara of data are available
under ata.ble emiaalon wnd!Uon!i., Lilla do.ta
1hould be wsed. In the event Ql a ireutl or
shUt In etniss(on patterns. either U<e most
recent representative year(lii could be used
or atatliitlcal techniques or models could be
used In conJunction with previous years ol
data to adjust !or trendll. The UM! of lcs.>
than 3 yeatli of data. and any adJu~tmo:nts
are aub$ect to the approval of the approprl·

a
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expe()ted number of exceedancu ts then es·
tlmated by averac-Lnli' the lndMdual &nl!Ual
Mlmat.ea tor the rno1t recent 3 or more rep·
reaentatlve yeara of data. The expected
number of exceede.ncea muat be rounded to
one decimal place UracUonal valuea equal to
or ltcator than o.oo aro Lo bo r"undod up),
Thf! •d.Juat.ment. tor fuccml)lele uta will
~~t be neceuary fQt' monltorlntr or modeltne
uata wblch constitutes a com~lete record
i.e., 365 day• per year.
'
To reduce the PotentlaJ tor overe.attrnt.ttna
tbe number of expected exceedancea the
oorrectlon tor mwlnli' data wW not be re·
Qulred for a calendar quarter ln which the
.flrat obaenred exceedance has occurrea tt·
(&) there wu only one exceediU\oe In th~
oalendar quarter, tb) everyday aampllnr 11
JUb&equently jn£tl&ted and matntained for •
Ct.lendu Que.rtera in accordance' with -to
CFR 48.13 and (c) data capture or 75 percent la a.chleved durlnr the reQuired perlo(i
of everyday aarnpllnr. In &ddlt"", " tt\e
llrat exceedance II observed In & C&lendar
~uaner In which the monitor Ia already
aampllna every day, no t.dJuat.Jnent tor miss·
l.nJ dt.t.a will be made w the tlrat excee·
dance It a 'I& percent dt.ta capture rate waa
~hleved In the quarwr ln wblcb It was ob·
.aerved.

then be U/3JX(2.2+0.0+0.0)=0.7, and the
monltorln& elte would not !aU the attainment tat.
3.2 A4iwtmenu for Non-Scheduled So.m·

pUng DaJJL

It a IIYatematlc aampUnv aohodtllo 111 1111>11
ILild llampllna Ia pertwmed on dBYB tn a.ddl·
tlon to the days specified by the ayatemattc
aamplln& ~~ehedule, e.r.• durin& eplaodea of
bleb polluUon, then an adJuatment muat be

made in the lonnula for lbe atJmatJon ot
exceedancea. Such an adJWitment Ia needed
to eUmtnat4! the blaa In the estUrlate ot the
quarterly and annual number ol exceede.nces that would occur U the chance ot an
exceediUlce 11 different for acheduled than
tor non-~eheduled dt.ys, u would be the cue
Wlth eplaode .aampllns.
The re<tulred adjustment. treats the ay8 •
tematlo aampllna achedule aJJ a etrattttea
aarnpllnr plan. It the period from one IICt\eduled aample until the day precedlni the
next scheduled aAIIJDJe 1.11 dellned aa a sam·
Pllnl stratum, then there Ill one stratum for
each scheduled saanplln~ day, An avera;e
number ot observed exc:eedancea Ia comput·
ed for each of tbeae aampltna atrat&. With
nollBCheduled sampUng days, the estimated
number of eneediUlCel Is detlned aa

Example 1

and 7'mulL ·

M
event is an UllCCntrolJable
event cauaed by natural aources ol partlcu-

Environmental Protedlon Aa•ncy

wnere
e.=the estimated. number ol e:xceedancu
for calendar quarter q,
v.=the observed number of exceedances lor
calendar quarter q,
N.,.the number ot daylln calendar quarter
II.

n.=the number of daya In calendar quarter
q with PMoe data, t.nd
Q ...tho Index for calendar quart.or, q .. 1, 2, 1
or 4.
The estimated number of exceedance.a 101
a ~alenda.r qua.rter mWlt be rounded to the
nearest hundredth (ftl\cUonal value& equal
to or ~rreater than O.G<Ii muat be rounded
Up).

Tne estlm11.ted number or exceedancea tor
the yea.r. e, ls the sum o:t: the estimates
each calendar quarter.

{Gr

Durma a ~rtlcular calendar quarter 39
out ot a :posiible IJ2 lit.mplea were recorded
with one 'bbsenred e:xceedanee al the 2t:
nour att.ndard. Uslnr fonnula lll, the estJ·
:~~d number t>f exceedancea for &he quar·

e, .. lx&:&/3&"'2.359 or 2.36
If \he e»timated e:xceedances tor the other 3

C&lendar Quarter• In the year were :uo, o.o
&nd 0.0, t.hen, ualnr lormula {2J, the eatl·
mated number of oxooodcmoo• lor tho yoar
Ia 2.30t~UOHI.Gt-O.O Which ellUalll 4.118 or
'.'1. II no exceedlUlees were ot.aerved for the
a previou. years, then the 4!Xpected number
ol exceedancea k estimated by:
U/3}X(4.1 +0+0h.. l.57
or 1.8, Slnce 1.6 exceeds the allow&bh1
number ol expected exceedanca. tllls monltorlna site would fall the attalmnent test.
£.zample 2

The estimated number of exceedancea lor
a single year must be rounded to one decl·
m!ll place Clractlorw.l value~ equal to or
Ur,('f\fl)r fhQ11. .fl

(\ol;.

n..,..., r....,

1-.-. - - · - -

I-

W

ln tbts example, everyday aamptlna wa..~
Initiated followtna the flrat obaervecl exceetlance u requlrttd by 40 Cl',R 118.13. Accorlf.
lnil)', the lint observed oxceediLnce would
not be adjUJtted for Incomplete &8J11pllna
Dllrin& the nex.t thr~e QUEU"ters, 1.2 excee.
dances were e~;tlmated. In thlB case, the e~;tf.
mated e~:eeed!Wces f{lr the year would lJE·
1.0+1.2+0.0+0.0 whlcb equala 2.2. 11, as
be!ore, no eKceeua.nces were obaerved foJ
the two previous Years th.-n ,,._ --··

rn.
e • ., IN./tn,)

x

I

lvl/kl)

[3]

J-1
where
e.•the estimated number ol oxceodancea
lor the quarter.
N. ~ lho numhor or d"y" Ju Lho 1111"rLor
m."' the numoor ot 11tr&ta with s~ples
durlnK the quarter.
V1=the number of observed exceedancea In
etr~C.um j, and
k1= t.he number of actual samples In str&tum

J.

Note tha.t It only one sample value is re·
corded ln ea.ch stratum, then formula C3J re·
duces to fonnula [1).
Ezample J

A monlt.or!Jlg &lte aamples accordln1r to a
sysl.ema.ttc aamp!lnz IChed\lle of one sampk
every Cl days, Cor a total of 10 achadulud
BampJcl In a quartor ou~ of a. l.ot.a1 of 92 POB·
Bible samples. Durlnr one 6-day perlod potential episode levels of PM,. were suspec~
ed, so li additional samp1es were t-aken. One
ot the regular acheduled saroples was
m!saed, so a total ol 19 aamples fn 14 samPling atrata wP~A ~~-h .. -- • -·

; !

I
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~

with· one 1i81Dple per stratum recorded zero
' exceedaru:ea. Ualnl formula (3), the estlmat·
: ed nwnber ot exceedances tor the quarter is
: e.~CII~/~·lXC2/t+0+ ••• +0>=2.19
1 •.0 0o111putat1onal Fonnulaa for Annual

. su.n~.
•. 1

~tloll

of the A.nnual Arithmetic

¥~·:.
An mnual arithmetic mean value for PM.,
18 ~e~ed by avera&ini' the quarterly

moaw for the ' calendar Quarters of the
~e&r. The toUo~ formula Ia to be used

tor calculation of the mean for a calendar
quarter:

Environmental Protedlon Agency

E:rample 4
Uslna formula £41, the quarterly mea.na
are calculated ror each calendar quarter. It
the quarterly mellll8 are 52.-t. '15.3, 82.1, and
63.2 1411/m •, then the annual mean Ia
X ~ 11/Ux<ll2.t+'l&.3-+811.1+8lt2)
= 68.26 or 66.3
4 2 AdJuatmenta tor Non-scheduled Sam·
pUna Days.
An adjustment In the calculation ot the
annual mean Is needed It s&mpUna Ia per·
formed on daya In addition to t.be days spec·
llled by the systematic sampUna schedule.
For the same reaaolll alven In the dlacusa.lon
of estimated exceedancea <Section 3.:n, the
quarterly averages would be calculated by
using the lollowlna formula:

(52 FR 2466'1, July 1, 198'1; 62 FR 26402,
July 14, 1887; 52 :FR 29382, .Aug. 7, 198'1; 52
FR :U'lOl, Aui'. 21, 198'11

,-~

\\ '

·.

PART 51-REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPT&ON1 AND SUB-

MinAL
PLANS

I

.-.I

I

Subporf D-Malnt•nance of Notional
Standarda
'
Sec.
IIUO Scope,
AQMA

x,

UJ

f-1

m..
lt, = 0/m.,.l X

' wh§ro
I .i;;; ibi' 'qUarter})'

mean concentnllon tor
-quarter Q, q .. l, 2. a. or ••
n_;,.:the number of aamplea tn the quarter,

- foll4

x1- tbe lth concentration value recorded In
the quarter.
The Quarterly mean, expressed tn 1-'illm•.
muaL be rounded to the nea.reat tenth Cfrac·

' Uonal values ot 0.05 should be rounded up).
The annual mean Ia calculated by ualng
the foUowtna formul&:

I. "' 0/0 X

•

I,

k,

r r

(Xu/k,)

(G)

j .. 1 1-1

where
s..=the quarterly mean concentration for
quarter Q, Q= 1, 2, 3, or '·
Xu=the ttb concentration value recorded ID
stratum J.
k1 =the number of actual aamples In atrat.um
J. and
m.. =the number of strata with data fn the
quarter.
Jf one sample value Ia recorded fn eacb
stratum, fonnula [6) reduces Lo a almplt
arithmetic averaae of the observed valuu u
described by formula (oil.

l,

IIi)

q=l

Esample 5

Dnrln11 one calendar quarter, 9 oblervawuru ruoo:rdad. Tha1o 1amplo1 wore dif.
trlbuted among '1 sampltna atrata, wtth ll observatlona In one str11.tum. The concentra·
tlons of the 3 observatlollll In the slnale aU.
tum were 1102, :an, and 180 l'i/rn•. The ,.._
malnlng 6 obaerved concentratlow were II,
68, 73, 92, 120, and IIIII l"i/m 1• Applylni tht
wt'iwhllnll factor& apocitled In formull~ ltJ.
tho tiUP.rlerly mean iN
X, = 0/7)XUI/3lX(202+242+1801+
55i 68+'13+92+120+1551
Uuud

where
a-the annual mean, and
a.-tho me&n tor calendar quarter q.
The avera11e ot QUIUterly meii.Cill mWlt bt
rounded to the neareat tenth (fractional
valuet of 0,06 ahould be rounded upl.
Tbt Ule Dl QUarterly a.ven.~tea to cumpulc
tbe annual aver&i'e wtu not be necessary for
anonftorlni or modellna data which results
In a complete record, i.e., 361i day a per year.
Tho expected annual mean 1a e5llmated as
the aver&a'e of three or more ~~.nnual means.
Thla anulU-yea.r estimate, expressed In 1-'g/
m•, ahall be rounded to the nearest Integer
for comparllion with the annual standard
<fractional values of 0.11 should be rounded

Although 24-hour rneaaurementa art
rounded to the neareat 10 l'i/m• tor determinations of exceedancea of the 2t-hour
standard, note that these valuea are rounded to the nearest 1 l'i/m• tor the calcula-

up).

tinn o( mee.:":o.

-

110.1

IMPLEMENTATION

Sut.porta A-c-[a.a•rv••ll

n.
.. - <1/n.) X

Of

AKALYill

U.U AQMA anal~sla: Submltt.al date .
11.42 AQMA analyala: Analyala period.
11.43 AQMA analysis: OuldeUne..
IIU-t AQMA anafyala: Projection of erntaalona.
lUI AQMA analysla: Allocation ot ernlsalow,
6U6 AQMA analysla: ProJection ol atr
QU&lity concentratlona.
6U'l AQMA analysta: Deacrtptlon of data

aourcea.

baaea.

IUS AQMA analyala: Data
lUll AQMA &nalyals: Techniques descrlp·
tlon.~

ll.liO AQMA anafysla: Accuracy factors.
111.51 AQMA analysla: Submittal of calcula·
tlons.

AQMAPLAM
61.112 AQUA plan: General.
111.111 AQW plan: Demon~tratlon of adequacy.
111.5-t AQUA plan: Btrat.e1J1e1.
11.1111 AQMA plan: Leaal authority.
111.118 AQMA plan: Future strat.ealea.
6l.ll'l AQMA Jllau: Futuro lt~llal auLhurl~y. '
111.118 AQMA plan: lnteraovemrnental cooperll.tion.
lll.69 (Reserved]
·
GUO AQMA plan: Re110urces.
61.81 AQMA plan: Bubmltt.al format.
6U2 AQMA analyala and Pl&n: Data avail·
&blllty.
lil.tla AQMA lltudyllil!llnd ptan: Alternative
procedures.
Svbporl E-{lo••rvodJ

lut.port f-Proc•cluroll•qulre••ntt
&1.100 DeflnltJons.
U.lOl Stipulations.
61.102 Public hearings.
til.103 Bubmlsalon ot plam; !)rel!minary
review or plans.

Pt. 51
Sec.
51.104 Revisions.
11.101 Approval of pliUlB.
Subpart G-Control Str~t•gy
111.110 Attainment and maintenance of na·
tlonal standards.

51.111 Description ot control measures.
61.112 Demonatratlon of adequacy.
51.113 Time period for dernonatratlon o!
adequacy.
5l.ll4 ·EmlsaJons data and proJections.
51.115 Air Quality data and projections.
51.116 Data avallabii!Ly.
61.117 Additional provlalons tor lead.
lil.llB Stack helaht provlalona.
lil.llll Intennlttent control systems.

Sut.part H-Provontlon of Air Pollution
Emoraoncy Epl•odo1
61.160 Cla8111tlcatlon of realona for episode
plana.
61.161 Slanlflcant hann levels.
51.162 Continaency plana.
U.lli3 Reevaluation ot episode plans.

Subpart l-l•vlow of N•w Sour~• ancl
Mocllflcatlon•
61.160 Legally enforceable procedures.
61.161 Public availability of lntonnatlon
lil.l62 Jdentillcatfon
ol
responslbl~
aeency.
61.163 Adrninlatratlon procedures.
61.16-t Stack hefeht procedurea.
61.166 Perrnft reQulrementa.
lil.166 Prevention of siiPlUicant deterioration ot air qualJty.

Subpart J-Ambl•nl Air Ouollty Survellklnse
61.190 Ambient air quality montLortna re.
quJrementa.
llfl>perl K-leurce lur~telllan'•
51.210 General.

51.211 EmiMlon reporta and recordkeeptna
51.212 TesUng, lnapocUon, enforcement:
and compla.lnta.
51.213 Transportation control measures.
51.2U Continuous eml&lon rnonltorlna.

Subpart L-LeeaJ Authority
51.:130 Requlrement.s for all plans.
51.231 Identification ot Ieaal authority.
61.232 ABIII"nment. of le&II.L II.UthoriLy to
local !lBencles.
Subpart M-lnl•ruov•tllm•ntal Con,ultatlon
AGEHCY 0ES1GHATJOH

51.240 General plan requirements.

U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Research and Development
Atmospheric Research and Exposure
Assessment Laboratory
Methods Research &Development Division (HD-77)
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711
919 541-2622 or 919 541-4599
FTS 629-2622 or FTS 629-4599
Issue Date:

February 8, 1993

** *** ****** *** ** • ** * ***• *
Previous Revision·: September 28, 1992
*

*

*
* New Designations:

*
*

*
*
*
*

*

•

•
Dasibi Environmental Corporation
•
Model 2108 Oxides of Nitrogen Analyzer
•
Lear Siegler Measurement Controls Corporation •
Model ML9841 Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer
•
Model ML9810 Ozone Analyzer
•
Model ML9850 Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer
•
* ** ****• *• *** *• * *• • • • • • •

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHOQS.
These methods for measuring ambient concentrations of specified air pollutants have been designated as "reference
methods" or •equivalent methods" in accordance with Title 40, Part 53 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part
53). Subject to any limitations (e.g., operating range) specified in the applicable designation, each method is
acceptable for use in state or local air quality surveillance systems under 40 CFR Part 58 unless the applicable
designation is subsequently canceled. Automated methods are acceptable for use at temperatures between 20°C and 30°C
and line voltages between 105 and 125 volts unless wider limits are specified in the method description.
Prospective users of the methods listed should note (1) that each method must be used in strict accordance with
the operation or instruction manual and with applicable quality assurance procedures, and (2) that modification of a
method by its vendor or user may cause the pertinent designation to be inapplicable to the method as modified. (See
Section 2.8 of Appendix C, 40 CFR Part 58 for approval of modifications to any of these methods by users.)
I

Further information concerning particular designations may be found in the Federal Register notice cited for each
method or by writing to the Atmospheric Research & Exposure Assessment Laboratory, Methods Research &Development
Division (HD-77), U.S. Environmental Protect.ion Agency, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711. Technical
information concerning the methods should be obtained by writing to the "source" listed for each method. New analyzers
or PH 10 samplers sold as reference or equivalent methods must carry a label or sticker identifying them as designated
methods. For analyzers or PH 10 samplers sold prior to the designation, the model number does not necessarily identify
an analyzer or sampler as a designated method. Consult the manufacturer or seller to determine if a previously sold
analyzer or sampler can be considered a designated method, or if it can be upgraded to designation status. Analyzer
users who experience operational or other difficulties with a designated analyzer or sampler and are unable to resolve
the problem directly with the instrument manufacturer may contact EPA (preferably in writing) at the above address for
assistance.
This list will be revised as necessary to reflect any new designations or any cancellation of a designation
currently in effect. The most current revision of the list will be available for inspection at EPA's Regional Offices,
and copies may be obtained by writing to the Atmospheric Research & Exposure Assessment Laboratory at the address
specified above.
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LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS
IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE

Manual

Reference

47
48

54912 12/06/82
17355 04/22/83

Manual

Reference

52
52

24664 07/01/87
29467 08/07/87

Manual

Reference

52

37366 10/06/87

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

PARTICULATE MATTER - TSP
******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Suspended
Particulate Matter in the
Atmosphere (High-Volume Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix 8

PARTICULATE MATTER - PMIO
******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Particulate
Matter as PM 10 in the Atmosphere

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J

RFPS-1087-062 "Wedding &Associates'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
PM 10 Critical Flow High-Volume
P.O. Box 1756
Sampler," consisting of the
fort Collins, CO 80522
following components:
Wedding PM10 Inlet
Wedding & Associates' Critical Flow Device
Wedding & Associates' Anodized Aluminum Shelter
115, 220 or 240 VAC Motor Blower Assembly
Mechanical Timer Or Optional Digital Timer
Elapsed Time Indicator
Filter Cartridge/Cassette

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

Page 3
REF. OR
EOUJV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOl.

PAGE

DATE

PARTICULATE HATTER - PH 10 (Continued)
RFPS-1287-063 •sterra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Works Model 1200
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PM 10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting,of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 1200 PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-IIH, GHW-IP-10,
GMW-IP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.
RFPS-1287-064 •sterra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Works Hodel 321-8
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PM 10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting~of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 321-B PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-11H, GHW-IP-10,
GMW-IP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.

.,
. 'f,
;

... .
..._

:_~ _,.' ,_1, ._ _::~.\.}; .. ·~;'-~-

~·

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT ftETHOOS
IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

Pagl
REF. OR
EOUIY •.•

FED. REGISTER NOTit
VOL. PAGE
DATE

PARTICULATE MATTER - PMso (Continued)
•sierra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52 45684 12/01/8
General Metal Works Model 321-C
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/8t
PM10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System,• consisting of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 321-C PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-11H, GHW-IP-10,
GMW-IP-10-70, GMW-IP-10-801, or GMW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge .
.l

'~
·'
'

RFPS-0389-071

•oregon OEQ Medium Volume
PM, 0 Samp 1er•
NOTE: This method is not now
commercially available.

RFPS-0789-073 •sierra-Andersen Models SA241 and
SA241M or General Metal Works
Models G241 and G241M PM 10
Dichotomous Samplers", consisting
of the following components:
Sampling Module with SA?M~h ,.. ••
r.?A&:~

,,..

State of Oregon
Manual
Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
811 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Reference

54

12273 03/24/89

Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
Atlanta, GA 30336 "
or
General Het;~l ..,,.._,.~

Reference

54

31241 07/27/89

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION
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MANUAL
OR AUTO

Page 5
REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL.

PAGE

DATE

PARTICULATE HATTER - PH 10 (Continued)
EQPH-0990-076 "Andersen Instruments
Andersen Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Equiv.
55
38387 09/18/90
Hodel FH621-N PM; 0 Beta
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
Attenuation Monitor,"
Atlanta, GA 30336
consisting of the following
components:
.
FH621 Beta Attenuation 19-inch Control Module
SA246b PH 10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
FH101 Vacuum Pump Assembly
FH102 Accessory Kit
FH107 Roof Flange Kit
FH125 Zero and Span PM 10 Mass Foil Calibration Kit
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with an observing time of 60 minutes, the calibration factor
set to 2400, a glass fiber filter tape, an automatic filter advance after each 24-hour sample period, and
with or without either of the following options:
FHOP1 Indoor Cabinet
FHOP2 Outdoor Shelter Assembly
EQPM-1090-079 "Rupprecht &Patashnick TEOM
Rupprecht &Patashnick Co., Auto
Equiv.
55
43406 10/29/90
Inc.
Series 1400 and Series 1400a
PH-10 Monitors,• consisting
8 Corporate Circle
of the following components:
Albany, NY 12203
TEOM Sensor Unit
TEOM Control Unit
•
Rupprecht &Patashnick PM-10 Inlet (part number 57-00596) or
Sierra-Andersen Model 246b PM-10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
Flow Splitter
Teflon-Coated Glass Fiber Filter Cartridges
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with the total mass averaging ttme set at 300 seconds,
the mass rate/mass concentration averaging time set at 300 seconds, the gate time set at 2 seconds,
and with or without either of the following options:
Tripod
Outdoor Enclosure
Automatic Cartridge Collection Unit (Series 1400a only)

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
IDEN II fl CAII ON

MANUAL
OR AUTO

SOURCE

Page 6

REF. OR

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL.

PAGE

Equiv.

56

9216 03/05/91

EOUIV.

DATE

PARTICULATE HATTER - PH,0 (Continued)
EQPM-0391-081 "Wedding &Associates'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
Auto
PM10 Beta Gauge Automated
P.O. Box 1756
Particle Sampler," consisting
fort Collins, CO 80522
of the following components:
Particle Sampling Module
PMlo Inlet (18.9 1iter/min)
Inlet Tube and Support Ring
Vacuum Pump (115 VAC/60 Hz or 220-240 VAC/50 Hz)
operated for 24-hour average measurements with glass fiber filter tape.

'

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

Page

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICI

Manual

Reference

47
48

54899 12/06/8
17355 04/22/8

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE

******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Sulfur
Dioxide in the Atmosphere
(Pararosaniline Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A

EQS-0775-001

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Technicon I
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equiv.

40

34024 08/13/7

EQS-0775-002

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Techntcon II
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equiv

40

34024

08/13/7

Equiv.

41
41
42
45

3893
32946
13044
1147

01/27/7
08/06/7
03/08/7
Ol/04/8

EQSA-1275-005 "Lear Siegler Model SM1000 S02
Lear Siegler Measurement
Ambient Monitor," operated on the
Controls Corporation
0-0.5 ppm range, at a wavelength 74 Inverness Drive East
of 299.5 nm, with the "slow"
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
(300 second) response time, with
or without any of the following options:
SM-1 Internal Zero/Span
SM-2 Span Timer Card
SM-3 0-0.1 Volt Output
SM-4 0-5 Volt Output
SM-5 Alternate Sample Pump
SM-6 Outdoor Enclosure

Auto

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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Auto

Equ1v.

41
43

VOL.

PAGE

OATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued}
EQSA-1275-006 "Meloy Model SA185-2A Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer,• operated on
the 0-0.5 ppm range, with or
without any of the following
options:
S-1 linearized Output
S-2 Modified Recorder Output
S-5 Teflon-Coated Block
S-6A Reignite Timer Circuit
S-7 Press To Read
S-11A Manual Zero And Span
S-11B Automatic Zero And Span
S-13 Status lights
S-14 Output Booster Amplifier
S-14B line Transmitter Board
or operated on the 0-1.0 ppm range
the other options.
EQSA-0276-009

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

S-18 Rack Mount Conversion
S-24
S-33
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-21 Front Panel Digital Volt
Meter
S-34
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-35
And Status (Timer)
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-36
S-23 Automatic Zero Adjust
S-38
S-23A Automatic/Manual Zero Adjust

3893 01/27/71
38088 08/25/71

Dual Range Linearized Output
Remote Range Control And Status
(Signals)
Remote Control
Front Panel Digital Meter With
BCD Output
Dual Range Log-Ltnear Output
Sampling Mode Status

with either option S-36 or options S-1 and S-24, with or without any of

~Thermo Electron Model 43 Pulsed
Thermo Environmental
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
Instruments, Inc.
equipped with an aromatic hydro- 8 West Forge Parkway
carbon cutter and operated on a
Franklin, MA 02038
range of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0
ppm, with or without any of the following options:
001 Rack Mounting For Standard 19 Inch Relay Rack
002 Automatic Actuation Of Zero And Span Solenoid Valves
003 Type S Flash lamp Power Supply
·
004 low Flow

Auto

Equtv.

41
41
42
44
45
45

8531
15363
20490
21861
2700
32419

02/27/7f
04/12/7€
04/20/77
04/12/79
01/14/80
05/16/80
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0676-010 "Philips PW9755, S0 2 Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Auto
Equiv.
41
26252 06/25/7
41
46019 10/19/7
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
42
28571 06/03/7
PW9755/02 S02 Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9741/00 S02 Source
PW9721/00 Filter Set S02
PW9711/00 Electrolyte S02
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/10 Supply Unit/Coulometric
.Either PW9731/00 Sampler or PW9731/20 Dust Filter (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated with a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage setting of 760 millivolts; with or without an)
of the following options:
PW9750/30 Frame For MTT
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold
PW9753/00 Mounting Rack For Accessorie
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9754/00 Air Distributor
EQSA-0876-011 "Philips PW9700 S02 Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Auto
Equiv.
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
PW9710/00 Chemical Unit w~th:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9711/00 Electrolyte S02
PW9721/00 Filter Set S02
PW9740/00 S02 Source
PW9720/00 Electrical Unit
PW9730/00 Sampler Unit (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated with a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage of 760 millivolts.

41

34105

08/12/7

Auto
Equiv.
Lear Siegler Measurement
41
36245 08/27/7
EQSA-0876-013 "Monitor Labs Model 8450 Sulfur
Controls Corporation
44
33476 06/11/7
Monitor," operated on a range of
74 Inverness Drive East
either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with
a 5 second time constant, a model Englewood, CO 80112-5189
8740 hydrogen sulfide scrubber
in the sample line, with or without any of the following options:
V Zero/Span Valves
BP Bipolar Signal Processor
IZS Internal Zero/Span Module
CLO Current Loop Output
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter VT Zero/Span Valves And Timer
DO Status Remote Interface
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NUMBER
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued}
EQSA-0877-024 "ASARCO Model 500 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range; or
"ASARCO Model 600 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-l.O ppm
range. (Both models are identical

ASARCO Incorporated
3422 South 700 West
Salt lake City, UT 84119

42
44

44264 09/02/77
67522 11/26/79

except the range.)

NOTE: This method is not now commercially available.
EQSA-0678-029 "Beckman Hodel 953 Fluorescent
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Equiv.
43
35995 08/14/78
Ambient S02 Analyzer," operated
Process Instruments Division
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
2500 Harbor Boulevard
0-1.0 ppm, with a time constant
Fullerton, CA 92634
setting of 2, 2.5, or 3 minutes,
a 5 to 10 micron membrane filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, with or without any
of the following options:
a. Remote Operation Kit, Catalog No. 641984
b. Digital Panel Meter, Catalog No. 641710
c. Ra~k Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641709
d. Panel Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641708
EQSA-1078-030 "Bendix Model 8303 Sulfur
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm,
with a Teflon filter installed
on the sample inlet of the H2 S
scrubber assembly.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

Equiv.

43

50733

10/31/78

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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Auto

Equiv.

43

VOL.

PAGE

PATE

50733

10/31/78

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-1078-032 "Meloy Model SA285E Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer," operated
on the following ranges and
time constant switch positions:

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, IX 78759

!

Range. ppb Time Constant Setting
0-50*
0-100*
0-500
0-1000

1 or
1 or
off, 1 or
off, 1 or

10
10
10
10

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for
operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same
absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range.
Thus, designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably
better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.

The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between Iooc and 4poc and at line voltages between lOS and 130
volts, with or without any of the following options:
S-30 Auto Reignite
S-5 Teflon Coated Block
S-22B Remote Zero/Span Control
S-32 Remote Range Control And Status
S-14B line Transmitter Board
And Status (Pulse)
S-35 front Panel Digital Meter With
S-18 Rack Mount Conversion
S-23 Auto Zero Adjust
BCD Output
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-23A Auto/Manual Zero Adjust
S-37 Temperature Status lights
S-21 front Panel Digital Meter S-25 Press To Read
S-38 Sampling Mode Status
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-26 Manual Zero And Span
And Status (Timer)
S-27 Auto Manual Zero/Span
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-28 Auto Range And Status
EQSA-0779-039 "Monitor labs Model 8850
fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
internal time constant setting
of 55 seconds, a TFE sample filter
options:
03A Rack
03B Slides
OSA Valves Zero/Span
06A IZS Internal Zero/Span
Source

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

Equiv.

44

44616 07/30/79

installed on the sample inlet line, with or without any of the following
068,C,D NBS Traceable Permeation
Tubes
OBA Pump
09A Rack Mount For Option OBA
010 Status Output WfConnector

013
014
017
018

Recorder Output Options
DAS Output Options
low Flow Option
Kicker

February 8, 1993
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0580-046 "Meloy Model SA 700 Fluorescence Columbia Scientific
Auto
Equiv.
45 31488 05/13/80
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," operaIndustries
ted on the 0-250 ppb*, the 0-500 11950 Jollyville Road
ppb, or the 0-1000 ppb range with Austin, IX 78759
a time constant switch position
of either 2 or 3. The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between 20°C and Jo•c and at ltne voltages
between 105 and 130 volts, with or without any of the following options:
FS-1 Current Output
FS-2 Rack Mount Conversion
FS-2A Rack Mount Conversion
FS-28 Rack Mount Conversion
FS-3 Front Panel Mounted Digital Meter
FS-5 Auto/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-6 Remote/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-7 Auto Zero Adjust
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operatton on a range less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of this lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-1280-049 "Lear Siegler Model AM2020
lear Siegler Measurement
Ambient 502 Monitor,• operated
Controls Corporation
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
74 Inverness Drive East
0-1.0 ppm, at a wavelength of
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
299.5 nm, with a 5 minute
integration period, over any 10°C temperature range between
and span correction feature.

Auto

zooc

Equtv.

45
46

79574 12/0I/80
9997 01/30/81

and 45•c, with or without the automatic zero

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0486-060 "Thermo Electron Instruments,
Thermo En vi ronmenta 1
Auto
Equi v.
51
12390 04/10/86
Inc. Hodel 43A Pulsed Fluorescent
Instruments, Inc.
Ambient S0 2 Analyzer, .. operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-0.1 ppm*, the 0-0.2 ppm*, Franklin, HA 02038
the 0-0.5 ppm, or the 0-1.0 ppm
range with either a high or a low time constant setting and with or without any of the following options:
001 Teflon Particulate Filter Kit 003 Internal Zero/Span Valves
004 High Sample Flow Rate Option
002 Rack Mount
With Remote Activation
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm. ,
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-1086-061 "Dasibi Hodel 4108 U.V. Fluores- Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Equiv.
51
32244 09/10/86
cence S02 Analyzer,• operated
515 West Colorado Street
wtth a range of 0-100 ppb*,
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-200 ppb*, 0-500 ppb, or 0-1000 ppb,
with a Teflon-coated particulate filter and a continuous hydrocarbon removal system, with or without any of
the following options:
a. Rack Mounting Brackets
b. RS-232-C Interface
c. Temperature Correction
And Slides
*NOTE: Users. should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-0390-075 "Monitor labs Model 8850S S02
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm.

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

Equtv.

55

5264 02/14/90

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)

EQSA-0990-077 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equiv.
55
38149 09/17/90
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 100
Instrumentation, Inc.
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
8815 Production Avenue
operated on the 0-0.1 ppm*,
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
the 0-0.2 ppm*, ~he 0-0.5 ppm,
or the 0-1.0 ppm range with a 5-micron TFE filter element installed in the rear-panel ftlter assembly,
either a user- or vendor-supplied vacuum pump capable of providing 20 inches of mercury vacuum at 2.5 l/min,
with or without any of the following options:
Internal Zero/Span
Pump Pack
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 Interface
Status Output
TFE Zero/Span Valves
Zero Air Scrubber
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on m~et1ng the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
Equiv.
57
5444 02/14/92
Auto
Environnement S.A.
EQSA-0292-084 "Environnement S.A. Model AF21M
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer,"
111, bd Robespierre
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm 78300 Poissy, France
with a response time coefficient
setting of 01, a Teflon filter installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and with or without any of the
following options:
Rack Mount/Slides
RS-232-C Interface

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)

EQSA-0193-092 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equ1v.
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation Model
Controls Corporation
Ml9850 Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15oc to 35°C, wtth a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration; Hanua1 or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
w1th the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, I V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.
1

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range·lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT HETHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDE NT IF I CAT ION

RFOA-1075-003 "Meloy Model OA325-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
0-4 Output Booster Amplifier
RFOA-1075-004 "Meloy Model OA350-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
• .
0-2 Automatic Zero And Span
0-3 Remote Control Zero And Span

SOURCE

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
[OUIV

FfO. REGISTER NOTICE

Auto

Reference

40

Auto

0-4 Output Booster Amplifier
0-18 Rack Mount Conversion

RFOA-0176-007 Bendix or Combustion Engineering
Model 8002 Ozone Analyzer, operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range, with
a 40 second time constant, with
or without any of the following
options:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis
Slides

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

RFOA-1076-014 "MEC Model 1100-1 Ozone Meter,"
RFOA-1076-015 "MEC Model .1100-2 Ozone Meter,"
RFOA-1076-016 "MEC Model 1100-3 Ozone Meter,"
operated ori a 0-0.5 ppm range,
with or without any of the
following options:
0011 Rack Mounting Ears
0012 Instrument Bail

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

YOL.

PAGE

DATE

54856

11/26/75

Reference

40

54856

11/26/75

0-18A Rack Mount Conversion

Auto

Reference

41
45

5145 02/04/76
18474 03/21/80

C Zero And Span Timer
D Ethylene/C02 Blend Reactant Gas

B Rack Mounting Without Chassis
Slides

0016 Chassis Slide Kit
0026 Alarm Set Feature

I

0-IBA Rack Mount Conversion

0-18 Rack Mount Conversion
Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

Page 16

Auto

Reference

41
42

46647 10/22/76
30235 06/13/77

0033 local-Remote Sample, Zero, Span Kit
0040 EthylenefC0 2 Blend Feature

February 8, 1993

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS·

Page 11

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FEO. REGISTER NOTICE

lear Siegler Measurement
RFOA-1176-017 "Monitor labs Model B410E Ozone
Analyzer," operated on a range
Controls Corporation
of 0-0.5 ppm with a time constant 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
setting of 5 seconds, with or
without any of the following
options:
DO Status Outputs
ER Ethylene Regulator Assembly
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter
v TFE Zero/Span· Valves
VT TFE Zero/Span Valves And Timer

Auto

Reference

Dasibi Environmental Corp.
EQOA-0577-019 "Dasibi Hodel 1003-AH, 1003-PC,
or 1003-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
515 West Colorado Street
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Adjustable Alarm
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Integrated Output
Rack Mounting Ears And Slides
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
Vycor-Jacketed U.Y. Source lamp
0-10 mY, 0-100 mY, 0-1 Y, or 0-10 V Analog Output

Auto

DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IOENTI Fl CATION

SOURCE

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

41

53684

12/08/76

Equtv.

42

28571

06/03/77

Reference

42

28571

06/3/77

OZONE (Continued)

RFOA-0577-020 "Beckman Hodel 950A Ozone
Analyzer," operated on a range
of 0-0.5 ppm and with the "SLOW"
(60 second) response time, with
or without any of the following
options:
Internal Ozone Generator

Auto
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Process Instruments Division
2500 Harbor Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92634
Computer Adaptor Kit

Pure Ethylene Accessory
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Auto

Equtv.

42
42

VOL.

PAGE

PATE

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0777-02J "Pht11ps PW9771 OJ Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
PW9771/00 OJ Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 074JO
PW9724/00 Oisc.-Set
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/20 Supply Unit;
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm,
with or without any of the following accessories:
PW9732/00 Sampler line Heater
PW9733/00 Sampler
PW9750/30 Frame For MTT
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold

38931 08/01/7
57156 11/01/7

RFOA-0279-036 "Columbia Scientific Industries
Columbia Scientific
Auto
Reference 44
10429 02/20/79
Model 2000 Ozon~ Meter," when
Industries
operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range
11950 Jollyville Rd.
with either AC or battery power: Austin, TX 78759
The BCA 952 battery charger/AC
adapter M952-0002 (115V) or H952-0003 (230V) is required for AC operation; an internal battery M952-0006 or
12 volt external battery is required for portable non-AC powered operation.
Thermo Environmental
EQOA-0880-047 "Thermo Electron Hodel 49 U.V.
Photometric Ambient 03 Analyzer,"
Instruments, Inc.
operated on a range of either
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
Franklin~ MA 02038
without any of the follow~ng
options:
49-001 Teflon Partiruhto r:-n•~·-

Auto

Equtv.

45

57168 08/27/80

February 8, 1993
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Auto

Equiv.

46

52224

Auto

Equ1v.

47

13572 03/31/82

Auto

Equiv.

48

10126 03/10/83

VOl.

PAGE

DATE

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0881-053 "Monitor labs Model 8810 Photometric Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
0-1.0 ppm, with selectable
electronic time constant settings
from 20 through 150 seconds, with
05 Pressure Compensation
06 Averaging Option
07 Zero/Span Valves
08 Internal Zero/Span (Valve And
09 Status
10 Particulate Filter
15 through 20 DAS/REC Output

.

EQOA-0382-055 "PCI Ozone Corporation Model
LC-12 Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of 0-0.5 ppm.

lear Siegler Measurement
Control Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

10/26/81

or without any of the following options:

Ozone Source)

PCI Ozone Corporation
One Fairfield Crescent
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

EQOA-0383-056 "Dasibi Model 1008-AH, 1008-PC,
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
or 1008-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
515 West Colorado St.
operated on a range of either
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Ozone Generator
Photometer Flow Restrictor (2 LPM)
Rack Mounting Brackets or Slides
RS232 Interface
Vycor-Jacketed U.V. Source lamp
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
'
4-20 mA, Isolated, or Dual Analog Outputs
20 Second Update Software

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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YOl.

Auto

Equiv.

55

PAGE

DATE

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0990-078 "Envtrontcs Series 300
Environics, Inc.
Computerized Ozone Analyzer,"
165 River Road
operated on the 0~0.5 ppm range, West Willington, CT 06279
with the following parameters
entered tnto the analyzer's computer system:
Absorption Coefficient • 308 ± 4
Flush Time • 3
Integration Factor • 1
Offset Adjustment • 0.025 ppm
Ozone Average Time • 4
Signal Average •.0
Temp/Press Correction • On
and with or without the RS-232 Serial Data Interface.

38386 09/18/90

EQOA-0992-087 "Advanced Polluti~n
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equtv.
57
44565 09/28/92
Instrumentation, Inc.
Instrumentation, Inc. Model 400
Ozone Analyzer," operated on
8815 Production Avenue
any full scale range between
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
0-100 ppb* and 0-1000 ppb, at any
temperature in the range of soc to 40°C, with the dynamic zero and span adjustment features set to OFF, with
a 5-micron TEE filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and with or without any of the
following options:
Internal Zero/Span (IZS)
IZS Reference Adjustment
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 With Status Outputs
Zero/Span Valves
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0-500 ppb
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-500 ppb range. Thus,
designation of any range lower than 0-500 ppb does not imply commensurably better performance than that
obtained on the 0-500 ppb range.
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OZONE (Continued)
lear Siegler Measurement
Equiv.
EQOA-0193-091 "lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation
Controls Corporat1on Hodel
Ml9810 Ozone Analyzer," operated 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
on any full scale range between
0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15°C to 35°C, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service $Witch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration; Hanual or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman; Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span
Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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Reference

41

7450 02/18/76

DATE

CARBON MONOXIDE
RFCA-0276-008 Bendix or Combustion Engineering Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Model 8501-5CA Infrared CO
Process Analytics
Analyzer, operated on the 0-50
P.O. Box 831
ppm range and with a time conlewisburg, WV 24901
stant setting between 5 and 16
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis Slides
BRack Mounting Without Chassis Slides
C External Sample Pump

RFCA-0876-012 "Beckman Model 866 Ambient CO
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 41
36245 08/27/76
Monitoring System," consisting
Process Instruments Division
of the following components:
2500 Harbor Boulevard
Pump/Sample-Handling Module,
Fullerton, CA 92634
Gas Control Panel, Model 865-17
Analyzer Unit, Automatic Zero/Span Standardizer;
op~rated with a 0-50 ppm range, a 13 second electronic response time, with or without any of the following
options:
Current Output feature
Bench Mounting Kit
linearizer Circuit
RFCA-0177-018 "LIRA Model 202S Air Quality
Mine Safety Appliances Co.
Auto
Reference 42
5748 01/31/77
Carbon Monoxide Analyzer
600 Penn Center Boulevard
System," consisting of a LIRA
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
Model 202S optical bench
(P/H 459839), a regenerative dryer (P/H 464084), and rack-mounted sampling system; operated on a 0-50 ppm
range, with the slow response amplifier, with or without any of the following options:
Remote Meter
Remote Zero And Span Controls
0-1, 5, 20, or 50 mA Output
1-5, 4-20, or 10-50 mA Output
0-10 or 100 mY Output
0-1, 5, or 10 Volt Output

February 8, 1993
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¥0L.

RFCA-1278-033 •Hortba Models AQM-10, AQM-11,
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
and AQM-12 Ambient CO Monitoring 17671 Armstrong Avenue
Systems,• operated on the 0-50
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm range, with a"response time
setting of 15.5 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
a AIC-101 Automatic Indication Corrector
b VIJ-3 Non-Isolated Current Output
c IS0-2 and DCS-3 Isolated Current Output

Reference

RFCA-0979-041 •Monitor Labs Model 8310 CO
Analyzer,• operated on the
0-50 ppm range, with a sample
inlet filter, with or without
any of the following options:
02A Zero/Span Valves
03A Floor Stand
04A Pump (60Hz)'

Reference

PAGE

DATE

43

58429

12/14/78

44
45

54545 09/20/79
2700 01/14/80

CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)

Lear.Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
04B Pump (50 Hz)
05A CO Regulator
06A CO Cylinder

Auto

07A Zero/Span Valve Power Supply
08A Calibration Valves
9A,B,C,D Input Power Transformer

!

RFCA-1180-048 "Horiba Model APMA-300E Ambient
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 45
72774
Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
17671 Armstrong Avenue
System,• operated on the 0-20
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm*, the 0-50 ppm, or the 0-100
ppm range with a time constant switch setting of No. 5. The monitoring system may be operated at
temperatures between 10°C and 40°C.

11/03/80

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on a range less than 50 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm range. Thus,
designation of this lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-50 ppm range.
(This method was originally designated as "Horiba Model APMA 300Ef300SE Ambient Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
System"·.)
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-1280-050. •MASS-CO, Model 1 Carbon MonReference 45 81650 12/11/80
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Auto
oxide Analyzer,• operated on a
Department of Environmental
range of 0-50 ppm, with automatic
Quality Engineering
zero and span adjustments at time Tewksberry, HA 01876
intervals not to exceed 4 hours,
with or without the 100 millivolt and 5 volt output options. The method consists of the following
components:
(1) Infra-2 (Uras 2) Infrared Analyzer Model 5611-200-35, (2) Automatic Calibrator Hodel 5869-111,
(3) Electric Gas Cooler Model 7865-222 or equivalent with prehumidifier, (4) Diaphragm Pump Hodel 5861-214
or equivalent, (5) Membrane filter Hodel 5862-111 or equivalent, (6) Flow Meter Hodel SK 1171-U or
equivalent, (7) Recorder Model Mini Comp ON 1/192 or equivalent
NOTE: This method is not now commercially available.
RFCA-0381-051 "Dasibi Model 3003 Gas Filter
Correlation CO Analyzer," operated on the 0-50 ppm range, with
a sample particulate filter installed on the sample inlet line,
3-001 Rack Mount
3-002 Remote Zero And Span

Dasibi Environmental Corp.
515 West Colorado Street
Glendale, CA 91204-1101

Auto

Reference

46

20773

04/07/81

with or without any of the following options:
3-003 BCD Digital Output
3-007 Zero/Span Module Panel
3-004 4-20 Milliamp Output

RFCA-0981-054 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Environmental
Model 48 Gas Filter Correlation
Instruments, Inc.
Ambient CO Analyzer,• operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-50 ppm range, with a
Franklin, MA 02038
time constant setting of 30
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
48-001 Particulate Filter
48-002 19 Inch Rack Mountable Configuration
48-003 Internal Zero/Span Valves With Remote Activation
48-488 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) IEEE-488
48-010 Internal Zero Air Package

Auto

Reference

46

47002 09/23/81

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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53

7233

DATE

CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-0388-066 "Monitor labs Hodel 8830 CO
lear Siegler Measurement
Analyzer,• operated on the 0-50
Controls Corporation
ppm range, with a five micron
74 Inverness Drive East
Teflon filter element installed
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
in the rear-panel filter assembly,
with or without any of the following options:
2 Zero/Span Valve Assembly
3 Rack Assembly
4 Slide Assembly
7 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz

03/07/88

RFCA-0488-067 "Dasibi Hodel 3008 Gas filter
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 53
12073 04/12/88
Correlation CO Analyzer,•
515 West Colorado Street
operated on the 0-50 ppm range,
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
with a time constant setting of
60 seconds, a particulate filter installed in the analyzer sample inlet line, with or without use of the
auto zero or auto zero/span feature, and with or without any of the following options:
N-0056-A RS-232-C Interface
S-0132-A Rack Mounting Slides
Z-0176-S Rack Mounting Brackets
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-0992-088 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57
44565 09/28/92
Controls Corporation Model
Controls Corporation
Ml9830 Carbon Monoxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-5.0 ppm* and 0-100 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of l5°C to 35°C, with a five-mtcron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position, with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration: Manual or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V
Current, 0-20 rnA, 2-20 rnA and 4-20 rnA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly For External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 50 ppm is based on me~ting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-50 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-50 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE
lear Siegler Measurement
RFNA-0677-021 "Monitor labs Model 8440E
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
Controls Corporation
operated on a 0-0.5 ppm range
74 Inverness Drive East
(position 2 of range switch)
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
with a time constant setting of
20 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
TF Sample Particulate Filter
DO Status Outputs
With TFE Filter Element
R Rack Mount
V Zero/Span Valves
FM Flowmeters
RFNA-0777-022 Bendix or Combustion Engineering
Model 8101-C Oxides of Nitrogen
Analyzer, operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range with a Teflon sample filter
(Bendix P/N 007163) installed on
the sample inlet line.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

42
42
46

37434 07/21/77
46575 09/16/77
29986 06/04/81

018A Ozone Dry Atr
0188 Ozone Dry Air - No Orierite

Reference

42

37435 07/21/77

RFNA-0977-025 "CSI Model 1600 Oxides of
Columbia Scientific
Auto
Reference 42
46574 09/16/77
Nitrogen Analyzer~" operated
Industries
on a ~-0.5 ppm ra~ge with a
11950 Jollyville Road
Teflon sample filter (CSI
Austin, IX 78759
P/N M951-8023) installed on
the sample inlet line, with or without any of the following options:
951-0103 Rack Ears
951-0112 Remote Zero/Span Sample 951-8074 Copper Converter Assembly
951-0104 Rack Mounting Kit
Control
(Horizontal)
(Ears &Slides)
951-0114 Recorder Output, 5 V
951-8079 Copper Converter Assembly
951-0106 Current Output, 4-20 mA 951-0115 External Pump
(Vertical)
(115 Y, 60 Hz)
951-8085 Molybdenum Converter Assembly
. (Non-Insulated)
951-0108 Diagnostic Output Option 951-8072 Molybdenum Converter
(Vertical)
951-0111 Recorder Output, 10 V
Assembly (Horizontal)
NOTE: Jhe vertical molybdenum converter assembly is standard on all new analyzers as of 1-1-87; however, use
of any of the other converter assemblies is optional. Also, the above options reflect new CSI part numbers.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQN-1277-026

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equiv.

42

62971

12/14/71

EQN-1277-027

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere-Technicon II Automated
Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (HD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equ1v.

42

62971

12/14/77

EQN-1277-028

"TGS-ANSA Method for the
Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (M0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equ1v.

42

62971

12/14/77

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-1078-031 "Meloy Model NA530R Nitrogen
Oxides Analyzer," operated on
the following ranges and time
constant switch positions:

Auto

· Reference

43
44

50733 10/31/78
8327 02/09/79

Time Constant Setting

Range. opm
0-0.1*
0-0.25*
0-0.5
0-1.0

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

.

4
3 or 4
2, 3, or 4
2, 3, or 4

Operation of the·analyzer requires an external vacuum pump, either Meloy Option N-10 or an equivalent pump
capable of maintaining a vacuum of 200 torr (22 inches mercury vacuum)
or better at the pump connection at
the specified sample and ozone-air flow rates of 1200 and 200 cm3 /min, respectively. The analyzer may be
operated at temperatures between 10oC and 40°C and at line voltages between 105 and 130 volts, with or
without any of the following options:
N-IA Automatic Zero And Span
N-6C Remote Zero/Span Control
N-148 line Transmitter
N-2 Vacuum Gauge
And Status (Timer)
N-18 Rack Mount Conversion
N-4 Digital Panel Meter
N-9 Manual Zero/Span
N-18A Rack Mount Conversion
N-6 Remote Control For Zero
N-10 Vacuum Pump Assembly (See
And Span
Alternate Requirement Above)
N-68 Remote Zero/Span Control
N-11 Auto Ranging
And Status (Pulse)
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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Reference

44

7806 02/07/79

NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0179-034

"Bec~an Model 952-A
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
NO/N01 /NO. Analyzer," operated
Process Instruments Division
on the 0-0.5 ppm range with the
2500 Harbor Boulevard
5-micron Teflon sample filter
Fullerton, CA 92634
(Beckman P/N 861072 supplied with
the analyzer) installed on the sample
inlet line, with or without the Remote
Operation Option (Beckman Cat. No. 635539).

RFNA-0179-035 "Thermo Electron Model 14 B/E
Thermo Environmental
Chemiluminescent NO/N0 2 /NO.
Instruments, Inc.
Analyzer," operated on the
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 ppm range, with or without Franklin, MA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card
14-003 Long-Time Signal Integrator
14-004 Indicating Temperature Controller
14-005 Sample Flowmeter
14-006 Air Filter

Auto

Reference

44
44

7805 02/07/79
54545 09/Z0/79

RFNA-0279-037 "Thermo Electron Model 14 D/E
Thermo Environmental
Instruments, Inc.
Chemiluminescent NO/N02 /NO.
8 West Forge Parkway
Analyzer,• operated on the
0-0.5 ppm range, ~ith or without Franklin, MA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card

Auto

Reference

44

10429 02/20/79

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0479-038 •Bendix Model 8101-B Oxides of
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Reference 44
26792 05/07/79
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated on
Process Analytics
a 0-0.5 ppm range.with a Teflon
P.O. Box 831
sample filter installed on the
lewisburg, WV 2490J
sample inlet line:and with the
following post-manufacture modifications:
.
1. Ozone generator and reaction chamber input-output tubing modification per Bendix Service Bulletin
8101B-2; 2. The approved converter material; 3. The revised and EPA-approved operation and service
manual. These items are mandatory and must be obtained from Combustion Engineering, Inc.
The analyzer may be operated with or without any of the following optional modifications:
a. Perma Pure dryer/ambient air modification;
b. Valve cycle time modification;
c. Zero potentiometer centering modification
per Bendix Service Bulletin 8101B-1;
d. Reaction chamber vacuum gauge modification.
RFNA-0879-040 •Philips Model PW9762/02
Philips Electronic
NO/N02 /NO. Analyzer," consisting
Instruments, Inc.
of the following components:
85 McKee Drive
PW9762/02 Basic Analyzer
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9729/00 Converter Cartridge
PW9731/00 Sampler or PW9731/20 Oust Filter;
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following accessories:
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold
PW9732/00 Sample line Heater
PW9011/00 Remote Control Set

Auto

Reference

44

51683 09/04/79
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NITROGEN OJOXIOE (Cbntinued)
RFNA-0280-042 "Monitor Labs Model 8840
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
internal time constant setting
of 60 seconds, a TFE sample filter
options:
02 Flowmeter
03A Rack Ears
038 Slides
05A Zero/Span Valves
058 Valve/Relay
06 Status
07A Input Power Transformer
100 VAC, 50/60 Hz
078 Input Power Transformer
220/240 VAC, 50 Hz

Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

45
46

9100 02/11/80
29986 06/04/81

installed on the sample inlet line, wtth or without any of the following
08A Pump Pac Assembly With 09A
( 115 VAC)
088 Pump Pac Assembly With 098
(100 VAC)
OBC Pump Pat Assembly With 09C
(220/240 VAC)
080 Rack Mount Panel Assembly
09A Pump 115 VAC 50{60 Hz
098 Pump 100 VAC 50/60 Hz
09C Pump 220/240 VAC 50 Hz

011A
0118
OIIC
012A
0128
012C
013A
0138

Recorder Output 1 Volt
Recorder Output 100 mV
Recorder Output 10 mV
DAS Output 1 Volt
DAS Output 100 mV
DAS Output 10 mV
Ozone Dry Air
Ozone Dry Air - No Drierite

RFNA-1289-074 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Environmental
Auto
Reference 54
50820 12/11/89
Inc. Hodel 42 NO/N02 /NO. Analyzer," Instruments, Inc.
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm*, the 8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.1 ppm*, the 070.2 ppm*, the
Franklin, MA 02038
0-0.5 ppm, or the 0-1.0 ppm range,
with any time average setting from 10 to 300 seconds. The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between
)5°C and 35°C and at line voltages between 105 and 125 volts, with or without any of the following options:
42-002 Rack Mounts
42-004 Sample/Ozone Flowmeters
42-007 Ozone Particulate Filter
42-003 Internal Zero/Span And
42-005 4-20 rnA Current Output
42-008 RS-232 Interface
Sample Valves With Remote 42-006 Pressure Transducer
42-009 Permeation Dryer
Activation
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0691-082 •Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Reference 56
27014 06/12/91
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 200
Instrumentation, Inc
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,•
8815 Production Avenue
operated on a range of either
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with a 5-micron
TFE filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, with either a user- or vendor-supplied
vacuum pump capable of providing 5 inches mercury absolute pressure at 5 slpm, with either a user- or
vendor-supplied dry air source capable of providing air at a dew point of ooc or lower, with the
following settings of the adjustable setup variables:
Adaptive Filter • ON
Dwell Time • 7 seconds
Dynamic Span • OFF
Dynamic Zero • OFF
PHT Temperature Set Point • 15oc
Rate of Change(ROC) Threshold • 10%
Reaction Cell Temperature • 50°C
Sample Time • 8 seconds
Normal Filter Size • 12 samples;
and with or without any of the following options:
180 Stainless Steel Valves
283 Internal Zero/Span With Valves (IZS) 356 Level One Spares Kit
184 Pump Pack
325 RS-232/Status Output
357 level Two Spares Ktt
280 Rack Mount With Slides
355 Expendables
PES Permeation Tube for IZS
RFNA-0991-083 •Monitor Labs Model 8841
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 56
47473 09/19/91
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,•
Controls Corporation
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm*,
74 Inverness Drive East
0-0.1 ppm*, 0-0.2 ppm*,
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-0.5 ppm, or P-1.0 ppm range,
wtth manufacturer-supplied vacuum pump or alternative user-supplied vacuum pump capable of providing 200
torr or better ab~olute vacuum while operating with the analyzer.
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued}
RFNA-1192-089 "Dastbt Model 2108 Oxides of
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 57
55530 11/25/92
Nitrogen Analyzer,• operated
515 West Colo~ado Street
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
on the· 0-500 ppb range, with
software revision 3.6 installed
in the analyzer, with the Auto thumbwheel switch and the Diag thumbwheel switch settings at 0, with the
following internal CPU dipswitch settings:
switch
oosit1on
function
1
open (down)
Recorder outputs are NO &N02
5
open (down)
3 minute time constant
6
closed (up)
3 minute time constant;
with a 5-micron Teflon filter element installed in the filter holder, and with or without any of the
· following options:
Three-Channel Recorder Output
Rack Mounting
Bu11t-1n Permeation Oven
RS-232 Interface
4-20 mA Output
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57
60198 12/18/92
RFNA-1292-090 "lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation Model
Controls Corporation
Ml9841 Nitrogen O~ides Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature tn the range of I5°C to 35°C, wtth a ftve-m1cron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration: Han~al or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; filter Type: Kalman; Pres/Temp/flow Comp: On;
Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V; Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and wtth or without any of the following options:
Rack Mount Assembly
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Internal Floppy Disk Drive
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than O.S ppm ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full sc~1e ra~ge lower than the 0-0.5 p~m range does not fmply
commensu~ably better performance th~~ that Qbtained o~ the 0-0.~ ppm ran,~~-
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43

46258

10/05/78

LEAD
40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix G .

******

Reference Method for the Determination of lead in Suspended
Particulate Matter Collected
from Ambient Air

EQL-0380-043

Atmospheric Research and
"Determination of lead ConcenManual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
tration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Flame Atomic AbsorpU.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
tion Spectrometry .Following
Ultrasonic Extraction with Heated Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
HNO,-HCl"

Equiv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0380-044

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Flameless Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry (EPA/
RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equiv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0380-045

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (EPA/RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equiv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0581-052

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Wavelength Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry"

California Department of
Health Services
Air & Industrial Hygiene
laboratory
2151 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, CA 94704

Equlv.

46

29986 06/04/81

Manual
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LEAD (Continued)
EQL-0483-057

"Determination of Lead ConcentratiQn in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State bf Montana)"

State of Montana
Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences
Cogswell Building
Helena, HT 59620

Manual

Equtv.

48

14748 04/05/83

EQl-0783-058

"Determination of lead Concentratton in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Energy-Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(Texas Air Control Board)"

Texas Air Control Board
6330 Highway 290 East
Austin, TX 78723

Manual

Equiv.

48

29742 06/28/83

EQl-0785-059

"Determination of lead ConcenOmaha-Douglas County
Health Department
tration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Flameless Atomic
1819 Farnam Street
Omaha, N£ 68183
Absorption Spectrometry (OmahaDouglas County Health Department)"

Manual

Equlv.

50

37909 09/18/85

EQL-0888-068

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Rhode
Island)"

State of Rhode Island
Department of Health
Air Pollution laboratory
50 Orms Street
Providence, Rl 02904

Manual

Equtv.

53

30866 08/16{88

EQL-1188-069

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Northern Engineer1ng and Testing, Inc.)"

Northern Engineering
and Testing, Inc.
P.O. Box 30615
Billings, HT 59107

Manual

Equiv.

53

44947

11/07/88
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LEAD (Continued)
EQL-1288-070

"Oetermtnatton of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Stlver Valley
laboratories)"

Silver Valley laboratories,
Inc.
P.O. Box 929
Kellogg, 10 83837

Manual

Equiv.

53

48974

12/05/88

EQL-0589-072

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(NEA, Inc.)"

Nuclear Environmental
Manual
Analysis, Inc.
10950 SW 5th Street, Suite 260
Beaverton, OR 97005

Equtv.

54

20193

05/10/89

EQL-1290-080

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of New
Hampshire)"

State of New Hampshire
Department of Environmental
Services
laboratory Service Unit
6 Hazen Drive (P.O. Box 95)
Concord, NH 03302-0095

Manual

Equtv.

55

49119

11/26/90

EQL-0592-085

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Kansas)"

State of Kansas
Department of Health and
Environment
Forbes Field, Building 740
Topeka, KS 66620-0001

Manual

Equtv.

57

20823 05/15/92

EQL-0592-0B6

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania)"

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Manual
Department of Environmental
Resources
P.O. Box 2357
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2357

Equiv.

57

20823

05/15/92
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U.' S. ENVIRON"ENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Research and Development
Atmospheric Research and Exposure
Assessment Laboratory
Methods Research &Development Division (HD-77)
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711
919 541-2622 or 919 541-4599
FTS 629-2622 or FTS 629-4599

February 8, 1993

• • ••••••••• ••••••••••••••
• Previous Revision: September 28, 1992
•
•
•

• New Designations:
•
• Dastbi Environmental Corporation
•
• "odel 2108 Oxides of Nitrogen Analyzer
•
• lear Siegler "easurement Controls Corporation •
... Model "L9841 Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer
•
• "odel "l9810 Ozone Analyzer
•
• "odel "l9850 Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer
•

. . . . . . . . . . *' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

*

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
These methods for measuring ambient concentrations of specified air pollutants have been designated as "reference
methods" or "equivalent methods" in accordance with Title 40, Part 53 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part
53). Subject to any limitations (e.g., operating range) specified in the applicable designation, each method is
acceptable for use in state or local air quality surveillance systems under 40 CFR Part 58 unless the applicable
designation is subsequently canceled. Automated methods are acceptable for use at temperatures between 20°C and 30°C
and line voltages between tos· and 125 volts unless wider limits are specified in the method description.
Prospective users of the methods listed should note (1) that each method must be used in strict accordance with
the operation or instruction manual and with applicable qualjty assurance procedures, and (2) that modification of a
method by its vendor or user may cause the pertinent designation to be inapplicable to the method as modified. (See
Section 2.8 of Appendix c. 40 CFR Part 58 for approval of modifications to any of these methods by users.)
Further information concerning particular designations may be found in the Federal Register notice cited for each
method or by writing to the Atmospheric Research & Exposure Assessment Laboratory, Methods Research & Development
Division (MD-77). U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711. Technical
information conc~rning the methods should be obtained by writing to the "source" listed for each method. New analylers
or PH 10 samplers sold as reference or equivalent methods must carry a label or sticker identifying them as designated
methods. For analyzers or PH 10 samplers sold prior to the designation, the model number does not necessarily Identify
an analyzer or sampler as a designated method. Consult the manufacturer or seller to determine tf a previously sold
analyzer or sampler can be considered a designated method, or tf it can be upgraded to designation status. Analyzer
users who experience operational or other difficulties ~tth a designated analyzer or sampler and are unable to resolve
the problem directly with the instrument manufacturer may contact EPA (preferably in writing) at the above address for
ass 1stance.
This list will be revised as necessary to reflect any new designations or any cancellation of a designation
currently in effect. The most current revision of the list will be available for tnspection at EPA's Regional Offices,
and copies may be obt~ined by writing to the Atmospheric Research & rxposure Ass~ssmrn1 laboratory at the ad~ress
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47
48

54912 12/06/82
17355 04/22/83

Manual

Reference

52
52

24664 07/01/87
29467 08/07/87

Manual

Reference

52

37366 10/06/87

EOU1Y.

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

PARTICULATE MATTER - TSP
******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Suspended
Particulate Hatter in the
Atmosphere (High-Volume Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B

PARTICUlATE HATTER - PM 10
/

******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Particulate
Matter as PH 10 in the Atmosphere

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J

RFPS-1087-062 "Wedding &Associ~tes'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
PM 10 Critical Flow High-Volume
P.O. Box 1756
Sampler,• consisting of the
Fort Collins, C0.80522
following components:
Wedding PM 10 Inlet
Wedding &Associates' Critical Flow Device
Wedding &Associates' Anodized Aluminum Shelter
115, 220 or 240 YAC Motor Blower Assembly
Mechanical Timer Or Optional Digital Timer
Elapsed Time Indicator
Filter Cartridge/Cassette
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PAGE

DATE

PARTICULATE HATTER - PH, 0 (Continued}
~FPS-1287-063

•sierra-Andersen nr
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/0l/87
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
General Metal Works Hodel 1200
53
1062 01/15/88
PM, 0 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting of a Sierr.a- or
General Metal Works, Inc.
Andersen or General Metal Works
Model 1200 PH 10 Size,Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-IOH, SAUV-IIH, GHW-IP-10,
GHW-IP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the follnwing components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.

Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
RFPS-1287-064 •sierra-Andersen or
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
General Metal Works Hodel 321-B
53
1062 01/15/88
Atlanta, GA 30336
PM~ High-Volume Air:Sampler.
System,• consisting·of a Sierra- or
General Metal Works, Inc.
Andersen or General Metal Works
Model 321-8 PH 10 Size-Select he
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-IOH, SAUY-IIH, GHW-IP-10,
GHW-IP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.
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PARTICULATE HATTER - PH,o (Continued)
RFPS-1287-065 •sterra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Work~ Hodel 321-C
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PH 10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System,• consisting of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Hodel 321-C PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
atr samplers Identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-11H, GMW-IP-10,
GHW-IP-10-70, GMW-IP-10-801, or GMW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer,. or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time Indicator; and filter cartridge.
RFPS-0389-071
/

•oregon DEQ Medium Volume
PM 10 Samp 1er•
NOTE: This method Is not now
commercially available.

Manual
State of Oregon
Department of Environmental Qual tty
Air Quality Otvtston
811 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Reference

54

12273 03/24/89

RFPS-0789-073 •sie.rra-Andersen Models SA241 and Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 54
31247 07/27/89
SA241H or General Metal Works
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
Models G241 and G24lH PM 10
Atlanta, GA 30336
Dichotomous Samplers", consisting or
of the following components:
General Metal Works, Inc.
Sampling Module with SA246b or
145 South Miami
G246b 10 #Jilt inlet, 2.5 IJm
Cleves, ott 45002
virtual impactor assembly,
37 mm coarse and fine part~culate filter holders, and tripod mount~
Control Module with diaphragm vacuum pump, pneumatic constant flow controller, total and coarse flow
rnhmPtPr4; ~mt v~ruum oauqes, ·pressure switch {optional), 24-hour flow/e'4·ent recorder, digital
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PARTICULATE HATTER - PH 10 {Continued)
EQPH-0990-076 "Andersen Instruments
Andersen Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Equiv.
55 38387 09/18/90
Hodel FH621-N PM 10 Beta
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
Attenuation Monitor,"
Atlanta, GA 30336
consisting of the following
components:
·
FH621 Beta Attenuation 19-inch Control Module
SA246b PM 10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
FHJOI Vacuum Pump Assembly
FH102 Accessory Kit
FH107 Roof Flange Kit
FH125 Zero and Span PM 10 Mass Foil Calibration Kit
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with an observing time of 60 minutes, the calibration factor
set to 2400, a glass fiber filter tape, an automatic filter advance after each 24-hour sample period, and
with or without either of the following options:
FHOPI Indoor Cabinet
FHOP2 Outdoor Shelter Assembly

~

EQPM-1090-079 "Rupprecht l Patashnick TEOH
Rupprecht l Patashnlck Co., Auto
Equtv.
55 43406 10/29/90
Series 1400 and Series 1400a
Inc.
PM-10 Monitors,• consisting
8 Corporate Circle
Albany, NY 12203
of the following components:
TEOM Sensor Unit
TEOH Control Unit
.
Rupprecht l Patashntck PH-10 Inlet (part number 57-00596) or
Sterra-Andersen Hodel 246b PH-10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
Flow Splitter
Teflon-Coated Glass Fiber Filter Cartridges
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with the total mass averaging time set at 300 seconds,
the ma$s ratefma~s concentration averaging time set at 300 seconds, the gate time set at 2 seconds,
and with or without either of the followtng options:
Trtpod
Outdoor Enclosure
Automatic CJr·tridge Collection Unit (Series 1400a only)
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Page 6
REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL. PAGE
DATE_

Equtv.

56

PARTICUlATE HATTER - PH 10 {Continued)
EQPM-0391-081 · "Wedding &Associates'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
Auto
PM 10 Beta Gauge Automated
P.O. Box 1756
Particle Sampler," consisting
Fort Collins, CO 80522
of the following components:
Particle Sampltng Module
PM\0 Inlet (18.9 ltter/mtn)
In et Tube and Support Ring
Vacuum Pump (115 VAC/60 Hz or 220-240 VAC/50 Hz)
operated for 24-hour average measurements with glass fiber filter tape.

9216 03/05/91

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

e

Page

MANUAL
OR AUTQ

REF. OR
EQUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICI
VOL. PAGE
DATE

Manual

Reference

47
48

54899 12/06/8
17355 04/22/8

SUlFUR DlOX IDE

******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Sulfur
Dioxide in the Atmosphere
(Pararosaniline Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A

EQS-0775-001

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Technicon I
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

40

34024 08/13/7

EQS-0775-002

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Technicon II
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equfv

40

34024

08/13/7

Equiv.

41
41
42
45

3893
32946
13044
1147

01/27/7
08/06/7
03/08/1
01/04/S

EQSA-1275-005 "Lear Siegler Hodel SHIOOO S02
lear Siegler Measurement
Ambient Monitor," operated on the
Controls Corporation
0-0.5 ppm range, at a wavelength 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
of 299.5 nm, with the "slow"
(300 second) response time; with
or without any of the following options:
SH-1 Internal Zero/Span
SH-2 Span Timer Card
SM-3 0-0.1 Volt Output
SM-4 0-5 Volt Output
SH-5 Alternate Sample Pump
SH-6 Outdoor Enclosure

Auto

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

Page

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS
IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAl
OR AUTO

REF. OR

EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL. PAGE
DATE

Auto

Equiv.

41
43

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-1275-006 "Meloy Hodel SA185-2A Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer," operated on
the 0-0.5 ppm range, with or
without any of the following
options:
S-1 Linearized Output
S-2 Modified Recorder Output
S-5 Teflon-Coated Block
S-6A Reignite Timer Circuit
S-7 Press To Read
S-11A Manual Zero And Span
S-11B Automatic Zero And Span
S-13 Status Lights
S-14 Output Booster Amplifier
S-14B Line Transmitter Board
or operated on the 0-1.0 ppm range
the other options.

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

S-24
S-18 Rack Mount Conversion
S-33
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-21 Front Panel Digital Volt
S-34
Meter
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-35
And Status (Timer)
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-36
S-23 Automatic Zero Adjus~
S-38
S-23A Automatic/Manual Zero Adjust

3893 01/27/71
38088 08/25/71

Oual Range linearized Output
Remote Range Control And Status
(Signals)
Remote Control
Front Panel Digital Meter With
BCD Output
Oual Range log-Linear Output
Sampling Mode Status

with either option S-36 or options S-1 and S-24, with or without any of

EQSA-0276-009 "Thermo Electron Model 43 Pulsed Thermo Environmental
Fluorescent S02· Analyzer,"
Instruments, Inc.
equipped with an aromatic hydro- 8 West Forge Parkway
carbon cutter and operated on a
Franklin, MA 02038
range of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0
ppm, with or without any of the following options:
001 Rack Mounting For Standard 19 Inch Relay Rack
002 Automatic Actuation Of Zero And Span Solenoid Valves
003 Type S Flash lamp Power Supply
004 low Flow

1

Auto

Equtv.

41
41
42
44
45
45

8531
15363
20490
21861
2700
32419

02/27/7
04/12/7
04/20!7
04/12/7
01/14/[
05/16/[

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

Page

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTIC
VOl.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0676-010 "Philips PW9755 S0 2 Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Auto
Equiv.
41
26252 06/25/7
41
46019 10/19/7
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
42
28571 06/03/7
PW9755/02 S0 2 Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9741/00 S0 2 Source
PW9721/00 Filter Set S0 2
PW97ll/OO Electrolyte S02
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/10 Supply Unit/Coulometric
.Either PW9731/00 Sampler or PW9731/20 Dust Filter (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated wtth a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage setting of 760 millivolts; with or without an
of the following options:
PW9750/30 Frame For HTT
PW9752JOO Atr Sampler Manifold
PW9753/00 Mounting Rack For Accessori1
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9754/00 Air Distributor
EQSA-0876-011 "Phflips PW9700 502 Analyzer,"
Phtlfps Electronic
Auto
Equfv.
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
·
85 McKee Drive
PW9710/00 Chemical Unit with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW97ll/OO Electrolyte S02
PW972l/OO Filter Set S02
PW9740/00 S02 Source
PW9720/00 Electrical Unit
PW9730/00 Sampler Unit (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated with a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage of 760 millivolts.

41

34105 08/12/;

Auto
Equtv.
lear Siegler Measurement
41
36245 08/27/
EQSA-0876-013 "Monitor Labs Model 8450 Sulfur
Controls Corporation
44
33476 06/11/
Monitor," operated on a range of
74 Inverness Drive East
either 0-0.~ or 0-1.0 ppm, with
a 5 second time constant, a model Englewood, CO 80112-5189
8740 hydrogen sulfide scrubber
in the sample line, with or without any of the following opti~~s:
BP Bipolar Signal Processor
IZS Internal Zero/Span Module
V Zero/Span Valves
CLO Current loop Output
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter VT Zero/Span Valves And Timer

LIST Of DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS

february 8, 1993
DES I GNAT ION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

Page 1'

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE

Auto

Equtv.

42
44

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0877-024 "ASARCO Hodel 500 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range; or
"ASARCO Hodel 600 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-1.0 ppm
range. (Both models are ident teal

ASARCO Incorporated
3422 South 700 West
Salt lake City, UT 84119

44264
67522

09/02/77
11/26/79

except the range.)

NOTE: This method is not now commercially available.
EQSA-0678-029 "Beckman Hodel 953 Fluorescent
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Equiv.
43
35995 08/14/78
Ambient S02 Analyzer," operated
Process Instruments Division
on a range of etther 0-0.5 or
2500 Harbor Boulevard
0-1.0 ppm, with a time constant
Fullerton, CA 92634
setting of 2, 2.5, or 3 minutes,
a 5 to 10 micro~ membrane filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, with or without any
of the following options:
a. Remote Operation Kit, Catalog No. 641984
b. Digital Panel Meter, Catalog No. 641710
c. Rack Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641709
d. Panel Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641708
EQSA-1078-030 "Bendix Hodel 8303 Sulfur
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm,
·with a Teflon filter installed
on the sample-inlet of the H2 S
scrubber assembly.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

Equiv.

43

50733

10/31/78

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE ANO EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS

·February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

Page 11

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE

Auto

Equiv.

43

VOL.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR OIOXIOE (Continued}
EQSA-1078-032 "Meloy Hodel SA285E Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer," operated
on the following ranges and
time constant switch positions:
Range. opb Time Constant Setting
0-50*
0-100*
0-500
0-1000

1 or 10
1 or 10
off, 1 or 10

off, 1 or 10

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

50733

10/31/78

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for
operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm ts based on meeting the same
absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range.
Thus, designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably
better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.

The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between 10DC and 40DC and at line voltages between 105 and 130
volts, with or without any of the following options:
S-5 Teflon Coated Block
S-22B Remote Zero/Span Control
S-30 Auto Reigntte
S-14B line Transmitter Board
And Status (Pulse)
S-32 Remote Range Control And Status
S-18 Rack Mount Conversion
S-23 Auto Zero Adjust
S-35 Front Panel Digital Meter With
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-23A Auto/Manual Zero Adjust
BCO Output
S-21 Front Panel Digital Meter S-25 Press To Read
S-37 Temperature Status lights
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-26 Manual Zero And Span
S-38 Sampling Mode Status
And Status (Timer) ·
S-27 Auto Manual Zero/Span
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-28 Auto Range And Status
EQSA-0779-039 "Hon1tor labs Model 8850
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
internal time constant setting
of 55 seconds, a TFE sample filter
options:
OJA Rack
03B Slides
05A Valves Zero/Span
06A IZS Internal Zero/Span
Source

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

installed on the sample inlet line,
06B,C,O NBS Traceable Permeation
Tubes
08A Pump
09A Rack Mount For Option 08A
010 Status Output W/Connector

Equtv.

~ith

013
014
017
018

44

44616 07/30/79

or without any of the following

Recorder Output Options
DAS Output Options
low Flow Option
Kicker

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
HUMBER

Page 12

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS
IQENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAl
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUIV.

f£0. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE {Continued)
EQSA-0580-046 "Meloy Model SA 700 Fluorescence Columbta Sctenttftc
Auto
Equtv.
45
31488 05/13/80
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," operaIndustries
ted on the 0-250 ppb*, the 0-500 11950 Jollyvtlle Road
ppb, or the 0-1000 ppb range with Austin, TX 78759
a ttme constant switch position
of etther 2 or 3 .. The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between 20GC and 30'C and at line voltages
between 105 and 130 volts, wtth or without any of the following options:
FS-1 Current Output
FS-2 Rack Mount Conversion
FS-2A Rack Mount Conversion
FS-28 Rack Mount Conversion
FS-3 Front Panel Mounted Digital Meter
FS-5 Auto/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-6 Remote/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-7 Auto Zero,Adjust
•NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on a range less than 0.5 ppm
ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of this lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-0.5 ppm range~
EQSA-1280-049 "lear Siegler Model AM2020
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equtv.
45
79574 12/01/80
Ambient S01 Monitor," operated
Controls Corporation
46
9997 01/30/81
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-1.0 ppm, at a wavelength of
299.5 nm, with a 5 minute
Integration period, over any 10°C temperature range between zooc and 45oc, with or without the automatic zero
and span correction feature.

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

Page 13

REF. OR

EOUJV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE {Continued)
EQSA-0486-060 "Thermo Electron Instruments,
Thermo Environmental
Auto
Equtv.
51
12390 04/10/86
Inc. Model 43A Pulsed Fluorescent
Instruments, Inc.
Ambient S02 Analyzer," operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-0.1 ppm*, the 0-0.2 ppm*, Frankltn, MA 02038
the 0-0.5 ppm, or. the 0-1.0 ppm
range with either a high or a low time constant setting and with or without any of the following options:
001 Teflon Particulate Filter Kit 003 Internal Zero/Span Valves
004 High Sample Flow Rate Option
OOZ Rack Mount
With Remote Activation
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this anJlyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meettng the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm ran~e. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
Auto
Equtv.
51
32244 09/10/86
EQSA-1086-061 "Oasibt Model 4108 U.V. Fluores- Oasibi Environmental Corp.
cence S0 2 Analyzer," operated
515 West Colorado Street
wtth a range of 0-100 ppb*,
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-200 ppb*, 0-500 ppb, or 0-1000 ppb,
wtth a Teflon-coated particulate filter and a continuous hydrocarbon removal system, with or without any of
the following options:
a. Rack Mounting Brackets
b. RS-232-C Interface
c. Temperature Correction
And Slides
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-0390-075 "Monitor Labs Model 88505 S02
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm.

Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Orive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

Equtv.

55

5264

02/14/9(

"ot:UI UICI!

Y

0 1

DES I GNAT ION
NUMBER

J

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

'j';I.J

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAl
OR AUTO

Page 14

REF. OR
EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
~l.

PAGE

DATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)

EQSA-0990-077 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equiv.
55
38149 09/17/90
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 100
Instrumentation, Inc.
8815 Production Avenue
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
operated on the 0-0.1 ppm*,
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
the 0-0.2 ppm*, the 0-0.5 ppm,
or the 0-1.0 ppm range with a 5-micron TFE filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly,
either a user- or vendor-supplied vacuum pump capable of providing 20 inches of mercury vacuum at 2.5 l/min,
' with or without apy of the following options:
Internal Zero/Span
Pump Pack
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 Interface
Status Output
TFE Zero/Span Valves
Zero Air Scrubber
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
57
5444 02/14/92
Equtv.
Environnement S.A.
Auto
/ 'EQSA-0292 -084 "Environnement S.A. Model AF21M
Ill, bd Robespierre
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer,"
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm 78300 Potssy, France
with a response time coefficient
setting of 01, a Teflon filter installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and with or without any of the
following options:
Rack Mount/Slides
RS-232-C Interface

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS

February 8, 1993
DES I GNAT ION
HUMBER

. IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

Page 15
REF. OR

EOUIV.

FED. REGISTER NOTICE
VOL. PAGE
PATE

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)

EQSA-0193-092 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equ1v.
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation Hodel
Controls Corporation
Hl9850 Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15°C to 35°C, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the tn position; with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration; Hanual or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin I/O board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and wtth or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range

l~ss

than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS
IDE Nil fl CAll ON

RFOA-1075-003 "Meloy Model OA325-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
0-4 Output Booster Amplifier
RFOA-1075-004 "Meloy Model OA350-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
•
0-2 Automatic Zero And Span
0-l Remote Control Zero And Span
RFOA-0176-007 Bendix or Combustion Engineering
Model 8002 Ozone Analyzer, operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range, with
a 40 s~cond time constant, with
or without any of the following
opt tons:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis
Slides
RFOA-1076-014 "MEC Model 1100-1 Ozone Meter,"
RFOA-1076-015 "MEC MorlPl 11on ~ ~
QfOA

1n""'"

-

SOURCE

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

REF. OR
UWJL

VOL.

Auto

Reference

40

Auto

Auto

B Rack Mounting Without Chassis
Slides o
folu"'Jd ..

r- ·

11/26/7

Reference

40

54856

11/26/75

0-18A Rack Haunt Conversion

0-4 Output Booster Amplifier
0-18 Rack Mount Conversion
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

54856

0-18A Rack Mount Conversion

0-18 Rack Mount Conversion
Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

fED. REGISTER NOTil
PAGE
PAil

MANUAL
OR AUTQ

Reference

41
45

5145 02/04/76
18474 03/21/80

C Zero And Span Ttmer
0 Ethylene/C02 Blend Reactant Gas

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT HETHODS

February 8, 1993

Page 17

MANUAL
OR AUTO

REF. OR
EOUJV.

FEO. REGISTER NOTICE

lear Siegler Measurement
RFOA-1176-017 "Monitor labs Model 8410E Ozone
Controls Corporation
Analyzer," operated on a range
of 0-0.5 ppm with a time constant 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
setting of 5 seconds, with or
without any of the following
opt tons:
DO Status Outputs
ER Ethylene Regu,lator Assembly
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter
v TFE Zero/Span Valves
VT TFE Zero/Span Valves And Timer

Auto

Reference

41

53684

12/08/76

Dasibi Environmental Corp.
EQOA-0577-019 •oas1bi Hodel 1003-AH, 1003-PC,
515 West Colorado Street
o~ 1003-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-l.O ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Adjustable Alarm
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
.
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Integrated Output
Rack Mounting Ears And Slides
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
Vycor-Jacketed U.V. Source lamp
0-10 mY, 0-100 mv, 0-1 V, or 0-10 V Analog Output

Auto

Equiv.

42

28571

06/03/77

Reference

42

28571

06/3/77

DES IGNA Tl ON
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

VOL.

PAGE

OAT£

OZONE (Continued}

/

RFOA-0577-020 ·"Beckman Model 950A Ozone
Analyzer," operated on a range
of 0-0.5 ppm and with the "SLOW"
(60 second) response time, with
or without any of the following
options:
lntern~l Ozone Generator

Auto
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Process Instruments Division
2500 Harbor Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92634
Computer

A~aptor

Kit

Pure Ethylene Accessory

DESIGNATION
NUMBER

Page 18

UST OF O.ESIGNATED REFERENCE ANO EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

tebruary 8, 1993

SOURCE

IDENTIFICATION

FED. REGISTER NOTICE

MANUAL
OR AUJO

REF. OR
E!>UIV.

VOL. PAGE

Auto

£quh.

42
42

OATE

OZONE (Continued}
EQOA-0777-'02J "Philips PW9771 OJ Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
PW9771/00 OJ Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9724/00 Otsc.-Set
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/20 Supply Unit;
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm,
with or without any of the following accessories:
PW97J2/00 Sampler line Heater
PW97JJ/OO Sampler
PW9750/JO Frame ·For HTT
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold

38931 08/01/77
57156 11/01/77

RFOA-0279-0J6 "Col umbta Scient t ftc Industries
Columbia Scient iftc
Auto
Reference 44
10429 02/20/79
Hodel 2000 Ozone Meter," when
Industries
11950 Jollyville Rd.
operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range
with either AC or battery power: Austin, TX 78759
The DCA 952 battery charger/AC
adapter M952-0002 (115V) or M952-000J (230V) is required for AC operation; an internal battery H952-0006 or
12 volt external battery is required for portable non-AC powered operation.
EQOA-0880-047 "Thermo Electron Hodel 49 U.V.
Thermo Environmental
Auto
Equtv.
45
57168 08/27/80 ·
Instruments, Inc.
Photometric Ambient 03 Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
Franklin, MA 020J8
without any of the following
options:
49-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
49-002 19 Inch Rack Mountable Configuration
~- '
49-100 Internal Ozone Generator For Zero, Precision, And level 1 Span Checks
49-103 Internal Ozone Generator For Zero, Precision, And level 1 Span Checks With Remote Activation
49-488 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) IEEE-488
/

l!ST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS

February 8, 1993
DES IGNAT ION
NUMBER

IOENTIFICATION

SOURCE

Page 19

fED. REGISTER NOTICE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

RH. OR

EOUIV.

VOL.

Auto

Equtv.

46

52224

Auto

Equtv.

47

13572 03/31/82

Auto

Equtv.

48

10126 03/10/83

PAGE

DATE

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0881-053 "Honttor labs Hodel 8810 Photometric Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
0-1.0 ppm, with selectable
electronic time constant settings
from 20 through 150 seconds, with
05 Pressure Compensation
06 Averaging Option
07 Zero/Span Valves
08 Internal Zero/Span (Valve And
09 Status
10 Particulate Ftlter
15 through 20 OAS/REC Output
EQOA-0382-055 "PCI Ozone Corporation Model
LC-12 Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of 0-0.5 ppm.

~

Lear Siegler Measurement
Control Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

10/26/81

or without any of the following options:

Ozone Source)

PCI Ozone Corporation
One Fairfield Crescent
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

EQOA-0383-056 "Oasibi Model 1008-AH, 1008-PC,
Oasibi Environmental Corp.
or 1008-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
515 West Colorado St.
operated on a range of either
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Ozone Generator
Photometer Flow Restrictor (2 LPH)
Rack Mounting Brackets or Slides
RS232 Interface
Vycor-Jacketed U.V. Source lamp
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
4-20 mA, Isolated, or Dual Analog Outputs
20 Second Update Software

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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OZONE {Continued)
EQOA-0990-078 "Environics Series 300
Envtronics, Inc.
Computerized Ozone Analyzer,"
165 River Road
operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range, West Willington, CT 06279
with the following parameters
entered into the analyzer's computer system:
Absorption Coefficient • 308 ± 4
Flush Time • 3
Integration Factor • 1
Offset Adjustment ~ 0.025 ppm
Ozone Average Time • 4
Signal Average • 0
Temp/Press Correction ·On
and with or without the RS-232 Serial Data Interface.

38386 09/18/90

EQOA-0992-087 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equiv.
57
44565 09/28/92
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 400
Instrumentation, Inc.
Ozone Analyzer," operated on
8815 Production Avenue
any full scale range between
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
0-100 ppb* and 0-1000 ppb, at any
temperature tn the range of soc to 40oC, with the dynamic zero and span adjustment features set to OFF, with
a 5-mtcron TFE filter element Installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and wtth or without any of the
following options:
Internal Zero/Span (IZS)
IZS Reference Adjustment
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 With Status Outputs
Zero/Span Valves
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of thts analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0-500 ppb
Is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-500 ppb range. Thus,
designation of any range lower than 0-500 ppb does not imply commensurably better performance than that
obtained on the 0-500 ppb range.
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OZONE {Continued}
EQOA-0193-091 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equiv.
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation Model
Controls Corporation
Hl9810 Ozone Analyzer," operated 74 Inverness Drive East
on any full scale range between
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15oC to 35°C, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration; Han~al or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman; Pres/Temp/flow Comp: On; Span
Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any·of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 rnA, 2-20 rnA, 4-20 rnA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.
*NOTE: Users should be a~are that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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Auto

Reference

41

MANUAl

CARBON MONOXIDE
RFCA-0276-008 Bendix or Combustion Engineering Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Model 850l-5CA Infrared CO
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
Analyzer, operated on the 0-50
ppm range and with a time conlewisburg, WY 24901
stant setting between 5 and 16
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis Slides
BRack Mounting. Without Chassis Slides
C External Sample Pump

7450 02/18/76

RFCA-0876-012 "Beckman Model 866 Ambient CO
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 41
36245 08/27/76
Monitoring System," consisting
Process Instruments Division
2500 Harbor Boulevard
of the following components:
Pump/Sample-Handling Module,
Fullerton, CA 92634
Gas Control Panel, Model 865-17
Analyzer Unit, Automatic Zero/Span Standardlzer;
operated with a 0-50 ppm range, a 13 second electronic response time, with or without any of the following
options:
Current Output Feature
Bench Mounting Kit
Linearizer Circuit
RFCA-0177-018 "LIRA Model 2025 Air Quality
Mine Safety Appliances Co.
Auto
Reference 42
5748 01/31/77
Carbon Monoxide Analyzer
600 Penn Center Boulevard
System,• consisting of a LIRA
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
Model 202S optical bench
(P/N 459839), a regenerative dryer (P/N 464084), and rack-mounted samplln~l system; operated on a 0-50 ppm
range, with the slow response amplifier, with or without any of the follo~1lng options:
Remote Meter
Remote Zero And Span Controls
0-1, 5, 20, or 50 mA Output
1-5, 4-20, or 10-50 mA Output
0-10 or 100 mY Output
0-1, 5, or 10 Volt Output

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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RFCA-1278-033 "Horiba Models AQM-10, AQM-11,
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
and AQM-12 Ambient CO Monitoring 17671 Armstrong Avenue
Systems," operated on the 0-50
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm range, with a response time
setting of 15.5 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
a AIC-101 Automatic Indication Corrector
b VIT-3 Non-Isolated Current Output
c IS0-2 and OCS-3 Isolated Current Output

Reference

43

58429

RFCA-0979-041 "Monitor Labs Hodel 8310 co
Analyzer," operated on the
0-50 ppm range, with a sample
inlet filter, with or without
any of the following options:
02A Zero/Span Valves
03A Floor Stand ·
04A Pump (60 Hz)

Reference

44
45

54545 09/20/79
2700 01/14/80

DES IGNAT ION
NUMBER

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

VOL. PAGE

DATE

CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)

Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
048 Pump (50 Hz)
05A CO Regulator
06A CO Cylinder

Auto

12/14/78

07A Zero/Span Valve Power Supply
OBA Calibration Valves
9A,B,C,O Input Power Transformer

RFCA-1180-048 "Horiba Hodel APHA-300E Ambient
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 45
72774
Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
17671 Armstrong Avenue
System," operated on the 0-20
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm*, the 0-50 ppm, or the 0-100
ppm range with a time constant switch setting of No. 5. The monitoring system may be operated at
temperatures between 10°C and 40°C.

11/03/80

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on a range less than 50 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm range. Thus,
designation of thts lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-50 ppm range.
(This method was originally designated as "Horiba Hodel APHA 300E/300SE Ambient Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
System".)
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-1280-050 "MASS-CO, Model 1 Carbon MonCommonwealth of Massachusetts Auto
Reference 45 81650 12/11/80
oxide Analyzer," operated on a
Department of Environmental
range of 0-50 ppm, ~ith automatic
Quality Engineering
zero and span adjustments at time Tewksberry, HA 01876
intervals not to exceed 4 hours,
wtth or wtthout the 100 millivolt and 5 volt output options. The method consists of the following
components:
'
(1) Infra-2 (Uras 2) Infrared Analyzer Hodel 5611-200-35, (2) Automatic Calibrator Hodel 5869-111,
(3) Electric Gas Cooler Hodel 7865-222 or equivalent with prehumidifter, (4) Diaphragm Pump Hodel 5861-214
or equivalent, (5) Membrane Filter Hodel 5862-111 or equivalent, (6) Flow Meter Hodel SK 1171-U or
~
equivalent, (7) Recorder Hodel Hint Comp ON 1/192 or equivalent
'

NOTE: This method is not now commercially available.
RFCA-0381-051 "Dasibt Hodel 3003 Gas Filter
Correlation CO Analyzer," operated on the 0-50 ppm range, with
a sample particulate filter installed on the sample tnlet line,
3-001 Rack Mount
3-002·Remote Zero And Span

Oasibt Environmental Corp.
515 West Colorado Street
Glendale, CA 91204-1101

Auto

Reference

46

20773 04/07/81

with or without any of the following options:
3-003 BCD Digital Output
3-007 Zero/Span Module Panel
3-004 4-20 Htlltamp Output

RFCA-0981-054 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Environmental
Model 48 Gas Filter Correlation
Instruments, Inc.
Ambient CO Analyzer," operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-50 ppm range, with a
Franklin, HA 02038
time constant setting of 30
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
48-001 Particulate Filter
48-002 19 Inch Rack Mountable Configuration
48-003 Internal Zero/Span Valves With Remote Activation
48-488 GP18 (General Purpose Interface Bus) 1EEE-488
An_n1n lntarn~l 7Pro Air Packaqe

Auto

Reference

46

47002 09/23/81

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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7233
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued}
RFCA-0388-066 "Monitor labs Hodel 8830 CO
lear Siegler Measurement
Analyzer," operated on the 0-50
Controls Corporation
ppm range, with a five micron
74 Inverness Drive East
Teflon filter element installed
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
in the rear-panel filter assembly,
with or without any of the following options:
2 Zero/Span Valve Assembly
3 Rack Assembly
4 Slide Assembly
7 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Auto

Reference

03/07/88

RFCA-0488-067 "Dasibi Hodel 3008 Gas Filter
Oasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 53
12073 04/12/88
Correlation CO Analyzer,"
515 West Colorado Street
operated on the 0-50 ppm range,
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
with a time constant setting of
60 seconds, a particulate filter installed in the ~nalyzer sample inlet line, with or without use of the
auto zero or auto zero/span feature, and with or without any of the following options:
N-0056-A RS-232-C Interface
S-0132-A Rack Mounting Slides
Z-0176-S Rack Mounting Brackets

LIST Of DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVAL£NT METHODS
DESIGNATION
NUMBER
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MANUAL
OR AUIO
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-0992-088 "lear Siegler Measurement
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57
44565 09/28/92
Controls Corporation Model
Controls Corporation
Ml9830 Carbon Monoxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-5.0 ppm* and 0-100 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15ec to 35eC, with a five-micron
Teflon fflter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position, with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration: Hanua1 or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin l/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of· the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, I V, 5 V, 10 V
Current, 0-20 rnA, 2-20 mA and 4-20 mA;
and wfth or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly For External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy 01sk Drive
•NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 50 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-50 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-50 ppm range.
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NITROGEN OIOXIO£
lear Siegler Measurement
RFHA-0677-021 "Monitor labs Hodel 8440E
Controls Corporation
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
74 Inverness Drive East
operated on a 0-0.5 ppm range
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
(posttton Z of range switch)
wtth a time constant setting of
20 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
Tf Sample Particulate Filter
00 Status Outputs
With TFE Filter Element
R Rack Mount
V Zero/Span Valves
FH Flowmeters
RFNA-0777-022 Bendix or Combustion Engineering
Model 8101-C Oxides of Nitrogen
Analyzer, operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range wtth a Teflon sample filter
(Bendtx P/H 007163) installed on
the sample inlet.line.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Process Analytic~
P.O. Box 831
Lewisburg, WV 24901

37434
46575
29986

07/21/77
09/16/77
06/04/81

OIBA Ozone Dry Air
0188 Ozone Dry Air - No Orierite

Reference

42

37435 07/21/77

Reference 42
Auto
46574 09/16/77
Columbia Scientific
RFNA-0977-025 "CSI Hodel 1600 Oxtdes of
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated
Industries
11950 Jollyvflle Road.
on a 0-0.5 ppm range with a
Austin, TX 78759
Teflon sample ftlter (CSI
P/N H951-8023) installed on
the sample inlet.line, with or without any of the following options:
951-0103 Rack Ears
951-0112 Remote Zero/Span Sample 951-8074 Copper Converter Assembly
951-0104 Rack Mounting Ktt
Control
(Horizontal)
951-0114 Recorder Output, 5 V
951-8079 Copper Converter Assembly
(Ears &Slides)
951-0106 Current Output, 4-20 mA 951-0115 External Pump
(Vertical)
(Non-Insulated)
(115 V, 60 Hz)
951-8085 Molybdenum Converter Assembly
951-0108 Diagnostic Output Option 951-8072 Molybdenum Converter
(Vertical)
951-0111 Recorder Output, 10 V
Assembly (Horizontal)
NOTE: The vertical molybdenum converter assembly is standard on all new analyzers as of 1-1-87; however, usc
of any of the other converter assemblies is optional. Also, the above options reflect new CSI part numbers.

February 8, 1993
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NIJROGEN DlOX JOE (Continued)
EQN-1277-026

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dtoxtde tn the Atmosphere"

Manual
Atmospheric Research and
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

42

62971

12/14/17

EQN-1277-027

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere-Techntcon II Automated
Analysts System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

42

62971

12/14/77

EQN-1277-028

"TGS-ANSA Method for the
Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (MD-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

42

62971

12/14/77

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT HETHODS
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-1078-031 "Meloy Model NA530R Nitrogen
Oxides Analyzer," operated on
the following ranges and time
constant switch positions:

Auto

· Reference

43
44

50733
8327

10/31/18
02/09/79

Time Constant Setting

Range. ppm
0-0.1*
0-0.25*
0-0.5
0-1.0

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

.

4
J or 4
2, 3, or 4
2, 3, or 4

Operation of the analyzer requires an external vacuum pump, either Meloy Optton N-10 or an equivalent pump
capable of maintaining a vacuum of 200 torr (22 inches mercury vacuum)
or better at the pump connection at
the·specified sample and ozone-air flow rates of 1200 and 200 cm1 /min, respectively. The analyzer may be
operated at temperatures between 1o•c and 40°C and at line voltages between 105 and 130 volts, with or
without any of the following options:
N-140 ltne Transmitter
N-lA Automatic Zero And Span
N-6C Remote Zero/Span Control
N-18 Rack Mount Conversion
N-2 Vacuum Gauge
And Status (Timer)
H-18A Rack Mount Conversion
N-4 Digital Panel Meter
N-9 Manual Zero/Span
N-6 Remote Control For Zero
N-10 Vacuum Pump Assembly (See
And Span
Alternate Requirement Above)
N-68 Remote Zero/Span Control
N-11 Auto Rangtng
And Status (Pulse)
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thu~,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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RFNA-0179-034 "Beckman Model 952-A
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
NO/N02 /NO. Analyzer," operated
Process Instruments Division
on the 0-0.5 ppm range with the
2500 Harbor Boulevard
5-micron Teflon sample filter
Fullerton, CA 92634
(Beckman P/N 861072 supplied wtth
the analyzer) installed on the sample
inlet line, with or without the Remote
Operation Option (Beckman Cat. No. 635539).

Reference

44

7806 02/07/79

RFNA-0179-035 "Thermo Electron Hodel 14 B/E
Thermo Environmental
Chemtlumtnescent NO/N02 /NO.
Instruments, Inc.
8 West Forge Parkway
Analyzer,• operated on the
0-0.5 ppm range, with or without Franklin, HA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card
14-003 Long-Time Signal Integrator
14-004 Indicating Temperature Controller
14-005 Sample Flowmeter
14-006 Air Filter

Auto

Reference

44
44

7805 02/07/79
54545 09/20/79

Thermo Environmental
RFNA-0279-037 "Thermo Electron Hodel 14 D/E
Instruments, Inc.
Chemiluminescent NO/N02 /NO.
Analyzer,• operated on the
8 West forge Parkway
0-0.5 ppm range, wtth or without Franklin, HA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card

Auto

44

10429 02/20/79
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0479-038 "Bendix Model 8101-B Oxides of
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Reference 44
26792 05/07/79
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated on
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
a 0-0.5 ppm range with a Teflon
sample filter installed on the
lewisburg, WV 24901
sample Inlet line and with the
following post-manufacture modifications:
1. Ozone generator and reaction chamber input-output tubing modification per Bendix Service Bulletin
81018-2; 2. The approved converter material; 3. The revised and EPA-~pproved operation and service
manual. These items are mandatory and must be obtained from Combustion Engineering, Inc.
The analyzer may be operated with or without any of the following optional modifications:
a. Perma Pure dryer/ambient air modification~
b. Valve cycle time modification;
c. Zero potentiometer centering modification
per Bendix Service Bulletin 81018-1;
d. Reaction chamber vacuum gauge modification.
RFNA-0879-040 "Philips Model PW9762/02
Philips Electronic
NO/NO,/NO_ Analyzer," consisting
Instruments, Inc.
85 McKee Drive
of the following components:
PW9762/02 Baste Analyzer
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9729/00 Converter Cartridge
PW973l/OO Sampler or PW9731/20 Dust Filter;
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm, wtth or
without any of the following accessories:
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold
PW9732/00 Sample line Heater
PW90li/OO Remote Control Set

Auto

Reference

44

51683 09/04/79

February 8, 1993
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0280-042 "Monitor Labs Model 8840
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
Internal time constant setting
of 60 seconds, a .TFE sample filter
options:
02 Flowmeter
03A Rack Ears
038 Slides
OSA Zero/Span Valves
058 Valve/Relay
~
06 Status
07A Input Power Transformer
100 VAC, 50/60 Hz
078 Input Power Transformer
220/240 VAC, 50 Hz

Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

9100
29986

Installed on the sample Inlet line, with or wtthout any of the
08A Pump Pac Assembly With 09A
(115 VAC)
088 Pump Pac Assembly With 098
(100 YAC)
08C Pump Pac Assembly With 09C
(220/240 YAC)
08D Rack Mount Panel Assembly
09A Pump 115 VAC 50/60Hz
098 Pump 100 VAC 50/60 Hz
09C Pump 220/240 YAC 50 Hz

011A
0118
011C
012A
0128
012C
013A
0138

02/11/80
06/04/81

foll~wing

Recorder Output 1 Volt
Recorder Output 100 mY
Recorder Output 10 mY
DAS Output I Volt
DAS Output 100 mY
DAS Output 10 mY
Ozone Ory Afr
Ozone Dry Air - No Orierlte

RFNA-1289-074 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Environmental
Auto
Reference 54
50820 12/11/89
Inc. Model 42 NO/NO,/NO. Analyzer," Instruments, Inc.
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm*, the 8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.1 ppm*, the 0-0.2 ppm*, the
Franklin, MA 02038
0-0.5 ppm, or the 0-1.0 ppm range,
with any time average setting from 10 to 300 seconds. The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between
15•c and Js•c and at line voltages between 105 and 125 volts, with or without any of the following options:
42-002 Rack Mounts
42-004 Sample/Ozone flowmeters
42-007 Ozone Particulate Filter
42-003 Internal Zero/Span And
42-005 4-20 rnA Current Output
42-008 RS-232 Interface
Sample Valves With Remote 42-006 Pressure Transducer
42-009 Permeation Dryer
Activation
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operatton on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
Is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
·~"
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued}

/

RFNA-0691-082 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Reference 56
27014 06/12/91
Instrumentation, Inc
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 200
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
8815 Production Avenue
operated on a range of either
San Diego, CA 92121-2219
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, wtth a 5-mtcron
If£ ftlter element installed in the rear-panel fflter assembly, with etther a user- or vendor-supplied
vacuum pump capab,le of providing 5 inches mercury absolute pressure at 5 slpm, wtth efther a user- or
vendor-suppl ted dry air source capable of providing atr at a dew point of ooc or lower, wtth the
following settings of the adjustable setup variables:
Adaptive Filter • ON
Dwell Time • 7 seconds
Dynamic Span • Off
Dynamic Zero • OFF
PHT Temperature Set Point • 15°C
Rate of Change(ROC) Threshold • 10%
Reaction Cell Temperature • sooc
Sample Time • 8 seconds
Normal Filter Size • 12 samples;
and with or without any of the following options:
180 Stainless Steel Valves
283 Internal Zero/Span With Valves (IZS) 356 level One Spares Kit
184 Pump Pack
325 RS-232/Status Output
357 Level Two Spares Ktt
280 Rack Mount With Slides
355 Expendables
PES Permeation Tube for IZS
RFNA-0991-083 "Monitor labs Hodel 8841
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 56
47473 09/19/91
Controls Corporation
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm•,
74 Inverness Drive East
0-0.1 ppm•, 0-0.2 ppm*,
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-0.5 ppm, or 0-1.0 ppm range,
with manufacturer-supplied vacuum pump or alternative user-supplied vacuum pump capable of providing 200
torr or better absolute vacuum while operating with the analyzer.
*NOT£: Users should be aware that designatfon of this analyzer for operatton on ra~ges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
-'-~~~ .... • a.... ,.~ thou" lnwar nnoP"~: rfnP'I: not. imolv conmensunhlv better perform.-nce than that obtained on
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued}
RFNA-1192-089 "Dasibi Model 2108 Oxides of
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 57
55530 11/25/92
515 West Colorado Street
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated
on the 0-500 ppb range, with
Glendale~ CA 91204-1101
software revision 3.6 installed
in the analyzer, with the Auto thumbwheel switch and the Diag thumbwheel switch settings at 0, with the
following intern~l CPU dipswitch settings:
switch
position
function
open (down)
Recorder outputs are NO &N02
1
5
open .(down)
3 minute time constant
3 minute time constant;
6
closed (up)
with a 5-micron Teflon filter element installed in the filter holder, and with or without any of the
following options:
Built-in Permeation Oven
Rack Mounting
Three-Channel Recorder Output
RS-232 Interface
4-20 rnA Output
1

~

RFNA-1292-090 "lear Siegler Me~surement
lear Stegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57
60198 12/18/92
Controls Corporation
Controls Corporation Model
ML9841 Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15DC to 35ec, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration: Manual or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman; Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On;
Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V; Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Rack Mount Assembly
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Internal Floppy Disk Drive
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for oper~tion on any full scale range less
than O.S ppm is based on meettng the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.S ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not Imply
corm~ensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.
/
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43

46258

10/05/18

LEAD
40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix G

******

Reference Method for the Determination of lead in Suspended
Particulate Hatter Collected
from Ambient Air ·

EQl-0380-043

Atmospheric Research and
"Determination of lead ConcenManual
tration in Ambient Particulate
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Hatter by Flame Atomic AbsorpU.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
tion Spectrometry Following
Ultrasonic Extraction with Heated Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
HHO,-HCl

Equtv.

45

14648 03/06/80

/

II

EQl-0380-044

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Flameless Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry (EPA/
RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQl-0380-045

"Determination of lead Concentration fn Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (EPA/RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQl-0581-052

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Wavelength Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry"

California Department of
Health Services
Air & Industrial Hygiene
Laboratory
2151 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, CA 94704

Equiv.

46

29986 06/04/81

Manual
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EQL-0483-057

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Montana)"

State of Montana
Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences
Cogswell Building
Helena, MT 59620

Manual

Equiv.

48

14748 04/05/83

EQL-0783-058

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Energy-Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(Texas Air Control Board)"

Texas Air Control Board
6330 Highway 290 East
Austin, TX 78723

Manual

Equtv.

48

29742

EQL-0785-059

"Determination of lead ConcenOmaha-Douglas County
tration in Ambient Particulate
Health Department
Hatter by Flameless Atomic
1819 Farnam Street
Absorption Spectrometry (OmahaOmaha, NE 68183
Douglas County Hea.lth Department)"

Manual

Equlv.

50

37909 09/18/85

EQL-0888-068

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Rhode
Island) •

State of Rhode Island
Department of Health
Air Pollution Laboratory
50 Orms Street
Providence, RI 02904

Manual

Equlv.

53

30866 08/16/88

"Determination of Lead Concentration tn Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Northern Engineer-

Northern Engineering
and Testing, Inc.
P.O. Box 30615
Billings, Ml 59!01

Manual

Equtv.

53

44947

'iQL-1188-069

~

........... ~

Tnrt~nn

fnr

\"

'

06/28/83

11/07/88
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LEAD (Continued)
EQL-1288-070

"Determination of Lead Concentratton in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Silver Valley
Laboratories)"

Silver Valley Laboratories,
Inc.
P.O. Box 929
Kellogg, ID 83837

Manual

Equiv.

53

48974

12/05/88

EQL-0589-072

"Determination of Lead Concentratfon in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(NEA, Inc.)"

Nuclear Environmental
Manual
An a1ys f s, Inc .
10950 SW 5th Street, Suite 260
Beaverton, OR 97005

Equtv.

54

20193

05/10/89

EQL-1290-080

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of New
Hampshire)"

State of New Hampshire
Department of Environmental
Services
Laboratory Service Unit
6 Hazen Drive (P.O. Box 95)
Concord, NH 03302-0095

Manual

Equtv.

55

49119 11/26/90

EQL-0592-085

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Kansas)"

State of Kansas
Department of Health and
Environment
Forbes Field, Building 740
Topeka, KS 666?0-0001

Manual

Equtv.

57

20823

05/15/92

EQL-0592-086

"Determination of Lead Concentration tn Ambtent Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania)"

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Manual
Department of Environmental
Resources
P.O. Box 2357
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2357

Equiv.

57

20823

05/15/92

/
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:METHOD CODES

~~~~:Dod (pan~}

C1l7

T-=--1~)

EQS-C7'7S411

rl17

T~n~)

EQS-Q77S-002

f81

EQSA..f11190.C77

rrn

~500

EQSA-4177~4

lleck:mall 953
llaldu 1303

EQSA-o671-029
EQSA·lm.a30
EQSA·1 016-061
EQSA..()l92-014
EQSA-121().049
EQSA·Il7S..OOS
EQSA..O 193-092
EQSA·ll7S-006
EQSA·l 071..()32
EQSA-DS&G-046
EQSA-4176-013
EQSA..()7i9.()39

02A
029
CDO
061
014
049
ODS
092
006
032

SQ, AybJm
Advuc.S I'WAIIioa

m.r.

100

Duibt4i01
~S.A.AFllM

Lear Siqicr AM20l0
Lear Sie1Jcr SMIOOO

l.&ar Sic1lcr ML9&50
Meloy SAlBS·lA
Meloy SA285E.
Meloy SA700
Moait.or l.aba &450
Momt.or l.aba 88.50
Moait.or l.aba BBSOS
Philip• PW9700
Philip• PW97S5
Tbcrmo Elcctroa 43
Tbcrmo ElcctroD 43A

046

513
039

EQSA-03~75

015

EQSA-0876-011
EQSA-()676-010
EQSA-ol76-009
EQSA-0416..()60

Sll

A.dvaDCcd PoUwioa lDIIlr. 400

EQOA-099l-o&7

kkman 950A

RFOA..0577~0

Beadl.ll8002

R.FOA-0176-007
RFOA-0279-036
EQOA-0577..019
EQOA-0383-056
EQOA-0990-071
EQOA-0193-091
R.FOA-1076-014
R.FOA-1076-0IS
R.FOA-1076-016
R.FOA·1 075..()()3
RFOA·1 075..()04
R.FOA-1176-017
EQOA-4111-053
EQOA-031l..OS5
EQOA-orrT.ml

017
020
007
036
019
056
071
091
514
SIS
016

010
009
060

Q, AMytm

CS12000
Duibi 1003-AH,·PC,-RS
Duibi 100&-AH
Eavuom.:a 300
I..car Sicsler ML9810
McMillall 1100.1
Mc:Millall 11 CJO- 2
Mc:Millall 11 CJ0-3
Meloy 0Al:Z.S·2R
Meloy OA350.2R.
MODit.or l.ab1 &4 I OE
Moait.or l.aba Ill 0
I'Cl Ozaa& Corp. LC-12
Pbilipa PW977I
1hermo Electroo 49

EQOA~7

B.ctmul66
Baldix 1501-.SCA

Duibi3003
Duibi3001
~ A~-10,-11,-12

Horibl 300Ef.JOOSE
1Mr Sieper ML 9130
MASS - CO 1 ()l•eecbuNG.I)
Moailor l..abiiJ I0
Moailor Lab1 1830
MSA l01S
1'bcrmo m.ctroa 41

RFCA-0176-0Jl
RFCA-ol76-00I
RFCA-031 1..0S I
RFCA-o4&1-067
RFCA-1%714J3
JlFCA-1110-041

l

"'**

Sodium ........ (orific;c)
Sodiual --.lilaf1"edulicola D
TOS-ANSA (ori6Ge)

NO. Metnm
~

PoUulica ._.. 200

a.:m.a95lA
a...liz II 01-B
8eadix II Ol.C
Duibi 2!0!
CSJ 1600
s.-r s;.pr Ml..9&41
Meloy NA53oOR
Moailar Laba .....OE
Moailor Lab• IUO
MoaiiDr Lab• 1&4 I
Pbilipa PW'9762102
TbmDo Electroc 148/E
TbmDo E1ectroa 14DIE
n-mo EavirvameD&allaa. 42

Medlod

..wsL

EQN-1277~

(11.4

EQN-1277..0:Z7
EQN-1277-021

(11.4

lt.FN A.()691-0il

Oil
034

RFNA..Ol~

RFNA..OC'79-031
RfNA.ffT77.oll
RFNA-1192-419
J.FNA...cgn-425
RFNA-1292-090
RFNA-10'71-031
RFNA-0677-oll
RFNA..Ql.IG.04l
RfNA-0991-083
RFNA-QI79-D40
RFNA..OJ79-035
RPNA..O:Z79-037
RFNA·lll9-o74

091

03&
022
089

025
090
031
Oll

041
083
040

035
037
074

n,upp•'M'*'*
b{. a.&bod (hi·voll AA lpKl.)
Hi-vol/AA .-=t. (a.lt. exu:)
Hi-vol/Eaeqy-clilp XRF ('TX ACB)
Hi-vol/Eaefl>'-clilp XJlf (NE.A)
Hi-v~ AA (EMSUEPA)
~AA(o-ba)

Hi-vol/ICAP tpecl. (EMSLJEPA)
Hi-voi/JCAP JpKl. {X&Dal)
Hi-voi/JCAP .,.:t. (MCII!IaDII)
Hi-voi/JCAP tpect. (NEAT)
Hi-voi/JCAP tpect. (N. Hampahr)
Hi-voi/JCAP tpect. (JieJIMylva)
Hi-voi/JCAP ~pet. (Rhode Ia.)
Hi-voi/JCAP ~pel. (S.V. Laba)
Hi-volfWL.Oilp. XR.F (CA aDU.)

EQL-o310-043
EQL-0783..058
EQL-0589..()72

103
043
058

072

EQL-03~

()oW

EQL-078S..OS9
EQL-o310-04S
EQL-OS9l-OIS
EQL-0413-057
EQL-111J-o69
EQL-1290-oSO
EQL-0592-086
EQL,..818-061
EQL-1218..070
EQ1,.051 1-DSl

059

"'

045
OIS
OS7
069
010
086
068
070

052

003
004
017
053

ass

023
047

co AeelyBn

\

Mt:dllll
~M

M!l!ll! Metllods
b{.

--

D-41 .,: ...

~

--'*..

s. 1993

012

001
051
067
033

041

RFCA~-011

011

RFCA-1210-050
RFCA-0979-041
IPCA-0311-066
RFCA-o177-ot a
RFCA-0911..()54

050

rM,. Semplm
Onroa DEQ M.cl. vo1. ampler
Sicrn-AIIderlaD/GMW 1200
Sicrn-AIIderlaD/GMW Jl1·B
Sierra-AIIIM,_..,GMW 3lJ-c
Sicrn-AA<' aaJGMW 2AJ DW:hOt
Wlllldiac A Aatlc.la;,ta voluml

l!J..Aabwt

A d -lmlr.... PH6li-N
I A P"l"''M 1400, 1«XXa
WlllldiaJ A~. a.. 0..,.

mM

R.FPS-0389..()71
R.FPS-1217-063
R.FPS-1217-064
R.fPS.Ili7-06S
RPPS-0'789-073
Jt.FPS.1 017-061

071
063
064
065

EQPM~6

076

EQPM-J<J90.079
EQPM-0391-o&l

079

073
062

Oil

'MtcW

a.r-...cbod~)

041

066
011

054

\
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1. c:a' ~ 1501·5CA (3Cr)
, . . . . _ ... (3Cr)

l. MloA xas C3C'l
4 . . . . . AQW-ID,II,I2 (3Cr)
S . . , . _ &.-. IDIO (3Cr)

·--~
ao. 50, tOOl
'. llll.iJoD.cD I (3Cr)
I. ~ JCID (3Cr)

' TD • C3C'l

10 . . . . _ & . - . - (3Cr)
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ll.
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,,TD
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. . . . . . . ~(.s)
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"·'-'
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' a

~~ lllll
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coSl
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,.
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1.---tJOA(..S)
t. CSI21100
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NV_...._AA

I. KV"'-a AA CEPA)
l.KVIFl--.AA
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4. RYIWDXV
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,,11V,_AA
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....
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_..._
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~~ ~

I. KVIICAI (JJ)
t KVIICAI (NET)
10. KVIICAI (SVI.)
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PM 10
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.DEPT E MD-77
UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
IUUICH TIIAMGL£ ,All.•OITH CUOUIA 277JJ
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
NNAL TY FOR fi'IIIIVATE USE I3GO

U.' S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Research and Deve 1opment
Atmospheric Research and Exposure
Assessment Laboratory
Methods Research & Development Division {HD-77)
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711
919 541-2622 or 919 541-4599
FTS 629-2622 or FTS 629-4599
Issue Date:

February 8, 1993

*** ******** • ** * * • * * ***** *
*Previous Revision: September 28, 1992
*
*
*
* New Designations:
*
* Dasibi Environmental Corporation
*
* "odel 2108 Oxides of Nitrogen Analyzer
*
*lear Siegler "easurement Controls Corporation*
* "odel "l9841 Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer
*
* "odel "l9810 Ozone Analyzer
*
* "odel "l9850 Sulfur Dtox\de Analyzer
*
** • ******* ********* ******

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS
These methods for measurtng ambient concentrations of specified air pollutants have been designated as "reference
methods" or "equivalent methods" in accordance with Title 40, Part 53 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part
53). Subject to any limitations (e.g., operating range) specified in the applicable designation, each method ts
acceptable for use in state or local air quality surveillance systems under 40 CFR Part 58 unless the applicable
designation is subsequently canceled. Automated methods are acceptable for use at temperatures between 20°( and 30°(
and line voltages between 105 and 125 volts unless wtder limits are specified in the method description.
Prospective users of the methods listed should note (1) that each method must be used in strict accordance with
the operation or instruction manual and with applicable quality assurance procedures, and (2) that modification of a
method by its vendor or user may cause the pertinent designation to be inapplicabl~ to the method as modified. (See
Section 2.8 of Appendix C, 40 CFR Part 58 for approval of modifications to any of these methods by users.)
Further information concerning particular designations may be found in the Federal Register notice cited for each
method or by writing to the Atmospheric Research & Exposure Assessment Laboratory, Methods Research & Development
Division (H0-77), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711. Technical
information concerning the methods should be obtained by writing to the "·source" listed for each method. New analyzers
or PH 10 samplers sold as reference or equivalent methods must carry a label or sticker identifying them as designated
methods. For analyzers or PH 10 samplers sold prior to the designation, the model number does not necessarily identify
an analyzer or sampler as a designated method. Consult the manufacturer or seller to determine if a previously sold
analyzer or sampler can be considered a designated method, or if it can be upgraded to designation status. Analyzer
users who experience operational or other difficulties with a designated analyzer or sampler and are unable to resolve
the problem directly with the instrument manufacturer may contact EPA (preferably in writing) at the above address for
ass 1s tance.
This list will be revised as necessary to reflect any new designations or any cancellation of a designation
currently in effect. The most current revision of the list will be available for inspection at EPA's Regional Offices,
and copies may be obtained by writing to the Atmospheric Research & Exposure Assessment laboratory at the address
specified above.
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PARTICULATE HATTER - TSP
******

Reference Method for the
Determination of Suspended
Particulate Hatter in the
Atmosphere (High-Volume Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix 8

Manual

Reference

47
48

54912 12/06/82
17355 04/22/83

Manual

Reference

52
52

24664 07/01/87
29467 08/07/87

Manual

Reference

52

37366 10/06/87

PARTICULATE HATTER - PHIO
******

Reference Method for the
Determination of 'Particulate
Matter as PH 10 in the Atmosphere

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J

~FPS-1087-062 •wedding &Associates'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
PM 10 Critical Flow High-Volume
P.O. Box 1756
Sampler,• consisting of the
Fort Collins, CO 80522
following components:
Wedding PM 10 Inlet
Wedding &Associates' Critical Flow Device
Weddtng &Associates' Anodized Aluminum Shelter
115, 220 or 240 VAC Motor Blower Assembly
Mechanical Timer Or Optional Digital Timer
Elapsed Time Indicator
Filter Cartridge/Cassette

February 8, 1993
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NUMBER
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OR AUTO
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(Continued}

RFPS-1287-063 "Sierra-Andersen or
Andersen Sa~plers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Works Model 1200
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PM 10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 1200 PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
~
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-11H, GHW-IP-10,
GHW-JP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanfcal tfmer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.
RFPS-1287-064 "Sierra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Works Model 321-B
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PH10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 321-B PH 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
atr samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUV-11H, GHW-IP-10,
GHW-IP-10-70, GHW-IP-10-801, or GHW-IP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time ~ndfic~tor; and filter cartridge.

teoruary o, 1993
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PARTICULATE HATTER - PH 10 (Continued)
RFPS-1287-065 "Sierra-Andersen or
Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 52
45684 12/01/87
General Metal Works Model 321-C
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
53
1062 01/15/88
PM 10 High-Volume Air Sampler
Atlanta, GA 30336
System," consisting of a Sierra- or
Andersen or General ·Metal Works
General Metal Works, Inc.
Model 321-C PM 10 Size-Selective
145 South Miami
Inlet and any of the high-volume Cleves, OH 45002
air samplers identified as
SAUV-10H, SAUY-llH, GMW-IP-10,
GMW-IP-10-70, GMW-IP-10-801, or GMW-JP-10-8000, which include the following components:
Anodized aluminum high-volume shelter with either acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic filter holder
and motor/blower housing or stainless steel filter holder and phenolic plastic motor/blower housing;
0.6 hp motor/blower; pressure transducer flow recorder; either an electronic mass flow controller or a
volumetric flow controller; either a digital timer/programmer, seven-day mechanical timer, six-day
~
timer/programmer, or solid-state timer/programmer; elapsed time indicator; and filter cartridge.
RFPS-0389-071

•oregon DEQ Medium Volume
PM 10 Sampler•
NOTE: This method is not now
commercially available.

Manual
State of Oregon
Department of Envtronmental Qual tty
Air Quality Dtviston
811 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Reference

54

12273

03/24/89

RFPS-0789-073 "Sierra-Andersen Models SA241 and Andersen Samplers, Inc.
Manual
Reference 54
31247 07/27/89
SA241M or General Metal Works
4801 Fulton lndustrtal Blvd.
Models G241 and G241H PH 10
Atlanta, GA 30336
Dichotomous Samplers", consisting or
of the following components:
General Metal Works, Inc.
Sampling Module with SAZ46b or
145 South Mtamt
G246b 10 ~ inlet, 2.5 ~m
Cleves, OH 45002
virtual impactor assembly,
37 mm coarse and ftne particulate ftlter holders, and tripod mount;
Control Module with diaphragm vacuum pump, pneumatic constant flow controller, total and coarse flow
rotameters and vacuum gauges, pressure switch (optional), 24-hour flow/event recorder, digital
timer/programmer or 7-day skip timer, and e}apsed ~ime indicator"

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHOOS

February 8, 1993
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PARTICULATE HATTER - PH 10 {Continued)
Equtv,
Andersen Instruments, Inc.
Auto
55
38387 09/18/90
EQPH-0990-076 "Andersen Instruments
4801 Fulton Industrial Blvd.
Hodel FH621-N PH 10 Beta
Atlanta, GA 30336
Attenuation Monitor,"
consisting of the following
components:
FH621 Beta Attenuation 19-inch Control Module
SA246b PH 10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
FHIOI Vacuum Pump Assembly
FH102 Accessory Kit
FH107 Roof Flange Kit
FH125 Zero and Span PH 10 Mass Foil Calibration Kit
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with an observing time of 60 minutes, the calibration factor
set to 2400, a glass fiber filter tape, an automatic filter advance after each 24-hour sample period, and
with or without either of the following options:
FHOPI Indoor Cabinet
FHOP2 Outdoor Shelter Assembly
EQPM-1090-079 "Rupprecht & Patashntck TEOH
Rupprecht & Patashnick Co., Auto
Equiv.
55
43406 10/29/VO
Series 1400 and Series 1400a
Inc.
PH-10 Honttors,•.consisting
8 Corporate Circle
Albany, NY 12203
of the following components:
TEOH Sensor Unit
TEOH Control Unit
Rupprecht & Patashnick PH-10 Inlet (part number 57-00596) or
Sierra-Andersen Hodel 246b PH-10 Inlet (16.7 liter/min)
Flow Splitter
Teflon-Coated Glass Fiber Filter Cartridges
operated for 24-hour average measurements, with the total mass averaging ttme set at 300 seconds,
the mass rate/mass concentration averaging time set at 300 seconds, the gate time set at 2 seconds,
and with or without either of the following options:
Tripod
Outdoor Enclosure
Automatic Cartridge Collection Unit (Series 1400a only)

February 8, 1993
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56

PARTICULATE HATTER- PH, 0 (Continued)
EQPH-0391-081 "Wedding &Associates'
Wedding &Associates, Inc.
Auto
PH 10 Beta Gauge Automated
P.O. Box 1756
Particle Sampler," consisting
Fort Collins, CO 80522
of the following components:
Particle Sampling Module
PH\0 Inlet (18.9 liter/min)
In et Tube and Support Ring
Vacuum Pump (115 VAC/60 Hz or 220-240 VAC/50 Hz)
operated for 24-hour average measurements with glass fiber filter tape.

9216 03/05/91

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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Manu a1

Reference

47

SULFUR DIOXIDE
Reference Method for the
Determination of Sulfur
Dioxide in the Atmosphere
(Parar~saniline Method)

40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A

EQS-0775-001

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Technfcon I
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (M0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

EQS-0775-002

"Pararosaniline Method for the
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
in the Atmosphere-Techn1con 11
Automated Analysis System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (M0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

******

,

EQSA-1275-005 "lear Siegler Model SH1000 S02
lear Siegler Measurement
Ambient Monitor," operated on the
Controls Corporation
0-0.5 ppm range, at a wavelength 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
of 299.5 nm, wfth the "slow"
(300 second) response time, with
or without any of the following options:
SM-1 Internal Zero/Span
SM-2 Span Timer Card
SM-3 0-0.1 Volt Output
SM-4 0-5 Volt Output
SM-5 Alternate Sample Pump
SM-6 Outdoor Enclosure

Auto

48

54899 12/06/B
17355 04/22/8

Equ1v.

40

34024

OB/ 13/7

[quiv

40

34024

08/13/i

[qufv.

41
41
42
45

3893
32946
13044
1147

01/27/
OB/06/
03/0B/
01/04/
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-1275-006 "Meloy Model SA185-2A Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer," operated on
the 0-0.5 ppm range, with or
without any of the following
options:
S-1 linearized Output
S-2 Modified Recorder Output
S-5 Teflon-Coated Block
S-6A Reignite Timer Circuit
S-7 Press To Read
S-11A Manual Zero And Span
S-118 Automatic Zero And Span
S-13 Status lights
S-14 Output Booster Amplifier
S-148 lfne Transmitter Board
or operated on the 0-1.0 ppm range
the other options.

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

41
43

S-IB Rack Mount Conversion
S-24
S-33
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-21 Front Panel 01g1tal Volt
Meter
S-34
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-35
And Status (Timer)
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-36
S-23 Automatic Zero Adjust
S-38
S-23A Automatic/Manual Zero Adjust

3893 01/27 /1t
38088 08/25/7:

Oual Range Lfnearized Output
Remote Range Control And Status
(Signals)
Remote Control
Front Panel Digital Meter With
BCD Output
Dual Range log-linear Output
Sampling Mode Status

wfth either option S-36 or options S-1 and S-24, with or without any of

EQSA-0276-009 •thermo Electron Hodel 43 Pulsed Thermo Environmental
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,"
Instruments, Inc.
equipped with an aromatic hydro- 8 West Forge Parkway
carbon cutter and operated on a
Franklin, MA 02038
range of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0
ppm, with or without any of the following options:
001 Rack Mounting For Standard 19 Inch Relay Rack
002 Automatic Actuation Of Zero And Span Solenofd Valves
003 Type S Flash Lamp Power Supply
004 Low Flow

Auto

Equh.

41
41
42
44
45
45

8531
15363
20490
21861
2700
32419

02/27 /7•
04/12/J.
04/2017
04/12/7'
01/14/8'
05/16/B·
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0676-010 "Philips PW9755 S0 2 Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Auto
Equiv.
41
26252 06/25fl
41
46019 10/19/~
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
85 McKee Drive
42
28571 06/03/i
PW9755/02 S0 2 Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9741/00 S0 2 Source
PW9721/00 Filter Set S02
PW9711/00 Electrolyte S02
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/10 Supply Unit/Coulometric
.Either PW9731/00 Sampler or PW9731/20 Dust Filter (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated with a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage setting of 760 millivolts; with or without an
of the following options:
PW9750/30 Frame For MTT
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold
PW9753/00 Mounting Rack For Accessorit
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9754/00 Air Distributor
EQSA-0876-011 "Philips PW9700 S0 2 Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Auto
Equiv.
consisting of the following
Instruments, Inc.
components:
·
85 McKee Drive
PW9710/00 Chemical Unit with:
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9711/00 Electrolyte S02
PW97Zl/OO Filter Set S02
PW9740/00 S02 Source
PW9720/00 Electrical Unit
PW9730/00 Sampler Unit (or vendor-approved alternate particulate filter);
operated with a 0-0.5 ppm range and with a reference voltage of 760 millivolts.

41

34105

08/12/~

41
36245 08/27/;
Equiv.
Auto
Lear Siegler Measurement
EQSA-0876-013 "Monitor Labs Model 8450 Sulfur
44
33476 06/11{.
Controls Corporation
Monitor," operated on a range of
74 Inverness Drive East
either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with
a 5 second time· constant, a model Englewood, CO 80112-5189
8740 hydrogen sulfide scrubber
in the sample line, with or without any of the following options:
V Zero/Span Valves
8P Dipolar Signal Processor
IZS Internal Zero/Span Module
CLO Current loop Output
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter VT Zero/Span Valves And Timer
DO Status Remote Interface

February 8, 1993
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VOL.
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0877-024 "ASARCO Model 500 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range; or
"ASARCO Model 600 Sulfur Dioxide
Monitor," operated on a 0-1.0 ppm
range. (Both models are identical

ASARCO Incorporated
3422 South 700 West
Salt lake City, UT 84119

44264 09/02/77
67522 11/26/79

except the range.)

NOTE: This method is not now commercially available.

~

EQSA-0678-029 "Beckman Model 953 Fluorescent
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Equiv.
43
35995 08/14/71
Ambient 502 Analyzer," operated
Process Instruments Division
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
2500 Harbor Boulevard
0-1.0 ppm, with a time constant
Fullerton, CA 92634
setting of 2, 2.5, or 3 minutes,
a 5 to 10 micron membrane filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, with or without any
of the following options:
a. Remote Operation Kit, Catalog No. 641984
b. Digital Panel Meter, Catalog No. 641710
c. Rack Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641709
d. Panel Mount Kit, Catalog No. 641708
EQSA-1078-030 "Bendix Model 8303 Sulfur
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm,
with a Teflon filter installed
on the sample inlet of the H2S
scrubber assembly.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

Equiv.

43

90733

10/31/7

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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Auto

Equtv.

43

REF. OR

SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-1078-032 wMeloy Hodel SA285E Sulfur
Dioxide Analyzer," operated
on the following ranges and
time constant switch positions:
Range. opb Time Constant Setting
0-50*
0-100*
0-500
0-1000

I or 10

1 or 10
off, l or 10
off, I or 10

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

50733

10/31/78

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of thts analyzer for
operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm ts based on meeting the same
absolute performance specifications requtred for the 0-0.5 ppm range.
Thus, designation of these lower ranges does not tmply commensurably
better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.

The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between IODC and 40°C and at ltne voltages between 105 and 130
volts, with or without any of the following options:
S-5 Teflon Coated Block
S-22B Remote Zero/Span Control
S-30 Auto Reignite
S-148 line Transmitter Board
And Status (Pulse)
S-32 Remote Range Control And Status
S-18 Rack Mount Conversion
S-23 Auto Zero Adjust
S-35 Front Panel Dtgital Meter With
BCO Output
S-18A Rack Mount Conversion
S-23A Auto/Manual Zero Adjust
Temperature
Status ltghts
S-21 Front Panel Dtgttal Meter S-25 Press To Read
S-3.7
S-22 Remote Zero/Span Control
S-26 Manual Zero And Span
S-38 Sampling Mode Status
And Status (Timer)
S-27 Auto Manual Zero/Span
S-22A Remote Zero/Span Control
S-28 Auto Range And Status
EQSA-0779-039 wMonttor labs Model 8850
Fluorescent S02 Analyzer,w
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
internal time constant setti~g
of 55 seconds, a TFE sample filter
options:
OJA Rack
038 Slides
05A Valves Zero/Span
nr.l\ 17~ r.,tPn·

7f'rn/So~n

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Orive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

Equtv.

44

44616 07/30/79

installed on the sample inlet line, wtth or without any of the following
068,C,O NBS Traceable Permeation 013 Recorder Output Options
Tu.bes
014 OAS Output Opt tons
08A Pump
017 low Flow Option
09A Rack Mount For Option OOA
018 Kicker

Ll~l
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0580-046 "Meloy Model SA 700 Fluorescence Columbia Scientific
Equtv.
45
31488 05/13/80
Auto
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," operaIndustries
ted on the 0-250 ppb*, the 0-500 11950 Jollyville Road
ppb, or the 0-1000 ppb range with Austin, TX 78759
a time constant switch position
of etther 2 or 3. The analyze~ may be operated at temperatures between 20DC and Jo•c and at line voltages
between 105 and 130 volts, with or without any of the following options:
FS-1 Current Output
FS-2 Rack Haunt Conversion
FS-2A Rack Mount Conversion
FS-28 Rack Mount Conversion
FS-3 front Panel Haunted Digital Meter
FS-5 Auto/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-6 Remote/Manual Zero/Span With Status
FS-7 Auto Zero Adjust
~

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on a range less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of this lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-1280-049 •Lear Siegler Model AM2020
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equtv.
45
79574 12/01/80
Ambient 502 Monitor,• operated
Controls Corporation
46
9997 01/30/81
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
74 Inverness Drive East
0-1.0 ppm, at a wavelength of
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
299.5 nm, with a 5 minute
integration period, over any l0°C temperature range between 20DC and 45°C, with or without the automatic zero
and span correction feature.

liST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVAlENT "ETHODS
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQSA-0486-060 "Thermo Electron Instruments,
Thermo Environmental
Auto
Equiv.
51
12390 04/10/86
Instruments, Inc.
Inc. Hodel 43A Pulsed Fluorescent
Ambient S02 Analyzer," operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-0.1 ppm*, the 0-0.2 ppm*, Franklin, HA 02038
the 0-0.5 ppm, or the 0-1.0 ppm
range with either a high or a low time constant setting and with or without any of the following options:
001 Teflon Particulate Filter Kit 003 Internal Zero/Span Valves
004 High Sample Flow Rate Option
002 Rack Mount
With Remote Activation

~

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-1086-061 "Oasibi Model 4108 U.V. Fluores- Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Equtv.
51
32244 Q9/I0/86
cence S02 Analyzer," operated
515 West Colorado Street
with a range of 0-100 ppb*, ·
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-200 ppb*, 0-500 ppb, or 0-1000 ppb,
with a Teflon-coated particulate filter and a continuous hydrocarbon removal system, wtth or wtthout any of
the following options:
a. Rack Mounting Brackets
b. RS-232-C Interface
c. Temperature Correction
And Slides
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
EQSA-0390-075 "Mont tor labs Mode 1 8850S S02
Analyzer," operated on a range
of either 0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm.

Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74· Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

Auto

Equiv.

55

5264

02/14/90

February 8, 1993
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SULFUR DIOXIO£ (Continued}

EQSA-0990-077 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equiv.
55 38149 09/17/90
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 100
Instrumentation, Inc.
Fluorescent S0 2 Analyzer,"
8815 Production Avenue
operated on the 0-0.1 ppm*,
San Otego, CA 92121-2219
the 0-0.2 ppm*, the 0-0.5 ppm,
or the 0-1.0 ppm range with a 5-micron TFE filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly,
either a user- or vendor-supplied vacuum pump capable of providing 20 inches of mercury· vacuum at 2.5 l/mtn,
wfth or without any of the following options:
Internal Zero/Span
Pump Pack
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 Interface
Status Output
TFE Zero/Span Valves
Zero Afr Scrubber
I

*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
fs based on meeting the same absolute performance spectfications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the o~o.s ppm range.
EQSA-0292-084 "Envfronnement S.A. Hodel AF21H
Equtv.
57
5444 02/14/92
fnvtronnement S.A.
Auto
Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer,"
Ill, bd Robespterre
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm 78300 Poissy, France
with a response time coeffictent
setting of 01, a Teflon filter installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and with or without any of the
following options:
Rack Mount/Slides
RS-232-C Interface

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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SULFUR DIOXIDE (Continued)

EQSA-0193-092 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equiv.
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation Hodel
Controls Corporation
Ml9850 Sulfur Dioxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15°C to 35oc, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration; Hanual or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, I V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the·following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not Imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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Auto

Reference

40

OZONE
RFOA-1075-003 "Meloy Model OA325-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
0-4 Output Booster Amplifier

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

RFOA-1075-004 "Meloy Model OA350-2R Ozone
Analyzer," operated with a scale
range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following
options:
•
0-2 Automatic Zero And Span
0-3 Remote Control Zero And Span

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

RFOA-0176-007 Bendtx or Combustion Engineering
Hodel 8002 Ozone Analyzer, operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range, with
a 40 second time constant, with
or without any of the following
options:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis
Slides
RFOA-1076-014 "MEC Model 1100-1 Ozone Meter,"
RFOA-1076-015 "MEC Model 1100-2 Ozone Meter,"
RFOA-1076-016 "MEC Model 1100-3 Ozone Meter,"
operated on a 0-0.5 ppm range,
~
with or without any of the
following options:
0011 Rack Mounting Ears
0012 Instrument Bail

0-18 Rack Mount Conversion
Auto

0016 Chassis Sltde Kit
0026 Alarm Set Feature

Reference

40

54B56

ll/26/75

0-18A Rack Mount Conversfon

Auto

Reference

41
45

5145 02/04/76
18474 03/21/80

C Zero And Span Ttmer
D Ethylene/C02 Blend Reactant Gas

BRack Hountfng Without Chassis
Slides
Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

11/26/75

0-18A Rack Mount Converston

0-4 Output Booster Amplifier
0-18 Rack Mount Conversion
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

54B56

Auto

Reference

41
42

46647 10/22/76
30235 06/13/77

0033 local-Remote Sample, Zero, Span Kit
0040 EthylenefC02 ·Blend Feature

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT METHODS
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Lear Siegler Measurement
RFOA-1176-017 "Monitor labs Model 8410£ Ozone
Controls Corporation
Analyzer," operated on a range
of 0-0.5 ppm with a time constant 74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
setting of 5 seconds, with or
without any of the following
options:
DO Status Outputs
ER Ethylene Regulator Assembly
TF TFE Sample Particulate Filter
v TFE Zero/Spa~ Valves
VI TFE Zero/Span Valves And Timer

Auto

Reference

41

53684

12/08/76

Oasibi Environmental Corp.
EQOA-0577-019 •Dasibi Model 1003-AH, 1003-PC,
515 West Colorado Street
or 1003-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Adjustable Alarm
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Integrated Output
Rack·Mountin'g Ears And Slides
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
Vycor-Jacketed U.V. Source Lamp
0-10 mY, 0-100 mY, 0-1 V, or 0-10 V Analog Output

Auto

Equtv.

42

28571

06/03/77

Reference

42

28571

06/3/77

DESIGNATION
NUMBER

IOENTIFICATION

SOURCE
OZONE (Continued)

/

RFOA-0577-020 •Beckman Model 950A Ozone
Analyzer," operated on a range
of 0-0.5 ppm and with the "SLOW"
(60 second) response time, with
or without any of the following
options:
Interna 1 Ozone Generator

Auto
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Process Instruments Division
2500 Harbor Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92634
Computer Adaptor Kit

Pure Ethylene Accessory

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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Auto

Equtv.

42
42

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0777-02J "Philips PW9771 OJ Analyzer,"
Philips Electronic
Instruments, Inc.
consisting of the following
components:
85 McKee Drive
PW9771/00 OJ Monitor with:
Mahwah, NJ 074JO
PW9724/00 Disc.~set
PW9750/00 Supply Cabinet
PW9750/20 Supply Unit;
operated on a range of 0-0 .. 5 ppm,
with or without any of the following accessories:
PW97J2/00 Sampler line Heater
PW97JJ/OO Sampler
PW9750/JO Frame For HTT
PW9750/41 Control Clock 60 Hz
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold

J89Jl 08/01/77
57156 11/01/77

RFOA-0279-036 "Columbia Scientific Industries
Columbia Sctentiftc
Auto
Reference 44
10429 02/20/79
Hodel 2000 Ozone Meter," when
Industries
operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range
11950 Jollyvtlle Rd.
with either AC or battery power: Austin, TX 78759
The BCA 952 battery charger/AC
adapter H952-0002 (115V) or M952-0003 (230V) is required for AC operation; an internal battery H952-0006 or
12 volt external: battery 1s required for portable non-AC powered operation.
EQOA-0880-047 "Thermo Electron Hodel 49 U.V.
Thermo Environmental
Auto
Equtv.
45
57168 08/27/80
Instruments, Inc.
Photometric Ambient 0, Analyzer,~
operated on a range of either
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
Franklin, HA 02038
without any of the following
options:
49-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
49-002 19 Inch Rack Mountable Configuration
49-100 Internal Ozone Generator for Zero, Precision, And levei 1 Span Checks
49-IOJ Internal Ozone Generator For Zero, Precision, And Level 1 Span Checks With Remote Activation
. . . . ,..n

"'

0' 0

'"----~1

o ..... nn<"n lntprf:lrp

Rue:\ IFFF-488
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Auto
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46

52224

Auto

Equtv.

47

13572 03/31/82

Auto

Equtv.

48

10126 03/10/83

VOl,

PAGE

DATE

OZONE (Continued)
EQOA-0881-053 "Monitor labs Model 8810 Photometric Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of either 0-0.5 or
0-1.0 ppm, with selectable
electronic time constant settings
from 20 through 150 seconds, with
05 Pressure Compensation
06 Averaging Option
07 Zero/Span Valves
08 Internal Zero/Span (Valve And
09 Status
10 Particulate Fflter
15 through 20 OAS/REC Output
EQOA-0382-055 "PCI Ozone Corporation Hodel
LC-12 Ozone Analyzer," operated
on a range of 0-0.5 ppm.

lear Siegler Measurement
Control Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

or without any of the following options:

Ozone Source)

PCI Ozone Corporation
One Fairfield Crescent
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

Oasibi Environmental Corp.
EQOA-0383-056 "Dastbt Model 1008-AH, 1008-PC,
515 West Colorado St.
or 1008-RS Ozone Analyzer,"
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with or
without any of the following options:
Aluminum Coated Absorption Tubes
BCD Digital Output
Glass (Pyrex) Absorption Tubes
Ozone Generator
Photometer Flow Restrictor (2 LPH)
Rack Mounting Brackets or Slides
RSZJZ Interface
Vycor-Jacketed U.V. Source lamp
Teflon-based Solenoid Valve
4-20 mA, Isolated, or Dual Analog Outputs
,."'

r_- --~•

11-....1-'-

C"-1"'•._. ... ..,..,.

..

10/26/81

~ebruary
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Auto

Equtv.

55

OZONE {Continued)
EQOA-0990-078 "Envtronics Series 300
Envtronics, Inc.
Computerized Ozone Analyzer,w
165 River Road
operated on the 0-0.5 ppm range, West Willington, CT 06279
with the following parameters
entered tnto the analyzer's computer system:
Absorption Coefficient • 308 ± 4
Flush Ttme • J
Integration Factor • 1
Offset Adjustment • 0.025 ppm
Ozone Average Time • 4
Signal Average • 0
Temp/Press Correction • On
and wtth or without the RS-232 Serial Data Interface.

38386 09/18/90

EQOA-0992-087 "Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Equiv.
57
44565 09/28/92
Instrumentation, Inc. Model 400
Instrumentation, 'Inc.
Ozone Analyzer," operated on
8815 Production Avenue
any full scale range between
San Otego, CA 92121-2219
0-100 ppb* and 0-1000 ppb, ~t any
temperature in the range of soc to 40°C, with the dynamic zero and span adjustment features set to OFF, wtth
a 5-micron TFE filter element installed in the rear-panel filter assembly, and wtth or without any of the
following options:
Internal Zero/Span (IZS)
IZS Reference Adjustment
Rack Mount With Slides
RS-232 With Status Outputs
Zero/Span Valves
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0-500 ppb
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-500 ppb range. Thus,
designation of any range lower than 0-500 ppb does not imply commensurably better performance than that
obtained on t~e 0-500 ppb range.
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OZONE (Continued}
EQOA-0193-091 "lear Siegler Measurement
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Equiv.
58
6964 02/03/93
Controls Corporation
Controls Corporation Hodel
Hl9810 Ozone Analyzer," operated 74 Inverness Drive East
on any full scale range between
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-0.050 ppm* and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of )5°C to 35°C, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration; Hanual or Timed: Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman; Pres/Temp/flow Comp: On; Span
Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
Voltage, 0.1 V, I V, 5 V, 10 V;
Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive.
*NOTE: Users should be a~are that designation of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-0.5 ppm range does not Imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-0.5 ppm range.

February 8, 1993
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Auto

Reference

41

CARBON MONOXIDE
RFCA-0276-008 Bendix or Combustion Engineering Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Process Analytics
Hodel 8501-SCA Infrared CO
Analyzer, operated .on the 0-50
P.O. Box 831
ppm range and with a time conlewisburg, WV 24901
stant setting between 5 and 16
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
A Rack Mounting With Chassis Slides
BRack Mounting Without Chassis Slides
C External Sample Pump

7450 02/18/76

RFCA-0876-012 "Beckman Hodel 866 Ambient CO
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 41
36245 08/27/76
Monitoring System," consisting
Process Instruments Division
2500 Harbor Boulevard
of the following components:
Pump/Sample-Handling Module,
Fullerton, CA 92634
Gas Control Panel, Hodel 865-17
Analyzer Unit, Automatic Zero/Span Standardtzer;
operated with a 0-50 ppm range, a 13 second electronic response time, with or without any of the following
options:
Current Output Feature
Bench Mounting Ktt
Llnearlzer Circuit
RFCA-0177-018 "LIRA Hodel 202S Air Quality
Mine Safety Appliances Co.
Auto
Reference 42
5748 01/31/77
Carbon Monoxide Analyzer
600 Penn Center Boulevard
System," consisting of a LIRA
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
Hodel 202S optical bench
.
(P/N 459839), a regenerative dryer (P/N 464084), and rack-mounted sampling system; operated on a 0-50 ppm
range, with the slow response amplifier, with or without any of the follo~rtng options:
Remote Meter
'Remote Zero And Span Controls
0-1, 5, 20, or 50 mA Output
1-5, 4-20, or 10-50 mA Output
0-10 or 100 mY Output

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS
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43

58429

12/14/78

44
45

54545 09/20/79
2700 01/14/80

CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
RFCA-1278-033 •Horiba Models AQH-10, AQH-11,
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
and AQH-12 Ambient CO Monitoring 17671 Armstrong Avenue
Systems,• operated on the 0-50
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm range, with a response time
setting of 15.5 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
a AIC-101 Automatic Indication Corrector
b VIT-3 Non-Isolated Current Output
c IS0-2 and OCS-3 Isolated Current Output
RFCA-0979-041 •Monitor labs Hodel 8310 CO
Analyzer,• operated on the
0-50 ppm range, with a sample
tnlet filter, wtth or without
any of the following options:
02A Zero/Span Valves
03A floor Stand
04A Pump (60 Hz)

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
048 Pump (50 Hz)
05A CO Regulator
06A CO Cylinder

Auto

07A Zero/Span Valve Power Supply
DBA Calibration Valves
9A,B,C,O Input Power Transformer

RFCA-1180-048 •Horiba Model APHA-300[ Ambient
Horiba Instruments, Inc.
Auto
Reference 45
72774 11/03/80
Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
17671 Armstrong Avenue
System,• operated on the 0-20
Irvine, CA 92714-5727
ppm*, the 0-50 ppm, or the 0-100
ppm range with a time constant switch setting of No. S. The monitoring system may be operated at
temperatures between 10°C and 40°C.
•
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on a range less than 50 ppm
ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm range. Thus,
designation of this lower range does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on the
0-50 ppm range.
(This method was originally designated as "Horiba Hodel APHA 300f/300SE Ambient Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
System".)

February 8, 1993
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CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)
Reference 45 81650 12/11/80
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Auto
RFCA-1280-050 "MASS-CO, Hodel 1 Carbon Monoxide Analyzer," operated on a
Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering
range of 0-50 ppm, with automatic
zero and span adjustments at time Tewksberry, HA 01876
Intervals not to exceed 4 hours,
wtth or without the 100 millivolt and 5 volt output options. The method consists of the following
components:
(1) lnfra-2 (Uras 2) Infrared Analyzer Model 5611-200-35, (2) Automatic Calibrator Hodel 5869-111,
(3) Electric Gas Cooler Hodel 7865-222 or equivalent with prehumidifier, (4) Diaphragm Pump Model 5861-214
or equivalent, {5) Membrane Filter Model 5862-111 or equivalent, (6) Flow Heter Hodel SK 1171-U or
equivalent, (7) Recorder Hodel Hint Comp ON 1/192 or equivalent
NOTE: This method ts not now commercially
RFCA-0381-051 "Dastbt Hodel 3003 Gas Filter
Correlation CO Analyzer," operated on the 0-50 ppm range, with
a sample particulate filter installed on the sample Inlet ltne,
3-001 Rack Mount
3-002 Remote Zero And Span

avatlabl~.

Oastbl Environmental Corp.
515 West Colorado Street
Glendale, CA 91204-1101

Auto

Reference

46

20773 04/07/81

with or without any of the following options:
3-003 BCO Digital Output
3-007 Zero/Span Module Panel
3-004 4-20 Milliamp Output

RFCA-0981-054 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Envtronmental
Model 48 Gas Filter Correlation
Instruments, Inc.
Ambient CO Analyzer," operated
8 West Forge Parkway
on the 0-50 ppm range, with a
Franklin, HA 02038
time constant setting of 30
seconds, with or without any of the following options:
48-001 Particulate Filter
48-002 19 Inch Rack Mountable Configuration
48-003 Internal Zero/Span Valves With Remote Activation
48-488 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) IEE£-488
48-010 Internal Zero Air Package

Auto

Reference

46

47002 09/23/81
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Auto
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DATE

CARBON MONOXIDE (Continued)

/

RFCA-0388-066 "Monitor labs Hodel 8830 CO
Lear Siegler Measurement
Analyzer," operated on the 0-50
Controls Corporation
ppm range, with a 'five micron
74 Inverness Drive [ast
Teflon filter element installed
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
in the rear-panel filter assembly,
with or wtthout any of the following options:
2 Zero/Span Valv~ Assembly
3 Rack Assembly
4 Slide Assembly
7 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz

03/07/88

RFCA-0488-067 "Das1b1 Model 3008 Gas Filter
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 53
12073 04/12/88
Correlation CO Analyzer,"
515 West Colorado Street
operated on the 0-50 ppm range,
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
with a time constant setting of
60 seconds, a particulate filter installed in the analyzer sample inlet line, wtth or wtthout use of the
auto zero or auto zero/span feature, and wtth or without any of the following opttons:
N-0056-A RS-232-C Interface
S~0132-A Rack Mounting Slides
_Z-0176-S Rack Mounting Brackets

february 8, 1993
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CARBON MONOXIDE {Continued)
RFCA-0992-088 "lear Siegler Measurement
lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57 44565 09/28/92
Controls Corporation
Controls Corporation Hodel
Ml9830 Carbon Monoxide Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-5.0 ppm* and 0-100 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature fn the range of 15DC to 35°C, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position, with the following menu choices selected:
Background: Not Disabled; Calibration: Hanual or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalman;
Pres/Temp/Flow Comp: On; Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-pin 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
settings:
'
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V
Current, 0-20 rnA, 2-20 rnA and 4-20 rnA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Valve Assembly For External Zero/Span (EZS)
Rack Mount Assembly
Internal Floppy Disk Drive
*NOTE: Users- should be aware that designatton of this analyzer for operation on any full scale range less
than 50 ppm is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-50 ppm
range. Thus, designation of any full scale range lower than the 0-50 ppm range does not imply
commensurably better performance than that obtained on the 0-50 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE
lear Siegler Measurement
RFNA-0677-021 "Monitor labs Model 8440E
Controls Corporation
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
74 Inverness Drive East
operated on a 0-0.5 ppm range
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
(posttton 2 of range switch)
wtth a ttme constant setting of
20 seconds, with or without any of the following options:
TF Sample Particulate Filter
DO Status Outputs
Wtth TFE Filter Element
R Rack Mount
V Zero/Span Valves
FH Flowmeters
RFNA-0777-022 Bendix or Combustion Engineering
Model 8101-C Oxides of Nitrogen
Analyzer, operated on a 0-0.5 ppm
range wtth a Teflon sample filter
(Bendix P/N 007163) installed on
the sample inlet line.

37434 07/21/77
46575 09/16/77
29986 06/04/81

Ol8A Ozone Dry Air
0188 Ozone Ory Atr - No Drtertte

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
lewisburg, WV 24901

Auto

Reference

42

37435 07/21/77

/ · RFNA-0977-025 •cs1 Hodel 1600 Oxides of
Columbia Sctenttftc
Auto
Reference 42
46574 09/16/77
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated
Industries
on a 0-0.5 ppm range with a.
11950 Jollyville Road
Teflon sample filter (CSI
Austin, TX 78759
P/N H95l-8023) installed on
the sample inlet ·11ne, with or without any of the following options:
951-0103 Rack Ears
951-0112 Remote Zero/Span Sample 951-8074 Copper Converter A$sembly
951-0104 Rack Mounting Ktt
Control
(Horizontal)
(Ears & Slides)
951-0114 Recorder Output, 5 V
951-8079 Copper Converter Assembly
951-0106 Current Output, 4-20 mA 951-0115 External Pump
(Vertical)
(Non-Insulated)
(115 V, 60Hz)
951-8085 Molybdenum Converter Assembly
951-0108 01agnosttc Output Option 951-8072 Molybdenum Converter
(Vertical)
951-0111 Recorder Output, 10 V
Assembly (Horizontal)
NOT£: The

v~rtical

molybdenum converter assembly is standard on all new
•

• , • --

•-

---'-J--~1

1\lrn

as of 1-1-87; however, us•

an~lyzers
tho :~hnvP not inn~; reflect

new CSI part

nn,.,her~
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
EQN-1277-026

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere"

Manual
Atmospheric Research and
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (H0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equlv.

42

62971

12/14/77

EQN-1277-027

"Sodium Arsenite Method for
the Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere-Technlcon II Automated
Analysts System"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
Department E (M0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equlv.

42

62971

12/14/77

EQN-1277-028

"TGS-ANSA Method for the
Determination of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the Atmosphere"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
Department E (H0-77)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equlv.

42

62971

12/14/77

.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-1078-031 •Meloy Hodel NA530R Nitrogen
Oxides Analyzer," operated on
the following ranges and time
constant switch positions:

50733 10/31/76
8327 02/09/79

Time Constant Setting

Range. opm
0-0.1*
0-0.25*
0-0.5
0-1.0

Columbia Scientific
Industries
11950 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759

.

4
3 or 4
2, 3, or 4
2, 3, or 4

Operation of the analyzer requires an external vacuum pump, either Heloy Option N-10 or an equivalent pump
capable of maintaining a vacuum of 200 torr (22 Inches mercury vacuum)
or better at the pump connection at
the specified sample and ozone-air flow rates of 1200 and 200 cm1 /min, respectively. The analyzer may be
operated at temperatures between 1o•c and 40°C and at line voltages between 105 and 130 volts, with or
without any of the following options:
N-148 Line Transmitter
N-IA Automatic Zero And Span
N-6C Remote Zero/Span Control
N-18 Rack Mount Conversion
N-2 Vacuum Gauge
And Status (Timer)
N-18A Rack Mount Conversion
N-4 Digital Panel Meter
N-9 Manual Zero/Span
N-6 Remote Control For Zero
N-10 Vacuum Pump Assembly (See
And Span
Alternate Requirement Above)
N-68 Remote Zero/Span Control
N-11 Auto Ranging
And Status (Pulse)
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
is based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not Imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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RFNA-0179-034 •Beckman Model 952-A
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Auto
NO/NO,/NO. Analyzer,• operated
Process Instruments Division
on the 0-0.5 ppm range with the
2500 Harbor Boulevard
5-micron Teflon sample filter
Fullerton, CA 92634
(Deckman P/N 861072 supplied with
the analyzer) installed on the sample
inlet line, with or without the Remote
Operation Option (Deckman Cat. No. 635539).

Reference

44

7806 02/07/79

RFNA-0179-035 •Thermo Electron Hodel 14 D/E
Thermo Environmental
Chemiluminescent NO/N02 /NO.
Instruments, Inc.
Analyzer,• operated on the
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 ppm range, with or without Franklin, HA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card
14-003 long-Time Signal Integrator
14-004 Indicating Temperature Controller
14-005 Sample Flowmeter
14-006 Air Filter

Auto

Reference

44
44

7805 02/07/79
54545 09/20/79

RFNA~0279-037

Auto

44

10429 02/20/79

IDENTIFICATION

SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO

FED. REGIST(R NOTICE

REF. OR
EOUIY.

llESIGNATION
NUMBER

DATE

NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)

•Thermo Electron Hodel 14 D/E
Thermo Environmental
Instruments, Inc.
Chemtlumtnescent NO/N02 /NO.
Analyzer,• operated on the
8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.5 ppm range, with or without Franklin, HA 02038
any of the following options:
14-001 Teflon Particulate Filter
14-002 Voltage Divider Card

•

Reference

LIST OF DESIGNATED REFERENCE AND EQUIVALENT "ETHODS

February 8, 1993
/DESIGNATION
NUMBER
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SOURCE

MANUAL
OR AUTO
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0479-038 •oendtx Model 8101-8 Oxides of
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Auto
Reference 44
26792 05/07/79
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated on
Process Analytics
P.O. Box 831
a 0-0.5 ppm range with a Teflon
sample filter installed on the
Lewisburg, WV 24901
sample inlet line and with the
following post-manufacture modifications:
1. Ozone generator and reaction chamber input-output tubing modification per Bendix Service Bulletin
81018-2; 2. The approved converter material; 3. The revised and EPA-approved operation and service
manual. These items are mandatory and must be obtained from Combustion Engineering, Inc.
The analyzer may be operated with or without any of the following optional modifications:
a. Perma Pure dryer/ambient air modification;
b. Valve cycle ttme modification;
c. Zero potentiometer centering modification
per Bendix Service Bulletin 8101B-1;
d. Reaction chamber vacuum gauge modification.
RFNA-0879-040 •P.h11tps Model PW976Z/02
Philips Electronic
NO/N01 /NO. Analyzer," consisting
Instruments, Inc.
85 HcKee Drive
of the following components:
PWg762/02 Baste Analyzer
Mahwah, NJ 07430
PW9729/00 Converter Cartridge
PW9731/00 Sampler or PW9731/20 Oust Filter;
operated on a range of 0-0.5 ppm, with or
without any of the following accessories:
PW9752/00 Air Sampler Manifold
PW9732/00 Sample Line Heater
PW9011/00 Re~ote Control Set

Auto

Reference

44

51683 09/04/79

February 8, 1993
DESIGNATION
HUMBER
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)

/

RFNA-0280-042 "Monitor labs Hodel 8840
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,"
operated on a range of either
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, with an
internal time constant setting
of 60 seconds, a TFE sample filter
options:
02 Flowmeter
03A Rack Ears
038 Slides
OSA Zero/Span Valves
058 Valve/Relay
06 Status
07A Input Power Transformer
100 VAC, 50/60 Hz
078. Input Power Transformer
220/240 VAC, 50 Hz

lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
74 Inverness Drive East
Englewood, CO 80112-5189

45

46

9100 02/11/80
29986 06/04/81

installed on the sample inlet line, with or without any of the following
08A Pump Pac Assembly With 09A
( 115 VAC)
088 Pump Pac Assembly With 098
( 100 VAC)
08C Pump Pac Assembly With 09C
(220/240 VAC)
08D Rack Mount Panel Assembly
09A Pump 115 VAC 50/60 Hz
098 Pump 100 VAC 50/60 Hz
09C Pump 220/240 VAt 50 Hz

OIIA
OIIB
OIIC
012A
0128
Ol2C
OI3A
0138

Recorder Output I Volt
Recorder Output too mV
Recorder Output 10 mV
DAS Output I Volt
QAS Output 100 mY
OAS Output 10 mV
Ozone Dry Atr
Ozone Dry Air - No Drierite

RFNA-1289-074 "Thermo Environmental Instruments Thermo Environmental
Auto
Reference 54
50820 12/11/89
Inc. Model 42 NO/N02 /NO. Analyzer," Instruments, Inc.
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm*, the 8 West Forge Parkway
0-0.1 ppm~, the 0-0.2 ppm*, the
Franklin, MA 02038
0-0.5 ppm, or the 0-1.0 ppm range,
with any time average setting from 10 to 300 seconds. The analyzer may be operated at temperatures between
l5°C and 35°C an~ at line voltages between 105 and 125 volts, with or without any of the following options:
42-002 Rack Mounts
42-004 Sample/Ozone Flowmeters
42-007 Ozone Particulate Filter
42-003 Internal Zero/Span And
42-005 4-20 mA Current Output
42-008 RS-232 Interface
Sample Valves With Remote 42-006 Pressure Transducer
42-009 Permeation Dryer
Activation
'
*NOTE: Users should be aware that designation of this analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
ts based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.S ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-0691-082 •Advanced Pollution
Advanced Pollution
Auto
Reference 56
27014 06/12/91
Instrumentation, Inc. Hodel 200
Instrumentation, Inc
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,•
8815 Production Avenue
operated on a range of either
San Otego, CA 92121-2219
0-0.5 or 0-1.0 ppm, wfth a 5-mfcron
TFE filter element installed fn the rear-panel filter assembly, wfth either a user- or vendor-supplied
vacuum pump capable of providing 5 Inches mercury absolute pressure at 5 slpm, with either a user- or
vendor-supplied dry air source capable of providing afr at a dew point of ooc or lower, with the
following settings of the adjustable setup variables:
Adaptive Filter • ON
Dwell Time • 7 seconds
Dynamic Span • OFF
Oynamfc Zero • OFF
PHT Temperature Set Point • 15oc
Rate of Change(ROC) Threshold • 10%
Reaction Cell Temperature • 50°C
Sample Time • 8 seconds
Normal Filter Stze • 12 samples;
and wfth or without any of the following options:
180 Stainless Steel Valves
283 Internal Zero/Span With Valves (IZS) 356 level One Spares Kit
184 Pump Pack
325 RS-232/Status Output
357 Level Two Spares Kit
280 Rack Mount With Slides
355 Expendables
PES Permeation Tube for IZS
RFNA-0991-083 •Monitor Labs Hodel 8841
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 56 47473 09/19/91
Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer,•
Controls Corporation
operated on the 0-0.05 ppm*,
74 Inverness Orfve East
0-0.1 ppm*, 0-0.2 ppm*,
Englewood, CO 80112-5189
0-0.5 ppm, or 0-1.0 ppm range,
wfth manufacturer-supplied vacuum pump or alternative user-supplied vacuum pump capable of provfdtng'200
torr or better absolute vacuum while operating with the analyzer.
*NOT£: Users should be aware that designation of thfs analyzer for operation on ranges less than 0.5 ppm
fs based on meeting the same absolute performance specifications required for the 0-0.5 ppm range. Thus,
designation of these lower ranges does not Imply commensurably better performance than that obtained on
the 0-0.5 ppm range.
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE (Continued)
RFNA-1192-089 "Dasibi Model 2108 Oxides of
Dasibi Environmental Corp.
Auto
Reference 57 55530 11/25/92
Nitrogen Analyzer," operated
515 West Colorado Street
on the 0-500 ppb range, with
Glendale, CA 91204-1101
software revision 3.6 installed
in the analyzer, with the Auto thumbwheel switch and the Oiag thumbwheel switch settings at 0, with the
following internal CPU dipswitch settings:
switch
oosit'ton
function
1
open '(down)
Recorder outputs are NO & N0 2
5
open (down)
3 minute time constant
3 minute time constant;
6
closed (up)
with a 5-micron Teflon filter element installed in the filter holder, and with or without any of the
following optioni:
Rack Mounting
Three-Channel Recorder Output
Built-in Permeation Oven
RS-232 Interface
4-20 mA Output
'
Lear Siegler Measurement
Auto
Reference 57 60198 12/18/92
RFNA-1292-090 "Lear Siegler Measurement
Controls Corporation
Controls Corporation Hodel
HL9841 Nitrogen Oxides Analyzer," 74 Inverness Drive East
operated on any full scale range Englewood, CO 80112-5189
between 0-0.050 ppm• and 0-1.0 ppm,
with auto-ranging enabled or disabled, at any temperature in the range of 15DC to 35DC, with a five-micron
Teflon filter element installed in the filter assembly behind the secondary panel, the service switch on
the secondary panel set to the In position; with the following menu choices selected:
Calibration: Hanual or Timed; Diagnostic Mode: Operate; Filter Type: Kalm~n; Presflemp/Flow Comp: On;
Span Comp: Disabled;
with the 50-ptn 1/0 board installed on the rear panel configured at any of the following output range
sett tngs:
Voltage, 0.1 V, 1 V, 5 V, 10 V; Current, 0-20 mA, 2-20 mA, 4-20 mA;
and with or without any of the following options:
Rack Mount Assembly
Valve Assembly for External Zero/Span (EZS)
Internal Floppy Disk Drive

*NOTE: Users should be aware that ties~gnat'-on of ~his analyzer for operat~on on any full scale range less
than 0.5 ppm ts based on meeting the same absolute performance spectftcattons required for the 0-0.5 ppm
n .. ,~ -f,.~~ ....... ~•4nn nf 2nu full ~r:al11 r-:annp loWPr thitn thP 0-0.5 llflm ranQe cfoeS not imply
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43

46258

10/05/78

VOl.

lEAD
40 CFR Part 50,
Appendix G

******

Reference Method for the Determination of lead tn Suspended
Parttculate Matter Collected
from Ambient Air

EQL-0380-043

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
"Determination of Lead ConcenExposure Assessment Laboratory
tration tn Arnbtent Particulate
U.S. Environmental Protection
Hatter by flame Atomic AbsorpAgency
tion Spectrometry Following
Ultrasonic Extraction with Heated Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
HNO,-HCl"

Equtv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0380-044

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Flameless Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry (EPA/
RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equtv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0380-045

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (EPA/RTP,N.C.)"

Atmospheric Research and
Manual
Exposure Assessment laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Equlv.

45

14648 03/06/80

EQL-0581-052

"Determination of Lead Concentratton in Ambient Parttculate
Matter by Wavelength Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry"

California Department of
Health Services
Air & Industrial Hygiene
laboratory
2151 B~rkeley Way
Berkeley, CA 94704

Manual

Equlv.

46

29986

I

/

06/04/81

February 8, 1993
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LEAD {Continued)
EQL-0483-057

ftDetermlnatlon of Lead Concentratlon In Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Montana)"

State of Montana
Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences
Cogswell Building
Helena, MT 59620

Manual

Equtv.

48

14748 04/05/83

EQL-0783-058

•Determination of Lead Concentratlon In Ambient Particulate
Matter by Energy-Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(Texas Air Control Board)"

Texas Air Control Board
6330 Highway 290 East
Austin, TX 78723

Manual

Equtv.

48

29742 06/28/83

EQL-0785-059

Omaha-Douglas County
"Determination of Lead Concentratlon In Ambient Particulate
Health Department
Matter by Flameless Atomic
1819 Farnam Street
Omaha, HE 68183
Absorption Spectrometry (OmahaDouglas County Health Department)"

Manual

Equiv.

50

37909 09/18f85

EQL-0888-068

"Determination of Lead Concentratlon in Ambient Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Rhode
Island)"

State of Rhode Island
Department of Health
Air Pollution Laboratory
50 Orms Street
Providence, Rl 02904

Manual

Equtv.

53

30866 08/16/88

EQL-1188-069

"Determination of Lead Concentratton tn Ambtent Particulate
Hatter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Northern Engineerlng and Testing, Inc.)"

Northern Engineering
and Testing, Inc.
P.O. Box 30615
Billings, MT 59107

Manual

Equtv.

53

44947

/

11/07/88

February 8, )993
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53

48974

12/05/88

lEAD (Continued}
EQl-1288-070

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Silver Valley

Silver Valley laboratories,
Inc.
P.O. Box 929
Kellogg, ID 83837

Labor~tories)"

EQl-0589-072

"Determination of ·lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(NEA, Inc . ) "

Nuclear Environmental
Manual
Analysts, Inc.
10950 SW 5th Street, Suite 260
Beaverton, OR 97005

Equtv.

54

20193 OS/10/89

EQl-1290-080

"Determination of lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of New
Ham1Jshire)"

State of New Hampshire
Department of Environmental
Services
Laboratory Service Unit
6 Hazen Drive (P.O. Box 95)
Concord, NH 03302-0095

Manual

Equtv.

55

49119

EQl-0592-085

"Determt.nation of Lead Concentration tn Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (State of Kansas)"

State of Kansas
Department of Health and
Environment
Forbes Field, Building 740
Topeka, KS 66620-0001

Manual

Equtv.

57

20823 05/15/92

EQL-0592-086

"Determination of Lead Concentration in Ambient Particulate
Matter by Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania)"

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Manual
Department of Environmental
Resources
P.O. Box 2357
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2357

Equiv.

57

20823 05/15/92

/

11/26/90
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1.0 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this technical manual is to present a guide for
the utilization of the Roof Monitor Sampling Method in the measurement
of fugitive emissions.

Criteria for the selection of the most applicable

measurement method and discussions of general information gathering and
planning activities are presented.

Roof Monitor sampling strategies and

equipment are described and sampling system design, sampling techniques,
and data reduction are discussed.
Manpower requirements and time estimates for typical applications
of the method are presented for programs designed for overall ar.d specifie emissions measurements.
The application of the outlined procedures to the measurement of
fugitive emissions from an electric arc furnace steel making plant is
presented as an appendix.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION
Pollutants emitted into the ambient air from an industrial plant

or other site generally fall into one of two types.

The first type is

released into the air through stacks or similar devices designed to
direct and control the flow of the emissions.

These emissions may be

readily_measured by universally-recognized standard stack sampling techniques.

The second type is released into the air without control of

flow or direction.

These fugitive emissions usually cannot be measured

using existing standard techniques.
The development of reliable, generally applicable measurement procedures is a necessary prerequisite to the development of strategies for
the control of fugitive emissions.

This document describes some pro-

cedures for the measurement of fugitive emissions using the roof monitor
measurement method described in Section 2.1.3 below.

2.1

Categories of Fugitive Emissions
Fugitive emissions emanate from such a wide variety of circumstances

that it is not particularly meaningful to attempt to categorize them
either in terms of the processes or mechanisms that generate them or the
geometry of the emission points.

A more useful approach is to categorize

fugitive emissions in terms of the methods for their measurement.

Three

basic methods exist--quasi-stack sampling, roof monitor sampling, and
upwind-downwind sampling.

2.1.1

Each is described in general terms below.

Quasi-stack Samoling Method ·

In this method, the fugitive emissions are captured in a temporarily
installed hood or enclosure and vented to an exhaust duct or stack of
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regular cross-sectional area.

F~issions

are then measured in the ex-

haust duct using standard stack sampling or similar well recognized
methods.

This approach is necessarily restricted to those sources of

emissions that are isolable and physically arranged so as co permit
the installation of a temporary hood or enclosure that will not interfere with plant operations or alter the character of the process or
the emissions.

2.1.2

Upwind-Downwind Sampling Method

This method is utilized to measure the fugitive emissions from
sources typically covering large areas that cannot be temporarily hooded and are not enclosed in a structure allowing the use of the roof

monitor method.

Such sources include material handling and

operations, waste dumps, and industrial
are spread over

lar~e

process~s

stora~e

in which the emissions

areas or aie periodic in nature.

The upwind-downwind method quantifies the emissions from such
sources as the difference between the pollutant concentrations measured
in the ambient air approaching (upwind) and leaving (downwind) che
source site.

It may aLso be utilized in comhination with mathematical

models and tracer tests to define the contributions to total measured
emissions of specific sources among a group of sources.

2.1.3

Roof Monitor Sampling Method

This method is used to measure the

fu~itive

emissions entering

the ambient air from building or other enclosure openings such as root
monitors, doors, and windows from enclosed sources too numerous or un-
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wieldy to permit the installation of temporary hooding.

Sampling is,

in general, limited to a mixture of all uncontrolled emission sources
within the enclosure and requires the ability to make low air velocity
measurements and mass balances of small quantities of materials across
the surfaces of the openings.
These features are embodied in the

ty~ical

industrial sources and

their emitted pollutants contained in Table 2-1.
The roof monitor method quantifies the emissions from such sources
as the average mass flux of emissions from buildings or enclosure openings
over the time period of measurement.

The flux is obtained from air and

pollutant material balances across the openings.

Tracer tests may also

be used in combination with it to define the contributions of individual
sources.

2.2

Selection of Sampling Method
The initial step in the measurement and documentation of fugitive

emissions at an industrial site is the selection of the sampling method
to be employed.

Although it is impossible to emunerate all the combina-

tions of influencing factors that

mi~ht

be encountered in a specific

situation, careful consideration of the following general criteria should
result in the selection of the most effective sampling method.

2.2.1

Selection Criteria

The selection criteria listed below are grouped into three general
classifications common to all

fu~itive

emissions measurement methods.

The criteria are intended to provide only representative examples and
should not be considered a complete listing of influencing factors.

-~-

TABLE 2-1
TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL FUGITIVE EMISSIONS SOURCES
MEASURED BY THE ROOF MONITOR SAMPLING METHOD

Source

Industry

Particulate
Emissions

Gas and
Vapor Emissions

Furnace or Cupola
Charging
Melting
Mold Pouring

Fume, Carbon Dust
Smoke (Oil)
Fume, Dust
Dust

co,

Charging

Metallic Fumes,
Carbon Dust
Metallic Fumes,
Dust

co

Tars, Carbon Dust
Tars, Carbon &
Aluminum Dust,
Flouridcs
Alumina Dust
Carbon & Alumina
Dust, Flour ides

co,
co,

Converter House
Reverberacory Furnace
Roaster Operations

Fume, Silica
Fume

502
so 2

Fume

so2

Curing Press Room

Organic Partieulate
Dust

HC, Odor

Phosphate Fertili-~ General Ventilazer
tion

Dust, Flour ides

502,

Lime

General Ventilation

Dust

Blast Furnace
Cast House
BOF Operations
Open Hearth
Operations

Metallic Fumes

co. H2S, so 2

Metallic Fumes,
Carbon Oust
Metallic Fumes

co

Iron & Steel Foundries

Electric Furnace
Steel

General Operations

Primary Aluminum

Carbon Plant
Pot room
Alumina Calcining
Cryolite Recovery

~imary

Copper

Tires & Rubber

Cement House

HC,

so 2

co, so2
CO, HC, PNA, Odor

co

HC,
HC,

so2
so2,

HF

-

I

HC, Odor
HF

-

I
I

Prilllary Steel

I

I

Arc Furnace
Operar:ion

Carbon Oust,
Silica Fume

i
!

co
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co,

I
i

I

!

Graphite, and
Carbide Product ion

!

Odor

2.2.1.1

Sice Criceria

Source Isolability. Can the emissions be measured separately
from emissions from other sources? Can che source be enclosed?
Source Location. Is the source indoors or out?
permit access of measuring equipment?

Does location

Meteorological Conditions. Will wind conditions or precipitation incerfere with measuremencs? Will rain or snow on ground
effect dust levels?

2.2.1.2

Process Criteria

Number ·and Size of Sources. Are emissions from a single, well
defined location or many scattered locations? Is source small
enough to hood?
Homogeneity of Emissions. Are emissions the same type everywhere ac the sice? Are reactive effects between different
emissions involved?
Continuity of Process. Will emissions be produced
to obtain meaningful samples?

lon~

enough

Effects of Measurements. Will installation of measuring equipment alter the process or the emissions? Will measurements
interfere with production?

2.2.1.3

Pollutant Criteria

Nature of Emissions. Are measurements of particles, gases,
liquids required? Are emissions hazardous?
Emission Generation Rate. Are enough emissions produced to
provide measurable samples in reasonable sampling time?
Emission Dilution. Will transport air reduce emission concentration below measurable levels?

2.2.2

Criteria Application

The application of the selection criteria listed in Section 2.2.1
to each of the fugitive emissions measurement methods defined in Section
2.1 is described in general terms in this Section.

-6-
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2.2.2.1

Quasi-stack Method

Effective use of the quasi-stack method requires that the source of
emissions be isolable and that an enclosure can be installed capable of
capturing emissions without interference with plant operations.
cation of the source alone is not normally a factor.

The lo-

Meteorological

conditions usually need be considered only if they directly affect the
sampling.
The quasi-stack method is usually restricted to a single source
and must be limited to two or three small sources that can be effectively enclosed to duct their total emissions to a single sampling point.
The process may be cyclic in nature if any one cycle is of sufficient
duration to provide a representative sam9le.

The possible effects of

the measurement on the process or emissions is of special significance
in this method.

In many cases, enclosing a portion of a process in

order to capture its emissions can alter that portion of the process
by changing its temperature profile or affecting flow rates.

Emission

may be similarly altered by reaction with components of the ambient air
drawn into the

samplin~

ducts.

While these effects are not necessarily

limiting in the selection of the method, they must be considered in designing the test program and could influence the method selection by
increasing complexity and costs.
The quasi-stack method is useful for virtually all types of emissions and is least affected by the emission
process.

~eneration

rate of the

Dilution of the pollutants of concern is of little consequence

since it can usually be controlled in the design of the sampling system.
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2.2.2.2

Roof MOnitor Method

Practical utilization of the roof monitor method demands that the
source of emissions be enclosed in a structure with a limited number of
openings to the atmosphere.

Measurements may usually be made only of

the total of all emissions sources within the structure.

Meteorological

conditions normally need not be considered in selecting this method.
The number of sources and the mixture of emissions is relatively
unimportant since the measurements usually include only the total emissions.

The processes involved may be discontinuous as long as a repre-

sen~ative

pling.

combination of the worst grouping may be included in a sam-

Measurements will normally have no effect on the processes or

emissions.
The roof monitor method, usually dependent on or at least influenced by gravity in the transmission of emissions, may not be useful
for the measurement of larger particulates and heavy gases which may
settle within the enclosure being sampled.

Emissions generation

~aces

must be high enough to provide pollutant concentrations of measurable
magnitude after dilution in the enclosed volume of the structure.

2.2.2.3

Upwind-Downwind Method

The upwind-downwind method, generally utilized where neither o£
the other methods may be successfully employed, is not influenced by
the number or location of the emission sources except as they influence
the locating of sampling devices.

In most cases, only the total con-

tribution to the ambient atmosphere of all sources within a sampling
area may be measured.

The method is strongly influenced by meteoro-

logical conditions, requiring a wind consistent in direction and velocity throughout the sampling period as well as -conditions of temper-
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ature, humidity and ground moisture representative of normal ambient
conditions.
The emissions measured by the upwind-downwind method may be the
total contribution from a single source or from a mixture of many sources
in a large area.

Continuity of the emissions is generally of little

consequence since the magnitude of the ambient air volume concerned is
large enough to provide a smoothing effect to any circle emissions.
The measurements have no effect on the emissions or processes involved.
Most airborne pollutants can be measured by the upwind-downwind
method.

Generation rates must be high enough to provide measurable

concentrations at the sampling locations after dilution with the ambient air.

Settlin~

rates of the larger particulates require that the

sampling system be carefully designed to ensure that a representative
pollutant cloud is included.

2.3

Sampling Strategies
Fugitive emissions measurements may, in general, he separated into

two classes or levels depending upon the

de~ree

of accuracy desired.

Survey measurement systems are designed to screen emissions and to
provide gross measurements of a number of process influents and effluents; detailed systems are designed to isolate, identify accurately,
and quantify individual contaminant constituents.

2.3.1

Survey Measurement Systems

Survey measurement systems employ recognized standard or stateof-the-art measurement techniques to screen the total emissions from a
site or source and determine whether any of the emission constituents
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should be considered for more detailed investigation.

They generally

utilize the stmplest available arrangement of instrumentation and procedures in a relatively brief sampling program, usually without provisions for sample replication, to provide order-of-magnitude type data,
embodying a factor of 2 to 5 ·in accuracy range with respect to actual
emissions,

2.3.2

Detailed Measurement Systems

Detailed measurement systems are used in instances where survey
measurements or equivalent data indicate that a specific emission constituent may be present in a concentration worthy of concern.

Detailed

systems provide more precise identification and quantification of specific constituents by utilizing the latest state-of-the-art measurement instrumentation and procedures in carefully designed sampling programs.

Detailed systems are also utilized to provide emission data over

a range of process operating conditions or ambient meteorological influences.

Basic accuracy of detailed measurements is in the order of

+ 10 to + 50 percent of actual emissions.

30.

TEST STRATEGIES
This section describes the approaches that may be taken to success-

fully complete a testing program utilizing the roof monitor sampling
method described in Section 2.1.

It details the information r~quired

to plan the program, describes the organization of the test

pl~n,

spe-

cifies the types of sampling equipment to be used, establishes ~riteria
for the sampling system design, and outlines basic data reducttvn methods.

3.1

Pretest Survey
After the measurement method to be utilized in documentin~ the fugi-

tive emissions at a particular site has been established

•

usi.n~

~0nducted

teria of Section 2.2, a pretest survey of the site should be
by the program planners.

che cri-

The pretest survey should result i.n

.111

infor-

mal, internal report containing all the information necessarv LLlr che
preparation of a test plan and the design of the sampling

svst~m

by the

testing organization.
This section provides guidelines for conducting a pretesl survey
and preparing a pretest survey report.

3.1.1

Information to be Obtained

In order to design a system effectively and plan for the un-site
sampling of fugitive emissions, a good general knowledge is

r~quired

of

the plant layout, process chemistry and flow, surrounding envLronment,
and prevailing meteorological conditions.

Particular characteristics

of the site relative to the needs of the owner, the products involved,
the space and manpower skills available, emission control equLpment in-
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stalled, and the safety and health procedures observed, will also influence the sampling system design and plan.

Work flow patterns and sched-

ules that may result in periodic changes in the nature or quantity of
emissions or that in4icate periods for the most effective and least disruptive sampling must also be considered.

Most of this information can

only be obtained by a survey at the site.

Table 3-1 outlines some of

the specific information to be obtained.

Additional information will

be suggested by considerations of the particular on-site situation.

3.1.2
The

Report Organization

informa~,

internal pretest survey report must contain all the

pertinent information gathered during and prior to the site study.

A

summary of all communications relative to the test program should be
included in the report along with detailed descriptions of the plant
layout, process, and operations as outlined in Table 3-1.

The report

should also incorporate drawings, diagrams, maps, photographs, meteorological records, and literature references that will be helpful in
planning the test program.

3.2

Test Plan
3.2.1

Purpose of a Test Plan

Measurement programs are very demanding in terms of the scheduling
and completion of many preparatory tasks, observations at sometimes
widely separated locations, instrument checks to verify measurement validity, etc.

!t is therefore essential that all of the experiment de-

sign and planning be done prior to the start of the measurement program

-12-
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TABLE 3-1
PRE-TEST SURVEY INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED
FOR APPLICATION OF FUGITIVE EMISSION SAMPLING METHODS

Plant
Layout

Drawing_s:
Building Layout and Plan View of Potential Study Areas
Building Side Elevations to Identify Obstructions and
Structure Available to Support Test Setup
Work Flow Diagrams
Locations of Suitable Sampling Sites
Physical Layout Measurements to Supplement Drawings
Work Space Required at Potential Sampling Sites

i
·1

Process

Operations

Other

Process Flow Diagram with Fugitive Emission Points
Identified
General Description of Process Chemistry
General Description of Process Operations Including
Initial Est:imat.e of Fugitive Emissions
Drawings of Equipment or Segments of Processes Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Photographs (if permitted) of Process Area Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Names, Extensions, Locations of Process Foremen and
Supervisors Where Tests are to be Conducted

Location of Available Services (Power Outlets, Maintenance and Plant Engineering Personnel, Laboratories, etc.)
Local Vendors Who Can Fabricate and Supply Test Sys·tem
Components
Shift Schedules
Location of Operations Records (combine with process
operation information)
Health and Safety Considerations
Access Routes to the Areas Where Test Equipment/Instrumentation Will Be Located
Names, Extensions, Locations of Plant "3ecurity and
Safety Supervisors
Regional Meteorological Summaries
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in the form of a detailed test plan.

The preparation of such a plan

enables the investigator to "pre-think" effectively and cross-check all
of the details of the design and operation of a measurement program
prior to the commitment of manpower and resources.

The plan then also

serves as the guide for the actual performance of the work.

The test

plan provides a formal specification of the equipment and procedures required to satisfy the objectives of the measurement program.

It is

based on the information collected in the informal pretest survey report and describes the most effective sampling equipment, procedures,
and timetables consistent with the program objectives and site characteristics.

3.2.2

Test Plan Organization

The test plan should contain specific information in each of the
topical areas indicated below:
Background
The introductory paragraph containing the pertinent infprmation leading to the need to conduct the measurement program
and a short description of the information required to answer
that need.
Objective
A concise statement of the problem addressed by the test
program and a brief description of the program's planned method
for its solution.
Approach
A description of the measurement scheme and data reduction methodology employed in the program with a discussion of
how each will answer the needs identified in the background
statement.

-14-

Inserumeneation/Equipment/Facilities
A description of the instrumentation arrays to be used to
collect the samples and meteorological data identified in the
approach description. The number and frequency of samples to
be taken and the sampling array resolution should be described.
A detailed description of the equipment to be employed
and its purpose.
A description of the facilities required to operate the
measurement program, including work space, electrical power,
support from plant personnel, special construction, etc.
Schedule
A detailed chronology of a typical set of measurements, or
a test, and the overall schedule of events from the planning
stage through the completion ofthe test program report.
Limitations
A definition of the conditions under which the measurement
project is to be conducted. If, for example, successful tests
can be conducted only during occurrences of certain source operations, those favorable limits should be stated.
Analysis Method
A description of the methods which will be used to analyze
the samples collected and the resultant data, e.g., statistical
or case analysis, and critical aspects of that method.
Report Requirements
A draft outline of the report on the analysis of the data
to be collected along with definitions indicating the purpose
of the report and the audience it is to be directed to.
Quality Assurance
The test plan should address itself to the development of
a quality assurance program as outlined in Section 3. 7. This
QA program should be an integral part of the measurement program and be incorporated as a portion of the test plan either
directly or by reference.
Responsibilities
A list of persons who are responsible for each phase of
the measurement program, as defined in the schedule, both for
the testing organization and for the plant site.
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3.3

Roof Monitor Sampling Strategies
The roof monitor sampling method, as described in Section 2.1.3,

is u•ed to quantify emissions released into the internal atmosphere of
the buildings or enclosures that contain the process equipment and which
are then ventilated to the external atmosphere as fugitive emissions.

The

roof monitor sampling method may be utilized to measure the fugitive
emissions from almost any process that ventilates through building openings such as doors, windows, or any of a wide variety of roof ventilators,
where the ventilation is either gravity dependent or fan driven.
The measurements made include that of the gas flow through the opening either by direct measurement or by calculation (of the gas velocity)
from physical parameters (pressure drop, thermal conductivity), the
cross-sectional area of the opening, and the particulate and gaseous emission concentrations in the flowing gas.

These measurements or calculations

provide the data necessary to determine the total flux of the fugitive
emissions from all sources operating within the enclosure or from selected
sources, depending on processing sequences or cycles.

Since ventilation

rates, especially when gravity driven, can vary, the mass emission rates
so measured are averages over the emission concentration and velocity
measurement period.
for

samplin~,

(Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe the equipment used

the criteria for sampling system design, sampling techniques,

and data reduction procedures for respectively, survey

and detailed

roof monitor sampling programs).

3.4

Survey Roof Monitor Sampling Strategy
A survey measurement system, as defined in Section 2.3, is designed

to provide gross measurements of emissions to determine whether any
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constituents should be considered for more detailed investigations.

A

survey roof monitor measurement system in its simplest form utilizes
one or two hi-vol type samplers set up to sample the

openin~s

by which

the fugitive emissions exit the building or enclosure and an eaual number of

h~t

wire or rotating vane ·anemometers for determining the gas

velocity exiting the

openin~s.

The weight of particulates/volume of

sample air collected and the average velocity across the

openin~s

are

combined with the measured area of the opening to calculate the emission
rate of the source.

Grab samples of gaseous emissions may be taken at

the same time as the particulate samples and the emission rate calculated
in the same manner.

Size distribution of the particulates may also be

obtained simultaneously from a variety of methods.

3.4.1

Sampling Equipment

Pollutants that may be measured by the roof monitor technique are
limited to those that can be airborne sufficiently to exit the enclosure
or structure through the vent openings, i.e., particulates anct

~ases.

gross measurement requirements for survey sampling of particulates are
best satisfied by high volume filter impaction devices to provide data
on the average emission rate, particle size distribution, and particle
composition.

Particle charge transfer or piezoelectric mass monitoring

devices may be utilized for continuous or semi-continuous sampling or
intermittent emission sources where peak levels must be defined.
Gaseous emissions in survey programs are usually

~rab-sampled

for

laboratory analysis using any of a wide variety of evacuated sampling
vessels.

Continuous or semi-continuous sampling of specific gases may
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be accomplished using such devices as, for example, continuous monitor
flame ionization detectors (for hydrocarbons) and automated West-Gaeke
bubblers/tmpingers (for sulfur dioxide).

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show

typical setups utilized for roof monitor/ventilator sampling for fugitive emissions.

3.4.2

Sampling Systems Design

The number and location of devices used to collect samples are
extremely important to the successful completion of a survey roof
monitor sampling program, especially since the program is designed for
minimum cost and provides for no replication of samples.

The design of

the sampling system is influenced by such factors as source complexity
and size, physical location and size of the vent openings, variability
of the mass rate and temperature of· the emissions, as well as the
homogeneity of the emissions.

Most situations will, in general, fit

into some combination of the following parameters:
Source - Sources may be either homogeneous, emitting a single type
of mixture of pollutants from each and every emission location, or
heterogeneous, emitting different types or mixtures of pollutants
from different locations. The resultant pollutant emission "cloud"
("cloud" being used to describe the fugitive emission plume boundaries) from a homogeneous source will be homogeneous. The pollutant
as a result of mixing by suitably directed or turbulent enclosure/
structure air flow, homogeneous. The physical size of a source will
determine the extent of the pollutant emission "cloud" and may influence its homogeneity. The proximity of sources within the enclosure/structure will also determine the extent of the "cloud" and
its homo15eneity.
Emission Character - The time duration of the emissions may limit
the effective sampling time. Sources which have a short time cycle
(<10-15 minutes) may require different sampling methods than those
of a one-hour or more time scale. The temperatures of the emissions
will also effect sampling. Excessive temperatures may limit the
sampling time for the emissions. If temperatures cycle excessively,
instrumentation which can quickly adjust to this cycle would be
required.
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Fig. 3-l. Electric arc furnace operation; roof monitor showing

sampling/mounting configuration.
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Fig. 3-2a. Roof or wall ventilator sampling configuration (with or
without fan).

Roof
ventilator

Roof

I

Particle charge
tntnsfer monitoring
system

Gaseous emission
monitoring system
Fig. 3-2b. Roof ventilator sampling configuration.
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Site Accessibility - If the site is not readily accessible, continuous
monitoring equipment, which is usually higher in cost and also in
complexity of arrays, might be required to measure the fugitive
emissions. If standard hi-vols are used, extra samplers would need
to be located in the roof monitor to conserve the number of times
the sampling site has to be accessed to recover samples. Remote
timing equipment and remote recording would be required also.
Emission Cycle - If the emission cycle is short, continuous monitoring equipment may be required. If not, multiple samples may need to
be taken on the same filter. In this case, a remote timing and
recording equipment would be required.
Table 3-3 outlines elements of conceptual systems for roof monitor
sampling programs.

These elements are keyed to the numbers on the Matrix

of Table 3-2, and they correspond to the appropriate system elements needed to measure fugitive emissions for that matrix entry.

Each matrix

entry corresponds to a specific combination of factors which make up a
particular roof monitor sampling program for a specific source.

3.4.3

Sampling Techniques

Sampling must be scheduled and carefully designed to ensure that
data representative of the emission conditions of concern are obtained.
Effective scheduling demands that sufficient knowledge of operations
and process conditions be obtained to determine proper starting times
and durations for samplings.

The primary concern of the sampling design

is that sufficient amounts of the various pollutants are collected to
provide meaningful measurements.
Each of the various sample collection and analysis methods has an
associated lower limit of detection, typically expressed in terms of
micrograms of captured solid material and

~ither

meter or parts per million in air of gases.
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micorgrams per cubic

Samples taken must provide at

TABLE 3-2
MATRIX OF POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF KEY TEST PARAMETERS

Emissions
Site
Point
Geometry Accesibility

Suitable
System
Elements

Emission
Cycle

Combination
Number

Source
Homogeneity

1

Homogeneous

Simple

Easy

Short

2

Homogeneous

Complex

Difficult

Long

3

Homogeneous

Simple

Difficult

Short

4

Homogeneous

Complex

Easy

Long

5

Homogeneous

Simple

Easy

Long

6

Homogeneous

Complex

Difficult

Short

7

Homogeneous

Simple

Difficult

Long

8

Homogeneous

Complex

Easy

Short

9

Heterogeneous

Simple

Easy

Short

(4)

10

Heterogeneous

Complex

Difficult

Long

(6.)(5)

11

Heterogeneous

Simple

Difficult

Short

(4)

12

Heterogeneous

Complex

Easy

Long

(6). (5)

13

Heterogeneous

Simple

Easy

Long

(2)

14

Heterogeneous

Complex

Difficult

Short

(5)

15

Heterogeneous

Simple

Difficult

Long

(4)

16

Heterogeneous

Complex

Easy

Short

(5)

..

.
etc •
Numbers refer
(5)
to conceptual
system elements
(4)
for a roof moni(3)
tor sampling
(1)
program most
suitable for a
(5)
given matrix
(1).(4) element, as described in Table
(1).(4) (1.)

(5)

3-2.

\

TABLE 3-3
ELEMENTS OF CONCEPTUAL SYSTEMS FOR A
ROOF MONITOR SAMPLING PROGRAM AS APPLIED TO
SPECIFIC TYPES OF FUGITIVE EMISSION SOURCES*

Fixed Station
In Monitor

1.

One Hi-Vol Sampler
One Rotating Vane Anemometer
One Cascade Impactor

~

2.

Two Hi-Vol Samplers
Two Rotating Vane Anemometers
Two Cascade Impactors

~

One Hi-Vol Sampler
One Rotating Vane Anemometer
One Cascade Impactor
One Portable Anemometer (Vane
or Hot Wire
One Respirable Dust Monitor

/ Fixed Station
( In Monitor

3.

4.

5.

6.

\

Manual Traverse
Doors & Windows

} of

One Continuous Particulate
Monitor
One _Rotating Vane Anemometer
One Cascade Impactor
One Continuous Particulate
Monitor
One Rotating Vane Anemometer
One Cascade Impactor
One Portable Anemometer
One Respirable Dust-Monitor
Two
Two
Two
One
One

Hi-Vol Samplers
Rotating Vane Anemometers
Cascade Impactors
Portable Anemometer
Respirable Dust Monitor

Fixed Station
In Monitor

Movable Across and
Down Roof Monitor

( Movable Across and
Down Roof Monitor

f
f

Manual Traverse of
Doors & Windows
Fixed Station

f In Monitor

~

Manual Traverse of
Doors & Windows

*All gaseous sampling done using grab samples for
laboratory analysis.

least these minimum amounts of the pollutants to be quantified.

The mass

of a pollutant collected is the product of the concentration of the pollutant in the air (x) and the volume of air sampled (V), thus,
M (micrograms)

=x

(micrograms/cubic meter) x V (cubic meters) .

.

To ensure that a sufficient amount of pollutant is collected, an adequately large volume of air must be passed through such samplers as
particle filters or gas absorbing trains for a specific but uncontrollable concentration.

The volume of air (V) is the product of its flow

rate (F) and the sampling time (T), or,
V (cubic meters)

=F

(cubic meters/minute) x T (minutes) .

Since the sampling time is most often dictated by the test conditions,
the only control available to an experimenter is the sampling flow rate.
A preliminary estimate of the required flow rate for any
tion may be made if an estimate or
expected is available.

rou~h

samplin~

loca-

measurement of the concentration

The substitution and rearrangement of terms in

the above equations yields Equation 3-l:
F (cubic meters/minute)

=M

(micrograms/x (micrograms/cubic meter)

x T (minutes).

(3-1)

This equation permits the calculation of the minimum acceptable flow
rate for a required sample size.

Flow rates should generally be adjusted

upward by a factor of at least 1.5 to compensate for likely inaccuracies
in estimates of concentration.

(~)

Grab samples of gaseous pollutants provide for no means.of pollutant
sample quantity control except in terms of the volume of the sample.
Care should be taken, therefore, to correlate the sample size with the
requirements of the selected analysis method.
The location of samplers is also important in obtaining representative data.

Where the emissions are known to exit the roof monitor or vent in

a homogeneous pollutant "cloud", one sampler can be used.

However, where

the pollutant "cloud" is not known to be homogeneous or is definitely
heterogeneous, samplers should be located at 25-100 ft intervals.
In addition, unless approximations can be made based upon relative
flowrates, a sampler must be located at each separate roof monitor or
vent location on the building/enclosure.

This can be simplified if in-

spection of the site indicates that some of these vents

ar~

only minor

sources of the fugitive emissions.
A critical concern in development of the

ma~s

emission rates from

roof monitor fugitive emission tests is the ac.·uracy of
ments required to change air quality measurements into

th~
mas~

flow measureemissions.

The basic equation is:
Mass Rate (micrograms/minute)

=M

(micrograms)/! (minutes)

X (micrograms/cubic meter) x F (cubic meters/minute)
Where

x

is known quite accurately, F is the overriding error limit

for fugitive emissions measurements.
F (cubic meters/minute)

=A

F can be obtained from:

(square meters) x U (meters/second)

Preliminary estimates of the linear velocity (V) can be obtained
by use of a hand hot wire anemometer with a digital or scale readout.

These will serve to determine what method of velocity measurement
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TABLE 3-4
RANGE OF APPLICABILITY OF COMMON VELOCITY
MEASUREMENT DEVICES FOR ROOF MONITOR SAMPLING

Device
Hot Wire
Anemometer*

Flow Range

Accuracy

10-8000 fpm

Fair

}

0-225°F
0-150°F Mechanical
0-200°F Electric

Rotating Vane
Anemometer

100-6000 fpm
50-6000 fpm

Pitot Tube
Calibrated

500-6000 fpm

Good

0-2000°F***

2000-10,000 fpm

Good

0-200°F

Magnehelic
Gauge**

Fair at Low fpm {
Good at High fpm

Usable
Temp. Range

*Cannot be used for sources with significant steam or water content.
**Although accurate has very narrow range of flow measurement and must
be calibrated for opening used.
***Water cooled for high temperatures.

\

will be the most accurate.

Temperature readings should also be taken

to determine the most suitable instrument.

Table 3-4 summarizes data

on the four instruments which would be most suitable, which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hot Wire Anemometers
Rotating Vane Anemometers
Pitot Tubes
Magnehelic Gauges (after calibration)

The method chosen must take- into account:

1.
2.

Compatibility with chosen sampling site conditions.
Compatibility with desired error limits of tests.

3.4.4

Data Reduction

When the sampling program has heen completed and the c;ampl PS

h<1VL'

been analyzed to yield average pollutant concentrations in micrograMs of
particulate matter or parts per million of gas·es in the pullutant
sion "cloud", the source strength must he calculated.
mentioned, this requires the multiplication of these

emis-

A::. previously
value~

by the

cross sectional area of the opening and the average linear velocity
across that opening.

This must he done for every signifi(·ant roof monitor

or vent in the building/enclosure studied to establish the process fugitive
emission rate in grams per second, or other appropriate

Mass

emio::si.nn r.1te

units.

3.5

Detailed Roof Monitor Sampling Strategy
A detailed measurement system is designed to more precisely identify

and quantify specific pollutants that a survey measurement or equivalent
data indicate as a possible problem area.

A detailed systeM is necessarilv

more complex than a survey system in terms of equipment, svstem design,

_.,..,_

sampling techniques and data reduction.

It requires a much larger invest-

ment in terms of equipment time and manpower and yields data detailed and
dependable enough for direct action towards achieving emission control.
Detailed systems in general employ sampling networks to measure the
concentration and distribution of specific pollutants within the pollutant
emission "cloud".

The detailed measurements of pollutant distribution and

emission rate variation replace the averaging techniques or the assumptions
of representativeness of the sampling done in survey sampling systems.
Detailed systems are frequently employed to compare the emissions at different
process or operating conditions to determine which conditions dictate the
need for emission control.
The data provided by the sampling network are processed in conjunction
with detailed studies of the volumetric flow rate of the emissions from
the roof monitor or vents to determine mass emission rates from the fugitive
sources.
The complexity of a detailed system is largely determined by the
basic accuracy desired; increasing accuracy demands more measurements
either in the number of locations measured or in the number of measurements made at each location, or both.

Most detailed systems will require

a network of sets of instrumentation located across the plane of the
opening to make simultaneous measurements since the usually lower concentrations of specific emissions preclude the use of traversing techniques with inherently short sampling durations, or assumptions regarding the distribution of emissions in the flow through the opening.
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Identification and quantification of a specific fugitive emission
from an enclosed source may involve measurements at more than one building opening if the flow through the separate openings is of comparable
magnitude and the openings are situated to result in selectivity in the
character or

quan~ity

of the emission being vented.

This could occur,

for example, when a roof monitor and a floor level door or window both
vent emissions from a variety of sources within a building.

Lighter

gaseous emissions and smaller particulates would be expected to vent
through the monitor, while the heavier gases and larger particulates
would tend to settle and vent through the lower opening.

If either of

the openings is situated to vent all or most of the emissions from a
specific source, resulting in a different type of emission for the two
openings, the detailed measurement system might require different types
of instrumentation at each location, thus adding to the system complexity.

3.5.1

Sampling Equioment

The pollutants to be characterized by a detailed roof monitor sampling system fall into the same two basic classes--airborne particulates
and gases--as those measured hy

s~1rvey

systems.

Detailed

samplin~

and

analysis equipment is generally selected to obtain continuous or semicontinuous measurements of specific pollutants rather than grab-sampled
overall measurement.
Particulate samples are collected using filter impaction, piezoelectric, and size selective or adhesive impaction techniques.
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Gases

are sampled and analyzed using flame ionization detectors, bubbler/impinger trains, non-dispersive infrared or ultraviolet monitors, flame
photometry, and other techniques specific to individual gaseous pollutants.
The selection of suitable sampling equipment should be influenced
by such considerations as portability, power requirements, detection
limits and ease of control.

3.5.2

Sampling System Design

The basic criteria reviewed in Section 3.4.2 for the design of a
survey sampling system are generally applicable to the
tailed system.

desi~n

of a de-

The need for replacement of survey assumptions as to

pollutant distribution with actual measured values, however, most frequently requires the design of a sampling network that will provide
samples of a distribution at various distances along the width of the
source in both the horizontal and vertical directions.

Sampler locations

may generally be determined in the same manner as those for a survey systems
except that they must be capable of finer analysis of pollutant distribution.

For detailed measurements, each location must make provision for

sampling across the section of the pollutant emission "cloud" horizontally
and/or vertically.

Horizontal distributions over the length of the roof

monitor may be measured by adding a

~umber

of samplers (usually at least

two) at either side of the survey sampler location at distances estimated
to yield significantly different pollutant concentrations.

Vertical dis-

tributions as well as horizontal distributions across the width of the
roof monitor are best determined by traversing with the samplers or their
probe devices.

General rules which might be applied to system design are as
follows:
1.

If emissions are reasonably homogeneous, sampler locations
along the horizontal length of the roof monitor should be
25-50 ft apart maximum. If heterogeneous, they should be
10-20 ft apart.

2.

Vertical distances greater than 10-20 ft in roof monitor openings would require either vertically tiered samplers or traversing arrangements.

3.

Traversing across the width of a roof monitor or setting up a
network in that width can be employed to sample emissions before
they leave the roof monitor. In cases where external accessibility is a problem, this can be used to obtain representative
samples without leaving the building.

4.

If any significant emissions (> 10%) are presumed to exit the
enclosure/structure by other than the roof monitor, that vent
or exit should have its own sampler system.

S.

Where a minor (< 10%) amount of emissions are presumed to exit
the enclosure/structure by other than the roof monitor, some
estimate of this should be obtained using a portable and simplified sampler system (survey type). There can be many such
openings and caution should be applied to avoid excess expenditure of time/money for tests of such minor sources.

3.5.3

Sampling Techniques

In order to obtain representative results of detailed quality, sampling techniques must:
1. Differentiate the peak emissions from the average fugitive
emissions of a process. Online continuous readout devices are
preferable in these cases.
2. Determine the horizontal and vertical distribution of pollutants
within the emission "cloud". Multiple online continuous readout
devices as well as traversing are preferable in these cases.
3. Differentiate specific components of the emissions, preferably
those of highest hazard/toxicity to humans. Single component
continuous online monitors or detailed laboratory analysis of
collected samples of particulates, gases or liquids are preferred.
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The specific techniques which might be employed vary.

However,

the selection criteria should include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Portability
Power Requirements
Detection Limits
Response Time
Ease of Control (remote or close at hand)

3.5.4

Data Reduction/Data Analysis

After the analyses for pollutants are completed, the required calculations are made for emission concentrations, including calculations
for the mean and standard deviation.

Statistical differences between

test methods can be obtained and confirmed by conducting various statistical significance procedures such as the "t" and "f" tests on the mean
and standard deviation values for the various test methods.

A tabula-

tion of the statistical analysis results ean then be made and related
to the process conditions at the time of the tests.

Finally, the inves-

tigator can determine whether there is a correlation between the emission
results by test method and the process conditions.

3.6

Tracer Tests
Complex sources, consisting of several different sources with similar

or very different emission rate patterns, can be the cause of the fugitive
emissions from the roof monitor of a structure or enclosure.

Emission

measurements at the roof monitor of complex sources must be related back
to a

~pecific

source to determine what is the most significant cause of

figutive emissions.

Tracers can be released at specific rates at the location

of the source to be studies for specific time periods.

Knowledge of this,

\

as well as what sampler caught this tracer and in what concentration,
can serve to differentiate each source's contribution to the

fu~itive

emissions.

3.6.1

Tracers and Samplers

Both particulate and

gase~us

atmospheric tracers are in general

use. -The most commonly used particulate tracers
sodium fluorescein

(uranine dye).

The primary

ar~·zinc

~aseous

sulfide and

tracer is sulfur

hexafluoride (SF 0 ).
Zinc sulfide is a particulate material which can be obtained in
narrow size ranges to closely match the size of the pollutant of concern.

The material is best introduced into the atmosphere in dry form

by a blower type disseminator although it can he accomplished by
spraying from an aqueous slurry solution.

The zinc sulfide fluoresces

a distinctive color under ultraviolet light which provides a specific
and rapid means of identification and quantification of the tracer in
the samples.
Sodium fluorescein is a soluble

fluorescin~

particulate material.

It is normally spray disseminated from an aqueous slurry solution to
produce a particulate airborne plume, the size distribution of which
can be predetermined by the spraying apparatus.

Sodium fluorescein

can be uniquely identified by colorimeter assessment.
Sulfur hexafluoride is a gas which can be readily obtained in
ordinary gas cylinders.

Sulfur hexafluoride can be disseminated by

metering directly from the gas cylinder through a flow meter to the
atmosphere.

The amount disseminated can be determined by careful flow

metering and/or weight differentiation of the gas cylinder.
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Particulate tracers are usually sampled with filter impaction devices or, for particles over 10 microns in diameter, the more easily
used and somewhat less accurate Rotorod sampler which collects particles
on an adhesive-coated U- or H-shaped rod which is rotated in the ambient air by a battery-driven electric motor.
Sulfur hexafluoride gaseous samples are

co~lected

for laboratory

gas chromatograph analysis in non-reactive bags of· such materials as
Mylar.

3.6.2

Tracer Sampling System Design

All of the design guidelines presented in 3.4.2 and 3.5.2 may be
applied to the design of a tracer sampling system as site conditions
dictate.

Their application is, in general, simplified since the source

strength may be controlled to provide measurable tracer concentrations
at readily accessible sampling locations.

A single ambient sampler will usually be sufficient to establish
that no significant amount of the tracer material is present in the ambient atmosphere approaching the source, enclosure or structure.

3,6.3

Tracer Sampling and Data Analysis

The methods introduced in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.3 for determining
sampler design and location are fully applicable to tracer sampling.
Like design guidelines, they may be more easily applied because of
the control of source strength available.
The analysis of the data is also simplified 'since the source strength
is known and no back-calculation is required •

.

.
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3,7

Quality Assurance
The basic reason for quality assurance on a measurement program is

to insure that the validity of the data collected can be verified.

This

requires that a quality assurance program be an integral part of the
measurement program from beginning to end.

This section outlines the

quality assurance requirements of a sampling program in terms of several
basic criteria points,

The criteria are listed below with a brief ex-

planation of the requirements in each area.

Not all of the criteria

will be applicable in all fugitive emission measurement cases.

1.

Introduction
Describe the project organization, giving details of the
lines of management and quality assurance responsibility.

2.

Quality Assurance Program
Describe the objective and scope of the quality assurance
program.

3.

Design Control
Document regulatory design requirements and standards applicable to the measurement pro~ram as procedures and specifications.

4.

Procurement Document Control
Verify that all regulatory and program design specifications
accompany procurement documents (such as purchase orders).

5.

Instru~tions,

Procedures, Drawings

Prescribe all activities that affect the quality of the
work performed by written procedures. These procedures must
include acceptance criteria for determining that these activities are accomplished.
6.

Document Control
Ensure that the writing, issuance, and rev~s~on of procedures which prescribe measurement program activities affecting
quality are documented and that these procedures are distributed
to and used at the location where the measurement program is
carried out.

7.

Control of Purchase Material, Equipment, and Services
Establish procedures to ensure that purchased material conforms to the procurement specifications and provide verification
of conformance.

8.

Identifica~ion

and Control of Materials, Parts, and Components

Uniquely identify all materials, parts, and components that
significantly contribute to program quality for traceability
and to prevent the use of incorrect or defective materials,
parts, or components.
9.

Control of Special Processes
Ensure that special processes are controlled and accomplished
by qualified personnel using qualified procedures.

10.

Inspection
Perform periodic inspections where necessary on activities
affecting the quality of work. These inspections must be organized and conducted to assure detailed acceptability of program conponents.

11.

Test Control
Specify all testing required to demonstrate that applicable
systems and components perform satisfactorily. Specify that
the testing done and documented according to written procedures, by qualified personnel, with adequate test equipment
according to acceptance criteria.

12,

Con~rol

of Measuring and Test Equipment

Ensure that all testing equipment is controlled to avoid
unauthorized use and that test equipment is calibrated and
adjusted at stated frequencies. An inventory of all test
equipment must be maintained and each piece of test equipment
labeled· with the date of calibration and date of next calibration.
13.

Handling, Storage, and Shipping
Ensure that equipment and material receivin~, handling,
storage, and shipping follow manufacturer's recommendations
to prevent damage and deterioration. Verification and documentation that established procedures are followed is required.

14.

Inspection, Test, and Operating Status
Label all equipment subject to required inspections and
tests so that the status of inspection and test is readily
apparent. Maintain an inventory of such inspections and operating status.

\

15.

Non-conforming Parts and Materials
Establish a system that will prevent the inadvertent use
of equipment or materials that do not conform to requirements.

16.

Corrective Action
Establish a system to ensure that conditions adversely affecting the quality of program operations are identified, corrected, and commented on; and that preventive actions are taken
to preclude recurrence.

17.

Quality Assurance Records
Maintain program records necessary to provide proof of
accomplishment of quality affecting activities of the measurement program. Records include operating logs, test and inspection results, and personnel qualifications.

18.

Audits
Conduct audits to evaluate the effectiveness of the measurement program and quality assurance program to assure that
performance criteria are heing met.

•

4.0

ESTIMATED COSTS AND TIME REQUIREMENTS
Table 4-1 presents a listing of the conditions assumed for estimat-

ing the costs and time requirements of roof monitoring fugitive emissions sampling programs using the methodology described in this document.
Four programs are listed, representing minimum and more typical levels
of effort for each of the survey and detailed programs defined in Sections
3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

The combinations of conditions for each pro-

gram are generally representative of ideal cases for each level and may
not be encountered in actual practice.

They do, ho"Wever, illustrate the

range of effort and costs that may be expected in the application of the
roof monitor technique.

4.1

Manpo"Wer
Table 4-2 presents est:imates of manpo"Wer requirements for each of

the sampling programs listed in Table 4-1.

Man-hours for each of the

three general levels of Senior Engineer/Scientist, Engineer/Scientist,
and Junior Engineer/Scientist are est:imated for the general task areas
outlined in this document and for additional separable tasks.
man-hours are estimated as a total for each program.

Clerical

Total man-hour

requirements are approximately 400 man-hours for minimum effort and
750 man-hours for typical effort in survey programs , and 1600 man-hours
for minimum effort and 2800 man-hours for typical effort in detailed
programs.

4.2

Other Direct Costs
Table 4-3 estimates for equipment purchases, rentals, calibration,

and repairs; on-site construction of to"Wers and platforms; shipping and

TABLE 4-1
CONDITIONS ASSUMED FOR ESTIMATING COSTS AND TIME
REQUIREMENTS FOR ROOF MONITOR FUGITIVE EMISSIONS
SAMPLING PROGRAMS

-

I

Survey Programs

Detailed Programs

Minimum
Effort

Typical
Effort

Minimum
Effort

Typical
Effort

Building
Openings

1 Roof
(Small)

1 Roof
(Large)

1 Roof
(Large)

1 Roof,
1 Window

Emissions
Schedule

Constant

Cyclic

Constant

Parameter

I
I

Air Flow At
Opening

Steady

Cyclic

Cyclic,
Mixed
Cyclic

Steady
I

Sampling
Locations

Traverse

4
Fixed

Sampling
Frequency

Once

Once

4 Times

+ 400%

+ 150%

+ 50%

Estimated
Basic Accuracy

1

-

I
Small
Large

~
~

50' long monitor
200' long monitor

4
Fixed

-

I 12/0pening

I,

Fixed
10 Times

'
I

-+

20%

ESTlltATED

~1ANPOWER REQUIREHENTS FOR ROOF MONITOR
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS SMIPLI~G PROGRAMS

in Man-Hours
- -E~timates
r-
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Detailed Programs
Survey Programs
Typical Effort
Minimum Effort
Typical Affort
Minimum Effort
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Junior
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Engr/
Engr/
Engr/
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0
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I
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0
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8
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II
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I

I

i

I

I

I

I
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l__!Q_-

40
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I
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368

I

I

I
I

764

11448
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I

l

I

I

l

1568
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TABLE 4-3
ESTIMATED COSTS OTHER THAN MANPO\.fER FOR ROOF MONITOR
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS SAMPLING PROGRAMS

I

Typical
Effort

Minimum
Effort

Typical
Effort

$1000
100

$2000
100
1SO

$3000
200
250

$121)00
800
600

Platforms, Etc., Construction

200

soo

600

3000

Shipping
Vehicle Rentals
Communications
MiscellaneQus ~leld Costs

200
200

son

so

400
500
100
100

800
200
200

800
1200
600

$18SO

!;13850

$S750

Equipment
Instrument Purchase
Calibration
Repairs

I

1-'
I

Detailed Programs

Minimum
Effort

Cost Item

~

Survey Programs

TOTAL

so

'

50

800

$19800

on-site communications for each of the listed programs.

Tota~

costs are

approximately $1,900 for minimum effort and $3,900 for typical effort in
survey programs and $5,800 for minimum effort and $20,000 for typical
effort in detailed programs.

4.3

Elapsed-Time Requirements
Figure 4-1 presents elapsed-time estimates for each of- the listed

programs broken down into the task areas indicated in the manpower estimates of Table 4-2.

Total program durations are approximately 12

weeks for minimum effort and 19 weeks for typical effort in survey programs and 22 weeks for minimum effort and 33 weeks for typical effort
in detailed programs.

4.4

Cost Effectiveness
Figure 4-2 presents curves of the

estbn~ted

cost

eff~ctiveness

of

the roof monitor technique, drawn through points calculated for the
four listed programs.

Costs for each program were calculated at $30

per labor hour, $40 per man day subsistence for field work for the manpower estimates of Table 4-2, plus the other direct costs estimated in
Table 4-3.
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Fig. 4-2. Cost-effectiveness of roof monitor fugitive
emissions sampling programs.
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APPENDIX A
APPLICATION OF THE ROOF MONITORING SAMPLING METHOD
TO AN ELECTRICAL ARC FURNACE INSTALLATION
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A.l.O

INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents an application of the roof monitor fugitive

emissions measurement system selection and design criteria to an electric
furnace steelmaking shop.

The criteria for the selection of the method

and the design procedures for both survey and detailed

samplin~

systems

as presented in Sections. 3.4 and 3.5 of this document are discussed.

A.2.0

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The following information relative to the operation of an electric

arc furnace was utilized to determine the sources and expected types of
fugitive emissions that

mi~ht

be encountered in the measurement programs.

Figure A-1 describes the use of the electric f11rnace in steelmakinR and
shows potential emission

sourc~.

Sources of emissions at a typical electric arc furnace installation
could include:

o Charging of scrap to the hot furnace.
o .Leaks of hooding and/or electrode holes during melting.
o Normal emissions from scrap melting.
o Charging of limestone and flux to the melt.
o Charging of alloying elements to the melt.
o Tapping and pouring hot metal to the ladle.
o Tapping and pouring slag into the slag ladle.
o Transfer of hot metal within the electric furnace shop.
Both gaseous (CO, HzS, SOz, etc.) and particulate (iron, limestone,
carbon, etc.) emissions are given off by these emission sources and
would require quantification in any fugitive emission test program.
Emissions from each of these sources can be potentially controlled hy
collection in a variety of hoods as illustrated in

Fi~ures

A-2 and A-3,

and transfer through ductwork to a remotely located baghouse.

A typ-

ical state-of-the-art ventilation system for a three furnace shop is

\

Fi~.

emissions in electric furnace steel making.
A-1 fu~itive
-lJ
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\

\
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Charging
enclosure

Operating
~
floor

/
Fig. A-2 . Electric arc furnace-capture system for emissions.
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hood

Full
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Side
draft
hood

Fig. A-3 Electric arc furnace-fugitive emission control.

Roof
(or shell)
top

sketched in Figure A-4.

These captured emissions can be readily iden-

tified and quantified utilizing duct-type sampling systems and methods.
Some portion of the emission from each source, however, escapes
collection by the ventilation system and is carried out of the building
via a roof monitor.

These emissions are predominately ·those which occur

when the furnace roof is removed and therefore the directly connected
duct system must swing away either with or independent of the roof.
Charging emissions are of that type, and latest designs for electric
furnace shops use canopy hoods to reduce the released emissions which
escape into the general shop areas.

These uncaptured charging emissions

are the most significant source of fugitive emissions from electric
furnace steelmaking.

Tapping and pouring emissions as well as hot metal

transfer and transport emissions should not be ignored in the pre-test
survey.

Visual observation of the emission sources can aid in evaluat-

ing their significance as fugitive sources.
The EPA estimates for uncontrolled emissions, as published in the
Office of Air Programs Publication AP-42, Compilation of Air Pollutant
Emission Factors, are 9.2 lbs/ton metal charged without oxygen lance and
11 lbs/ton metal with oxygen lancing.

Assumin~

90 percent of the

emissi~ns

are captured by control equipment, 0.9 to 1.1 lbs/ton metal charged could
be transmitted to the atmosphere as fugitive emissions.

The potential

fugitive emissions from the roof monitor of a four furnace steelmaking
operation with 100 ton capacity furnaces operating a three shift 24 hour
cycle with 4 melts/day/furnace would therefore be 1,440- 1,760 lbs/day
of particulates, plus significant amounts of carbon monoxide, sulfur
gases and other-emissions.

.:::::;> Clean air
·rS!i'"i!·· Exhaust gas

Fabric
filter

Building evacuation (BE) system, closed roof.

Fabric
filter

j?
I

Furnace
I

I

Canopy hood (CH), closed roof.

Fabric
filter

1)1

iI i

Canopy hood (CH), open roof.
Fig. A-4 Electric arc furnace-charging/tapping fugitive emission
control.
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A, 3 , 0

SURVEY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

To determine the total plant contribution of particulates to ·::ht=-.
atmosphere, measurement must be made of the emissions from the roof
monitor over a typical melt cycle from a single furnace.

The result&

of this test can be extrapolated to estimate the total emissions ovet·
a 24 hour cycle of the entire electric furnace shop.

Visual observations

can aid in- selection of the roof monitor location __to __ ensure representativeness of the particulate emissions collected.

A.4.0

SAMPLER LOCATION
A typical sampler location is shown in Figure A-5.

By visual oh-

servation within and outside the electric furnace shop a location which
is within the "cloud" of fugitive emissions from a specific furnace t.:3n
also aid in answering the questions:
o

Is the particulate emission rate (as measured by opacity) of that
furnace typical of the entire group of furnaces?

o

Is the sampler location in the main flow path of the particulate
"cloud"?

o

How does the variance of particulate emissions with time affect
the sampler location?

o

How long a sampling period is required to obtain a representative
melt cycle's particulate emissions?

A fixed location high-volume type of particulate sampler similar
to that shown in Figure 3-1 would be used with a recording anemometer.
The average flow rate of air through the roof monitor opening mav he
calculated as:
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Fugitive emission measurement station
in roof monitor for Furnace f:t 2

•

1

'

I

IIi

Fig. A- 5. Typical survey program site to determine the fugitive emissions from an electric furnace
shop using a roof monitor technique.

Fugitive emission measurement stations

F 1'

.

A-6 Typical detailed program site to determine the fugitive emissions from an electric furnace
Shop using a roof monitor technique.
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\

where F • average air volume flow rat~, cubic meters/minut~
V • air velocity, meters/minute
A • roof monitor open area, square mP.ters
test duration, minutes.

T •

V, A and

T

are all directly measured values.

The particulate matter collected must be sufficient for

measur2m0~r.

For a high volume sampler of 18 cubic feP.t par-minute, a desired sample
weight would be 100 micrograms with a 60 minute minimum

samplin~

time.

The required concentration of particulate in the existing air would,
therefore, be:

x • 10- 4 (gm)/0.5
X ~

3.3

X

(m 3 /min)

x 60 (minutes)

10- 6 (~/m 3 )

This would be readily achieved if the particulate plume had

d

10% or

greater opacity.
Samples are therefore taken over a one hour or
the volume of air passes

throu~h

lar~er

the sampler determined.

period and
Multiplication

of the collected mass, by the average air flow through the roof monitor
divided by the air flow through the sampler divided by the time period
will give an estimate of the average emission rate in mass/time period
for the total electric furnace shop in that time period.

Section

3.~.3

details the calculations and how to estimate the sampling time periods.

A.S.O

DETAILED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
To determine the total electric furnace shop emissions with some

accuracy, measurements across the roof monitor of the emissions from all

-54-

of the furnaces.

Figure A-6 shows· such a setup for the roof monitor of

a four furnace electric furnace shop.
shown in Figure 3-1.

The samplers are similar to those

In addition, if canopy hoods are used to capture

some charging and tapping emissions, they may be sampled by use of a setup such as shown in Figure A-7.
The roof monitor sampling s::s:em must be designed to identify and
quantify the electric arc

furnac~

~~stallation
~a:e

accurately measuring the air flocollecting samples of the

emissi~n~.
~~

mined by measuring the velocity
across the vertical plane of the

fugitive emissions-by

through the roof monitor while
The air flow rate will be deter-

=~e

air at a number of locations
opening using hot-wire or ro-

~~~:tor

tating vane anemometers.
Sampling instruments for

t~~

=~asurement

of the emissions will re-

quire at a minimum analyses for:
o
o
o

Carbon monoxide
Total suspended parti~u:~:=~
Particulate size distri~~:::~

Preferable analysis

methcJ~

.:.::-;:

Carbon monoxide -

~~---..:ispersive

Total particulates -

~~-~~1

infrared

or Fiberglas filters plus
charge count mass monitor

~~=-::culate

Particulate distribution -

-~-:-..:::-sen

Samplers or equivalent

The specific operations whc~c :..:ldividual contributions to the total
electric furnace shop fugitive

~~$~~~ns

include:
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which can be differentiated

Canopy
exhaust

~
.~
Instruments

Fig. A-7.

Illustration of test set-up for measuring fugitive
emissions from an electric arc furnace canopy hood.

\

o

Charging of the hot furnace

o

Melting operations

o

Tapping and pouring

The use of continuous monitoring instrumentation permits the correlation _
of emission rate with the process operation to which it belongs.

By

monitoring the emissions for extended periods of time, meaningful average
as well as instantaneous individual emission rates can thereby be obtained.
Calibration of continuous traces with known concentration standards, both
gaseous and particulate, is required to do this effectively.
A program designed to do this would include:
o

Continuous monitoring on a 24 hour basis of particulates and
gases

o

Collection of filterable particulate matter after each total
melt cycle in the furnace below each sampler

o

Continuous recording of anemometer traces on a 24 hour basis

o

Daily calibration of continuous monitors by comparison against
reference standards. Calibration ~ases would be used for gaseous
monitors and the high volume filter catch and that of the backup
filter in the particle charge count mass monitor for particulate
monitors.

Additional data on the emission rates of certain specific pollutants
could also be obtained by use of:

o

Flame photometer continuous monitoring of sulfur gases

o

EPA_Method 5 trains with condensible trains and organic emission
absorber tubes to batch analyze for organics, especially carcinogens

o

Membrane type filters for collection and batch chemical/morphological analysis of specific inorganic particulate constituents such
as toxic metals and free silica.
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These should be at the discretion of the investigator, since they contribute more than their proportionate share to the manpower time and
money investment in the fugitive emission sampling program.
A typical 4-6 week program would involve 24 hour tests on a four
furnace shop, thus potentially acquiring 24 total melt cycles/day or 480
to 720 sets of data.

Because of potential problems of equipment break-

down in the hot and dirty environment in which they are used, as well
as the use of a 12 hour test shift (to allow use of a single well trained
test crew) gives us a potential of 120 to 180 actual data sets.

Each

can be broken down into subsets of:
o

Furnace tested

o

Type and amount of charge used

o

Type and amount of fluxes and/or additives used

o

Portion of operating cycle involved (charge, melt, pour)

o

Data reliability and completeness

Emission factors for each part of the electric furnace melt cycle
can be determined in addition to the average emission rate as determined
for the survey test program.

We can break down the collected mass of

particulate and the flow rate as follows:
Fl • flow rate for charge part of cycle

Ml

m

mass collected for charge part of cycle

F2 • flow rate for melt part of cycle
M2 • mass collected for melt part of cycle

F3 • flow rate for tap/pour part of cycle
M3 • mass collected for tap/pour part of cycle

\

The on-line mass monitors will be required for this.

Calculations can

be done as in Section 3.4.3 of each individual mass rate of emission of
particulates from parts of the cycle.

Similar analysis can be done for

the gaseous emissions when continuous monitors are used.

The result of

this program would be very detailed knowledge of the fugitive emissions.
from a typical electric furnace melt cycle.
An additional tool to be used where better definition of exact
emission sources and rates is needed is the use of in-plant tracers to
simulate the sources.

Gases such as SF6 (sulfur hexaflouride) or (flo-

rescent dye particulates) can be released at specific points and at measured rates inside the electric furnace shop to simulate fugitive sources.
These tracers are collected at the roof monitor and from the collection
efficiency and concentration of collected tracer, a more accurate picture
of fugitive source locations and mass rates can be determined.
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FOREWORD
When energy and material resources are extracted, processed, converted, and used, the related pollutional impacts on our environment and_
even on our health often require that new and increasingly more efficient
pollution control methods be used. The Industrial Environmental Research
Laboratory- Cincinnati, (IERL-Ci) assists in developing and demonstrating
new and improved methodologies that will meet ·these needs- both efficiently
and economically.
This project involved the development of emission factors for operations at surface coal mines located in the western United States.
Operations sampled included, but were not limited to, haul road traffic,
scrapers, draglines, and blasts. Sampling techniques used included
exposure profiling, upwind-downwind and wind tunnel testing. From this
information, emission factors were developed which take into account such
characteristics as soil moisture and s1lt content. The data presented
in this study should aid both priv.1te industry and government agencies
in evaluating emissions fran coal mining operations. If additional
information is needed, contact the Oil Shale and Energy Mining Branch
of the Energy Pollution Control Division.
David G. Stephan
Director
Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory
Cincinnati
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.......... ·' - ......

ABSTRACT

Since 1975 several sets of emission factors have evolved for estimating fugitive dust emission from surface coal mines. The diverse values
of available emission factors, obvious sampling problems, and questions of
applicability over a range of mining/meteorological conditions have undermined confidence in air quality analyses performed to date. By early 1979,
these problems led to a ground swell of support, from both regulatory and
mining industry personnel, for the development of new emission factors.
This study began in mid-March of 1979. The primary purpose of this
study was to develop emission factors for significant surface coal mining
operations that are applicable at Western surface coal mines and are
based on state-of-the-art sampling and data analysis procedures. The
primaf1 objectives have been l) to develop emission factors for individual
mining operations, in the form of equations with several correction factors
to account for site-specific conditions; and 2) to develop these factors
in three particle size ranges--less than 2.5 ~m (fine particulates), less
than 15 ~ {inhalable particulates), and total suspended particulates.
Secondary objectives were 1) to determine deposition rates over the SOto 100-m distance downwind from the source, and 2) to estimate control
efficiencies for certain source categories.
Sampling was performed at three mines during 1979 and 1980. Emissions
resulting from the following were sampled: drilling (overburden), blasting
(coal and overburden), coal loading, bulldozing (coal and overburden),
dragline operations, haul trucks, light- and medium-duty trucks, scrapers,
graders, and wind erosion of exposed areas (overburden and coal). The
primary sampling method was exposure profiling. When source configuration
made it necessary, this method was supplemented by upwind/downwind, balloon,
wind tunnel, and quasi-stack sampling. A total of 265 tests were run.
Extensive quality assurance procedures were implemented internally for this
project and were verified by audit.
Size-specific emission factors and correction parameters were developed
for all sources tested. Confidence intervals and probability limits were
also calculated. Additional data for determination of deposition rates
were gathered, but no algorithms could be developed. Two control measures
for unpaved roads were tested.
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The report concludes with a comparison of the generated em1ss1on
factors w1th previous ones, a statement regard1ng their app11cab111ty
to mining operations with specific caveats and collateral information
which must be considered in the1r use, ·and recommendations for additional research 1n Western and other ruines.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
)RE-CONTRACT STATUS OF MINING EMISSION FACTORS
Over the past 4 or 5 years, several sets of emission factors for
fugitive dust emissions from surface coal mining have evolved.
rhe first of these were primarily adaptations of published emis~ion fac:ors from related industries, such as construction, aggregate handling,
:aconite mining, and travel on unpaved roads (Monsanto Research r.orporation
1975; Envi ronmel'!tal Research and Technology 1975; PEnCe Environmental 197~-;
:haleKode 1975; PEDCo Environmental 1976; Wyoming nepartment of Environmental
)uality 1976, Appendix B; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1977a;
:olorado Department of Health 1978; Midwest Research Institute 1978).
~stimating

The concept of developing emission factors by operation rather than
For the entire mine has been widely accepted from the beginning. This
tpproach recognizes the large varia~ion in operations from mine to mine.
As demand for emission factors specifically for surface coal mining
ncreased, some sampling studies at mines were undertaken. The first of
:hese, sponsored by EPA Region VIII in the summer of 1977, sampled 12
)perations at 5 mines in a total of 213 sampling periods (U.S. Environlental Protection Agecny 1978a). Emission factors were reported by
>peration and mine, but no attempt was made to derive a general or
'universal" emission factor equation for each operation that could be
:pplied outside the five geographic areas where the sampling too~ place.
1lso, several problems with the upwind-downwind sampling method as
~mpl oyed in the study were noted in the report and by the mining industry
1bservers. An industry-sponsored sampling study was conducted at mines
n the Powder River gasin in 1978-1979. No information or proposed
~mission factors frcxn that study have been released yet.
EPA Region VIII and several state agencies have evaluated th~ availble emission factors and compiled different lists of recommended factors
or use in their air quality analyses (U.S. Environmental Protection
.gency 1979; Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 1979; Colorado
1epartment of Health 1980). Some of the alternative published emission
artors vary.by an order of magnitude. Part of this variance is from
ctual difference in average emission rates at different mines (or ~t
ifferent times or locations within a single mine} due to meteorological
onditio,,s, mimng equiJ)11ent/techniques being used, control techniques
eing employed, ;nd soil characteristics.
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The diverse values for available emission factors, the obvious problems encountered in sampling mining sources~ and quP.stions of applicability
over a range of mining/meteorological conditions have all undermined
confidence in air quality ~nalysis done to date. These problems led to a
ground swell of suppo~t from regulatory agency personnel in early 1979 for
new emission factors.
The major steps in an air quality analysis for a mine are estimating
the amount of emissions and modeling to predict the resulting ambient
concentrations. The preamble to EPA's Prevention of Significant neterioration (PSD) regulations nates the present inability to accurately
model the impact of mines and indicates that additionaJ research will be
done, However, problems in modeling of mines have been overshadowed by
concern over the emission factors. Advancement in this entire area seems
to be contingent on the development of new emission factors.
PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is to develop emission factors far significant surface coal mining operations that are applicable at all Western
mines and that are based on widely acceptable, state-of-the-art sampling
and data analysis procedures. Confidence intervals are to be developed
for the enission factors, based on the numbers of samples and sample
variance. The present study is to be comprehensive enough so that an
entire data base can be developed by consistent methods, rather than just
pr·oviding some additional data to combine with an existing data base.
The emission factors are to be in the form of equations with several
correction ractors, so values can be adjusted to more accurately may
dlso De used as the means to combine similar emission factors (e.g.,
haul roads and unpaved access roads), if the data support such combinat i on s.

The emission factors are to be generated for three size ranges of
particles--less than 2.5 J.,tm (FP), less than 15 ~m (IP), and total
:~s~ended part1culate (TSP).
An alternative to the TSP size fraction
consists of suspended particles less than 30~ (SP); the upper size
limit of 30 ~is the approximate effective cutoff diameter for capture
of fugiti~e dust by a standard high volume particulate samp1er (Wedding
1980).

Definition of particle sizes is important for at least three reasons:
deposition rates in dispersion modesl are a function of particle size;
EPA may pranulgate size-specific ambient air quality standards .in the near
future; ar.d visibility analyses require information on particle size
di stri buti on.
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The study is also intended to determine deposition (or plume depletion)
rates over the 50 to 100 m distance immediately downwind of t~1e sources.
Although it is recognized that deposition continues to significant for
distances of a few kliometers, a large percentage of the fallout occurs in
the first 100m and estimates of the additiona1 deposition ca~ be made
more accurately from particle size sampling data than from measurements
associated with the anission factor developu1ent.
A secondary purpose is to estimate the effi ci enc-i es of commonly useddust control techniques at mines, such as watering and chemical stabilization of haul roads. This aspect of the study received less emphasis
as the study progressed as better information indicated that more test
periods than originally anticipated would be needed-to det~r~ne the basic
emission factors with a reasonable margin of error.
The study was designed and carried out with special effort to encourage
input and participation by most of the expected major users of mining
emission factors. The intent was to obtain suggestions for changes and
additions prior to developing the emission factors than criticism of the
techniques and scope of the study afterward.

TECHNICAL REVIEW GROUP FOR THE STUDY
Participants
EPA's Office of Air Quality Planni~g and standards (OAOPS) took the
initial l~ad in planning for a study to develop new emission factors.
Their staff became aware of the amount of concern surrounding the avai 1able mining factors when they considered incluning surface mining as a
major source category under proposed regulations for Prevention o~ Significant Deterioration.
EPA Region VIII Office, which had directed the first fugitive dust
sampling study at surface mines and published a compilation of recommended
mining emission factors, immediately encouraged such a study and offered
to provide partial funding. The new created Office of Surface Mining
(OSM) in the Department of Interior also offered support and funding. At
that time, OS, had just proposed regulations pursuant to the Surface Minin~
Central and Reclamation Act {SMCRA) requiring air quality analyses for
~estern mines of greater than 1,000,000 tons/yr production (this
requirement was dropped in the final regulations).
EPA's Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory (IERL) soon became
involved as a result of its responsibilities for the agency's res~arch
studies on mining. This group aLceady had planned some contract work on
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fugitive dust emissions from surface coal mines in its FY/1979 budget, so
its staff assumed the lead in contractl•al matters related to the study.
All the early participants agreed that even broader representation
wou1d be desirab1e in the technical planning and guidance for the study.
Therefore, a technical review group was established at the o~tset of the
study to make recommendaitons on study design. conduct, and analysis of
results. The agencies and organizations represented on the technical
review group are shown in Table 1-1. This group received draft materials
for comment and met periodically throughout the study. Other groups that
expressed an interest in the study were provided an opportunity to comment
on the draft report~
Study Design
The study design was the most important component of the study from
many p~rspr.ctives. It wa~ the primary point at which participants could
present their pret~rred approaches. The design also had to address the
problems that had plagued previous sampling studies at mines ann attempt
to resolve them. Most of the decision making in the study was done during
this phase.
The first draft of the study design report was equivalent to a
detailed initial proposal by the contractors, with the technical review
group then having latitude to suggest modifications or different approaches.
The rationales for most of the design specifications were documented in the
report so members of the technical review group would also have access to
the progression of thinking leading to recommendations.
The scope of the full study was not fixed by contract prior to the
design phase. Some of the options left open throughout the design phase
were number of mines, geographical areas, different mining operations, and
the seasonal range to be sampled. In some cases, the final decision on
recommended sampling methods was left to the results of comparative testing-alternative methods were both used initially until the results could be
evaluated dnd the better method retained.
Several major changes were made from the first draft to the third
(fina1) draft of the study design. These changes are summarized in Section
3. In addition, requests were made for in-depth analyses on particular
aspects of the study design that were responded to in separate reports.
Specifically, the separate reports and their release dates were:
Error Analysis for Exposure Profiling
Error Analysis for Upwind-Qownwind
Sampling
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October 1979
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TABLE 1-1.

TECHNICAL REVIEW GROUP FOR MINING STUDY

Organization

Representative

Bureau of Land Management
Burea~

_A l ternat1

Stan Coloff

of Mines (U.S.)

H. William Zeller

Consolidation Coal Company

Richard Kerch

Department of Energy,
Policy Analysis Division

Suzanne Wellborn

Bob Kane

Environmental Protection Agency
Industrial Environmental Research Lab.
Monitoring and Data Analysis Division
Region VIII
Source Receptor Analysis Branch

Jonathan Herrmann
Thompson Pace
E. A. Rachal
James Dicke

J. Southerlc
David Josepr
Edward Burt

Forest Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Douglas Fox

National Coal Association

Charles T. Drevna

National Park Service

Phil Wondra

New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air
and Water

Michael D. Williams

North American Coal Corporation

Bruce Kranz

Office of Surface Mining
Headquarters
Region V

Robert Goldberg
Floyd Johnson

Peabody Coa 1

Steven Vardiman

~ompany

Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality

Randolph Wood

5

J. Christian(

Chuck Collins
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Quality Assurance Procedures

October 19 79

Example Calculations for Exposure
Profiling

November 197 9

Calculations Procedures for Upwind-Downwind
Sampling Method

October 1979

Statistical Plan

November 1979

Statistica Plan, Second Draft

May 19AO

The above reports were being prepared while sampling proceeded at the
first two mines. The contents of these reports are summarized in this
report in appr·0riate sections.

CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
This report contains 16 sections and is bound in one volume. The
first five sections describe the methodologies used in the study; e.g.,
sampling (Section 3), the sample analysis (Section 4), and data analysis
(Section 5). Sections 6 through 11 present results of the various
sampling efforts.
Sections 12 through 15 describe the evaluation and interpretation
of results and the development of emission factor equations. The specific
topics covered by section are:
13

Evaluation of Results
Development of Correction Factors and Emission
Factor Equations

14
15

Evaluation of Emission Factors
Summary and Conclusions

12

Section 16 is the list of references.
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SECTION 2
SELECTION OF MINES AND

OPERATIC~S

TO BE SAMPLED

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS OF MOST CONCERN
The contract fa this study specified that sampling be done at Western
surface coal mines. As a result of cr.~ments and recommendations made by
members of the technical review group during the study design prep~ration,
this restriction in scope was reviewed by th:= sponsoring agencies. The
decision was made to continue focusing the study on Western mines for at
least three reasons:
1.

The Western areas are more arid than Eastern of Midwestern
coal mining regions, leading to a greater potential for
exces3ive fugitive dust emissions.

2.

Western mines in general have larger production rates and
th~r~fo~e would be larger individual emission sources.

3.

~~st

of the ~ew mines, subject to analyses for environmental
impacts, are in the West.

The need fer emission factors for Eastern and Midwestern surface mines
is certainly acknowledged. Consequently, an effort was made in the present study to produce emission factors that are applicable over a wide
range of climatic and mining conuitions.
There are 12 major coal field in the Western states (excluding.tne
Pacific Coast and Alaskan fields), as shown in Figure 2-1. Together,
they account for more tnan 64 percent of the surface-mineable coal reserves
in the U.S. (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1977). The 12 coal fields have different
characteristics which may influence fugitive dust emission rate~. from
mining operat1ons, such as:
Overburden and coal seam thick~ess and structure
Mining equipment commonly used
Operating procedures
Terrain
Vegetation
Precipitation and surface moisture
Wind speeds
Temperatures

7

COAL TYPE
LIGNITE
~
SUBBITUMINOUS c::J
BITUMINOUS
IE1

Coal field
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Fort Union
Powder River
North Central
Bighorn Basin
Wind River
Hams Fork.
Uinta
Southwestern Utah
San Juan River
Raton Mesa
Denver
Green River

1978 production,
106 tons

Strippable
reserves, 10 6 tons

14
62

all
all
neg

s
2

22
24

all
all

23,529
56,727
underground
underground
3
1,000
308
224
2,318
underground
underground
2,120

(Reference: U.S. DOE, Energy Information Administration. Bituminous Coal anc
Lignite Production and Mine Ops.-1978. Publication No. OOE/EIA-0118(78).
Washington, D.C. June 1980.)
Figure 2-1.

Coa1 fie1ds of the Western U.S.

\

Mines in all 12 Western coal fields could not ~e sampled in this study.
The dual objectives of the emission factor development pro~ram were to
sample representative, rather than extreme, emi~sion rates and yet sample
over a wide range of meteorological and mining conditions so that the
effects of these variables on emission rates could also ~ determined.
Therefore, diversity was desired 1n the selection of mines (in different
coal fields) for sampling.
No fa nna 1 systen was developed for quanti fytng the diversity between
the Western fields. Instead, three fields with high production from sur-face mines and distinctly different characteristjcs were identified by
the project participants: Fort Union (lignite), Powder River Basin, and
San Juan Rive;·. Sampling at mines in each of these fields was to be the
first priority. If sampling in a fourth field were poss1ble or a suitable
mine could not be located in one of the three primary areas, the Green
River field was the next choice.
SIGNIFICANT

DUST-PRODu~ING

OPERATIONS

All of the mining operations that involve movement of soil, coal, or
equipment or exposure of erodible surfaces generate some amount of fugitive
dust. Before a sampling program could be designed, it was first necessary
to identify which of the many emission-producing operations at the mines
would be sampled.
The operations at a typical Western surface mine are shown schematically in Figure 2-2. The initial mining operation is removal of topsoil
and subsoil with large scrapers. The topsoil is carried by the scrapers
to cover a previously mined and regraded area (as part of the reclamation
pro:e~~) or placed in temporary stockpiles.
The exposed overburden is
then leveled, drilled, and blasted. Next, t~e overburden material is
removed down to the coal seam, usually by dra_ line or shovel and truck
operation. It is placed in the adjacent mined cut and forms a spoils
pile. The uncovered coal seam is then drilled and blased. A shovel or
front-end loader loads the borken coal into haul trucks. The coal is
transported out of the pit along graded haul roads to the tipple, or
truck dump. The raw coal may a1~ry b~ dumped on a temporary storage
pile and later rehandled by a front-end luader or dozer.
At the tipple, the coal is dumped into a hopper that feeds the primary crusher. It is then moved by conveyor through additional coal preparation equipment, such as secondary crushers and scre~ns, to the storage
area. If the mine has open storage piles, the crushed coal passes through
a coal stacker onto the pile. The piles are usually worked by dozers,
and are subject to wind erosion. From the storage area, the coal is
conveyed to the train loading facility and loaded onto rail cars. If the
mine is captive, coal goes from the storage pile to the power plant.
9
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During mine reclar..ation, which proceeds continuously throughout t'le
life of the mine, overburden spoils piles are smoother and shaped to
predetennined contours by dozers. Topsoil is placed on the graded spoils
and the land is prepared for revegetation by furrowing, mulching, etc.
From the time an area is disturbed until the new vegetation emerges, the
exposed surfaces are subject to wind erosion.
These operations could not be ranked directly in order of their
impact on particulate air quality because reliable emission factors to
estimate their emissions do not exist. Also, any specific mine would
probably not have·the same oeprations as the typcial mine described above,
and the relative magnitudes of the operations vary greatly from mine to
mine (e.g., tne average haul distance from the pit to the tiople).
In the study design phase, two different analyses were done to
evaluate the relative impacts of the emission sources (PEOCo Environmental
and Midwest Research Institute 1979). In the first analysis, several
alternat;we emission factors reported in the literature were used to calculate estimated emissions from a hypothetical mine having all the possible mining sources described above. The second analysis used a single
set of emission factors, judged to be the best avJilable for each source,
combined with activity data from seven actual surface mines in Wyoming
and Colorado. The resulting rankings from the two analyses were similar.
The ranges of percentages of total mine emissions estimated by the two
analyses are sunmarized in Table 2-i. The:. ~cesare listed in the
table in order of decreasing estimated contrluwtion.
A one pe_rcent contribution to total mine emissions was used in the
study design to separate significant sources, for which sampling would
.a performed, from insignificant sources. There were only a few source~
for which classification was questionable: draglines and wind erosion of
storage piles. This conflict arose because one analysis showed them to
be insignificant and the other indicated they were significant. Because
these operations are integral parts of most mine operations and there was
a wide disparity between alternative emission factors, they were both
included as significant sources to be Saffipled.
The ranking was also considered in determining the number of tests for
each source--more tests were allocated to sources predicted to be the major
cant ri butors.
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TABLE 2-1.

DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT OUST-PRODUCING OPERATIONS
Primary
emission
composition

Operation

Range in ~
total mh
emission

Significant sources
Haul truck
light and medium duty vehicles
(unpaved access roads}
Shovel/truck. loading, e¥8 o~~~b.,d,-:t\
Shovel/truck. loading, coal
Dozer operations
Wind erosion of exposed areas
Scraper travel
Blasting,~

o .. e·b...~c!A

Blasting, coal
Drilling, &¥& C'u:-'o-..~...\c.tl
Front~end loader
Grader
Oragline
Wind erosion of storage piles

son

18-85

soil

<l-27

soil
coal
either
soil
soil
soil
coal
soil
coal
soil
soil
coal

4-12
<l-11

4-ll
<l-10
<l- 8

<1- 5
<1- 4
<l- 4

1- 3
1- 3
< 1- 2
< 1- 2

Insignificant sources
Truck dumping, 9¥9- Oll~"'b,'"~-"
Truck dumping, coal
Scraper pickup
Scraper spreading
Coa 1 stacker
Train loading
Enclosed storage loading
Transfer/conveying
Vehicle traffic on paved roads
Crushing, primary
Crushing, secondary
Screening and sizing
Drilling, coal

soil
coal
soil
soil
coal
coal
coal
coal
soil
coal
coal
coal
coal

12

<1

<l

<l

<l
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

.

POTENTIAL MINES FOR SAMPLING
The number of mines to be sampled was set at three in the study
1esign. This was based on a compromise between sampling over the widest
'ange of mine/meteorological conditions by visiting a large number of
nines and obtaining the most tests within the budget and time limits by
;ampling at only a few mines. The criteria for selection of appropriate
nines were quite simple:
l.

The three mines should have the geographical distribution
described above, i.e., one each in the Fort Union, Powder
River Basin, and San Juan River fields.

2.

Each mi~e should have all or almost all of the 14 significant dust-producing operations listed in Table 2-1.

3.

The mine personnel should be willing to cooperate in the
study and provide access to all operations for sampling.

4.

The mines should be relatively large so that there are
several choices of locations for sampling each of the
operations.

Using their industry contacts, the National Coal Association (NCA)
1embers did pre li mi nary screening to find appropriate mines and made
:ontacts to determine whether suitable mines were interested in parti:ipating in th~ sampling program.
The three mines finally selected were each obtained in a different
1anner. The first, in the Powder River Basin, volunteered before any
:ontacts were made with mining comDanies. The second mine was operated
>y a company with a representative on the technical review group.
This
1ine was in the Fort Union field in North Dakota. By coincidence, these
:;rst two mines were among the five where sampling had been done in the
lrevious EPA-sponsored emissi~n factor development study {EPA 1978a).
Several mines in the San Juan River field were
PEDCo to participate-. After failing to c!Jtain a
,f the Clean Air Act were invoked to obtain access.
.hird mine cooperated fully with the sampling teams

''i

contacted by NCA and
volunteer, provisions
Personnel at the
and were very helpful •

The names of the three mines are not mentioned in this report.
'ertinent information on the three mines is summarized in Table 2-2.
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TABLE 2-2.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MINES THAT WERE SAMPLED

Parameter

Units

Location
Production
Stratigraphic data
Typical overburden depth
Typical coal seam
thickness
Typical parting thickness
Typical pit depth
Av overburden density
Operating data
No. of active pits
Typical haul distance
(one way)
Av storage pile size
Equipment
Draglines
Shovels
Front-end loaders
Haul truclir.s
'Water trucks
Scrapers
Jozers
Av coal analysis data
Heat value
Su1fur content
Moisture content

Mine 1

Mine 2

Mine 3

Powder River
Basin

North Dakota

Four Corners

10 6 tons

9-12

ft
ft
ft
ft
lb/yd 3

75

35

23

2, 4, 9

98
3000
3
1.6

10 3 tons
No. ~yd 3
No. ~yd 3
Nc. ;yd3
No.;tons

No. ;10 3 ~a,

No. ;yd
No.

72

4;
4;
13;
5;

Btu/lb

3; 60
17, 24
5-12. 5
100' 120
8' 10
6; 22
9

8600
0.8
25

%
%

1-4

2, 15, 30
80
3350

z

3.5

15

2; 33, 65
2; 15
1; 12
6; 170
3; 1, 8

12; 33, 40
8
10600

0.75
37

Information in this table provided by respective mining companies.
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5-8
80
8
35
145

5211
7
2.5
300
4; 38-64
1; 12
6; 23.5

11; 120, 150
2; 24
3; 34
9

7750
0. 75
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SCHEDULE
A task order was issued in mid-March. 1979, to prepare a preliminary
study design for development of surface coal mining emission factors.
The time period for the task order was 8 weeks (to mid-May). If the
resulting sampling methods and analytical approach were acceptable to
the sponsoring agencies and the technical review group b~ing convened
to guide the study and assure its wide applicability, another contract
to perform the sampling and data analysis was to follow immediately so
that field work could be completed d~ring the summer and fall of 1979.
The first mine was sampled on schedule, from July 23 through August
24, 1979. However, delays in obtaining approval to sample at a second
mine; requests for further documentation of calculation procedures, error
analyses, and quality assurance procedures; and preparation of a
detailed statistical plan caused a slip in the schedule at this point.
The second mine was sampled from October 10 through November 1, 197q,
precluding a sampling period at a third mine dur·ing the dusty season.
The winter sampling at the first mine took place from December 4 through
13, 1979.

Sampling at the third mine, rescheduled for the spring of }q8Q, was
postponed on several occasions for such reasons as: lapse of the primary
contract with the need to find an alternative contracting mechanism;
unresolved issues regarding the statistical approach; and need for several
contacts to gain access to a mine for the sampling. The third mine was
finally sampled from July 21 to August 14, 19HU.
The actual schedule for the study is shown in ch~rt form in Figure 2-3.
The distribution of sampling periods by season should be noted. Two
occurred during July-August, when emission rates would be expected to be
near their maximum. One of these mines was also sampled in necember, when
fugitive dust rates would normally be relatively low in the Powder River
Basin. The fourth sampling period was in October, a season during which
potential for dust generation would be near th~·annual average.
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SECTION 3
SAMPLIMG METHODOLOGY
TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE TO SAMPLE FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS
Five basic techniques have been used to measure fugitive dust emissions.
These are quasi-stack, roof monitor, exposure profiling, upwind-downwind and
wind tunnel. Several experimental sampling methods are in developmental
stages.
In the quasi-stack method of sampling, the emissions from a welldefined process are captured in a temporary enclosure and vented to a
duct or stack of regular cross-section~l area. The emission concentration
and the flow rate of the air stream in the duct are measured using standard
stack sampling or other conventional methods.
Roof monitor sampling is used to measure fugitive emi~ssions entering
the ambient air from buildings or other enclosure openings. This type of
sampling is applicable to roof vents, doors, windows, or numerous other
openings located in such fashion that they prevent the installation o~
temporary enclosures.
The exposure profiling technique employs a singl~ profile tower with
multiple sampling heads to perform simultaneous multi-point isokinetic
sampling over the plume cross-section. The profiling tower is 4 ton
meters in height and is located downwind and as close to the source as
possible (usually 5 meters). This method uses monitors located directly
upwind to det~rmine the background contribution. A modification of this
technique employs balloon-suspended samplers.
With the upwind-downwind technique, an array of samplers is set up
both upwind and downwind of the source. The source contribution is
determined to be the difference between the upwind and downwind concentrations. The resulting contribution is then used in standard dispersion
equations to back-calculate the source strength.
The wind tunnel method utilizes a portable wind tunnPl with an openfloored test section placed directly over the surface to be tested. Air
is drawn through the tunnel at controlled velocities. A proble is located
at the end of the test section and the air is drawn thorugh a sampling
t ra i n.
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Several sampling methods using new sampling equipment or sampling
arrays are in various stages of development. These include tracer studies,
lidar, acoustic radar, photometers, quartz crystal impactors, etc.

SELECTION OF SAMPLING METHODS
Each of the five basic techniques used to measure fugitive dust
emissions has inherent advant·ages, disadvantages, and limitations to
its use.
The quasi-stack method is the most accurate of the airborne fugitive
emission sampling techniques because it captures virtually all of the
emissions from a given source and conveys them to a measurement location
with minimal dilution (Kalika et al. 1976). Its use is restricted to
emission sources that can be isolated and are arranged to permit the
capture of the emissions. There are no reported uses of this technique
for sampling open sources at mines.
The roof monitor method is not as accurate as the quasi-stack method
because a significant portion of the emissions escape through other
openings and a higher degree of dilution occurs before measurement. This
method can be used to measure many indoor sources where emissions are
released to the ambient air at low air velocities through large openings.
With the exception of the preparation plant and enclosed storage, none of
the sources at mines occur within buildings.
The exposure profiling technique is applicable to sources where the
ground-based profiler tower can be located vertically across the plume
and where the distance from the source to the profiling tower can remain
fixed at about 5 meters. This limits application to point sources and
line sources. An example of a line source that can be sampled with
this technique is haul trucks operating on a haul road. Sources such as
draglines cannot be sampled using this technique because the source works
in a general area (distance between source and tower cannot be fixed),
and becJuse of sampling equipment and personnel safety.
The upwind-downwind method is the least accurate of the methods
jescribed because only a small portion of the emssions are captured in
the highly diluted transport air stream (Kalika et al. 1976). It is,
nowever, a universally applicable method. It can be used to quantify
emissions from a variety of sourc~s where the requirements of exposure
~rofiling cannot be met.
The wind tunnel method has been used to meausre wind erosion of soil
5urfaces and coal piles (Gillette 1978; Cowherd et al. 1979). It offers
the advantages of measuremec.t of wind erosion. .under controlled wind
:onditions. The flow field in the tunnel has been shown to adequately
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simulate the properties of ambient \winds which entrain particles from
erodible surfaces (Gillette 1978).
Experimental sampling methods present at least three problems for
coal mine applications. First, none have been used in coal mines to date.
Second, they are sti11 in experimenta1 stages, so considerable time would
be required for testing and development of standard operating procedures.
Third, the per sample costs would be considerably higher than for currently
available sampling techniques, thus reducing the number of samples that
could be obtained. Therefore, th~se techniques were not considered
applicable methods for this study.
After review of the inherent advantages, disadvantages and limitations
of each of the five basic sampling techniques, the basic task was to
determine which sampling method was most applicable to the specificsources to be sampled, and whether that method could be adapted to meet
the multiple objectives of the study and the practical constraints of
sampling in a surface coal mine.
Drilling was the only source which caul be sampled with the quasistack method. No roof monitor sampling could be performed because none
of the sources to be sampled occurs within a building. It was decided
that the primary sampling method of the study would be exposure profiling.
The decision was based primarily on the theoretically greater accuracy
of the profiling technique as opposed to upwind-downwi~d sampling and
its previous use in similar applications. Where the constraints of
exposure profiling could not be met (point sources with too large a
cross-sectional area), upwind-downwind would be used. The wind tunnel
would be used for wind erosion sampling.
SAI'i'LING CONFIGURATIONS

Basic Configuration
Exposure Profiling-Source strength--The exposure profiler consisted of a portable tower,
4 to 6 min height, supporting an array of sampling heads. Each sampling
head was operated as an isokinetic exposure sampl~r. The air flow stream
passed through a settling chamber (trapping par·ticles larger than about
50 urn in diameter), and then flowed upward through a standard R in. x
10 in. g.lass fiber filter positioned hor1zontally. Sampling intakes were
pointed into the wind, and the sampling velocity of each intake was
adjusted to match the local mean wind speed as determined prior to each
test. Throughout each test, wi~J speed was monitored by recording
anemometers at two heights, an~ the vertical wind speed profile was
determined by assuming a logaritl"mic distribution. This distribution
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nas been found to describe surface winds under neutral atmospheric stability,
and is a good approximation for other stability classes over the short·
vertical distances separating the profiler samplers {Cowherd, Axetell,
Guenther, and Jutze 1974). Sampling time was adequate to provide sufficient
• particulate mass (< 10 mg) and to average over several units of cyclic
fluctuation in the-emission rate (e.g., vehicle passes on an unpaved road).
A diagram of the prof111ng tower appears in Figure 3-1.
The devices used in the exposure profiling tests to measure concentrations
and/or fluxes of airborne particulate matter are listed in Table 3-1. Note
that only the (isokinetic) profiling samplers directly measure ~·articula~e
exposure (mass per unit intake area) as well as particulate concentration
(mass per unit vo1ume). However, in the case of the other sampling devices,
exposure may be calculated as the product of concentration, mean wind speed
at the height of the sampler intake, and sampling time.
Two deployments of sampling equipment were used in this study: the
basic deployment described in Table 3-2 and the special deployment shown
in Table 3-3 for the compa~ability study.
Particle size-- Two Sierra dichotomous samplers, a standard hi-val,.
and a Sierra cascade impactor were used to measure particle size$ downwind.
The dichotomous samplers collected fine and coarse fractions with upper
cut points (50 percent efficiency) of 2.5 ~ and approximately 15 urn.
(Adjustments for wind speed sensitivity of the 15 ~ cut point are discussed
in Section 5; limitations of this sampling technique are described in Section
12.
The high-volume parallel-slot cascade impactor with a 20 cfm flow controller was equipped with a Sierra cyclone preseparator to remove coarse
particles that othe~ise would tend to bounce off the glass fiber impaction
substrates. The bounce-through of coarse particles produces an excess of
catch on the backup filter. This results in a positive bias in the measurement .of fine particles (see Page 6-3). The cyclone sampling intake was
directed into the wind and the sampling velocity adjusted to mean wind speed
by fitting the intake with a nozzle of appropriate size, resulting in
isokinetic sampling for wind speeds ranging from 5 to 15 mph.
Deposition-- Particle deposition was measured by placing dustfall buckets
along a 1ine downwind of the ~ource at distances of 5 m, 20m, and 50 m from
the source. Greater distances wou1d have been desirable for establishing the
deposition curve, but measureable weights of dustfall could not be obtained
beyond about 50 m during th 1-hour test periods. Dustfall buckets were collocated at each distance. The bucket openings were located 0.75 m above
gr~und to avoid the impact of saltating particles generated by wind erosion
uownwind of the source.
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Exposure profiler .
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TABLE 3-1. SAMPLING DEVICES FOR ATMOSPHERIC
PARTICULATE MATTER--EXPOSURE PROFILING
-

Air sampling device
Particulate
matter
category 1

Type

Quantity
•asured

--

Operating flow
rate

Flo~

Calibrator

Exposure profi 1er
head

Exposure and
concentration

Vari~ble

Anemometer
cal ibrator

Cyclone with interchangeable probe
tips and backup
filter

Exposure and
concentration

20 ACFM

Orifice calbra tor

TSP

Standard hi-vol

Concentration

40-60 ACFM

Orifice cal~
ibrator

lP

Dichotomous sampler

Concentration

0.59 ACFM

Dry test
meter

TP

{10-50
SCFM) to
achieve isokinetic
sampling

..

FP

a

Dichotomous sampler

Concentration

0.59 ACFM

Dry test
meter

TP = Total particulate= All particulate •atter in plume
TSP =Total suspended particulate= Particulate matter in size range collectec
by hi-vel, estimated to be less than about
. 30 ~~~ diameter
IP = Inhalable particulate= Particulate less than 15 ~m diameter
FP = Fine particulate = Particulate less than 2.5 ~m diameter

2-2

TABLE 3-2.

BASIC EQUIPMENT DEPLOYMENT FOR EXPOSURE PROFILING

Distance
from
Source
cation

Intake
Heig~t

Equipment

(a)

wind

5

1
1
2
1

wnwi nd

5-10

1 MRI exposure profiler with 4
sampling heads

Dichotomous sampler
Standard hi-vol
Dustfall buckets
Continuous wind aonitor

1 Standard hi-vol
1 Hi-vol with cascade impactor
2 Dichotomous samplers
buckets
2 Warm wire anemometers
2

Dustf~ll

(m)

2.5
2.5
0.75
4.0
0)
(2.0)
(3.0)
(4.0)
(2.0)
(2.0)

1.5
3.0
4.5
6.0
2.5
2.5
1.5
4.5
0.75

(1.

1.5

(1.0)
(3.0)

4.5
wnwind

20

2 Dustfall buckets

0.75

wnwind

50

2 Dust fall buckets

0.75

(3.0)

Alternative heights for sources generating lower plume heights are given
in parentheses.
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TABLE 3-3.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DEPLOYMENT FOR EXPOSUR£
PROFILING--COMPARABILITY TESTS
'

location

·oi stance
from
Source
(•)

Upwind

5 to 10

Downwind

5

Equipilent
1 Standard hi-vol
1 Standard hi-vol
2 Dustfall buckets
1 Continuous wind aonitor
1

MRI exposure profiler with 4 sampling
heads

Intak.e
Height
(m)
1. 25
2.5
0.75

4.0

1.5
3.0

4.5
6.0
2.5

1
2

Standard hi-vol
Hi-vols with cascade impactors

1.5

4

Dichotomous samplers

1.5
3.0

4.5
2 Oustfall buckets
2 Warm wire.anemometers

6.0
0.75

1.5
4.5

Oo~Jotnwind

20

1
2

Hi-vol with cascade impactor
Oustfall buckets

2.5
0.75

Oo~Jotnwind

so

z

Oustfall buckets

0.75
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Exposure . Profiling
Modification for Sampling Blasts-,. . .4 . ---·Source strength-- The exposure profiler conc~pt was modified for
sampling blasts. The large horizontal and vertical dimensions of the
plumes necessitated a suspended array of samplers as well as ground-based
samplers in order to sampler over the plume cross-section in two dimensions.
Five 47 mm PVC filter heads and sampling orifices were attached to a
line suspended from a tethered balloon. The samplers were located at
five heights wi~h the highest at 30.5 m (2.5, 7.6, 15.2, 22.9, and 3n.s m).
Each sampler was attached to a wind vane so that the orifices would face
directly into the wind. The samplers were connected to a ground based
pump with flexible tubing. The pump maintained an isokinetic flow rate
for a wind speed of 5 mph. In order to avoid equipment damage from the
blast debris and to obtain a representative sample of the plume, the
balloon-suspende~d samplers were located about 1n0 m downwind of the
blast area. This distance varied depending on the size of the blast and
physical constraints. The distance was measured with a tape measure.
The balloon-supported samplers were supplemented with five hi-vol/dichot
pairs 1ocated on an arc, at the s arne d1 stance as the ba 11 oon from the
edge of the blast area. These were spaced 20 m apart on the arc.
Particle size-- The five ground-based dichotomous samplers provided
the basic part1cle size infonnation.
Deposition--There was no measurement of deposition with this sampling
method. Dustfall samples would have been biased by falling debris from
the blast.
Upwind-Downwind-Source stren1th-- The total upwind-downwind array used for sampling
point sources inc uded 15 samplers, of which 10 were hi-vols and ~ were
dichotomous samplers. The arrangement is shown schematically in Figure
3-2. The downwind distances of the samplers from point sources were
nominally 30m, 60m, lOOm, and 200m. Frequently, distances in the
array had to be modified because of physical obstr~ctions (e.g., hi~hwal 1)
or potential interfering sources. A tape measure was used to measure
source-to-sampler distances. The upwind sampl~rs were placed 3n to 1nn
m upwind, depending on accessibility. The hi-val and dichotomous samplers
were mounted on tripod stands at a height of 2.5 m. This was the highest
manageable· height for this type of rapid-mount stand.
This array was modified slightly with sampling line sources. The
array consisted of two hi-vol/dichot pairs at 5 m, 20m, and 50 m with
2 hi-vols at 100m. The two rows of samplers were normally separated by
20 m.
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Figure 3-2.

Upwind-downwind sampling array.
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Particle size-- In addition to the dichotomous samplers located upwind
of the source and at 30m and 60 m distances downwind of the source, millipore filters were exposed for shorter time period during the sampling at
different downwind distances. These filters were to be subjected to microscopic examination for sizing, but most of this work was suspended because
of poor agreement of microscopy with aerodynamic sizing methods in the
c001p~rabi1ity study.
Deposition-- The upwind-dow~~ind method allows indirect measurement
of depsition through calculation of apparent emission rates at different
downwind distances. The reduction in apparent emission rates as a function
of distance is attributed to depositicn. At distances beyond about 100 m,
deposition rates detemined by this method would probably be too small to
De detected separate from plume dispersion.
~ind

Tunnel--

Source strength--For the measurement of dust emissions generated by
eros1on of exposed areas and storage piles, a portable wind tunnel
~as used.
The tunnel consisted of an inlet section, a test section, and
3n outlet diffuser.
As a modification to previous wind tunnel designs,
the working section had a 1 foot by 1 foot cross section. This enlargenent was made so that the tunnel could be used with rougher surfaces.
The open-floored test section of the tunnel was placed directly on the
;urface to be tested (1 ft x 8ft), and the tunnel air flow was adjusted
~o predetermined vdl~es that corresponded to the means of the upper NOAA
~ind speed ranges.
Tunnel wind speed was measured by a pitot tube at
:he downstream end of the test section. Tunnel wind speeds were related
:o wind speed at the standard 10m height by means of a logrithmic profile.
~ind

An airtight seal was maintained along the sides of the tunnel by
flaps attached to the bottom edges of the tunnel sides. These
~ere covered with material from areas adjacent to the test surface to
~liminate air-infiltration.
~ubDer

To reduce the dust levels in the tunnel air intake stream, testing
conducted only when ambient winds were well below the threshold
1elocity for erosion of the exposed material. A portable high-volume
.ampler with an-open-faced filter (roof structure rrmoved) was operated
>n top of the inlet section to measure background du;;t levels. The
'ilter was vertically oriented parallel to the tunnel inlet face.

~as

An emission sampling module was used with the pull-through wind tu~nel
n measuring particualte emissions generated by wind erosion. As shown
n Figure 3-3, the sampling module was located between the tunnel outlet
1ose and the fan inlet. The sampling train, which was operated at 15-2S cfm,
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consisted of a tapered probe. cyclone precollector, parallel-slot cascade
impactor, backup filter, and high-volume motor. Interchangeable probe
tips were sized for isokinetic sampling over the desired tunnel wind
speed range. The emission sampling train and the portable hi-vol were
· calibrated in the field prior to testing.
Particle size--The size distribution for 30 ~m and smaller particles
generated from the cascade impactor used as the total particulate
sampler. The procedure for correction of the size data to account for
particle bounce-through is described in Section 5.

~was

Deposition--No method of measuring the deposition rate of particles
s•Jspended by wind erosion in the tezt section could be incorporated into
the design of the wind tunnel.
Quasi-Stack-Source strength--An enclosure was fabricated consisting of an adjustable metal frame covered with plastic. The frame was 6 feet long
with maximum openings at the ends of 5 x 6 feet. Due to problems with
the plastic during high winds, the original enclosure was replaced with
a wood enclos~re with openings 4 x 6 feet, as shown in Figure 3-4. For
each test, the enclosure was placed downwind of the drill base. The
outlet area was divided into four rectangles of area, and the wind velocity
was measured at the center of each rectangle with a hot wire anemometer
to define th~ wind profile inside th.~ frame.
Four expo;ure profiler samplers with flow controllers were used to
sample the plume. Using the wind profile data, the sampler flow rates
were adjusted to 2 to 3 minute intervals to near-isokinetic conditions.
Particle size--The only particle size mea~urements made with this
sampling method was the split between the filter catch and settling chamber
.catch in the profiler heads.
Depositi0n--Th~re

s amp 1i ng me~li'O'd.

was no direct measurement of deposition with this

Sampling Configuration by Source
The basic sampling configurations were adapted to each source to be
tested. Sampling configurations used for each source are indicated in
Table 3-4 and described below.
Overburden Drilling-This activity was sampled using the quasi-stack configuration.
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Figure 3-4.

Quasi-stack sampling--temporary enclosure for drill'sampling.

TABLE 3-4.

SAMPLING CONFIGURATIONS FOR SIGNIFICANT SOURCES

Source
Drilling

Point,
a
line, or area

Sampling configuration

Point

Quasi-stack.

Blasting (coal and overburden)

Area

Exposure profiling
(modification)

Coal loading (shovel/truck and
front-end loader)

Point or area

Upwind/downwind

Dozer (coal and overburden)

Line or point

Upwind/downwind

Dragline

Point or area

Upwind/downwind

(overburd~n)

Haul truck.

Line

Exposure profiling

Ligr.t- and medium-duty vehicles

Line

Exposure profiling

Scraper

Line

Exposure profiling

Grader

Line

Exposure profiling

Wind erosion of exposed areas

Area

Wind tunnel

Wind erosion of storage piles

Area

Wind tunnel

a

Several of these sources could be operated as a line, point, or area source.
Where possible, the predominant method of operation was used. In other
cas~s. sampling requ1.'ements dictated the type of operation.
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Blasting-The plume from a blast is particularly difficult to sample because
of the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the plume and the inability
to place sampling equ.pment near the blast. Further, the plume is suspected to be non-Gaussian because of the way in which the plume is
initially fanned. Therefore, upwind-downwind sampling is not appropriate.
To sample blasts, a modification of the exposure profiling technique was
developed. This modification was discussed previously. A typical sampling
array is shown in Figure 3-5. The same sampling procedure was used for
overburden blasts and coal blasts.
Coal Loading with Shovels or Front-End Loaders-The exposure profiler could not be used for this source because of
movement uf the plume origin. Therefore, the upwind-downwind configuration for point sources was used. There are many points at which dust
is emitted during truck loading--pulling the truck into position,
scooping the material to be loaded, lifting and swinging the bucket,
dropping the load, driving the truck away, and clea~up of the area by
dozers or front-end loaders. Dropping of the load into the truck was
generally the largest emission point so its emissions were used as the
plume centerline for the sampling array, with the array spread wide enouqh
to collect emissions from all the dust-producing points. B•1cket size was
recorded for each test, as well as the number of bucket dro~~.
Wind conditions and the width of the pit dicta~ed the juxtaposition of
the source and sampler array. When the winds channeled through the pit and
the pit was wide enough to set up the sampling equipment out of the way of
haul trucks, the samplers were set up downwind and in the pit. When winds
were perpendicular to the pit, the sampling array was set up on a bench
if the bench was not more than ~to 7 meters high. With this configuration,
the top of the haul truck was about eve~ with the height of the bench;
emissions from the shovel drop peint could be very effectively sampled in
this manner. Two coal loading sampling arrays are shown in Figure 3-6.
Dozers-Dozers are difficult to test because they may operate either as a line
source or 1n a general area as large JS several acres over a 1-hour test
period. When a dozer operated as a line source, the upwind-downwind configuration for a line source was used. The samplers were located with the
assumed plume centerline perpendicular to the line of travel for the dozer.
The number of times the dozer passed the samplers was recorded for each test.
Since dozers could QOt always be found operating as a line source, captive
dozers were sometimes used so that test conditions could be more accurately
controlled. To sample dozers working in an area, the upwind-downwind point
source configuration was used. The location and size of the area was recorded
along with dozer movements.
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Figure 3-5.

Blast sampling with modified exposure profiling configuration.
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Sampling array in the pit

Figure 3-6.

Samp 1i ng array on a bench
Coal loading with upwind-downwind configuration.
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Dragline-Sampling of this source was performed with the upwind-downwind configuration because of the large initial dimensions of the plume and
because of the impossibility of placing samplers near the plume origin.
There are three emission points--pickup of the overburden material,
material lost frcxn the bucket during the swing, and overburden drop. It
was not always possible to position samplers so they were downwind of all
three points. Th~refore, sketches were made of e~ch setup and field·note~
were recorded as to which points were included in the test. The number of
drops, average drop distar.ce, and size of the dragline bucket were also
recorded.
Location of the samplers relative to the dragline bucket was determined
by wind orientation, size of the pit (width and length) and pit accessibility. When winds were parallel to the pit, the array was set up in the
pit if there was sufficient space and the plumes from all three emission
points passing over the samplers. When winds were perpendicular to the
pit, draglines were only sampled if samplers could be placed on a bench
downwind at approximately the same height as the spoils pile where the
overburden was being dropped. Figure 3-7 shows the two typical dragline
sampling configurations.
Haul Trucks-Most sampling periods for haul truck~ at the first mir._ were performed
as part of the comparability study (see Section 6), employing both exposure profiling and upwind-downwind configurations. Haul trucks were used
to pe;form the comparative study because they are a uniformly-emitting line
source and because haul road traffic is the largest par·ticualte source in
most mines. At subsequent mines, exposure profiling was used to sample
this source. For each test, the wind was ~pproximately perpendicular to
the road, the air intakes of the samplers were pointed directly ·into the
wind, and the samplers extended to a height of 6 m to capture the vertical
extent of the plume. In a few ~ases, more than~ of the plume mass
extended above the top sJmpler bec:::~·se of a comb1nation of ·light winds,
unstable atmospheric condit.ons, and large vehicles. Consistent travel
speed and diversion of water·ing trucks was requested during each sampling
period. A haul truck sampling array is shown in Figure 3-8.
Light- and Medium-Duty Vehicles-The sampling methodology for this category of vehicles was nearly
i dent i ca 1 to the haul truck procedures. The only exceptions we.re that:
(1) a 4 m sampler height was adequate to sample the plume from the smaller
vehicles and (2) pickup trucks belonging to the contractor were used for
better control of vehic1e speed and weight. In most cases, access roads
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Sampling array in the pit
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Sampling array at about the same height as the spoils pile

Figure 3-7.

Dragline sampling with upwind-downwind configuration
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specifically for lighter vehicles were used to testing. However, some
sampling for light- and medium-duty vehicles was done on haul roads.
Samples of tlie road surfaces were taken so that differences· due to road
properties could be evaluated (a full discussion of source characterization
is included in the next subsection). A light- and medium-duty vehicle
sampling array is shown in previously cited Figure 3-8.
Scr·aper-This source was sampled by the exposure profiling method. Scrapers
wr~re sampled while traveling on a temporary road so that the emissions could
t,e tested as a line source. Neither the loading nor the emptying operations
~~re sampled, since both had ~een estimated_to have insignificant emissions
compared to scraper travel. The profiler was extended to 6 m to sample
the vertical extent of the plume. In orcter to secure a suitable setup in
a location with interference from other sources, it was often necessary
to use captive equipment. A typica1 sampling array for scrapers is shown
in Figure 3-9.
Graders-Exposure profiling was used to sample graders. Graders operate in a
fairly constant manner; only the speed and travel surface (on road/off
road) vary over a time. It was assumed that the travel surface could be
considered as a correction factor rather than requiring t~o separate
emission factors. As with dozers, captive equipment was sometimes
necessary to sanple this source because graders did not normally drive
past the same location repetitively. Even if there were regarding a short
stretch of road, they would be at a different location on the road cross
section with each pass, making it difficult to reposition the profiler.
Therefore, captive equipment allowed better control of test variables.
~ind

Erosion of Exposed Areas and Storage Piles--

The wind tunnel was used to scnple tilese two sources. In measuring
emissions with the portable wind tunnel, it was necessary to place the
tunnel on a flat, nearly horizontal section of surface. Care was taken
not to disturb the natural crust on the ·surface, with ·the exception of
removing a few large clumps that prevented the tunnel test sectio~ from
making an airtight seal with the surface.
The threshold velocity for wind erosion and emission rates at several
predetermined wind sp~eds above the threshold were measured on each test
surf ace. ·w; nd erosion of exposed surfaces had been shown to decay in
time for velocities well above the threshold value for the exposed surface.
Therefore, some tests of a given surface were performed sequentially to
trace the decay of the erosion rate over time at high test velocities. A
typical wind tunnel sampling configuration is shown in Figure 3-10.
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Haul truck travel
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Light- and medium-duty truck
Haul road sampling with exposure profiling configuration.
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Changes Made in Response to Comments
Tha basic sampling designs presented above represen~s the combined
efforts of the two contractors as well as comments received from the technical review group. Specific changes made in response to technical review
group canments are summarized bel ow.

lc

Dichotomous samplers were added to the exposure_profiling
sampling method. They were placed at four heights corresponding to the isokinetic sampling heights during the
comparability study, and at two heights for the remainder
of the tests. With this arrangement, dichotomous samplers
replaced the cascade impactor as the primary particle
size sampler in exposure profiling.

2.

A fourth row of downwind sampler was added to the upwinddownwind array. Two hi-vols were placed at 200m from the
source to aid in the measurement of deposition.

3.

The quasi-stack sampling method was adopted for sampling
overburden drilling and an enclosure was designed and
fabricated.

4~

The modification of the exposure profiling method to sample
blasts was devised.

5.

Provisions were made to sample scrapers, and other sources
as required, as captive equipment in locations not subject
to other dust interferences.

SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION PROCEDURES
In order to determine the parameters that affect dust generation from
an individual source, the suspected parameters must be measured at the
time of the emission test. These parameters fall into three categories:
properties of the materials being disturbed by wind or machinery, oper Jt in g
parameters of the mining equipment involved, and meteorological conditions.
Table 3-5 lists the potential parameters by source that were quantified
during the study.
Representative samples of materials (topsoil, overburden, coal, or road
surface) were obtained at each test location. Unpaved and paved roads were
sampled by removing loose material of road surface extending across the
travel portion. Loose aggregate materials being transferred were sampled
with a shovel to a depth exceeding the size of the largest aggregate pieces.
Erodible surfaces were sampled to a depth of about 1 centimeter. The samples
·
were analyzed to detennine moisture and silt content.
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Figure 3-10.

Wind

erv~ion
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sampling with wind tunnel.

Mining equipment travel speeds were measured by radar gun or with a
stop watch over a·known travel distance. Equipment specifications and
traveling weights were obtained from mine personnel. For several sources,
it was necessary to count vehicle passes, bucket drops, etc. These counts
were usually recorded by two people during the test tJ ensure the accuracy
of the results. Frequent photographs were taken during each test to
establish the sampling layout (to supplement the ground-measured distances),
source activity patterns, and plume characteristics.
Micro-meteorological conditions were recorded for each test. Most of
these data were used in the calculation of concentrations or emission rates
rather than as potential correction factors for the emission factor equations.
During the test, a recording wind instrument measured wind direction and
wind speed at the sampling site. A pyranograph was used to measure solar
intensity. Humidity was determined with a sling psychrometer. A barometer
was used to record atmospheric pressure. The percent of cloud cover was
visually estimated.
In addition to monitoring micro-m~teorological conditions, a fixed
1nonitoring station at the mine monitored parameters affecting the entire
area. Uata were recorded on temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction,
and precipitation.

ADJUSTMENTS MADE DURING SAMPLING
The sampling configurations detailed in this section were the result
of a careful study de$ign process completed prior to actual field sampling.
Actual field conditions forced changed to elements of the study desiyn.
A rnodificati:>n to the upwind-downwind sampling array was required.
Whereas the study design called for two hi-vols at 200m downwind of the
source, this setup could not be adapted to field conditions. Three major
reasons for the deviation from the study designs were: (a) the difficulty
of locating t~e samplers where they were not subjected to other dust interfe~cnces~ (b) the difficulty of extending power to the samplers; and
(c) in many sampling locations, there was not 200m of accessible ground
downwind of the source. Therefore, only 1 hi-vol WdS routinely placed
at the 200m distance and in some cases no sampler was located at that
distance.
Four modifications were made to the exposure profiling sampling array.
First, it was impractical to mount dichotomous samplers at all four heights
on the p.·ofiling tower as called for in the original study design. Dichotomous sam~lers were placed at two heights. Second, the study design called
for an exposure profiling test to be tenminated if the standard deviation
of the wind direction exceeded 22.5° during test period. Because unstable
a tmospher·l c conditions were encountered at Hi ne 1 during the summer sea son,
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JABLE 3-5.

SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION PARAMETERS
MONITORED OURING TESTING

Source

Parameter•

Quantification technique

Wind speed and direction
Temperature
Solar intensity
Humidity
Atmospheric pressure
Percent cloud cover

Anemometer
Thermometer
Pyranograph
Sling psychrometer
Barometer
Visual estimate

Overburden drilling

Silt content
Moisture content
Depth of hole

Dry sieving
Oven drying
Drill operator

Blasting

Number of holes
Size of blast area
Moisture content

Visual count
Measurement
·From mining company

Co a 1 1oadi ng

Silt content
Moisture content
Bucket capacity
Equipment operation

Dry sieving
Oven drying
Equipment specifications
Record variations

Dozer

Silt content
Mo1sture content
Speed
Blade size

Dry s i ev.i ng
Oven drying
Time/distance
Equipment specifications

Dragline

Silt content
Moisture content
Bucket capacity
Drop distance

Dry sieving
Oven drying
Equipment specifications
Visual estimate

Haul truck

Surface
Vehicle
Vehicle
Surface

Dry sieving
Radar gun
Truck scale
Mass/area of collected
road sample
Oven drying
Visual observation

silt content
speed
weight
loading

Surface moisture content
Number of wheels
Light- and mediumduty vehicles

Same parameters and quantification techniques as for
haul trucks

(continued)
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it was necessary to relax this restriction. However, this change had no
effect on the direction-insenstive dichotomous sampler which served as
the primary sizing device. At the third mine, a second cascade impactor
and hi-vo1 were added alongside the profi1er at the height of the third
profiling head. This was to provide backup data on particle size distribution in the upper portion of the plume and on the TSP concentration
pro1 ile. Finally, greased substrates were used with the cascade impactors at the third mine to test whether particle bounce-through observed
at the first two mines woulq be diminished.
A modification was required to the balloon sampling array. The study
design specified that the five ground-based sampler pairs be located
10 m apart and that the balloon samplers be located on the blast plume
centerline. This was found to be impractical under field conditions.
The location of the plume centerline was very dependent on the exact wind
direction at the time of the blast. Because the balloon sampling array
required at least one hour to set up, it was impossible to anticipate
the exact wind direction one hour hence. Therefore, the ground-based
samplers were placed 20 to 30m apart when the wind was variable sc
that some of the samplers were in the·plume. The balloon sometimes could
not be moved to the plume centerline quickly enough after the blast.
Rapid sequence photography was used during the test to assiet in determining the plume centerline; the emission facto~ calculation procedure
was adjusted accordingly.

ERROR ANALYSES FOR SAMPLING METHODS
Separate error analyses were prepared for the exposure profi 1i ng
and upwind-downwind sampling methods. These analysis were documented
in interim technical reports and ~ill be summarized here (Midwest
Research Institute 1979; PEDCo Environmental 1979).
A summary of potential errors {lo) in the exposure profiling method

initially estimated by MRI is shown in Table 3-6. Potential errors
fall in the categories of sample collection, laboratory analysis, and
emission fact~r calculation. For particles less than 15 ~m. the
error in the technique was estimated by MRI to range from -14 percent
to +8 percent. Subsequent field experience on this project indicated
that actual error was 30 to 35 percent in that size range and higher
for the less than 30 ~m (suspended particulate) size range.
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Potential errors initially estimated by PEDCo for the upwinddownwind sampling method are summarized in Table 3-7. A delineation
was made between errors associated with line sources and point/area
sources. The esti~ted errors were +30.5 percent 4nd +50.1 percent,
respectively.
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
Sampling performed is shown in Table 3-8. The number of samples
are shown by source a_nd mine. A total of 265 tests were completed.
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TABLE 3-6.
lource of error

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ERRORS IN THE EXPOSURE PROFILING METHOD
Error type

I!!Ple collection
1. lnetru.ent error

Rand~

Planned aeintenence, periodic calibration
end frequent flov checke

J. Anholr.inetic eupl.tnq

).

( 10%

a.

Vind direction fluctuation

b.

"on-zero an9le of intake to
wind

Syeteaatic

c.

luplin9 rate doe• not .. tch
wind epeed

Sy•teaetic

l~roper

filter

<lOX
o.e c 1n <1.2

Deere••• or increaee euplin9 duration

loa~in9

2l for fibroua . .dia1

10% for non·fibroue -.dia

Uee dichotoaoue eaapler
Labpratory analyeie
Rando•

Planned aeintenance, periodic calibration
and frequent veiqht checke

Randoa

U•e blenke for each teet. Control vei.qhin9
enviro~nt for h~iditr and teaperature

7. Poor definition of profile

Randoa

s ..ple at

1. IRtrapolation of particle eize

Rend Oil

Aeeuae loq-noraal perticle eize dietrfbution

S. IDetru.ent error

l l (or hl-vol fllt.re,

51 for lo-vol filtara

Eaieaion factor calculation
t or •ore pointe over pluae
d1aeneion of 10 a; 90% of plu.e •••• defined
by ••~plin9 pointe

dhtribution
Total (partlclee

•

1•••

than 15

~·t

Subeequent field e~perience in thJe project (eee Section 61 indiceted that ~e ~ichot~ou~ eaapler
lr•et 25 percent, produc1nq a total error (for particlea le~• than IS ~~t o( JO to JS percent.

20% Cor eRtrapolatioo to
JO pa. See teat.

-It% to •

inetru~nt

ex-

error vee at

\'

TABLE 3-8.

SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
Mine 1Wa

Mine 3

Total

7

30

7

16

3

5

8

15

25

4

7

4

15

Dozer (coal)

4

3

5

12

DragH ne

6

5

8

19

7b

9

9

35c

Light- and medium-duty truck

5

5

3

13d

Scraper

sb

5

2

14

2

8

Mine 1

Mine 2

11

-

Blasting (coal)

3

6

Blasting (overburden)

2

Co a 1 loading

2

Dozer (ovarburden)

Sources
Drill (overburden)

Haul truck

•

Grader

12

10

2

6

Exposed area (overburden)

11

14

3

6

34e

Exposed area (coal)

10

7

0

r·

16

39

Total

70

75

33

87

265

""--

a

b
c
d
e

Winter sampling period.
Five of these tests were comparability tests.
Nine of these were for controlled sources.
Two of these were for controlled sources.
Three of these were for controlled sources.

SECTION 4
SAMPLE HANDLING AND ANALYSIS
SAMPLE HANDLING

.

Several different types of particulate samples were collected during
the field work: hi-val glass filters, filters and settling .chamber.:
catches from exposure profilers, cascade impactor stages, cyclone precollector catches, Teflon filters from dichotomous samples, Millipore
filter cartridges from microscopic analysis, PVC filters from the balloon
sampling system, and dustfall samples. These samples all required
slightly different handling procedures.

...

At the end of each run, the co 11 ected samples were t r·ans ferred
carefully to protective containers. All transfer operations except
removal of cartridges from the inst. -~ants were done in a van or in
the field lab to minimize sample losses and contamination. Sample media
were carried and transported locally in an upright position, and covered
wlth tanporary snap-on sh1e1as or covers where appropriate. Hi-val
and profiler filters were folded and placed in individual envelopes.
Dust collected on ir.~erior surfaces of ~rofiler probes and cyclone
precollectors was rinsed with distilled water into containers with the
settling chanber catches.
In order to reduce the amount of material dislodged from the taut
dichotomous filters during handling, the preweighed filters were placed
in plastic holders than were then kept in individual petri dishes throughout
the handling process. The petri dishes were sealed with tape before being
returned to the laboratory and stacked in sma It carryiny cases so that
they would not be inverted. ~any of the dichotomous filters were handc a ,. r ; ed ba ck. t o t he 1a bora t ory by a i r t rave 1 r a t he r t ha n ret ur n i ng wi t h
the sampling equipment and other samples in the van.

.'
/

In spite of the specia• hanu•iny pru~euures adopted for the dichotomous filters, loose particurate materials was observed in some of the
petri dishes and material could be seen migrating across the filter
surfaces with any bumping of the filter holder. Several correct1ve
actions werE: investigated by PEDCo and MRl throughout the study, but
this remained an unresolved handling problem. First, ringed Teflon filters
were substituted for the mesh-Dackeu r11ters initialiy used in an attempt
to reduce movement or vibration of the E::-'!}OS~d filters. Next, the passioi~ity of weighing the filters in the field was reviewed.
However, a

sensitive microbalance and strict filter equilibration procedures ~ere
required because of the small weights involved--filter tare weights less
than 100 mg and may upwind and fine particle fraction sample weighs less
than SO ug. (See Section 12 for further discussion of dichotomous samplers.)
?VC filters for the balloon samplers and Millipore filters for
particle size analysis were sent to the field in plastic cartridges.
These cartridges were uncapped and affixed to the air pumps during sa~pl ing,
then resealed and returned to the laborato~ for gravimetric or microscopic
analysis. Loss of material from these filter surfaces was not observed
to be a problem as it ~as with the Teflon filters.
All samples except the dichotomous filters were labeled with the name
of the mine, date, operation, sampler, and a unique sample number
(dichotomous sample holders had only the sample number). This same
information was also recorded on a field data sheet at the time of
~ampling.
Copies of the field data sheets were shown in the study
design report.
To minimize the problem of particle bounce, the glass fiber cascade
impactor substrates were greased for use at Mine 3. The grease solution
was prepared by dissolving 100 grams of stopcock grease in 1 liter of
reagent grade toluene. A low pressure spray gun was used to apply this
solution to the impaction surfaces. No grease was applied to the borders
and oacks of the substrates. After treatment, the substrates were
equilibrated and weighed using standard procedures.
The substrates were
handled, transported and stored in specially designed frames which protected the greased surfaces.
After samples were taken at the mines, they·· were kept in the field
lab until returned to the main laboratory. All samples were uccounted
for by tne field crew by checking against the field data sheet records
prior to leaving the field location. Photocopies of the data sheets
were made and transported separately from the samples. tJpon reaching
the lab, the chain of custody was maintained by immediately logging in
the s~nple numbers of all samples received. No sample were known to have
been lost through misplacement or inadequate labeling during the entire
study.
Non-filter (aggregate) sample were collected during or immediately
following each sampling period and labeled with identifying information.
The samples were kept tightly wrapped in plastic bags until they were
split and analyzed for moisture content. Dried samples 'l'iere then repackaged for shipment to the main laboratories for sieving.
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ANALYSES PERFORMED
Laboratory analyses were performed on particulate samples ar.d on
aggregate samples. All monitoring of source activities and meteorological conditions was done with on-site measurements and did not result
in the collection of samples for later analysis. The analyses performed
are SliTlma rized in Tab 1e 4-1.
All particulate samples were analyzed in the lab of the by the contractor who took the samples. However, almost all of the aggregate
sample analyses were done in the MRI lab because of their extensive
past experience with aggregate analyses and to maintain consistency in
methods. Aggregate samples for PEDCo's tests were taken by their field
crew and moisture contents were determined in the field-lab;- -Most .of-the
labeled, dried aggregate samples were then turned over to MRI for all
other analyses.
PEDCo perfonned all microscopy analyses. Initially, microscopy
samples were to be used to determine full particle size distributions.
After the comparability study results showed that miscroscopy data
did not agree with that obtained from sampling devices that measured
aerodynamic particle sizes, the microscopy work was limited to determination
of largest particles in the plume downwind of sources.
LABORATORY ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
F1lters
Particulate samples were collected on four different types of filters:
glass fiber, Teflon, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and cellulose copolymer
(Millipore). The procedure for preparing and analyzing glass fiber filters
for high volume air sampling is fully described in Quality Assurance Handbook
for Air Pollution Measurement S stems--Volume II, AA1bient AirS ecific
Methods (U.S. Env1ronmenta Protect1on Agency 1977
Nonstandar 1zed
methods were used for the other three filter types.
The procedures for
each type are d,ascribed below.
Glass fib@r filters were numbered and examined for defects, then
equilibrated for 24 h0urs at 70°F and less than 50 percent relative
humidity in a special weighing room. The filters were weighed to the
nearest 0.1 mg. The balance was checked at frequent intervals with
standard weights to assure accuracy. The filters remained in the same
controlled environment for another 24 hours, after which a second analyst
reweighed 10 percent of them as a precision check. Al 1 the filters in
each set in which check weights varied by more than 3.0 mg from initial
weights were reweighed. After weighing, the filters were packed flat,
alternating with onionskin paper, for shipment to the field.
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TABLE 4-l.

\

LABORATORY ANALYSES PERFORMED

Sample

Analysis performed

Particulate
Hi -vo 1 filter

Weigh, calculate concentration

Exposure profiler filter

Weigh

Settling chamber catch

Filter, dry, weigh

Cyclone precollector catch

Filter, dry, weigh

Cascade impactor stages

Weigh

Quasi-stack filter

Weigh

Settling chamber catch

Transfer, dry, weigh

Teflon filter

Weigh, calculate concentration

PVC filter

Weigh

Millipore filter

Microscopic examination for size
distribution and max size

Oust fall

Filter, dry, weigh

Aggregate
Raw soil sample

Moisture content

Dried sample

Mechanical sieving

When exposed f~lters were returned from the field, they were equil ibrated under the same conditions as the initial weighing. They were weighed
and check weighed in the same manner.
Teflon filters from dichotomous samplers were dessicated for 24 hours
over anhydrous calcium sulfate (Drierite) before weighing, both befor~ and
after use. The filters were weighed in the same constant temperature and
humidity room as the glass fiber filters. They were weighed to the nearest
0.01 mg and the check weighing had to agree within 0.10 mg or all filters
in the set were reweighed. The f i1 ters themse 1 ves were not numbered, but
were placed in numbered petri dishes for handling and transport. Plastic
filter holders were also placed on the filters in the lab so they could
be inserted directly into the dichotomous sampler:s in the field.
PVC filters were treated in exactly the same manner as the Teflon
filters, with the exception that they were placed in plastic cartridges
rather than petri dishes.
The Millipore filters used for microscopic analysis were not weighed
to determine the amount of material collected. After they were exposed
and returned to the lab in a plastic cartridge, a radial section of the
filter was cut and mounted on a glass miscroscope slide. The filter
section was then immersed in an organic fluid that rendered it invisible
under the microscope, and a cover slip was placed over it. The slide was
examined under a light microscope at 100 power using phase contract il lumination. The particles were sized by comparison with·a calibrated
reticle in the eyepiece. Ten different fields and at least 200 particles
were counted on each slide. Also, the diameters of the three largest
individual particles observed were recorded.
Settling Chamber Catches and Oustfall Samples
Laboratory gra9e deonized distilled water was used in the field
laboratory to recover samples from settling chambers and dustfall huckets.
Each unit was thoroughly washed five to eight separate times. A wash
consisted of spraying 15 to 25 ml water into the unit, swirling the unit
around, and then quantitatively pouring the water into a sample jar
(holding 150 +50 m1 of wash water) was sealed and pack~d for shipping
t o MRI f o r s amp 1e r e cove ry •
At the MRI laboratory, the entire wash solution was passed through a
47 mm Buchner type funnel holding a Type AP glass fiber filter undP.r
suction. The sample jar was then rinsed twice with 10 to 20 ml of
deonized water. This water was passed through the Buchner funnel ensuring
collection of all suspended material on the 47 mm filter. The tared
filter was then dried in an oven at 100°C for 24 hours. After drying,
the filters were conditioned at constant temperature 24 + 2°C and constant
humidity 45 + 5 percent relative humidity for 24 hours. -
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All filters, both tared and exposed, were weighed to +5 ~g with
a 10 percent audit of tared and exposed filters. Audit limits were +10(
~g.
Blank. values were detennined by washing "clean" (unexposed) set'flir
chambers and dust fall buckets in the field and fallowing the above procedures.
Aggregate Sdmples
Samples of road dust and other aggregate materials were collected i
20 to 25 kg quantities for analysis of moisture and silt content. The
samples were stor·ed briefly in airtight plastic bags, then reduced with
a sample splitter (riffle) or by coning and quartering to about 1 kg (BOt
t 0 1f) 00 g).

.

The final split samples were placed in a tared metal pan, weighed
on a balance, and dried in an oven at ll0°C overnight. Laboratory procedures called for drying of materials composed of hydrated materials
or organic materials like coal and certain soils for only 2 hours. The
samples were then reweighed and the moisture content calculated as the
weight loss divided by the original weight of the sample alone. This
moisture analysis was done in the field lab.
Dried samples were placed in plastic containers and sealed for shipment to main laboratories for determination of silt contents. This was
done by mechanical dry sieving, with the portion passing a 200-mesh
screen constituting the silt portion. The nest of sieves was.placed
en a conventional sieve shaker for 15 min. The material passing the
200-mesh screen, particles of less than 75 ~m diameter, constituted the
smallest particles which could be accurately determined by dry sieving
according to ASTM methods •
. Marl:! detailed sample collection and laboratory procedures for the
moisture and silt analyses were presented in an appendix to the study
design report.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES AND

RE~JLTS

Quality assurance was an important concern frorn the beginning of
this field study because of its size, complexity, and importance. )evera1
special activities were instituted as part of the overall quality assurrance effort. The primary one was delineation of specific assurance
procedures to be followed throughout the study. This list of procedures
was subjected to review by the technical review group; a revised version
is presented in Table 4-2. It covers sampling rates, sampling media,
sampling equipment and data calculations.
In addition to the quantitative checks listed in Table 4-2, many nonquantifiable procedures r~lated to sample handling and visual inspection o
equipment were adopted. Some of these were based on standard practices
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but others were set more stringent than normal requirements. No quality
assurance procedures for operating or maintaining dichotomous samplers
had been recommended yet by EPA, so considerable project effort was
expended in developing and testing these procedures.
Meteorological equipment and monitoring procedures are not covered
in Tab 1e 4-2. Approved equi prnent was used and it was operated and
maintained according to manufacturer•s instructions. Meteorological
instruments had been calibrated in a laboratory wind tunnel prior to the
fie 1d work.
Adherence to the specified quality assurance procedures was checked
periodically by the Project Officer and other menbers of the technical
review group, by intercontractor checks, and by external in-dependent audit-s.
Results of the quality assurance program for flow rates and weighing are
summarized in Table 4-3. Results of the audits are described in the
following section.
AU 0 ITS

In addition to the rigorous internal quality assurance program and
the review procedures set up with the technical review group, several
independent audits were carried out during this study to further increase
confidence in results. Two different levels of audits were employed:
Intercontractor

MRT

~udited

PEDCo and vice versa

External - Performed by an EPA instrument or laboratory
expert or a third EPA contractor
The audit activities and results of audits are swnmarized in Table 4-4.
Although there are no fonnal pass/fail criteria for audits such as
these, all of the audits except the collocated samplers in the comparability
study and filter weighings seened to indicate that measurements were being
made correctly and dCcurate ly. The call ocated sampler results are di scusser1
further in Section 6 and 12. All the filters that exceeded allowable
tolerances upon reweighing (10 percent of audited filters) lost weight.
In the case of the hi-val filters, loose material was observed in the
filter folders and noted on the MRI data sheet. The amounts lost from the
dichot filters would not be as readily noticeable in the petri dishes. The
several extra handling steps required for auditing the filters, including
their transport from Cincinnati to Kansas City, could have caused loss of
material from the filters.
In addition to the external flow calibration audit at the third mine
{shown in Table 4-4), another one was conducted at the second mine. However,
results of this earlier audit were withdrawn by the contractor who performed
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~TAStE

4-Z.- QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR MINING EMISSION
FACTOR STUDY
QA check/requirement

Activity
Sampling flow rates
Calibration
Profi1ers, hi-vols,
and impactors
Dichotomous samplers
Siny1e-point checks
Profilers, hi-vols,
and impactors

Calibrate flows in operating ranges using calibratio
orifice, once at each mine prior to testing.
Calibrate flows in operating ranges with displaced
volume test meters once at each mine prior to testin(
Check 25% of units with rotameter, calibration orific
or electronic calibrator once at each site prior to
testing (different units each time). If any flows
deviate by more than 7%, check all other units of san
type and recalibrate non-complying units. (See alternative check below).

Dichotomous samplers

Check 25% of units with calibration orifice once at
each site prior to testing (different units each
time). If any flows deviate by more than 5%, check
all other units and recalibrate non-complying units.

Alternative

If flows cannot be checked at test site, check all
units every two weeks and recalibrate units which
deviate by more than 7% (5% for dichots).

Orifice calibration
Sampling media
Preparation

Calibrate against displaced volume test meter annuall
Inspect and imprint glass fiber media with ID
numbers.
Inspect and place Teflon media (dichot filters) in
petri dishes labeled with ID numbers.

C')nditioning

Equilibrate media for 24 hours in clean controlled
room with relative humidity of less than SO% (variation of less than ±5%) and with temperature between
20°C and 25°C (variation of less than t3%).

Weighing

~eigh

hi-val filters and impactor substrates to near1
0.1 mg and weigh dichot filters to nearest 0.01 mg.

(continued)
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Bt.E :¢-z-:'(continue~).
Activity

QA check/requirement

jiting of weights
tare and final)

Independently verify weights of 7% of filters and
substrates (at least 4 from each batch). Reweigh
batch if weights of any hi-vol filters or substrates
deviate by more than ±3.0 mg or if weights of any_
dichot filters deviate by more than ±0.1 mg.

rrection for
:dling effects

Weigh and handle at least one blank for each 10
filters or- substrates of each type for-each test.

1dling

~vention of
los~es

Transport dichot filters upright in filter cassettes
placed in protective petri dishes.

ibrat ion of
lance

Balance to be calibrated once per year by certified
manufacturers representative. Check prior to each
use with laboratory Class S weights.

J

ng egu i pment
intenance
\11 samplers

10 l i

Check motors, gaskets, timers, and flow measur1ng
devices at each mine prior to testing.

lichotomous samplers

Check and clean inlets and nozzles between mines.

1ipment siting

Separate collocated samplers by 3-10 equipment widths.

•ration
sokinetic sampling
profilers only)

Adjust sampling intake orientation whenever mean (15
min average) wind direction changes by more than
30 degrees.
Adjust sampling rate whenever mean (15 min average)
wind speed approaching sampler changes by more than
20%.

revention of static
ode deposition
a calculations
a record1ng

cul at i an·s

Cap sampler inlets prior to and immediately after
sampling.
Use specially designed data forms to assure all necessary data are recorded. All data sheets must be
initialed and dated.
Independently verify 10% of calculations_of each type.
Recheck all calculations if any value audited· deviates
by more ±3%.
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TABLE 4-3.

QUALITY ASSURANCE RESULTS

Activity
Calibration
Profilers, hi-vols,
and impactors

QA results
PEDCo calibrated hi-vols a total of 6 times in the 4
visits.

MRI had flow controllers on all 3 types of units. _
These set flows were calibrated a total of 4 times
for profilers, 7 times for hi-vols and impactors.
Dichotomous samplers

Single point checks
Prof i 1e rs, hi- vo 1s ,
and impactors

Dichotomous samplers

Weighings
Tare and final
weights

PEDCo and MRI calibrated their 9.dichots a total of 6
times, at least once at each mine visit. Actual flo~
rates varied as much as 9.1% between calibrations.
Out of a total of 29 single point checks, only 2
PEDCo hi-vols were found to be outside the 7%
allowable deviation, thus requiring recalibr~tion.
For MRI, 20 single point checks produced no units
out of compliance.
The dichotomous samplers were recalibrated ~ith a test
meter each time rather than checking flow ~ith a
calibfated orifice.
PEDCo reweighed a total of 250 unexposed and exposed
hi-vol filters during the study. Three of the reweighings differed by more than 3.0 mg. For 238 dichot
filter reweighings. only four differed by more than
0.1 mg.

MRI r2weighed a total of 524 unexposed and exposed
glass fiber filters during the study. Four of the
reweighings differed by more than 3.0 n.g. For 43
dichot filter reweighings, only one differed by more
than 0.1 mg.
Blank filters

PEDCo analyzed 88 blank hi-vel and 69 blank dichot
filters. The average weight increase was 3.4 mg
(0.087%) for hi-vols, 0.036 mg (0.038%) for dichots.
The highest blanks were 26.3 and 0.22 mg, respectively.

MRI analyzed 67 hi-vol and dichot filter blanks.
The highest blanks were 7.05 mg and 0.52 mg.
respect ·vely.
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TABLE 4-4.

Act1v1ty

Intercontractor
or t•terna1
audit

Flo ..
ca l1 orat·l on

I

AUDITS COiWUCTED Ai~~ RESULTS

Contractor
aud1teo

Date

B-ZZ-79
8-27·79

PEOCo

MRl
PEDCo

l0-12-79

No. and
type of
units

Rt$ult~

z hi·vol
1 hi- vo 1
l i.pactor
z diChOt
2 hi·vol

Eactl 41 from cal curve
Hi·vo1 ana impactor w1ttnn
4::10 of curve, d1Chot withln
~
On~

by

MRl
E
(EPA, OAQPS)

E
(contractor)

F1 l ter

I

Col I ocate a
~amp l ers

E
EMSL)

I

E

iuClt

(EPA, OAQPS)

----

otner out

8oth withln 7%
Witllin SX

MRl

8-01-79
8-01·79

7 oicl'lot
2 d1Cilot

MRI

All set 5 t.a l U. 111 gr.
One withln U, other out
Dy 10\

8-06·80

PEOCo

a-os-8o

10 1"11·vol

PEOCo

8-06-80

s dlCI"'Ot

PEDCo

1-02·80

39 ,,_ vo 1
31 dicllot

Three hi-vel filters
var1ed by more tnan 5 0
1119; a 11 lost •eight ana
loo~e matenal 1n fo1aer
woJ~ notea.
Four Cllchot.s
exceeaeo tne 0 10 mg
tolerance ana all loH
we1gnt
F1 1ter~ not ~u0m1tt~a
yet

Coatpreh.
rev lew
Compreh
rev1ew

No problems founa

7-26-79
8-09-79

18 hl·vol
10 dlCilOt

Pairea 1"11·vol values
01ffered Oy an av of
lP value~ by 35l.

8-01-79

All

Checked ~1t1ng. cal10rat1on.
f1lter t1anell1ng, ana
aaint. proceaure~
Few
•inor proolem~ founa out
concluoea that operat1ons
~hould prov10e re !1 ab 1e
oat a

PEDCo

7 wltl"'ln 5%, 2 wlttlln ~.
one 8 3~ from cal curve
Tota 1 flow~ a 11 w1 ttll n 5~.
2 coar~e flo•s ell ffereo
by &.2 and 9.~

-

PEDCo

10-30-79

MRl

ll-13-79

Both
t.O

Systems

u.

2 l'li •vo 1
1 dichot

MRl

(EP~.

with1n
1Z.6X

10·12-79

wt1gn1r~g

Laooratory
proceaures

.

-

Both

-

-
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No problems found

I
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SECTION 5

'

CALCULATION AND DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
NUMBER OF TESTS PER SOURCE
The study design proposed the number of samples to be collected for
each operation, but these initial numbers were based primarily on avai 1able sampling time and the relative importance of each operation as a
dust source. Several members of the technical review group requested
a statistical analysis to determine the appropriate number of samples to
be taken.
After sampling data. were obtained from the first two mines/three
visits, the total sample size needed to achieve a specified marg1n of
error and confidence level could be calculated by knowing the variability
of the partial data set. This method of estimating required sample size,
in which about half of the preliminarily-estimated sample size is taken
and its standard deviation is used to provide a final estimate of sample
size, is called the two-stage or Stein method. The two-stage method,
along with two preliminary data evaluations, constituted the statistical
• plan finally prepared for the study.
i

The steps in estimating total sample sizes and remaining samples
n t he s t at i s t i c a l pl a n we r e :
1.

Determine (by source) whether samples taken in different
seasons and/or at different mines were from the same
population. If they were, total sample size could be
calculated directly.

2.

Evaluate potential correction factors. If samples were not
from a single distribution, significant correction factors
could bring them into a single distribution. lf they were
from populations with the same mean, correction factors could
reduce the residual standard deviations.

3.

Calculate required sample sizes using residual standard
deviations.

4.

Calculate remaining samples required to achieve the desired
margin of error and confidence level and recommend the number
of samples for each source to be taken at_the third mine.
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iwo-Stage Method for Estimating Sample Size
If samples are to be taken from a single normal population, the
required total sample size can be calculated with the following equation
based on the two-stage sampling methcd (Natrella 1963):
t2s2
n =

1

crz-

( Eq. 1)

where n =number of samples required for first and second stages
combined
s1

= est1mate of population standard deviation based on n1
samples
t =tabled t-value for risk a and n1-l degrees of freedom
d = margin of error in estimating population mean

The margin of error, d, and the risk, a, that the estimate of the
mean will deviate from the population mean by an amount d or greater are
specified by the user. A relative error (d/x) of 25 percent and a risk
1eve1 of 20 percent have been specified for the calculations presented
herein based on the intended use for the results, the measurement errors
involved in obtaining the samples, and the accuracy of emission factors
currently being used for other sources. Having specified d (or d/X) and
a, the only additional value needed to calculate n for each source is
the estimate of population standard deviation, s1 (or s1/x), based on
the partial sample obtained to date, n1.
Samples from the Same Normal Population
One important restriction on the use of Equation 1, as noted above,
is that samples (from different mines) must be from a single normal
distribution. If average emission rates for a specific source at three
different mines are 2, 10, and 50 lb/ton, and the three samples have
relatively low variability, the combined data cannot be assumed to be
nonnally distributed with a common mean. Regardless of how many samp1es
were taken at each mine, the data would be trimodally distributed.
Therefore, before Equation 1 can be used to calculate the total
sample size, a check should be performed to determine whether the available data from different mines are from populations with the same mean
and variance. If not, the mines would need to be treated sepa~ately
and thus require a calculation of required sample size for each mine,
u~ing the analogue of Equation 1 (n =number of samples at a single minP.).
The total sample size would then be the total of the three sample sizes
calculated for the respective mines.
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A statistical test can be performed on the data to evaluate whether
two or more sets of samples taken at different mines or in different
seasons are frcxn distributions (populations) having the same means and
variances ~Nat.r~l._l.a--1963; Hald 1952).* This test was performed in the
statistical plan and indicated that all sources at the first two mines/
three visits except coal dozers, haul roads, and overburden drills were
fran the same populations. Therefore, with the exceptions noted, total
sample sizes could be determined directly.
Correction Factors
This approach on which this study has been based is that the final
emission factors wi 11 be mean erni ssi on rates with correction factors
attached to adequately account for the wide range of mining and meteorJ1ogical conditions over-which the emission factors must be applied.- ·The
use of correction factors may affect requi~ed sample sizes. in that
correction factors which reduce the uncertainty (standard d~viation)
in estimating an emission factor also reduce the sample size necessary
to attain a desired precision with a specified confidence. Therefore, the
partial data from two mines were analyzed for significant correction factors
that could reduce the sample standard deviations and thus possibly reduce
required sample sizes. It should be pointed out that some additional
samples are needed to adequately quantify the effect of each correction
factor on the 6Tlission factor, so a small reduction in s'ample size due to
the use of a correction factor would be offset by this need for extra data.
Independent variables thought to be candidates for correction factors
were measured or monitored with each SC:tmple of emission rate. The potentiJl
correction factors are listed in Table 5-l.
The approa:h for evaluation of correction factors described later in
this section, multiple linear regression, was used to identify significant
correction factors in the partial data set. However, analysis was not
as thorough (e.g., did not include transfonnations) because it was being
done only to get a slightly better estimate of the optimum sample size.
The independent variables considered and their effects on standard
deviation are summized in Table 5-l. Using appropriate values of s
(standard deviditon) in Equation l, the ~ample sizes consistent with the
previous-discussed relative error of 25 percent and risk level of zn
percent were calculated. These numbers are shown in Table 5-2, which

*

Another test, the x2 test for goodness of fit, may be more appropriate
for detennining whether data are from a population with a normal
distribution, but it was not used in the original statistical plan.
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was taken from the statistical plan. Some
and s values in this table
may not agree exactly with values reported later in the results sections
because of minor changes in calculation procedures between the time the
statistical plan (e.g., method of extrapolating to 30 ~m SP emission rate)
was released and the final report was prepared.
These sample sizes were calculated after 2 mines/3 visits, leaving
only one mine visit to obtain all the additional samples. It was not
possible to complete the sampling requirements specified in Table 5-2
at the third mine within available project resources. Therefore, an
attempt was made to get relative errors for all sources down to 0.31 and
major sources (haul trucks, scrapers, and draglines) down to 0.25 by
slightly reallocating the number of samples required for several of the
sources. Table 5-3 compares four different sets of sample sizes:
1.

Originally proposed in study design.

2.

Calculated after 2 mines/3 visits to achieve a relative
error of 25 percent at risk level of 0.20 •

3.

Proposed in statistical plan as feasible totals after
third mine.

4.

Actually collected at 3 mines/4 visits.

•

CALCULATION PROCEDURES
Exposure Profiling
To calculate emission rates using the exposure profiling technique,
a conservation of mass approach is used. The passage of airborne particulate, i.e., the quantity of emissions per unit of source activity, is
obtained by spatial integration of distributed measurements of exposure
(mass/area) over the effective cross section of the plume. Th exposure
is the poi~t value of the flux (massjarea-time) of airborne particulate
integrated over the time of measurement. The steps in the calculation
procedure are presented in the paragraphs below.
~tep

1

C~lculate

Weights of Collected Sample--

In order to calculate the total weight of particulate matter collected
by a sample, the weights of air filters and of intake wash filters (profiler
intakes and cyclone precollectors on1y) are determined before and after
use. The weight change of an unexposed filter (blank) is used to adjust
for the effects of filter handling. The following equation is used to
ca~culate the weight of particulate matter collected.

TABLE 5·1.\ EVALUATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS WITH PARTIAL DATA SET
Source/
samples
Overburden
drilling/23

Potential
correction factor

Mult.

Silt
Depth of hole
~ moisture

0.58
0.63
0.63

R

5 i gn if i_cance

Relative std
deviation

0.004
0.161
0.809

0.838
0.699
0.681
0.697

Blasting
(coal)/9

No. of holes
X moisture

0.47
0.48

0.199
0.860

1. 037
0.977
1. 053

Coal
loading/10

Bucket capacity

0. 39.

0.264

1.149
1.122

Dozer

Speed
Silt
%moisture

0.61
0.69

Speed
Silt
% moisture

0.84

(~)/11

c • ~ --~ 'T.\~ ,,

Dozer
(coal)/7

Dragline/11

Drop distance
% moisture
Bucket capacity
Operation
Silt

'

0.784
0.657
0.048
0.636
0.239
Did not improve regression
0.695
0.416
0.019
Did not improve regression
Did not improve regression

1.446
0. 733
0.88
0.000
0.662
0.91
0.120
0.659
0.92
0.334
0.96a
0.048a
0.500
Did not improve regression
I

1. 470

Haul
truck/18

Silt
No. of passes
Control
Moisture

Lt.- and med.- Veh. weight
duty
(added to above)
vehicles/6
Sc-raper/
12

Silt
X moisture
No. of passes

Grader/5

Not enough data

a Interrelated with drop
b The four variables for
weight, and it did not
bined haul road/access

0.40
0.46
0.47
0.48

0.048
0.074
0.148
0.258

1. 377
1.364
1. 387
1. 419

0.54b

0.280

1. 076b

0.649
0.827
0.877

0.888
0.922
0.961
l. 000

0.15
0.20
0.28

distance, so not used as a correction factor.
haul roads all explained more variance than vehicle
reduce residual coefficient of variation for comroad data set.

TABLE S-2.

Sourc:e
Drilling

Single
pop.
no

CALCULATED SAMPLE SIZES USING TWO-STAGE METHOD
First
est.
40

a

"1

t0.8

11
12

1.383
1. 372

-

sb

X

From Table S-1
From Table 5-1

·s/x
0.70
0. 70

n, per
11ine

n•

total

15
15

45

I

Blasting
(coal)

yes

12

Coal .
loading

yes

30

10

1. 383

Dozer

yes

18

11

1.383

Dozer
(coal)

no

18

Oragline

yes

18

Ha u1

truck
(PEDCo est.)

no

30

Hau 1 truck.
IP (MRI est.)

no

Lt.- and med.duty vehicles

yes

15

Scraper

yes
?

1. 04

34

0.027

1.15

41

From Tab 1e 5-1

0.$6

14

b
8.97b 25.4
3.01
6. 54

0.35
0.46

From Table 5-l

0. 73

5 1.533
6 1. 476

4.54
10.37

9.67
19.20

0.47
0.54

11

6 1. 476
6 1.476

3.99
0.62

6.68

0.60
0.40

13

1. 56

5

1.533

3.30

2.87

1.15

50

18

12

1. 363

13 99

15. 75

0.89

24

- 9

5

1. 533

0.90

l. 7

0.53

11

9 1. 397

18.7
0.031

18.0

(ovbd)

Grader

30

4 1.638
3 1.886
11

1.383

6b
12b

27
17

9

30
29

6

·-

a
b

-

Degrees of freedom (d.f.) for calculating tare n -1 unless there are
correction factors, in which case d.f. are reduceO by 1 for each correction
factor.
Smaller sample sizes are required without use of correction factor for
speed.
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TABLE S-3.

Source

Samples
proposed in
study dsn

SAMPLE SIZES PROPOSED AND OBTAINED
Samples
required by
2-stage method

Samples
proposed in
stat plan

Rel. error
for samples
in stat plan

Sample5
actually
collected

-'

Otilling

40

45

30

0.20

30

Blasting
(coal)

12

34

16

0.36

16

Coal
loading

30

41

24

0.32

25

Dozer
(ovbd)

18 •

14

16

0.31

15

Dozer
(coal)

18

27

10

0.31

12

Oragline

18

17

19

0.21

19

Haul truck

30

30

40

0.19

36

Lt.- and med.-

15

50

12a

0.45a

12

Scrapers

18

24

24

0.24

15

Grar 2rs

9

11

8

0.27

7

duty vehicles

1

a

Expected to be combined with haul roads in a single emission factor.

-
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Particulate
sample
weight

Fi na 1

= filter
weight

Tar
filter
weight

Fianl
b 1a nk
weight

Tare
b 1ank
weight

(Eq. 2)

Because of the typically small factions of finds in fugitive dust
plumes and the low sampling rate of the dichotomous sampler, no weight
gain may be detected on the fine filter of this instrument. This makes
it necessary to estimate a minimum detectable FP concentration corresponding
to the minimum weight gain which can be detected by the balance (n.nns mg).
Since four individual tare and final weights produce the particualte
sample weight (Equation 2), the minimum detectable weight on a filter is
0.01 mg.
To calculate the minimum FP concentration, the sampling rate (1m3/h)
and duration of sampling must be taken into account. For example, the
rninirnum concentration which can be detected for a one-hour sampling period
is 10;Jg/m3. The actual sampling time should be used to calculate the
m1nimum concentration.
Step 2 Calculate

Particulat~

Concentrations--

The concentration of particulate matter measured

hv

a sampler, expressed

in units of" mi c.rograms per standard cubic meter (..ugj-:,cm , is given by the

following equation.
Cs = 3.53
where

X

104 m
Gs t

( Eq. l)

concentration,

)Jg /scm

Cs

= p a rt i cu 1 ate

m

:;

p a r t i cu 1 a t e sample weight, mg

Os

=

sampler flow rate, SCFM

t

= duration of sampling, min

coefficient in Equation 3 is simply a conversion factor. To be consistent with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for TSP. all
concentrations are expressed in standard conditions (25°C and ~q.9z in.
The

of Hg).

The specific p~rticulate matter concentrations are determined from
the various particulate catches as follows:
Profiler:

TP -

filter catch + intake catch
or
Cyc1one/cascade impactor: cyclone catch + substrate
catches +backup filter catch
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TSP

Hi-vol sampler:

SP

Calculated:

IP -

Size-selective inlet:
Oichotomous sampler:

filter catch
coarse particualte filter catch+
fine particulate filter catch

Dichotomous sampler:

fine particle filter catch multiplied
by 1.11

filter catch

sub-30..um fraction determined by extrapolation
of sub-2. 5 and sub-15 ,urn fractions assumi ny a
#lognormal size distribution

The dichotomous sampler total flow of 1 m3/h is d"ivided into a coarse
particle flow of 0.1 m3/h and a fine particle flow of 0.9 m3/h. The
mass collected on the fine particle filter is adjusted for fine particles
which remain in the air stream destined for the coarse particle filter.
Upwind (background) concentrations of TP or any of the respective
size fractions are substracted from corresponding downwind concentrations
to produce "net" concentrations attributable to the tested source. Upwind
sampling at one height (2.5 meters) did not allow dete,.rnination of vertical
variations of the upwind concentration. Because the upwind concent~ation
at 2.:, meters may be greater than at the 4 to 6 meter height of the net
downwind profiling tower, this may cause a downward bias of the net concentration. Upwind TP is preferably obtained with an isokinetic sample,.,
but should be represented well by the upwind TSP concentration measured
by a standard hi -vol, if there are not nearby sources that waul d have a
coarse particle impact on the background station.
Step 3 Calculate Isokinetic Flow Ratios-p,c isukinetic flow ratio (IFR) is the ratio of the sampler intake air
speed to the wind speed approaching the sampler. It is given by:

IFR =

Q

=

Qs

(Eq. 4)

where Q = sampler flow rate, ACFM
Os = sarnplt:!r flow rate, SCFM
a

= intake area of sampler, ft2

u = approaching wind speed, fpm
Us = approaching wind speed, sfpm
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/IFR is of interest in the sampling of TP, since isokinetic sampling assures
\~that particles of all sizes are sampled without bias •
.>(

Step~

Calculate Downwind Particle Size Distributions--

if·culateThematter
downwind particle size distribution of source--contributed partiat a given height may be calculated from net TP,
and
~

TP,
FP
~concentrations at the same height (and distance: from the source). Normally,
~the TP value from the exposure profiler hedd would bP. used, unless a cascad~
impactor operate~ much closer to isokinetic sampling conditions than the_
exposure profiler head.

The proper inlet cut-point of edch dichotomous sampler must be determineo
based on the mean wind speed at the height of the sampler. The concentration
from a single upwind dichotllnous sampler should be adequately representative
of the background contribution to the downwind dichotomous sampler concentrations. The reasons are: (a) the background concentration should not
vary appreciably with height; (b) the upwind sampler, which is operated
at an intermediate height, is exposed to a mean wind speed which is within
about 20 percent of the wind speed extremes that correspond Lo the range
of downwind sampler heights; and (c) errors resulting from the above
conditions are small because of the typically small contribution of hackuround in comparison to the source plume.
Independent particle size distributions may he rletermined from a
cascade impactor using the proper 50 percent cutoff diameters for the
cyclone precollector and each impaction stage. Corrections for coarse
particle bounce are rec~nmended.
If it can be shown that the FP and apparent !P fractions of the net TP
concentrations do not vary significantly with height in the plume, i.e.,
by more than about 10 percent, then the plume can be ddequately characterized
by a s i ng 1e pa r t i c 1e s i ze d i s t r i bu t i o n • Th i s s i ze d i s t r i but i a n i s de ve 1 ope d
fr()n the dichotomous sampler net concentrations. The fine particle cutpoint
of the dichotomous sampler (2.5,um) corresponds to the midpoint of the
nonnally observed bimodel size distribution of atmospheric aerosol. The
coarsP. mode represents particles produced by a single formation mechanism
and can be expected to consist of particles of lognormally distributed
,size. The best fit lognormal line through the data points (mass fractions
of TP) is determined using a standard linear regression on transformed ct_,ta
points as described by Reider and Cowherd (1979). This hest fit line is
extrapolated or interpolated to detennine SP and IP fractions of TP.
Step 5 Calculate Particulate Exposures and Integrate Profiles--
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For direction samplers operdted 1sok1net1cally, particulate

ex~osures

may be calculated by the followiny equation:

E = M = 2.83
a

x

3.05

x

+

where

10-S CsOst

(Eq. 5)

a

lu- 8 c s us t

(Eq. 6)

E =particulate mass collected by sampler, mg
M --net particulate mass collected by sampler, mg
a =sampler intake area, cm2

C5 = net particulate concentration, ~g/sm3
U5 = approaching wino speed, sfpm
Q5 =sampler flow rate, SCFM

t =duration of sampling, min
The coefficients of Equations 5 and 6 are conversion factors. Net mass or
concentration refers to that portion which is attributable to the source
beiny tested, after subtraction of the contribution from backy~ound.
Note that the above equations rnay also be written in terms of test
para111eters expressed in actual rather than standard condition::l. As
mentioned earlier, the MRI profiler heads and warm-wire anemometers
~1ve ~eadinys expressed at standard conditions.
The integrated exposure for a given particle size ranye is found by
numerical integration of the exposure profile over the height of the plume.
r~athematically, this is stated as follows:
(Eg. 7)

A=

Edh

where A = integrated exposure, m-mg/cm2

E = particulate exposure, m-my/crn2h = vertical distance coordinate, m
H

=

effecti~e

extent of plume above ground,
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Physically, A represents the total passage of airborne particulate matter
downwind of the source, per unit length of line source.
The net exposure must equal zero at the vertical extremes of the profile, i.e., at the ground where the wind velocity equals zero and at the
effective heigh~ of the plume where the net concentrations equals zero.
The maximum TP ~xposure usually occurs below a height of 1m, so that there
is a sharp decay in TP exposure near the ground. The effective height of
the plume is determined by extrapolation of the two uppermost net TSP
con centra t ions.
Integration of the portion of the net TP exposure profile that
extends above a height of 1m is accomplished using Simpson's Rule on
, an odd number of equally spaced exposure values. The maximum error in
the integrated exposure resulting from extrapolation above the top sampler
is estimated to be one-half of the fraction of the plume mass which lies
above the top sampler. The portion of the profile below a height of 1m
is adequately depicted as a vertical line representing uniform exposure,
because of the offsetting effects of the usual occurrence of maximum
exposure and the decay to zero exposure at ground level (see Figure 5-l).
Step 6 Calculate Particulate Emission Rates-The TP emission rate for airborne particulate of a given particle
size range generated by vehicles traveling along a straight-line road
segment, expressed in pounds of emissions per vehicle-mile traveled (VMT),
1 s given by:

(Eq. R)

e = 35.5 A

N

where e =particulate enission rate, lb/VMT
A = integrated exposure, m-mg/cm2

N = number of vehicle passes, dimension1ess
The coefficient of Equation 8 is simply a conv~rsion factor. The metric
equivalent emission rate is expressed in kilograms (or grams) of particulate emissions per vehicle-kilometer traveled (VKT).
The SP, IP, and FP emission rates for a given test are calc1ll~ted by
multiplying the TP emission rate by the respective size fractions obtained
in Step 4.
Dustfall flux decays with distance downwind of the source, and the flux
distribution may be integrated to determine the portion of the TP emission
which settles out near the source. Although this effect has heen analyzed in
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Figure 5-1.

Illustration of exposure profile extrapolation
procedures (haul truck nun J-9).
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previous studies, it is not essential to the' reduction of profiling data.
Consequently, no such analysis is being performed in the present study as
part of the profiling calculations.
Upwind-Downwind
The basis for calculation of emission rates in the upwind-downwind
sampling method is conversion of ambient concentration data into corresponding emission rates by use of a Gau~sian dispersion equation. Two
aifferent forms of the Gaussian dispersion equation were used--one for
l1ne source and the other for point sources. In both cases, net.downwind
(downwind minus upwind) concentrations were substituted into the equation
along with appropriate meteorological and distance data to calculate
apparent source strengths. The eight to 10 samplers in the downwinrl array
resulted in that number of estimates of source strength being prod11ced for
" each sampling peri ad.
tn an interim technical report, the calculation procedures for the
upwind-downwina method were explained in slightly greater detail than has
been allocated in this report. A step-hy-step calculation procedtJre was
i)resented in the interim report and is summarized below:
l.

Determine stability class by CTA method.

2.

Calculate initial plume dispersion, rryo and cr'zo·

3.

Deterrni ne virtual distance xo.

4.

Determine source-to-sampler aistances.

5.

Ca 1 cu 1ate p1 ume dispersion (oy and Oz) at
sampling distance.

6.

Correct measured concentrations for distance of sampler away
forrn plume centerline (for point sources only).

7.

Calculate source strength with Gaussian dispersion equation.

8.

Convert source strength to an emission rate.

These

e~ch

downwind

steps are discussed hriefly below.

Step 1 Oeterrnine the Stability Class-Stability class was calculated using the O"o method. A O'q value was
rJetermined for each test period by the method described on the following
~aue.
Stability class was then estimated as presented in Table 5-4. An
alternate 1nethod of estimating stability, based on wind speed and cloud
cover, always agreed within half a stability class with the erR method value.
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TABLE S-4.

o 8 METHOD OF DETERMINING ATMOSPHERIC

STABILITY CLASS

Stability class

oe
oe >22.5°
17.5 <oe <22.5
12.5 <oe <17.5
oe <12.5

A
8

c
0

(ae <7.5° would beE stability, but 0 would be used because ·all sampling
occurred during daytime and E is only a nighttime stability class).
Source:

Mitchell 1979.

Steps 2 through 5 Calculate Plume Dispersion Coefficients (oy and o2 )-Value of oy and Oz are a function of downwind d1stance. x, and
stability class. For d:stances greater that 100m, Pasquill's dispersion
curves can be used to determine values of Oy and Oz (Turner 1q7n, pp-R-g).
For distances 1 ess than 100 m, and the fallowing equations were utili zed:
(Eq. <1)
(Eq. 1n)

7he variables in Equations 9 and 10

oe

w~re

determined as follows:

-The cfe value is the standard deviation of horizontal 1-1ind direction
and was obtained by dividing the wind direction strip chart recording
for the test period into increments of 1 min each, specifying an
average direction each increment, ~nd calculating the standard
deviation of the resulting set of readings. The upper li1nit of
Of1 for use in Equation is 32°.
The source-to-sampler distance was 1neasure<l in the field and later
obtai ned from the sketcr. of the sampling setup for each test.
It is the straight line distance frJm the source to the sampler
rather than the perpendicuJar distance from the source to a row
of sarnpl ers.
-Initial horizontal plume dispersion is the initial plume width
divided by 4.30 (Turner 1970). The average initial plume width
was observed and recorded durin9 sampling. Photogr~phs were also
taken.

~,

h

-These are enpirically-derived dispersion coefficients that are only
applicable within 100m of a ground-level source (Zimmerman ~nd
Thompson 1915). The coefficients are a function of stability class:

16
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class

a

o.Iao

8

0.145
0.110
0.085

c
0

x0

-

b

0.945
0.932

o. 915

0.870

The virtual distance term, x0 , is used to simulate the effect of
initial vertical plume dispersion. It is estimated from the
initial vertical plume dispersion value, O'z 0 , which in turn is
the observed initial plume height divided by 2.15 (Turner 1970):
X

0

:

b • ;;-;:-

VO'zo' a

Step 6 Correct Concentrations for Distance
Centerline--

~f

Sampler Away from Plume

The dispersion equations assume that sampling is done along the plume
centerline. For line sources, this is a reasonable assumption because
the anissions occur at ground level and have an initial vertical dispersion
(az 0 ) of 3 to 5 m. Therefore, the plume centerline is about 2.5 m height,
the same as the sampler heights. Field personnel attempted to position
samplers so that this relationship was maintained even in rough terrain.
Horizontal dispersion does not enter into the calculation for line sources.
For point sources, it is not possible to sample conti1uously along
the plume centerline because of varying wind directions and possibly
because of varying emission heights (e.g., shovels and draglines). The
problem of varying wind direction was accounted for by first detennining
the resultant wind direction relative to the line of samplers, trigonometrically calculating the horizontal distance from the sampler to
the plume centerline (y), and then determining the reduction from centerline concentration with the following equation:
reduction factory= e-

t

[<~Y)2J

(Eq. 11)

Differences in the height of sampling and height of emission release
were accounted for in the point source d~spersion equation with an
additional exponential expression when the average difference in height
could be determined. Field personnel noted heights of emission· release
on data sheets for later use in dispersion calculations. The exponential
expression used to determine the reduction from centerline concentration is:

reduction factorz = e
.where B

-

(Eq. 12)

= average

vertical distance from plume
centerline to samplers, m
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Step 7 Calculate Source Strength with Gaussian Dispersion Equation-The line source equation was used for haul road, scraper, and some
dozer sources. The eauation is:
X

=

..;;:
sin •

where x

2n

(Eq. 13)

oz

u

=plume

centerline concentration at a distance x downwind from the mining source, g/m3

q

= line

~

= angle

source strength,

~/s-m

between wind direction and line source

= the

vertical standard deviation of plume concentration distribution at the downwind distance x for
the prevailing atmospheric stability, m

u

= mean

wind speed, m/s

The point source dispers1on equatlon was used 1n conjunction with
dragline, coal loading, and other dozer operations. This equation is:

The point source dispersion equation was used in conjunc~ion
with dragline, coal loading, and other dozer operations. This
equation is:
X

where Q

Q

=

= point

(Eq.

14)

source strength, g/s

= the

horizontal standard deviation of plume concentration distribution at the downwind distance x for
the prevailing atmospheric stability, m

x, oz, u

= same

as Equation 14

Step 8 Convert Source Strength to an Emission Rate-The calculated values of q were converted to an emission rate per
vehicle (haul roads and scrapers) or per hour. For the per vehicle unit,
the q value in g/s-m was divided by the traffic volume during the sampling
period. For the per hour unit, the q value was converted to lb/h at normal
operating speed. Similarly, point source 0 values were convert~a to emission
rates per ton of material handled or per hour.
In summary, upwind-downwind emission rates were calculated using either
a point source or line source version of the Gaussian dispersion equation.
The point source equation utilized two additional factors to acccount for
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inability to sample on the plume centerline in the horizontal and vertical
dimensions. Each sampler produced a separate estimate of emission rate for
the test, so eight to 10 values associated with different downwind distances
were generated for each test.
IP and FP emission rates could have been calculated by using the procedure described above. However, at any specified point within the plume,
the calculated emission rate is directly proportional to measured concentration. Therefore, rat1os of measured IP and FP concentrations to TSPconcentrations were calculated for each pair of dichotomous and hi-val
samplers. ,·; ..: resulting fractions were multiplied by the calculated TSP
emission rate for the corresponding point in the plume to get IP and FP
emission rates.
If particle deposition is significant over the distance of the downwind
sampler array, apparent emission rates should decrease with distance from
the source. Therefore, upwind-downwind sampling provided an implicit
measure of the rate of deposition. In addition, the possible decrease in
apparent emission rate with distance meant that the eight to 10 different
values for a test could not simply be averaged to obtain a single emission
rate for the test. The procedure for combining the values is explained
in a fol 1 owing subsecti"'n.
Balloon Sampling
This calculation procedure combines concepts used in quasi-stack and
exposure profiling sampling. However, it is less accurate than either of
these two methods because the sampling equipment does not operate at
isokinetic flow rates.
The balloon samplers were preset to a flow rate that was isokinetic
at a wind speed of 5 mph. S~nce wind speed only approached this speed in
two of the 18 tests, the sampling rates were normally super-isokinetic.
The other two types of equipment in the array, hi-vols and dichotomous
samplers, sample at a relatively constant air flow. In spite of this
limitation, it was judged that a calculation involving integration of
concentrations would yield better results than could be obtained by using
a dispersion equation.
Step 1 Plot Concentration Data in Horizontal and Vertical .Dimensions-Concentration data from the ground-based hi-vols and balloon-suspended
samplers yield a concentration profile of the plume in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. By combining these profiles 'ft·ith visual observations and photographs, it was possible to determine the plume boundaries.
Conceptually, the next step was to approximate the volume of air that passed
the sampling array by multiplying the product of wind speed and sampling
duration by the cross-sectional area of the plume. The concept is sim~.~ar
to the procedures used in the quasi-stack calculations. Quasi-stack
calculations are discussed in the next subsection.
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The calculation procedure 1s essentially a graphical integration
~chnique.
Concentrations measured by the ground-1eve1 hi-vols (2.5 m
'height) were plotted against their horizontal spacing. Bu using visual
observations, photographs taken in the field, and the curve itself, the
profile was extrapolated to zero concentration at both edges of the plume.
The resulting curve was assumed to represent the concentration profile at
ground level and was graphically integrated. This concept is demonstrated
in Figure 5-2.
Step 2 Estimate the Volume Formed by the Two Profiles-The balloon samplers were suspended at five specific heights of 2.5,
7.6, 15.2, 22.9, and 30.5 m. Since concentrations measured by these
samplers were not djrectly comparable to those from hi-vo1s, concentrations
at the four heights about 2.5 m were expressed as ratios of the 2.5 m
concentration. The resulting curve of relative concentration versus
height was extrapolated to a height of zero concentration, as shown in
Figure 5-3. The next step was to multiply each of the ratios by the area
under the ground level concentration profile. This produced an approximation of the relative integrated concentration at each of the five heights.
Jy using a trapezoidal approximation technique, an estimate of the volume
formed by the two profiles was obtained.
Step 3 Calculate the TSP Emission Rate-The final emission rate calculation was made with the following equation
E

where E

v
u

t

= 60 V(u)t
= total emissions from blast, mg
= volume under the two profiles,
= wind spee<:1, m/s
= sampling duration, min

The final result was then converted to lb/blast.
the TSP emission rate.

(E1· 15)

mg/m

This value was recorded as

The next step was to calculate IP and FP emision rates. The unadjusted
IP and FP concentrations for each dichot were expressed as fractions of their
associated hi-vo1 concentratjons. Th~n, the averages of the five unadjusted
IP fractions and the five FP fractions were calculated and the 50 percent
cut point for IP was adjusted to account for the inlet's dependence on wind
speed. A more detailed discussion of the correction for wind speed is
presented in a later subsection. The resulting fractions were multiplied
by the TSP emission rate and the res•Jlts reported a~ IP and FP emission rates.
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lh~ procedure outlined above incorporates a critical assumption
concerning particle size distribution. Due to a lack of particle size
data· at each height, the assumption has been made that the fractions of
the concentration less than 15 and 2.5 ~m are the same throughout the
plume as they are at 2.5 m height. Since particle size distribution
measured at ground level was applied to the entire plume, the reported
IP and FP emission rates are probably underestimates •

....

Wind Tunnel
To calculate emission rates from wind tunnel data, a conservation of
mass approach is used. The quantity of airborne particulate generated by
wind erosion of the test surface equals the quantity leaving the _tunnel
minus the quantity {background) entering the tunnel. Calculation steps
are described below.
Step 1 Calculate Weights of Collected Sample-by

The samples are all collected on filters. Weights are determined
subtracting tare weights from final filter weights.

Step 2 Calculate Particulate Concentrations-The concentration of particulate matter measured by a sampler,
expressed in units of micrograms per cubic meter 0ug/m3), is given by
the following equation:

c

= 3.53

X 10 4

m
Qst

( Eq. l6)

= particulate concentration,
m = particulate sample weight,
Qs = sampler !low rate, ACFM
t = duration of sampling, min

where c

~g/m.3

mg

The coefficient in Equation 16 is simply a conversion factor.
The specific particulate matter concentrations determined from the
various sampler catches are as follows:
TP

- Cyclone/cascade impactor:

TSP - Hi-Vol sampler:

filte~

cyclone catch + substrate
catches + backup filter
catch

catch
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To be consistent with the National Amb1ent Air Quality Standard for TSP,
concentrations should be expressed at standard conditions (25° and 29.92
in. of Hg.).
Tunnel inlet {background) concentrations of TP or any of the respecti
particulate size fractions are subtracted from corresponding tunnel exit
cor~entrations to produce "net" concentrations attributable to the tested
source. The tunnel inlet TP concentration is preferably obtained with an
isokinetic sampler, but should be represented well by the TSP concentratio
measured by the modified hi-val' if there are no nearby sources that would
have a r.oarse particle impact on the tunnel inlet air.
Step 3 Calculate Tunnel Volume Flow Rate-During testi~~ the wind speed profile along the vertical bisector of
the tunnel wor· :··:-,section ~s measured with a standard pitot tube and
included mant. ...:Ler, using the following equation:
u ( z)

where u(z)
H(z}
z

= 6. 51

B ( z) T

. ( Eq · 1 i

p

= wind speed, m/s
= manometer reading, in. H2 o
= height above test surface,

em

T = tunnel air temperature, OK
p = tunnel

air pressure,

~n.

Hg

The values for T and P are equivalent to ambient conditions.
A pitot tube and inclined manometer are also used to measure the cente
line wind speed in the sampling duct, at the point where the sampling prob~
is installed. Because the ratio of the centerline wind speed in the sampli
duct to the cent~rline wind speed in the test section is independent of flo
rate, it can be used to determine isokinetic sampling conditions for any
flow rate in the tunnel.
The velocity profile near the test surface (tunnel floor) and the wall
of the tunnel is found to follow a logarithmic distribution (Gillette 1978
U{Z)

where u*
zo

= u*
0.4

-zo

ln z

= friction velocity, cmjs
= roughness height, em

(Eq. 18)
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The roughness height of the test surface is determined by extra>1ation of the velocity profile near the surface to z=O. The roughness
~ight for the plexiglas walls and ceiling of the tunnel is 6 x 1Q-4cm.
1ese velocity profiles are integrated over the cross-sectional area
: the tunnel (30.5 em x 30.5 em) to yield the volumetric flow rate
1rough the tunnel for a particular set of test conditions.
:ep 4 Calculate Isokinetic Flow Ratio-The 1sokinetic flow ratio (IFR) is the ratio of the sampler intake air
peed to the wind speed approaching the sampler. It is given by:

IFR
where Qs
a

us

= Qs
au

(Eq. 19)
8

= sampler flow rate, ACFM
= intake area of sampler, ft 2
- wind speed approaching the sampler,

fpm

IFR is of interest in the sampling of TP, since isokinetic sampling assures
that particles of all sizes are sampled without bias.

Step 5 Calculate Downstream Particle Size Distribution-The downstream particle size distribution of source-contributed particulate matter may be calculated from the net TP concentration and the net
concentrations measu1·ed by the cyclone and by each cascade impactor stage.
The 50 percen .. cutoff di amete.rs for the eye lone preco ll ector and each
impaction stage must be adjusted to the sampler flow rate. Corrections
for coarse particle bounce are recommended.
Because the particle size cut point of the cyclone is about 11 urn,
the determination of suspended particulate (SP, less than 30 urn) concentration and IP concentration requires extrapolation of the ~article size
distribution to obtain the percentage of TP that consists of SP (or IP).
lognormal size distribution is used for this extrapolation.
Step 6 Calculate Particulate Emission Rates--
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The emission rate for airborne particulate of a given particle size
range generated by wind erosion of the test surface is given by:
e

= CnQt
A

(Eq. 20)

where e = particulate emission rate, g;mz-s
Cn =net particulate concentration, gjml)

Qt

= tunnel

flow rate, m3/s

A = exposed test area

= 0.91Bm2

Step 7 Calculate Erosion Potential-If the emission rate is found to decay significantly (by more than
about 20 percent) during back-to-back tests of a given surface at the
same wind speed, due to the presence of non-erodible elements on the
surface, then an additional calculation step must be performed to
determine the erosion potential of the test surface~ The erosion
potential is the total quantity of erodible particles, in any specified
particle size range, present on the surface (per unit area) prior to
the onset of erosion. Because wind erosion is an avalanching process,
it is reasonable to assume that the loss rate from the surface if proportional to the amount of erodible material remaining;

Mt

- M e-kt

(Eq.

0

21)

where Mt = quantity of erodible material present on the surface
at any time, gjm2
Mo = erosion potential, i.e., quantity of erodible material
present on the surface before the onset of erosion,
g/m2

k

- constant,

t

= cumulative erosion time,

8

-1
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Consistent with Equation 21, the erosion potential may be calculated
from the measured losses from the test surface to two erosion times:
( Eq. 22)

where L
1
L
2

= measured

loss during time period 0 to t 1 , g/m 2
= measured loss during time period 0 to t 2 , g/m 2

The loss may be back-calculated as the product of the emission rate from
Equation 20 and the cumulative erosion time.
Quasi-Stack
The source strengths of the drill tests are determined by multiplying
the average particulate concer:tration in the sampled volume of air by t.,e
total volume of air that passed through the enclosure during the test.
For this calculation procedure, the air passing tnrough the enclosure is
assumed to contain all of the particulate emitted by the source. This
calculation can be expressed as:
E =

(Eq.

xv

23)

where E = source strength, g
X = concentration, g/m3

v

= total

volume, m3

Step 1 Determine Particle Size Fractions-As described in ~~ction 3, isokinetic samplers were used to obtain
total concentration data for the particulate emissions passing through
the enclosure. Originally, these data were to be related to particle
size, based on the results of microscopic analyses. However, the inconsistent results obtained from the comparability tests precluded the use
of this technique for particle sizing. Consequently, the total concentration data were divided into suspended and settleable fractions. The
filter fraction of the concentration was assumed to be suspended particulate and the remainder was assumed to be settleable particulate.
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Step 2 Determine Concentration for Each Sampler-Rather than traverse the enclosur~, as is done in conventional sour
testing, four separate prof1ler samplers were used during each test. Th
samplers were spaced at regular intervals along the horizontal centerlin
of the enclosure. Each sampler was set to approximate isokinetic sarnpli
rate. This rate was determined from the wind velocity measured at each
sampler with a hot-wire anemometer. The wind velocity was checked at
each sampler every 2 to 3 minutes and the sampling rates were adjuste?
as necessary.
Step 3 Calculate volume of Air Sampled by Each Profiler-In order to simplify the calculation of source strength, it was
asslJTled that the concentration and wind velocity measured at each sample,
were representative of one-fourth the cross-sectional area of the enclosL
Thus, the total volume of air associated with each profiler concentratior
was calculated as follows:
( Eq. 24

where v.~
u.~
a
t

= total volume of air associated with sampler
= mean velocity measured at sampler i, m/min
= cross-sectional area of enclosure, m2
= sampling duration, min

...., ,

rn~

Step 4 Calculate the Total Emissions as Sum of Four Partial Emission Rate
Separate source strengths, E, are calculated for the total concentra
and the fraction captured on the filter. The equation is:
4

E

= l:
~=1

( Eq. 25}

V.l. X·l.

These source strengths, in grams, were converted to pounds per hole dril:
and are reported in Section 11.
PARTICLE SIZE CORRECTIONS
Severa 1 di fferent size fraction measurements req_uire a mathematical
calculation to correct for some deficiency in the sampling equipment from
ideal size separation. Three of the calculation procedures are de5cribed
here:
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Correction of dichotomous samples to

lS~m

values

Conversion of physical diameters measured microscopically to
equ1valent aerodynam1c d1ameters
Correction of cascade 1mpactor data to account for particle
bounce-through.
Correction of Dichotomous Data
Recent research indicates that the collection efficiency of the
dichotomous sampler inl_et is dependent on wind speed-(Wedding 1980).- As
shown in Figure S-4, the 50 percent cut point that is nominally 15~m
actually varies from 10 to 22 ~m over the range of wind speeds tested.
The procedure developed in the present study to correct dichot concentrations to a 15 urn cut point was to:
1.

Determine the average wind speed for each test period.

2.

Estimate the actual cut point for the sample from Figure S-4.

3.

Calculate net concentrations for each stage by substracting
upwind dichot concentrations.

4.

Calculate the total concentration less than the estimated
cut point diameter by summing the net concentrations on the
two stages.

5.

Adjust the fine fraction (<2.S..um) concentration by multiplying
by 1.11 to account for fine particles that remain in the portion
of the air stream that carries th~ coarse fra~tion particles.

6.

Calculate the ratio of fine fraction to net TSP concentration
and the ratio of total net dichot concentration to net TSP
concentration.

7.

Plot (on log-probability paper) two data points on a graph of
particle size versus fraction of TSP concentration. The two
points are the fraction less than 2.5 ~m and t~e fraction less
than the cut point determined in ste~ 2.

8.

Draw a straight line through the two poi nt.s and interpol ate or
extrapolate the fraction less than 15 ,urn. (Steps 7 ar.d 8 are
a graphical solution that may be replaced by a calculator
program that can perform the linear interpolation or extrapolation with greater precision.)
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Calculate the net concentration less than lS~m from this
fraction and the known net TSP concentration.

9.

A relatively small error is involved in the assumption of a lag
linear curve between the two points because the 15 um point is so near
the point for the actual upper limit particle size. The largest uncertainty in applying this correction is probably the accuracy of the
research data in Figure 5-4.
~

Conversion of Microscopy Data to Aerodynamic Diameters
Three calculation procedures for converting physical particle diameters
into equivalent aerodynamic diameters were found in the literature (Hesketh
1977; Stockham 1977; and Mercer- 1973). One of these was utilized in
calculations in a recent EPA publication, so this procedure was adopted
for the present project (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1978b).
The equation relating the two measurements of particle size is:
da = d
where da
d
p

c

T

ca

~~

(Eq. 26)

= particle aerodynamic diameter,
= particle physical diameter,
= particle density
= cunningham factor
= 1 + 0.000621 T/d
= temperature, •x
= cunningham correction for da

~m

~m

This equation requires a trial-and-error solution because Ca is a
function of d. The multiple iterations can be performed by a computer
or calculator program (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1978b).
In practice, Ca is approximately equal to C so the aer~dynamic diameter
(da) is approximately the physical diamter (d) times p. An average
particle density of 2.5 was assumed with the microscopy data from this
study, thus yielding conversion factors of about 1.58. !t is questionable
whether the trial-and-error calculation of Ca in Equation 26 is warranted
when density values are assumed.
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Correction of

~ascade

Impactor Data

To correct for particle bounce-through, MRI has developed a procedure
for adjusting the size distribution data obtained from its cascade
impactor~. which are equipped with cyclone precollectors.
The true size
distribution (after correction) is assumed to be lnn"ormal as defined
by two data points: the corrected fraction of particurate penetrating
the final impaction stage {less than 0.7 ~m) and the fraction of particulate
caught by the cyclone {greater than about 10 pm). The weight of material on the backup stage was_rg"laced fcorrecte~) by the average of weights
caught on the two preceding impac~ion -~tages if the backup stage weight
was higher than this average.
Because the particulate matter collected downwind of a fugitive dust
source is produced primarily by a uniform physical generation mechanism,
it was judged reasonable to assume that the size distribution of airborn~
particulate smaller than 30 pm is lognormal. This in fact is suggested
by the uncorrected particle size distributions previously measured by
MR I.

The isokinet1c sampling system for the portable wind tunnel utilizes
the same type of cyclone precollector and cascade impactor. An identical
particle bounce-through correction procedure was used with this system.
COMBINING RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL SAMPLES AND TESTS
Ccxnb·i ni ng Samples
In the quasi-stack and exposure profiling sampling methods, multiple
samples were taken across the plume and the measurements were combined
in the ca1culations to produce a single estimate of emission rate for
each test. However, in the upwind-downwind method, several (eight to
10) independent estimates of emission rate were generated for a single
sampling period. These independent estimates were made at different
downwind distances and therefore had differing amounts of deposition
associated with them.
The procedure far combining upwind-downwind samples was based on
comparison of emission rates as a function of distance. If apparent
emission rates consistently decreased with distance (not more than two
values out of progression far a test), the average from the front row
samplers was taken as the initial emission rate and deposition at succeeding distances was reported as a percent of the initial emission rate.
If apparent emission rates did nat have a consistent trend or increased
with distance, then all values were averaged to get an emission rate for
the test and deposition was reported as negligible. Since deposition
cannot be a negative value, increas~s in apparent emission rates with
distance were attributed to data scatter, nan-Ga~ssian plume dispersion,
or inability to accurately locate the plume centerline (far point sources).

.-·
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The amount of deposition from the front ·row to the back row of samp 1ers
is related to the distance of these samplers from the source, i.e., if
the front samplers are at the edge of the source and back row is 100m
downwind (this was the standard set-up for line sources), a detectable
reduction in apparent emission rates should result. However, if the
front row is 60 m from the source and back row is 100m further downwind
(typical set-up for poi.nt sources due to safety considerations), the
reduction in apparent emission rates with distance is likely to be less
than the average difference due to data scatter.
These dual methods of obtaining a single estimate of emission rate
for each test introduce an upward bias into the data; high levels on the
front row in general lead to their retention as t~e final values, while
low levels in general lead to averaging with higher.emission rates_ from
subsequent rows. This bias is thought to be less than the errors that
would result in applying either of these methods universally for the
dif~erent deposition situations described above.
It should also be
noted that other types of deposition measurements are possible.
Any single estimate more than two standard deviations away from the
average of the remaining samples was considered an outlier and not included
in calculating the average emission rate.
Combining Tests
Emission rates for three particle size ranges were reported for all
tests, along with data on the conditions under which the tests were taken.
These data were first subjected· to multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis,
as described below. Of the three size ranges, only the TSP and IP data were
used in the MLR analysis. This analysis identified significant correction
parameters for each source.
Next, adjusted emission rates were calculated for each test with the
significant correction parameters. From this data set, average emission
rates (base emission factors) and confidence intervals were calculated.
The emission factor equation is this average emission rate times the correction factqrs determined fr001 the MLR analysis.
PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CORRECTION FACTORS
The method used to evaluate independent variables for possiblP. use as
correction factors was stepwise MLR. It was available as a compute program
as part of the Statistical Pacxage for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The
MLR program outputs of interest in evaluating the data sets For each source
were the multiple regression coefficient, significance of the variable,
and reduction in relative standard deviation due to each variable. The
stepwise MLR technique is described in moderate detail in Appendix A.
Further information on it can be found 1n the follcwing references:
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Statistical Methods, Fourth Edition (Snedecor 1946); Applied Regression
Analysts (Draper 1965); and SPSS, Second Edition {Nie 1975)Because of the high relative standard deviations (s/i) for the data
sets and the desire to have correction factors in the emission factor
equations multiplicative rather than additive, all independent and dependent variable data were transformed to natural logarithms before bein~
entered in the MLR program.
The stepwise regression program first selected the potential correct
factor that was the best predictor of TSP emission rate, changed the
dependent variable values to reflect the impact of this independent variable, then repeated this process with remaining potential correction fact
-until an had been used in the MLR equation or until no improvements in
the predictive equation was obtained by adding another variable. Not all
variables included in the MLR equation were necessarily selected as cor~
rection factors.
A detailed description of correction factor development procedures
is given in Section 13 of Volume II.
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SECTION 6
RESULTS OF SIMULTANEOUS EXPOSURE PROFILING AND
UPWIND-DO#INWIND SAMPLING

t

The exposure profi 1i ng and up•'li nd-downwi nd samplers were run on a
common source for several tests so ~nat simultaneous measurements by these
methods could be compared. This complex undertaking was essential to
establish that the methods were yielding similar results. The simultaneous
sampling, called the comparability study, was performed before any of the
other testing -s·o that any·major discrepancies could be resolved or the
study design reevaluated prior to sampling at the second and third mines.
The original intent was to prepare a technical report on the results
of the comparability study and any recommended sampling modifications
for distribution between the first and second mine visits. However, a
series of changes in the met~~d of calculating the suspended particulate
fraction of the total profi 1 · catch and the temporary nonava i 1ability of
an EPA-recommended computer , ogram for particle size interpolation
prevented the exposure profiling values from being determined. Preliminary
calculations for six of the 10 tests, presented at a September 13, 1979
meeting of the technical review group after completing the last comparability test on August 9, indicated good agreement between the two methods:
The average ratio for 14 pairs of simultaneous measurements
was reported to be 0.92, with only two of the paired valuPs
differing by more than a factor of 2.0.
Therefore, sampling was conducted as specified in the study design report
at the other two mines. By the time the calculations for suspended
particulate from profiler tests w~re finalized, the need for a separate
c001parabil i ty study report had passed.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPARABILTY STUDY
The two sources selected for testing in the comparability study were
haul roads and scrapers. They are ground-level moving point sources (line
sources) that emit from relatively fixed boundaries, so the alternative
sampling methods are both appropriate and the extensive sampling array could
be located without fear of the source changing locations. Also, haul roads
and scrapers were suspected to be two of the largest fugitive dust emission
sources at most surface coal mines.
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Five tests of each source were conducted over a 15-day period. nne
additional haul road test was attempted but aborted because of wind
direction reversal shortly after the beginning of the test. The individual
tests were of about one hour duration. All five tests of each source were
performed at a single site; only two sites and one mine were involved in
the comparability study.
Profiling towers were placed at three distances from the source--S,
20, and 50 m--in order to measure the decrease in particulate flux with
distance, and indirectly the deposition rate. The relatively large distances of the back profiler from the source created one problem: these two
profilers had to be significantly taller than the first tower because the
vertical extent of the ~lume expands with distance from the source. The
towers were-fabricated to- be- 9 and 12 m h-igh, respective 1y, for the 20 and
50 m setbacks.
Hi-vols and dichotomous samplers for the upwind-downwind configuration
were located at the same three downwind distances as the profiling towers.
Two samplers of each type were placed at these distances. In addition~
two hi-vols were located at 100m downwind of the source.
Duplicate dustfall buckets were placed at the 5, 20, and 50 m distances
to measure deposition rates directly, for comparison with the calculated
plume mass depletion rates from the profiler and upwind-downwind samplers.
Some sampling equipment was also set out to obtain independent particle
size distribution measurements. Cascade impactors were placed at two heights
at 5 m setback and at one height at ?.0 m. Millipore filters for microscopic examination wer~ exposed briefly during each sampling period at five
different heights (corresponding to profiler sampling head heights) at the
20 m distance.
Upwind samplers consisted of three hi-vols and a dichotomous sampler,
all located 20m from the upwind edge of the source. Two of these were
operated by PEDCo as part of the upwind downwind array, and the other two
(hi-vols at 1.5 and 2.5 m height) were operated by MRI as the background
samplers at the 5 m downwind distance as parts of their separate arrays,
but which also served as quality assurance checks for the sampling and
equipment.
Finally, wind speed and direction were continuously recorded during
the tests by separate instruments operated by PEDCo and MRI. Profile
s~plers on each tower 'wllere kept at isokinetic flow rates by frequency
monitoring hot-wire anemometers at the heights of each of the samplers
and adjusting flows to match measured wind speeds. Therefore, wina speeds
from five different locations in the sampling array and two wind direction
charts were available for comparison.
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The sampling configuration used in the comparabi-lity study is shown
schematically in Figure 6-1. These sampling periods involved much extra
equipment, so it was not feasible to use this configuration throughout
the project.

RESULTS OF COMPARABILITY STUDY
Particle Size Data
Particle size data were generated by three different methods in the
comparability study: dichotomous sampler, cascade impactor and microscopy.
These three methods all have_ some shortcoming~; corrections to the data.
were required in all three cases. The cut pount for the coarse stage of
the dichotomous sampler was adjusted to eliminate the wind speed error
of the inlet design. The backup filter weight of the cascade impactor was
reduced to correct for particle bounce-through; this weight reduction
averaged 4. 2 percent of the tot a 1 particulate sahtpl e for the ten comparability tests shown 1n Table 6-1. Physical particule sizes measured under
the microscope were converted to equivalent aerodynamic diameters for
comparison with the other size data. The procedures for these corrections
were described in Section 5.
The particle size data for collocated samplers are presented in Table
6-1. For better visual comparison, the size distributions are also shown
graphically in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. In order to reduce the curves an each
graph to a manageable number, the duplicate samples taken by the same
method at each distance (see Tabel 6-1) have been averaged to create a
single curve. All of the dichot and impactor curves are straight lines
because they are based on two data points and an assumption of lognormal
distribution of particles by weight.
Microscopy produced the widest variations between samples--some showed
that less than10 percent of the particles were sub-30 ~m and others showed
all particles in the sample to be less than 15 ~m. It was concluded that
the relatively small number of particles counted manually on each filter
(300 to 500) precluded the samples from being representative of the actual
size distribution. This is particularly evident when the number of large
particles counted is considered. Each particle of 40 ~m diameter observed
has 64,000 times the mass of a 1 ~m particle and 64 times the mass uf a
10 .om particle. Therefore, if two particles larger than 40 .urn are found in
the fields selected, this could result in 30 pE-cent by weight being in
that size ran\je; whereas, a sample with one particle larger than 40J.Jm
would have only about 17 percent of its weight fn that size range. Thus,
one extra large particle shifts the entire distribution by 13 percent in
this example.
This evaluation is not an indictment of optical microscopy as a
particulate a~sessment technique. In cases where there are different
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Sampling configuration for comparability studi'~s.

TABLE 6·1. COMPARISON\oF PARTICLE SIZE DATA OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES
Cumulative percent smaller than stated size
Aerodynamic
size
Test
J1

J2

~m

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0
2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

At 5 • dist

At 20 • dichot, 2.5 • ht

Oichot
Imoactor
3.0 • 6.0 m 1.5 II 4.5

II

Oichot
I11pactor. MicroLeft Right
scopy

0.5 1.3 2.2 .2.7
0.6 0.6
2.1 3.2 4.2 5.4
3.2 4.0
6.3 7.3 7.4b 9.8b 11.9 16.0
11.0 11.0 10.0 13.5 21.4 29.1
15.5 14.4
-30.2 40.-7
23.7 20.3
44.9 67.8
1.0 1.2 2.1
1.6 3.3 4.3
2.5 7.8 8.2b
3.3 12.1 11.5
3.9 16.0
5.0 22.7

19.9
35.7
54.3b
65.1

0.8
2.1
5.0
7.7
10.2
14.8

7.2
12.3
19. 7b
25.1

0.6
2.8
9.6
17.1
24.2
36.4

1.3
2.6
4.9b
6.8

a
a
a
a
a

At 50 m,
2.5 II ht
Oichot
Left Right
a
a

a
a
a

aa
a
a
a
a

a

a

a
a
a
a
a

4.4
8.2
14.1
18.7
22.4
28.3

2.8
5.5
10.0
13.6
16.6
21.5

a

J3

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

0.7
2.3
6.4
10.6
14.6
21.8

5.6
5.7 4.6
0.9 ·o. 1
11.2 11.2 9.1
3.4 4.0
20.1 19.6b 16.3b 10.1 15.0
26.8 26.1 21.8 17.0 26.8
32.1
23.3 37.3
40.3
34.2 53.2

4.7
8.6
14.6b
19.2

9.6c
21.3
33.4
44.9
68.8
100.0

2.0
5.7
13.2
19.9
25.8
35.4

1.6
4.9
12.3
19.1
25.2
35.1

J4

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

0.4 1.5 2.7 4.4
2.2 2.2
4.6 5.3
1.3 3.2 4.9 8.2
3.7 6.3 8.4b 14.1b 8.6 11.1
6.1 7.0 11.2 18.7 12.0 16.1
8.5 11.4
14.8 20.5
13.0 15.4
19.7 27.6

6.2
11.5
19.2b
24.9

<0.1c
0.2
0.7
2.0
4.4
8.8

3. 7
7.8
14.6
20.1
24.7
31.9

3. 7
7.4
13.2
17.9
21.7
27.9

JS

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0

6.6
11.9
19.7b
25.4

2.3c
11.6
44.9
100.0

7.8
13.8
22.3
28.3
33.1
40.3

7.6

30.~

1.8 2.5 6.5 5.5
2.7 3.1
4.3 4.6 11.6 10.0
4.8 7.4
9.1 7.8 19.1b 16.7b 8.0 15.2
13.2 10.4 24.6 21.8 10.5 21.7
16.9 12.6
12.5 27.1
23.0 16.1
15.9 35.8

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0

0.9 2.7 2.3
1.4 1.6
2.7
3.0 7.1 4.9 5.3
5.3 8.7
8.5 15.6 9.5D 9.5b 14.8 28.4
13.9 22.9 13.4 12.8 23.9 45.5

3.2
6.7
12.4b
16.9

2 .,:J.-C
12.9
54.4
69.7

J9

(continued)
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13.~

21.4
27.2
31. 7
38.6

1.8 1.8
6.3 7.0
16.8 19.7
26.5 31.2

\

TABLE 6-1 (continued).
Cumulative percent smaller than stated size
At 50

m, _

At 5 m dist

At 20 m d1chot, 2.5 m ht

Imoactor
Dichot
3.0 lD e.o m 1.511 4.5.11

Impactor Microscopy
Left Right

Left Right

20.0
30.0

19.1 29.0
28.0 38.8

31.9 58.0
44.7 74.6

34.7 40.8
47.5 54. 7

J10

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

1.2
4.1
11.2
18.0
24.3
34.7

3.5
11.2
27.0
39.8
49.6
63.4

4.7
3.4 1.7
9.3 14.1 9.9
16.7b 37.1 32.3
22.4 53.9 50.6
65.8 64.1
80.1 80.1

9.8
17.0
27.0b
33.9

<0.1c
0.3
1.2
4.2
6.3
9.4

4.0
10.0
20.9
29.6
36.7
47.4

2.0
5.9
14.0
21.4
27.7
37.9

J12

2. 5.
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

1.5
4.5
11.1
17.3
22.8
31.9

6.8 5.4 13.5
3.5 2.8
14.1 10.2 22.7 10.0 7.7
25.4 17.7b 34.7b 22.6 17.4
32.9 25.6
33.6 23.3 42.6
41.2 32.5
40.1
53.0 43.3
49.6

11.5
19.6
30.5b
37.8

0.8c
19.5
88.7
100.0

3.6
8.9
18.4
26.2
32.6
42.5

4.5
11.8
24.8
35.0
43.0
54.3

J20

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

0.5 0.4 3.7
2.7 2.2 6.7
10.6 8.9 11. 3b
19.6 16.8 14.9
28.2 24.6
42.7 38.2

3.9
7. 7 5.0
7.2 15.5 12.5
12.4b Z7.Z 25.5
16.4 35.7 35.6
42.2 43.5
51.2 54.4

5.8
9.9
16.0b
20.5

a

2.5

2.9

7.0

9.3

2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0

0.6 0.4 7.7 9.0
2.6 1.4 14.3 16.2
8.3 3.8 23.8b 26.4b
14.5 6.2 30.6 33.5
20.3 9.1
30.7 14.0

10.0
18.5
30.5b
38.8

a
a
a
a

Test

J21

a

Aerodynamic
size
1Jm

. 7. 3
13.0
21. 3b
27.3

Di~"-hot

No data.

2.8
8.3
19.4
28.8
36.6
48.5

4.5
11.0
22.4
31.3
38.5
49.2

87.6
100.0

b Extrapolated from 10 ~m and 0.7 ~m data.
c Extrapolated assuming a lognormal distribution below 5 ~m.
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a
a
a

.

2.5 m ht
i)irhot

15.9 22.6
23.6 33.8

30.2 42.8
40.6 55.6
8. 7
17.1
29.4
38.2
44.7
53.8

5.4
15.2
32.6
45.6
54.6
67.5
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Particle size distributions from comparability tests on scrapers.
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Particle size distributions from comparability tests on haul road:
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particle types present and the primary purpose fs to semiquantitatively
estimate the relative amounts, microscopy is usually the best analytical
tool available. However, as a pure particle sizing method, microscopy
appears to be inadequate compared to available aerodynamic techniques.
--·
In contrast, the dichotomous samplers and cascade impactors produced
fairly consistent size distributions from test to test (as would be expected) and reasonably good agreement between methods. The cascade impactor
data always indicated higher percentages of· particles less than 2.5 ~m,
but approached the cumulative percentages cf the dichot method for the
10 to 15 urn sizes. This may reveal that the corrections to impactor data
for particle bounce-through were not large enough.
Data from the dichots at 3 and 6 m heights and the impactors at 1~5
and 4.S m heights harl similar variations 1n size distribution with height.
For both types of samplers, most of the tests {6 out of 10) showed more
large particles on the lower ~ampler, but several tests showed larger
particles on the upper sampler. This provides evidence that the plume is
still not well formed at the S m distance from the source.
Comparison ofsize distributions taken at successive distances from
the source revealed that the percentage of small particles increased from
S m-samples to 20m samples in all but two cases out of 20. This finding
is consistent with the premise of fallout of larger particles. However,
reduction in mean particle size was not obvious in the comparison of
corresponding data from 20m and SO m; only half the tests showed a further
decrease in average particle size and some actually had larger average
particle sizes.
Th dichotomous samplers appeared to give the most reliable results,
either by comparing the distributions taken at different distances in
the same test or by evaluating the effects of corrections made to the
raw data. As indicated in Section 4, handling problems with the dichot filter
and light loadings on the fine particle stages prevented this from being
a completely satisfactory sizing method for the large numbers of samples
generated in the full study. Sampling precision errors resulting from
these factors are quantified in the following subsection. These problems
are disc~ssed further in Section 12, Volume II.
The ratios of net fine particulate (less than 2.5 ~m) and inhalable
particulate to net TSP are also si2ing measures of interest. These data
for collocated samplers in the comparability study are presented in Table
6-2. The average ratio f6r all the fine particulate (FP) samples was
0.039, indicating a very low percentage of small particles in the plumes.
As expected, this ratio incrased wtth distance from the source due to fallout
of larger particles but not of the fine particles. The average ratios at
S, 20, and SO m downwind were 0.016, 0.042, and 0.062, respectively.
Inhalable particulate constituted a much larger fraction of TSP--an average
ratio of 0.52. Again, the differential ef~ect of fallout on large particles
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was evident. The average IS/TSP ratios at·the
0.36, 0.48 and 0.73.

t~ree

sampling distances were

S1multaneous Sampling
Samplers located at the same distance from the line sources (but not
collected) showed only fair agreeme~t in their measured concentrations.
The average absolute relative difference in the measured TSP values was
17.8 percent; the average (s1gned) relative difference was 10.6 percent.
The average absolute and signed relative differences at the three distances
were:
Distance

Av. diff. , ~

5
20

25.3
13.5
13.7

so

Signed diff., %
17.7
11.5
2.7

Absolute relative difference for each pa1r is calculated as the absolute
difference between values divided by the mean of the two values, expressed
l~-b~
as a percent: Absolute rel. diff. =
(a+b)/
xlOO. Signed re1ative difference employs the same ca·lculations, but the
a1gebraic rather than absolute difference is used.
For IP and FP, the corresponding average absolute relative differences
were 25.3 and 29.1 percent. Average signed differences were R.9 and 17.7
percent, respectively. The IP and FP differences at the three sampling
distances were:
Avg. signed

Avg. abs

rel. diff, %

rel. diff, %
Distance

IP

FP

IP

5
20
50

19.4
36.6
19.9

37.9
25.7
23.6

3.6
30.4
0.1

FP

~

26.9
10.1
16.2

These differences provide an estimate of sampling prec1s1on, although
they could be attributed partially to actual differences in source strength
at various locations along the 1ine source, since the samplers were not
co11ocated. The larger differences in TSP concentrations at the 5 m distance
could be due to highly erratic concentrations in the immediate area of plume
formation. No explanation was found for the large IP differences at the
20 m distance.
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The previous discussion was based entirely on data generated by PEDCo.
·. Both PEDCo and MR I operated equi prnent upwind of the sources. Measurements
~ade by PEDCo and MRI samplers are compared in Table 6-3.
The average
a~solute relative difference in upwind TSP concentrations was 19.9 percent,
while the average absolute relative difference fn measured TSP concentrations
at 5 m downwind was 57.9 percent. These differences appeared to be primarily random, in that some were positive and others were negative and their
signed averages were only 2.5 and 17.6 percent, respectively. The additional
difference above 25.3 percent at 5 m downwind was attributed to such factors
as different flow rates, nonuniform source strength, and slightly offset
sarnpl i ng times.
The measured IP concentrations at 5 m downwind had a 48.4 percent
average absolute relative difference, also much higher than the simultaneous
PEOCo IP s.arnpl es,. and the concentrations m:?:.sured by the two groups had
a systematic bias. PEOCo's values were consistently higher than MRI's.
Both sets of units were calibrated and audited for flow rates, so the
difference was suspected to be fn the sample handling procedures, which
were previously noted to be a major problem. Also, different sampling
media were used during the comparability study--PEDCo used mesh-backed
Taflon filters and MRI used ringed filters.
The precision of the basic measurement techniques, as evaluated in
side-by-side sampling, do not agree with values used in the error analyses
cited in Section 3, especially at the 5 m sampling distance. The precision of the hi-val appears to be +25 percent or more at 5 m from the
source, improving to about +15 percent at greater distances from the
source. The precision of tne dichotomous sampler for measuring t~e IP
fraction appears to average +25 percent or more at all di~tances. For
the error analysts of exposure profiling, this changes the random instrument error from 5 percent to at least 25 percent. For upwind-downwind
sampling, the 18.8 percent estimate for hi-val sampler measurements would
still be appropriate if it were applied to samples taken at 2n m or more
away fran the source.
Comparative Emission Rates
The canparabi 1 i ty study was conducted over a 2 week peri ad. The
meteorological, source activity, and soi 1 conditions for each test are
shown in Table 6-4. This table includes dll the variables identified
that might influence particulate emission rates.
The most important results of the comparability study, emissiun rates
from simultaneous testing by exposure profiling and the upwind-downwind
technique, are presented in Tables 6-5 and 6-6. Table 6-5 shows TSP
emission rates and Table 6-6 the inhalable particulate (less than 15)Jm)
fraction, both fn units of lb/VMT.
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Measured concen'trat ion, J.tg/m 3
Supler/
location

Test

Hi vol
Upwind

J1
J2
J3
J4
JS
J9
J10
Jl2

-

J~O

J21
5 m dwn

Oichot~

5 m dwn

PEDCo
sampler

Second
PEDCo sampler

235
139991
8222
184
344
285
1106
821
1201
1060

MRI
sampler
254
13803
3620
226
264
339
1129
1192
1012
780

-b

J1
J2
J3
J4
JS
J9
JlO
Jl2
J20
J21

3661
106351
17117
2457
3130
5108
5668
2122
3042
5145

4649
14407
21580
2719
5732
3926
5009
2137
4014
7747

24230
2194
1599
7188
10057
819
4833
2051

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J9
JlO
JlZ
J20
J21

1254
3659
9689
724
1750
2842
2748
801
2036
2653

1119
4427
8761
742
2010
1929
1771
701
2222
3764

1033
388
5191
529
1446
1102
1825
760
1425
1828

Second
MRI sampler
296
14163
10636
176
124
440
913
1064
1020
1009
signed avg
absolute avg

Rel
dif!,
%

+16

-o

-14
+9 -56
+31

-a

+31
-17
-17

-2.5
19.9

-

+22
-16
-94
+46
+62
-89
+31
-103
signed avg -17.6
absolute avg 57.9

IP
-14
-165
-56
-32
-26
-74
-21
+1
-40

-55
signed avg -48.3
absolute avg 48.4

a Some loose material in filter folder, concentration may be higher.
b Sampler only ran 12 of 34 min, concentration invalidated.
c See Page 103 for procedure to calculate relative difference.
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The data in.Tables 6-5 and 6-6 were examined for relationships between
: sampling methods, sources, and downwind distance. A standard statistical
f technique was used to determine whether statistically significant.
This
\.,,technique, called Analysis of Variance (ANOVA}, was available as a computer
~program as part of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
The basis of ANOVA is the decomposition of sums of squares. The total sum
of squares in the dependent variable is decomposed into independent components. The program can be used to simultaneously determine the effects
of more than one independent variable on the de~endent variable. Much has
been written about this technique, so further discussion has not been
included here. Further 1 nfonna ti on on it can be found in rna ny standard statistical textbooks.
One of the assumptions upon whir.n ANOVA is based is that input data
are normally distributed. The TSP and IP emission rates in Tables 6-5 and
6-6 were both found to be skewed, so ANOVA was also run on the data a~ter
they were transformed to their natural logarithms. The relationships
between emission rates and sampling methods, sources, and downwind distance
were the same for the untransformed and transformed data. Therefore, the
results with untransfonned data are presented herein because they relate
directly to the data in Table 6-5 and 6-6.
The outputs from the program are shown Tables 6-7 and 6-8. They consist
of the ANOVA results and a multiple classification analysis (MCA). The
MCA table can be viewed as a method of displaying the ANOVA results.
The data in Table 6-7 show that sampling method and downwind distance
are significant variables for both TSP and IP (A: 0.20). Source was not
a significant variable an~ one of the interrelationships were significant.
Table 6-8 shows the deviation from the total sample mean for the three
variables. Also shown are deviations after the effects of the other
independent variables are accounted for. The minor changes in these
deviations indicate that there are no significant relationships between
va ri abl es.
The average percent difference between sampling methods (profiling versus
was calculated from the data in Table 6-8 for both TSP
and IP. The resulting differences were 2u and 52 percent, respectively, with
profiling producing the higher values in both cases.

upwind-d~wnwind)

Both methods of sampling showed large overall reductions in TSP
emission rates with distance. However, the profiling samples at 5 m did
not fit the pattern of fairly regular reductions displayed at the other
distances and with the upwind-downwind data. In six of ten tests, emission
rates by profiling at 5 m were much lower than the corresponding rates at
20 m. These six pairs of i nverterl va 1ues were attr.1 buted to the systemat; c
bias documented e~rlier in this saction between PEDCo and MRI inhalable
particulate concentrations, in wh1~h PEOCo's values were consistently
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TABLE 6·5. CALCULATED SUSPENDED PARTICULATE EMISSION RATES
FOR COMPARABILITY TESTS
£8iss1on rate, lb/VMT

Test

Downwind
distance,

•

BY oroffler

Total
particulate

fraction

TSP

41.4
29.1

8.6
15,4

10.6
11.4

<30 ~·

Relative
differsnce,

By uw-dw

~

Scraeers

Jl

5
20

so

+21
-30

7.8

100

2.4

J2

5
20
50
100

66.5
59.9
40.0

9.4
15.9
8.3

18.6
16.8
7.2
5.3

+66
+6
-14

J3

5
20

125.0
52.6
23.5

50.2
24.5
8.2

35.6
17.8
9.8
2.2

-34

5
20
50
100

27.5
22.4
15.6

3.9
4.8

5.7
5.2
4.0
2.4

+38
+8

5
20
50
100

96.7
46.6
15.2

17.7
11.5
4.5

20.0

+12
+30
+24

5
20
50
100

51.4
35.7
17.8

15.2
22.5
8.3

14.1
13.6
11.1
5.1

5
20

54.1
20.3
7.1

33.0
18.5
3.4

12.0
8.8
3.2

so

100
J4

JS

Haul roads
J9

J10

so

4.0

100
J12

5
20
50
100

-32
+18

0

15.6

5.7
1.2

-8
-49

+29
-93
-71
-6

neg

16.5
5.5
2.0

( c.ont i nued.)

11-Q

12.9
1.9
0.3

3.5
4.4
2.90.5

.

-115
+79
+162
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TABLE 6-S (continued}.
Emission rate, lb/VMT

Test
J20

Downwind
distance,
II

5
20

By profiler

Total
particulate

<30 .,am

fraction

Std dev

%

-

12.3
17.7
10.7

6.4
4.3
2:8

-63
-122
-117

5
20
50
100

76.4
40.9
25.0

14.2
19.2
15.2

15.0
13.8
12.8
8.5

+5

-33
-17

5
20
50

59.2
34.4
18.5

17.7
15.2
7.0

14.2
11.2
6.8

-22
-30

5
20
50

33.0
16.3
10.9

13.8
7.2
4.5

9.3
5.2
3.6

(difference
signed)

so

Mean

TSP

Relative
differsnce,

36.6
31.3
20.6

100
J21

By uw-dw

neg

a See Page 103 for procedure to calculate relative difference.
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TABLE 6-6. CALCULATED INHALABLE PARTICULATE (<15
EMISSION RATES FOR COMPARABILITY TESTS
Test

Downwind
distance,

IP emission rate, lb/VMT

•

By profiler

By uw-dw

5
20

4.2

3.1
3.5
3.2
2.5
2.4
2.0
14.0
4.2
3.6
1.0
0.9
1.3
5.8
1.1
1.4

~m)

Relative
differEnce,
%

Scra2ers
Jl
J2

so
s

20
J3
-

J4

JS
'-iau 1 roads
J9
JlO
Jl2
J20
J21

lean

td dev

J

so

5
20
50
5
20

so

5
20

so

5
20
50
5

20
50
5
20

so

5
20
50
5
20
50

5
20
50
5
20
50

7.2

4.0
6.8
S.2
26.1
11.0
4.1
1.7
2.4
2.2
10.0
5.4
2.5
7.4
11.8
3. 7
17.7
12.4
1.8
7.9
1.1
0.2
5.4
12.0
5.8

~

-

7.2
8.9

4.4
6.0
7.6
4.9a
0.6
1.2
0.5
3.8b

·30
-69
-46
-96

'

-89

-60
-89
-13
-52
-91
-51
-53
-132
-56
-3
-28
+17
-99

-49
+93
-172
+9
+86
-35

11.4
10.3

5.7b
7.1
6.3
5.5
6.3

-71
+20

9.0
8.1
4.0
7.4
4.2
2.9

5.0
4.1
3.5
3.9
2.8
2.2

-57
-66
-13
(signed
difference)

6.0

+5

-70
-48

This dichotomous sampler value could not be corrected to a 15 urn cut point
to reflect the wtnd speed bias of the sampler inlet. The uncorrected cut
point is about 13.6 urn.
These dichotomous sampler values could not be corrected to a 15 urn cut point
to reflect the wind speed bias of the sampler inlet. The uncorrected cut
point is about 19.0 urn
See P-age 103 for procedure to calculate relative difference.
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TABLE 6-7~ - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS

NEAH
SQUARE

f

248.603
119.001
57.492
408.960

3.,88
1.717
.830
5.902

.012
• 196

37.25<4
9S. 0 11
22.413
27.874

.538
1 • 371
.323
.402

.747
.248

10.8~1

.856

10.821

• 156
• 1::; 6

11

109.302

1. ~77

• 13 7

3256.810

47

69.29<4

4459.136

sa

76.882

SUit OF

SP BY
ETHOC
DURCE
1ST.

SOURCE OF VARIATION

SQUARES

DF

NAIN EFFECTS
ltETHOD
SOURCE
DIST

994.413
119.001
57.492
817.920

4

2-UAY INTERACTIONS
ltETHDII
SOURCE
ttETHOD
DIST
SOURCE
DIST

186.270
95.011
4-\.826
55.749

s
2

J-UAY INTERACTIOHS
I'IE THO[t
SOURCE

21.643
21.643

2
2

EXPLAINED

120~.326

RESIDUAL
TOTAL

P BY

SOURCE OF VARIATION

:ETHOD
OURCE
1ST.

ttAHf

1

DIST

su" OF
SQUARES

EFFECTS
ltETHQ[t
SOUI'<CE
{II ST

269.278
129.377
28.422
111.478

2-YAY INTEI'<ACTIOHS
"ETHOD
SOUI'<CE
DIST
"ETHOD
SOURCE
DIST

76.587
.825
41 .533

1
1

2

1~
2

DF
4
1

2
5
1

"EAN
SQUARE
67.319
129.377
28.422
55.739
15.317
.825

F

3.499

SIGH IF
OF F

.367
.OO!i-

.725-

.671
.65-l

SIGN IF
OF F

6.7~4

•0I4
• 01 3

1.-477

.230

2.897

.Oo5

.796

.558
~

.-

2
2

~'0. 7 67

.00
1 . 0:9

16.992

.883

1. 833
1.833

2

.917

.048

.9~4

2

.917

.048

.95-4

EXPLAIHEI&

347.697

11

31.609

1. 6~3

• 118

RESIDUAL

904.308

47

19.241

12:52.005

:58

21.~86

J-UAf INTERACTIONS
ltETHOD
SOURCE

33.984

DIST

TOTAL

• .J V I

.348
.~20
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TABLE 6-8. MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS (ANOVA)
TSP BY
METHOD
SOURCE
OIST.

IRAMD IIEAM •

-'DJUS TEll FI

12.08

UNADJUSTED

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

"ETHOD
Profiler t
2
Uw-dw

If

iEY'N

ETA

ADJUSTED FOR

IHDEPEHIIEH~

INDEPENDENTS
DEY'H BETA

+ COVAf<lATE

29

1. 44

t.l7

30

-1.40

-1.33

.16

DEV'N

BEl

• 10

SOURCE
'·

Scrapers 1
Haul triJcks 2

29
JO

.91

.98

-.as

-.fS

• 10

• 11

IIIST
5m 1
20 m 2
50 m .3

J.SJ

20
20

3.87
1.10

1 • 06

19

-5.23

-5.15

.43

.43

.223
.472

ttULTIPLE R SQUARED

tiULTIPLE It

IP BY
METHOD
SOURCE
OIST.

Gl(ftH[l KEAH

:

AD JUS lEI!

5.06
UNADJUSTED

VUIASLE + CATEGORY

"ETHOD

H

on·H

ETA

s

Profiler

1

29

1. 1

Uw-dw

2

30

-1 • 46

INDHEHDEHTS
DEV· H bElA

+ COVARIATES
DEV N liE H

1.46
-1 • 41

SOURCE

•J 1

-.74

-.73
.71

29
30

.72
• 10

• 16

DIST

5m 1
20 m 2
50 m l

20
20
19

1.37

1.38
.47

.46
-1.92

-1.95
.30

ltUL TlPLE

.30

.215

R SQUAf<EJ)

.464

"ULTIPLE R
114 .

;,

ADJUSTED FOR

.32

Scrapers 1
Haul trucks Z

F(lf.:

IHDEPE~I\Etn
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higher and the average difference was 48.4 percent. MRI generated the
the 5 m profiling data; PEDCo generated the 20 and 50 m data. This
difference was important because the IP and FP concentration data are
used to extrapolate the less than 30flm fraction in profiling calculations.
The IP emission data by both sampling methods displayed almost dS
much reduction with distance as the TSP data. This is a surprising
finding, in that very little deposition of sub-lS..LJm particles would be
expected over a 50 m interval.
The reason for the relJtiv~ly ppr comparisons between emission rates
obtained by the two sampling/calculation methods can be traced primarily
to the precision of the sampling methods. MRI and PEnCo samplers located
at the same distances fran the source and operated simultaneouslv ororlur~d
TSP concentrations that differed by an average of 58 percen·t, ':lreater tnC111
the average difference of 24 percent in the resutttng TPS emission rates.
Similarly, a 48 percent average difference in IP concentrations explains
much of the 52 percent difference in IP emission rates.
Both methods are entirely dependent on the measured IP and or/TSP
values for calculating emission rates. The accuracy of the methods can
improve on the precision of individual measurements to the extent that
multiple measurements are used in the calculation of a single emission
rate. Both profiling and upwind-downwind techniques as employed in the
comparability study utilized two IP measurements, and upwind-downwind
used two TSP measurement to obtain final emi~sion rates at each distance.
Results from the two sampling methods were compared with each other
rather than a known standard, so it is impossible to establish from the
data which is more accurate. If the error analyses described in Section
3 were revised to reflect the sampling precisions reported above,
exposure profiling would show lower total error levels than upwind-downwind
sampling at the same distance from the source. For the distances
routinely used for the respective methods in the reminder of the field
work, upwind-downwind sampling would have lower indicated total error.
Whichever sampling method is used, it appears from the modified error
analyses that the current state-of-the-art in fugitive dust e~ission
testing is ~25 to 50 percent accuracy.
DEPOSITION RATES BY ALTERNATIVE MEASUREMENT MEIHOOS
Analytical Approaches
Four different approaches for describing the deposition rate for each
test were considered:
1.

Reduction in apparent emission rate per unit distance
fonn the source (deposition = dg/dx)
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2.

Reduction in a~~arent emis~ion rate per unft tfme
(deposition • -dg/dt); also, this deposition rate
plotted as a function of total travel tfme away from
source

3.

Oustfall measurements at successive distances expressed
as percentages of the calculated total particu~ate
emission rate

4.

Total percent reduction in apparent emission rate over
50 or 100m compared with percent of emissions greater
than lS~m diameter (under the assumption that most
1arge particles settle out and few small ones do)

In the first approach above, deposition rate is the slope of a curve
of TSP or IP emission rate versus distance, applied to either profiling
or upwind.downwind data. Deviations from a smooth, idealized deposition
curve were magnified by this method of determining the slope of a curve
at different points. With the scatter in the emission data of Table~ 6-5
and 6-6, calculated deposition rates varied tremendously, including many
negative values.
Converting the deposition data to a time rather than distance basis
in the second approach was an attempt to remove the effect of wind speerl
variation on deposition rates. The table of time deposition rates and
plot of dP.position rate versus total travel time had almost as much
scatter as the data from the first approach. When the deposition rates
were normalized to percents of the initial emission rate for that test,
the data showed a perceptible relationship, as presented in Figure 6-4.
Dustfall, a direct measurment of particle deposition, could not be
equated with the calculated TSP or IP values described above because
dustfall contains deposition of all particle sizes, not just that in the
TSP or IP size range. Net dustfall rates were compared with reductions
in total particulate (TP) emission rates from the 5 m profiler to the
50 m profiler. However, the same scatter noted above in the profiling
d~t~ combined with similar scatter in the dustfa11 data obscured any
pattern in deposition rates.
All dustfall measurements were taken by collocated duplicate readings.
The average difference for downwind duplicate measurements in the 10
tests wa. 40.5 percent, even greater than differences in concurrent TSP
and rP measurements. In addit1on, several (13 out of 57) of the net
dustfall readings were negative because the upwind value was higher than
the downwind one. Allowing for the scatter in the data, dustfall rates
appeared to agree better in magnitude wfth the TSP deposition rates calculated by the first approach than with TP desposition rates.
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Figure 6-4.

Deposition rates as a function of time.
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The fourth approach evalutated for describing deposition in the
comparability tests was to relate the measured deposition to the percent
of particles 1n the plume susceptible to deposition. Particles greater
tharl 15~m were assumed to be highly susceptible to deposition, partially
because this fractional value was readily available from the test data.
However, none of the correlations between deposition rates and particles
greater than lS~m in the plume were found to be significant (at the 0.05
to 0.20 level):

Distance

Size meas. method

No. tests

r

5 m

Impactor
Impactor
Dichot

10
10
10

0.17
0.29
-0.36

20 m
20 m

No reason was identified for these low correlations.
Average Deposition
Although the approaches evaluated above did not provide a usable
relationship for estimating the rate of deposition of particulate from
the dust plumess deposition was definitely occurring in the comparability
tests. This was readily apparent from examination of the average emission
rates at successive distances from the source, as shown at the bottom of
Tables 6-5 and 6-6.
These reductions in average emission rate with distance are shown in
Figure 5-5 in terms of depletion factors, the ratios between the depleted
emission rate measured at distance x and the ~nitial emisison rate (Ox/0 0 ).
Q0 was the emission rate determined by either profiling ~f upwind-downwind
sampling at 5 m, which was assumed to be the edge of the mixing eel I and
distance at which deposition actually began.
This depletion factor approach was applied to the individual test
data to determine whether variables such as stability class, wind speed,
or initial particle size distribution affected the deposition rate
discernibly. The resulting data are presented in Table 6-9. Deposition
rates did not appear to be closely related to any of the above three
variables in the 10 comparability tests.
0

r•Qoretical Deposition Functions
Three different theoretical deposition functions have been widely
liSed in atmospheric dispersion model1ng to simulate dry part;cle deposition:
source d~pletion, surface depletion, and tilted plume functions. The
dapletion factors for these three alternative functions for the first
200m (200m is greater than the sampling distances) are ~hown in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-5.

Average measured depletion rates.
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The input conditions for all three functions were: wind speed = 1.0 m/s,
gravitational settling velocity of monodisperse particles a 0.1 m/s, emiss
height • 2.0 m. and stability class as indicated on the figure.

....

One observation that can be made from the curves. and that would be
more obvious if the curves were extended beyond 200 m, is that much of the
total deposition occurs within this first 200m. However, these are
theoretical curves and it should not be implied that the field study
measurements at 100 m account for the bulk of deposition or provide a rougt
estimate of fully depleted emission rates. This could only be determined
with actual measurements of deposition at distances of 1 km and beyond.
The tilted plume curve was closest of the three theoretical functions
to the average deposition rates from the comparability study (plotted in
Figure 6-5). There is no assurance that this function continues to provide
the best fit at distances in the range of 1 to 20 km that are of greatest
concern in dispersion modeling. Hot that the tilted plume depletion is not
very dependent on stability class; the test data did not appear to be
closely realted to s~aoility class either.
The depletion factor in the tilted plume function is given in the
following equation:

OxOo '" 1 where n

3

(Eq. 271

1

(l-n/2)(n u/xvd-1) • 2

Sutton's diffusion parameter, which varies by stability class:
n

Q.T;'
0.26
0.48

A
B

C-0

E-F

h
u
x
vd

0.57

emission height, m

3

=
=
a

wind speed, m/s
downwind distance, m
deposition velocity, to-2 m/s

The average deposition rates from Figure 6-5 are plotted together witn
tilted plume curves representing average test conditions (B stability, u =
2.6 m/s, and h0 "' z.o m) for four different vd values in Figure 6-7. It w"
assumed th~t vd and vg (gravitational settling velocity}; Stokes law v 9 =
0.0030lp02) was used to calculate corresponding particle sizes for the thr;
theoretical deposition curves:
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Vg' cm/s
2

0, urn

Test curve best matched

16

IPuw-dw,
30 )Jmp
TSPup-dw
TP

26

5
15

45

30

63

IPp

Actually, deposition rates for small particles onto the ground have
been observed to be greater than can be explained by gravitational
settling velocity, and the concept of a deposition velocity vd
greater than v9 has been developed to account for this faster deposition. Since Vg is less than or equal to vdd, the equivalent particle
sizes tabulatea above would also be smaller than shown.
If the data
from the comparability tests had been demonstrated to be more accurate
than they were, the matching of theoretical and test data in Figure
6-7 could have been used to estimate a vg/vd relationship for calibrating a mining fugitive dust deposition function. The available
data indicate a vgfvd ratio of about 0.8.
Summary of Deposition Results
Deposition was definitely occurrring in the 10 comparability
tests, with an average of 63 percent reduction in profiler 30 ~m
~nission rates in SO m and 79 percent reduction in upwinddownwind TSP emis1ion rates in 100m. Deposition rates in individual tests were obscured by data scatter, so an empirical
function could not be developed. However, the average deposition
rates expressed as depletion factors (Ox/00 ) agreed reasonably
well with theoretical deposition functions. Of the three theoretical functions examined, the test data appeared to agree best
with the tilted plume model (subjective evaluation).
Oustfall data had less precision than the ambient measurements on which the emission rate depletion factors were based.
Subsequently evaluation of dustfall data from tests ather than the
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Av~rage measured depletion rates compared to
predicted tilted plume depletion.
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comparability tests showed that this method is reproducible as
long as there are not wind direction reversals during the sampling
period. A full discussion of dustfall measurement as a method
for quantifying deposition rates is presented in Section 12. A
summary discussion of deposition is included in Section 14.
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SECTION 7
RESULTS FOR SOURCES TESTED BY EXPOSURE PROFILING
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
As previously discussed, exposure profiling was used to test particualte emissions from haul trucks, light-duty and medium duty vehicles,
scrapers (travel mode) and graders. These sources were tested at three
mines during the period July 1979 through August 1980.
A total of 63 successful exposure profiling tests were conducted
at the three mines/four visits. They were distributed by source and by
mine as follows:

Number of tests
Source
Haul trucks

Controlled/
'mcontrolled

u
c

Mine 1

Mine 2

Mine lW

Mine 3

6
0

6
4

3

4

0

5

Light- and med.duty vehicles

u

c

3
2

4
0

0

3

0

0

Scrapers

u

5

6

2

2

Graders

u

0

5

0

2

Light and variable wind conditions were encountered at Mine 1 during
the test period July-August 1979, with win~s occasionally reversing and
traffic-generated emissions impacting on the upwind sampling station.
These events were termed "bad passes."
Table 7-1 lists the site conditions for the exposure profiling tests
of dust emiss~ons generated by haul trucxs. The comparability tests are
indicated by an asterisk after the run number. In addition to the
testing of uncontrolled sources, watering of haul roads was tested as a
control measure.
Table 7-2 gives the road and traffic characteristics for the
exposure profiling tests of haul trucks. This source category exhibited
a wide range of road and traffic characteristics, indicating a good
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TABLE 7-1.

EXPOSURE PROFILING SITE CONDITIONS - HAUL TRUCKS
Profiler

Meteorolo

Sampling Vehicle passes
Minc/Site 1
Mine 1/Site 2
\.

Runb

Date

Start duration
{min)
time

Good

Wi
Temp.
(a C)

SPE

Bad

(m,

J-6

7/30/79

16:06

67

z

37

24.5

0

J-9*

8/01/79 - 10:21

51

41

0

28.3

4

J-1o•

8/01/79

14:08

52

43

2

31.0

4

J-lld

8/01/79

17:39

48

40

0

30.5

4

J-lz•

8/02/79

10:50

49

18

1

26.7

c

J-zo•

8/09/79

14:10

49

23

0

23.0

'

J-21*

8/09/79

16:51

26

13

1

25.0

'

l

Mine 2/Site 1

K-1

10/11/79

10:21

86

65

0

14.6

Mine 2/Site 3
(Watered)

K-6

10/15/79

11:03

177

84

0

17.8

Mine 2/Site 3

K-7

10/15/79

14:50

53

57

0

23.5
I

K-8

10/16/79

11:02

105

43

0

10.3

K-9

10/16/79

13:18

89

63

0

12.0

K-10

10/17/79

10:37

65

40

0

10.6

K-11

10/17/79

12:05

64

50

0

12.5

K-12

10/17/79

13:38

58

43

0

15.5

Mine 2/Site 3
(Watered)

K-13

10/23/79

10:47

73

78

0

4.0

Mine 1/Site 5

L-1

12/07/79

14:04

92

57

0

a. 7

Mine 2/Site 3

I
I
I

(Watered)

Mine 2/Site 3

(continued)
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potential for identifying and quantifying correction parameters. Most
tests involved a blend of vehicle types dominated by haul trucks. Silt
and moisture values were detenmined by laboratory analysis of road surface
aggregate samples obtained from the test roads. Mean vehicle speeds and
weights are arithmetic averages for the mixes of vehicles which passed
over the test roads during exposure profiling.
Table 7-3 lists the site cond1tions for the exposure profiling tests
of dust emissions generated by light- and medium-duty vehicles. In
addition to the testing of uncontrolled roads, the application of calcium
chloride to an access road was tested as a control measure.
Table 7-4 gives the road and traffic conditions for the exposure
profiling tests of light- and medium-duty vehicles. Small variations
in mean vehicle weight and mean number of vehicle wheels were observed
for this source category. No access roads were available at Mine 2, so
light-duty vehicles were tested at a haul road site.
Table 7-5 lists the site conditions for the exposure profilins tests
of dust emissions generated by scrapers (travel mode). Table 7-6 gives
the road and traffic conditions for the exposure profiling tests of
scrapers. All scrapers tested were four-wheeled vehicles, which excluded
this parameter from consideration as a correction factor.
Table 7-7 lists the site conditions for the exposure profiling tests
of dust emissions generated by graders. Table 7-8 gives the road and
traffic conditions for the exposure profiling tests of graders. All
graders tested were six-wheeled vehicles ~~d weighed 14 tons. Therefore,
mean vehicle weight and mean number of vehicle wheels were excluded from
consideration as correction factors.
RESULTS
The measured emission rates are shown in Tables 7-9 through 7-12
for haul trucks, light- and medium-duty vehicles, scrapers, and graders,
respectively. In each case, emission rates are given for TP, SP, IP,
and FP.
For certain runs, emission rates could not be calculated. For haul
truck L-2, the profiler samples did not maintain a consistent flow rate.
Haul truck run J-6 was not analyzed because of the predominance of bad
passes. the emissions from run J-7, the access road treated with calcium
chloride, were to low to be measured. Scraper run P-15 pr~duced only a
TP emission factor; questionable results from a single dichotomous sampler
prevented calculation of reliable emission rates for SP, IP, and FP.
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The means, standard deviations ,and ranges of SP emission rates for
each source category are shown below:
Source

No. tests

Haul trucks
Uncontrolled
Controlled

19
9

Light- and mediumduty vehicles
Uncontrolled
Controlled

10
2

Scrapers
Uncontrolled

14

Graders
Uncontrolled

7

SP emission rate (lbs/VMT)
Mean
Std. dev.
Range
18.8
4.88

4.16
0.35a

57.8
9.03

20.2
3.44

0.71-67.2
0.60- 8.4

3.73

0.64- 9.0

a

a

95.3

3.9 -355

11.2

1.8 -34.0

a On one of two tests, the emissions were below detectable limits.
As expected, the SP emission rates for controlled road sources were substantially lower than for uncontrolled sources. The mean emission rate
for watered haul ruads was 26 percent of the mean for uncontrolled haul
roads. For light- and medium-duty vehicles, the mean emission rate for
roads treated with calcium chloride was 8 percent of the mean for uncontrolled roads.
The average ratios of IP and FP to SP emission rates are:
Source

Average ratio of IP to Average ratio of FP to
SP em~ss~on rates
SP em~ss1on rates

Haul tru.cks

0.50

0.033

Light- and mediumduty vehicles

0.63

0.112

Scrapers

0.49

0.026

Graders

0.48

0.055

As indicated, SP emission from light- and medium-duty vehicles contained
a much larger proportion of small particles than did the other source
categories.
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The measured dustfall rates are shown in Tables 7-14 through 7-16
for haul trucks, light- and medium-duty vehicles, scrapers, and graders,
respectively.
Flux data from collocatP.d samplers are given for the upwind sampling
location and for three downwind distances. The downwind dustfall fluxes
decay sharply with distance from the source.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Adverse meteorology created the most frequent difficulties in
Isokinetic sampling cannot be
sampling emissions from unpaved roads.
achieved with the existing profilers when wind spe~ds are less than_
4 mph. Problems of light winds occurred mostly during the summer testing
at Mine 1. In addition, wind dirtct1on shifts result~d in source plume
impacts on the upwind samplers on several occasions. These events,
termed "bad passes," were confined for the most part to summer testing
at Mine 1.
Bad passes were not counted in determining source impact on downwind samplers. Measured upwind particualte concentrations were adjusted
to mean observed upwind concentrations for,adjoining sampling periods
at the same site when no bad passes occurred.
Another problem encountered was mining equipment breakdown or
reassignment. On several occasions sampling equipment had been deployed but testing could not be conducted because the mining vehicle
activity scheduled for the test road did not occur.
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SECTION 8
RESULTS FOR SOURCES TESTED BY UPWIND-DOWNWIND SAMPLING
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
Five different sources were tested by the upwind-downwind method-coal loading, dozers, draglines, haul roads, and scrapers. However,
haul roads and scrapers were tested by upwind-downwind sampling only
as part of the comparability study, with the exception of six additional
upwind-downwind haul road tests during the winter Sa111pling period.
Test conditions, net concentrations, and calculated emission rates for
the comparability tests were presented in Section 6.
Test conditions
and emission rates for haul road tests are repeated here for easier
comparison with winter haul road tests, but scraper data are not shown
again. Haul roads were tested by the upwind-downwind method during the
winter when limited operations and poor choices for sampling locations
precluded sampling of dozers or draglines, the two primary choices.
A total of 87 successful upwind-downwind tests were conducted at
teh three mines/four visits. They were distributed by source and by
mi ne as f o 11ow s :
Number of tests
Source
Coal loading
Dozer, overburden
Dozer, coal
Draglines
Haul roads
Scrapers

Mine 2

Mine 1

Mine lW

Mine

15

8
7

2
4
4
6
5
5

4
5
8

3
5
6

Test conditions for the coal loading tests ar.e summarized in Table
8-1. Correction factors for this source may be dl·fficult to develop:
bucket capacities and silt contents did not vary significantly during
the tests, nor did drop distances (not shown in the table). One
variable not inlcuded in the table was type of coal loading equipment.
At the first two mines, shovels were used; at the third mine, frontend loaders were used.
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\Test conditions for dozers are summarized in Tables 8-2 and 8-3 for
dozers working overburden and coal, respectively. These two source
categories exhibited a wide range of operating and soil characteristics
1n their tests--speed varied from 2 to 10 mph, silt contents from 3.8 to
percent, and moisture contents from 2.2 to 22 percent. This indicates a
good potential for correction factors. Also, there is a possibility of
producing a single emission factor for the two dozer operations.
Oragline test conditions are shown in Table 8-4. Bucket sizes for
the different tests were all nearly the same, but large differences in
drop distances (5 to 100ft), silt contents (4.6 to 14 percent), and
moisture contents (0.2 to 16.3 percent) were obtained. une dragline
variable used in the preliminary data analysis for the statistical plan,
operator skill, was not included in Table 8-4 because it was judged to be
too subjective and of little value as a correction factor for predicting
emissions from draglines. Also, it was not found to be a significant
variable in the preliminary data analysis.
Test conditions for haul roads tested by upwind-downwind sampling are
summarized in Table 8-5. Most of the tests for this source were done by
exposure profiling, so this subset of tests was not analyzed separately
to develop another emission factor. Instead, the calculated emission
rates and test conditions for these tests were combined with the exposure
profiling test data in the data analysis and emission factor development
phase.
RESULTS
The apparent TSP emission rates calculated from the concentrations
at each hi-val sampler are shown in Tables 8-6 through 8-10 for coal
loading, dozers (overburden), dozers (coal), draglines, and haul roads,
respectively. These reported emission rates have not been adjusted for
any potential correction factors. The individual emission rates are
shown as a function of source-sampler distances in these tables. Distance
is an important factor in the evaluation of deposition.
When the samples were evaluated for deposition as described in
SectionS, only 21 out of the 87 upwind-downwind samples (including scrape
demonstrated distinct fallout over the three or four distances. The
percentage of tests showing fallout was much higher for sources sampled
as line sources than for sources samples as point sources: 13 out of 25
(52 percent) for line sources compared to 8 out of 62 (12.9 percent) for
point sources.
It was concluded that some problem exists with the point source
dispersion equation because its results rarely indicate
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.deposition, although the same type and size distribution of emissions are
.~volve~·as with the line source dispersion equation.
The sensitivity
of calculated emission rates to several inputs to tt~e point source
equation (such as initial plume width, initial horizontal dispersion, distance from plume centerline, and stability class) were examined, but no
single input parameter could be found that would change the emission data
by distance to show deposition.
The single-value TSP emission rates for each test determined from
the multiple emission rate values are summarized in Table 8-11. The
means and standard deviations for these tests are shown below:
No. tests

Source

25
15
12
19
11
5

1a l loading
1zer, overburden
>zer, coa 1
·agline
lU 1 road
:raper

Units

--Mean

Std dev

Range

lb/ton
lb/h
lb/h
lb/yd 3
lb/VMT
lb/VMT

0.105
6.8
134.3
0.088
17.4
18.1

0.220
6.9
155.6
0.093
10.9
11.4

0. 0069-1.09
0.9-20.7
3.0-439
0.003-0.400
3.6-37.2
5.7-35.6

•

rt should be emphasized that the mean values reported here are not
emission factors; they do not have any cons i det·at ion of correction
factors included in them.
Emission rates for coal loading varied over a wide range, from
0.0069 to 1.09 lb/ton. Rates at the third mine averaged an order
of magnitude higher than at the first two mines. Since a front-end
loader was used at the third mine and shovels at the first two, the
wide differences in average emission rates may indicate that separate
emission factors are required for these two types of coal loading.
Emissions from dozers working overburden varied over a moderate
range. Much of that variation can probably be expiained by the soil
characteristics of the overburden being regraded: soil at the second
mine, which in general had the lowest emission rates, had the highest
moisture contents and lowest silt contents; soil at the third mine,
which had the highest emission rates, was driest. The evaluation of
these two correction parameters is described in Section 13.
Coal dozer emissions were grouped very tightly by mine.
averages, standard deviations, and ranges by mine show this:
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Mine
..........
1
2
3

Mean

Std dev

Range

24.1
6.1
299

10.9
3.0
89.2

16.1-40.1
3.0- 9.1
222-439

Coal characteristics are also expected to explain part of this variatjon,
but it is doubtful that the very high emission rates at the third mine
can be explained with just those parameters. Dozers working coal had
considerably higher emission rates than dozers working overburden. The
two sources probdbly cannot be comoined into a single emission factor with
available data unless some correction parameter reflecting the type of
material being worked is incorporated.
Oragline emisJlons had greater variation within each mine than
between mine averages. As with several of the other sources, emission
rates at the third mine were highest and moisture contents of soil
samples were the· lowest. The only sample more than two standard ·
deviations away from the mean was a 0.400 value obtained at the first
• mine. This potential outlier (its high value may be explained by correction parameters) was more than twice the next highest emission rate.
Haul roads had relatively little variation in emission rates for
the tests shown. However, all these tests were taken at the same mine
during two different time periods.
For a more comprehensive listing
of haul road emission rates from all three mines/four visits, the
exposure profiling test data in Section 7 should be reviewed.
Average IP and FP emission rates for each test, along with IP
emission rates calculated from each sampler, are presented by source
in Tables 8-12 athrough 8-16. The values could be averaged without
first considering deposition because dichotomous samplers were only
located at the first two distances from the source (leaving only about
a 30m distance in which measureable depo~ion could occur) and
because smaller particles do not have significant deposition. Although the IP data from the upwind-downwind tests have a large amount
of scatter, no reduction in emission rates with distance is evident.
The average ratios of IP and FP to TSP emission rates are:
Source
Coal loading
Dozer, overburden
Dozer, coal
Dragline
Haul road

Av ratio of lP to
TSP emission rates

0.30
0.86
0.49

0.32
0.42
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Av ratio of FP to

TSP emission rates
0.030
0.196
0.031
0.032
0.024

\

These values are different than the average ratios of net concentratior
because of the effect of deposition on calculation of the single-value
TSP emission rates.
The overburden dozer IP/TPS ratius are much higher than for other
sources because five of the 15 tests had IP concentrations much higher
than TSP concentrations. When the IP concentration exceeds the TSP
concentration, correction of the IP value to 15 urn size from the actual
(wind speed dependent) cut point cannot be performed by the method described on Page 83.
For such cases in Table 8-13 (and Table 8-14
through 8-16), the uncorrected IP value were reported along with their
estimated cut points. If the five tests with unc(}rrected IP -data were
eliminated, the average IP/TSP ratio would be 0.28, much closer to that
other sources. No explanation was found for the high IP concentrations
compared to TPS concentrations for overburden dozers.
For all sources except overburden dozers, the IP and FP emission rate
variabilities (as measured by the relative standard deviation) were
about the same as TSP emission rate variabilities. Due to the four
high dichotomous sample values, the IP and FP emission rates for
overburden dozers had about twica the relative standard deviation as
the TSP emission rates.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The most common problem associated with
the long time required to set up the complex
auxiliary equipment. On ma~y occasions, the
or the mining operation would move while the
set up.

upwind-downwind sampl iny w
array of 16 samplers and
wind direction would cndny
samplers were still being

Another frequent problem was m1n1ng equipment breakdown or reass1g
ment. At various times, the sampling team encountered these situations
pwer loss to dragline; front-end loader broke down while loading first
truck; dozer broke down, 2 hours until replacement arrived; dozer
operator called away to operate frontend loader; and brief maintenance
check of dragline leading to shutdown for the remainder of shift for
repair.
A third problem was a typical operation of the m1n1ng equipment
dragline sampling. One example was the noticeable difference in dragl1
operators' 3bility to lift and swing the bucket without losing materldl
Sampling of a careless operator resulted in emission rates two to five
times as high as the previous operator working in the same location.
The dragline presented other difficulties in sampling by the upwin
downwind method.
For safety reasons or because of topographic
obstructions, it was often impossible to place samplers in a regular
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downwind of the dragline. Therefore, many samples were taker well
off the plume centerline, resulting in large adjustment factor values in
the dispersion equation calculations and the potential for larger errors.
Estimating average source-to-sampler distances for moving operations
'·~ch as draglines was also difficult.
Sampling of coal loading operations was complicated by the many
related dust-producing activities that are associated with it. It is
impossible to sample coal loading by the upwind-downwind method without
also getting some contributions from the haul truck pulling inta position~
form a frontend loader cleaning spilled cual from the loadin; area, and
from the shovel or frontend loader restacking the loose coal ~etween
trucks. It can be argued that all of these constitute necessary parts
of the overall coal loading operation and they are not a dupiication uf
emissions included in other emission factors, but the problem arises
in selecting loading operations that have typical amounts of this
associated activity.
Adverse meteorology also crea~ed several problems in obtaining
samples. Weather-related problems were nat limited to the upwinddownwind sampling method or the five sources samples by this method,
but the large number of upwind-downwind tests resulted in more of these
test periods being impacted by weather. Wind speed caused problems
When wind speeds were less than 1 m/s or greater
most frequently.
than about 8 m/s, sampli"g could not be done. Extremely low and high
winds occurred on a su,·prisingly large number of days, causing lost
work time by the field crew ci-:lays in starting some tests, and premature cessation of others. Variable wind directions and wind shifts
were other meteorological problems encountered. In addition to
causing extra movement and set·up of the sampling equipment, changes
in wind direction also ruined upwind samples for some sampling periods
in progress. Finally, several sampling days were lost due to rain.
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SECTION 9
RESULTS FOR SOURCE TESTED BY BALLOON SAMPLING
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED

\,

Blasting was the only source tested by the ballloon sampling method.
Overburden and coal blasts were both sampled with the same procedure,
but the data were kept separate during the data analysis phase so that
the option of developing separate emission factors wa~ available. A
total of 18 successful tests were completed--14 for coal blasts and 4
for overburden blasts. Three more blasts were sampled, but the balloon
was hit and broken in one and the plumes missed the sampler arrays in
two others; no attempt was made to calculate emission rates for these
three tests.
The overburden was not blasted at the mine in North Dakota (second
mine), so overburden blast tests were confined to the first and third
mines. The resulting sample size of four is not large enough for
development of a statistically sound emis:ion factor.
The sampling array consisted of balloon-supported samplers at five
heights plus five pairs of ground-based hi-vols and dichots to establish
the horizontal extent of the plume. No measure of deposition rJte was
made with this configuration because all samplers were at the same distance from the sourc~.
Samplers at Mi~e 2 were located in the pit for :oal blasts, but
samplers at Mines 1 and 3 were located on the highwall above the pit.
Therefore, some (prior) deposit~o:-1 is included in the emission rate
measured at the latter mines. These are the only emission rates in
the study that are not representative of emissions directly from the
source.
Test conditions for the blasting tests are summarized in Table 9-l.
An extremely wide ranye of bla~t sizes was sampled--from 6 to 750 holes
and from 100 to 9600 m2. The variation in moisture contents was also
quite wide.
The only potential correction factor with a lim1ted range
during testing was the depth of the holes. All the holes for coal
blasts were about 20 ft deep. Overburden holes had a ranye of 25 to
135ft, but there are not enough data points to develop a correction
factor.
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RESULTS
TSP emission rates are shown in Table 9-2. The emission rates varied
over a wide range, from 1.1 to 514 lb/blast. Blasting emssions at the
first two mines were relativley low; those at the third mine were quite
high. Some of the differences are expected to be explained by test
conditions, which also varied over a correspondingly wide range. The
values in Table 9-2 are as measured, and have not been adjusted for any
potential correction factors.
· The data subsets by mine were too sma 11 .for stat i st.i..cs. such as
standard deviation to be meaningful. If the data are divided into subsets of coal and overburden blasts, the TSP emission rates are as
follows:
Type blast

No. samples

Mean, lb

St.d dev
-

Range

Coal
Overburden

14

11J.2
106.2

161.2
110.9

1.1-514
35.2-270

4

The only sample that was more than two standard deviations away from the
mean was the 514 lb value. However, this blast had more than three
times as many holes as any other blast sampled, so it would not be
considered an outlier.
Inhalable and fine particulate emission rates are presented in Table 9-3 ..
The IP emission rates ranged from 0.5 to 142.8 lb/blast and from 17 to 138
percent of TSP. The IP emission rates for blasts averaged 46 percent of
the TSP rates~ about the same ratio as the haul roads. Fine particulate
averaged 5.0 percent of TSP, higher than for any other source. Ccal
blasts and overburden blasts did not have any obvious distinctions in their
respective particle size distributions.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Balloon sampling represented a substantial modification of the exposure
profiling method and therefore a somewhat experimental technique. It
was particularly difficult to apply blasting because technical limitations
of the technique combined with the infrequency of blasting resulted in
very few opportunities to perform the sampling.
This sampling method could not be used when ground level winds were
greater than about 6 m/s because the balloon could not be controlled an
its tether.
At wind speed less than about 1 m/s, wind direction tended
to vary and the sampling array ~auld not be located with any confidence
of being in the plume. Also, at low wind speeds, the plume from the
blast frequently split or rase vertically from the blast site.
Therefore, sampling was constrained to a fairly narrow range of wind speeds.
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For safety reasons, a source-sampler distance of 100m or more
was usually required. At this distance, the plume could disperse
vertically above the top sampler inlet under unstable atmospheric
conditions.
Even though sampling was done at very large mines, only one or
two blasts per day were scheduled. This often created difficulties
in obtaining the prescribed number of blasting tests at each mine.
~
Since blasting was not a continuous operation, there was no
continuous plume to provide assistance in locating the samplers. For.
co~l blasts in particular, the portion of the plume below the high
wa~ll usually was channeled parallel to the pit but any portion rising
above the high wall was subject to ambient winds and often separated
from the plume in the pit.-

Finally, representative soil samples could not be obtained for th1s
source because of the abrupt change in the characteristics of the soil
caused by the blast. The moisture contents reported in Table 9-l were
for samples of coal in place and overburden from drilling tests (both
prior at blasting).
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SECTION 10
RESULTS FOR SOURCES TESTED.BY WIND TUNNEL METHOD
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
~

As discussed previously, the wind tunnel method was used to test
particulate emissions generated by wind erosion of coal storage piles
and exposed ground areas. These sources were tested at three mine
sites during the period October 1979 through August 1980.
A total of 37 successful wind tunnel tests were conducted at the
three mines. Tests at Mine 1 took place in late autumn, with below normal
temperatures and snowfall being encountered. Emissions tests were
distributed by source and by mine as follows:
Source
Coal storage piles
Exposed ground areas

Mine 1
4
1

Number of tests
Mine 2
7
5

Mine 3
16
4

The decision of when to sample emissions from a given test surface was
based on the first observation of visible ~missions as the tunnel fl:w
rate was incrased. At Mines 1 and 2, if visible emissions in the blower
exhaust were not observed at a particular tunnel flow rate, no air
sampling was performed, but a velocity profile was obtained. Then the
tunnel flow rate was increased to the next level and the process repeated.
When visible emissions were observed, emission sampling was performed and
then repeated at the smae wind speed (but for a longer sampling time) to
measure the decay in the erosion rate. At Mine 3, particle movement on
the test surface was used as the indicator that the threshold velocity
had been reached and that emission sampling should be performed. Five
tests on coal piles and seven tests on exposed ground areas were conducted
on surfaces where no erosion was visually observed, and in these cases
no emissions sampling was performed.
Tale 10-1 lists the test site parameters for the wind tunnel tests
conducted on coal pile surfaces. The ambient temperature and r~lative
humidity measuremen~s were obtained just above the coal surface external
to the tunnel.
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Table 10-2 gives the tunnel test conditions for the wind erosion
emission tests on coal surfaces. The equivalent speed at 10m was
determined by extrapolation of the logarithmic velocity profile measured
in the wind tunnel test section above the eroding surface. The first
friction velocity, which is a measure of the wind shear at the eroding
surface, was determined from the velocity profile.
Table 10-3 gives the erosion.related properties of the coal surfaces
from which wind-generated emissions were measured. The silt and moisture
values were determined from representative undisturbed sections of the
erodible surface ("before" erosion) and from the actual test surface
after erosion; therefore, only one "before" condition and one "after"
condition existed for each test site. The roughness height was
determined from the velocity profile measured above the test suiface
at a tunnel wind speed just below the threshold value.
Table 10-3 lists the test site parameters for the wind tunnel tests
conducted on exposed ground areas.
The surfaces tested included topsoil, subsoil (with and without snow cover), overburden and scoria.
For Runs J-28, K-31 through K-34, K-47 and K-48, no air sampling was
performed, but velocity profiles were obtained.
Table 10-5 gives the tunnel test conditions for the wind erosion
Table 10-6 gives the erosionemission tests on exposed ground areas.
related properties of the exposed ground surfaces from which windgenerated emissions were measured.
RESULTS
Table 10-7 and 10-8 present the wind erosion emission rates measured
for coal pile surfaces and exposed ground areas, respectively. Emission
rates are given for suspended particulate matter (particles smaller than
30~m in aerodynamic diameter) and inhalable particulate matter (particles smaller than 15 ~min aerodynamic diameter).·
For certain emission sampling runs, emission rates could not be
calculated. No particle size data were available for run J-30. For
exposed ground area runs P-37 and P-41, measured emissions consisted
entirely of particles larger than 11.6~m aerodynamic diameter (the
cyclone cut point).
The means. standard deviations, and ranges of SP emission rates for
each source category are shown below:
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s.
Coal piles
on pile, uncrusted
On pile, crusted
Surrounding pile
Exposed ground areas
Soil, dry
Soil, wet
OVerburden
-

Range

Mean

Std. dev.

16
7
4

0.318
0.0521
0.754

('.439
0.0415
1.054

0.0150-1.52
0.00964-0.113
0.0303-2.27

4

0.264
0.0143
0.142

0.195

0.104-0.537
0.0143
0.00698-0.329

No. tests

Source

emission rate (lbsjacre-s)

l

5

0.160

It can be seen that natural surface crusts on coal piles are effective
in mitigating wind-generated dust·emissions. In addition, emissions from
areas surrounding piles appear to exceed emissions from uncrusted pile
surfaces but are highly variable.
With reference to the rates measuied for exposred ground areas,
emissions from more finely tcAtured soil exceed emissions from overburden.
As expected, the presence of substantial moisture in the soil is effective
in reducing emissions.
Examinations of the conditions under which tests were conducted
indicates (1) an increase in emission rate with wind speed and (2) a
decrease in emission rate with time after onset of erosion. This must
be considered in comparing emission rates for different source conditions.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The only significant problem in this phase of the study was the
unforeseen resistance of selected test surfaces to wind erosion. Threshold velocities were unexpectedly high and occasionally above the maximum
tunnel wind speed. This occurred primarily because of the presence of
natural surface crusts which protected against erosion. As a result,
the testing of many surfaces was limited to determination of surface
roughness heights.
Although testing of emissions was intended to be restricted only to
dry surfaces, the occurrence of snowfall at Mine 1 provided an interesting
test condition for the effect of surface moisture. This helps to better
quantify the seasonal variatio~ in wind-generated emissions.
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SECTION 11
RESULTS FOR SOURCE TESTED BY QUASI-STACK SAMPLING
SUMMARY OF TESTS PERFORMED
Overburden drilling_ was the only s.ource tested by the quasi -stack
method. A total of 30 tests were conducted--11 at the first mine, 12
at the winter visit to the first mine, and 7 at the third mine. No
drilling samples were taken at the second mine because the overburden
was not shot, and hence not drilled, at that mine. No testing was done
for coal drilling because it was not judged to be a significant source.
Sampling was done on the downwind side of the drill platform; the
enclosure was to contain all the plume coming from beneath the platform.
Four isokinetic sampling heads were located across the far side of the
enclosure. Each collected particulate matter in a settling chamber and
on a filter. Because of the proximity of the sampling inlets to the
source (2 to 3m), the assumption was made that the filter catch was
the suspended material and the settling chamber was the settleable
material.
Test conditions for the drill tests are ~ummarized in Table 11-1.
Testing took place over a wide range of drilling depths {30 to 110 fit)
and soil silt contents (5.2 to 26.8 percent). so these can be evaluated
as correction factors. However, there was very little variation in the
moisture contents of t~e samples.
No determination was made whether
this was due to the undisturbed overburden material having a fairly
narrow range of moisture contents or whether it was coincidence that all
moisture contents were in the range of 7 to 9 percent. In either case,
moisture content is not a candidate for a correction factor because of
the narrow range of observed values.
The wind speeds reported in Table 11-1 are not ambient speeds; they
are the average speeds measured by a hot-wire anemometer at the far end
of the enclosure. In general, they were much lower than ambient because
the wind was blocked by the drilling rig and platform. The speeds shown
in the tab1e are the averages for each sampling period of speeds and the
sampling heads were set at to sample 1sokinetically. The four heads were
adjusted individually based on wind speed measurements taken at that point
in the enclosure. Wind speed profiles were observed to be fairly uniform
across the enclos~re, especially in comparison with traverses across a
stack.
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RESULTS
The results of the drill tests are shown in Table 11-2. The values
labeled "filter" are suspended particulate, comparable to TSP emission
rates by other sampling methods. No smaller size fractions than suspended
particulate were obtained for this source. The filter catch averaged
only 14.2 percent of the total catch (filter plus settling chamber),
indicating that most of the material emitted from the drill holes was of
large particle size, and therefore readily settleable. This appears ~o
be a reasonable finding, since a large portion o~ the emissions were
produced by an air blast as the drill first entered the ground.
The tota1 emissions per test had much wider-variation-than the
suspended portion (filter catch). However, the total emission values
were not used for development of any emission factor, so this variation
was of little consequence.
The units for the TSP emission rates are lb/hole. The overall range
of emission rates was wide--0.04 to 7.29 lb/hole--but ranges for subsets
from the individual mine visits were considerably narrower. The
statistics for the three subsets by mine visit are:
Mine

No. samples

Mean, 1b/ho 1e

Std dev

Range

1

11

0.84
1.98

3

12
7

0.84
1. 21
1. 95

0.04-2.43
0.06-3.38
1. 79-7. 29

1W

4.73

None of the samples were outliers (more than two standard deviations
away) from the mean value of their subsets. The mean TSP emission rate
for the 30 samples was 2.20 lb/hole and the standard deviation was 1.97.
Only one value, 7.29, was more than two standard deviations away from
this mean. This distribution is prior to inclusion of correction factors,
which are expected to explain part of the observed variation in emission
rates.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The quasi-stack sampling method had not been used previously on any
open fugitive dust sources similar to those at surface mines. However,
the method worked well for sampling drilling emissions and only a few
problems were encountered. The most important problem was that part of
the plume sometimes drifted outside the enclosure when a change in wind
direction occurred. No method could be found to account for this in
estimating source strength, so it was ignored in the calculations. The
effect of emissions escaping the enclosure was to underestimate actual
emission rate, possibly by as much as 20 percent (based on the maximum
volume of visible plume outside the enclosure).
'

'--
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Another problem with the sampling method was that no particle size
data were obtained. Collection of millipore samples for microscopic
analysis was originally planned, but the particle size data obtained
by microscopy in the comparability study did nt agree well with that
from aerodynamic sizing devices.
A third problem was securing representative soil samples. As the
drilling progressed, soil brought to the surface sometimes changed in
appearance as different soil strata were encountered. Usually, J composite of the different soils was collected to be submitted as the soil
sample. However, the soil type discharged for the longest period of
time or multiple samples could have been taken. Also, there was no
assurance that soil sprearance was a guod indicator of changes in its
moisture or silt content.
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SECiiON 12
EVALUATION OF RESULTS
EMISSION RATES
A total of 265 tests were conducted during tl1e four sampling periods
at three mines. The tests for each source were distributed fairly
uniformly across the three mines, as previously shown in Table 3-8,
despite difficulties in obtaining tests of particular sources at each
mine. The total number of tests for each source was based on sample
variance of data from the first two mines: required sample sizes were
calculated by the two-stage method d~scribed in Section 5.
As in any fugitive dust sampling effort, several problems were
encountered during the sturly:
Large average differences in concentrations were obtained for
collocated samples, indicating imprecision of the sampling
techniques.
Inability to control the mining operations led to some tests in
whic:1 data had to be approximated or some operation cycles
excluded.
Handling problems with the dichotomous filters may have contributed
to an underestimate of emission rates in some cases.
Representative soil samples could not be obtained for some tests
because of accessibility problems, etc., so moisture and silt
values from prior or later tests had to be substituted.
However, the err·ors introduced by these problems appeared to be small
in relation to the natural variance in emission rates of the sources as
a result of meteorology, mining equipment, operation, etc. In other
words, selection of time and place for sampling probably had far more
impact on the resulting emission rates than problems associated with
measurement of the rates.
The selection of mines may also have influenced final emission
factors. Emission rates measured at Mines land 2 were general1y in
the same range. However, the emission rates measured at Mine 3 were
in general outside the range of values from Mines 1 and 2. Correction
factors were used to explain the range in values so that the average
rates employed in determining the final emission factors would not be
biased by the high values from Mine 3.
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For all three mines, the relative standard deviations, a measure of
variation in the sample data, ranged from 0.7 to 1.5 for different sources.
Emission ~·ates for most sources varied over two orders of magnitude in
sample size of 12 to 39. Similar variation was observed in some of the·
independent variables thought to have an effect on emission rates.
The remainder of this section is devoted primarily to three aspects
of the test data--particle size distribution, deposition, and effectiveness
of control measures. The evaluation of the independent variables and
their effect on emission rates in discussed in Section 13.
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
Considerable e~fort was expended in the comparability study evaluating
three particle sizing methods--cascade impactors, dichotomous samplers,
and microscopy. The comparison of methods, presented in Section 6, showed
that the cascade impactors and dichotomous samplers gave approximately
the same particle size distributions. In contrast, the microscopy data
varied widely. It was concluded that microscopy is a useful tool for
semiquantitative estimates of various particle types but i$ inadequate
for primary particle sizing of fugitive dust emissions_
Cascade Impactor Data
As mentioned in Section 3, greased substrates were used in cascade
impactors operated at the third mine to minimize particle bounce-through.
The effectiveness of this p~eventive maasure was checked by comparing
the relative amounts of particulate catch on the back-up filter and on
teh impactor substrates of cyclone/impactor sample with and without
greased substrates.
In Table 12-1, cyclone/impactor samples of uncontrolled emissions
from each source category at Mines 1 and 2 (where unqreased substrates
were used) are compared with samples of the same so~·ces f·om Mine 3.
Sampling heights for the impactor varied slightly by mine, which
introduces another variable into the comparis~n. It is evident from
Table 12-1 that greasing produces little change in ti1e proportion of
material caught on the back-up filter. Only in the case of haul trucks
does a positive effect of greasing appear. On the other hand, the
single scraper emission sample collected at the third mine shows a
larger portion of particulite on the back-up filter. Although comparisons
of this type should ideally be based on collocated samplers, no readilj
identifiable pattern for the effect of greasing emerges from this
comparison.
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Dichotomous Sampler Data
A~

the outset of the study, it was hypothesized that, as the larger
particlei fell out of the plume downwind of a mining source, the fraction
of the remaining susp~nded particulate less than 15pm and less than
2.5 ~m would increase. Further, it was expected that only a small percentage of the particulate generated by a source would be in the less
than 2.5pm range. The test data obtained from the dichotomous samples
supported both of these hypotheses.
While the data produced the expected results, there were several
inherent limitations in the sampl~ng technique that were discovered
during the study. These were: the small sample weights collected for
th~ fine particle samples;
the low ratio of net weight to tare weight
of the filter media; and the variable particlP size cut point of the
inlet.
The small sample weights on the fine filters were attributed to
two causes: the low volume of air co-llected and the small amount of
particulate less than 2.5~m present in the plumes. Since the flow rate
of the sampler was so low, 1.0 m3/h, only a small amount of mass was
collected when the concentrations were low. The net weight of the
particulate collected on the fine quality assurance in weighing. These
net weights were only a small fraction of the tare weight of the filter.
Consequently, the potential weighing error was much higher for the
dichotomous filters than for hi-val filters, which collect a much greater
mass. However, the number of filters checked that exceeded the 100 ~g
tolerance in weighing was almost the same for dichotomous filters (5 of
281) as it was for hi-val filters (7 of 774), which had an a~lowable
tolerance of 3.0 mg.
An associated problem was the filter media itself. The dust particles
did not adhere well to the Teflon surface. Rather, the particulate
remained on the surface of the filter where it was easily dislodged.
Extensive quality assurance procedures were implemented for the handling
of the filters to minimize particle losses. These procedures were
discussed in Section 4.
The light loadings on the fine filter stages presented additional
problems during the calculation procedures. A negligible mass on the
fine filters resulted in a negligible concentration. For the upwinddownwind sampling, 25 percent of all the fine filters had calculated
concentrations of zero.
There was little variation in this number
between sources. The individual percentages ranged from 18 to 30
percent. The problem ~as further complicated when upwind concentrations
were substracted from downwind concentrations. An additional 10 to
20 percent of the fine concentrations became negligible after accounting
for upwind concentrations.
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These negligible values, by themsefves, were not a problem.
The
data simply indicated that there were no measureable emissions in the less
than 2.5 ~m size range. However, the particle size cut point of the
inlet is dependent on wind speed (Wedding 1980). Consequently, measured
coarse concentrations had to be corrected to a 15 )JI11 cut point.· This
adjustment was based on an assumed lognormal ~1str1bution of particles
in the 2.5 to 30 )Jill range. In order to detenni ne the 15 )Jm value, a concentration different from zero was needed for the less than 2.5 pm size.
As discussed in Section 5, the concentration resulting from the minimum
detectable mass was substituted for any negligible downwind concentrations.
This substitution had the effect of artificially raising the fine
particulate concentration for each source. This change resulted in an
increase in aveiage FP concentrations of about 10 percent.
Even though there were problems with tne dichotomous sampier data,
this sampler was chosen for generating the final particle size data for
sevE'ral reasons:
1.

During tne study design, the dichotomous sampler was the
EPA method of choice for selective particle size S4mpling.
As such, it is considered state-of.the-art for ambient
part1c1t s1ze measurements,

2.
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Both contractors used the same type of dichotomous sampler.
As shown in Section 6, the dichotomous sampler produced
internally consistent results. Therefore, it was expected
that partic1e size data generated by botn contractors would
be consistent.

4.

Based on the results of the comparability studies, the
dichotomous sampler gave the most consistent results of
the three method evaluated. Extensive project resources
were expended to fine the most valid particle sizing
method. Special quality assurance procedures were
developed and implemented to control problems in the
data. The precision of collocated dichotomous samplers
and the number of filters tnat exceeded the quality
assurance tolerance in weighing (5 out of 281) were about
the same as that for hi-vols (7 out of 774).
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Particle Size Distribution Data
The average fraction of particles less than 15 ~m and less than
2.5~m are shown in Table 12-2.
The data for each source are expressed
as fractions of TSP for upwind-downwind tests and as fractions of SP
(less than 30 ~m diameter particles) for profiling and wind tunnei tests.
These fractions were calculated from the raw test results presented in
in Sections 6 through 11.
As shown in the table, IP fractions are reasonably consistent. They
vary from 0.30 to 0.67. The FP/TSP ratios have a much wider variation,
from 0.026 to 0.196. The 0.196 value for overburden dozers appears to
be an anomaly. Excluding-this value, the range is-from 0.026 to 0~074.
The high overburden dozer ratios are due to the assumption of minimum
detectable concentrations on the fine filters combined with low TSP
concentrations for most of these tests.
Also evident from the table is that the standard deviJticn values
are generally higher for sources measured with the upwind/downwind
technique as opposed to the profiler technique. This difference is
inherent in the sampling configurations. Upwind/downwind data are
generated from multiple downwind distances and are the average of several
points. In contrast, profiler data are gathered at a single point 5 m
from the source.
DEPOSITION
Data for quantifying deposition were generated in three ways:
1.

For 48 profiling tests, deposition was measured by collocated
dustfall buckets at 5, 20, a~d 50 m downwind of the source.

2.

For 77 upwind-downwind sampling tests, deposition was determined by apparent source depletion with distance. Measurements were made at four downwind distances at a maximum distance
of 200m downwind of the source.

3.

For 10 comparability tests, exposure profiling and upwinddownwind samplers were run on a common source so that
simultaneous measurements by these methods could De compared.
Downwind distances were 5, 20~ and SO m.

Oustfall
A consistent reduction in dustfall rat~~ with distance from the
source was found in 38 of 48 successful eAposure profiling tests. The
aver~ge diff~rence between collocated dustfall buckets was 42.6 percent.
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The dustfall rates for each test were converted to equivalent depletion
factors (ratio between the apparent emission rate~ Ox• at a distance x
downwind and the initial emission rate~ Q0 ) by a four step procedure:
1.

Total dustfall from 5 m to 20 ~and from 20m to SO m was
calculated by multiplying the average dustfall rate over
each distance times the distance. The resulting total dustfall
values were in units of mg/m-min.

2.

The initial emission rate for each test corresponding to the
dustfall rates was total particualte (TP). The TP emission
rate was converted from -1 b/VMT to mg/m-mi n, using the number
of vehicle passes and the sampling duration of the test.

3.

The total dustfall values for each distance were divided by
the initial emission rate to determine the fraction of TP
emissions deposited over that distance.

4.

The depletion factor, or fraction of initial emissions
remaining airborne. for TP to any distance (20 to 50 min
this case) was 1.0 minus the total fraction deposited
by that distance.

The calculated depletion factors for each profiling test in which
dustfall measurements were taken (excluding the comparability tests)
are shown in Table 13-3. Deposition, measured as dustfall and expressed
as a fraction of initial emis~ions, appeared to be very uniform from
test to test and from source to source. This was evident from the low
standard deviations compared to mean values.
The deposition rates by test were correlated with several potential
variables such as wind speed and particle size distribution. These
analyses did not reve~l any significant re1ationships that could form
the basis for an empirical deposition function.
Apparent Source Depletion
Consistent source depletion over the three or four downwind sampling
distances was evident in only 13 of 77 upwind-downwind tests. The average
depletion factors at all downwind distances were substantially greater
than l.D (indicating plume enhancement rather than depletion).
The average TSP depletion factors for each source samp l'ed by the
upwind-downwind method are presented 1 n Table 12-4. Every one of the
sources except haul roads displayed an increase in apparent emission
rates with distance.
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The standard deviations of the depletion factors displayed two
characteristics: relative standard deviations {RSD) consistently increased with distance from the source; and the RSD values were fairly
high, indicating much variation in results from the individual tests.
Interestingly, the haul r9ad tests had similar depletion rates to
the comparability tests (which were conducted on haul roads and scrapers)
when differences in wind speed were considered. This observation led to
another comparison--between tests in which the source was sampled as a
line source and those in which it was sampled as a point source. ~he
15 line source tests had average depletion fctors less than 1.0, but
did not demonstrate continuing deposition with increasing distance. In
contracts, the point source tests had average depletion factors of 1.36,
1.35, and 1.52 at three successive distances from the source. The IP
data could not be effectively analyzed for source depletion because
dichotomous samplers were placed at only the first two distances in all
upwind-downwind tests after the comparability tests.
Comparability Study
A discussion of deposition data from the comparability studies is
contained in Section 6. Data are summarized in Figure 6-7. Dustfall
data were not meaningful because of data scatter.
For exposure profiling,
the 30 urn depletion factors at 20m and 50 m were found to be 108 percent
(source enhancement) and 55 percent. Corresponding TSP data for upwinddownwind sampling was found to be 87 percent and 56 percent. The data
for 50 m from both measurement techniques indicated considerably greater
source depletion than was found in 44 exposure profiling tests with
dustfall measurements (Table 12-3).
Comparison of Sources of Deposition Data
Data analyzed with respect to deposition were dustfall buckets from
profiling tests; source depletion from upwind-downwind tests; and profiling data from the comparability study. These analyses did not reveal
any significant relationships that could form the basis for an empirically derived deposition function. Because these analyses were nanproductive and the primary method of measuring deposition (apparent source
depletion in upwind-downwind sampling) gave unstable results, a deposition
function cannot be presented at this time. However, several conclusions
can be drawn.
Based on experience gained from this study, it is r~commended that
future dustfall measurement be performed with the following· considerations:
1.

Dustfall measurements at various distances downwind of the
-source should be accompanied by a coincident upwind measurement
that is subtracted as a background value. Oustfall data far a
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test should be invalidated 1f the upwind sample is impacted by
the source as a result of w1nd reversal.
2.

The measurements should be done 1n duplicate to reduce error
and so that the precision of the measurement can be assessed.

3.

Measurements should be taken at distances greater than 50 m
to quantify the continuing fallout of particles. However,
at greater distances, collection of a detectable mass of
dustfall during a short sampling period may be a problem.

The principal shortcoming of the technique is that the data presented
are for total particulate, which in general are of less interest than
TSP or IP data.
The upwind-downwind source depletion data which indicated source
enhancement in the majority of tests was misleading. Poor results
have been attributed to three main caus~s.
First, many of the sources tested by upwind-downwind required
placement of the first row of samplers at relatively large distances
·from the source (30-60 m compared to 5-10 profiling).
A large part
of the deposition may already have occurred prior to this fir~t
distance, resulting in apparent emission rates of about the same
magnitude at the four downwind distances, rather than decreasing with
distance from an emission rate measured immediately downwind of the
source.
The second suspected cause was that reentrainment may actually be
increasing downwind concentrations. Most of the source listed in
Table 12-4 were, by necessity, tested with the sarr.~lers placed on
recently-disturbed surfaces adjacent to the sources. Haul roads were
an exception, in that stable vegetated areas adjacent to the roads
could be selected as sampling locatio~s.
The third suspected cause of an upward bias in emission rates
with distance was the point source dispersion equation. If equivalent
data are input to the point and line source dispersion equations, the
line source version will usually indicate a greater reduction in
apparent emission rates with distance. The sensitivity of calculated
emission rates to several parameters in the point source equation but
not in the line source equation we~e evaluated, but no single parameter
was isolated that could be masking the reduction in a~parent em1ssion
rates with increase in distance.
Because of these three identified problems, it is recommended that
additional deposition measurements be made on line sources where reentrainment near downwind samplers is minimized.
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ESTIMATED EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL MEASURES
Two control measures for unpaved roads and mine areas were tested
as part of this study. The controls were calcium chloride/watering and
watering only. Table 12-5 summarizes the results obtained. No control
cost data were obtained.
At Mine 1, two tests of an unpaved access road treated with calcium
chloride were performed. According to plant personnel, calcium chloride
(Dow Peladow) had been applied at a density of 0.6 gallon of 30 percent
solution per square yard of road surface, approximately three months
prior to t~sting. This road was watered four times each day to maintain the effectiveness of the calcium chloride. Watering occurred about
one hour before testing, but no rewatering was done during a test.
Three tests of an uncontrolled access road at Mine 1 were performed to
establish the uncontrolled emission rate for the calculation of control efficiency. As indicated in Table 12-5, the control efficiency
calculated from the average controlled and uncontrolled emission rates
was 95 percent for SP and IP and 88 percent for FP.
At Mine 2, four tests of a watered haul road and four tests of the
same road without watering were performed to determine the control
efficiency of watering. The measured watering rate was 0.05 gallon
per square yard of road surface about 5 minutes prior to start of
sampling. No rewatering was done during testing. As indicated in
Table 12-5, a mean control efficiency of approximately 60 percent
was achieved, with no appreciable dependence on particle size. A
similar series of tests performed at Mine 3 to determine the effectiveness of haul road watering yielded a mean control efficiency of about
70 percent. Watering of the loading areas at Mine 3 reduced coal
loading emissions an average of 78, 81, and 68 percent for TSP, IP,
and FP, respectively.
Although no quantitative data on the effectiveness of calcium chloriJ
as a dust control measure for unpaved roads was found in the literature,
references were found that contained data evaluating wateriny as a dust
control measure for haul roads. The estimated control efficiency of
50 percent for watering, ~s reported by Jutze and Axetell (1974), has
been cited in several recent primary references on fugitive dust control.
Actual test data reported on watering of haul roads in surface
coal mines (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1978a) showed a contro1
efficiency value of 31 percent was reported (PEDCo Environmental l9eO)
for watering of haul roads in a stone quarry.
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The efficiency values for watering of haul roads obtained 1n this
study (Table 12-5) were higher than the previously reported values and
the original estimate of 50 percent. The efficiency values for calcium
chloride are consistent w1th reported values of initial control efficiency exceeding 90 percent for other chemical treatment measures:
lignin sulfonate ap!Jlied to haul roads in a taconite mine and petroleum
resin applied to a. steel plant road (Cowherd, et al. 1979).
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SECTION 13
DEVELOPMENT OF CORRECTION FACTORS AND EMISSION FACTOR EQUATIONS
The method for developing correction-factors was· based-on'mu1tip1t:
linear regression (MLR), as described in Section 5. To summarize the
method briefly, values for all variables being considered as possible
correction factors were tablulated by source with the corresponding
TSP emisison rates for each test, then the data were transformed to
their r.atural logarithms. The transformed data were input to the MLR
program, specifiying the stepwise option and permitting entry of all
variables that increased the multiple regression coefficient (initially
allowing the program to determine the order of entry of the variables).
The MLR output of greatest interest with the significance of each
variable. In nontechnical terms, significance is the probability that
the observed relationship between the independent and dependent variables is due to chance. If the significance was less than 0.05, the
variable was fncluded as a correction factor; if it was between 0.05
and 0.20 , its inclusion was discretionary; and if above 0.20, the
variable was not included. The correction factors were multiplicative
because of the ln transformation; the power for each significant
correction factor was specified in the MLR output as the coefficient
(B value) for that variable in the linear regression equation.
This MLR analysis could not be employed with data from the wind
sources because sequential tests were found to be related and
were grouped, thus reducing the number of independent data points.
With the large number of potential correction parameters in rel3tion
to data points, regression analysis was not feasible.
ero~ion

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
The stepwise multiple linear regresssion program that 1s the nucleus
of the correction factor deveopment procedure is explained in moderate
detail in Appendix A. Further information on it can be found in the
following three-references: Statistical Methods, Dourth Edition
(Snedecar 1946); Applied Regression Analysis (Draper and Smith 1965);
and SPSS, Second Edition (Nie 1975).
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The independent variables that were evaluated as possible correction
factors are listed in Table 13-1. An assessment was made during the MLR
analysis to determine the portion of the total variation in the emission
factors explained by the correction factors (multiple regression coefficient
squared) and whether add1tional variables should have been considered. The
data for each of these variables were presented in tables throughout
Sections 7 through 11, and have not been repeated here.
The data were all transformed to their natural logarithms prior to
running MLR. The presumption that the ln transformation would prov;de
better final emission factor equations was based on three considerations:
the data sets all had high relative standard deviations indicating that
the distributions of the emission factor were skewed to the right
(i.e., a long upper tail); the homogeneity-of varicinces (a-conditioo _
for any least squares analysis) was increased; and multiplicative correction factors were preferable to additive ones.
More than one MLR was usually required to obtain the final MLR
equations with its associated significance and regression coefficients
(B values). Second and third ~Jns were neeeded to eliminate a data
point shown to be an outlier, to remove a variable highly correlated
with another, to remove a variable with significance of 0.05 to 0.20
that entered the stepwise regression ahead of another variable still
being evaluated, or to eliminate a dummy variable (such as a source
subcategory or control/no control) after its significant had been
determined. The sequence of MLR runs with the TSP data fo~ each
source is documented by presenting in Table 13-2 the results of the first
run for each source (with all the variables included), a description in
Table 13-3 of all changes made to get to the final run, and in Table
13-4 the results of the final run.
The multiple regression (correlation) coefficient, R, is a measure
of how well the variables in the equation explain variations in emission
rate. (Actually, R2 is the portion of the total variation explained
by the use of the specified variables). Significance, the second reported statistic, estimates the change that the observed correlation
for a particular variable is due to random variation. Finally, the
residual relative standard deviation measures the amcunt of v~riability
left in the transformed data set after adjustment as indicated by the
regression equation. In the transformed data set, the mean logarithmic
values can be quite small. Consequently~ the relative standard deviat~ons are larger than normally encountered in regression analysis.
Several independent variables were fairly significant (less than
0.20) when they entered the regression equations, but were not included
as correction factors in the final emission factors. The reasons for
omitting these potential correction factors are explained below, by
source:
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TABLE 13-1. VARIABLES EVALUATED AS CORRECTION FACTORS
Sanapll
size

Source
Drill, overburaen

Blasting

30

18

Coal loading

25

Dozer

27

Oragline

19

Scrapers

15

.

Units

Variables evaluated

X

Silt
Moisture
Depth of drilling

X

ft

Material blasted (coal
or overburden)
No. of holes
Area blasted
Depth of holes
Moisture
Distance to samplers
Wind speed
Stability class

-

-

-

ft2b
ft
Q(
~

m

m/s

-

Equipment type
Bucket size
Moisture

yd3
%

-

Material worked
Dozer speed
Silt
Moisture
Wind speed

mph

,..
Q(

%

m/s

Crop distance
Bucket size
Silt
Moisture

ft3
yd
q(
.~

%

..

Silt
Weight
Vehicle speed

Q(

ton~

mph

Wheels

g/m 2

Silt loading
Moisture
Wind speed

Q(
~

m/s

7

c

c

Light- and mediumduty vehicles

10

c

c

Haul trucks

27

c

Graders

a Uncontrolled runs only.
b Originally reported in metric units the variable values were
converted to english units.

c Same as for

scraper~.

.

c
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TABLE 13-3.

CHANGES MADE IN MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION RUNS (TSP)
Run

Source

Change made

No.

Reason

lrill

Remove two data points

2

Outliers

!lasting, all

Specify moisture as first
variable

2

Moisture had R-=-0.72 vs.
area with R = 0.73

:oal loading, all

Eliminate bucket size, add
control
Remove one data point

2

3

Bucket size was to the 12.3
power
Outlier

)ozer, all

Remove one data point

2

Outlier

lragline

Remove one data point

2

Outlier

Scraper

Drop wheels, moisture, and
silt loading

2

Add moisture; remove anisokinetic runs; drop wind

3

Wheels did not vary appreciably, moisture and silt
loading difficult to
quantify
Moisture needs to explain
low emissions at mine.
Four anisokinetic runs
(low winds) eliminated

Drop wheels, weight, moisture, and silt loading

2

Wheels and weight did not
vary appreciably, moisture
and silt loading difficult
to quantify

Drop wind speed, vehicle
speed, anisokinetic
runs

2

Remove K-7 and L-1

3

Three anisokinetic runs (low
winds) eliminated, vehicle
speed correlation inconsistent with previous
studies
Outli•r and run unrepresented by vehicle mix

Graders

Light- and medium
dut.y vehicles
Haul trucks
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Drills/Silt- This vari~ble was highly significant but was inversely rather
than directly related to emission rate. Therefore, the last potential
correctfon factor for this source 1s eliminated; the reported emission
factor is s1~ply the geometric mean of the observed values.
Blasts/ No. of holes -This variable was highly correlated with another
independent variable, area blasted. which entered the regression
equation before number of holes.
Coal loading/Bucket size - Bucket size was related to emission rate by a
power of -12.3 i.n the regression equation, primarily because of the
very narrow range of bucket sizes tested--14 to 17 yd3. Also, bucket
size only had a correlation of 0.05 with emission rate.
Dozer, all/Dozer speed- Although equipment speed was significant in the
combined data set, it was nat significant in either of the subsets
(coal dozers or overburden dozers).
Dragline/Silt - In the first run, silt was not a significant variable.
However, when an outlier was removed, it became highly significant
but was inversely rather than directly related to emission rate
Scrapers/Vehicle speed - This parameter was significant at the 0.111
level, in the discretionary range. It was omitted because of its
high correlation with silt which entered the equation earlier.
Light- and medium-duty vehicles/Weight - ihis was omitted to preserve
the simplicity of the resulting equation in light of the high
correlation between emission factor and moisture, the first parameter entered.
Haul trucks/Vehicle speed - Inverse relationsh1p with emission rate was
inconsistent with all previous studies.
Haul trucks/Weight - This parameter was omitted because it coefficient
was negative, which is difficult to justify from the physics of the
problem.
These relatfonships conflicted with pre;ious experience
dust testing • While the actual relationship may be similar
indicated by the MLR equation, some confirmation in the form
data was thought to be needed before including these dubious
as correction factors.

in fugitive
to that
Qf additional
parameters

The transformations, initial MLR runs, adjustments, and additional
MLR runs were done by the same procedures with the !P emission data as
with the TSP data, using the same values of the independent variables.
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The results are summarized in an analogous series of three tables-Tables 13-5, 13-6 and 13-7. As indicated in Table 13-6, very few change~
were required from the initial runs of the IP data, with the benefit
of the prior TSP runs. For every source, the same independent variables
were highly significant for IP as for TSP.
EMISSION FACTOR PREDICTION EQUATIONS

\.,

The prediction equations obtained from the MLR analyses are summariz
in Table 13-8. Tl1ese equations were taken dire-ctly fro mthe MLR runs
described in iables 13-4 and 13-7, with the coefficients in the Table
13-8 equations being the exponentials of the MLR equation constant terrns
and the exponents for each term being the B values. These equations givE
estimates of the median value of the emission factors for given value(s)
of the correction factor(s). (The coefficients and exponents are from
the intermediate MLR step that includes only the significant variables
that appear in the final equation.) All but four of the independent
variables in the equations in Table 13-8 are significant at the 0.05
level or better. The four variables in the discretionary range (0.05
to 0.20) that were included are: Lin haul truck TSP equation, a =
0.146; A in the coal blasting IP equation, a= 0.051; Min the overburaer
IP equation, a = 0.71; and S in the grader IP equation, a = 0.078. The
geometric mean values and ranges of the correction factors are summarizea
in Table 13-9.

CONFIDENCE AND PRED£CTION INVERVALS
A computational procedure
intervals for emission factors
this volume of the report. An
for coal loading emission data
factor.

for obtaining confidence and prediction
is described in Appendix B at the end of
example of this computation is given here
versus the moisture content correction

Figure 13-1 summarizes the results of this exar:1ple and also incluaes
the observed emission factors. The line in the center of t,e graph is
the predicted median emission rate estimated by the goemetric mean. ~he
inside set of curves give the confidence interval for the true med1an"
as a function of moisture content (M), and the outside set of curves
give the prediction interval for an individual emission factor. The
intervals vary in length as a function of M. The widths of the intervals
a.re measures of the precision of the estimated factors. These precis1ons
are comparable to those of existing emission factors as illu~trated in
Section 14.
11
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TABLE 13-5.

RESULTS OF FIRST MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION RUNS (IP)
Variable (in order
of MLR output)

Source

Multiple
R

Significance

Rel. stc
dev.

Drill

N/A

Blasting, all

Moisture
Depth of holes
Area blasted
Wind speed
No. of holes
Material blasted
Dist. to samplers
Stability class

0.88
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.95
0.95

0.015
0.040
0.000
0.210
0.225
0.272
0.313
0.841

Blasting, coala

Moisture
Areas blasted
No. of holes
Wind speed
Dist. to samplers
Stability class

0.86
0.91
0.93
0.94
0.96
0.96

0.000
0.050
0.146
0.202
0.248
0.489

0.933
0.490
0.421
0.392
0.373
0.360
0. 373

Coal loading, all

Moisture
Control
Equipment type

0.49
0.66
0.67

0.017
0.017
0.576

0.235
0. 210
0.185
0.189

Dozer, a11

Material worked
Moisture
Silt
Dozer sp~ed

0.71
0.91
0.94
0.97

0.000
0.000
0.006
0.001

1.569
1. 132
0.683
0.579
0.449

Moisture
Silt
- Dozer speed

0.91
0.96
0.96

0.000
0.012
0.420

0.682
0.291
0.213
0.216

Dozer, overburden a

Silt
Moisture
Dozer speed

0.77
0.85
0.87

0.004
0.071
0.290

8.262
5.550
4.830
4.756

Dragline

Moisture
Drop distance
Silt
Bucket size

0.49
0.69
0.72
0.73

0.032
0.015
0.281
0.582

0.259
0.232
0.197
0.196
0.200

Dozer, coal a

-

9.54

(continued)
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0.91

0

J. 753
0.367
0.330
0.451
0.321
0.312
0.307
0.305

0.323
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TABLE 13-8.

PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR MEDIAN EMISSION RATES

Prediction equations
Source

IP

TSP
1.3

None a

Coal loading

961 A0· 8
01. a Ml. 9
1.16/Ml. 2

2550 A0 · 6
01.5 M2.3
0.119/M0 · 9

Dozer, all
Coal

78.4 s 1· 2/Ml. 3

18.6 sl. 5/M 1 · 4
1.0 sl. 5!M1 · 4

Drill
Blasting, all

Overburden
Oragline
Scrapers
Graders
Light- and mediumduty vehicles
Haul trucks

5.7 s1.2;M1.3

FP/TSP
ratios
median
value
Units
None a lb/hole
0.030

lb/blas t

0.019

lb/ton

0.022

lb/h

0.105

lb/h

o. 0021 dl. 1;M 0 · 3
0.0021 d0 · 7;M 0 · 3
0.017
(2.7xJa- 5 )s 1 · 3w2 · 4 (6.2x10- 6 )s 1 · 4w2· 5 0.026
o.o4o s2· 5
o.os1 s2 · 0
0.031
3.72/M 4 · 3
5. 79/M 4· 0
0.040
0.0067 w 3 · 4 ~n 2

0.0051 w3.5..

0.017

a Test method allowed for measurement of TSP only.
s =
A=
0=
M=
d=

silt content, %
area blasted, tt 2
depth of holes, ft
moisture content, %
drop distance, ft

W= vehicle weight, tons
S = vehicle speed, mph
w =number of wheels 2
L = silt loading, g/m
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lb/yd 3
lb/VMT
lb/VMT
lb/VMT
lb/VMT
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TABLE 13-9.

Source
Blasting

TYPICAL VALUES FOR CORRECTION FACTORS

Correction
factor
Moisture
Depth
Area

Rangeb
M; n.
Max.

GMa
17.2

7.2
38
1~C.
......
_
20-·
1076 103,334

25.9
18,885

Units Percent
Ft
2
Ft

Coal loading

Moisture

17.8

6.6

38

Percent

Dozers, coal

Moisture
snt

10.4
8.6

4.0
6.0

22.0
11.3

Percent
Percent

ovb.

Moisture
Silt

7.9
6.9

2.2
3.8

16.8
15.1

Percent
Percent

Drop distance
Moisture

28.1
3.2

5
0.2

100
16.3

Silt
Weight

16.4
53.8

1.2
36

25.2
70

Percent
Tons

Graders

Speed

7.1

5.0

11.8

mph

Light- and
medium-duty
ve!'licles

Moisture

1.2

0.9

1.7

Haul trucks

Wheels
Silt loading

8.1
40.8

6.1
3.8

10.0
254.0

Draglines
Scrapers

'

Ft
Percent

Percent

Num~er

g/m

a GM =antilog {ln (correction factor)}, that is, the antilog of the average
of the ln of the ~orrection factors.
b
Range is defined by minimum (Min.) and maximum (Max.) values of observed
correction factors.
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To summarize the information contained in these curves for confidence
intervals, the following information is presented:

1.

Prediction equation f0~ the median emission factor from
Table 13-8: TSP, lb/ton = l.l6Ml.2.

2.

Geometric mean and range (maximum and m1n1mum values) of
moisture content correction factor from Table 13-9: GM =
17.8 percent, 6.6 to 38 percent.

3.

Estimated median emission factor at the geometric mean (GM)
of the correction factor from Table 13-10: 0.034 lb/ton.

4.

Ninety-five ~ercent confidence intervals for the median emission
factor (the median value for a large number of tests over one
year) at the GM of each correct1on factor from Table 13-10:
0.023 lb/ton to 0.049 lb/ton.

5.

Ninety-five percent preaiction intervals for an individual
emission factor (approximately one hour) at t~e GM of the
correction factor from Table 13-10: 0.005 lb/tJn to 0.215
lb/ton.

The confidence and prediction interval data are g1ven on1y ror un'=
value of the correct~on factor(s) in order to simplify the presentat1on.
The widths of the intervals of the GM are indicative of the widths ~t
other values provided one uses a percentage of the median value in deriving
the confidence and prediction limits. For example, for the coal loading
data the lower confidence limits are approximately 50 to 70 percent of
the median value, the upper limits are 140 to 170 percent of the median
value; the lower prediction limits are 15 percent of the median value
and the upper limits are 630 percent (or 6.3 times) of the median value.
The coal loading datd are slightly more variable than data far ather
sources and hence the limits are proportionately wider than for the other
sources.
Fine particulate (FP) emission factors were not developed by the
same series of steps as were the TSP and IP factors, because of the larger
variances expected in these data sets and the many tests w1th negligible
r tdings. However, the relative standard dev1ations calculated from data
in Table 12·2 indicate variability approximately the same as for TSP and
IP data. The geometric mean ratios of FP to TSP presented in Table 13-8
are proposed for use with the TSP emission factor equations to aer1ve
FP emission factors. The FP emission factor is obtained by multiply1ng
the median FP/TSP ratio times the calcualted TSP emission factor for
each source.
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TABLE 13-10.

EMISSION FACTORS, CONFIDENCE AND PREDICTION INTERVALS

TSP/IP

Emissiog
factor,
!Dedi an
value

Units

Dri 11 s

TSP

1.3

lb/hole

Blasting,
all

TSP
IP

35.4
13.2

Coal
loading,
all

TSP
IP

Dozers, all
coal

TSP
IP

Source

ovb.

0.034
0.008
46.0
20.0

95%
confidence
interval
fob 111edian b
LCL
UCL

95% prediction
interva 1
for
emission
factor
LPL
UPL

0.8

2.0

0.1

12.7

lb/blast 22.7

55.3
20.7

5.1
2.0

245.8
87.9

8.5

lb/ton

lb/h

0.023
0.005
35.5
13.2

0.049
0.013
59.6
. 30.4

0.005
0.001
18.1
4.5

0.215
0.071
117.0
90.2

TSP

IP

3.7
0.88

lb/h

2.6
0.59

5.3
1.3

0.91
0.21

TSP
IP

0.059
0.013

lb/yd 3

0.046
0.009

0.075
0.020

0.020
0.002

0.170
0.085

. TSP
Lt.- and
med.-duty IP
vehicles

2.9
1.8

lb/VHT

2.3
1.6

3.9
2.0

1. 35
0.64

5.0

Graders

TSP

IP

5.7
2.7

ib/V)4T

3.2
1.4

9.9
5.3

1.14
0.39

28.0
18.5

Scrapers

TSP
IP

13.2
6.0

lb/VMT

10.0
4.3

17.7
8.9

5.2
1.8

33.1
20.2

Haul trucks

TSP
IP

17.4
8.2

lb/VMT

12.8
5.7

23.4
11.0

4.3
1.8

68.2
33.7

Oraglines

15.1
3. 7•

6.4

a These exact values from the MLR output are slightly different than can be
obtained from the equations in Table 13-8 and the correction factor va1ues
in Table 13-9 due to the rounding of the exponents to one decimal place.
b LCL denotes lower confidence limit. UCL denotes upper confidence limit.
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EMISSION FACTORS FOR WIND EROSION SOURCES
In nearly all of t~e tests of of wind erosion emissions from the surface
of coal piles and exposed ground areas, the SP and IP emission rates were
·found to decay sharply with time. An exception was the sandy topsoil tested
at Mine 3; 1n that case, an increase in emission rate was observed, probably
because of the entrainment effect of infiltration air as the loose soil
surface receded below the sides of the wind tunnel. The concept of erosion
potential was introduced in Section 5 to treat the case of an exponentially
decreasing quantity of erodible material on the test surface. The erosion
potential is the total quantity of particles, in any specified particle
size range, present on the surface (per unit area) that can be removed by
erasion at a particular wind speed._
The calculation of erosion potential necessitated grouping of
sequential tests on the same surface. In effect, this reduced the number
of independent data points for coal and overburden emissions from 32 to
16.
As a result, the decision was made not to subject these data to
regression analysis because of the large number of potentially significant
correction parameters in relation to the number of emission measurements
for any given surface type and condition.
Table 13-11 lists the calculated values of erosion potential classified
by erodible surface type and by wind speed at the tunnel centerline. For
the most part, the test wind speeds fit into 3-mph increments; values of
erosion potential for the few runs performeq at other wind speed! are
listed under the nearest wind speed category. Whenever erosion potential
is given as a range, the extremes represent two data points obtained at
nominally the same conditions.
Erosion potential was calculated using Equation 22 (Chapter 5), which
is repeated here:
ln
ln

(Mo ;oLl)-

tl

(Eq.

22)

Mo - L2)- t2

Mo
where

Mo =erosion potential, i.e., quantity of erodible material present
on the surface before the onset of erosion, g;m2.
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TABLE 13-11.

CALCULATED EROSION POTENTIAL VERSUS WINO SPEED
D_(~

-)

...
~~ ~ ~rosion ~tential,

Surface

Mine

Test series

26 mph•

> 140b

29 mph~

32 mph

.,

lb/acre
35 mph •

38 •Ph •

Coal
Area surrounding pile

1

J-26
J-26 and 27

On pile, uncrusted

2

K-45 and 46
K-40 and 41
K-39
K-42 and 43

N

w
w

On pile, lightlyc
crusted tracks

On pile furrow

3

3

P-20
P-31
P-20
P-20
P-31

and 32
to 22
to 24
to 35

480

ssob
370

68b
30
140
260b
130
70
90b
40

2

K-35 and 36
K-37

Scoria (roadbed material)

2

K-49 and 50

c
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P-27 and 28
P-27 to 30

Overburden

~

470b

Wind speed measured at a height of 15 em above the eroding surface.
fs timated va 1ue.
Erosion loss may have occurred prior to testing.

90

100

\

t =cumulative erosion

time~

s

Ll = measured loss during time period
L2

= measured

0 to t 1 , g;m2

1oss during time period 0 to t 2 , g;m2

Alternatively, Equation 22 can be rewritten as follows:

(Eq. 22a)

An iterative calculation procedure was required to calculate erosion
potential from Equation 22 or 22a. Further, two cumulative loss values
and erosion times obtained from back-to-back testing of the same surface
were required. Each loss value was calculated as the product of the
emission rate and the erosion time.
For example, Runs P-27 and P-28 took place on a coal pile furrow at
a tunnel centerline wind speed of 36 mph. The incremental losses were
calculated as follows:
P-27:

0.0386 gjm2-s x 120 s

P-28:

0.00578 gjm2-s x 480 s

= 4.63
= 2.77

gjm2
gjm2

Thus the values substituted into Equation 22 for this test series were:
L1

=

4.63 g/m 2

tl = 120 s
L2 = 4.63 + 2.77

t2

= 120

+

= 7.40 g;m2

480 = 600 s

A value of Mo = 10 was selected and substituted into the right-hana
side of equation 22a and the left-hand side was solved far M9 • The
resulting value of 7.75 was then substituted back into the r1ght-hand
side to obtain a new solution--7.48. Additional substitutions were made
and the iteration procedure converged quickly to 7.46 for er~sion potential
(M 0 ), indicating that only a small additional loss (0.06 gjm ) would have
occurred if the tunnel had been operated beyond the 600-s time period at
the same wind speed. The corresponding nonmeric value for the erosion
potential is 67 lb/acre, which rounds to 70 lb/acre.
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Data from unpaired runs (J-26, J-27, K-39, P-20, and K-37) were. used
to derive estimated values of erasion potential. Except far J-26, the
erasion times were long enough sa that the measured losses approximated
the corresponding erosion potentials.
Note that whenever a
wind speeds, the measured
losses at the next higher
that, if the lower speeds
greater losses would have

surface was tested at sequentially increasing
losses from the lower speeds were added to the
speeds and so on. This reflects the hypothesis
had not been tested beforehand, correspondingly
occurred at the higher speeds.

The emissions from the coal pile at Mine 3 appea. to be significantly
lower than the coal pile.emisisons mea_sured_at_Mjnes 1 and 2. the coal
pile at Mine 3, which had been inactive for a period of days, was
noticeably crusted; but attempts were made to test areas where re1a't1v1ey
fresh vehicle tracks were present. It 1s not known what percentage of
the erosion potential of these test areas may have been lost because of
brief periods of high winds which. typically occurred with the evening
wind shift. The coal pile furrow tested at Mine 3 had a much greater
portion of large chunks of coal (exceeding 1 inch in size) on the surface,
in comparison with the scraper and truck tracks.
The uncrusted overburden and scoria surfaces tested at Mine 2 exhibited
emission rates that·were much lower than the coal surfaces testea, expect
for the coal pile furrow. This reflects the larger portion of noneroa101e
coarse aggregates present on these non-co~l surfaces.
The w1nd speeds that were used in the testing (Table 13-11), which
exceeded the threshold for the onset of visually observable emissions,
corresponded to the upper extremes of the frequency distributions of hourly
mean wind speeds observed (at a height of 5-10 m) for most areas of the
country. For flat surfaces, the wind speed at the centerline of the w1na
tunnel, 15 em above the surface, is about half the value of the wind
speed at the 10m r~~~rence height. However, for elevated pile surfaces,
particularily on the windward faces, the ratio (u 15+Uref) may approach
and even exceed unity. It should be noted that small but measureable
erosion may have occurred at the threshold velocity.
In estimating the magnitude of wind generated emisisons, wind gusts
must also be taken into account. For the surfaces tested, typically
about three-fourths of the erosion potential was emitted within 5 min of
cumulative erosion time. Therefore, although the mean wind speeds at
surface coal mines will usually not be high enough to produce continuous
wind erosion, gusts may quickly deplete the erosion potential over a
period of a few hours. Because erosion potential increases rapidly with
increasing wind speed, estimated emissions should be related to tne ~usts
of highest magnituae.
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The routinely measured meteorological variable which best reflects
the magnitude of wind gusts is the fastest mile. This quantity represents
the wind speed corres_ponding to the whole mile of wind movement which has
passed by the 1-mile contact anemometer in the least amount of time. Oai ly
measurements of the fastest mile are presented in the monthly Local C1imato
logical Data (LCD) summaries. The duration of the fastest mile, typically
about 2 min (for a fastest mile of 30 mph), matches well with the half
life of the erosion process, which ranges between 1 and 4 min.
Emissions generated by wind erosion are also dependent on the frequenc.
of disturbance of the erodible surface because each time that a surface js
disturbed, its erosion potential is restored. A disturbance is definea
as an action which results in the exposure of fresh surface material.
On a storage pile, this would occur whenever aggregate material is either
added to or removed from the old surface. A disturbance of· an exposed
ground area may also result from the turning of surface mater1a1 to a
depth exceeding the size of the largest pieces of material present.
Although vehicular traffic alters the surface by pulverizing surface
material, this effect probably does not restore the full erosion potential,
except for surfaces that crust before substantial wind erosion oc~urs.
In tnat CdSe, creaking or tne crust over the area ur tn~ t.u·e;surrch. ~
contact once again exposes the eroa1o1e mater1a1 oeneath.
The emission factor for wind generated emissions of a specified
particle size range may be expressed in units of lb/acre-month as follows:
Emission Factor=
where

f

f•P(u~

15 )

= frequency

(Eq. 29)

of disturbance, per month

erosion potential corresponding to
(or probable) fastest mile of wind
period between disturbances, after
the fastest mile to a height of 15
described below), lb/acre.

the observed
for the
correcting
em (as

P(u+ 15 ) is taken directly from Table 13-11 for the type of surface being
Interpolation or limited extrapolation of erosion potential
cons1aered.
data may be required.
When applying Equation 29 to an erodible surface, a modified form of
Equation 18 (page 84) is used to correct the fastest mile of wind from
the reference anemometer height at the reporting weather station to a
height of 15 em.
The correction equat1on is as follows:
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(Eq. 30)

where

u+ 15

=corrected value of the fastest mile, mph

uref

= value

href

= height of the reference anemometer above grouna, em

hsurf

= height of the eroding surtace aoove yruunu, em

z0

=roughness ne1gnt or tne erou1ny sur·TaL.e, cu•

of the fastest mile measured at the reference
height, mph

1 estimated value of the roughness height for the surface being consiaerea
~Y be obtained ~~om Table 13-12.
Equation 30 is restricted to cases for which href - hsurf ~ 15 em.
the standard reference height for meteorological measurement is
J m, this restriction generally allows for piles as flat upper surfaces
; high as about 9.85 m and conical p1 1es as hign as 19.7 m. However,
1ere may be situations which do not conform to the above restriction; for
(ample, when the meteorological measurement height is as low as 5 m. As
default value for these cases, u15 is set equal to uref• i.e., no height
Jrrection is made for the measured fastest mile.
~cause

Values of hsurf in Equation 30 reflect the extent to which the erod1ng
urface contour penetrates the surface wind layer. Clearly for flat grouna
urfaces, hsurf = 0. For an elevated storage pile w1th a relatively
lat upper surface, hsurf represents the height of the upper surfa~e above
rouna. For conical shaped piles, one-half the pile height is used as a
irst approximation for hsurf· In the case of elevated storage pile
urfaces, the emission factor equation (Equation 29) is expressed per
1it area of contact between the pile and the ground·surface.
To illustrate the application of Equation 29, the following hypothetical
(ample is offered. A coal surge pile planned for a new mine development
ill have a relatively flat upper surface with an average height of 6 m.
1e pile will be disturbed at nearly regular intervals every 3 months by
dding coal to or removing coal from the surface using trucks ana rr·un~1d loaders. During periods between disturbance, it is anticlpatea tnat
ight crusting will occur. The fastest mile data for the nearest weather
tation is shown in Table 13-13, representing a 5-year length of record.
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The height of the reference meteorological instrument is
ground.

~.0

m above the

To derive the annual average emisison factor, the year is divided into
quarterly periods. The fastest mile for each period is determined, and the
average value is calculated. From Table 13-13, the 3-month fastest mile
values of 47, 38. 45, and 41 mph yield an average of 43 mph. Next, Equation
30 1s used to correct the average fastest mile from the reference height
of 8 m to 15 em above the 6-m height of the upper pile surface. A value
of 0.06 em is used as the roughness height for a lightly crusted coalpile surface, as taken from Table 13-12. Substitution or these uata into
Equation 30 yields:
15
ln 0.06
+
u 15 = 43
= 29 mph
ln 800-600
0.06

From Table 13-11, the SP erosion potential for 29 mph on a lightly
coal pile is 140 lb/acre. Substitution into Equation 29 yields:
SP emission factor

· 33
= 0mo

x 140

lb
acre

= 46

Using the appropriate IP/SP ratio from Table 13-12, the
emission factor is 46 x 0.55 = 25 lb/acre-mo.

crust~d

lb
acre-mo
corresponu1n~

iP

One notable limitation in the use of Equation 29 is its application
to active piles. Because the fastest mile is recorded only once a day,
use of the daily fastest mile to represent a surface disturbed more tnan
once per day wii1 result in an over-estimate of emissions.
The approach outlined above for calculaticn of emission factors appears
to be fundamentaly sound, but data limitations produce a large amount of
uncertainty in the calculated factors. Even though the erosion potential
values are judged to be accurate to wi~hin a factor or two or uetter tor
the surface tested, it is not known how we1 1 tnese surrdce~ represent the
range of erodible surface conditions found at Westerr surface coal mines.
Additional uncertainty results from the use of Equat~ Jn 30 to correct tn~
fastest mile values to a height of 15 em above the erodible surrace.
Taking all the sources of uncertainty into account, 1t 1s tnougnt tnat tne
wind erosion emi3sion factors derived for surfaces similar to those testeu
are accurate to within a factor of about three.
The levels of uncertainty in SP and IP emission factors derived Dy
the technique outlin~d in this section could be reduced substantially by
gathering more data to better define:
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1.

Relationship of erosion potential to wind speed.

2.

Relationship between approach wind speed and the distribution
of surface wind speed around basic pile shapes of varyiny size.

3.

Relationship of erosion potential to surface texture.

4.

Effect of crusting.

rrevious research on wind erDsion of natural surfaces could provide
some insight into the nature of these effects. Soil loss resulting from
wind erosion of agricultural land ha~ been the subject of field and
laboratory investigation for a number of years. This research has
focused on tha movement of total soil mass. prtmarily sand-sized aggregates, as a function of wind and soil conditions (Bagnold 194}; Cheptl
and Woodruff 1963).
Only relatively recently, howevP.r, have field
measurements been performed in an effort to quantify fine particle emissions
produced during ~ind erosion of farm fields (Gillette and Blifford 1972;
Gillette 1978).
Until further research is accomplished, it is recommended that wind
erosion factors be used with full consideration of their uncertainty and
preliminary nature. It is recommended that their use be restricted to
estimates of emissions relative to other mine sources and that they not
be used for estimating the ambient air impact of wind erosion at surface
coal mines.
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SI:::CTIUN 14
EVALUATION OF EMISSION FACTORS
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE EMlSSIUN

FA~TURS

As noted in Section of this report, a number of TSP emission factors
for surface coal mining operations were available in the published literature prior to this study. However, only those factors reported by tne
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency {1978a) were based on actual testing
in surface coal mines. Other investigators {Cowherd et al. 1979, McCalden
and Heidel 1978, and Oyck and Stukel 1976) have reported emission factors
for vehicular traffic on unpaved roads expressed in the form of predictive
equations. Their factors were not developed with any data from surface
coal mines, but were based on field data from unpaved roads of similar
characteristics.
Cowherd et al. (1979) used the exposure profiliny method to develop a
predictive emission factor equatio~ for vehi~ular traffic on unpaved roads.
Their equation was deve.loped from measurement of emissions from a wide
range of vehicle types (weighing from 2 to 157 tons) traveling on rural
roads, roads at steel plants, and haul roads at a tacunite mine.
The emission factor equation developed by McCalden and Heidel (1978)
was developed from upwinJ-downwind tests of light-duty vehicles traveliny
on five unpaved roads in the Tucson, Arizona area. The downwind samplers
were located 50 feet from the test roads.
Dyck and Stukel (1976) used the upwind-downwind sampling method to
measure emissions from a single 4-l/2 ton flat-bed truck traveling over
access roads at construction site in Illinois. Vehicle weight was varied
by placing sand bags on the truck bed. Downwind samplers were located at
50 to 150 feet from the test road.
Table 14-1 compares emission factors frrnn the present study with
emission factors reported by EPA and those reported by the other investigators
ci~ed above.
The facturs listed for the present study are medians of th~
TSP emission factors measured for each source category. The factors listed
by EPA (1978a) are averages of thos~ reported for each of the five mines
tested.
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The other factors listed for unpaved roads were calculated from the
respective emission factor equations, using the necessary average correction parameter values obtained in the present study.
In three of five cases, the average emission factor obtained in
this study is essentially the same as that reported by EPA in 1978. The
factors obtained for access roads are about the same as those calculated
from the predictive equations of other investigations. However, the
factors obtained in the present study for haul trucks, scrapers, and
graders are smaller than those calculated from the predictive equations
of other investigators.
·
STATISTICAL CONFIDENCE IN EMISSION FACTORS
Confidence intervals associated with the emission factors were presented in Table 13-10. They are shown again, expressed as fractions of
the corresponding emission factors, in Table 14-2. Also shown in this
table are the relative errors predicted in Table 4 of the Second Draft
Statistical Plan (June 1980).
(For purposes of calculation, the halfwidth of the confidence interval divided by the median is equal to the
relative error.) Comparison of the 80 percent confidence intervals and
20 percent risk level relative errors reveals that the actual confidence
intervals were smaller, and therefore better, than the estimated or
predicted error levels in 7 out of 10 cases. These results were achieved
because correction factors were able to explain a large portion of the
sample variance for almost every source.
The confidence intervals as a fraction of the emission factor averaged
about -0.20 to +0.24 at the 80 percent confidence level and about -0.30
to +0.43 at the 95 percent confidence level. In comparison, 12 of the
most widely used particulate emission factors in EPA S Compilation of Air
Pollutant Emission Factors, AP-42 (1975), had an average 80 percent confidence interval of +0.28 and an average 95 percent confidence interval
of +0.45, according to a published analysis of AP-42 factors (PEDCo
Environmental 1974). Information extracted from Table 2-12 of the
published analysis is presented in Table 14-3. Considering the greater
variability inherent in emission rates for fugitive dust sources than for
most industrial process or combustion sources, the mining emission factors
reported herein appear to be on a par with factors in AP-42 that have been
given a ranking of A.
1

With the confidence intervals achieved for all sources, additional
sampling using the same techniques to improve precision of one or more
factors does· not seem to be warranted. However, it should be noted that
these emission factors are still limited in their applicability to Western
mines and to the ranges of correction parameter conditions over which the
present tests were conducted. Also, the number of·mines represented is
small (only three), hence, the mine to mine differences are not yet fully
documented..
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PARTICLE SIZE RELATIONSHIPS
Emission factors were developed specifically for the IP and TSP size
ranges, with full data analyses being devoted to each. Because of data
analysis problems ass~ciated with the very low concentrations of FP, the
emission factors for this size fraction were not calculated by profiliny,
upwind-downwind dispersion equations, etc. Instead, net concentrations for
all tests were expressed as a fraction of TPS; the geometric mean frac~ion
for tests of each source was applied to the TSP emission factor for that
source to calculate the FP emission factor.
The suspended particuiate (SP) emission factors from profiling tests
are not actually TSP, but the fraction of total emissions less than 30 ~rn
in aerodynamic diameter. Several references in the literature cite 30 ~m
as the approximate particle size for 50 percent collection efficiency by
the hi-val sampler. Since TSP is not a clearly defined size distribution,
this was the best approximation that could be made from the profiling
samples, which collect all particle sizes in the plume nondiscriminately.
From the median emission factors for IP and TSP {Table 13-10), size
distributions of emissions appeared to be fairly uniform frum source to
source. IP and TSP ratios varied from 0.22 to 0.62. The IP to TSP
emission factor ratios were similar to those of the I~ to TSP net concentrations (shown in Table 12-2), but were not the same because of the
independent MLR analyses employed to develop the emission factors for
TSP and IP. Also, the emission factor ratios are based on geometric
rather than arithmetic means. The IP to TSP ratios were lower than
typical in ambient air. However, these ratios were measured at the
sources. As the emissions proceed downwind, greater deposition of the
TSP fraction should increase the ratio.

o

The FP and TSP emission factor ratios were derived directly from
the geometric mean ratios of their net concentrations, and are the same
as were shown in Table 13-8. One of the sources had a ratio that was an
apparent anomally--overburn dozers, with an FP to TSP ratio of 0.105.
Overburden dozer tests were usually conducted with nc visible plume and
low downwind concentrations, with accompanying potential for particle
size distributions skewed toward smaller particles. With the exception
of this source, the range of median FP to TSP ratios by source was 0.017
to 0.040.
For the two sources that _constitute the majority of emissions at
most mines, haul trucks and scrapers, the average FP to TSP ratios were
0.017 and 0.026, respectively. Because mining emissions are mechanically
generated dust, a low percentage of fine particualte would be expected
in the TSP emissions. It is not possible to compare the size distribution data from this study with that.from previous fugitive dust sampling
studies because particle size sampling problems make previous data suspect.

\

Recognizing that there are still several unresolved problems with generatiny
fine particle data for fugitive dust sources, it is concluded that data from
the present study are reasonable based on their consistency and the observed
agreement between dichotomous and cascade impactor data.

HANDLING OF DEPOSITION
The emission factors in Table 13-10 were all developed from sarr.pl iny
right at the source. The present test data and information from numerous
other studies indicate fairly rapid deposition of these emissions as they
move away from the source. Therefore, any ambient air quality analysis
using these emission factors should have some provision for cJnsidering
deposition or fallout.
Different subsets of tests and alternative measurement techniques
(dustfall and apparent source depletion as discussed in Section 12)
produced greatly varying deposition rates with distance, frorn no
deposition to an average of 79 percent reduction in TSP in the first
100m. Only a small part of the differences could be explained by
parameters such as wind speed and stability class. The net result
of the large discrepancies was that test data frorn the study could
not be used to develop a deposition function for application with the
emission factors. An empirically-derived function would have been
limited to about the first 200m anyway.
Selection from among available theoretical deposition models is
outside the scope of this study, especially since none of the three
that were compared with test data matched well in the majority of the
tests. Of the three theoretical deposition functions, the tilted plume
model is the most simplistic and shows the most rapid deposition over
the first several km. The other two models, source depletion and
surface depletion, display similar rates and represent supposed options
between computational ease and greater accuracy. According to a
published review of the two modesl, source depletion overestimates
deposition at all distances in comparison with the more accurate
surface depletion functions (Horst 1977). However, for the distances
and emission heights of interest in mining analyses, the reported
differences were minimal (less than 10 percent).
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All three deposition modesl require an estimate of settling velocity,
a value usually not available. From the brief ~flalysis of observed
deposition rates shown in the table on Page 6-28, possible values are
2 cm/s for the IP fraction and 10 cm/s for TSP.
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SECTION 15
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY OF EMISSION FACTORS
Emission facators for 12 significant sources of particulate emissions
at surface coal mines were developed from extensive sampling at three
different Western mines. Five sampling techniques--exposure profiling,
upwind-downwind, balloon sampling, wind tunnel testing, and quasi-stack-were used on the 12 different source types, to best match the advantages
of a particular sampling technique to the characteristics of a source.
Sampling was conducted throughout the year so that measured emission rates
would be representative of annual emission rates. The resulting emission
factors are summarized in Table 15-1.
The factors for TSP and IP are in the form of equations with corrections
factors for independent variables that were found to have a significant
effect (at the 0.146 or better risk level) on each source's emission rates.
The ranges of independent variables (correction factors) over which sampling
was conducted, and for which the equations is valid, are shown in Table 15-1.
The units for the emission factors and correction factors were selected
for ease in obtaining annual activity rates an~ average pardmeter values,
~espectively.
The equations are also appropriate for estimating shortterm emission rates. For any correction factor that cannot be accurately
quantified, a default value equal to its geometric mean (GM) value can be
used, see Table 13-9.
For each source, the FP emission factor is obtained
by multiplying the calculated TSP emission factor by the FP fraction shown
in Tesble 15-1.
The bO and 95 percent confidence intervals for each of the TPS and IP
emission factors, based on sample size and standard deviation, were
previously presented in Table 13-10. The average 80 percent confidence
interval tor TSP was -20 to +24 percent of the median value. By comparing
confidence intervals for the present emission factors with those for
factors published by EPA in their Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission
Factors, AP-42 (1975), it was determined that the present factors shou1d
~eceive an A ranking.
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Emission factors were reported for thre~ size ranges--fine particulate
(<2.5 ~nt), inhalable particulate (<15 pm), and total suspended particulate
(no well-defined 'Jpper cut point, but approximated as 40;Jm).
The fairly
consistent ratios of FP and IP to TSP for different sources indicate that
fugitive dust sources at mines all have similar size distributions. Most
of the particle sizing data were obtained with dichotomous samplers.
The emistion factors in Table 15-1 are all for uncontrolled emission
rates. Control efficiencies of a few control measures were estimated by
testing, as reported in Table 12-5. These control efficiencies should be
applied to the calculated emission factors in cases where such controls
have been applied or are anticipated. However, many of the dust-producing
operations are not·normally controlle~.
The design and field work for this study have received far more review
and quality assurance checks than any similar projects in air pollution
control. However, because of the large variations in emission rates over
time for mining sources and the imprecision of key sampling instruments
while sampling in dense dust plumes, the added care in conducting the
study did not result in appreciable better sampling data with which to
develop the emission factors.

LIMITATIONS TO APPLICATION OF EMISSION FACTORS
The emiss·ion fact(•'"S are designed to be widely applicable through
the use of correction factors, but they still have some limitations
which should be ~oted:
1.

The factors should be used only for estimating emissions
from Western coal mines. There is no basis for assuming
they would be appropriate for other types of surface mining
operations or for coal mines located in other geographic
areas without further evaluation.

2.

Correction factors used in the equations should be limited
to values within the ranges ~ested (see Table 15-1). This
is particularly important for correction factors with a
large exponent, because of the large change in the resulting
emisison factor associated with a change in the correction
factor.

3.

These factors should be combined with a deposition function
for use in ambient air quality analyses. After evaluation
of the deposition data from this study, no em~irical
deposition function could be developed. Any function subsequently developed from these data should have provision
for further deposition beyond the distance of sampling
in this study (100-200 m).

\
4.

The factors were obtained by sampling at the point of emission
and do not address possible reductions in emissions in order
to account for dust being contained within the mine pit.

5.

As with all emission factors, these mining factors do not
assure the calculation of an accurate emission value from
an individual operation. The emis~ion estimates are more
reliable when applied to a large number of operations, as in
the preparation of an emission inventory for- an entire mine.
The e~ission factors are also more reliable when estimating
emissions over the long term because of short-term source
variation.

6.

Appropriate. adjustments shoud be made in estimating annual
emi ss 1ens with these f·actors to account for days with ra i n,
snow cover, t~nperatures below freezing, and intermittent
control measures.

7.

The selection of mines and their small number may have biased
final emission factors, but the analysis did not indicate
that a bias exists.

8.

The c0nfidence intervals cited in Table 13-10 estimate how
well the equations predict the measured emission rates at
the geometric mean of each correction factor. For predictiny
emission rates from a mine not invo1ved in the testiny or
for predicting rates under extreme values of the stated ranye
of applicability of the correction factors, confidence intervals would bP. wider.

9.

Error analyses for exposure profiling and upwind-downwind
sampling indicated potential errors of 30 to 35 percent and
30 to 50 percent, respectively, independent of the statisticctl
errors due to source variation and limited sample size.

10.

Geometric means were used to describe average emission rates
b~cause the data sets were distributed lognormally rather than
normally. The procedure makes comparison with.previous
emission factors difficult, because previous factors were
all a~ithmetric mean values.

11.

Wind erosion emissior estimates should be restricted to
calculation of emissions relative to other mining sources;
they should not be included in estimates of ambient air
impact.
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REMAINING RESEARCH
A comprehensive study such as the present one that has evaluated
alternative sampling and ar.alytical techniques is bound to identify
areas where additional research would be valuable. Also, some
inconsistencies surface during the data analysis phase, when it is too
late to repeat any of the field studies. Therefore, a brief list of
unresolved problems has been compiled and is presented here.
1.

Sampling at Midwestern and Eastern coal mines is definitely
needed so that emission factors applicable to all surface coal
mines are available.

2.

A resolution of which deposition function is most accurate
in describing fallout of mining emissions is still needed.
Closely related to this is the need for a good measurement
method for deposition for several hun~red meters downwind
of the source (dustfall is recommended for measurements up
to 100 or 200m).
In the present study, both the source
depletion and dustfall measurement methods were found to
have deficiencies.

3.

A method for obtaining a valid size distribution of particles
over the range of approximately 1 to 50 ~m under nearisokinetic conditions is needed for exposure profiiing. The
method should utilize a single sample for sizing rather than
building a size distribution from fractions collected in
different samplers.

4.

The emission factors presented herein should be validated by
sampling at one or more additional Western mines and comparing
calculated values with the measured ones.

5.

Standardized procedures far handling dichotomous filters should
be developed. These should address such areas as numbering of
the filters rather than their petri dishes, proper exposure
for filters used as blanks, transporting exposed filters to
the laboratory, equilibrating filters prior to weighing, and
evaluation of filter media other than Teflon for studies where
only gravimetric data are required.

6.

One operation determined in the study design to be a signiflcant dust-producing source, shovel/truck loading of overbur1en,
was not sampled bec_use it was not performed at any of the
mines tested. Sampling of this operation at a mine in Wyominy
and development of an emission factor would complete the list
of emission factors for significant sources at Western coal
mines (See Table 2-1).
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7.

Further study of emission rate decay over time from eroding
surfaces is needed. In particular, more information should
be obtained on the effect of wind gusts in removing the
potentially erodible material from th: surface during periods
when the average wind speed 1s not h1yh enough to erode the
surface.

8.

~ore testing of controlled sources should be done so that
confidence in the control efficiencies is comparable to that
for the uncontrolled emission rates.
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APPENDIX A
STEPWISE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION
Multiple linear regression (MLR) 1s a statistical technique for
estimating expected values of a dependent variable, in tbis case
particulate emission rates, in terms of corresponding values of two
or more other (independent) variables. MLR uses the method of least
s4uares to determine a linear prediction equation from a set of
simultaneously-obtained data points for all the variables. The
equation is of the form:
Emission rate= B1x1 + Bzxz +••• + Bnxn +constant
where x1 to xn = concurrent quantitative values
the independent variables

fa~

each of

B1 to Bn = corresponding coefficients
The coefficients are estimates of the rate of change in emission
rates produced by each variable. They can be determined easily by
use of an MLR computer program or with a programmed calculator. Other
outputs of the MLR program are:
l.

A cor r e 1a t i on rna t r i x • It giv e s the s i mp 1e co r r e 1a t i on co e f f i c i e nt s
of all of the variables (dependent and independent) with one another.
It is useful for identifying two interdependent (highly correlated-either positive or negative) variables (two variables that produce
the same effect on emission rates), one of which should be eliminated
from the analysis.

2.

The multiple correlation coefficient (after addition of each independent
variable to the equation). The square of the multiple correlation
coefficient is the fraction of total variance in emission rates th~t
is accounted for by the variables in the equation at the point.

3.

Residual coefficient of variability. This is the standard deviat1on
of the emission rates predicted by the equation (with the sample
data set) divided by the mean of the predicted emisison rates,
expressed as a percent. If a variable eliminates some sample
variance, 1t will reduce the standard deviatio.n and hence the
relative coefficient of variability.
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4.

Sign1f1cance of regression as a whole. This value is calculated
from an F test by comparing the variance accounted for by the
regression equation to the residual variance. A 0.05 significance
level is a 1 in 20 change of the correlation being due to random
occurrence.

5.

Significance of each variable. This is a measure of whether the
coefficient (B) is different than 0, or that the relationship
with the dependent variable is due to random occurrence. Variables
that do not meet a prespecified ~ignificance level may be
eliminated from the equation.

6.

Constant in the equation.

The multiple correlation coefficient, unlike the simple correlation
coefficient, is always positive and varies from 0 to 1.0. A value of
zero indicates no correlation and 1.0 means that all sample points lie
precisely on the regression plane.
Because of random fluctuations
in field data and inability to identify all the factors affecting
emission rates, the multiple coefficient is almost never zero even when
there is no real correlation and never 1.0 even when concentrations
track known variables very closely. Therefore, it is important to test
for statistical significance.
The form of MLR in the program used in this study was stepwise .
MLR.
Variables were added to the equation in order of greatest
increase in the multiple correlation coefficient, with concentrations
then adjusted for that variable and regressed against the remaining
variables again. The procedure can be ended by specifying a maximum
number of variables or· a minimum F value in the significance test.
In subsequent runs, the order of entry of variables was sometimes
altered by specifying that a certain variable be entered first or
last.
In order to satisfy the requirement that the variables be quantitative, some were input as dummy variables with only two possible va1ues.
For example, in an MLR run of all blasts, one variable had a value of
0 for all coal blasts and 1 for all overburden blasts. The significance
of this variable determined whether there was a significant difference
between coal and overburden blast emission rates, and the B value was
a direct measure of the difference between the two average emission
rates after adjustment for other variables i.n the MLR equation.
A statistically significant regression relationship between
independent variables and particulate emission rates is no indication
that the independent variables cause the observed changes in emiss1on
rate, as both may be caused by a neglected third variable.
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS FOR CONFIDENCE AND PREDICTION INTERVALS
The computational procedures for confidence and prediction intervals
for emission rates are illustrated in this appendix using TSP emission rates
for coal loading as a function of moisture content (M). The data are
tabulated in Table B-1 for convenience, that is, the moisture, %, and
the observed emission rate, lb/ton, for each of the 24 tests. The
arithmetic average (I), standard deviation (s), and geometric mean (GM)
are g~ven at the bottom of the ~able.
Confidence Interval
The computational procedure for confidence intervals is as follows:
1.

The first s~ep in the analysis is to perform a linear regression
analysis. In this example, the dependent variable is the
logarithm of the emission rate (ln E) and the independent
variable is the logarithm of moisture (ln M). (Natural
logarithms, i.e., to base e are used throughout this
discussion).

2.

The prediction equation for the mean ln E is given by:

1\

ln E

= b0

+

b1 (ln M - rn-M)

(t3-l)

where
is the predicted mean for ln E as a function of M
b0 , bl are the regression coefficients estimated from
the data
ln M is the ln of moisture content

1ri"M is the arithmetic average of ln M
(rn-M = 2.882 for this example)
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TABLE B-1.

Test
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
X

s

GM

TSP EMISSION RATES FOR COAL LOADING, LB/TON

Moisture,
~

Observed
emission,
lb/ton

6.6

0.0069
0.0100
0.0440
0.0680
0.0147
0.0134
0.0099
0.0228
0.0206
0.0065
0.1200
0.0820
0.0510
0.0105
0.0087
0.0140
0.0350
0.0620
0.0580
0.1930
0.0950
0.0420
0.3580
0.1880

21.42
12.64
17.85

0.0639
0.0819
0.0337

22
22
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
11.9
11.9
11.9
18
18
18
12.2
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
6.6
6.6
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S.

·.rhe geometric mean of the emission factor E is given by:
A

exp { ln E}

(B-6)

and this estimates the median value of E as a function
of M. It should be noted that the mean value of E is
-estimated by:
A

exp {ln E +

~

s2 J

(B-7)

Throughout the remainder of this discussion the GM
values are used as estimates of the corresponding
median emission value.
The·confidence interval for the median value of E as a
function of M is obtained by:

6.

/\

A

exp {ln E t t s(ln E)}
A

A

(B-8)
.

.

E) are obtalned from Equat1ons B-2
and B-4, respectively, and t is read for the desired
confidence level from a standard t table available in
alm~st any statistical test (e.g., Hald's tables 2 ).
Substituting values of M in Equation (B-8) (and B-2 and
B-4) yields the results plotted in Figure 13-1 and
repea~ed here for convenience as Figure B-1.
One must
not go beyond the limits for observed M because there
are no clata or theory to support the extrapolation.

wh ere l n E and s(ln

The 95 percent confidence limits for the median E at
of M (i.e., exp {2.882} = 17.85%) are:

t~e

GM

exp {ln""'E t 2.074 s(ln/ \E)}
where
ln!);

= -3.385

.~

s(ln E) = (0.0318 + 0.0637(0)]

~

= 0.178

and the upper (UCL) and lower (LCL) 95 percent confidence limits
are;
UCL

95 % Limits { LCL
Simila~ly,

= 0.049
=
0.023

lb/ton
lb/ton

the 80 percent confidence
exp {l~E ± 1.321 s(ln~)]

or
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are given by:
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{UCL
80% Ll.mJ.ts
LCL

\
= 0.043
= 0.027

lb/ton
lb/ton

The median value is:
exp {ln~}

= O.C339

The above confidence li1oi ts are also expressed
ages of the predicted median, 0.0339.
95 % Limits

{uc~

bela~

as percent-

=

1.45 x predicted median
LCL = 0.68 x predicted median

80% Limits {UCL = 1.27 x predicted median
LCL
0.80 x predicted median

=

'

These limits are a measure of the quality of the prediction
of the median emission E for given M on the basis of the da~a
from the ~1ree mines. The widths of these confidence intervals
are consistent with data typically reported by EPA as stated in
section 15.
One application of these limits would be to estimate the
median annual emissions based on a large number of tons of coal
loaded at the mine with GM moisture content of 17.85 percent. If
the moisture content deviates from this value (!7.85%), it is
necessary to calculate the interval at the appropriate value of f.
using Equation (B-8).
Because of the complication in presenting the complete
results for all sources and pollutants as in Figure B-1, the
confidence intervals are presented only for the correction factors (M in this example) at their GM value. Table 13-10 conta~ns
these data for all sources and pollutants.
Prediction Interval
The confidence interval previously described gives a measure
of the quality of the data and of the predicted median which is
applicable only for a large number of operations relative to the
emission factor of interest. In the example in this appendix,
this would imply a large number of coal loading operations (or
tonn~ge of coal loaded).
There will be applications in which L~e
number of operations is not large and a prediction interval is
desired which is expressed as a function of the number of operations. The calculation of this interval follows the first rbree
steps of ~~at for the confidence interval; the subsequent steps,
starting with Ste~ 4, are as follows:
4.

The standard deviation of an individual predicted ln
emission factor is:

B-6
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s(ln E)

= [s 2 (ln~)
=· [

82

n

+ s2]'

+ s 1 2 (ln M -

In

M) 2 +

s 2 ]~

(B-9)

For the coal loading data,
s(ln E)
5.

= [0.0318

+ 0.0637 (ln M- 2.882) 2 +

0.764]~

(B-10)

The prediction interval for an emission factor E is:
~

exp {ln E ± t s(ln E)}
For the coal loading data, this interval is

g~ven

exp {ln~E ± t[0.0318 + 0.0637 (ln M- 2.882) 2 + 0.764]~}

by:
(B-11)

The results are plotted in Figure B-1 as a function of
M. For the GM of M (i.e., ln M = 2.882), the prediction limits are:

= 0.215 lb/ton
. ' ts { UPL
95 % L~m~
LPL = 0.005 lb/ton
80% Limits{ ~2
6.

= 0.110
=

lb/ton
0.010 lb/ton

The prediction interval for an individual value is
obviously much wider than the corresponding confidence
interval for a median value. If it is desired to predict the emissions based on a number of operations, say
N (e.g., N tons of coal), the confidence interval is
given by
(B-12)

that is, the last term in Equation B-9 is divided by N
instead of 1. Note that as N becomes large this result
simplifies to that of Equation (B-8).
rest for Normality
One of the major assumptions in the calculations of the confidence and prediction intervals is that the ln residuals (de;iations of the ln E from ln E) are normally distributed, hence
:he lognormality assumption for the original (and transformed
Jata). A check for normality was performed on the ln residuals
:or six data sets with the largest number of data values. In tw0
)f the six ·cases the data deviated from normality (these two
:ases were TSP and IP emissions for Blasting). Based o~ these
~esults, the lognormal assumption was made because of both com'utational convenience and adequate approximation for most of the
iata.

B-7
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1. 0

OBJECTIV!
The objective of this procedures document is to present a guide

for the utilization of the Upwind-Downwind Sampling Strategy in the
measurement of fugitive emissions.
moat applicable

meaaur~t

Criteria for the selection of the

method and discussions of general informa-

tion gathering and planning activities are presented.

Upwind-downwind

sampling aerategiea and equipment are described and sampling system
design, sampling techniques, and data reduction are discussed.
Manpower requirements and time estimates for typical applications
of the method are presented for programs designed for overall and specific emissions measurements.
The application of the outlined procedures to the measurement of
fugitive emissiDns from a Portland cement manufacturing plant is presented as an appendix.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION
Pollutants emitted into the ambient air from an industrial plant

or other site generally fall into one of two types.

The first type is

released into the air through stacks or similar devices designed to
direct and control the flow of the emissions.

These emissions may be

readily measured by universally-recognized standard stack sampling techniques.

The second

flow or direction.

typ~

is released into the air_without control of

These fugitive emissions usually cannot be measured

using existing standard techniques.
The development of reliable. generally applicable measurement procedures is a necessary prerequisite to the development of strategies
for the control of fugitive emissions.

This document describes some

procedures for the measurement of fugitive emissions using the upwinddownwind measurement method described in Section 2.1.3 below.

1.1

Categories of Fugitive Emissions
Fugitive emissions emanate from such a wide variety of circumstances

that it is not ?articularly meaningful to attempt to categorize them
either in terms of the processes or mechanisms that generate them, or
the geometry of the emission points.

A more useful approach is to cate-

gorize fugitive emissions in terms of the methods for their measurement.
Three basic methods exist--quasi-stack sampling, roof monitor sampling,
and upwind-downwind sampling.

2.1.1

Each is described in general terms below.

Qua&i-Stack Sampling Method

In this method, the fugitive emissions are captured in a temporarily
installed hood or

~nclosure

and vented to an exhaust duct or stack of

-z-

!~

:4
'l
!·~•
;,:

rasular croas-sectional area.

Emissions are then measured in the ex-

hauat cluct using standard stack sampling or similar well recognized

. . thoda.

Thia approach is necessarily restricted to those sources of

emissions that are isolable and physically arranged so as to permit the
inatallation of a temporary hood or

~nclosure

that wtll not interfere

with plant operations or alter the character of the process or the emisaiona.

2.1.2

Roof Monitor Sampling Method

!his method is used to measure the fugitive emissions entering the
ambi~nt

air from building or other enclosure op.aings such as roof moni-

tors, doors and windows.

The method is especially applicable to situa-

tions in which enclosed sources are too numerous or physically configured
to preclude the application of the quasi-stack metllod to each source.
Sampling is, in general, limited to a mixture of all unr.ontrolled emission sources within the enclosure and requires the ability to make low
velocity exhaust air measurements and mass balances of small quantities
of materials entering and leaving the enclosure through the openings.

2.1.3

Upwind-Downwind Sampling Method

This method is utili%ed to measure the fugitive emissions from
sources cypically covering large areas that cannot be temporarily hooded
and are not enclosed in a structure allowing the use of the roof monitor method.

Such sources include material handling and storage opera-

tiona, waste

dump~,

and industrial processes in which the emissions are

spraad over large areaa.

These features are embodied in the typical

-3-
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industrial sources and their emitted pollutants listed in Table 2-1.
!he upvind-dcvaw1nd method quantifies the emissions from such sources
as the difference beeween the pollutant concentrations measured in the
ambient air approaching (upwind) and leaving (dowawind) the source site.
It may also be utilized iD combination with mathematical models and
tracer teats to define the contributions to total measured emissions of
specific sources among a group of sources.

2.2

Sampling Method Selection
The initial step in the measurement of fugitive emissions at an

industrial site is the selection of the most appropriate sampling method
to be employed.

Although it is impossible to enumerate all the combina-

tiona of influencing factors that might be encountered in a specific
situation, careful con3ideration of the following general criteria should
result

1~

the selection of the most effective of the three sampling

methods described above.

2.2.1

Select~on

Criteria

The selection criteria listed below are grouped into three general.
classifications common to all fugitive emissions measurement methods.
The criteria. are intended to provide only representative examples and
should not be considered a complete listing of influencing factors.

2.2.1.1

Site Criteria

Source Isolability. Can the emissions be measured separately from
from other sources( c~ the source be enclosed?

e~ssioas

Source Location.

Is the source indoors or out?

-4-
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permit access of measuring eQ.Uipment?
Meteorological Conditions. What are the conditions representative
of typical and critic&! situations? Will precipitation interfere
with mea.aeiUilts'l Will raiD or snow on ground effect dust levels?

2.2.1.2 Process· Criteria
Nt:1111.ber and ~1.%e of Sourc:ea. Are emissions fr011l a single. well
defined location or m&ny scattered locations? Is source small
enough to hood?
Homogeneity o! Emissions. Are emissions the same type everywhere
at the site? Are reacti~e effects between different emissions
involved?
Continuity of Process. Will emissions be produced long enough to
obtain meaningful samples?
Effects of Measurements. Are special procedures required to prevent :he making of measurements from alter~ the process or emissions or interfering with production? Ara such procedures feasible?

2.2.1.3 Pollutant Criteria
Nature of Emissions. Are measurements of particles, gases, liquido
required? Are emissions hazardous?
Emission Generation Rate. Are enough ~issiona produced to provide
measurable samples in reasonable sampling time?
!!Diasion Dilution.

\Jill transport air reduce emitision concent-ra-

tion below measurable levels?

2.2.2

Application of Criteria

!he application of the selection criteria listed in Section 2.2.1
to each of the fugitive emissions measurement methods defined in Section
2.1 ia deacr1.bed in general terms in this section.

-6-
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2.2.2.1

quasi-Stack Method

!ffec~ive

use of the

q~i-stack

method

requ~res

that the suurce

uf emissions be iaolable and that an enclosure can be installed capable
of capturing emissions without interference with plant operations.
location of the source alone is not normally a (acto· .

The

Meteorological

coud1t1ona usually need be considered only if they directly affect the
sampling.
The quasi-stack method ia usually restricted to a single source
and must be limited to two or three amall sources that can be effectively

enclosed to

d~ct

their total emissions to a single sampling point.

Cyclic processes should provide measurable pollutant
a single cycle to avoid sample dilution.

q~nt~ties

during

The possible effects of the

measurement on the process or emissions ia of special significance in
this method.

In many cases, enclosing a portion of a process in order

to capture ita emissions can alter tha.t portion of the prC'cess by changing its temperature profile or affecting flow rates.

Emissions may be

similarly altered by reaction with comronents of the ambient air drawn
into the sampling ducts.

While these effects are not necessarily limit-

tug in the selection of the method, they must be considered in designing
the teat program and could influence the method selection by increasing
complexity and coats.
The quasi-stack method is useful for virtually all types of emissiena.

It will provide ceasurable samples in generally short. sampling

ti=ea since it capcurea essentially all of the emissions.

Dilution of

the pollutants of concern 1a of little consequence since it can usually
be c:onaolled J.n the design of the sampling system.

~
•,

:•

l

<

II

l
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2.2.2.2

Roof MOnitor Method

Practical utilization of the roof monitor method demands that the
source of emissions be enclosed in a structure with a
openings to the atmosphere.

l~ited numb~

nf

Measurements may usually be made only of

the total of all emissions aources within the structure.

Meteorological

conditions normally need not be considered in selecting this method
unless they have a direct effect on the flow of emissions through che
I

'\,

enclosure opening.
The number of sources and the

m~:ture

of

emissio~s

is relatively

unimportant since the measurements usually include only the total emissions.

The procesoes involved may be discontinuous as long as a repre-

uentative combination of the typical or critical groupings may be ineluded in a sampling.

Measurements will nor.mally have no effect on che

processes or emissions.
The roof monitor method, usually dependent on or at least influenced by gravity in the transmission of emissions, may not be useful
for the measurement of larger particulates which may settle within che
enclosure being sampled.

Emission generation rates must be high enough

to provide pollutant concentrations of

m~asurable

magnitude after dilu-·

tion in the enclosed volume of the structure.

2.2.2.3

Upwind~Downwind

Method

The upwind-do:wnwind method, generally utilized where neither of
the other methods may be successfully employed, is not influenced

by

the number or location of the emission sources except as they influence

-a-

\
the locatms of eaapl1Dg devices.

In moat caaea, only the total con-

trihutioD. to the abient atmosphere of all sources within a sampling
a:ea may be measured.

'l'he method is strongly influenced by meteorolog-

1cal coucliticma, requiring a wind consistent in direction and velocity

throughout the aampling period as well aa conditions of tempera.ture,

hulaidity aDd ground moisture representative of normal ambient conditioua.
'l'he emissions measured by -l;he- upwind-downwind method ma:y -be- the-

total contribution from a single source or from a mixture of many sources
in a large area.

Continuity of the emissions is generally of secondary

jmporl;ance since the magnitude of the ambient air volume into which the
emiasioua are dispersed ia large enough to provide a degree of smooth1ng to cyclic emissions.

The measurements have no effect on the eszlis-

siena or processes involved.
Moet airborne pollutants can be ceasured by the upwind-downwind
method.

Generation rates IIIUSt be high enough to provide measurable

concentrations at the sampling locations after dilution with the ambient
ail:.

Settling rates of the larger particulates require that the sampling

syatea be carefully

dea~gaed

to eQsure that representative particulate

samples are collected.

2.3

Samnling Strategies
Fugitive e:m.iaaions measurements III&Y, in general. be separated into

two

claa ..a or'lcvela depending upon the degree of accuracy desired.

Survey Maauraenr .ysteu are designed to screen emiaaiona and provide
gross . .aaurementa of a aumber of process influents and effluenca at a

lI

l
\
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re!atively lev level of effort in time and cast.

Detailed systems are

dMigneci ta isolate, identify, and quantify individual contaminant con-

stituents with increased accuracy and higher investments in time and
cast.

2.3.1

Survey Measurenent Syste:s

Survey measurement systems-employ-recognized standard or stateof-the-art measurement techniques to screen the total emissions from a
site or source and determine Vhether any of the emission constituents
should be considered for

~ore

detailed investigation.

!hey senerally

utilize the simplest available arrangement of instrumentation and procedures in•& relatively brief
visio~s

~pling

program, usually without pro-

for sample replication, to provide

order-of-magni~ude

type data,

embodying a factor of two to five in accuracy range with respect
actual

t~

emissi~ns.

2.3.2

Detailed Measurenent Systems

Detailed measurement systems are used in instances where survey
measurements or equivalent data indicate that a specific emission constituent may be present in a concentration worthy of concern.

Detailed

systems provides mere precise identification and quantification of specific constituents by utilizing the latest state-of-the-art measurement
instttmlentation and procedures in carefully designed sampling prugrams.
lhese systems are also utilized to provide emission data over a range
of process operating conditions or ambient meteorologic&! influences.
Basic accuracy of detailed measurements is in the order of + 10

to

+ 50

\

percamt of actual emissions.

Detailed measurement syateD coats are

generally 1D the order of three to five times the coat of a survey syst • at a given aite.
l

i
'I
!

•

~

•,

-,,
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3. 0

tEST PlmGltAM PROCEDURFS

this section describes the

pro~edures

required to successfully

complete a testing program utilizing the upwind-downwind sampling method
- described in Section 2.1.

It details the information required to plan

the program, describes the organization of the test plan, specifies the
types of

s~~ling

equipment to be used, establishes criteria for the

sampling system design, and outlines basic data reduction methods.

3.1

Pretest Survey
After the measurement method to be utilized in documenting the

fugitive emissions at a particular site has been established using the
criteria of Section 2.2, a

pre~est

ducted by the program planners.

survey of the site should be con-

The pretest survey should result in an

informal, 1Dtarnal report containing all the

inf~rmation

necessary for

the preparation of a test plan and the design o! the sampling system by
the testing

or~~~zation.

This section provides

gui~elines

for conducting a pretest survey

and preparing a pretest survey report.

3.1.1

~formation

to be Obtained

In order to design a system effectively and plan for the on-site

sampling of fugitive emissions, a good general knowledge is required of
the plant layout, precess chemistry and flow, sur.:om1ding environment,
and prevailing meteorological conditions.

Particular characteristics

of the site relative to the needs of the owner, the products involved,
the space and manpower skills available, emission control equipment
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installed, and the safety and health procedures observed, will also
1Dfluence the sampling system design and plan.

Work flow patterns and

schedules that may result in periodic changes in the nature or quantity
of emissions

or that indicate periods for the moat effective and least

disruptive sampling must also be considered.
can only be obtained by a survey at the site.

Most of this information Table 3-1 outlines some

of the specific information to be obtained. . Additional information will

be suggested by

3.1.2

conside~ations

of the particular on-site situation.

Report Organization

The informal, iD.ternal pretest survey report must contain all the

pertinent infor-mation gathered during and prior to the site study.

A

summary of all communications relative to the test program should be
included in the report along with detailed descriptions of the plant
laynut, process, and operations ss outlined in Table 3-l.

The report

should also incorporate drawings, diagrams, maps, photographs, meteorological recorda, and literature references

that

will be helpful in plan-

ning the test program.

3.2

Test Plan

3.2.1 PurposP. of s Test Plan
Measurement programs are very demanding in terms of the scheduling
and completion of many preparatory tasks, observations at sometimes
widely separated locations, instrument checks to verify measurement
validity, etc.

It is therefore essential that all of the experiment

design and planning be done prior to the start of the measurement pro-
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TABLE 3-1
PllB-TEST SURVEY INFORMATION TO 'BE OBTAINED
FOR. APPLICATION OF roGITIVE EMISSION SAMPLING METHODS

Plant
. Lavout

Drawings:
Building Layout and Plan View of Potential Study Areas
Building Side Elevations to Identify Obstructions and
Structure Available to Support Test Setup
Work Flow Diagrams . Locations of Suitabl~ Sampling Sites
Physical Layout Measurements to Supplement Drawings
Work Space Required at Potential Sampling Sites
Process Flow Diagram with Fugitive Emission Points
!dentifi~d

Pt"ocess

General Description of Process Chemistry
General Description of Process Operations Including
Initial Estimate of Fugitive Emissions
Drawings of Equipment or Segm~nts of Processes Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Photographs (if permitted) of Process Area Where
Fugitive Emissions are to be Measured
Names, Extensions, Locations of Process Foremen ~nd
Supervisors Where Tests are to be Conducted

Location of Available Services (Power Outlets, Maintenance and Plant Engineering Personnel, Laboratot"ies, etc.)
Local Vendors Who Can Fabricate and Supply Test System
Opet"atians
Components
Shift Schedules
Location of Operations Records (combine with process
operation information)
Health and Safety Considerations
~------------+-----------------------------------------------------------·---Access routes to the areas Where Test Equipment/Instrumentation Will Be Located
Names, Extension~, Locations of Plant Security and
Other
Safety Supervisors

\

sraa

1D. the fom of a detailed test plan.

'l'he preparation of such a

pl&D euaoles the investigator to "pre-think" effectively and cross-check
all of the details of the desip and operation of a measurement program

prior to the commitmenr of manpower and resources.

The plan then also

serves .. the guide for the actual performance of the work.
plan provides a formal specification of the

The test

equip~nt &n~ ~rocedures

required to satisfy the objectives of the measurement program.

It is

based on the information collected in the informal pretest survey report and describes the most effective sampling equipment, procedures,
and timetables consistent with the program objectives and site characterlatia.

3.2.2 Test Plan Organization
tbe test plan should contain specific information in each of the

topical areas indicated below:
Backnound
The introductory paragraph containing the pertinent inforutiou leading to the need to conduct the measurement program and

a short description of the information required to answer that
need.
Objective
A concise statement of the problem addressed by the test
program and a brief description of the program's planned method
for ita solu~on.
Approach
A description of the measurement scheme and data reduction
methodology employed in the program vith a discussion of haw each
will anaver the needs identified in the background st:atement.
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Inatrumentation/Eguipment/Facilities
A description of the instrumentation arrays tc be used to
collect the samples and meteorological data identified i~ the
approach description. The number and frequency of samp·les to be
taken and the sampling array resolution should be described.
A detailed description of the equipment to be employed and
its purpose.
A description of the facilities required to operate the
measurement program, including work --space;- electrical power,
support from plant personnel, special construction, etc.
Schedule
A detailed chronology of a typical set of measurements or e
test, and the overall schedule of events from the planning stage
through the completion of the test program report.
L.im:ftationa
A definition of the conditions under which the measurement
project is to be conducted. !f, for example, successful tests can
be conducted only during occurren~es of certain wind directions,
those favorable limits should be seated.
Analysis Method
A description of the methods which will be used to analyze
the samples collected and the resultant data, e.g., statistical or
caae analysis, and critical aspects of that method.
Report Requirements
A draft outline of the report on the analysis of the data to
be collected along with definitions indicating the purpose of the
report and the audience for which it is intended.
Ouality Assurance
The test plan should address the development of a quality
assurance program as outlined in Section 3.7. !his QA program
should be an integral part of the measurement program and be incorporated as a portion of the test plan either directly or by
reference.
Responsibilities
A list of persona who are responsible for each phase of the
measurement program, as defined in the schedule, both for the
testing organization and fo~-the plant site.
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3.3 ppvted-Dovawind S!!plins

Stratesi~

tbe upvind-dovawtnd sampling method, aa described in Section 2.1.3,
is uaed to quantify the

emis~iona

from a source to the ambient atmosphere

by •aauring pollutant levels in the atmosphere.

Upwind measurements

are made within the ambient air approaching the site of the source,
-

using sampling equipment suitable for the specific emissions to be
sured·, to
air.

d~terad.ne

mea~

the baseline concentration of pollutants in the

Dovawind measurements-are made of-the-air-within-the cloud of

pollutants emitted by the source, using sampling equipment similar to
that uaed for the upwind measurements, to determine the total of the
ambiect air and the source's contribution to the concentration of pollutanta.

the pollutants contributed by the source to the cloud at the

sampling locations are determined as the difference between the measured
upwind and downwind concentrations.

Measurement of the vind speed and

direction at the site" are combined with the pollutant concentrations at

the sampling locations in diffusion equations to back-calculate the
source strength cf the emissions.

Section 3.4 and 3.5 describe the

equipment used for sampling. the criteria for sampling system design,
sampling techniques, and data reduction procedures for respectively,
survey and detailed upwind-downwind sampling programs.

3.4

Survey Upwind-Downwind Measurement System
A survey measurement system, as defined 1a Section Z.3, is designed

to

provide gross measurements of emissions to determine whether any

couatituenea should be considered for more detailed investigation.
survey upwind-downwind measurement system in its

-17-

s~lest

A

form utilizes

\ 1
a

~ingle

upwind sampler for the determination of the concentration of

the pollutants of concern in the ambient air approaching the source of
the emuaiona and two or three identical dO\ooltlwind samplers for the determination of the pollutant concentration and distribution in the ambient air leaving the source.

These data, combined with measurements

of the ambient air wind speed and direction, are used to calculate the
emission rate of the source.

3.4.1

Sampling Equipment

Pollutants that may be measured by the upwind-downwind technique
are limited to those that can be airborne for significant distances,
i.e., particulates and gases.

The gross measurement requirements for

survey sampling of particulates are best satisfied by high volume iilter devices

t.·~

provide data on the average emission rate, particle size

distribution, and particle compos:l.tion.

Particle charge transfer or

piezoelectric mass monitoring devices may be utilized for continuous or
=emi-continuous sampling of intermittent emission sources

wher~

peak

levels must be defined.
Gaseous emissions in survey programs are usually grab-sampled for
laboratory ana!ysia using any of a wide variety of evacuated sampling
vessels or

ch~cal

bubblers.

Continuous or semi-continuous sampling

of specific gases may be accomplished using such devices as continuous
monitor flmne ionization decectors (for hydrocarbons) and automated
flame photometric devices (for sulfur dioxide).
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3.4.2 SapliDI

Sys~em

Design

'l'ha n'UIIber and location of --the devices used to collect samples is

extremely important to the successful

co~~pletiCitl

of a survey upwind-

dowuvind sampling program, especially since the program is designed for
miD.illlum cost and provides for no replication of samples.

The design of

the sampling system is influenced by such factors as source complexity
and size, site location and topography, and prevailing meteorological
conditions

Vhi~h

govern the distribution of the pollutant cloud in the

ambient atmosphere.

Most 3ituationa will in general fit into some com-

binatioa. of the following parameters:
Source - Sources may be either homogeneous, emitting a single type
or mixture of pollutants from each and every emission location, or
heterogeneous, emitting different types or mixtures of pollutants
ft'oaa different locations. The resultant cloud of pollut&nts will,
for a homogeneous source, be homogeneous. The pollutant cloud for
a heterogeneous source may be either heterogeneous or, as a result
of mixing by suitably directed or turbulent ambient air flow, homogeneous. The physical size of a source will determine the extent
of the pollutant cloud and may influence its homogeneity, the proximity of different emissions to each other largely influencing the
degree of mixing in the cloud for a given downwind distance.
- Sites in general may be open on level terrain with free
access of ambien~ air from all sides, partially obstructed by hills
o~ buildings that interfere with or influence the ambient air flow
either up- or down~nd, or located in a valley becween hills or
large buildings that influence the air flow both up- and downwind.
Each eype of topography will influence the extent and homogeneity
of the pollutant cloud depending on th~ direction of the wind flow
relative to the obstructions.

~

Meteorology - !he direction of the prevailing wind determines the
basic location of upwi.nd and downwind SCUDl'lers. It will influence
the pollutant cloud in every instance except that of a homogeneous
cloud at an open level site. In other instances, the wind may be
directed generally across or parallel to obstructing hills or
valleys which may result in channeling, lofting, or swirling of
the air flow across the site that will distort the pollutant cloud.
!he homogeneity of the ambien~ air approaching the measurement
site, while not in the strict sense a meteorological condition,
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may affect the composition and distribution of different pollutants
rithin the polluunt cloud. Contributions from sources upwind of
the site may result in variations in the pollutant concentrations
in the ambient air passing over the site and thus in the pollutant
cloud as well.
Wind speed, which can affect the cloud's size and distribution,
need not be considered as a governing design factor since it is to
some degree controllable by scheduling to avoid periods of either
excessive wind velocity or calm conditions. Wind speeds within
normal limits are taken into consideration in data reduction calculations.
Table 3-2 presents a matrix of 20 possible combinations of these
parameters (cloud homogeneity, site topography, wind direction and ambient air homogeneity).

The simplest combination, that of a homogeneous

cloud in an open level site with homogeneous ambient air, would typically
require a single upwind sampler and two downwind samplers located within
the cloud.

The complexity of the sampler system design is, in general,

increased by changes in the parameters as follows:
Cloud Homogeneity. A heterogeneous cloud will generally limit the
placement of the downwind samplers to the portion of the cloud
that contains the combined emissio~ :rom the various sources. It
may also require the addition of samplers in the cloud to provide
data on the extent of the effects of the heterogeneity and the
consequent variability of the pollutant distributions. This parameter will not affect the upwind samplers.
Site Topography. Depending on the relationship of the topography
obstructions and the wind direction, this parameter may affect
both upwind and downwind samplers. Hills and valleys may cause
lofting Or depression of the pollutant cloud, requiring sampler
elevation on towers or limiting the downwind distance of samplers
within the cloud. They may also provide funaelling effects that
limit the dispersi~n of the cl~ud and restrict the lateral positioning of the downwind samplers. Upwind sampler locations may be
restricted by lofting or depression of the ambient air approaching
the site.
Wind Direction. Changes in this parameter alone are not generally
a major factor in the sampling system design. They will dictate
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changes in the design in combination with other factors such as
site topography, described above, or the presence of external
sources, which TIJ/lY influence the homogeneity of the approaching
ambient air, described belaw.
Ambient Air Homogeneity. The presence of external emission sources
that may result in variations in the pollutant concentrations and
diatributioua in the air approaching a site may reqnire the addition of samplers both upwind and downwind to ensure that the measurements of the pollutants of interest are not unduly influenced
or masked. Samplers typically are required within and outside of
the external source cloud both upwind and downwind.
Typical sampler locations for selected source site configurations
illustrating some of these effects are sketched in Figure 3-1.

The

configurations are identified by a four-digit number referring, in leftto-right order, to the numbers assigned to 'the para'Uleters identified in
the matrix of Table 3-2.

A configuration with a homogeneous cloud emitted

at a valley site with cross-valley wind direction and homogeneous ambient air is thus identified as 1321.

3.4.3

Sampling Techniques

Sampling must be scheduled and carefully designed co ensure that
data representative of the emission conditions of concern are obtained.
Effective scheduling demands that sufficient knowledge of operations
and process conditions be obtained to determine proper starting times
and durations for samplings.

The primary concern of the sampling design

is that sufficient amounts of the various pollutants are collected to
provide meaningful measurements.
Each of the various sample collection and analysis methods has an
associated lower limit of detection, typically expressed in terms of
micrograms of captured solid material and either micrograms
per million in air of gases.

o~

parts

Samples taken must provide at least these
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miDiiiNIIl amounts of the pollutaDts to be quantified.

The alllQunt (M) of

a pollutaDt collected is the product of the concentration of the pollutaDt in the air (x) and the volume of air sampled (V), thus,
K

(llicro~ams)

• x (micrograms/cubic meter) x V (cubic meters).

To ensure that a sufficient amount of pollutant is collected, an adequately large volume of air must

~e

passed through such samplers as

particle filters or gas absorbing trains for -a speclfi:c but uncontrollable concentration.

The volume of air (V) is the product of its flow

rate (P) and the sampling time (T),
V (cubic meters) • F (cubic meters/minute) x T (minutes).
Since the sampling time is most often dictated by the test conditions,
the only control available to an experimenter is the sampling flow
rate.

A preliminary estimate of the required flow ra·te for

a~y

sam-

pling location may be made if an estimate or rough measurement of the
concentration expected is available.

The subditution and rearrangement

of terms in the above equations yields Equation 3-l:
F (cubic meters/minute) • M (micrograms)/x (micrograms/cubic meter)
x T (minutes).
(3-1)
This equation permits the calculation of the minimum acceptable flow
race for a required sample size.

Flow rates should generally be adjusted

upward by a factor of at least 1.5 to compensate for likely inaccuracies
in estimates of concentration.

Grab-samples of gaseous pollutants provide for no means of pollutant sample quantity control except in terms of the volume of the sample.
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Care should be taken, therefore, to correlace che sample size with the
requirements of the selected analysis method.
Sampler location is also tmportanc in obcaining representative
data.

Dowawind sampler location is especially critical to ensure that

samples are taken at points known to be within the pollutant cloud at
measurable concencrations.

A rough estimate of acceptable downwind

sampler locations may be made utilizing the basic equation(l) ~or the
diffusion of gases and particulates in the atmosphere from a
level source:

x•

Q/~Ku,

grou~d-

where

x • pollutant concentrations at receptor point, gm/m3
Q • source emission rate, gm/sec
K • product of standard deviations of vertical and
horizontal pollutant distribution, m2
u • wind speed, m/sec
!his equation assumes a Gaussian distribution of pollutants in both the
vertical and horizontal directions and no deposition or reaction of
pollutants at the earth's surface.
By rearranging terms, the product of the standard deviations (K),
which are functions of the downwind discance (x) of the receptor from
the source, may be determined as a function of easily estimated or
measured parameters in Equation 3-2:
K •

Q/1Txu,

(3-2)

(l)'l'uruer, D. Bruce, "Workbook of Atmospheric Dispersion Estimates,"
U.S. Departmenc of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health Service
Publication No. 999-AP-26, Revised 1969.
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where

Q is estimated from published emission factors,

x is

set equal to a selected value related to
the sampling method detection limit and
u is measured at the site.

The maximum dovnwind sampler distance from the source along the axis of
the wind direction (x) may then be determined from the curves of Figure
3-2, which relate K and x for various atmospheric stability categories.
These categories are listed and explained in Table 3-3.
When suitable x-distances, which may be any distance less than the
maximum determined from Figure 3-2, have been selected, cross-wind distances (y) perpendicular to the x-axis that will

en~ure

that samples

are taken within the limits of the cloud must be determined.

Maximum

cross-wind distances, which arP. a function of the distribution of the
pollutant

concent~ations

within the cloud, are plotted as a function of

x in the curves of Figure 3-3 for the same atmospheric stability categories

us~d

in determining x.

Downwind samplers should in general be

located at two different x-distances within the limits of the maximum
as determined above and at cross-wind y distances less than the maximum
indicated in Figure 3-3 on opposite sides of the wind direction axis.
Upwind samplers should ideally be located on the wind direction
axis just far enough upwind to prevent sampling the backwash of the
pollucanc cloud.
determined using

A minimum upwind distance of x

x

/10, where x
is
max
max
equal to the sampling method!s lower detection limit,

will usually be sufficient.
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Fig. 3-2. Maximum downwind sampler distances.
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TABLE 3-3

A'll«>SPH!RIC STABILITY CATEGORIES

WiDci Speed
a/sec

Da.v*
Solar Altitude-T
>

60°

Nia hf'

3s•-6o•

1s•-3s•

Overcast or
> SO% Clouds

<

SO% Clouds

2

A

A-B

B

-

-

2-3

A-B

B

c

E

I!

3-S

B

B-C

.C

D

E

. 5-6

c

C-D

D

D

D

6

c

D

D

D

D

<

>

*Day ia oue hour after sunrise to one hour before sunset.
tsolar altitude may be determined form Table 170, Solar
Altitude and Azimuth, Smithsonian Meteorological Tables.
Use neutral class D f9r overcast conditions at any wind
speed. -Parital cloud cover (60 percent to 85 percent)
will reduce effective solar altitude one division (e.g.,
from > 60°. to 35°-60°) .for middle clouds and two divisiol18 (e.g., ·frolll >60° to 1s•-3s•) for low i:louds.
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To illustrate the application of the equations and curves presented
1D thia section, aaaume a source emittinc particulates into a four meter
per aecoud wind at au estimated rate of 10 grams per second, and a saml~it

pler with a lower detection

of .001 gram and flow rate of 0.67

cubic meter per minute.

For a sampling time of !0 minutes, the required

pollutant concentration,

x.

at the sampler is

x•

M/FT, where

M • .001 gram

F • 0. 67 cubic meter/minute x 1.5 adjustment factor •
1 cubic meter/minute
T • 10 minutes, and
x • .OOl/10 • l0- 4 grams/cubic meter
The product of the pollutant cloud's standard deviations, K, is found
in Equation

3-2, K • Q/wxu, where

Q • 10 grams/second

X • 10-~ grams/cubic meter
u • 4 meters/second, and
K • 10/w x l0- 4 x 4 • 8 x 10 3 meters squared
To measure the emissions during midday with clear skies, Table 3-3
indicates an atmospheric stability category B for the four meter/second
wind.

ligure 3-2 for K • 8 x 10 3 and category B indicates a maximum

sampler downwind distance of 680 meters.

Figure 3-3 for x • 680 meters

and category B indicates a maximum cross-wind distance of 145 meters.
Downwind samplers must then be located within

t~e

limits of a tri-

angle with an apex at the source, an altitude of 680 meters along the
wind direction axis and a base 145 meters wide on each side of the axis.
The upwind sampler should be located along the wind direction axis
at a minimum distance of x

max

/10 • 68 meters from the source.
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A mare detailP.d description of the application of this method is
presented

~

the appendix.

3.4.4 Data Reduction
Yhen the sampling program has been completed and the samples have

been analyzed to yield pollutant concentrations

i~

such terms as micro-

grams per cubic meter in the ambient air at each downwind sampling site,
the measured upwind concentrations are subtracted to yield the concentration provided by the source at each sampler.

These values are then

back-calculated through known diffusion equations that take into

a~count

the variables of topography and meteorology to produce statistical distributions of the concentrations within a pollutant cloud generated by
a given source.

These calculations yield source strengths of the emis-

siena in such terMs as grams per unit time.

A library of computer pro-

grams to assist in the performance of the calculations is maintained in
the User's Necwork for Applied Models of Air Pollution (UNAMAP) at the
Environmental Protection Agency's Research Triangle Computer Center. (l)
Additional programs may be obtained through many

~nvironmental

consul-

tants.

3.5

Detailed

Upwind-Dow~•ind

Measurement System

A detailed measurement system is designed to more precisely identify and quantify specific pollutants that a survey measurement or
equivalent data indicate as a possible problem area.

A detailed system

(l)Bulletin American Meteorological Society. Vol. 56, No. 12,
December, 1975.
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ueces~Jarily

more complex than a survey system in terms of equipment,

system design, sampling techniques, and data reduction.
much larger investment in

t~s

It requires a

of equipment, time, and manpower and

yields data detailed and dependable enough for direct action toward
achieving emissions control.

Detailed systems in general employ sam-

pling arrays or networks to measure the concentration and distribution
of specific pollutants in the ambient air approaching and leaving a
source.

These actual measurements o£ the pollutant distribution within

a cloud and the variations in meteorological conditions during the sampling period replace the assumptions utilized in survey sampling systems.

Detailed systems are frequently employed to compare emissions at

different process or operating conditions to determine which conditions
dictate the need for emission control.
The data provided by the sampling arrays are processed in conjunction with more detailed meteorological data which are taken simultaneously to determine source emission rates and ambient distributions in
much the same manner as the simpler survey systems.

3.5.1
The

Sampling Equipment

pc~ltants

to be characterized by a detailed upwind-downwind

sampling system fall into the same two basic classes--airborae particulates and gases--as those measured by survey systems.

Detailed sam-

pling and analysis equipment is generally selected to obtain continuous
or semi-continuous measurements of specific pollutants rather than

s~

ple grab-sampled measurements.
Particulate samples are collected using filter impaction, piezo-
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electric, particle change transfer, light or radiation scattering, electroseaeic, and size selective or adhesive impaction eechniques.

Gases

are sampled and analyzed using flame ionization detectors, bubbler/tmpinger trains, non-dispersive infrared or ultraviolet monitors, flame
photometry, and other techniques specific to individual gaseous pollur.ants.
The selection of suitable sampling equipment should be influenced

by such considerations as portability, power requirements,

detec~ion

limits and ease of control.

3.5.2

Sampling System Design

The basic criteria reviewed in Section 3.4.2 for the design of a
survey sampling system are generally applicable to the design of a detailed svstem.

The need for replacement of survey assumptions as to

pollutant distribution with actual measured values, however, most frequently requires the design of a sampling array or net·.rork that will
provide samples of a distribution at various distances downwind of the
source in both the horizontal and vertical directions.

Sampler loca-

tions may generally be determined in the same manner as those for a
survey system.

For detailed measurements, each location must provide

for sampling across a section of the pollutant cloud horizontally and/
or vertkcally.

Horizontal distributions may be measured by adding a

number of samplers (usually at least ewo) at either side of the survey
sampler location at distances estimated to yield significantly different pollutant concentrations.

Vertical distributions may be measured

by placing a tower of suitable height at each survey sampler location
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and aclcii.n& samplers over a range of heights ou each tower.

CombiDa-

tiona of horizoutal and vertical distributions may be measured by placing a grid of horizontally and vertically spaced samplers at each
survey sampler location.

Actual numbers of samplers, their spacing,

and heights of towers required must be determined for each location.

A

rough guide for estimating the required spacing is presented in Section
3.5.3.

3.5.3.

Sampling Techniques

The guidelines presented in Section 3.4.3 for the design and location of samplers for a survey system are applicable to detailed systems.
The assumption of a Gaussian distribution of pollutants in the cloud,
sufficient for data reduction in survey systems is reasonable as a rough
guide to locating samplers within the pollutant cloud as in Section
3.4.3, and far the spacing of sampling arrays as outlined below.
The approximate concentration of a specific pollutant within a
cloud in which concentrations vary in accordance with a Gaussian distribution at a given downwind distance from the source is greatest at
ground level on the wind direction axis of the cloud.

Assigning this

concentration the unjt value X, the concentration (x) at any cross-

a

wind

dis~ance

(y) from

~he

axis is expressed as

!he term F(y) may be expressed as y/ym• where ym is the maximum crosswind sampler distance determined from Figure 3-3.
is plot~ed.as a function of y/y~ in figure 3-4.
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The relationship

This may be used to

x/x

a

\

0.5

1.5

Y/Y 111 • crosswind distance ratio

FiQ. 3-4. Pollutant concentration ratios for crouwind locations.
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deteraine the probable concentration at a

..-pl~

location relative to

tba couc:a.tratiou at the aia ad the caucentratiou at lateral dia-

t&Dcu fraa that location

to •••ut 1n the horizontal a.,acing of

sam-

ple:ra 1n au array.
the coucentratiou 1n the vertical direction from any ground level
point v1ll dec=eue as the height, Z, increases in a similar relationship. The ra.:io of ehe conce1:.tration at the elevated point to that at
grOUDci level,

Z

11

xh/x,

is plotted -in Figure -3-5 aa- a function of Z./Zm' where

ia a function of the downwind distance froa& the source and the atmo-

spheric stability as plotted in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-5 may be used to

determine the relative concentrations at elevated points to

asa~at

in

the design of sampling towers and the vertical spacing of samplers in
au array or

srid.

In general, arrays should be designed to provide data at concentrations approximately two to four times greater or leas than the conc;ntratiou at a selected ground level sampling point.

Physical limitations

at the site or very unstable atmospheric conditions will often preclude
tha compliance with this design guideline by limiting the available
horizontal positioa.a or by requiring an :impractical tower height.

!n

such situatioa.a, the need to adjust the requirements of the guideline
muse be recogni.zed and the array designed to compensate far the limita-

tiona.
Upwind sampling arrays will generally be less camplex than dawawiDd
arrays Wlleaa a nearby pollut.anc source results in a h.eterogeneou. ambiea.c air mix.

In 'thia case, che guidelines for downwind array deai&n

presented iD thia section IIIAY have to be applied 1:o the upwia.c1 array
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Fig. 3-5. Pollutant concentration ratios for vertical locations.
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design.

Wind speed and direction should be measured at each sampler or
array location.

Pretest survey observations should indicate whether

stratification will occur to a degree which will require wind data at
more than one level.

An example of the application of these guidelines to the design of
survey and detailed systems for the measure=ent of pollutants at a Portland cement plant is presented as an appendix to this document.

3.5.4.

Data Reduction

Samples are analyzed to yield concentrations of specific pollutants
in such terms as micrograms per cubic meter at each sampling site.

Measured upwind concentrations are substituted into appropriate diffusion equations to provide ambient air background concentrations at each
downwind site and the background concentracion·subtracted from the measured downwind concentration at each site to yield the source contribution.

These values are then substituted into diffusion equations to

back-calculate source strengths in terms of grams per unit time, utiliztng UNAMAP or other available computer programs.

3.6

I

Atmospheric Tracers
In some instances, prevailing process or meteorological conditions

prohibit the collection of samples coccainicg measurable, clearly defined amounts of
strengths.

=specific

I
l

I
I

pollutant for the back-calculation of source

In many such cases, the atmospheric tracer method may be

employed to determine a eypical distl;ibution of a general class of pollu-
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taut analogoua to the pollutant of concern.

the uae of tracers should be considered

~der

any of the following

circumatancea:
When the pollutant background concentration ia either excessively

high or inhomogeneous. 'l'his can be caused by significant emissions from external upwind sources.
When the fugitive emissions are of such a complex nature that an
excessive number of downwind vertical profiles are required to
characterize the emissions.
When physical limitations prohibit the installation of adequate
instrumentation for specific pollutant concentration measurement.
When the nature of the specific pollutant prohibits its measurement with acceptable instrumentation or indicates large probable
errors in measurement.
When esti=ates of fugitive emissions are being made for non-operating processes or planned operations.
The atmospheric tracer method, which may be considered as a special
detailed system, consists of.the introduction into the atmosphere, at
the source site under CJ)nsideration, of a readily identifiable mate.:ial

similar ta the character of its diffusion
tant of concern.

in

the atmosphere to the pollu-

The quantity released may be controlled to previae

readily measurable concentrations.

A detailed downwind measurement

system, designed using the guidelines of Section 3.5, is used to collect samples of the tracer and to determine its dispersion for the known
and controllable source strength.

This dispersion will be analogous to

the dispersion of the pollutant of concern and will permit the prediction of pollutant concentrations for a range of source strengths.
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3.6.1 Tracers and Samplers

Both particulate. and gaseous atmospheric tracers are in general
use.

'!be 110at C0111D0nly used particulate tracers are zinc-cadmium sul-

fide and sodium fluorescein (urinine dye).

The primary gaseous tracer

is sulfur hexafluoride (SP' 6 ).

Zinc-cadmium sulfide is a particulate material which can be obtained in narrow size ranges to closely match the size of the pollutant
cf

co~ce~.

The

ma~erial

is best introduced into the acmcsphere in dry

form by a blower type disseminator although it can also be accomplished
by spraying from an aqueous or solvent slurry.

The zinc-cadmium sul-

fide fluoresces a distinctive color under ultraviolet light which

pro~

videa a specific and rapid means of identification and quantification
of the tracer in the samples.
Sodium fluorescein is a soluble fluorescing particulate material.
It is normally sp;ay disseminated from an aqueous slurry solution to
produce a particulate airborne plume, the size distribution of which
can be predetermined by the spraying apparatus.

Sodium fluorescein

c~n

be uniquely identified by colorimeter assessment.
Sulfur hexafluoride is a gas which ean be readily obtained in ordinary gas cylinders.

Sulfur hexafluoride can be disseminated by meter-

ing directly from the gas cylinder through a flaw meter to the atmosphere.
Ihe amount disseminated can be determined by careful flaw metering and/or
weight differentiation of the gas cylinder.
Particulate tracers are usually sampled with filter impaction devices or, for particles over 10 microns in diameter, the more easily
used and somewhat less accurate Rotorod sampler which collects particles
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\
on an adheaive-coatec! tr- or H-shaped rod which 1a rotated in the ambient air by a battery-driva electric mater.
Sulfur hexafluoride gaseous samples are collected fer laboratory
gas chromatograph analysis iD DOn-reactive bags of such materials as
Mylar.

3.6.2 Tracer Sampling

Syst~

Design

All of the design guidelines presented in 3.4.2 and 3.5.2 may be
applied to the design of a tracer sampling system as site conditions
dictate.

Their application is, in general, simplified since the source

strength may be controlled to provide measurable tracer concentrations
at readily accessible sampling locations.
A single upwind sampler will usually be sufficient to establish
that DO significant amount of the tracer material is present in the
ambient atmosphere approaching the source.

3.6.3

Tracer Sampling and Data Analysis

The methods introduced in Section 3.4.3 and 3.5.3 for determining
sampler design and location are fully applicable to tracer sampling •
........._

Like the design guidelines, they may

5e

more ~ily applied because the

source strength is easily controlled.

~"'--

The analysis of the data is also simplified since the source strength
is known

and no back-calculation is required.
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3. 7 Quality Assurance
The basic reason for quality assurance on a measurement program is

to insure that the val1ciity of the data callected can be verified.
This requires that a quality assurance program be an integral part of
the measurement program from beginning .to end.

This section outlines

the quality assurance requirements of a sampling program in terms of
several basic criteria points.

The criteria are listed below with a

brief explanation of the requirements in each area.

Not all of the

criteria will be applicable in all fugitive emission measurement cases.
1.

Introduction
Describe the project organization, giving details of the
lines of management and quality assurance responsibility.

2.

Qua1ity Assurance Program
Describe the objective and scope of the quality assurance
program.

3.

Design Control
Document design requirements and standards applicable to
the measurement program as procedures and specifications.

4.

Procurement Document Control
Verify that all design specification accompany procurement
documents such as purchase orders.

5.

Instructions, Procedures, Drawings
Prescribe all activities that affect the quality of the
work performed by written procedures. These procedures must
include acceptance criteria for determining that these activities are accomplished.

6.

Document Control
Ensure that the writing, issuance, and revisio~ of procedures which prescribe measurement program activities affecting
quality are documented and that these procedures are distrib-

\

uted to and used at the location where the measurement program
1a carried out.
7.

Control of Purchase Material, Equipment, and Services
Establish procedures to ensure that purchased material
coufoTmS to the procurement specifications and provide verification of conformance.

8.

Identification and Control of Materials, Parts, and Components
Uniquely identify all materials, parts, and components
that significantly contribute to program quality for traceability and to prevent the use of incorrect or defective materials, parts, or components.

9.

Control of Special Processes
Ensure that special processes are controlled and accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified procedures.

10.

Inspection
Perform periodic inspections where necessary on activities
affecting the quality of work. These inspections must be organized and conducted to assure detailed acceptability of
program components.

11.

Test Control
Specify all testing required to demonstrate that applicable
systems and components perform satisfactorily. Specify that
the testing be done and documented according to written proce•
dures, by qualified personnel, with adequate test equipment
according to acceptance criteria.

12.

Control of Measuring and Test Eauipment
Ensure that all testing equipment is controlled to avoid
unauthorized use and that test equipment is calibrated and
adjusted at· stated frequencies. An inventory of all test equipment must be maintained and each piece of test equipment labeled
with the date of calibration and date of next calibration.

13.

Handling, Storage, and Shipping
Ensure that equipment and material receiving, handling,
storage, and shipping follow manufacturer's recommendations to
prevent damage and deterioration. Verification and documentation
that established procedures are followed is required.
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14.

Inspection, Teet: 1 and Operating Status

Label all equipment subject to required inspections and
testa so that: the status of inspection and teat is readily

apparent. Maintain an inventory of such inspections and operating status.
lS.

Nou-Couformins Parts and Materials
Establish a system that will prevent the inadvertent use
of equipment or material~ that do no~ conform to requirements.

16.

Corrective Action
Establish a system to ensure that conditions adversely
affecting the -quality of program op,'!rations are identified,
corrected, and commented on; a~d that preventive actions are
taken to preclude recurTence.

17.

Quality Assurance Records
Maintain program records necessar·r t;.l provide proof or
accomplishment of quali~y affecting a~tivities of the measurement program. Records include operating logs, test and inspection results, and personnel qualifications.

18.

Audits
Conduct audits to evaluate the effectiveness of the measurement program and quality assurance program to assure that
performance criteria are being met •

•

:

.i
;

;

'
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4.0

ESTIMATED COSTS AND TIME REQUIREMENTS
Table 4-1 presents a listing of the conditions assumed for esti-

mating the costs and time requirements of upwind-downwind fugitive emissions sampling programs using the methodology described in this document.
Four programs are listed, representing minimum and more typical levels
of effort for each of the survey and detailed programs defined in Sec-

I

tion 3.3.

The combinations of conditions for each program are generally

\

i

representative of ideal and more realistic cases for each level and wil:

r

seldom be encountered in actual practice.

i

They do, however, illustrate

the range of effort and costs that may be expected in the application of
the upwind-downwind technique except in very special instances.

4.1

Manpower
Table 4-2 presents estimates of manpower reql'irements for each of

the sampling programs listed in Table 4-1.

Man-hours for each of the three

general levels of Senior Engineer/Scientist, Enr,ineer/Scientist, and
Junior Engineer/Scientist are estimated for the general task areas outlined
in this document and for additional separable tasks.
are estimated as a total for each progr·tm.

Clerical man-hours

Total man-hour requirements

and approximately 500 man-hours for a simple survey

progr~m

and 1500

man-hours f,)r a more complex !:urvey program; and 2800 man-hours for a
simple detailed program and 4500 man-hours for a more crymplex detailed
program.
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TABLE 4-1
C:OliDITIONS ASSUMED P'OR. COST !STIXA1'IOH

OF UPWDID - DOWNWIND SAMPLING PROGRAMS

Detailed Program

Survey Program

Parameter
Site
Location
)
~

Emmission
Source

Simple

.

Complex

Simple

Open AreaAccessible

CongestedLimited Access

Open AreaAccet:sible

CongestedLimited Access

Well Defined

Complex

Well Defined

Complex

Steady

Steady

Cyc:-lic

CyclicMeasured
at Two Levels

External
Source

Measured
On Site

Meaaured
On Site

Two Measurements On Site

One Upwind
Two Downwind

One Upwind
Three Downwind

Vertical
ArraysOne Upwind,
Two Downwind

Grid ArraysOne Upwind,
Two Downwind

16

30

4 High

4 High Grids

Emisai~n

Character
Wind
Measurement
Sample
Sites

Samplers

3

Towers

0

Experilllants

l

Estimated
Basic
Accuracy

Complex

t

500%

8

4 Low
l

2

:t 150%

:: 125%
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:: 75%

TA.BLI 4-2
ESTIMATED

MAHP~

IEQUIUKENTS FOI UPWIND - DOWNWIND

SAMPLING PROGIAHS

---

Estimate• in Man-Hour•
Surv~y

Simole

Tuk

I

Simple
Complex
Junior
Junior
Engr/
Engr/
Senior Ensr/
Senior Ensr/
Tech Enu/Sci Sci
Tech Engr/Sct Sci

Pre teat Survey

4

12

0

8

Teat Plan Preparation

8

12

0

12

Equipment Acquiaition

4

4

12

4

Field Set-Up

1.
00

Senior Engr/
Engr/Sci Sci

Programs

Field Study

12

8
24

48

12
120

.

24

0

8

! 16

4

12

28

8

!

.
;

60

.

64

80

20

20

36

60

Data Analyah

20

20

16

60

Report Preparation
To tala

16

16

8

64

104

144

224

284

472

Engineer/Scientiat Tou
Clerical
Grand Total

I

40

1 512

J

I

!

-!
I

Complex
Junior
Junior
Senior Ensr/
Ensr/
Eosr/
Tech IEn~r/Sci Sci
Tech

24

0

12

36

16

I

24

12

16

32

12

I

24

48

12

36

52

140

100

120

280

240

180

560

796

180

320

180

I

180

320

180

:

200

200

80

I

900

1"184

1556

.
I

I

:

I

200

268

120

.~ 300

536

60

108

120

1 240

96

60

108

120

240

96

:

Sample Analyah

Programs

~

48

16

I

8

Detail~d

64

32

160

80

40

480

612

628

972

1028

1376
120
1496

12628
200
2828

i

I

!

,j
I,

I

4240

'

280

I

4520

I

:

!
:
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4.2

Other Direct Costa
T&ble 4-3 presents estimates for equipment purchases, rentals,

calibration, and repairs; on-site construction of towers and platforms;
shipping and on-site communications for each of the listed programs.
Total costs are approximately $4500 for a siMple survey program and
$17,000 for a more complex

~ey

programi and $34,000 for a simple

detailed program and $64,000 for a more complex detailed program.

4.3

Elapsed-TiMe Requirements
Figure 4-1 presents elapsed-time estimates for each of the listed

programs broken down into the task. areas indicated in the manpo,.er est~tes

of Table 4-2.

Total program durations are approximately 12

weeks for a simple survey program and 17 \ieeks for a more complex survey program; and 21 \ieeks for a simple detailed program and 41 weeks
for a more complex detailed

4.4

progr~.

Cost Effectiveness
Figure 4-2 presents curves of the estimated cost effectiveness of

the upwind-downwind technique. drawn through points calculated for the
four listed programs.

Costs for each program were calculated at $30

per labor hour, $40 per man day subsistence for field work for the manpower estimates of Table 4-2. plus the other direct costs estimated
Table 4-3.
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TABLE 4-3

EST !HATED COSTS roa UMHD.- DOWHVIHD
SAMPLING PROGRAMS
(LABOR COSTS EXCLUDED)

t

.I
.J
II
I

VI
0

I

I

Survey Programs

Detailed Programs

Cost Item

Simple

Complex

Equipment
Sampler Purchase
Sequencer Purchase
Wind Measurement Purchase
Calibration
Repairs
Wiring "arnesses

$1800
900
0
150
270
0

$4800
2400
3500
250
1000
0

$9600
4800
3500
400
1500
400

$18000
9000
5000
600
2500
800

Construction
Towers
Platfotllls. etc.
Electrical "ook-ups

0
500
0

2000
1000
100

8000
1500
200

19000
2000
300

Shipping
Trailer Rent a 1
Vehicle Rentals
On-Site Coltllluntcattonfl

200
0
280
100

400
0
560
300

800
500
1400
700

1200
500
2800
900

$16810

$34100

$63900

Simple

Complex

i

I
I

I

I.:

..

TOTAL

$4500

I
I

WMka

Teak

Pre-wt
lllrVIY

Teat plan
prepentlon
Equipment
acqulaltlon
Field
Mt·up
I

VI
.....

I

Field
study
Sample
analyaia
Data
analyda

4d

Report

.,.-.paration
I I

WMka

Fig. 4-1. Elapsed-time estima~ !cr upwind-downwind aampling prograrna.
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100

150
200
Cost in thousands of doUars
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APPENDIX A
TEST PROCEDURES APPLICATION
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A.l.O INTJODUCTION
this appendix presents an application of the upwind-downwind
fugitive emissions measurement system selection and design criteria to a
Portland cement manufacturing plant.

The criteria for the selection

of the method and the design procedures far both survey and detailed
sampling systems aa presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of this document
are discussed.
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A. 2. 0

BACr.GIOUHD INFOIMATION
The folloviDg information relative to the operation of the sub-

ject Portland cement manufacturing plant would ordinarily be gat•tered
from interviews and observations during a visit to the plant for a preteat survey.
Portland cement is made from a mixture of finely ground calcareous
(lillle component) and argillaceous (alumina component) materials.

The

four major atepa for producing Portland cement are:
(1)

Obtaining raw materials and reducing their size,

(2)

Grinding, blending and homogenization of these materials
to obtain desired composition and uniformity,

(3)

Heating to liberate carbon dioxide and burning to form
clinker,

(4)

Grinding or fine pulverization of the clinker with
addition of gypsum.

At this location, shown in Figure A-1, limestone is quarried at
the site by dragline buckets, pulverized in a hammer mill, mixed with
water and pumped to raw

mate~ial

livered to storage by rail.

storage.

Other r3w materials are de-

Ball mills reduce first the limestone and

then a limestone-clay mixture to a fine slurry which is stored in concrete tanka prior to ita introduction to the rotary kilns.

The slurry

is dried and burned at about 27oo•F to form clinker, which is cooled
and stored in bins until needed for the finish grinding operation where
it is pulverized and mixed with

$YPSum

!be-cement is stored in silos prior

to

to produce the finished product.
bagging or transfer to bulk con-

tainer trucks and railroad cars for shipping.
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Fig. A-1. Pordand cement plant site layout.
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'l'he plant operates ou a thre-s-ehift 1 round-the-clock production
schedule including all operations except shipping and unloading of raildelivered raw materials, which are normally carried out only on the
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. shift.

The plant produces about 300 barrels of

finished product per hour, consuming about 600 pounds of raw materials
for each 376 pound barrel produced.
The raw materials and the finished product are essentially dust;
the principal emissions are also dust.

The largest contributor is the

kiln used to produce the clinker, where the dried mixture becomes suspended in the combustion gases as dust and is delivered through the
stack to the atmosphere.

A multi-cyclqne/electrostatic precipitator

combination removes about 95 percent of the dust before it is vented to
the stack.
fer

Other sources of dust are the ball mills, materials trans-

oper~tions

and packaging operations.

Hoods at the ball mills and

packing house are utilized to capture and transmit about 85 percent of
their emissions to a bag house.

The quarry operation at this plant

contributes little or no dust since ehe entire process is conducted
with the material in a wet condition.
The EPA estimates for uncontrolled emissions, as published in the
Office of Air Programs Publication AP-42, Compilation of Air Pollutant
Factors, are 15 to 55 pounds from the kiln and 2 to 10 pounds from all
ocher sources for each barrel of cement produced.

If the assumed 95

percent effectiveness of the stack controls is correct, 0.75 to 2.75
pounds per barrel could be transmitted to the atmosphere from the stack.
Assuming that 80 percent of all ocher emissions are hooded, 0.5 ro three
pounds per barrel could be transmitted to the atmosphere as fugitive
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emissions.

The prevailing daytime

~~d

at the plant is from a general easter-

ly direction and averages 10 miles per hour over open, flat, partly
swampy terrain.
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A.3.0 METHOD SELECTION
Selecting the moat practical method to measure the amount of
emitted pollutants reaching the ambiene atmosphere involves evaluating
the site, processes and pollutants concerned tn terms of the criteria of
Section 2.2 as follows:

I

l
I
I

I

Site Criteria - the various sources at the site arP. remote from
one another, both indoors and outdoors, and are not small enough
to be hooded or otherwise enclosed.
Process Criteria - emissions are essentially the same from all
sources at the site with no interfering reactions between emissions or with other constituents in the ambient atmosphere.
The process is continuous and does not entail any limitations
as to the timing of sampling.
Pollutant Criteria - emissions to be measured are particulates
wboae generation rate and dilution in the ambient air will provide measurable concentrations within reasonable distances of
the source.
The site criteria are, in this case, the determining factors in
selecting the measurement method.

Since the

e~ssions

cannot be con-

tained or directed in any manner, only the upwind-downwind measurement
method may be successfully utilized to determine the plant's contribution to the particulate concentration in the local atmosphere.
The basic question to be answered by the measurement program is
"Does the rate of particulate emissions from the plant exceed the
accepted regulatory agency standard?" !his question can be answered
by a survey program average measurement of the total particulate emissions from the plant, including emissions from the kiln stack.

If

the survey program indicates that the plant's emissions do exceed standarda, the question to be answered will then be "What actions are neces-
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sary to reduce emissions to an acceptable rate?"

The answer to this

questiOD requires that the rates of the specific sources of the emissions be separately quantified.

This will require the increased accur-

acy and extent of measurements of a detailed program.

both systems is described in the following sections.
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A. 4. 0

St1RVEY M!'.ASUREMENT SYSTEM

To determine the total plant contribution of particulates to the
atmosphere, measurement lllUSt be made of the approaching ambient air
containing upwind and all background emissions.

In this case, a single

upwind sampler located betveen the kiln building and the road to the
east will include the general ambient background particulates plus the
particulates contributed by traffic on the road.

A ground level sampler,

located about 200 meters from the kiln, should provide an accurate measurement.

The downwind measurement must include the contributions from

all the sources at 'the site, which may be considered as emanating from
a line source at ground level with an overlay of emission from the elevated stack, as illustrated in Figure A-2.

To ensure that the stack

emission contribution to the cloud is being measured, one downwind sampler is located within the estimated confines of the stack plume and
others

outs~de

the stack plume as shown on Figure A-2.

A.4.1

Sampler Location
For a high volume sampler sampling 18 cubic feet per minute, a

desired sample weight of 100 micrograms and a 60 minute sampling time,
the particle concentration required at the sampling point is:
Equation 3-1)

x • M/FT •

x•

10-~

(gm)/0.5 (m3/min) x 60 (min)

3.3 ~ 10- 6 (gm/m 3 )
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Fugitive cloud
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Stade plume
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Stac:Jc plume

_0$___,__..::2:~
100 meters

Fig. A-2. Portland cement plant smiaions c:Jouds.
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Local emission limitations, promulgated on a process weight basis,
permit 30 pounds per hour of particulate to be transmitted to the atmosphera from all sources.

In order to measure this total emission rate

in a 10 mile per hour (4.47 m/sec) wind with the proposed samplers, the

product of the standard deviations used to determine the maximum distance from the source that samplers may be located is found using:

K•

Q/~xu

(Equation 3-2)

K • 30 X 454 X 1 - (~)/~ X 3.3 X 10- 6 (~) X 4.47 ( me) • 8 X 10~
m
se
36 00 sec
Table 3-3 indicates the use of an atmospheric stability category B
for clear midday conditions and the wind speed of 4.47 meters per second.

Figure 3-2 indicates a maximum sampler downwind distance well in

excess of one kilometer for K • 8 x 10 4 and category B, so that any
sampler location within one kilometer downwind of the plant will provide
satisfactory measurements.

To ensure that the stack emissions are also

adequately measured, one sampler is located along the wind direction
axis through the stack at a distance of 800 meters from the stack, at
point Dl on Figure A-2.

Two additional samplers are located within the

fugitive emissions cloud outside the stack plume at points 02, 30G
meters from the kiln structure on its wind direction centerline, and 03,
500 meters from the kiln at 100 meters to the south (cross-wind) of its
centerline.
Samples ara taken simultaneously at the upwind and three downwind
locations for a one hour period chosen to include activities in all
phases of the process- kiln operation, grinding, packaging and all phases

\

of a&CC'1al trauafar im:ludi%1& bulk product loading and raw material

ualoadtD&.

the .-.plea are analyzed to

dete~ine

particulate concen-

tratioua at the sampler lacatioaa, which are then used in computer prcgra-.cl diffuaion equatioaa

to

detemine the source strengths of the

fuaitive ad stack emiasioaa.
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DETAII.!D MEASUREMENT SYST!M

Assuming that the survey measurements indicate an emission rate
in excess of the local regulations, say 40 pounds per hour, a detailed

syatea must_ be designed to more accurately quantify the emissions from
the separate sources at the plant.
The separate sources are identified as individual particulate
clouds on Figure A-3.

Their characteristics and schedules are as fol-

lows:
(1)

Flotation Tanks - continuous low level emissions.
usually isolated.

Cloud

(2)

Ball Mill and Slurry Tanka - continuous emissions.
usually mixed with (3).

(3)

Raw Materials Storage - continuous low level emissions,
higher emissions during day shift material unloading operations. Cloud always mixed with (2).·

(4)

Packing and Shipping- emission level variable with activity.
on day shift only. Cloud always partially mixed with (5).

(5)

Finish Grinding Mill - continuous emissions.
mixed with (4).

(6)

Stack - continuous emissions.

(7)

Materials Transfer - continuous low level emissions as background to all except (1).

Cloud

Cloud partially

Assuming that the prevailing wind direction remains from the east:
Cloud (1) may be indtvidually measured at any time.
Cloud (2) may be individually measured only when material unloading operations are shut down - measurement would be improved
by wetting down raw materials.
Cloud (3) may not be individually measured. Emissions may be
quantified by measuring total of clouds (2) and (3) and subtracting
individual measurement of (2).
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Cloud (4) may noc: be individually measured. Emissions may be
quantified by measuriag total of clouds (4) and (5) and subtracting individual measurement of (2).
Cloud (5) may be individually measured when packing and shipping
operations are shut down.
Cloud (6) emissions may be mea3ured by stack sampling at any- time.
Cloud (7) emissions may not be individually measured. Their low
level background contribution is present in all clouds measured
except (1).
To measure the source strengths associated with clouds (1) through
(5), a nerwork of individual arrays may be set up as follows:
Array [l]

in cloud (1) ·

Array [2]

in combined clouds (2) and (3)

~

.•.

Array [3] - in combined clouds (5) and (6)
Samples taken during first shift operations using all three arrays
..

·.

will provide measurments of the particulate concentrations in cloud
(1), the combined concentrations of clouds
concentrations of clouds (4) and (5).

~~)

and (3) and the combined

Samples should be taken during

materials unloading operations to provide measurements of the maximum

..
'·

concentrations of cloud (3) and during maximum activity level

in

the

shipping area to provide measurements of the maximum concentrations of
cloud (4).
Samples taken during second or third shift operations using arrays
[2} and [3} will provide measurements of the particulate concentrations
of clouds (2) and (5).
Stack samples may be taken at any convenient time.
Analyses of the samples will provide particulate concentrations at
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the array locat1oaa far each source, which may then be back-calculated
to provide equivalent source strengths, which, with appropriate sub-

tractions 4escribe4 above, will give individual source strengths.
The flotation tanka are located very nearly at ground level and

aay reasonably be considered a ground level source.

Array [1] may

therefore be composed of only ground level samplers located across the
clou4 (1) generated by these tanks.
Raw material storage generates a ground level source cloud (3),

While the ball mills and the slurry tanks generate an elevated cloud
(2).

The array [2] used to sample these clouds must then employ both

ground level and elevated samplers located across the portion of the
cloud c:ombinin& the emissions of both sources.
Packing and shipping operations generate a cloud (4) of both ground
level &Ad elevated emissions, as do the
storage in cloud (5).

f~nish

grinding mill and clinker

Array [3] must then be composed of ground level

&ad elevated samplers located across the portion of the cloud combining
the emissions of both clouds.
Assumptions as to the approximate source strengths for each of the
sources are made to provide the starting points for determining array
locations and spacing.

Based on the 40 pound per hour rate for the

total emissions indicated by the survey measurements, a source strength
of eight pounds per hour is assigned to each of the sources of clouds
(2) through (5), and four pounds per hour for the sources of clouds (1)
and (7).

the conditions of the survey example of Section A.4.1; with a

10 mile per hour wind from the east, an atmospheric stability category
B, a desired aa=ple weight of 100 micrograms and a 60 minute sampling
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are assumed to apply to the detailed system.
The beat locations far the arrays, each within the clouds they are

designed to measure aad away from the influences of other clouds, are

show at A1, A2 and A3 on Figure A-3.
For array [1], located about 250 meters downwind of the

~aurce

of

cloud (1) in order to avoid the influence of neighboring clouds, the
approximate particle concentration on the wind direction axis at ground
level ia determined from Equation 3-2, rearranged as
X•
;;

Q/~Ku,

where

X • concentration (gm/m3)
Q • source strength • 4 (lbs/hr) • 0.5 (gm/sec)
K • 110 (m2) - from Figure 3-7
u • 4.47 (m/sec), and

..1:..

"

•
The required

b~pler

flow rate is determined from Equation 3-1.

rearranged as
F • M/xT, where
F • flow rate (m 3/min)
M • sample weight • 10-~ (gm)
x • 3.2 x lo-s (gm/m3)
T • sampling time • 60 (min), and

!he

cross-wind spacing of the samplers in the array is deter-

mined by assigning a particle concentration desired to be measured at
a sampler location of about 1/2 the concentration at the wind direc-
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tioD axia 1 or.

x • 1.6 x 105 (gm/a3), and calculating its ratio

calculated concentration on the vincl direction axis,

x/x 0 •

a.s.

x 0• In this

Pigure 3-4 inclicatea a value of 0.91 for the cross-w

cliataDce ratio y/y • in which y is the desired cross-wind sampier

•

•

tanca ancl y• is the asximum croaa-wincl distance determined from Fi,
3-3.

In this case, ym for x • 250 meters and category B is 68 mete

&Del y • 62 meters.
Array [1], then, would consist of three ground level samplers l
cated 250 meters downwind of the flotation tanka with the central

s~

pler on the wind axis and two samplers 62 meters away, one in each of
the

two

cross-wind directions.

of at least

two

This array will provide measurement

particle concentrations within the cloud for use in

the back calculation of the source strength at the flotation tanka.
S1milar compucationa may be made for each of the other arrays,
•
with the addition of a vertical spacing determination using Figures
3-5 and 3-6 in the same manner as Figures 3-3 and l-4 for the deter-

mination of cross-wind spacing.
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(MAl's) project leader. Mr. Gary Garman and Dr. Muleski prepared this report.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the test plan to be followed during a field sampling program
to determine fugitive emissions--from -a uniformly emitting line source. Sources of this
type include (for example) off-highway vehicles, general earthmoving, and travel emissions at logging and associated industrial facilities. The report describes the sampling
methodology, data analysis, and quality assurance procedures to be followed in the
field study. The primary pollutant of concern is particulate matter (PM), especially PM
no greater than 10 11m in aerodynamic diameter (PM, 0 ). However, the basic &.am piing
strategy and data analysis are equally applicable to other types of pollutants that might
be emitted from the same types of sources.
The basic field sampling methodology uses the concept of "exposure profiling",
developed by MRI. The exposure profiling method calculates emission rates using a
conservation of mass approach. The passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity
of emissions per unit of source activity) is obtained by the spatial integration of
exposure (mass/area) measurements distributed over the effective cross section of the
plume. Note that for a uniform line or "moving point• source such as an unpaved
road, only a vertically distributed sampling array is required to characterize the plume's
effective cross section. 12 A companion report describes procedures to be followed to
sample other types of fugitive sources. 3
The remainder of this report provides a "skeleton" test protocol in that issues
are discussed in general terms but can be readily expanded once a specific source
and site have been selected for testing. Section 2 discusses quality assurance
considerations, and Section 3 outlines the general sampling and analysis procedures
to be followed. Section 4 describes an example test schedule.

1-1
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SECTION 2
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The sampling and analysis procedures to be followed in this field testing
program are subject to -eertain .quality. control (QC). guidelines. These guidelines wi-il" ·
be discussed in conjunction with the activities to which they apply. These procedures
meet or exceed the requirements specified in the reports entitled Quality Assurance
Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement Systems, Volume //-Ambient Air Specific
Methods (EPA 600/4-77 -027a) and Ambient Monitoring Guidelines for Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (EPA 4350/2-78-019).
As part of the QC program for this study, routine audits of sampling and
analysis procedures will be performed. The purpose of the audits is to demonstrate
that measurements are made within acceptable control conditions for particulate
source sampling and to assess the source testing data for precision and accuracy.
Examples ot items to be audited include gravimetric analysis, flow rate calibration,
data processing, and emission factor calculation. The mandatory use of speciallydesigned reporting forms for sampling and analysis of data obtained in the field and
laboratory aids in the auditing procedure. Further details on specific sampling and
analysis procedures are provided in the following section.
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SECTION 3
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

This section describes the general methodology used to characterize particulate
em iss ions from-uniformly emitting line sources.
GENERAL AIR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES
Exposure profiling, which is the primary air sampling technique in this study, is
based on simultaneous multipoint sampling over the effective cross section of the
open dust source plume. This technique uses a mass-balance calculation scheme
similar to EPA Method 5 stack testing rather than requiring indirect calculation through
the application of a generalized atmospheric dispersion model (as in the so-called
"upwind/downwind" method).
The equipment deployment for a typical test is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.
The primary air sampling device in this example test plan is a standard high-volume
air sampler fitted with a cyclone preseparator (Figure 2). The cyclone exhibits an
effective 50% cutoff diameter {D 50 ) of approximately 10 microns (JJ.m) in aerodynamic
diameter when operated at a flow rate of 40 cfm (68 m3/h). 4
Besides the samplers fitted with the cyclone preseparator to sample PM 10
emissions, two other types of samplers are used in the upwind and downwind arrays.
Standard hi-vols are placed at two heights near one of the downwind arrays to sample
TSP (total suspended particulate) emissions.
PM 10 reference method samplers (Wedding and Associates' PM 10 Critical Flow
High-Volume Samplers) are also used, with one located alongside the upwind array
and another next to a downwind array.
Throughout each test, wind speed is monitored at the downwind sampling site
by directional warm wire anemometers (Kurz Model 465) at three heights. Horizontal
wind direction is monitored by a wind vane at a single height. Wind speed and
direction are scanned using a data logger, with 5-min averages stored in a computer
file. The vertical profile of horizontal wind speed is determined by fitting the
measurements to a logarithmic profile. The sampling intakes are adjusted for proper
directional orientation based on the monitored average wind direction.

MRI-M\R9712-4A.'TP
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Figure 1. Sampler deployment

WINDSPEED

TABLE 1. SAMPLER DEPLOYMENT
Upwind/
downwind

No. of
instruments

Measurement
height(s)a
(m)

u
u

1

2

Cyclone

PM, 0

1

2

Wedding PM, 0
Sampler

PM, 0

0

4 per array

1.5, 3, 4.5, 6

Cyclone

PM, 0

0

2

1.5, 3

Hi-Vol

TSP

0

1

3

Wedding PM, 0
Sampler

PM, 0

3

Wind vane

Wind direction

1' 3, 5

Warm wire
anemometer

Wind
velocity

0
0

3

Type of
sampler or
instrument

Parameter
measured

a Selection of sampling heights depends upon various factors, including roadway
width, travel speeds, range of wind speeds expected, etc. Values listed in the
table represent heights commonly used.
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Figure 2. Cyclone preseparator.
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For each source selected for testing, triplicate tests are recommended to
quantify emissions under three different average travel speeds (spanning the range of
common speeds on the road). Note that:
•

"Captive" traffic is recommendeq in order to maintain constant average
vehicle characteristics during the testing periods.

•

The roads are tested in the •uncontrolled" condition.

•

The primary pollutant of concern during the field exercise is particulate
matter no greater than 10 ~ in aerodynamic diameter (PM 10). However,
at each test site, at least one set of total suspended particulate (TSP)
emission measurements (using standard high-volume [hi-vol] air
samplers) will be taken.

Each field testing program should begin with a visit to the candidate test site(s).
Upon return, a site-specific test protocol is developed, which describes sampler
deployment and spacing, test schedule, and any special provisions.
EMISSION TESTING PROCEDURE
Preparation of Sample Collection Media
Particulate samples are collected on glass fiber filters, with the exception of the
PM 10 reference samplers which require quartz filters. Prior to the initial weighing, the
filters will be equilibrated for 24 h at constant temperature and humidity in a special
we;ghing room. During weighing, the balance is checked at frequent intervals with
standard (Class S) weights to ensure accuracy. The filters will remain in the same
controlled environment for another 24 h, after which a second analyst reweighs them
as a precision check. If a filter cannot pass audit limits, the entire lot is to be
reweighed. Ten percent of the filters taken to the field are used as blanks. The
quality assurance guidelines pertaining to preparation of sample collection media are
presented in Table 2.

3-5
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TABLE 2. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING MEDIA
Activity

QA check/requirement

Preparation

Inspect and imprint glass fiber media
with identification numbers.

Conditioning

Equilibrate media for 24 h in a clean
controlled room with relative humidity of
45% (variation of less than ±5% RH) and
with temperature of 23°C (variation of
less than±, °C).

Weighing

Weigh hi-vol filters. to nearest 0.1 mg.

Auditing of weights

Independently verify final weights of 10%
of filters (at least four from each batch).
Reweigh batch if weights of any hi-vol
filters deviate by more than ±2.0 mg.
For tare weights. conduct a 100% audit.
Reweigh tare weight of any filters that
deviate by more than
.0 mg.

±,

Correction for handling effects

Weigh and handle at least one blank for
each , to , 0 filters of each type for each
test.

Calibration of balance

Balance to be calibrated once per year
by certified manufacturer's representative. Check prior to each use with
laboratory Class S weights.

Pretest Procedures/Evaluation of Sampling Conditions
Prior to equipment deployment, a number of decisions are to be made as to the
potential for acceptable source testing conditions. These decisions shall be based on
forecast information obtained from the local U.S. Weather Service office. If conditions
are considered acceptable, the sampling equipment deployment is initiated. At this
time the sampling flow rates will be set for the various air sampling instruments. The
quality control guidelines governing this activity are found in Table 3.

MRI-M\R971:Z-44.,.,.
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TABLE 3. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING FLOW RATES
QA check/requirement

Activity
• High volume air samplers

Calibrate flows in operating ranges using
calibration orifice upon arrival and every
2 weeks thereafter at each regional site
prior to testing.

• Orifice and electronic calibrator

Calibrate against displaced volume test
meter annually.

Once the source testing equipment is set up and the filters inserted, air
sampling commences. Information is recorded on specially designed reporting forms
and includes:
a.

Air samples-Start/stop times, wind speed profiles, flow rates, and wind
direction relative to the roadway perpendicular (5- to 15-min average).
See Table 4 for QA procedures.

b.

Traffic count by vehicle type and speed.

c.

General meteorology-Wind speed, wind direction, and temperature .

•
Sampling time must. be long enough to provide sufficient particulate mass and to
average over several cycles of the fluctuation in the emission rate (i.e., vehicle passes
on the road). Occasionally sampling may be interrupted because of the occurrence of
unacceptable meteorological conditions and then restarted when suitable conditions
return. Table 5 presents the criteria used for suspending or terminating a source test.
Sample Handling and Analysis
To prevent particulate losses, the exposed media are carefully transferred at
the end of each run to protective containers for transportation. In the field laboratory,
exposed filters are placed in individual glassine envelopes and then into numbered file
folders. When exposed filters and the associated blanks are returned to the MRI
laboratory, they are equilibrated under the same conditions as the initial weighing.
After reweighing, 10% of the filters are audited to check weighing accuracy.

!ARI-MIR9712-44.TP
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TABLE 4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
Activity
Maintenance
• All samplers
Operation
• Timing
• lsokinetic sampling
(cyclones}

QA check/requiremenfl
Check motors, gaskets, timers, and flow
measuring devices at each plant prior to testing.
Start and stop all downwind samplers during time
span not exceeding 1 min.
Adjust sampling intake orientation whenever
mean wind direction dictates.
Change the cyclone intake nozzle whenever the
mean wind speed approaching the sampler falls
outside of the suggested bounds for that nozzle.
This technique allocates no nozzle for wind
speeds ranging from 0 to 10 mph, and unique
nozzles for four wind speed ranges above
10 mph.

• Prevention of static
mode deposition
a

Cap sampler inlets prior to and immediately after
sampling.

All "means" refer to 5- to 15-min averages.

TABLE 5. CRITERIA FOR SUSPENDING OR TERMINATING A TEST
A test may be suspended or terminated if:a
1 . Rainfall ensues during equipment setup or when sampling is in progress.

2. Mean wind speed during sampling moves outside the 0.9- to 8.9 m/sec (2- to
20-mph) acceptable range for more than 20% of the sampling time.
3. The angle between mean wind direction and perpendicular to the path of the
moving point source during sampling exceeds 45 degrees for two consecutive
averaging periods.
4. Daylight or available artificial lighting is insufficient for safe equipment operation.
- 5. Source condition deviates from predetermined criteria (e.g., occurrence· of truck
spill or accidental water splashing prior to uncontrolled testing).
a

"Mean" denotes a 5- to 15-min average.
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EMISSION FACTOR CALCULATION PROCEDURES
To calculate emission rates, a conservation of mass approach is used. The
passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity of emissions per unit of source
activity) is obtained by spatial integration of distributed measurements of exposure
(mass/area) over the effective cross section of the plume. Exposure is the point value
of the flux (mass/area-time) of airborne particulate integrated over the time of
measurement, or equivalently, the net particulate mass passing through a unit area
normal to the mean wind direction during the test The steps in the· calculation
procedure for uniformly emitting line sources are described below.
Particulate Concentrations
The concentration of particulate matter measured by a sampler is given by:

c = 10

3

where:

=
=
a =
=
t
C
m

~

at

particulate concentration (~g/m 3 )
particulate sample weight (mg)
sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
duration of sampling (min)

To be consistent with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, all
concentrations and flow rates are expressed in standard conditions (25°C and
101 kPa or noF and 29.92 inHg).
The isokinetic flow ratio (IFR) is the ratio of a directional sampler's intake air
speed to the mean wind speed approaching the sampler. It is given by:

a

IFR = aU
where:

Q

=

a
U

=

=

sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
intake area of sampler (m 2 )
mean wind speed at height of sampler (m/min)

This ratio is of interest in the sampling of total particulate, since isokinetic
sampling ensures that particles of all sizes are sampled without bias. Note, however,
-that because the primary interest in this program is directed to PM 10 emissions,
sampling under moderately nonisokinetic conditions poses no difficulty. It is readily
agreed that 10 ~m (aerodynamic diameter) and smaller particles have weak inertial
characteristics at normal wind speeds and therefore are relatively unaffected by
anisokinesis. 5
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Exposure represents the net passage of mass through a unit area normal to the
direction of plume transport (wind direction) and is calculated by:

E
where:

E
C
U
t

=
=
=

=

= 10-7

x CUt

particulate exposure (mg/cm 2 }
net concentration (IJ.g/m 3 )
approaching wind speed (m/s)
duration of sampling {s)

Exposure values vary over the spatial extent of the plume. If exposure is
integrated over the plume effective cross section. then the quantity obtained
represents the total passage of airborne particulate matter due to the source.
For a line source, a one-dimensional integration is used:
A1 =

where:

A1

E
h
H

=
=
=
=

JoH

E dh

integrated exposure (m-mg/cm 2 )
particulate exposure (mg/cm 2)
vertical distance coordinate (m)
effective extent of plume above ground (m)

The effective height of the plume is found by linear extrapolation of the
uppermost net concentrations to a value of zero.
Because exposures are measured at discrete heights of the plume, a numerical
integration is necessary to determine A 1. The exposure must equal zero at the
vertical extremes of the profile (i.e., at the ground where the wind velocity equals zero
and at the effective height of the plume where the net concentration equals zero).
However. the maximum exposure usually occurs below a height of 1 m, so that there
is a sharp decay in exposure near the ground. To account for this sharp decay, the
value of exposure at the ground level is set equal to the value at a height of 1 m. The
integration is then performed numerically.
Particulate Emission Factors
The emission factor for particulate generated by vehicular traffic on a straight
-road segment expressed in grams of emissions per vehicle-kilometer traveled (VKT) is
given by:
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where:

=
=

e
A1
N =

particulate emission factor (gNKT)
integrated exposure (m-mg/cm 2 )
number of vehicle passes (dimensionless)

SURFACE MATERIAL SAMPLES
Associated with each test site is a series of at least three samples of the.
surface material. The collection and analysis of these samples are important because
the available emission factor and control performance models often make use of
material parameters. Samples are to be analyzed (at a minimum) for silt (particles
passing a 200-mesh screen) and moisture contents and to determine surface loading
values. Detailed steps for collection and analysis of samples for silt and moisture are
given in the Appendix. An abbreviated discussion is presented below.
Unpaved line source dust samples are to be collected by sweeping the loose
layer of soil or crushed rock from the hardpan road base with a broom and dust pan.
Sweeping is performed so that the road base is not abraded by the broom, and so
that only the naturally occurring loose dust is collected. The sweeping will be
performed slowly so that dust is not entrained into the atmosphere.
Once the field sample is obtained, it will be prepared for analysis. If necessary,
the field sample will be split with a riffle to a sample size amenable to laboratory
analysis. The basic procedure for moisture analysis is determination of weight loss on
oven drying. Silt analysis procedures follow the ASTM-C-136 method. The Appendix
details these procedures.
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SECTION 4
TESTING SCHEDULE

The following describes a typical schedule of field activities involving captive
traffic on a line source, starting with the arrival of the crew. at each test site: __
1.

Unpack the transi)ort truck and arrange field laboratory facilities. Provide
at least 1 h of captive traffic prior to the start of air testing.

2.

Erect the upwind and downwind sampling arrays.

3.

Calibrate each sampler to the required volumetric flow rate (40 cfm for
the cyclone preseparators described in Section 3).

4.

Providing captive traffic at a constant vehicle speed, conduct air
sampling following the procedures described in Section 3. At the end of
this test period:
·
Cover sampler inlets.

•

Discontinue the captive traffic.

•

Remove and store the sampling media from the downwind
samplers as specified in Section 3.

•

Repeat the sampling procedure so that three tests are conducted
for the current vehicle speed.

•

Collect a road surface material sample following the procedures
given in Section 3.

5.

Repeat Step 4 until all three vehicle speeds of interest have been
considered.

6.

Pack equipment for transport to the next regional test site or for return to
the main laboratories.
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MATERIAL SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
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SAMPLES FROM UNPAVED ROADS
PROCEDURE

The following steps describe the collection method for samples
(increments).
1.

Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic
and that sampling personnel are visible to drivers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one person to "spot" and route
traffic safely around another person collecting the surface
sample (increment).
·

2.

Using string or other suitable markers, mark a l ft {0.3 m)
width across the road.
(WARNING: Do not mark the collection .._ ..
area with a chalk line or in any other method 1-ikel v to
introduce fine material into the samp:e.)

3.

With a whisk broom and dustpan, remove the loose surface
material from the hard road base.
Do not abrade the base
during sweeping. Sweeping should be performed slowly so that
fine surface material is not injected into the air.
NOTE:
Collect material only from the portion of the road over which
the wheels and carriages ;-outinely travel (i.e., not from
berms or any 1111lounds" along the road centerline).

4.

Periodically deposit the swept material material into a clean,
labeled container of sui table size (such as a metal or plastic
19 L [5 gallon] bucket) with a sealable polyethylene liner.
Increments may be mixed within t~is container.

5.

Record
sheet.

the

required

information on the

sample

collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
For uncontrolled unpaved road surfaces, a qross sample of 10 lb (5
to so lb (23 kg) is desired. Samples of this size will require
splitting to a size amenable for analysis. For unpaved roads that
have been treated with chemical dust suppressants (such as
petroleum resins, asphalt emulsions, etc.), the above goal may not
be practical in well-defined study areas because a very large area
would need to be swept. In general, a minimum of 1 lb (400 g) is
required for silt and moisture analysis.
Additional increments
should be taken from heavily controlled unpaved surfaces, until the
minimum sample mass has been achieved.
k~)

\

SAMPLES FROM PAVED ROADS

The following steps descril:le the collection method for samples
( increments) .
1.

Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic
and that sampling personnel are visible to drivers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one crew memeer to "spot" and
route traffic safely around another person collecting the
surface sample (increment).

2.

Using string or other suitable markers, mark the sampling
width across the road.
(WARNING: Do not mark the collection
area with a chalk line or in any other method ·likel v to
introduce fine material- into the sample.) The widths may be
varied between 0.3 m (1 ft) for visibly dirty roads and 3 m
(10ft) for clean roads. When using an industrial-type vacuum
to sample lightly loaded roads, a width greater than 3 m (10
ft) may be necessary to meet sample specifications unless
increments are being combined.

3.

If large, loose material is present on the surface, it should
be collected with a whisk broom and dustpan.
NOTE: Collect
material only from the -portion of the road over which the
wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e., not from berms or
any "mounds" along the~ road centerline) .
on roads with
painted side markings, collect material "from white line to
white line. 11
Store the swept material in a clean, labeled
container of suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon]
bucket)
with
a
sealable
polyethylene
liner.
Increments for the same sample may be mixed within the
container.

4.

Vacuum sweep the collection area using a portable vacuum
cleaner fitted with a tared filter , bag.
NOTE: Collect
material only from the portion of the road over which the
wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e., not from berms or
any "mounds" al eng the road centerline) •
on roads with
painted side markings, collect material "from white line to
white line." The same filter bag may be used for different
increments for one sample.
For heavily loaded roads, more
than one filter bag may be required for a sample (increment}.

5.

Carefully remove the bag from the vacuum sweeper and check for
tears or leaks. If necessary, reduce samples from broom
sweeping to a size amenable for analysis.
Seal broom swept
material in a clean, labeled plastic jar for transport
(alte~atively, the swept material may be placed in the vacuum
filter bag). Fold the unused portion of the filter bag, wrap
a rubber band around the folded bag, and store the bag for
transport.

6.

Record
sheet.

the

required

information on

the

sample

\

collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
Broom swept samples (if collected) should be at least 400 g (l lb)
for silt and moisture analysis. The vacuum swept sample should be
at least 200 g (0.5 lb); in addition, the exposed filter bag weight
should be at least 5 to 10 times greater than the empty bag tare
weight. Additional increments should be taken until these sample
mass goals have been achieved.

\

SAMPLES FROM STORAGE PILES
The following steps describe the method for collecting samples from
storage piles:
1.

Sketch plan and elevation views of the pile. Indicate if any
portion is inaccessible. Use the sketch to plan where the N
increments will be taken by dividing the perimeter into N-1
roughly equivalent segments.
a.

For a large pile, collect a minimum of 10 increments
should as near to the mid-height of the pile as
practical.

b.

For a small pile, a sample should consist of a minimum of
6 increments evenly distributed amoung the top, middle,
and bottom.

"Small" or "large" piles, for practical purposes, may be
defined as those piles which can or cannot, respectively, be
scaled by a person carrying a shovel and pail.
2.

Collect material with a straight-point shovel or a small
garden spade and store the increments in a clean, labeled
container of suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon] bucket) with a sealable polyethylene liner. Depending
upon the ultimate goals of the sampling program, choose one of
the following procedures:
a.

To
characterize
emissions
from material
handling
operations at an active pile, take increments from the
portions of the pile which most recently had material
added and removed. Collect· the material with a shovel to
a depth of 10 to 15 em ( 4 to 6 inches) .
Do not
deliberately avoid collecting larger pieces of aggregate
present on the surface.

b.

To characterize handling emissions from an inactive pile 1
obtain increments of the core material from a 1 m (3 ft)
depth in the pile.
A 2 m ( 6 ft) long sampling tube with
a diameter at least 10 times the diameter of the largest
particle being sampled is recommended for these samples.
Note that, for piles containing large particles, the
diameter recommendation may be impractical.

c.

If characterization of wind erosion (rather than material
handling) is t.'l·e ·goal of t.1.e sampling program, collect
the increments by skimming the surface in an upwards
direction. The depth of the sample should be 2.5 em (1
inch) or the the diameter of the largest particle,
whichever is less.
Do no deliberately avoid collecting
larger pieces of aggregate present on the surface.

In most instances, collection method (a) should be selected.

'\

3.

Record. the required. information on the sample collecti
sheet.

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
For any of the procedures, the sample mass collected should. be
least 5 kq (10 l.b).
When most materials· are sampled wi
procedures 2.a or 2.b, ten increments normally result in a samp
of at least 23 kq (50 lb). Note that storaqe pile samples usual
require splitting to a.size more amenable to laboratory analysi.

\
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MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINATION

~he

1.

Preheat
ture.

oven to approximate1y ll0°C (230cF).

2.

iare the iaborato~ sample containers which will be placed i-n the oven.
Tare :he containers with the lids on if they have lids. Record the
tare weight(s). Check zero before weighing.

3.

Record the make, capacity, smallest division, and accuracy of the
scale.
·

4.

Weigh the
weignt(s).

5.

Place sample in oven and dry overnight. a

o.

Remove sample container from oven and (a) weigh immediately if uncovered, being careful of the hot.container; or (b) place tight-fitting
lid on the con~ainer and let cool before weighing. Record the combined samp~e and container weight(s). Check zero before weighing.

sample in the container(s).
Check zero before weighing.

1aborato~

Record oven tempera-

Record the combined

~

a

1.

Calculate the moisture as the initial weight of the sample and con:ainer minus the oven-dried weight of the sample and container divided
by the initial weight of the sample ~lone. Record the value.

8.

Calculate the sample weight to be used in the silt anaiysis as the
oven-dried weight of the sample and container minus ~he weight of the
container. Record the value.

Dry materials composed of hydrated minerals or organic materials like
coal and certain soils for only 1-112 hr. Because of this shor~ drying time, material dried for only 1-112 hr must not be more than
2.5 em (lin.) deep in the container.

\

SILT

CO~

DETERMINATION

1.

Select the appropriate 8-in. diameter, 2-in. deep sieve sizes. Recommended U.S. Standard Series sizes are: 3/8-in. No. 4, No. 20, No. 40,
No. 100, No. 140, No. 200, ~nd a pan. Comparable Tyler Series sizes
can also be utilized. The No. ZO and the No. ZOO are mandatory. The
others can be varied if ~he recommended sieves are not available or
if buildup on one particular sieve during sieving indi~ates that an
intermediate sieve should be inserted.

2.

Obtain a mechanical sieving device such as a vibratory shaker or a
Rotc-Tap (without the tapping function).

3.

Clean the sieves with comcressed air and/or a soft brush. Material
lodged in the sieve ooenings or adhering to the sides of the sieve·
should be ~emoved (if possible) without handling the screen ~ughly.

4.

Obtain a scale (:apaci:y of at least 1,600 g) and ~ecord make, capaci:y, smallest division, date of last calibration, and accuracy.

5.

7are sieves and pan.
weights.

6.

After nesting the sieves in decreasing order wit~ the ~an at the bot~
tom, dump dried laboratory sampl~ (probably immediately after moisture
analysis) into the toe sieve. The 1 sample should weigh between 400 and
1,600 g C~ 0.9 to 3.5 lb).a Brush fine material adhering to the sides
of ~he con~ainer into the top sieve and cover the top sieve with a
special lid normally purchased with the pan.

7.

?lace nested sieves in~o the mechanical device and sieve for 10 min.
Remove pan containing minus No. 200 and weigh. Repe!t the sieving
in 10-min intervals un~il the difference between two successive pan
sample weighings (where the tare of the pan has been subtracted) is
less than 3.0%. Do not sieve longer than 40 min.

8.

Weigh eac~ sieve and i~s con~ents and record the weignt.
:ere before every weigning.

9.

Collect the laboratory sample and place the sample in a separate container if furt~er analysis is expected.

10.

Check the zero before every weighing.

Calculate the oercent of mass less than the 200 mesh
is ~he s11~ con~:nt.

Record

Check the

sc~~en

(iS

~m).

T~is

a

This amoun~ will vary for fine textured ma~erials; 100 ~o 300 g may be
sufficient wnen 90% ot tne sample passes a No. 8 (2.36 mm) sieve.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the test plan to be followed during a field sampling program
to determine particulate emissions from a point source; such- as a-batch material
handling operation or a non-uniformly emitting line source, such as mud/dirt track-out
onto paved roads. The report describes the sampling methodology, data analysis, and
quality assurance procedures to be followed in the field study. The primary pollutant
of concern is particulate matter (PM), especially PM no greater than 10 J..Lm in
aerodynamic diameter (PM 10 ). However, the basic sampling strategy and data
analysis are equally applicable to other types of pollutants that might be emitted from
the same types of sources.
The basic field sampling methodology uses the concept of "exposure profiling"
developed by MRI. 1 The exposure profiling method calculates emission rates using a
conservation of mass approach. The passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity
of emissions per unit of source activity) is obtained by the spatial integration of
exposure (mass/area) measurements distributed over the effective cross section of the
plume. Note that for a point source such as a material handling operation, a twodimensional sampling array is required to characterize the plume's effective cross
section. For a non-uniformly emitting line source, it is necessary to characterize
emissions along the line. This, of course, also requires a two-dimensional sampling
array. A companion reporf describes sampling protocol for uniformly emitting line
sources, which may be characterized using a one-dimensional vertical sampling array.
The remainder of this report provides a "skeletonu test protocol in that issues
are discussed in general terms but can be readily expanded once a specific source
and site have been selected for testing. Section 2 discusses quality assurance
considerations, and Section 3 outlines the general sampling and analysis procedures
to be followed. Section 4 describes an example test schedule.

1-1
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SECTION 2
QUALITY ASSURANCE ·

The sampling and analysis procedures to be followed in this field testing
program are subject to certain quality control (QC) guidelines. These guidelines will
be discussed in conjunction with the activities to which they apply. These procedures
meet or exceed the requirements specified in the reports entitled Quality Assurance
Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement Systems, Volume //-Ambient Air Specific
Methods (EPA 600/4-77-027a), and Ambient Monitoring Guidelines for Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (EPA 4350/2-78-01 9}.
As part of the QC program for this study, routine audits of sampling and
analysis procedures will be performed. The purpose of the audits is to demonstrate
that measurements are made within acceptable control conditions for particulate
source sampling and to assess the source testing data for precision and accuracy.
Examples of items to be audited include gravimetric analysis, flow rate calibration,
data processing, and emission factor calculation. The mandatory use of speciallydesigned reporting forms for sampling and analysis of data obtained in the field and
laboratory aids in the auditing procedure. Further details on specific sampling and
analysis procedures are provided in the following section.

2-1
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SECTION 3
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

This section describes the general methodology used to characterize emissions
from point or non-uniform line sources ..
GENERAL AIR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES
Exposure profiling, which is the primary air sampling technique in this study, is
based on simultaneous multipoint sampling over the effective cross section of the
open dust source plume. This technique uses a mass-balance calculation scheme
similar to EPA Method 5 stack testing rather than requiring indirect calculation through
the application of a generalized atmospheric dispersion model (as in the so-called
"upwind/downwind" method).
Example equipment deployments are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for a point
source and a non-uniform line source, respectively. The exact spacing of samplers is
highly dependent upon various factors including
•
•
•

Source dimensions
Emission release height
Range of wind speeds expected

The primary air sampling device in this example test plan is a standard highvolume air sampler fitted with a cyclone preseparator (Figure 3). The cyclone exhibits
an effective 50% cutoff diameter (0 50) of approximately 10 microns (!J.m) in
aerodynamic diameter when operated at a flow rate of 40 cfm (68 m3 /h). 3
Throughout each test, wind speed is monitored at the downwind sampling
site(s) by directional warm wire anemometers (Kurz Model 465) at three heights.
Horizontal wind direction is monitored by a wind vane at a single height. Wind speed
_and direction are scanned using a data logger, with 5-min averages stored in a
computer file. The vertical profile of horizontal wind speed is determined by fitting the
measurements to a logarithmic profile.
The remainder of this report provides a "skeleton" test protocol in that items are
discussed in general terms but can be readily expanded once a specific source and
site have been selected for testing.
3-1
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Figure 1, Example sampler deployment for a point source.
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Figure 2. Example deployment for a non-uniformly emitting source.
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Figure 3. Cyclone preseparator.
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Each field testing program should begin with a visit to the candidate test site(s).
Upon return, a site-specific test protocol is developed, which describes sampler
deployment and spacing, test schedule, and any special provisions, such as different
source conditions (i.e., test matrix).
EMISSION TESTING PROCEDURE
Preparation of Sample Collection Media
Particulate samples are collected on glass fiber filters. Prior to the initial
weighing, the filters are equilibrated for 24 h at constant temperature and humidity in a
special weighing room. During weighing, the balance is checked at frequent intervals
with standard (Class S) weights to ensure accuracy. The filters remain in the same
controlled environment for another 24 h, after which a second analyst reweighs them
as a precision check. If a filter cannot pass audit limits, the entire lot is to be
reweighed. Ten percent of the filters taken to the field are used as blanks.
The quality assurance guidelines pertaining to preparation of sample collection
media are presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING MEDIA
Activity

QA check/requirement

Preparation

Inspect and imprint glass fiber media with
identification numbers.

Conditioning

Equilibrate media for 24 h in a clean controlled
room with relative humidity of 45% (variation of
less than ±5% RH) and with temperature of
23°C (variation of less than ±1 °C).

Weighing

Weigh hi-vol filters to nearest 0. 1 mg.

Auditing of weights

Independently verify final weights of 10% of
filters (at least four from each batch). Reweigh
batch if weights of any hi-vol filter deviates by
more than ±2.0 mg. For tare weights, conduct
a 100% audit. Reweigh tare weight of any
filter that deviates by more than ±1.0 mg.

Correction for handling effects

Weigh and handle at least one blank for each
1 to 10 filters of each type for each test.

Calibration of balance

Balance to be calibrated once per year by
certified manufacturer's representa-tive. ChecK
prior to each use with laboratory Class S
weights.
·
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Pretest Procedures/Evaluation of Sampling Conditions
Prior to equipment deployment, a number of decisions are to be made as to the
potential for acceptable source testing conditions. These decisions are based on
forecast information obtained from the local U.S. Weather Service office. If conditions
are considered acceptable, the sampling equipment deployment is initiated. At this
time the sampling flow rates are set for the various air sampling instruments. The
quality control guidelines governing this activity are found in Table 2.
TABLE 2. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING FLOW RATES
QA check/requirement

Activity
High volume air samplers

Calibrate flows in operating ranges using
calibration orifice upon arrival and every
2 weeks thereafter at each regional site
prior to testing.

Orifice and electronic calibrator

Calibrate against displaced volume test
meter annually.

Once the source testing equipment is set up and the filters inserted, air
sampling commences. Information is recorded on specially-designed reporting forms
and includes:
a.

Air samples-Start/stop times, wind speed profiles, flow rates, and wind
direction (5- to 15-min average). See Table 3 for QA procedures.

b.

Measures of source activity-such as number of material batch drops
and number of vehicles passing over a track-out site.

c.

General meteorology-Wind speed, wind direction, and temperature.

Sampling time must be long enough to provide sufficient sample and to average over
several cycles of the fluctuation in the emission rate (i.e., batch drops). Occasionally
sampling may be interrupted because of the occurrence of unacceptable meteorological conditions and then restarted when suitable conditions return. Table 4 presents
the criteria used for suspending or terminating a source test.

3-6
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TABLE 3. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
QA check/requirement

Activity
Maintenance
• All samplers

Check motors, gaskets, timers, and flowmeasuring devices at each plant prior to testing.

Operation
• Timing

-Start and stop all downwind samplers during timB
span not exceeding 1 min.

• lsokinetic sampling
(cyclones)

Adjust sampling intake orientation whenever
.mean wind direction dictates.
Change the cyclone intake nozzle whenever the
mean wind speed approaching the sampler falls
outside of the suggested bounds for that nozzle.
This technique allocates no nozzle for wind
speeds ranging from 0 to 10 mph, and unique
nozzles for four wind speed ranges above
10 mph.

• Prevention of static
mode deposition
a·

Cap sampler inlets prior to and immediately after
sampling.

All "means" refer to 5- to 15-min averages.

TABLE 4. CRITERIA FOR SUSPENDING OR TERMINATING A TEST
A test may be suspended or terminated ie
1. Rainfall ensues during equipment setup or when sampling is in progress.
2. Mean wind speed during sampling moves outside the 0.9- to 8.9-m/sec (2- to
20-mph) acceptable range for more than 20% of the sampling time.
3. The angle between mean wind direction and perpendicular to the plane of the
sampling array during sampling exceeds 45 degrees for two consecutive
averaging periods.
4. Daylight or available artificial lighting is insufficient for safe equipment operation.
_ 5. Source condition deviates from predetermined criteria (e.g., occurrence of truck
spill or accidental water splashing prior to uncontrolled testing).
a

"Mean .. denotes a 5- to 15-min average.
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Sample Handling and Analysis

.
To prevent particulate losses, the exposed media are carefully transferred at
the end of each run to protective containers for transportation. In the field laboratory,
exposed filters are placed in individual glassine envelopes and then into numbered file
folders. When exposed filters and the associated blanks are returned to the MAl
laboratory, they are equilibrated under the same conditions as the initial weighing.
After reweighing, 10% of the filters are audited to check weighing accuracy.
EMISSION FACTOR CALCULATION PROCEDURES
To calculate emission rates, a conservation of mass approach is used. The
passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity of emissions per unit of source
a:tivity) is obtained by spatial integration of distributed measurements of exposure
(mass/area) over the effective cross section of the plume. Exposure is the point value
of the flux (mass/area-time) of airborne particulate integrated over the time of
measurement, or equivalently, the net particulate mass passing through a unit area
normal to the mean wind direction during the test. The steps in the calculation
procedure for line sources are described below.
Particulate Concentrations
The concentration of particulate matter measured by a sampler is given by:
C

where:

C
m
Q

t

=
=
=
=

= 103

m
Ot

particulate concentration (1J.g/m 3 )
particulate sample weight (mg)
sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
duration of sampling (min)

To be consistent with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, all
concentrations and flow rates are expressed in standard conditions (25°C and
101 kPa or noF and 29.92 inHg).
The isokinetic flow ratio (IFR) is the ratio of a directional sampler's intake air
speed to the mean wind speed approaching the sampler. It is given by:

a

IFR = aU
where:

\

Q

=

a
U

=
=

sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
intake area of sampler (m 2 )
mean wind speed at height of sampler (m/min)

This ratio is of interest in the sampling of total particulate, since isokinetic
· sampling ensures that particles of all sizes are sampled without bias. Note, however,
that because the primary interest in this program is directed to PM, 0 emissions,
sampling under moderately nonisokinetic conditions poses _no difficulty. It is readily
agreed that 10 ~m (aerodynamic diameter) and smaller particles have weak inertial
characteristics at normal wind speeds and therefore are relatively unaffected by
anisokinesis. 4
Exposure represents the net passage of mass through a unit area normal to the
direction of plume transport (wind direction) and is calculated by:
E = 10-7 x CUt
where:

E
C
U
t

=
=
=

=

particulate exposure (mg/cm 2)
net concentration (~g/m 3 )
approaching wind speed (m/s)
duration of sampling (s)

Exposure values vary over the spatial extent of the plume. If exposure is
integrated over the plume effective cross section, then the quantity obtained
represents the total passage of airborne particulate matter due to the source.
For point sources, a two-dimensional integration is used:

w
A2 =

where:

A2

w
H
E
h
y

f -~ f ~ E dh dy
-2

2

2

integrated mass (m -mg/cm
= effective
plume width (m)
=
effective
of plume above ground (m)
= particulateextent
exposure (mg/cm
= vertical distance
coordinate (m)
= horizontal crosswind
coordinate (m)
=
)

2

)

An analogous expression applies to non-uniform line sources.
Particulate Emission Factors
The emission factor for particulate generated by material handling expressed in
grams of emissions per megagram of material handled is found as:

MRI-MIFI9712..&4 STP
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e
where:

e
A2

S

= 10 _A2

s

= particulate emission2 factor (g/Mg)
2

= integrated mass (m -mg/cm
= measure of source activity appropriate for the source of interest
)

(e.g., mass of material handled or number of vehicles traveling
over a track-out surface)
SURFACE AND OTHER MATERIAL SAMPlES
A sample that is characteristic of the emitting material or surface is taken in
conjunction with each test. The collection and analysis of these samples are
important because the available emission factor and control performance models often
make use of material parameters. Samples are to analyzed (at a minimum) for silt
(particles passing a 200-mesh screen) and moisture contents. Detailed steps for
collection and analysis of samples for silt and moisture are given in the Appendix. An
abbreviated discussion is presented below.
Sample collection procedures depend on the type of material under
consideration. For example, mud and dirt trackout onto a paved surface is sampled
by broom sweeping (if necessary) followed by vacuum cleaning of the surface. When
the emission source depends upon a bulk material being handled, samples are to be
composited of increments taken from the material being transferred. The Appendix
presents a series of specific procedures for the collection of samples.
Once the field sample is obtained, it will be prepared for analysis. If necessary,
the field sample will be split with a riffle to a sample size amenable to laboratory
analysis. The basic procedure for moisture analysis is determination of weight loss on
oven drying. Silt analysis procedures follow the ASTM-C-136 method. The Appendix
details these procedures.

3-10
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SECTION 4
TESTING SCHEDULE

The following describes a typical schedule of field activities, starting with the
arrival of the crew at the test site.
1.

Unpack the transport truck and arrange field laboratory facilities. Provide
captive activities or monitor actual operations for at least 1 hr prior to the
start of air testing.

2.

Erect upwind and downwind sampling arrays.

3.

Calibrate each sampler to the required volumetric flow rate (40 cfm for
the cyclone preseparators described in Section 3).

4.

Conduct air sampling following the procedures described in Section 3. At
the end of this test period:·
•

Cover sampler inlets

•

Discontinue any captive activity

•

Remove and store the sampling media from the downwind
samples as specified in Section 3

•

Repeat the sampling procedure so that at least replicate tests are
conducted under essentially unchanged conditions

•

Collect a surface or other material sample following the
procedures given in Section 3

5.

Repeat Step 4 until all elements of the test matrix have been considered.

6.

Pack equipment for transport to the next regional test site or for return to
the main laboratories. ·

4•1
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MATERIAL SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
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SAMPLES FROM UNPAVED ROADS

PROCEDURE
The followinq steps describe the collection method for samples
(increments) .
1.

Ensure that the site offers an unocstructea view of traffic
and that samplinq personnel are visible to drivers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one person to "spot" and route
traffic safely around another person collecting the surface
sample (increment) •

2.

Usinq string or other suitable markers, mark a l ft (0.3 m)
width_ across the road.
(WARNING: Do -not mark the collection
area with a chalk line or in any other method likely to
introduce fine material into the sample.)

3.

With a whisk broom and dustpan, remove the loose surface
material from the hard road base.
Do not abrade the base
during sweeping. Sweeping should be performed slowly so that
fine surface material is not injected -into the air.
NOTE:
Collect material only from the portion of the road over which
the wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e. , not from
berms or any "mounds" alonq the road centerline).

4.

Periodically deposit the sw'ept material material into a clean,
labeled container of sui table size (such as a metal or plastic
19 L [5 gallon] bucket) with a sealable polyethylene liner.
Increments may be mixed within t~is container.

5.

Record
sheet.

the

required

inforl!lation on the

sample

collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS

For uncontrolled unpaved road surfaces, a qross sample of 10 ·lb (5
kg) to 50 lb (23 kg) is desired. Samples of this size will require
splitting to a size amenable for analysis. For unpaved roads that
have been treated with chemical dust suppressants (such as
petroleum resins, asphalt emulsions, etc.), the above goal may not
be practical in well-defined study areas because a very large area
would need to be swept. In general, a minimum of l lb (400 g) is
required for silt and moisture analysis.
Additional increments
should be taken from heavily controlled unpaved sutiaces, until the
minimum sample mass has been achieved.

\

SAMPLES FROM PAVED ROADS
The followinq steps describe the collection method for samples
( increments) •
l.

Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic
and that samplinq personnel are visil:lle to d.ri vers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one crew member to "spot" and
route traffic safely around another person collecting the
surface sample (increment).

2.

Using strinq or ether suitable markers, mark the sampling
width across the road.
(WARNING: po net mark the collection
area with a chalk line or in any other method. "likelv . to
introduce fine material into the sample.) The widths may be
varied between 0.3 m (l ft) for visil:lly dirty roads and 3 m
( lO ft) for clean roads. When using an industrial-type vacuum
to sample lightly loaded roads, a width greater than 3 m ( lO
ft) may be necessary to meet sample specifications unless
increments are being combined.

3.

If large, loose material is present en the surface, it should
be collected with a whisk broom and dustpan.
NOTE: collect
material only from the ·portion of the road over which the
wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e., not from berms or
any "mounds" along theY read centerline).
on roads with
painted side markinqs, collect material "from white line to
white line."
Store the swept material in a clean, labeled
container c£ suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon]
bucket)
with a
sealable polyethylene
liner.
Increments fer the same sample may be mixed within the
container.

4.

Vacuum sweep the collection area using a portable vacuum
cleaner fitted with a tared filter ):)aq.
NOTE: Collect
material only from the portion of the road over which the
wheels and carriages routinely t;avel (i.e., not from berms or
any "'mounds" along the read centerline).
On roads with
painted side markings, collect material "from white line to
white line." The same filter baq may be used for different
increments for one sample.
For heavily loaded·rcads, more
than one filter baq may be required fer a sample (increment).

5.

carefully remove the bag from the vacuum sweeper and check for
tears or leaks. If necessary, reduce samples f:rom broom
sweeping to a size amenable for analysis.
sea~ broom swept
material in a clean, labeled plastic jar for transport
(alternatively, the swept material may be placed in the vacuum
filter bag). ·Fold the unused portion of the filter bag, wrap
a ~ber band around the folded baq, and store the ):)ag for
transport.

6.

Record
sheet.

the

required

information en the

sample collection

\

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
Broom swept samples (it collected) should be at least 400 q (l l.b)
for silt and moisture analysis. The vacuum swept sample should be
at least 200 g (0.5 lb) ~ in addition, the exposed filter .bag weight.
should be at least 5 to 10 times greater than the empty bag tare
weight. Additional increments should be taken until these sample
mass goals have been achieved.

\

SAMPLES FROM STORAGE PILES
The following steps ciescribe the methoci for collecting sa.Jnples
storage piles:
1.

f~om

Sketch plan ana elevation views of the pile. Indicate if any
portion is inaccessible. Use the sketch ta plan where the N
increments will be taken by diviciinq the perimeter into N-1
roughly equivalent segments.
a.

For a large pile, collect a minimum of 10 increments
shoula as near to the mia-heiqht of the pile as
practical.

b.

For a small pile, a sample should consist of a minimum of
6 increments evenly distributed amoung the top, middle,
and bottom.

"Small" or "large" piles, for practical purposes, may be
defined as those piles which can or cannot, respectively, be
scaled by a person carrying a shovel and pail.
2.

Collect material with a straight-point shovel or a small
garden spade and store the increments in a clean, labeled
container of suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon] bucket) with a sealable polyethylene liner. Depending
upon the ul tilnate goals of i:he Sa.JnPling program, choose one of
the following procedures:
a.

To characterize emissions from material handling
operations at an active pile, take increments from the
portions of the pile which most recently had material
added and removed. Collect· the material with a shovel to
a depth of 10 to 15 em (4 to 6 inches).
Do not
deliberately avoid collecting larger pieces of aggregate
present on the sur£ace.

b.

To characterize handling emissions from an inactive pile,
obtain increments of the core material from a 1 m (3 ft)
depth in the pile.
A 2 m ( 6 ft) long sal!lpling tube with
a d.iameter at least 10 times the diameter of the largest
particle being sampled is recommended for these samples.
Note that, for piles containing large particles, the
diameter recommendation may be impractical.

c.

If characterization of wind erosion (rather than material
handling) is the goal of the sampling· program, collect
the increments by skimming the surface in an upwards
direction. The depth of the sam~le should be 2.5 em (l
inch) or the the diameter of the largest particle,
whichever is less. Do no deliberately avoid collecting
larger pieces of aggregate present on the surface.

In most instances,

ccl~ection

method (a) should be selected.

\

J.

Record the required information on the sample collection
sheet.

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
For any of the procedures, the sample mass collected should be at
least 5 kq ( ~o l.b) •
When most materials· are sampled with
procedures 2. a or 2. b, ten increments normally result in a sample
of at least 23 kq (50 lb). Note that storaqe pile samples·usually
require splittinq to a size more amenable to labo~atory analysis.

\

MOISTUIU: CON'nNT DETERMINATION

l.

Preheat the oven to approximate1y ll0°C (230°F).
ture.

2.

iare the iaborato~ samp1e containers which will be placed in the oven.
iare the containers with the lids on if they have lids. Record the
tare weight(s). Check zero before weighing.

3.

Recor~

Record oven tempera-

the make, capacity, smallest division, and accuracy ·af·the

scale.

a

4.

~eigh the
weight(s).

laborato~

:;:,.

P1ace sarnp 1e in oven and dry overnight. a

6.

Remove sample container from oven and (a) weigh immediately if uncove~ed, being careful of the hot.ccntainer; or (b) place tight-fitting
lid on the ccn~ainer and let cool before weighing. Record the combined samp1e and container weigh~(s). Check zero before weighing.

7.

Calculate the moisture as the initial weight of the sample and con~ainer minus the oven-dried weight of the sample and container divided
by the initial weight of the sample ~1one. Record the value.

8.

Calculate the sample weight to be used in ~he silt anaiysis as the
oven-dried weight of the sample and container minus ~he weight of the
container. Record the value.

sample in the container(s).
Check zero before weighing.

Record the combined

'

Dry materials composed of hydrated minerals or organic materials like
coal and certain soils for only l-1/Z hr. Because of this short drying time, material dried for only 1-112 h~ must not be more than

2.5

~~

(1 in.) deep in

~he con~ainer.

\

SILT CONTENT DETERMINATION

l.

Select the appropriate 8-in. diameter, Z-in. deep sieve sizes. Recommended U.S. Standard Series sizes are: 3/8-in. No. 4, No. ZO, No. 40,
No. 100, No. 140, No. ZOO, -and a pan. Comparable Tyler Series sizes
can also be uti1ized. The No. 20 and the No. 200 are mandatory. The
others can be varied i~ ~he recommended· sieves are not available or
i~ buildup on one par~icular sieve during sieving indicates that an
intermediate sieve should be inserted.

Z.

Obtain a mechanical sieving device such as a vibratory shaker or a
Rotc-Tap (without the :apping function).

;,

Clean the sieves with :omcressed air and/or a soft brush. Ma~erial
lodged in the sieve openings or adhering to the sides of the sieve·
should be ~emoved (if ~ossible) without handlfng the screen ~ughly.

4.

Obtain a scale (capaci~y of at least 1,600 g) and ~ecord make, capaci~y. smallest division, date of last calibration, and accuracy.

....-.

7ar~ sieves and pan.
weights.

Check the zero before every wei-ghing.

Record

·,

6.

Af~er nesting the sieves in decr~asing order wit~ the ~an at the bot~
t.cm, dump dried laboratory sample (probably immediately after moisture
analysis) into the too sieve. The 1 sample should weigh between 400 and
·1,600 g C~ 0.9 to 3.5 lb). a Brush fine material adhering to ~he sides
of the con~ainer into the top sieve and cover the toe sieve with a
S?ecial lid normally purchased with the pan.

7.

?lace nested sieves into the mechanical device and sieve for 10 min.
Remove pan c~ntaining minus No. 200 and weigh. Repea~ the sieving
in lO-min intervals until t.he difference- between ~wo suc::essive pan
sample wei·ghings (where the tare of the pan has been subtracted) is
less than 3.0=. Do not sieve longer than 40 min.

8.

Weigh each sieve and its con~ents and record the
:era before every weigning.

9.

Collect tne laborat.ory sant?le and place the sample in a separate container if furt~er anaiysis is expected.

10.

weigh~.

Calculate the percent of mass less than the 200 mesh
is :he sil~ c:nt:n~.

Check the

sc~een

(iS

~m).

T~is

a

ihis amoun~ will vary for fine textured materials; 100 ~o 300 g may be
sufficient wnen 90~ of :~e sample passes a No. 8 (2.35 mm) sieve.

\
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the test plan to be followed during a field sampling program
to determine particulate emissions from a point source, such as a batch material
handling operation or a non-uniformly emitting line source, such as mud/dirt track-out
onto paved roads. The report describes the sampling methodology, data analysis, and
quality assurance procedures to be followed in the field study. The primary pollutant
of concern is particulate matter (PM), especially PM no greater than 10 J..Lm in
aerodynamic diameter (PM, 0 ). However, the basic sampling strategy and data
analysis are equally applicable to other types of pollutants that might be emitted from
the same types of sources.
The basic field sampling methodology uses the concept of "exposure profiling"
developed by MRI., The exposure profiling method calculates emission rates using a
conservation of mass approach. The passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity
of emissions per unit of source activity) is obtained by the spatial integration of
exposure (mass/area) measurements distributed over the effective cross section of the
plume. Note that for a point source such as a material handling operation, a twodimensional sampling array is required to characterize the plume's effective cross
section. For a non-uniformly emitting line source, it is necessary to characterize
emissions along the line. This, of course, also requires a two-dimensional sampling
array. A companion reporf describes sampling protocol for uniformly emitting line
sources, which may be characterized using a one-dimensional vertical sampling array.
The remainder of this report provides a "skeleton•• test protocol in that issues
are discussed in general terms but can be readily expanded once a specific source
and site have been selected for testing. Section 2 discusses quality assurance
considerations, and Section 3 outlines the general sampling and analysis procedures
to be followed. Section 4 describes an example test schedule.
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SECTION 2
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The sampling and analysis procedures to be followed in this field testing
program are subject to certain quality control (QC) guidelines. These guidelines wi\\
be discussed in conjunction with the activities to which they apply. These procedures
meet or exceed the requirements specified in the reports entitled Quality Assurance
Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement Systems, Volume //-Ambient Air Specific
Methods (EPA 600/4-77-027a), and Ambient Monitoring Guidelines for Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (EPA 4350/2-78-01 9).
As part of the QC program for this study, routine audits of sampling and
analysis procedures will be performed. The purpose of the audits is to demonstrate
that measurements are made within acceptable control conditions for particulate
source sampling and to assess the source testing data for precision and accuracy.
Examples of items to be audited include gravimetric analysis, flow rate calibration,
data processing, and emission factor calculation. The mandatory use of speciallydesigned reporting forms for sampling and analysis of data obtained in the field and
laboratory aids in the auditing procedure. Further details on specific sampling and
analysis procedures are provided in the following section.
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SECTION 3
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

This section describes the general methodology used to characterize emissions
from point or n-on-uniform line sources.
GENERAL AIR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES
Exposure profiling, which is the primary air sampling technique in this study, is
based on simultaneous multipoint sampling over the effective cross section of the
open dust source plume. This technique uses a mass-balance calculation scheme
similar to EPA Method 5 stack testing rather than requiring indirect calculation through
the application of a generalized atmospheric dispersion model (as in the so-called
"upwind/downwind" method).
Example equipment deployments are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for a point
source and a non-uniform line source, respectively. The exact spacing of samplers is
highly dependent upon various factors including
•
•
•

Source dimensions
Emission release height
Range of wind speeds expected

The primary air sampling device in this example test plan is a standard highvolume air sampler fitted with a cyclone preseparator (Figure 3). The cyclone exhibits
an effective 50% cutoff diameter (0 50) of approximately 10 microns (J.Lm) in
aerodynamic diameter when operated at a flow rate of 40 cfm (68 m3 /h). 3
Throughout each test, wind speed is monitored at the downwind sampling
site(s) by directional warm wire anemometers (Kurz Model 465) at three heights.
Horizontal wind direction is monitored by a wind vane at a single height. Wind speed
_and direction are scanned using a data logger, with 5-min averages stored in a
computer file. The vertical profile of horizontal wind speed is determined by fitting the
measurements to a logarithmic profile.
The remainder of this report provides a "skeleton" test protocol in that items are
discussed in general terms but can be readily expanded once a specific source and
site have been selected for testing.
3-1
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Figure 1. Example sampler deployment for a point source.
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Figure 2. Example deployment for a non-uniformly emitting source.
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Figure 3. Cyclone preseparator.
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Each field testing program should begin with a visit to the candidate test site(s).
Upon return, a site-specific test protocol is developed, which describes sampler
deployment and spacing, test schedule, and any special provisions, such as different
source conditions (i.e., test matrix).
EMISSION TESTING PROCEDURE
Preparation of Sample Collection Media
Particulate samples are collected on glass fiber filters. Prior to the initial
weighing, the filters are equilibrated for 24 h at constant temperature and humidity in a
special weighing room. During weighing, the balance is checked at frequent intervals
with standard (Class S) weights to ensure accuracy. The filters remain in the same
controlled environment for another 24 h, aft€: which a second analyst reweighs them
as a precision check. If a filter cannot pass audit limits, the entire lot is to be
reweighed. Ten percent of the filters taken to the field are used as blanks.
The quality assurance guidelines pertaining to preparation of sample collection
media are presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING MEDIA
Activity

QA check/requirement

Preparation

Inspect and imprint glass fiber media with
identification numbers.

Conditioning

Equilibrate media for 24 h in a clean controlled
room with relative humidity of 45% (variation of
less than ±5% RH) and with temperature of
23°C (variation of less than ±1 °C).

Weighing

Weigh hi-val filters to nearest

Auditing of weights

Independently verify final weights of 10% of
filters (at least four from each batch). Reweigh
batch if weights of any hi-val filter deviates by
more than ±2.0 mg. For tare weights, conduct
a 100% audit. Reweigh tare weight of any
filter that deviates by more than ±1.0 mg.

Correction for handling effects

Weigh and handle at least one blank for each
1 to 10 filters of each type for each test.

Calibration of balance

Balance to be calibrated once per year by
certified manufacturer's representa-tive. Check
prior to each use with laboratory Class S
weights.

3-5
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o: 1 mg.

Pretest Procedures/Evaluation of Sampling Conditions
Prior to equipment deployment, a number of decisions are to be made as to the
potential for acceptable source testing conditions. These decisions are based on
forecast information obtained from the local U.S. Weather Service office. If conditions
are considered acceptable, the sampling equipment deployment is initiated. At this
time the sampling flow rates are set for the various air sampling instruments. The
quality control guidelines governing this activity are found in Table 2.
TABLE 2. QUALIT't ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLiNG FlO\tV RATES
QA check/requirement

Activity
High volume air samplers

Calibrate flows in operating ranges using
calibration orifice upon arrival and every
2 weeks thereafter at each regional site
·
prior to testing.

Orifice and electronic calibrator

Calibrate against displaced volume test
meter annually.

Once the source testing equipment is set up and the filters inserted, air
sampling commences. Information is recorded on specially-designed reporting forms
and includes:
a.

Air samples-Start/stop times, wind speed profiles, flow rates, and wind
direction (5- to 15-min average}. See Table 3 tor Q~ procedures.

b.

Measures of source activity-such as number of material batch drops
and number of vehicles passing over a track-out site.

c.

General meteorology-Wind speed, wind direction, and temperature.

Sampling time must be long enough to provide sufficient sample and to average over
several cycles of the fluctuation in the emission rate (i.e., batch drops). Occasionally
sampling may be interrupted because of the occurrence of unacceptable meteorological conditions and then restarted when suitable conditions return. Table 4 presents
the criteria used for suspending or terminating a source test.
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TABLE 3. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES FOR SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
QA check/requiremenr

Activity
Maintenance
• All samplers

Check motors, gaskets, timers, and flowmeasuring devices at each plant prior to testing.

Operation
• Timing

Start and stop all downwind samplers during time
span not exceeding 1 min.

• lsokinetic sampling
(cyclones) - -

Adjust sampling intake orientation whenever
mean wind direction dictates.
Change the cyclone intake nozzle whenever the
mean wind speed approaching the sampler falls
outside of the suggested bounds for that nozzle.
This technique allocates no nozzle for wind
speeds ranging from 0 to 10 mph, and unique
nozzles for four wind speed ranges above
10 mph.

• Prevention of static
mode deposition
a

Cap sampler inlets prior to and immediately after
sampling.

All "means" refer to 5- to 15-min averages.

TABLE 4. CRITERIA FOR SUSPENDING OR TERMINATING A TEST
A test may be suspended or terminated

;e

1. Rainfall ensues during equipment setup or when sampling is in progress.
2. Mean wind speed during sampling moves outside the 0.9- to 8.9-m/sec (2- to
20-mph) acceptable range for more than 20% of the sampling time.
3. The angle between mean wind direction and perpendicular to the plane of the
sampling array during sampling exceeds 45 degrees for two consecutive
averaging periods.
4. Daylight or available artificial lighting is insufficient for safe equipment operation.
_ 5. Source condition deviates from predetermined criteria (e.g., occurrence of truck
spill or accidental water splashing prior to uncontrolled testing).
a

"Mean" denotes a 5- to 15-min average.
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Sample Handling and Analysis
To prevent particulate losses, the exposed media are carefully transferred at
the end of each run to protective containers for transportation. In the field laboratory,
exposed filters are placed in individual glassine envelopes and then into numbered file
folders. When exposed filters and the associated blanks are returned to the MRI
laboratory, they are equilibrated under the same conditions as the initial weighing.
After reweighing, 10% of the filters are audited to check weighing accuracy.
EMISSION FACTOR CALCULATION PROCEDURES
To calculate emission rates, a conservation of mass approach is used. The
passage of airborne particulate (i.e., the quantity of emissions per unit of source
a:tivity) is obtained by spatial integration of distributed measurements of exposure
(mass/area) over the effective cross section of the plume. Exposure is the point value
of the flux (mass/area-time) of airborne particulate integrated over the time of
measurement, or equivalently, the net particulate mass passing through a unit area
normal to the mean wind direction during the test. The steps in the calculation
procedure for line sOurces are described below.
Particulate Concentrations
The concentration of particulate matter measured by a sampler is given by:

c = 10

3

where:

C
m
Q

t

=
=
=
=

~
Qt

particulate concentration (~glm 3 )
particulate sample weight (mg)
sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
duration of sampling (min)

To be consistent with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, all
concentrations and flow rates are expressed in standard conditions (25°C and
101 kPa or noF and 29.92 inHg).
The isokinetic flow ratio (IFR) is the ratio of a directional sampler's intake air
speed to the mean wind speed approaching the sampler. It is given by:
Q

IFR = -

aU

where:

Q

a
U

= sampler flow rate (m 3/min)
= intake area of sampler (m 2)
= mean wind speed at height of sampler (m/min)
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This ratio is of interest in the sampling of total particulate, since isokineti.c
sampling ensures that particles of all sizes are sampled without bias. Note, however,
that because the primary interest in this program is directed to PM, 0 emissions,
sampling under moderately nonisokinetic conditions poses no difficulty. It is readily
agreed that 10 IJ.m (aerodynamic diameter) and smaller particles have weak inertial
characteristics at normal wind speeds and therefore are relatively unaffected by
anisokinesis. 4
Exposure represents the net passage of mass through a unit area normal to the
direction of plume transport (wind direction) and is calculated by:
E = 10-7 x CUt
where:

E
C
U
t

=
=
=
=

particulate exposure (mglcm 2 )
net concentration (Jlg/m 3 )
approaching wind speed (m/s)
duration of sampling (s)

Exposure values vary over the spatial extent of the plume. If exposure is
integrated over the plume effective cross section, then the quantity obtained
represents the total passage of airborne particulate matter due to the source.
For point sources, a two-dimensional integration is used:

w
A2 =

f -~ f ~ E dh dy
2

= integrated mass (m2-mg/cm 2)
w = effective plume width (m)
H = effective extent of plume above ground (m)
E = particulate exposure (mg/cm 2 )
h = vertical distance coordinate (m)

where:

A2

y = horizontal crosswind coordinate (m)

An analogous expression applies to non-uniform line sources.
Particulate Emission Factors
The emission factor for particulate generated by material handling expressed in
grams of emissions per megagram of material handled is found as:

MRI-MIR9712~.51l'
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e
where:

e
A2

= 10 A2

s

= particulate emission factor (g/Mg)

= integrated mass (m -mg/cm
2

2

)

S = measure of source activity appropriate for the source of interest
(e.g., mass of material handled or number of vehicles traveling
over a track-out surface)
SURFACE AND OTHER MATERIAL SAMPLES
A sample that is characteristic of the emitting material or surface is taken in
conjunction with each test. The collection and analysis of these samples are
important because the available emission factor and control performance models often
make use of material parameters. Samples are to analyzed (at a minimum) for silt
(particles passing a 200-mesh screen) and moisture contents. Detailed steps for
collection and analysis of samples for silt and moisture are given in the Appendix. An
abbreviated discussion is presented below.
Sample collection procedures depend on the type of material under
consideration. For example, mud and dirt trackout onto a paved surface is sampled
by broom sweeping (if necessary) followed by vacuum cleaning of the surface. When
the emission source depends upon a bulk material being handled, samples are to be
composited of increments taken from the material being transferred. The Appendix
presents a series of specific procedures for the collection of samples.
Once the field sample is obtained, it will be prepared for analysis. If necessary,
the field sample will be split with a riffle to a sample size amenable to laboratory
analysis. The basic procedure for moisture analysis is determination of weight loss on
oven drying. Silt analysis procedures follow the ASTM-C-136 method. The Appendix
details these procedures.
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SECTION 4
TESTING SCHEDULE

The following describes a typical schedule of field activities, starting with the
arrival of the crew at the test site.
1.

Unpack the transport truck and arrange field laboratory facilities. Provide
captive activities or monitor actual operations for at least 1 hr prior to the
start of air testing.

2.

Erect upwind and downwind sampling arrays.

3.

Calibrate each sampler to the required volumetric flow rate (40 cfm for
the cyclone preseparators described in Section 3).

4.

Conduct air sampling following the procedures described in Section 3. At
the end of this test period:·
•

Cover sampler inlets

•

Discontinue any captive activity

•

Remove and store the sampling media from the downwind
samples as specified in Section 3

•

Repeat the sampling procedure so that at least replicate tests are
conducted under essentially unchanged conditions

•

Collect a surface or other material sample following the
procedures given in Section 3

5.

Repeat Step 4 until all elements of the test matrix have been considered.

6.

Pack equipment-for transport to the next regional test site or for return to
the main laboratories.·

4•1
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APPENDIX
MATERIAL SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
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SAMPLES FROM UNPAVED ROADS
PROCEDURE
The following steps descrU,e the collection method for samples
(increments).
1.

Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic
and that sampling personnel are visible ~o drivers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one person to "spot" and route
traffic safely around another person collectinq the surface
sample (increment).
'

2.

Using strinq or other suitable markers, mark a l ft (0.3 m)
width across the road.
(WARNING:_Oo not mark the collection
area with a chalk line or in any other method likely to
introduce fine material into the sample.)

3.

With a whisk broom and dustpan, remove the loose surface
material from the hard road base.
Do not abrade the base
during sweeping. Sweeping should be performed slowly so t.~at
fine surface material is not injected into the air.
NOTE:
Collect material only from the portion of tbe road over which
the wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e. , not from
berms or any "mounds" along the road centerline) .

4.

Periodically deposit the sw'ept material material into a clean,
labeled container of sui table size {such as a metal or plastic
19 L [5 gallon) bucket) with a sealable polyethyle~e liner.
Increments may be mixed within t~is container.

5.

Record
sheet.

the

required

information on the

sample

collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
For uncontrolled unpaved road s~aces, a gross sample of lO lb (5
kg) to 50 lb (23 kg) is desired. Samples of this size will require
splitting to a size amenable for analysis. For unpaved roads that
have been treated with chemical dust suppressants (such as
petroleum resins, asphalt emulsions, etc.), the above goal may not
be practical in well-defined study areas because a very large area
would need to be swept. In general, a minimum of l lb (400 g) is
required for silt and moisture analysis.
Additional increments
should be taken from heavily controlled unpaved sutiaces, until the
minimum sample mass has been achieved.

\

S~~

noMPA~DRO~S

The followinq steps describe the collection method for samples
(increments) •
l.

Ensure that the site offers an unobstructed view of traffic
and that sampling personnel are vis~le to drivers.
If the
road is heavily traveled, use one crew mem}:)er to "spot" and
route traffic safely around another person collecting the
surface sample (increment) •

2.

Using strinq or other sui table markers, mark the sampling
width across the road.
(WARNING: Do not mark the collection
area with a chalk line or in any other method 1ike1 v to
introduce fine material into the sample.) The widths may be
varied between O.J m (l ft) for vis~ly dirty roads and 3 m
( 10 ft) for clean roads. When using an industrial-type vacuum
to sample lightly loaded roads, a width qreater than 3 m (10
ft) may be necessary to meet sample specifications unless
increments are being combined.

3.

It large, loose material is present on the surface, it should
be collected with a whi~k broom and dustpan.
NOTE: Collect
material only from the portion of the road over which the
wheels and carriages routinely travel (i.e., not from berms or
any "mounds" along th~ road centerline).
on roads with
painted side markings, collect material "from white line to
white line."
Store the swept material in a c~ean, labeled
container of suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon]
bucket)
with
a
sealable polyethylene
liner.
Increments for the same sample may be mixed within the
container.

4.

Vacuum sweep the collection area using a portable vacuum
cleaner fitted with a tared filter .bag.
NOTE: collect
material only from the portion of the road over which the
wheels and car;iages routinely travel (i.e., not from oerms or
any "lllounds" alonq the road centerline).
On roads with
painted side markings, collect material "from white line to
white line." The same filter bag may be used fer different
increments for one sample.
For heavily loaded roads, more
than one filter bag may be required for a sample (increment).

5.

Carefully remove the l:Jaq from the vacuum sweeper and check for
tears or leaks. If necessary, reduce samples from broom
sweepin9 to a size amenable for analysis.
Sea~ broom swept
material in a clean, labeled plastic jar for transport
(alternatively, the swept material may be placed in the vacuum
filter oa9} . Fold the unused portion of the filter .bag, wrap
a rubber band around the folded baq, and store the bag for
transport.

6.

Record
sheet.

the

required

information on

the

sample

\

collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
Broom swept samples (i~ collected) should be at least 400 q (l lb)
for silt and moisture analysis. The vacuum swept sample should be
at least 200 g·(o.s lb); in addition, the exposed filter baq weight.
should be at least 5 to 10 times greater than the empty bag tare
weight. Additional increments should be taken until these sample
mass goals have been achieved.

\
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SAMPLES FROM STORAGE PILES
'l'he tollowinq steps describe the method for collectinq saJnples from
storaqe piles:
l.

Sketch plan and elevation views of the pile. Indicate if any
portion is inaccessible. Use the sketch ta plan where the N
increments will be taken by dividinq the perimeter into N-1
roughly equivalent seqments.
a.

For a large pile, collect a minimum of 10 increments
should as near to the mid-heiqht of the pile as
practical.

b.

For a s:nall pile, a sample should consist of a .m_inimwn of
6 increments evenly distributed amoung the top, middle,
and bottom.

"Small" or "large" piles, for practical purposes, may be
defined as those piles which can or cannot, respectively, be
scaled by a person carryinq a shovel and pail.
2.

Collect material with a straight-point shovel or a small
garden spade and store the increments in a clean, labeled
container of suitable size (such as a metal or plastic 19 L [5
gallon] bucket) with a sealable polyethylene liner. Depending
upon the ul ti:mate qoals of tile sampling program, choose one of
the following procedures:
a.

To characterize emissions from material handling
operations at an active pile, take increments from the
portions of the pile which most recently had material
added and removed. Collect· the material with a shovel to
a depth of 10 to 15 c:n ( 4 to 6 inches) .
Do not
deliberately avoid collecting larger pieces of aggregate
present on the surface.

b.

To characterize handling emissions from an inactive pile,
obtain increments of the core material from a 1 m (3 ft)
depth in the pile.
A 2 m (6 ft) long sampling tube with
a diameter at least 10 tilnes the diameter of the largest
particle being sampled is recommended for these samples.
Note that, for piles contai.~ing large particles, the
diameter recommendation may be impractical.

c.

If characterization of wind erosion (rather than material
handling) is the goal of the sampling program, collect
the increments by skilDming the surface in an upwards
direction. The depth of the sample should be 2.5 c:n (1
inch) or the the· diameter of the largest particle,
whichever is less. Do no deliberately avoid collecting
larger pieces of agqreqate present on the surface.

In most instances, collection method (a) should be selected.

\

J.

Recore the required
sheet.

in~ormation

on the sample collection

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
For any of the procedures, the sample mass collected should be at
least 5 kq (~0 lb).
When most materials· are sampled with
procedures 2.a or 2.b, ten increments normally result in.a sample
of at least 23 kq (50 lb). Note that storaqe pile samples·usually
require splitting to a size more amenable to laboratory analysis.

\

MC:tS'l'ORE CONTENT OETElUUNATION

l.

Preheat
ture.

~he

oven to approximately ll0°C (230°F).

Record oven tempera-

Z. iare the

iaborato~ samp1e containers which wi11 be placed in the oven.
iare the containers with the 1ids on if they have lids. Record the
tare weight(s). Check zero before weighing.

3.

4.

Record the make, capacity,- sma 11 est di vision, and accuracy of the
sea 1e.
Weigh the
weign~(s).

a

sample in the container(s).
Cneck zero before weighing.

1aborato~

Record the combined

5.

Place sample i.n oven and dry overnight.a

6.

Remove sample container from oven and (a) weigh immediately if uncovered, being careful of the hot.container; or (b) place tight-fitting
lid on the con~ainer and let cool before weighing. Record the combined samp1e and container weigh~(s).
Check zero before weighing.
,

i.

Calculate the moisture as the initial weight of the sample and con~ainer minus the oven-dried weight of the sample and container divided
by the initial weight of the sample ~lone. Record the value.

8.

Calculate the sample wei"ght to be used in ~he silt anaiysis as the
oven-dried weight of the sample and container minus ~he weight of the
container. Record ~he value.

Dry materials composed of hydrated minerals or organic materials like
coal and certain soils for only 1-112 hr. Because of this shor~ drying time, material dried for only 1-1/Z hr must not be more than
2.5 em (1 in.) deep in the container.

\

SILT CONTENT DETERMINATION

1.

Select the appropriate a-in. diameter, Z-in. deep sieve sizes. Recommended U.S. Standard Series sizes are: 3/a-in. No. 4, No. 20, No. 40,
No. 100, No. 140, No. ZOO, -and a pan. Comparable Tyler Series sizes
can also be utilized. The No. 20 and the No. 200 are mandatory. The
others can be varied i~ ~he recommended sieves·are not available or
i~ buildup on one par~icular sieve during sieving indicates that an
intermediate sieve should be inserted.

z.

Obtain a mechanical sieving device such as a vibrat.ory-shaker
Rot.o·iap (without the :apping function).

3.

Clean the sieves with :omcressed air and/or a soft brush. Material
lodged in the sieve openings or adhering to the sides of the sieve·
should be removed (if possible) without handling ~he screen rQughly.

4.

Obtain a scale (:apaci~y of at least l,600 g) and record make, capaci~y, smallest. division, date of last calibration, anc accuracy.

5.

7are sieves and pan.
weights.

6.

After nesting the sieves in decreasing order with the ~an at the bot~
~om, dump dried laboratory sample (probably immediately after moisture
analysis) into the toe sieve. The 4sample should weigh bet~een 400 and
-1,600 g C~ 0.9 to 3.5 lb). a Brush fine material adhering to the sides
of ~he con~ainer into the top sieve and cover the top sieve with a
S?ecial lid normally purchased with the pan.

7.

?lace nested sieves into the mechanical device and sieve for 10 min.
Remove pan containing minus No. 200 and weigh. Repea~ ~he sieving
in lO-min intervals un~il the difference be~ween ~we successiv~ pan
sample weighings (wnere the tare of the pan has been subtracted) is
less than 3.0%. Do not sieve longer than 40 min.

8.

Weigh each sieve and its con~ents and record the
:ero before every weigning.

9.

Collect the 1aborat.ory sample and place the sample in a separats container if fur~~er analysis is expected.

10.

a

Chec~

the zero before every weighing.

Record

.,

weign~.

Calculate the oercent of mass less than the 200 mesh
This is the s~l~ contan~.

or~a

Check the

s:~een

(75

~m).

ihis amoun~ wi11 vary for fine tex~ured materials; 100 ~o 300 g may be
sufficient. wnen 90% of :ne sample passes a No. a (2.36 mm) sieve.
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INDUSTRIAL \JIND EROS I ON

11.2.7.1 Cenerall-3
OUSt emissions may be generated by wind erosion of open aggregate storage
piles and exposed areas wi~hin an industrial facility. These sources
typically are characterized by nonhomogeneous surfaces impregnated with
nonerodible elements (particles larger than approximately l centimeter (em) in
diameter). Field t~sting of coal piles and other exposed materials using a
portable wind tunnel has shown that (a) threshold wind speeds exceed 5 meters
per second (11 miles per hour) at lS centimeters above the surface or 10
meters per second (22 miles ~er hou~) a~ 7 me~ers above the surface, and (b)
particulate emission ra~es tend to decay rapidly (half life of a few minutes)
during an er~sion event. In other words, thesa aggrega~e material surfaces
are characterized by finite availability of erodible material (massjarea)
referred to as the erosion potential. Any natural crusting of the surface
binds the erodible material, thereby reducing the erosion potential.

11.2.7.2 Emissions And

Correc~ion

Parameters

If typical '.values for threshold wind speed a~ 15 centimeters are
corrected to typical wind sensor beight (7-10 meters), the resulting values
exceed the upper extremes of hourly mean wind speeds observed in most areas of
the country. In other words, mean atmospheric wind speeds are not sufficient
to sustain wind erosion from flat surfaces of the type tested. However, wind
gusts may quickly deplete a substantial portion of the erosion potential,
Because erosion potential has been found to increase rapidly with increasing
wind speed, estimated emissions should be related to the gusts of highest
magnitude.

The routinely measured meteorological variable which best reflects the
magnitude of wind gusts is the fastest mile. This quantity represents the
wind speed corresponding to the whole mile of wind movement which has passed
by the 1 mile contact anemometer in the least amount of time. Daily
measurements of the fastest mile are presented in the monthly Local
Climatologi~al Data (LCD) summaries.
!he duration of the fastest mile,
typically about 2 minutes (for a fastest mile of 30 miles per hour), matches
well with the half life of the erosion process, which ranges between 1 and 4
minutes. It should·be noted, however, that peak winds can significantly
exceed the daily fastest mile.
rhe wind speed profile in the surface boundary layer is found to follow
a logarithmic

distribu~ion:

u(:z:) ..

~

0.4
where u

9/90

ln L.

(1)

z0

-

wind speed, centimeters per second

•

roughness height, em
von Karman's constant, dimensionless

u*
z

• friction velocity, cen~imeters per second
- height above t~st surface, em

z0
0,4

-

.

..

M1scella~eous

Sources

11.2.7-l

The friction velocity (u*) is a measure of wind shear stress on the erodible
1urface, as determined f~om the slope of the logarithmic velocity profile.
The roughness height (z 0 ) is a measure of the roughness. of the e~posed surface
as determined fro= they intercept of the velocity profile~ i. e., the height
at .which the wind speed is zero. These parameters ara illustrated in Figure
11.2.1~1 for a roughness height of 0.1 centimeters.
Emissions generated by wind erosion are also dependent on the frequency
of disturbance or the erodible surface because each time that a surface is
disturbed, its erosion potential is restored. A disturbance is defined as an
action which results in the.ex~osure of fresh surface material. On a storage
pile, this would occur whenever aggregate material is either added to or
removed from the old surface, A disturbance of an exposed area ~ay also
result from the turning of surface material to a depth exceeding the size of
the largest pieces of material present.

ll.2.7.3 Predictive Emission Factor Equation4
The emission factor fQr wind generated particulate emissions from
mixtures of erodible and nonerodible surface material subject to disturbance
may be expressed in un1cs of grams per square me~er per year as follows:

N
Emission factor • k
where k
N

pi

-

-

•

t
i-l

Pi

(2)

particle size multiplier
number of distu~bances per year
erosion potential corresponding to the observed (or
probable) fastest mile of wind for the ith period
between disturbances, g/m2

The particle size multiplier (k) fer Equation 2 varies with aerodynamic
particle si%e, as follows:

AERODYNAMIC PARTICLE SIZE MULTIPLIERS FOR EQUATION 2
<10 urn

30 um

1.0

0.6

0.5

<2.5 um

0.2

!his distribution of particle size within the under 30 micron fraction
is comparable to the distributions reported for other fugitive dust sources
where wind speed is & factor. !his is ill~strated, for example, in the
distributions for batch and continuous drop operations encompassing a number
of test aggregate materials (see Section 11.2.3).
In calculating emission factors, each area of an erodible surface that
is subject to a different frequency of disturbance should be treated
separately. For a surface disturbe~ daily, N - 365 per year, and for a
surface disturbance once every 6 months, N - 2 per year.
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The erosion potential function for a dry, exposed surface

P •

i~:

58 (u* • u*) 2 + 2' (u* • u*)
t
t:

(3)

0

P •

where u* •

0 for u* ~ u*
t

fric~i~

velocity (m/s)

u* .- threshold friction velocity (m/s)
t

Because of the nonlinear form of the erosion potential function, each
erosion event must be treatad separately.
Equations 2 and 3 apply only to dry, exposed materials with li~ited
erosion potential. The resulting calculation is valid only for a time period
as long or longer than the period between disturbances. Calculated emissions
represent intermittent events and should not be input directly into dispersion
models that assume steady state emission rates.
For unerusted surfaces, the threshold friction velocity is best
estimated from the dry aggregate st~cture of the soil. A simple hand sieving
test of surface soil can be used to determine the mode of the surface
.aggregate size distribution by inspection of relative sieve catch amounts,
following the procedure described below in Table ll.2.7.-l. Alternatively,
the threshold friction velocity for erosion ~an be determined from the mode of
the aggregate size distribution, as described by Gillette.S-6
Threshold friction velocities for several surface types have been
determined by field measurements with a portable wind tunnel. These values
are presented in Table 11.2.7-2.

TABLE 11.2.7-l. FIELD PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF
THRESHOLD FRICTION VELOCITY
Iyler

sieve no.

ll.2.7-4

Opening

Midpoin't

(mm)

(mm)

u
t

(cmjsec)

s

4

3

9

2

1.5

72

16

1

0.75

58

32

0.5

0.375

43

60

0.25
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FIELD PROCEDURE 10& DETERMINATION OF THRESHOLD FRICTION VELOCITY
(from a 1952 laboratory procedure published by W. S. Chepil):
1.

Prepare & nese of sieves with the following openings; 4 mm, 2 mm, l mm,
0.5 mm, 0.25 mm. Place a collector pan below the bottom (0.25 mm)
sieve,

2.

Collect a sample representing the surface layer of loose particles
(approximately l em in depth, for an encrusted surface), removing any
rocks larger than about l em in average physical diameter. The area to
be sampled should be. not less than 30 em.

3,

Pour the sample into the top sieve
the top.

4.

Move the covered sieve;pan unit by hand, using a broad circular arm
motion in the horizontal plane. Complete 20 circular movements at a
speed just necessary to achieve some relative horizontal motion between
the sieve and the particles.

5.

Inspect the relative quantities of catch within each sieve, and
determine where the mode in the aggregate size distribution lies, i. e.,
between the opening size of the sieve with the largest catch and the
opening si%e of the next largest sieve.

6.

Determine the threshold friction velocity from Figure 1.

(4

mm opening), and place a lid on

The fastest mile of wind for the periods between disturbances may be obtained
from the monthly LCD summaries for the nearest reporting weather station that
is representative of the site in question.? These summaries report actual
fastest mile values for each day of a given month. Because the erosion
potential is a highly nonlinear function of the fastest mile, mean values of
the fastest mile are inappropriate. The'anemoroeter heights of reporting
weather stations are found in Reference 8, and should be corrected to a
10 meter reference height using Equation 1.

To convert the fastest mile of wind (u+) from a reference anemometer
height of 10 meters to the equivalent friction velocity (u*), the logarit~ic
wind speed profile may be used to yield the following equation:
u* • 0.053 u+
10

( 4)

where u* • friction velocity (meters per second)

ut 0-

fastest mile of reference anemometer for period
between disturbances (meters per second)

This assumes a typical roughness height of 0.5 em for open terrain.
Equation 4 is restricted to large relatively flat piles or exposed areas
little penetration into the surface wind layer.

.
9;90
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TABLE 11.2.7·2.

THRESHOLD FRICTION VELOCITIES

Thresholcl
friction
velocity

Ihreshold w1nd
Roughness
height

velocity at 10 m (m/s)

zo .. 0.5

Material

(m/s)

(em)

Ovel:'bul:'c1en4
Scoria (roadbed
material ) 4
Grou.nd coal 8
(surrounding
coal pile)
TJncrusted coal

1.02

0.3

21

19

1.33

0.3

27

25

0.55

0.01

l6

10

0.3

23

21

0.06

l5

12

0.2

ll

10

pile 4

1.12
Scraper tracks on
coal pile 4 • b
0.62
Fine coal dust
on concrete padc 0.54
~~&stern sul:'face coal mine.

bLightly crusted.
e£astern power plant.

Zo • Act

CIU

Reference 2.

Reference 3.

If the pile significantly penetrates the surface wind layer (i. e., with
a height-to-base ratio exceeding 0.2), it is necessary to divide the pile area
into subareas representing different degrees of exposure to wind. The results
of physical modeling show that the frontal face of an elevated pile is exposed
to wind speeds of the same order as the approach wind. speed at the top of the
pile.

For two representative pile shapes (conical and oval with flattop,
37 degree side slope), the ratios of surface wind speed (u 5 ) to a~proach wind
speed (Ur) have been derived from wind tunnel studies.9 The results are shown
in Figure 11.2.7~2 corresponding to an actual pile height of ll meters, a
reference (upwind) a.nemetersomete:r: height of. 10 meters, a.nd a pile surface
rcughnes3 height (z 0 ) of O.S centimeters. !he measured surface winds
correspond to a height of 25 centimeters above the surface. The area fraction
within each contour pair is specified in Table 11.2.7-3.
!he profiles of u 5/ur in Figure 11.2.7-2 can ~e used eo estimate the
surface friction velocity distribution around similarly shaped pile9, using
ehe following procedure:

l.

Correct the fastest mile value (u+) for the period of interest from
the anemometer height (:) to a reference height of 10 m (u+ ) using
a variation of Equation l:
10
ln (10/0.005)
(5)

ln

(z/0.005)

where a typical roughness height o; 0.5 em (0.005 meters) has been
assumed. If a site specific roughness height is available, it
should be used.

11.2.7-6
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2.

Use the appropriate part o! Figure 11.2.7·2 based on the pile shape
and orientation to the fastest mile of wind, to obtain the
cor:aspondins surface wind speed distribution (u+):
s
u+ s

3.

u

+

(6)

10

For any subarea of the pile surface having a narrow range of
surface wind speed, use a variation of Equation 1 to calculate the
equivalent friction velocity (u*):
0.4 u+

s

• 0.10 u+

u* -

s

ll

lnO.S
From this point on, the procedure is
pile, as described above.

iden~ical

to that used for a flat

Implementation of the above procedure is carried out in the following
steps:

9/90

l.

Determine threshold friction velocity for erodible material of
interest (see table 11.2.7-2 or determine from mode of aggregate
size distribution).

2.

Divide the exposed surface area into subareas of constant frequency
of disturbance (N).

3.

Tabulate fastest mile values (u+) for each frequency of disturbance
and correct them to 10 m (u+ ) usir~ Equation s.

4.

Convert fastest mile values (u1a) to equivalent friction velocities
(u*), taking into account (a) the uniform wind exposure of
nonelevated surfaces, using Equa~ion 4, or (b) the nonuniform wind
exposure of elevated surfaces (piles), using Equations 6 and 7.

5.

For elevated surfaces (piles), subdivide areas of constant N into
subareas of constant u* (i. e., within the isopleth values of u~;·~
in Figure 11.2.7·2 and !able 11.2.7-3) and determine the size of
each subarea.

6.

Treating each subarea (of constant N and u*) as a separate source,
calculate the erosion potential (Pi) for each period between
disturbances using Equation 3 and the emission factor using
Equation 2.

7.

Multiply the resulting emission factor for each subarea by the size
of the subarea, and add the emission contributions of all subareas.
Note that the highest' 24~hr emissions would be expected to occur on
the windiest day of the year. Maxi~ emissions are calculated
assuming ~ single even~ with the highest fastest mile value for the
annual period.
Miscellaneous Sources
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Flow
Dlrectlol"!

0..2

Pile A

~

Pile B1

0.6
b
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0.9

Pile 83
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Figure 11.2.7-2.
11.2. 7-8

Contours of normalized surface wind speeds,
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DISTRIBUTION FOR REGIMES OF usJur

SU~~

TABLE 11.2.7·3.

Perc en~ of pile surface area
Pile
Subarea
0.2&
0.2b
0.2c
0.6a
0.6b
0.9
l.l

Pile A

Pile Bl

Pile B2

Pile B3

5

5

3

3

35

2

28

25

48

29
26

- 29

12

14

28
26
14
4

22
15

24

3

The recommended emission factor equation presented above assumes that all
of the erosion potential corresponding to the fas~est mile of wind is lost
during the period between disturbances. Because ~he fas~est mile event
typically lasts only abou~ 2 minutes, which corres~onds roughly to the
halflife for the decay of ac~ual erosion potential, it could be argued that
the emission fac~or overestimates par~iculate emissions. However: there are
other aspects of ~he wind erosion process which offset this apparent
conservatism:

l.

The fastest mile event contains peak winds which substantially
exceed the mean value for the event.

2.

Wheneve~

the fastest mile event occurs, there are usually a number

of periods of slightly lower mean wind speed which contain peak

gusts of the same order as the fastest mile wind speed.
Of greater concern is the likelihood of overprediction of wind erosion
emissions in the case of surfaces dis~urbed infrequently in com~arison to the
rate of crus~ formation.

11.2.7.4

Example l: Calculation for wind erosion emissions from conically
shaped coal pile

A coal burning facility maintains a conically shaped surge pile 11 me:ers
in height and 29.2 meters in base diameter, con~aining about 2000 megagrams of
coal, with a bulk density of SOC kg/m3 (50 lb;ft3). The total exposed surface
area of the pile is calculated as follows:
S • ~ r (r2 + h2)
• 3.14(14.6)

(14.6)2 +(11.0)2

- 838 m2
Coal is added ~o the pile by means of a fixed stacker and reclaimed by
front-end loaders opera~1ng a~ the base of the pile on the downwind side. In
addition, every 3 days 250 megag~ams (12.5 percent of the stored capaci~y of
coal) is added back to the pile by a topping off operation, thereby restoring
9/90

.
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the full capacity of the pile. It is assumed that (a) ~he reclaiming
operation disturbs only a limi'ted. 'Portion of the surface area where the daily
activity is occurring, such ~hat the remainder of the pile surface remains
intact, and (b) the topping off operation craates a fresh surface on the
entire pila while restoring its original shape in the area depleted by daily

reclaiming activity.
Because of the high frequency of disturbance of the pile, a large number
of calculations must be made to determine each contribution to the total
annual wind. erosion emissions. !his illustration will ~se a single month as
an example.
Ste~ 1:
In the
fric~ion velocity, a

absence of field data fo~ estimatins the threshold
value of 1.12 meters per second is obtained from Table

11.2.7-2.
Ste~ 2:
Except for a small area near the base of the pile (see Figure
11.2.7-3), the entire pile surface is disturbed every 3 days, corresponding to
a value of N • 120 per year. It will be shown tha~ the contribution of the
area where daily activity occurs is negligible so that it does not need to be
~rested

separately in the calculations.

Ste~ 3:
The calculation procedure involves determination of the fastest
mile for each period of disturbance. Figure 11.2.7-4 shows a representative
set of values (for a l·mon~h period) that are assumed to be applicable to the
geographic area of the pile location. The values have been separated into 3day periods, and the highest value in each period is indicated. In this
example, the anemometer height i3 7 meters, so that a height correction to
lO meters is needed for the fastest mile values. From Equation 5,

ln (10/0.005)
u;-

( ln

10

-

1,05

;o. oos)

<1

u;

Ste~ 4:
The next ste~ is to convert the fastest mile value for each 3
day period into the equivalent friction velocities for each surface wind
regime (i. e., u 5 /Ur ratio). of the pile, using Equations 6 and 7. Figure
11.2.7·3 shows the surface wind s?eed pattern (expressed as a fraction of the
approach wind speed at a height of 10 meters), The surface areas lying vithin
each wind speed regime are tabulated below the figure.

!he ealculated fric~ion velocities are presente~ in !able 11.2.7-4. As
indicated, only three of the periods contain a friction velocity which exceeds
tha threshold value of 1.12 meters per second for an uncrusted coal pile.
These three values all occur within the us/~- 0.9 regime of the p~le
surface.
Step 5: This step is not necessary because there is only one frequency
of disturbance used in the calculations. It is clear that tha s~all area of
daily disturbance (which lies entirely within the u 3 /ur • 0.2 regime) is never
subject to wind s~eeds exceeding the threshold value.
11.2. 7-10
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Prevailing
Wind

Q

Direction

*A portion of c 2 is

Circled values
refer to us/Ur

~istu~be~ ~aily

Area.

by reclaiming activities.

E1h
Us

S'~Ifa.~~

ID

-nr

%

A

0.9

12

101

B

0.6

48

402

Ct + c2

0.2.

40

ill

Area

!otal

Fi~re
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TABLE 11.2.7·4.

i:

EXAMPLE

CALCULAtiON OF FRICTION VELOCITIES

...

...

u7

3-day

period

(mph)

1

14

2
3

4

29
30
31

s
6

22
21

7

16

9

17

10

13

a

(m/s)

6.3
13.0
13.4
13.9
9.8
9.4
7.2
11.2
7.6
5.8

25

~*

u10

(mph)

(m/s)

15
31
32
33
23
22
17
25
l8
14

6.6

•

+
0.1 u5 (m/s)

UsJ\l.c: 0.2

0,6

0.9

0.13
0.27
0.28
0,29
0.21
0.20
0.15
0.24
0.16
0.12

0.40
0.82

'0,59

0.84

1. 27

13.7
14.1
14.6
10.3
9.9
7.6
11.8
8.0
6.1

o.ss

0.62
0.59
0.46
0. 71
0.48
0. 37

1.23
1.31
0.93
0,89

0,68
1.06
0.72
0.55

Steps 6 and 1: The final set of calculations (shown in Table 11.2.7-5)
involves the tab~ation and summation of emissions for each disturbance period
and fot the affected subarea. The erosion po~ential (P) is calculated from
Equation 3.
!ABLE 11.2.7·5.

EXAMPLE l:

CALCULA~ION

OF PMlO

~~ISS!ONSa

Pile
3-day
period

3

1.23
1.27

4

l.ll.

2

u* .. u* (m/s)

u* (m/s)

ID

t

0.11

3.4.5

A

0.15
0.19

5.06

A

6.84

A

Surface Area
(m2)

kPA

101
101
101

170
260

Tocal:

(g)

350

780

&where u • 1.12 meters per secoad for unerusted coal and k - 0.5 for PMlQ·
t
For example, the calculation for the second 3 day period is:
?

- 58(u* • u*)2 + 25(u* - u*)
t

Pz -

t

58(1.23 ~ 1.12)2 + 25<1.23 - t.12)

• 0.70 + 2.75 • 3.45 g;m2
The PMlo smissions generated by each event are found as the product of
the PM10 mul~ip11er (k- 0.5), the erosion potential (P), and the affected
area of the pile (A).
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As shown in .Table 11.2.7·5, the results of these calculations indicate &
monthly PM10 emission total of 780 grams.
11.2.7 . .5

Example 2: Calculation for wind erosion from flat area eoverea
wi t:h coal dust

A flat circular area of 29.2 meters in diameter is covered w1~h coal dust
left over from the total reclaiming of a conical coal pile described in the
-example above. The total exposed surface area is calculated as follows:
S •

d2 • 0.785 (29.2)2

-

670m2

4

This area will remain exposed for a period of 1 month when a new pile
will be formed.
~ep 1:
In the absence of field data for estimating the threshold
friction velocity, a value of O.S4 m;s is obtained from Table 11.2.7-2 .

.

Step 2: The entire surface area is
removal of a pile and N - l;yr.

e~posed

for a period of l month after

~ep

3: From Figure 11.2.7·4, the highest value of fastest mile for the
30-day period (31 mph) occurs en the llth day of the period. In ~hi~ example,
the reference anemometer height is 7 m, so that a height correction is needed
for the fastest mile value. F~o~ S~ep·3 of the previous example,
u+ • 1.05 u+ •, so that u+ - 33 mph.
10
7
10
Ste' 4: Equation 4 is used to convert the fastest mile value of 33 mph
(14.6 mps) to an equivalent friction velocity of 0.77 mps. !his value exceeds
the threshold friction velocity fro~ Step l so that erosion does occur.

5te2 5:

This step is not necessary, because there is only one frequency

of disturbance for the entira source area.
Steps 6 and 7: !he PM10 emissions generated by the erosion event are
calculated as the product of the PM10 multiplier (k • 0.5), the e~osion
potential· (P) and the source area (A), 'I'he erosion pountial is calculated
from Equation 3 as follows:

P - 58(u* • u*)2 + 2S(u* • u*)
t

t:

p- 58(0.77 • 0.54)2 + 25(0.77. 0.54)
- 3.07 + s17s
• 8.32 g!m-

Thus the PM1 o emissions

fo~

the 1 month

~eriod

are found to be:

E- (0.5)(8.82 g;m2)(670 M2)
- 3.0 kg

ll.2.7-14
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aaJU.':itmerns 10 accomooate tne most common o.i sucn cnaracterts:ics nas Deen mcluoea
tn tile text. t'\n ell on nas oeen mace to rr.ar<e tms manual as mucn a "coor<oooK" :ype
rej,erence as pos.smle wnde

assurnm~

tne user nas a worKmg knowieoge oi general

SCI.mplmg tneory, procecures ano 1nstrumen'ts.
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Tne se.leC:lci1 oi :ne
mc.ner

iu~puve

relate w :ne

mo~

appropr1ate measurement tecnn1que· lor ?arucuiate

emLSSlcns mvoives tne cons1oeratlon oi a numoer ol parameters. .Tnese
~ype

oi emlssio:is generatea, :ne1r rate 01

~ener:atlO:"l,

tne pnysic:al

Ci ua:-e:ac:e:- IStlCS ana 10CCitlon oi :neJ.r source, p!ant operaung scneauies., meteoroJogical
conaltJons ano plam or s1te geometry ana mpograpny.

Tne numoer

01

aliierer.i:

ope:-at1or.s o! :ne same type wn1cn w1l.l oe testeo ano the pro;:>o.sea ouoge: i or !ne
progrQm are c;Jso o1 paramount concern.

Thl.S sect10.1 oescnoes

e~cn

oi tne oasJC:

measurement tecnn1ques, oeimes tne c:rnena to oe c:onsJoerec rn tne se.lectJon oi a
tecnn1que anc outhnes a metnOCi ior applymg tne criteria.

·~ n~re

ar~

iour

~Ja.s1c

metnooologJes

recogn.izeo

as oemg ell ect1ve m -rne

quantlllCe.tlon of pan.1cu!ate rnaner fugitive emissJons. t.acn methoo LS assoc1ateCl wrtn
ou1 ererrt accuracy ano preC!SJCi'l lJ.mJtatloos, mstrumentatJ.on requirements ana sources
to wr11cn tnL.S metnoo can oe pro?erly a.ppiieo. These oa.sic methoooiogies are:
o
o
o

o

l..(uasi-~taCK Sampling,
K.OO! l'v10n Ltor Sampling
LJpwma-L>o>lmwu;o ~amplJ.ng
.t:.xposure :Jro1u.mg

t.acn 1ecnruque

l.S

oesc:noec m general terms m tne following text.

-:>-

\

/j

~amohn:::

yuas1->tac•

I

L""l
o~

tnts metnoo -::ne iug n:ive em.LSstons are capturec m a temporar iiy Lr.staLI eo noaa

enCJosure ano tnen transportee .?y tne conveymg a1r to ar, e.xnaus: cue: or s:acK ol

regular cross-seCtlO."laJ area.

Tne emiss1or.s are measurec in 'this ouc'twori< usmg tne

s:acx sampung proceoures aescnoeo in !:>eaion

~ 01

'tms aocurnent.

Tne preC!SlO.i ana accuracy llrmu of the quasi-stack metnoo are tne oest oi tne
no-.eo sampung tecnniques anc are also the oes: aeimec.
quas.-s:ack rnetnoa LS _only slightly jess tnan
porm:s m tne stacx are

o:

cc.p:ure a.l.!

samj.~Jec

'tna.!

The accuracy oi tne

O! a normaL staCK test m 'tha't iewer ..

ana a cor.s:ant 01as may oe mtrocu::eo oy a iatlure to

tne em!SSIOoiS !rom the source oeing tes-tec. Care m :he

cap:urmg syS!em wowo reau::e tne laner error to vtnualiy zero.
:.sokmet1c range 1s

=..~()

percem rather tha.n

~1u

oes1~n

oi me

Also, tne atiowaole

percent tS usually acnerec to.

l..(uas1-.s-;acK samplmg 1s necessarily hmneo to sources tliat can
omer sources ano eli ect1vely enc1osec or hooaeo

to

De

1sola1eo from

c:apture thetr emtssions. Care:fuJ

consLC1eratLon mus: oe gtven to tne oestgn oi the enclosure or nooa ano to proviamg a
vo1ume oi erntSSlon - trar.sportmg arr sui:f!Clent 'tO carry tne emissions intac't to the
samp1mg equrpm em.. ·l ne proceoures i or cnoosmg tnese veloCt"tLes are exp1amec in tne
nooc ana auct oes1gn sect1cns. Tne hoooec enclosure aestgn shouici no't interfere wttn
normal plant operc:nons, ana tne captunn6 a1r rJow across tne process snouio not oe so
large as m a!ter tne nature oi tne process or ailec:t tne amount or cr'laracter of tne
erruss1ons.
Typ tCaJ genenc fug 1t1Ve emrss1ons source types measuraoie oy the quasi-Stac.K
metnoc are:

l.

tvlatenal transfer operations-conveyor belts, loa.omg

2.

t-rocess 1eaKs-pressuri.zeo ouc'tS

:..

facncatmg opera'tLons-gnncmg ano pol1snmg
-'+-

\

Sp~ci!JC

examples oi mous:naJ sources

wno~e

iugnive emtssions have

~een

measurec oy

1ms tecnn14Ue are gtven m Taole l.

1'\..QOl 1\'lor\

ncr

~amolmg

Tms metnoo

tS

usee to

m~sure

the emtssions generateo D) sources locateo wnmn

a ouuomg or stmdar suuaure as tney are transmrned inio tne a!mos;:mere tnrough a
rcoi mo;i 1tcr o:- otner open mg.
s~uc-cure

:s aeterminec as

~he

Tne total emissHJrl rate for aU sources wr:tun tne

prcouet- cf

~ne

emtssions concenuat1on measureo m· tne

au a• tne openm5 anc the atr 1low ra1e tnrou15h me openmg.
samplln~

pro~:-ams

MOst roof mon1tcr

reqUlre tne coHecuon oi samples ano 'tne measurement oi atr

veJoClUes stmul L:aneous!y a1 a numoer oi pom't.s tn -.:ne plane ol tne openmg to ensure
tnat represen:at1ve average values of concentratton ana fJow rate are a.o-.:a.s.nee.
KOOl

mon 1tor sampling 1s most e1lect1ve1y employee ior ld.rger sources loca!ed

WJthtn st:"uetures w1tn only a few openmgs, w:1ere
transportee tnrougn a smc;le openmg.

essenti~y

all of tne emissions are

1t requires sam!Jling ano measurement oevices

cc.pc.oJe o: maKmc; a::cura1e oeterminatwns oi relatively small masses of emiss1ons ano
ve:-y lo'l.l. atr velocn1es.

11 may oe u•dtzee lor tne cnaractenzatton of specu1c sources

wtthtn an endosure u operatmc; sc'"leauJes mc!uoe or perm11 tne arrangement 01
emtsstcns e:;eneratJO""l oy onJy tha'! spect11C source. Tracer measurements may also oe
uttl.i.Zeo w1tn roof monitor sampJmg to Lc.lentliy specific source emissions.
7 ne accuracy ana prectsLon oi 'tnts tecnn ique vary Wl!Tl cnaracteristtcs o1 tne

source ana are aeima.oJe only m general terms for eacn source tested.
Typtcal mausu 1al sources wnose fu~ttive emiSsions may oe measured usLng !he

roof monuor tecnmque are l1stea

tn

Taole

~-
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T.A.BLE 1. QUASI-STACK SA:Vi?LING ,\,IETHOD A??LICA TION TO
TY?ICA!.. INDUSTRL.;L FUGITIVE EMISSIO~ SOURCES

INDUSTRY

Iron 6: S1eel Founci:-ies

SOURCE
Mold Preparation

?roduc: Finishing

Dust
;)us-:, Fumes
Dust

:= u:-:-.ace Charging

Dust

Fu.-nace Tap?i:"lg

:=ume

Mol-e ?curing

?:-imary Metals

EMISSIONS

Crushing

Conveying
Coal

Gra;:,hite and Ca:-bide

Crushing 0:: Screening

Dus~

Reactor Charging
Reactor Tapping

Dust

.A. rc:: F urnac::e

Carbon Dust,
Silica, F 1..rn es

-o-

\

Dust, Tars

TABLE 2. ROOF MONITOR SAMPLING METHOD APPLICATION TO
TO TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL FUGITIVE. EMISSION SOURCES

INDUSTRY

SOURCE

lron & Steel Foundries

Furnace or Cupola Charging
Melting
Mold ?curing

E.le="t:"ic Furnace Steel

Charging
Gene:-al Operatior.s

?rima:y Aluminum

Carbon ? lant
Potroom
Alumina Calcining
C:-yolite Recovery

Fume, Carbon Dust,
Smoke (Oil)
F urn e, D-ust
Dust
Metallic Fumes,
Carbon D us'!
Metallic Fumes, Dust
Tars, Carbon Dust
Tars, Carbon 6: Aluminum Dust, Fluorides
Alumina Dust
Carbon & Alumina Dus"t ,.
Fluorides

Conve:-rer House
Reverberatory Furnace
Roaster Operations

F urri e, Sill ::a
Fume
Fume

Tires & Rutlber

Curing Press Room
Cement House

Organic Particulate
Dust

?hos;:mate Fe:-tilizer

General Ventilation

Dust, Fluorides

Lime

General Ventilation

Dust

Primary Steel

Blast Furnace Cast House
BOF Operations
Open Hear'!h Operations

Metallic F urn es
Metallic Fumes,
Carbon DUS't
Metallic F urn es

Arc Furnace Operation

Carbon Dust, Sll.ica

Graphite and Carbide
ProduCtion

Fume
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This method is tr.ilized in the measureme.'1t of emissions after they have em:ered
-:he

ambien~ atmos~here

irom O?en or area sources, or from enclosed sources not

amena;:)le to quasl-s:ack or roof monitor sa.iipling. The emission rate for such sources
is dete:-rnined by measuring the concer.tration of the emissions in the ambient air

aownwind of the source, sub-::-ac:ing the po:-:ion of the concen::-a:ion anributa.ble to
otner sources anC:: tha:: measured as background upwind of the source, anC:: using the
•h:.~s-determined

concer:tration !rom the source in proven di!iusion eouations

o~

mather:"'.c:::ical mode.!.s to back-calculate the source's rate of emission. Measuremen'tS of
o-rne~ comributing parameters, such as wind speed a.'1d direction during the emission

sampling, 1ocation of samplers relative to the source, and atmospheric anc topographic
conc:ii:ions, are also required.
Careful design of the sampling network, especially in theJocatlon of the sampling
devices, is required ro ensure representative sampling of the source being investigated
and to ensure that the accuracy of the resulting emission factors acproaches a.s nearly

as possible the accuracy of the eau=.-:ions or models used in calculating the emission
rate,
Upwind-downwind sampling is probably the most universally applicable of the
fugitive emissions measurement techniques, since it is not usually limited by source
location or geome'!ry. Some typical industrial sources whose fugitive emissions l"l}ay be
measured l.!Sing the u?winc:!-downwind technique are listed in Table 3.

=:xnosure ?rofiling
-The exposure profiling method utilizes the !sokinetic profiling concept whidi is
:he basis for conventional source testing.

For measurement of in"'lalable particulate

-o-

\

\

TABLE 3. UPWIND-DOWNWIND SAMPLING METHOD APPLICATION
TO n'?JCAL. INDUSTRIAL FUGITIVE EMISSJON SOURCES

SOURCE

EMISSJONS

Coke Making

Coal Handling 0:. Storage
Charging Ovens
Coking, Door 6: Oven Leaks
Coke Pushing
Quenching
Coke Handling 0:: Storage

Coal Dust
Coal Dust, Tars
Coke Dus-:, Tars
Coke Dust, Tars
Coke Dust, T a;s
Coke Dust

?:-rmary Aluminum

5auxite Handling 0:: Storage
-.lumina Calcining & Prepara:-ation
Alumina Storage

Ore Dust
Alumina Dust

?rrma:-y Copper

Mining
Hauling
T aillngs Pond

Dust
Dust
'Dust

Sand 6: Gravel

Quarrying & Truck Hauling
Rock Transfer
Crushing & Screening
Product Storage & Handling

Dust
Dust
Dust
Dust

~lectric

Scrap&. Sinter Delivery
Lime & Silica Delivery
Furnace Tapping

lron &Steel Dust
Dust
Fume

Iron 0:: Steel Foundries

Coke, Silica, Sinter Storage

Dus"t

Coal

Mining
Storage & Transfer
Screening &. Crushing
Drying
Storage Piles
Waste Transfer

Coal Dust
Coal Dust

Gravel Dell very
Asphalt Storage
S"tOrage Piles ·
Asphalt Batd1ing
Drier & Blower
R eac:tor Charge & Discharge
Product Transfer

Dust
Tars
Dust
Dust, Tars
Dust, Tars
Dust, Tars

INDtJSTRY

Fu:-nace S1eel

Asphalt
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Alumina Dust

Coal Dust
Coal Dust

Coal Dus"t
Dust

Dust, Tars

TABLE 3 (Cont.). UPWIND-DOWNWIND SAMPLING METHOD APPLICATION
TO TYPICAL INDL.;STRIAL FUGITIVE EMISSION SOURCES

INDUSTRY

E.MISSlONS

SOURCE

.

Coal D l..!S't

Coal Gasification

Coal Deli very, Storage
0.: Transfer
V.' ast e T ransi er
Scrubber Solids

?e~roleum

V.1 aste Storage&. Transfer

Dust

?recess Leaks

T~s

Mining
Storage Piles
Rock T ransi er
Se-:tling ?end
Gypsum Pile
ProduC'! Storage &. Transfer

Dust
Dust
Dust
Fluo:-ides
Dust

Re!ining

?hos ph ate F e:--:ilizer
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;fugitive emissions! sampling heads are diS'tributed over a vertical ne!WOTk positioned
just downwind (usually about 5m) from the source.

Sampling in-.akes are pointed into

the v.·ind anc sampling velocity is adjusted to match the local mean wind speed, as
monitored by disuibu:ed anemometers. A ver-.ical line grid of samplers is sufficient for
measurement of emissions from line or moving point sources (e.g., vehicular uaiiic on
pavec or unpaved roads), while a two-dimensional array of samplers is required for
qua:"lti:ication of virtual point or area source emissions.
Sampling heads are distributee over a sU:ficiently large por-:ion of the plume so
tr.at ve:-tical and lateral plume boundaries may be located by spat:ial ex-trapolation of
exposure measuremen:s. The size limit of area sources for which exposure profiling is
practical is determinec by the feasibility of erecting sampling towers of sufficierrt
height and nwmber to charaCterize the plume.

This problem can be minimized by

sampling only when the wind direction is parallel to the direction of the minimum '
d.ime:"lsion of the area source.
The size of the sampling grid needed for exposure profiling of a particular source
may t>e estimated by observing the size of a visible plume or by calculation of plume
dispersion. Grid size adjustments may be required based on the -results of preliminary
testing.
Sampling heads should be symmetrically distributed over the concem:rated por:ion
of

~he

plume containing about 90% of the total mass flux (exposure). For example, ii

the exposure from a point source is normally distributed, the exposure values measured
by the samplers at the edge of the grid should be about 25% of the centerline exposure.
Sampling time should be long enough to provide sufficient particulate mass per
sample and to average over several units of cyclic fluctuation in the emission rate (for

-lJ.-

\

//example; vehide passes on an unpaved roadt. The first condition is usually easily met
·

because of the proximity of

th~

sampling grid to the source.

Assuming that sample collection media do not ovedoad, the upper limit on
sampling :ime is dictated by the need to sample under conditions of relatively constant
wind direC!ion and speed. In

~he

absence of passage of- weather fronts through the area,

acc:ep:able wind conditions migh't be anticipated to pe!"SiS': for c. period of l to 6 hol.L"'s.

TECHNIQUE SELECTlOi\

The mos. ap;:>rop:-iate measuremem technique to apply to a given source is the one
whict. can be mos.: acc:ura1ely applied.

ln general order of preierence the 'techniqo.;es

are quasi-s:ack, ex;::>csure profiling, roof monitor and upwind-downwind methods since
precision and accuracy es:imates follow 1his sequence in terms of rank' ordering. This
ordering ioliows from the iac:

~ha1

the quasi-s:ack method cap:ures virtually all of

~he

emined par:iculate from a source and measures the flux .using es:ablished procedures.
This is no1 true of the exposure profiling and roof monitor measurement methods whic:h
use assumptions or es:imates to relate the volume of air sampled to the

to~al

mass flux.

In the case of the upwind-downwind scheme, a mathematic:a.l model with a generally
accepted inaccuracy factor of two must be used 'to. determine the source sn-ength. This
inaccuracy makes -chis method the least acceptable.
For a situation where the suitability of a given technique to a source is no1
immediately apparent (such as upwind-downwind to area sources), then the eri1eria for
using the quasi-s:ack, exposure profiling, roof monitor and upwind-downwind methods
should be applied to the situation in the order stated. For example, i:f for one reason or
another the quasi-stack method cannot be applied to an operation, then it should be

-i2-
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determined ii exposure profiling can

oe.

If exposure profiling cannot be applied, then

-:he roof monitor methoc should be considered.
Some of the individual criteria to be used in evalua:ing the u:iliry of each method
are:
Source Size - ls the source small enough to be enclosed or hooded?
:rar.spon 2..1r flow be induced to capture the emissions?

Ca~

sU::fic:ient

Sour~ Lo=ation - Is the sou:-ce inside an endosure? \!:'here is an external source
iocatec 1r. relat1on to buildings, roads, boclies of water? ~'ill emissions be masked
by emissions !rom otner sotrces?

Sou:-ce .A.c:::essibilltv - What are the limits of access to the source for hooding,
auc:mg, location oi samplers? ls there a platiorm or catwalk at a roo:! monitor?
Source Isolabili'!v - Can the emissions from the source be isolated from those o:
omer sources? Can measureme:1ts be made of a combination of sources?
Site Toooeraohv - Will the terrain or buildings on or around 'the· site afiec: the
transport of tne emissions or lirnit the location of samplers?
Site Meteorologv - Will the emissions be affected by unusual wind speeds or
arrec-.Jons? Wnat is the likelihood of their occurence? \':'ill precipitation a:Efecr
:he emissions or measurements? •
?recess Continui'tv - Will the emissions be generated continuously? What are
penocs of generatron of cydic emissio:1s? :-iow many cycles must be sarnpied to
ootain adequate cata?
?recess Variations - Are emission rates affected by variations in orocess
parameters? \;'hat parameters are involved? Can variations during the sampling
procedure be determined?
!v\easurement Effects - \Vill the measurement procedur-es affect the emissions or
.:herr generatrng process?

Aoolication of Crite!"ia
ln evaluating which measurement scheme is most applicable for a given situation,
preference first should be given to the quasi-stack method, followed by exposure
profiling, roof monitor, and finally the upwind-downwind method.
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For each method,

:nose :i.ac1ors -.·men scoun-: tne memoas' use are l.i.s-reo m terms' c:

lne ioUowtng lc use oi tne qt;as1-staCK me·tnoa.
-

"'.

~.

~· ·~=·\.;:_

f

:( __,·.) l

! -~~ : ·:- - ·.

iayo~.rt!

0

Cannot ::>e.wo oe oue to s.LZe, p1am
umor. requ.1g requ1remen-:s, e1c.

<.:S !-1f'-. or 1a,t)or

0

Space req~.a.mplin~ metnoo requlres tr-.a't a ce:-'!am length oi
cuc-:worK ;ec:..
rne p1ari'! !ayol.!'! or process equ1pmen1
ar:-angemeenc.o1e to suer..

0

Nor.- !SOia: 11 tne source oemg teS!eCJ has a lo.,. emtss1or.
anG t1cen trat1or. tn tne area ts rela:tveJy n1gn~ n me::.y
no-: oe ~ve prec!se resul"tS even ii me ;:;ac:Kgrouno
c:m:::en tra1-neasured.

(

'1

-. _... -. : __... . '' "•!'

l

l
r~te~

- .,._

0

r.overse li10l!lo..,s - Ii tne source oeing te51eo IS 1oca1eo
ou: o: aoC&~·1 wmo speeas cou1c cause testmg Oliilculrv.
::>:1oujc:; 1t r.ucn conottu:tls wowo greatly intenere wtttl tne
conauc. ol, tnen 1ms methoo snowc not oe usee.

0

:"recess mmouC'tlon oi a s1gnJiicant flov.· of atr over tne
r>rocess ecte:- tne cnaracter or rate oi tne emiss1ons oy
c:1an15tn5 1ature or flow rate.

..

-

•

~

•

:..-·_..; ·_._.

... -

•

- ..

;,-7 •,. '. •

:~I

;'-:

-

'
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.t-.
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<
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;~··

::.x;::>osure Prorllmg

;. . :<: •.
""-;)-;;· ~

"-

r ••- ~..

---·

:

:

Tms ""tecnntque

-

l)'

to ilne sources o1 lugtttve emisslons, out also

has hmrtea use wnn SJcn as 'truck unloaoing.

r.as snown tnc.'! tne

ty~g

Sampling oi naul roaos

wrtn otner factors sucn as SLl• content oi :he

rcao, speeo, ana moist.y t'lave a pronounced eifeo Uj)On amoum oi 'tne
emtSSlalS lor llne souactor tencmg 10 precluoe

~he

use oi tnts me·moo

. :,

tS tne oegree oi al.1ilCof oata m a
. '

.,

(

·-_-·.-

i

I

~.

--}.

•

-

".

.J_

situauon.

Tnese CLfiiculties

can oe overcome tnrOtlon w1tn piant personnel. The results obtameo

·i,

t..;

Ile.lO

-~I
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wi-:h -:his method are usually much more accurate than -:hose which would be ob-:a.ined
by an upwind-downwinc measurement of a line or small area sour.ce.

In ap?lying this measuremem

me~nod

:o material "transfer

o~ratior.s

and the like

the i actors no1ed below would have to be overcome or the method could no: be applied.
c

Proximity ro -:he source- important since multi-poim mass con.centra:tior.s
mus-: be made in the fugitive cloud. The farther from the source the larger
the cioud becomes due to diffusion, and as a result, more points need to be
sampled. Should :he sample~ be placed too iar from the source, then too
:-r.a."ly sampling poin";S would :>e needed to make this technique usable.

o

Size - as noted above, too la:-ge a cloud would require too many samplers.

Nor.-isol?-table emissions and adverse meteorological factors may also be reasons
to rejeCt -=ne L!Se of thls technique.

Roof Monitor
Those !actors whidi would preclude the use of this measurement method are:
o

Lack of specificity - by definition, the roof monitor tectlnJque measures
emissions emanating from an enclosure. Ideally, the sources oi those
emissions are of a single unit operation or series of operations which are the
focus of the tesring program. This, however, is not always the case and, for
the most pan, any lack of specificity with regard to sources would tend to
discount this method.

o

Unmeasurable Air Flow- the air flow from enclosures is governed by natural
drait and ~nfluenced by rela'ted meteorological conditions. Should either the
size of the openings ~ too large or the driving force of "the draft too low,
then aCC'.Jrate velociry mea.surernen!:S may not be possible.

o

Size of the area - roof monitors can extend for considerable ciis'tances and
be of a large cross-sec:ional area. The number of poin'tS which need to be
monitored for velocity or from which particulate samples are to be
extracted may be too many 'to be practical.

o

Access - access to the opening of the monimr for the ins!allation,
monitoring and servicmg of the measurement equipment by means of a
platiorm, catwalk or reasonably flat roof surface mus: be available.

\

Upwind-Downwind 1.-1 ethod
The use of the U?wind-dowilwind sampling method is not usually restricted
consloe:-ations ·of source size, location or isolabilit:y.

~::.·

The method may be e!iectively

employed with a."ly size source as long as a measurable concentration of emissions is

.

Source location is not a
.o:-oduced bv the difi usion of the emissions into the atrnos;;here.
.
:actor, since all emissions are measured a!ter their t:'anspor'! im:o the atmosphere.
,.; ccess w the source ls not generally

requiree~

biJ't a non-obst:"u=ted area m u~ be

availa;:,le to lo:::ate sa."'!'l?lers within the emissions doud downwind of the source.
The method pe:-mi:s sampling a combination of fugitive and

~ack

sources as long

as :he other source's contributions to the measured concent:"atlons can be se?arate!y
and simultaneously identified.

This eliminates the need for source -isolation.

The

method is strongly ir.:!luenced by site, topography and meteorological conditions, bot:h in
the location of sam piing points and in the calculations of emission rates.

Care£ ul

measuremenu of sampler locations and o:f wind speed and direction during the sampling
are required. Since most upwind-downwind samplings are made as relatjvely long--re:-m
ave:-ages, the ef:f e::ts of cyclic emission generation or variations in the process will be
diminished and need not be of primary concern.

The measurement program has no

efi ect on the process.
It is possible that at a given site a combination oi topography and local
meteorological conditions may combine to make a site unsuitable for upwind-downwind
sampling. In this case, the site should be rejected for appllcation of the method and a
more suitable location found.

.'::l:.~T!WI'< .)

;::,r.,•·lt' LlN~ f:.~..c?L..lP M.l:.[\;T

!ms sect1on oi tne protocol oescrJDes "'tne

equtpmen~

measuremen: o:. mna1acle par'tlCUlates ·:rom fugl!ive sources.
aeal:

\N'l!ri

to oe usecl ior tne

Tne equipmem: ts .oemg

se;:.arately irom tne metnocs oescriptlO"i in oroer to avoid repetition ana 1:0

place ?roper empnasls on tne equ1pment l:Seli. Tne sarnplmg equipment can .oe OJVIOeG
mto categories assoctateo wtth eacn o: :ne lour measurement methooo1og1es. Tnere
also

~

IS

oescr1pt1on 01 tne aev 1ce to oe I.!Seo for aetermmmg mnala.oJe pan1culate mass

concentratu:::ns cunng tne pre -tes: survey ol tne source.
.:.g,cn 01 tne Scimpimg metnoooJogies requ1res .ootn velocity ana mass concentration
measurement~

Tne equipment assoc1ateo wrm each metnooology lS oescr i.oeo i or eacn

metnoa .oelo......

1....!

u r..'::l 1-;::, T r\ (.. r..

~A ,'vi r-1 LlN 1..J .:..~ U lPtvi.:.I\ T

T ne tecnn 1ques usee i or th1s memoooJ ogy are 1oentical to tnose useo 1 or tne

measurements oi innalaole parucuiate maner m normal gas sueams.
oeta11eo mi ormauon tnan

lS

presentee nere, tne rei:loer 1S rei erreo

lvianual 1 or lnr.alacle Part1culate

~ampler

uperauon" \Keierence

sources testeo \e.g., comcus:ion-relatea; molecular

wei~ni

l ;.

'tO

For more
",:;.roceaures

For some oi tne

aeterminations ana water

vapor concentrations may have to .oe known for sampling rate calculations.
:.. aethoas 3

~Kelerence .C.)

and

~ \.:-~eierence

.:..P f'l

3) should .oe used ior ttlese aeterminations

wnen requ1rea.

-J.7-
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Velocnv Measurements ior I,(UC.Si-S!cCK A.oolicQ;tion
~mce

aver.:c;m~

excess

ul

lor

~ne

most

pd.~ ~he

air ilow rate in tne cue! wlll oe oetermme'J

oi pomt ve!ocr-cy oetermma't1ons ano smce -:nese pom-: veloClt!es
ten ieet per secane, tne most appropnate instrurne."'lt

lr<.ezerence

LS

~y

an

oe m

\).·Jli

tne Type S p1to1 tu.oe

l.:r).

Otner
.
.oomt

velocr~v
~

sensors can oe ·useo for aJ.r flow oeterminations m ouas1~

.staCK app11cauons as 1ong as me accuracy oi tne inst:ume.'i1 lS Known. lviuluple pom1

-

samolmi
;:lrooes
are also worKaole aJtematrves lor 11ow measurement,
esoecia.Uv
.
.
.
.
.. m
'

-

tnose mstances wnen tne process cy de ume LS oi sucn a hmlted ourat.1on as to maKe
manual raversmg, 1mpracttcai.
Tne numoe:- anc -.:ne iCY""..atio.is o:f tne pomts m a velOClty traverse are usually tne
same as :nose 1rom wntcn a samp1e 1s extraeteo le.g., t.l-1 A Metncd .!)).
samp1.mg oev1ces usee

tn

Smce tne

tnis program requtre a constant flow rate to msure a

canst stem colle:::tlon ei11C1ency, tne numoer oi samp1mg

porn~

must be restneted lsee

suosec:1cn Mass C.oncenr.aticn Measurements for uuasi-.Ytack Aoi:dicat1ons i or oetails).
Tnese sampHng potnts will not necessanly oe tne sarne as those specliieo ior :ne
ve10c:rty uave:-se, so !nat i:LOO!!lor-.al

aa~a

must oe

veiocrry lluetuatwns at tnese samplmg pom'ts

De

i1uc'!\JQ.t.lcns, tne va.naucn m percent isoK1netic

~aken.

lt tS

1mpor~t

tnat the

aetermmea ano tnat, oa.seo upon 'tnese
1s

c:a.iculateo. li 'ttus varia'tion

LS

more

man .! LO percent, 'tnen anotner samp1mg pomt must be usee.

tv. ass

Concenrratlcrl tvieasurements for vuasi-S'tacK 1'\DOllcat!Ofl
The Process Measurements arancn ~PM.b;

ot .t:.r>A•s lnaustriai .E.nv1ronmental

K.esearcn J...aoorawry ot K.esea-rcn Triangle Park, Norm Carolina tunoeo the development .oy

~outnern

K.esearcn institute oi an innaiaole particulate UP) sampier to measure
\
-1~-

\

.

.

tne m'1a1c.oie ano lme part1cle iracr1ons m inoustr iaJ process streams.
oev1c~

aescnpt1on ol tms
'to

oe

compat1Dle

1..k..e!erence

bJ

can De 1ouna in k.e1erence l.

..,,1'tn a

sranoaro

ll'\.eierence 5J

or

tYietnoc .i7

samplmg tra1n ana conststs o:f two senes cyclones ana a backup !Uter.

Tne itrst cyclone lStd-A.; has a
'L.5

mtcrometer~

:ne

ex?~teo

.:..rl ow

bascially: the unn is oesigneo

iv1etnoa 5

E.:'A

A complete

L)

50

• of .1.5 m1crometers wnile the secono l.SPI ill; one oi

Tne oaa<up filter can be ermer a 'tniz:nole or flat 'type oepenoing upon

ime particulate concentrations.

" ~-'
•·• l 1mm.

o~

,r,

-v ...• 't.
fw•o

3;

Tne cyclones are operateo at a nominal

0
m1n. ) at l ""'"G°C 1, 3U''J· •~). T ne !'l ow ·n
.. roug h tne ·cy cl one tn ust-

De Kep: cons:ar.: to msure proper operat100.

Tnereiore, selecting a locatiorl m tne

au::rworK wn1cn r.as rne least velocrry f!uetuatton 1S tne mos: preierao1e smce tne
numoe!" oi nozzle cnanges ts m1niml.zeo.
cyclone SK.I-A ar

w50

To oetermtne tne sampling i!owrate i or tne

of 15 micromete:-s, Figure

l

can

usee.

be

Th~

mote::wlar we1gn-: a.-.aJysl.S De mace oy .!:.1-'A t\l•etllOC: 3 tk.eierence 2J.

requ1res 'tnCit a

VISCOSity can aJso

::>e approx1matea Dy:
u

=U 74.4 + 0.406

T) x lu -b poise

U)

.,;,:nere T ts tne gas s:ream tempera-:ure m aegrees Cels1us. Tne il0\1.' rate can then oe
usee m conJunctton w 1th Figure 2
cyclone SKl-ill can -:nen

De

10

determme the reqUtreo nozzle stze.

The D

50

oi

aetermined from Figure 3.' As an example; assume tnat a

gas stream to oe sampled has a temperature o1 .50°C at a pomt whose velocny is
LU meters1sec. from t.quation 1 tne gas viscosity 1S

1~4.7 x

lCJ-

6

poise. From the figure,

..... l ne L>so ol a partiCUlate collector IS the aerooynam1c part1cie aiameter at whicn the
coliec!or ach1eves 50':'0 collection eific1ency; one-l"la..lf of the part1cles are captured ana
one-na.li are no't.
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riGURE 1:

MlCROPOISE

SAMPLING RATE VERSUS VISCOSITY AT Dso= 15 MICROMETERS AERODYNAMIC
DIA~E:TER

FOR IP CYCLONE SRI-X.
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(REF 1)
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FIGURE 2:

NOMOGRAPH FOR SELECTING NOZZLES FOR ISOKINETIC SAMPLING. (REF. 1)
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CYCLONE SRl I1 I AT 22° C AND 11. 3 1/MI N (D) , 93° C AND 19 . 8 1/M! N
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tile req~.ureo sarnplmg rate m liters/ mm. is aoout 1.5.

from fi~ure 2, me nozzle

atameter requ1reo for a sample flow rate oi D ana a veioci-:y o! 20 mtsec. 1s "' em.
/'\n tn1po:-tAn-:: pomt wttn respect to me

!,1)

sampling te=nnique m quasi-stact<

c.ppl1Ca!10ns 1s t:-.a-. the numDer oi sampling poun ana samples taKen is not tne same as
that 10r

!:.~ .-..

Me-.hoo :>. rour sampling points nave Deen estaolisnec :or tms te=nnLque,

as ;>er Reierence l.
t\

sample ana at leas: one replicate is to De "taken at each point.

Any

measurement oi totaL mass concentra-.ion whicn oev1ates 1rom tne mean oy more than
)IJ"N

5nou1c oe ci!sc:.araec ana me sample repeatec..

'
Kuuf ivluNlT u.K SAM? J...lNG E.i..,?UlP lv\E.J'\iT

tvJos• roor mc:nnor systems rely on natural ora.rts causeo "Y

tne~mal

gradients or

ve:-y lo"' volume ians as the pnme movers o1 emlSSlons-carrymg a1r tnrougn tne vent
..:....1r veiOCltles are usually qutte low, m tne oroer oi a ie-..' ieet per secono, ana

openm~:;.

espec1ally

requ1re

sensttlve

mstruments

for

tneu"'

measurement.

Particulate

concer.'t:'aticns m tnLs Q.lr llowmg througn tne mcnrtor may De expecteo to oe
cor.s1oerADly n1gner than amotem leveis, and can usua11y ::>e ei:fec:ive1y sampleo wttn
111 ter oev1ces m the stanoaro nigh volume sampler (4U c1mJ 1low rate range.

velocnv t>vJeasurements ior r<.oof iv&Onitor 1'\DDlications
Smce emtSSlonS !rom rooi mcnaor type systems are transmtneo oy natural or
lo-w-voiume mouceo arai'tS tnrougn relattvely large openings, tne aJr flow, wnile 1arge,
occurs at low velocity.

The 5-rype pitot tuoe, wmch is the most commonly useo point

veiocl'ty sensor, nas a lower limit of aDout 10 feet/second and is not applicaole to tn1s
type of sampl1ng. TaDle 4 lists some mstruments wnich r.ave lower velocity limtts .from

-~-

\

.O..O'WCT

iempera•~

YeJOQty
uml'::. :ttmtn

mr.:-ument ana
ma.nu:a:~ure~

J.n;llnet: r.•anomete:-•

i

In;.

700 In lleJC

Moael lU ._;;,
~o-syStetN., .In:.

IOU(. ln lAP

MAO"O'te::'tQ~

nooo..
uw~

pr1mary
sensaT

71JC.

aan-.anamet~

M

~.oauge

7UIJ m ileJC
l

uv lrl .LaD

ms:rumenu. IJ\::.

~ec:von1C t.•CLI'Iomete~

rvoDOcl H.~
Ui.-::&mer IC. m:..

;..,e::nan lcaJ
\: ane 1'\nemometer
uavu mstrumen-:: l..t..

:.Xtenuec

~ange

l-rooe:Je 1'\.nerToometer
r...i••· ~ cwng 1....0.

!nol.lStnloiJ Stac:K$, OI.IC""~ venu
a.:so .la.:l A;l~hCA'tiCI'lS; cur or

~eas

1\i&XIe! .. ~-1"\ \

UwyeT lns'trumenU.

..... co!1:a.tt oru

ran~e

non-a1r

Same as
pnmary

.)arne as

~4pp!u:.at1ons;

pnn-.ary

5eriSOO

sensor

m U'IQustrw s:..:~e, au:-~
llen'U; All' or non-cur streamli

Same as
pr1mary

~eas

MnSO!'

sensor

pnmary

pnmMy

Fatr

!ncustr•al vent~ illlCI grwes;
.$pectal c:a!&Dratton net:Qec 1 or
nor.-a~r

,,

n.oo! mc:ntters

"Jo 16c-t= 1a

.

.waooel Vi- 1oltl

nou-&~r

f;ur

To :UrF

1 nermc.-:>ystetN., !nc:.

streams

Allt.l

vents:

~0

cw wwr;;:ucn neeoec lor

CCI1\UIUOIA

CIUt)'

not-wtl"! 1'\neometer

u:;e

s;a:~Q., au:~

venu; cur or non-a.tr streams

!o ~c-F
les::..;

!..oUl apphc:.auons; hmnec u:;e
In JnQI.lSU W SU:IC, QUe:"'~
venu: a.1r or nan-au stre.a.m~

m tnoustr 1a.!

ienSQr

71.1

umtte:: u:;e

:....ou. appi1~1cns; ilmrtec

~eas

70CI m i1eJCi
lUI, m .lAD

strum~

tc

1naum- 161 r~)Q.. ven~~ .cue:~
.la.:l &pphc:atlons; speoal c::.atto

orat,cn

gOCCJ

neeaeg

non-a~r

J.ncwstr Jal

not-1um "'ecge ~r
• l•oOCiel J.-'..>'>-n

w

1 nermo-~ystetN., 1l'1c:.

streams

lor

streams

St&I:IG,

~puc:.a.t1cns;

venu.,

ouc:t~

.5pe(:aai cal;4

Dra taon neeoeg

icr.

nonaour Streams
Fa1r.

rlUIQJC Ve!OC:lty ~SOl'
cv•COel ..)061:(

tc

F1uloynam1c uevtc:es., !.::::;...
!)taCK 've.IOC:l't)' ~p!e~
/lnOCie! 'w~iwt-l.l.l:>r;.

J.nuo.&stnal ~ venu,
auas; A&r or non-au stro:.a.ms

gOCCJ

lUU

lnaustrw
caaas; ;ur or

s;ac.~

lnaus:r1&t

StACIG,

non-a~r

...enu.,

streams

Te.leoyne nasungs-l'l.ayatst
l..JI1iererruaJ

~l"''!:ss~·

Transm1ner
oranat lnaustnes, Inc..

Same as
prlm&ry
~

\

auas.; .ur or

non~r

venu.,
streams

. 1 to• abou: 10 feet/second. The table also describes their resis'tance to particulates and
gives a;::plication areas for each.

·~'hile

accuracy is the most impor.a.'it parameter

associated with this type of instrumemation, the ability or ease o:f matching the sensor
to an au'toma-:ic data logger is of equal impor.ance in roo! monitor applications since
the physical arrangements at the monitor will most often

requ:~

remote operation of

the ins-.:-um entation.

Mass Concer.:rc.tior. Measuremerrts for Roof Moni"ttr Ao:>lications
sample~

The standard high volume

(as described in subsection HiEh Volume Air

Samole:-s), modliied by 'the addition o:i a "horizontal elur.iator" is 'to be used 'to
aetermine mass concentrations for roof monitor applications. The elur.iator is shown in
Figure 4.

The ehrrriator has

been specifically designed to provide a

n50

of

15 micromete:-s at a flow rate of 40 dm with the colleCtion diameter plates in a
peri~tly

horizontal position.

The air vent configuration thus requires that the high

volu."':"le sampler be turned on its side with its filter in a vertical plume parallel 'to the
roof monitor surface opening.

The inlet velocity of about O.lu m/sec., fixed by 'the

constant flow rate and the bell mouth geometry of the inlet, will predude isokinetic
sampling in most innances. Corrections for an isokinetic sampling rate can be made in
the concentration calculation procedure.

UPWIND-DOWNWIND SAMPLING EQUIPMENT

The equipment used in upwind-downwind sampling is basically the same as that
used in standard ambient air monitoring work; namely, meteorological wind systems
(anemometers and wind direction indicators) and high volume air samplers. \Vhile the

-2.5-
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'•

PELL-HOUTII ~

.
'

Fl GUHE

~:

tiOH IZOHTAL ELUTRIAlOR

'

'

...

'

'

•
m1e•

con~i5ura'tion 01

tne :-ugh volume samplmg units nave .oeen cnangec to accomphsn

1? samplmg, me operation

""'~teorolo::::lcal

01

tne unit is uncnangeo.

,\,ec.suremern i or uowmd- L>ow-nwino Aoolicatio.'ls

=:.tancaro commercially avc.dao1e wino systems lsucn as a Chmatronics LVlari< lliJ
are acceptaole ior 'tnis appl!cation.

~

ino speec ana ciLrec'tlcrt measurements are

commuously recoraeo at upwind and aownwma .»at1ons during the samphng pence. To
comphmen'! tnis
:ne tes: pe:-Iocs.

mforrr.~!i~i,

meteorologiCal ooserva_tions are loggeo concurrent WI!h

Tne ooservations shou.lc mCluue sucn parameters as curren'! weatner

C:::lno rttons, SKY cover ano grouno cover.

,'vi ass

Concen trc.:Ion 1\·leasurements 1or l.Jowtno-uownwma i'\oolicattons
Tne equipment useo lor u;:>wtno-oownwmo panicuic:ne sam?ling conslS'ts of va:-1ous

mooLliC.?.tlons to me stanoaro nign volume samplers.

lnciuc:iec:i in tnese moclficatlons

are automatiC flo-w controls, SiZe selective inlets, ana cascaoe impac'tors.

ntgh Volume i'\ir

~amplers

S!anoara nign volume samplers, wmch collect pan1cu!ate matter sampJes in
~

x l Ci men Ill ters at Uow rates of a.oout

~a

cfm, have long .oeen used to measure total

suspenoeo pan1cu.late maner m tne amotent air.

Their use in upwino-oownwino

samplmgs requires tr.at :ne samj.)iin5 How rate, wnicn is an tmportant parameter in the
parnculate concentraticn calculations, oe maintameo at a constant value throughout
me samp.lmg run. Constant 1.low controllers are commercLally availao1e for almost all
Stanaaro ntgn volume sampiers.

-t-7-
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S12e Se1eCt1ve L'ilets

\~1.1

Useo m conJunCtlat w1tn tne stanoaro mg,n volume a1r sampler is a slZe selective

w50

mlet wntcn ne:.s a

of !.5-mtcrometers v.nen a.lr ilow is a• 4-0 cim.

pract1ca.Li y tr.sensnJve to

wtf)Cj

'fh1s aevice :s

speea ana tnere lS no cnange m tne operatlO.'"l or tne

sampler as a resul i: oi its aacutlon.

Tne sl.Z.e seiecrve inlet is sold oy vanous

rr.anuiacturers, usually wrm aoapters to permn

Lts m~aliatlon

on any

~anoara

mgn

volume unn.

:-ugn Vo1ume \...ascaae lmpacror

To oetermine me s1ze OlStr Iouuon oi me fug 1ttve par-t1cu.iate, cascaoe impactors
are wsec

Lil

~mce

conJuncuon wttn tne SS!
a

'+u

mooliH~C

htgh volume sampler.

dm SQinphng rate lS oestreo to matcn tne size selective mlet flow

reqUlrements, tne use ol a sloneo-type impac-:or 1s mo1catea.

The panide SlZe

cu-.-o:t..s ana Cunnmgha.m s11p corrections o1 a commercially ava.Jaole unit are shown in
Ta.o!e 5 1 or

~0

and 20 dm flow rates for a i our-stage mooel.

Ta.DJe 6 presents ::ne

rmpaC'tor s.:age parameters i or tne same moae1.
Tne mstruments a.re usual..1y solo wttll a slide-rule calculator wrucn can oe usee to
oetermme tne

.i..) _,

0

i or 11ow rates otner tnan 40 dm ana partlde mass oensLtles otner

•nan 1g;cc.
Tnere are var1ous types of suostra.tes ava1.ia:JJe for use w1th the impactors.

~·nile

Type A g!ass !LDer filters are tne most commonly usea, cellulose ano metal falls can
also oe useo.

\

··r

.

. _,

u
.!l ·-j...:
, .
, ~...:~;.)U..:.eierence 6)
TAbJ...t::. '· LI'\.:::,C.-\ l.J t. 1tvu-."'\C Ur\. l...h.I"'\....,.Ll-K.51 1.._.

4-IJ dm

i..>
StQ.~::e

1"'umoer

\.zj \microns)

P,o
7.2

J.

'tO

"'0 em
• (3)
\....

1.u2

10.2
I+ ..2 'tO

3.0

'tO

7.2

l.U6

3

l..5

'tO

.3.0

l.l.L

HI- 'v Ol f"t!

U. ';) 'tO 1.5

ter

Ci.O to

P5o
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<,_u!-pom:s aeterrn!neo. irom Ca.l!oratian wtth monc-oLsperse at:rosols
Cunnmgnam slq correct!an iactor.

\

Geometr 1C
5-:ancarc
!JevLation

TA5LE 6. HIGH VOLUME l!\·1?ACTOR ST.A.GE

Slo:

S:age
No.

\\

1

idth,w

P.A.RAI\·~ET=:RS (ReferenceS)

(inches)

T/w

S/w

SJot
Reynolds
Number
\'2w
u

0.2.50

0.12.5

1.60

0.&0

22~5

4.30

48.8

0.0.50

0.075

0.78

1.17

200.5

9.38

10

4S.S

0.050

0.075

1.39

2.08

2005

J 6.7

10

4LS

0.0.50

G.07 .5

2.78

4.16

2005

33.~

Number

o!

To'tal
Sl:>t
!..enl!:'th

Throat
Length, T
(inches) (inches)

(inches)

SlotS

0.1.56

9

43 •.5

2

O.Oflo

10

3

0.036

~

c.o 18
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Jet-to?late

Distance,S

-

Jet

Velocity,
V(m/sec)

?ortanJe !Just i\IIOnrtors
L"'l oraer to max1mrze tne num:>er oi tests mar may oe concuctec curing any ol tne

vQ.nows sampHng programs, tne samplmg nme per test snoulc oe mi.n1mizec.
acc::ompl!sn -:nis, an i::I.CCurate
pr1or to

te~mg.

e~.Lma-.:1on

Tms est1mat1on 1s

To

must oe mace ol tne particulate concenuatton

oe~

periormec ounng the pre-test survey of tne

fa=Lll!y. S1nce tne pre-test survey LS limitea to a relatively cursory exammation oi tne

facllrry, me estima:t1on oi partiCulate concefrtrations must .oe maoe quicKly using
po:---;:a.Die equ1pmen: . . /"'\ beta <..,;auge is recommenoec :for tnis C.??1Jcat1on for reasons a:
accuraC) ~ :-ugge:Jness anc reHa.cu.rty. beta \..Jauges nave oeen wseo :or years to measure
~an1cula:te

concen~atLons

anc.

nave

e~a:>i1snea

Several rypes oi oeta gauges are avada.ole.
ma.-a.!:actureo Dy tne l!Cf\ Corporation

LS

a satis:actory

operatmg recorc.

Tne kUI'vi-101 respiraole

au~

monnor

discusseo nere oecause ol. its almost JOeal

opera·un5 cnaracte; LStJcs :or uus app1ic:at1on.
Tne K..Divl-101

uses a two-stage coliec'tion

pre-coJ..lector '¥-'Oicn retams panicles larger tnan
:ne conr1guratLon selectee.

l

sy~em.

The first

Stage

1.5

a

0 or 20 micrometers oepenoing upon

The cyclone pre-collector retains vinualiy all partJcJes

li:ir ger :r,an 1u mtcrometers w nile aJ..lowmg c.lmost all less than l. micrometers to pass
tnroue;n. Tne otner pre-coJ..lector effectively prevents particles greater than 2U m1crons
from entenng tne unrt.
Smce tnis ins-.:rument collects particulate maner by Impaction, particles hav mg
aerooyna.mic oiameters less tr.an 0.5 m1crons ao not possess me inert1a to oe aeposneo
ana, tnerei ore, are not efi ect1veJy measurea.
Tne secono collecticn stage 1s a polyester impac'tor oisc upon wrucn the panicles
are collected.

The partiCles colleCted aosoro tne beta radiatlon reactung the Ge1ger

tuoe oetector irom a caroon-llf source.
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beta. raaiation anenuation

is

almost

:;

I

exc1us1vely oepenoent

~on

the mass per

unr~

area of the partiCulates ana ts expressec

as:
-JJ m
-j~N- e
-

0

0

\;' nere:

=
=
=
=

NO
!-..
)Jrn
C>

mruai oeu~ count ~ wnnout pa!""tJc:ulate aosorption.J
iinai oeta count
aosoi pt1on coeiiJCtent
average mass per unn area of collect~ particulate

Tne partiCUlate concentration can tnereiore be 'expressed as:
C =A UnNJ
IJ m "<t

,,~. ·-· """"
-·
-.~·

=

=
=

...

=

pan:tculate concentration
partJculate colJect1on area
vo1umet; 1c l!o-w rate
eii ecttve samphng time

·1 ne tnstr urn em 'takes :wo counts; the first :.s taken our in~ tne twenty seconos a•

tne S'tar-: oi :ne

sam~im~;

me 5econa at 'tne eno 01 tne cyde. Tne natural logarnnm oi

tne seconCi count multip!iea oy a system constan'! is suostracteo irom the na:tural
lo~sarrtnm

01 the i1rst count ana dtspiayec as tne mass concentration.

Tne mstrument can openne m tnree oas1c moaes. TnE: firSt two mooes operate
accoram5 to pre-set samp1mg t1mes.
t1me; ano a

"l 0

Tnese mooes are

"l

x" \one-minute samplmg

x" moae wh1cn has a snorter sampling time U 0 sec ones; to enanle

measurement of hign concentrations. Tne tmro moae consistS oi manual operation oy
wn1C!1 :ne sampllng -cime can oe varied. Figure 5 snows

~he

measureaole concentra::ion

ranges !or tne ms'trument m !hts moae •

.t.xoosure Profi.ltng Samuling E.cutoment
The exposure profiler aesigneo

10

quantify dust emisstons tram paveo and unpaveo

roaas \Figure 6; cons1stS of a por..ao!e tower t4 to 6m helgnt) supporung an array of
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RD~~101

___ ...........

\

a
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,::-IGUR~

5:
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\

-

sampling ryeacis.

=.ach sampling head is opera'ted as an isoklnetic exposure sampler

directing passage of the flow stream through a settling chamber
larger ::-.an

?.::;lOU!

50

~

m in diame'ter) and then upward through a

(-:ra~ping
s~andarc

';)ar-:icles
8-lnch by

10-inch glass fibe: illter positioned horizomally. Sampling im:akes are poimed into the
wind, and sampling velocity of each lmake is adjusted to match the local mean wind
~pee::!

as c:iete:-mined prior to each test. Throughout each test, wine

s~d

is monitored

by recording anemometers at two heights, and the wind speeds at the othe: sampler
heigh:s are dete:-minec' by assuming a loga:-jthmic ciistribw..ion.
ln addi:ion to
measured

in dude

a~rborne

.

dus: passage (exposure), fugitive dUSt paramete:-s that are

suspended

dust

concent:-ation

and

par-:icle

size

Coilve:1t1onal high volume filtration units are operated upwind of the
measure

background concent:-ation.

Because of the variation

of

distribi.I':ion.
te~

so.urce to

particle size

distribu-::icn wi-::h height above the suriace, partide sizing devices shoulc be operated at
two o:- more heights in the fugitive

du~

plume.

High volume parallel-slot Cascade impaC'tors with a 34 m 3 /hr (20 dm) flow
con-:roller may be used to measure particle size distribution alongside the exposure
profiJer. Each impac'tor unit is equipped with a cyclone pre-separator to remove coarse
panicles whic."i otherwise would tend to bounce off the glass fiber impaction substrates,
causing fine particle measurement bias. The cyclone sampling imake is directed into
the wind and fi:-ted with a nozzle of appropriate size 'tO provide for isokinetic sampling.
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SECTION

ij

L>.t:..!>llzi\0 Of .~ SAiviP .!.LNG tJ K Uc..iKAi'vl

r..:ter tne most appropriate measurement metnoo has. oeen sele::tec 1o:- a specliic
source! :ne samplm5 program must be aesigned to appiy !ne metnoc in -:ne mas:
~1te

e1: ecttve rr.anne:-.
oes1gn su::n

::-~at

S?eclil:: !actors neec to oe inc:orpora:tea mto a gene raJ pian

a :allorec program

LS

ac:meveG. Tms sec-Jon oi :ne protocol presen-:s a

tes: pian oes1gn a1o."1g wlth tne miorrna!IO.'"l necessary to aeveiop tne ae:a11ec plan.

.r't<.!:.Tt.ST Sl.Jt<. VE Y

1 ne purpose oi conouc!ing a ?retest survey at tne srte is to ootam enough aeta.L.I.eo
m~

orr.""..;.:wn aoout tne sources oi emtss1ons to oe mea.sureo to permn 'tne preparation of

a ae:aueo test pian and sampimg syS!em aesign. The m1ormation requ1re0 is essentially

:ne same

10:-

eacn oi tne sampimg metnocs. Tao1e 7 iists ·me general iruormatlon to oe

oo:ameo as a resuh of tne survey. iv1ost of rnis iniormatton ano aocittona1 iniormat10n
suggesteo oy c:onsLaerations of the speoiic on-s1te srtua"tion can oe ob'tamed

O)'

mtervte-wmg "me cognizant p1ant supervisory personnel ana from 11rst-nanc ooservations
oy the measurement program designers.

in oroer to in::rease the numoer of tests to :he maximum achlevaDle over a given
t1me pe:-tou, it

LS

necessary to estlmate :he mass c:oncentratlon curing tne pre-survey

vtsit. Thts can oe accomplisnea with tne use of the be"ta
E.XPOSUK£. f't<.UFiLlNG

SAMPLlNG E.\.(UJP,\Ii.t:.NT.

~auge

aesc:ribeo in Section .3,

The use ai uus mstrument ts

aescnoed lor eacn appl.icanon m the sampiing tecnniques sec'tion for eacn methoa.

\

T/"\oJ..c i. _rjrt..E-TE.ST ~l.Jr<.V::.Y lNFURlvlATJON TU of. OSTAlN.::..W FOr<.
.A.PP UCA Tl0L"~o: UF Fl.JLiiTl Vc t..!'vilSSION SA:v1:-- LlNG tv~.CT MuDS

Plant
.L.ay OU'!

Process

Operat1ons

U!ner

ura.wmgs:
· .buUaing Layout and Plan V1ew of Potential Stuoy Areas
builomg Side Elevations to Identity Oostruc-l..lons ana
S1r ucture A vauaole to Support Test Setup
work Flow Diagrams
Locauons of Su1tao1e Sampling Sites
Pnys1cai Layout Measurements tO SuppJement Drawings
~on< Space keqwreo at Potential Samplmg Sites
Process Flo\1.1· Diagram Wlth Fugitive E.mlSsion Points
Iaentif1ed
General Desc- J.pt iCX"l of Precess CnemlStr y
General Descript1on of Process Operations lncluc:iing
lnruai f::.sumate of Fugitive E.mlSSICY'lS
urawmgs of tqutpment or Segmen~ ol Processes Wnere
Fug1tive E.miss1ons are to oe t\lrea.sureo
Pnotograpns ~1f permtnedJ of Process Area Where
fuglt1ve t.mJ.ssions are to oe Measureo
l\iames, .E.nens1ons, Locat1ons of Process Foremen and
Superv1sors 'Where Tests are to oe Conaucted
Location of Available Services (Power Outlets, Maintenance and Plant Engineering Personnel, Ul>oratories, etc.)
Local 'veneers \\.' ho Can Faor1cate ana Supply Test System
Components
Shift !>cneoules .
Loc:atton of Operations Recoros \comoine witn process
operatlon miormation)
Meal tn ana Saiety <..:onsiaerations
f\ccess routes to the areas where Test t.quipment/lnstrumentation W1li :;:,e Locateo
Names, Extenstons, J..oca!tons of Plant Securny and
Sate~ Superv1sors

-J7-

\

1 .t.~ T P .1-.'"\i\.

"to assure tnai: none o:. the many oe'tails requ1rec. in 'the conauc: oi an eii e=tlve
measurem~ni:

ano

aes1~n

program is ovenookec,

1! !S

essent1al that a.l..J

01

tne program plannmg

oe comptetec prLor to tne s:an oi tne l!elo eti on m tne iorm oi a

oe~al.lec

test plan. L:smg !he ml ormat1on collectea in tne pre-test survey, tne p1an snou1o prov1oe

a ae:al.leo specliica:"i:lO.I of tne proc:eoures ano equipment requ1reo m satLS!y -:ne
ODJeC'::lves oi tne ?rogram ana a ste?-Dy-step guiae

to

its per. orrnance.

Tne tes: p1an may oe prepareo m any oi a varie-.y o: formats accoromg to
moiv1oual ?rererem:es., ou! snoulc contam sU:iiaent

iruorm~;uon

IC gu1oe me !est

program personnel 1n tne 1oll ow1ng areas:
UOleC":JVe
A statement

01

tne goals oi tne program, presemeo in ·u::rms of .the ena proouct;

e·ch tne oeterm1r.a:10n oi an em1SS10n factor i or a spec111c source as pouncs per ton oi
proauct.
A:.lorcach
A

oescr l!J'tlon

c~cuh:~.:Jons

oi the measurement me·tnoa, aata reouction proceoures ana

to i:>e employee to acnteve tne goals aescn:.>ea Ln the oojectrve.

Program :,cneau1e
,., oe•g,JJed, cnronoJogJcaJJ y-oroerea oescnpi:lon oi eacn pt1ase of '!ne samplmg
program mduomg sampang network oesLgn, Slte preparation, equ1pment preparat1on ana
calJ.ora:::Jcn, sne ser-up ano equ1pment cnecK out, samphng

and Oa!a colJecuon

scheduJe

a.no proceoures, cata reouc'!lon ana analys1s, em1ssion fac1or calculations and report
?re para ti en.

\

Ecu.ioment

s~eciflcations

A listing of the samr>ling and associated equipment required for the program
mcluding pertinent characteristics.
Facilities Recuiremen'!s
A llsting of the facilities such a.s electrical power, special constructions, work
S?ace, etc., required for ""the program.
Samoline NerworK
.A. detailed aesc:iption- oi the network) including specific sampling and assoc.iateo

equ1pmen• 1o::at1ons; or, ii this ::.=.

no:

De

determmed, a descr iptlon, including sample

calcula:1or.s, of the metnod to be employed in c:iesignmg the ne-rwork.
Sne ?reoarat1ons
A lis:ing of :he work required, such as the construction of platiarms, ins:alla:ion
o:f power lines, etc., to prepare 'the site for the installation of the samplmg network.
Ecuiomen-. Preoara!ion
A listmg o:f the che::k-outs, calibrations ana other preparatory work to ·oe
conducted i or each item of equipment pnor to its delivery to the site.
Site Set-uo and Check-out
A listing oi the steps to be taken for the installation and operational verification

oi 'the sampling ne!Work.
Samoling ana Data Collection Scheoule
A .aescnption of the samples and associated da'ta to be collected during a typical
measurement run, including examples or actual da'ta logging sheets.

\

Data r<.eouc-.ioo ana 1"'\r.alvsis
/"\n toentiiicatioo oi Sta.noaro proceoures or a oescnption ai special proceoures ro

.Je :olioweo m tne nandlm6 ana analysts oi samples ana tne reouC'tion 0: assoc1atea

cata.
=.mtsston Factor Caiculattons
A oesc: 1pt1on, mc:lucimg equations ana sample calcul.a:tions, oi the proceoures 'tO.
::>e employee

m :ne c:alc:ulatlon of emtsslon iac'to:-s irom 'the reouced data ana sample

ar..a!ys~s.

i{eoor: .Preoaratlon
."'\n ou-..llne

program's

o~

tne io:-mat to oe usee in the prepara:tion oi tne measuremen-t

ooc:.~me!ita:ton

as c. imal report.

~7 ...i...T.DTiCr.L :J~.t.S Fu~ D.t:.~ll.,l~

\ir

ne:1 a sample of a mater iai LS octaineo lor ar.c:.l ys ts, the numoer of sample

mcrementS necessary

'tO

msure a reqULrea prectsion of results at a given c:onfioence

lE:vei can oe ca1cu1atea li the stanoa.ro oevtatton oi tne analyzeo parameter nas oeen
estaoltsneo or estur.atec.

ln a stmt!ar manner, tne num.oer oi fugitive emisstons tests

necessary for a. gtven 1eve! of precis1on at a oestreo coniioence 1evei can be es·umated
ba.sea
or no

U?On

tne Stanoara oevlatton oi tne emtsston values. Unionunately, '!here

av~uao1e

lS

l1ttle

cata oi thts type 1or mhalacle particulate iugitive emissions ana,

tnereiore, an esurnate o1 tne stanaaro cievtation cannot oe reasonaoJy made at this
ttme.

For each measurement program, therefore, -:he contractor must est1mate tne

stanoard aev1at1on

01

tne innala.o1e particulate emtss1ons for eacn source and for eacn

test con,Jlticn, set the aegree oi. preclston

aesm~d

Iormula to. oetermtne tne required nurnoer

anc:i then apply the appropnate

tests.

o!

-'1>0-

\

Buagetary constramts will

OGVIousiy nave a
cons~quernly,

marKeo

eiiect upon tne sening o1 tne precisio."'l lHnltS anc:

tne numiJer oi tes'ts. ln oroer to ma.>umize tne mi ormat1on oevelopec oy

tne tes'tlng prograrr.,

Q

numoer oi

st~ps

can oe 'taKen 1:0 insure tnat a stattstlcaliy

VaJIG

!Jrogram l5 oesignec.
f1rs:, 11: l5 tmportant to oetermme wnetner the type of source: or one navmg
sim11ar unit operations, has ever oeen tested previously.

Tne· cest sources oi

miormatta1 are tne .E.P f\ tasK managers, the otner E.P A con 'tractors in the fug ttive
em1ss1ons ire10 anc tne open ll!erature. - \l.'natever ..oata is ga.thereo curing tn1s inttial
ei1 Oit snou.1o oe exammed to oetermme the causative factors influencmg tne magn1tuoe
o:f tne .em!SSlon.s ana

to

es-..aolrsn, li possiDle: an est1mate for tne stancara oeviatron oi

"ne err.1sston values. Tne former IS ol tmportance smce a proper unaers:anatng of tne
lectors miluencmg tne emtsston rate is necessary to se1 up tne statistical experimental
oestgn ior quantuic.atio.; oi tne mfluences.

\l>hue ·me wore "experimental" oesign !S

usee here, n snouio oe notea tnat m i1eio experiments of this type lrttle or no control of

'

t ne opera tmg factors can oe ootamea out, ra tner, whatever· . data IS ootameo must

somenow oe factoreo mto tne statlstical analysis.

For estimatmg the sranoaro

aevtauon o1 tlle emlSSions aata o1.11erences oetween aata gatherea 1rom cLiierent plants
l5 o1 Importance, srnce large a1iierences woulo tena to mdicate "the existence of some
IrJ.iuence no1 previously accountetJ for.
In oetermimng wnich factors have the greatest efiect upon emissions it 15

rmportant to est1mate tne iorm of tne preaicttve equation, smce it may oe necessary to
transform

te.g.,

log

rransiormationJ

the

gathereo

data ior

statistrcal

anaJysLS.

K.now1eage oi the form of the preaiC"t:Ive equation is useful in determining tne type of
transformation most arnenaoie to the statistical test cnosen.

L

\

li tt is not poss1ole to es·tlma-:e

~ne

s:ancaro oev1a'tion oi tne emisston rate from ,

me li'rerC:lture wn:n respect to the suspecteo causat1ve factors: tne 11rs! ;:;an oi !ne 1lda
may r.ave

?:-ogr~rr,

'tC

oetermine 1t, requ1nng tna• some oz ·me ua!a oe anaiyz.eu on s1te.

Tms reqwres a 11e1o Jaooratory capaoie of i'i':oaKmg g:-av1me't:"1C oeterminations.

Hav mg gatnereo the oata, a numoer of tes:s ai s1gniiicance can oe app1ieo

to

ven:ty d. suspeeteo lQ.Ctors oo moeeo tiieC1 tl)e emlSSton rates. ivaUiti-iactor analys1s of
vcnance IS prooaoly ioeal iar oeterming li complex mte:-rela!ionsmps oetween factors
occur.

Tne mos: use:fu.J sta:ust1ca1 tool, nowever, will procaoJy oe a mulnpie lmear

regress1c:n i:U1Q.l)'S15, proviomg -cr.a:r tne prea1Ct1ve equation can oe lineari.zeo •

.S/'\,v&tJ J..J.NG P.KOC.....K.I"\1'vl D::.Sl(i.f\. P.k.uCE.DURE.S

r::.acn 01 tne 1nr.alao1e pan:1cuiate measurement me·tnoas oescn.oeo aoove requtres
specutc ana spec1al ca1cuiat1ons
networK.

to

accomphsn tne oes1gn oi tne samplmg equtpment or

Th1s section oesc:ri.Des tne proceoures

"tt

oe foilowec m tne oes1gn o1 each

metnoo ana m locatmg samphng sttes ior the rooi monitor, upwma-oownwmd ana
ex?OSure prolllmg rnetnoos.

vuas1-StacK

~amo1mg

,v,etnoo uesum Proceoures

Tne Ioilowmg sect1ons exiJia.in tne tecnntques useo to aes1gn 'the capture nooos ior

iugrtlve emtss1on sampling oy tne

~uasi-S-:acK

tvletnoel.

Duct

and

are also expiameo m aetal.l.
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ian design metnoas

Quasi-Stack Hooa Design
Since the concentra•ion determinations required for quasi-stack sampling will oe
made usmg, the s•acx sampling techniques described in Reference 1, !he only specific
design consiaeratJ.on for tne methoa is ensuring that the hood or enclosure installed over
·me source is capaole of cap!uring and

transpo~ing

virtually ali of the source emissions

w the sampling points in measurable concentrations.
The emissions cap!unng requlremen:s for quasi-s:ac.k sampling can usually oe me:
l.!smg one o: :nree: basic hooo 'types - boo'tns, canopies ano exterior hoods.

These are

iliustra'!ed in F1gure 7, along with the equations for calculating their requJ.red capture
C.J.r volume 'i1ow rates.

ln tnese equations, Y !S the air veloci-ry requireo to capture

par'!icles em1:1:ed :rom me source at theJ.r null point farthest from tne hood face and X
is tne dis:ance from the iar:nes: null point to the hood face.

The i"lull point .is tne

location a-.: wmcn me velocity of the pan:ide becomes the same as that of the
surrounding space.
To illustrate tne re1ative capture air volume flow rates required for each

~e

of

nood, consider a hypothetical source as a cube 6 :f"'- on a side located in a moderately
araity loca!1on eminmg mooerate amounts of nu!Sance dust part.1cles from any point on
1ts

surface Wlth equal velocity, resulting in null points 1 ft. from the surface.
A bootn enclosmg the source woulo be about 7 feet high, & feet wide and g feet

oeep. All null points would then oe withm the booth, and the required air flow rate
would be:

Q = VWH
The required capture velocity, Y, determined from Table 9 tReierence 9)
50 feet per minute, and

Q =50 :x 7 x 8 = 2&00

CUDiC

\

feet per minute

lS

SOOTH
Q = VWH

CANOPY
Q = 1. 4 PVD

EXTIRIOR HOOD
Q = V(lOX 2-+-A)

·FIGURE 7:

TYPICAL QUASI-STACK CAPTURE HOOD CONFIGURATIONS
~-

r. 7 oy 7 1oot canopy l oca 'tea l i oot aoove
\\.·On< ?er1meter oi

x '6J

\~

= ~2

!~.,

o~ lS o(.,

~...!

source wouJa nave an eif eC'tl ve

ana tne requirec a1r ilow rate woula oe:
1...(

v, !rom TaJ:>Je

ttl~

= 1.4

~v

u

ieet per minute, ana

= l.4

_,2 x i x bu

= 1 o,ld b

cuo1c feet per mmute

..-.. 7 oy oioot eXterior nooa locateo lioot from 'tne source woula nave an

e:.leC'tJve >.

a1~ance

of

~

:fee! and 'the reqUl.rec air rlow rate woula oe:
~

V~

= V\l r,v -x.

~

..

~ f\),

i rom T aole o, is ou i ee! per mmute ana

Tne requ1rec a1r uow rate ior tne canopy LS almost 7 times !nat ior tne .cootn.

ror tne extenor llOOC, 1! lS almost

1)

t1mes tnat lOr tne OOO'tn.

Des1gn cons1aeratlonS ano proceaures lor the tnree nooc types are oescribea m
aetad .:>elow:
bootn Desu:n
f\

oootn

LS

one o1 tne most prererreo solutions to tne proolem or captur m5

emisstor.s uom mous-cnal process operattons, secona only to tne total enclosure.
equat1or1
~.<=Vf\f= V\..·n

wnere:
'-<

= exnc.ust flow rate,

v

= selectee face veloc1ty, ft/ min

f\:f

= open face

w

= w1ath of ootn opening, f!.

!"1

= netgnt

~F lvl

area o:t oootn, it 2

of ooo!h

openin~, !L
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fOr\. PA!\TlCL.::. Ci\!-JT'UKt. Cr\.ef~rence ';J

;

urar ~ Cnarac'!er LS'tlCS
O!

me

~pace

iv;ooerate amoun~ oi
Particulat.es

1...arge amounts o:!

.Particulates

Con'tToliing veloclttes reou1rec a.: null ootnt. ::>m
Nearly oraitless space, or
process easuy oaiilec.

4CJ-5U

;O-oO

!vl ea 1um

)G-oO

o0-70

c:-a!: y space

Very orc.I-.y; no op;::>o:·"tunr:y

:o-:-

.:.~:ung
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aescn.oes
most

·~ne

relat1onsnip oetween tne exnaust !low rate ano the oootn OlmensJorls. For

p~ocesses

a iace velocrry oi )(; fpm snoulc prove suiiic1ent. Wnere :ne process is

more aCtive, mgner

veloc1~1es

may oe requirea.

rc..eierence snoula we mace to

"inaustnal v·entdation," U\.elerence lUJ wnere the required iace velOCl!Jes ior mcs!
common

ope:-a~lO>"lS

can oe l ouna. For very active cola operations, tne aesign equations

lor extenor nooas may oe usee.
rela~1ons

tO

ln suct'l cases tne null point snowo oe noteo w1th

tne open cootn face ana tne analysis snou1a tnen proceeo as w1th any

e.xtenor hooo arrangement.

For not processes tne convec:1ve heai: ilow snoulc oe

ca.lc:Jlateo as tr. tne io.Lio-..·mg sect1on.

or

~anci.)v

r<.eceJVtnl::

nooa wes15n

r<.eceJving nooas or canoptes serve as rece?tors of a1r ana

au~

generateo ana

/

01rectea mt.o tne nooa oy tne process nseii. Tne nooc; is placec; directly on the axts o:::
tne erruneG gas strearr. anc;

prope~

SUll.JCJently ·ana msunng that tne
process.

aesi5n ts aepenaent only on stzing the nooa openm5_

e~naust

11ow rate exceeas tne flow given aft L>y tne

For colo processes, tne e.xtem ana velocity ci tne em1SS10n douo can oe

oetermmeo C.Junnb 'tne pre-test survey <.Hrectiy oy measurement or estimatea oy
ocservmg !t1e precess.
ln tne case oi hot processes, 'the convec!ive act1on oi tne neatec a1r ts the cnvmg

Tne ilow oi a1r inauceo oy tl1e convecttve force can ce

icrce ior tne emtSSJons.
aescrJoea as rol.Jows:

-

q

0

=L~Ch'A p Lm)

l/3

wnere:
qo

= air

A

= cross

i'

mauction rate at upper limtts of tne l10t
ooay, C.:F 1vl
sectional area ot air stream,

tt-'
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m

=nett;m

M'

= convective Ilea!

oi column receiving a1r - 1•.e., ne1gnt o1
not oooy•, i't
::..

'C"C::Lnsier rate, cTU/mln.

·l ne nea-. luss, r:', m o TLJ; mm can .::>e est1mateo m tne equat1on:
h'

=hcf'\s Ll \
bU

~

nere:

= convection coe!iJCient,

bTLi

min ft~ °F

= surface area

emr~mg

neat,

n.2

= temperature

oU.1erence oetween tne he:
temperature ana tne room amtHent
temt>era ture~ 0r-.

SKln

n~• lOSS

Ct.>e:i:!JClen-.s ior var 1ous sr.apes are ltsteei m 1a6!e ~.

Tne use o1 the 1ac-rors

iistec m tne :aule m tne aDove equatJons "-'ill y1eld tne conveet1ve aJ.r Uow rate irom
wn1cn tne requtreo exnaust iJow rate can oe oetermmeo.
As
ern1SS!Of1

an example, consiaer the applicat1on of a low canopy nooo over a

source.

~ince

!ne source

1S

relatively dose to tne hooa,

lt

hot

can oe assumed tnat

tnere is 1t tt1e m Lxmg ...., itn tne surrounamg a1r ano, tnerei ore, tne !low Lnduceo by tne
not sources \q 0 J wowo oe the same amount exhaustea oy the nooo.
assumed mat

=:~ue

lt can also oe

to tne prox1ml'!y of the nooa ana the so'urce tnat tne horizontal

suriace area ol the source,

i"\

, LS the same as tne face area of tne nooa.
5

For a

non.z.ontal neatea suriace, tnere1ore,
nc

=0 •.3~\ut; 114 ana

rl'

=~
bU

A t Ll t;

s

514

'

•r-or vertJCal surzaces, mrs the he1gnt of tne surface. t-or norizonta.l cylinoers, it LS tne
a1ameter. for nor1zontal planes, l.J lS not oeimec out s1nce, m most cases, a low canopy
nooc woula oe usee ior sucn sources, !he ne1gnt irom me source to tne hooc can oe
usee.

\

T/"\.t:::d..!::.

~.

n.E..'"\T

LOS~ Cu£fflC1.E.t'1~

t.Keference

'jJ

BTU

\'~ic:al

p.ia:tes, over 2 f'! high

. 'iJ: I
0..2~ ( ~1) 4

Ve-.icai plates, less -w"'lan 2 :ft high
lX = height in !-:)

orizon'ta.l ?late, facing upward-- - -:Jrizon-:a.J. ?late, !acing downwa.rc
- .:tgle her izcn-=al cy lin::ie:-s
(where D is a1a...11eter in inc:1es)

0.1;2

(~/4
•

.
~..ical

cy ii.noers, over 2 ~ high

(C.4)

•

. e:-tical cy lincie.~ less than 2 :!-:: high multiply he :from formula above oy
!actOrs oe.Low:
.hei12:nt l!:J

Fac'tOr

0.1
0.2

3..5
2..5

0.3
O.t.;.

2.0

C..5

1.7
1..5

l.O

1.1

-4':J-

\

(.1. ~~4

J

~mce

A s : /'\ j:l '

I

q

!:.x~mo!e

l:

:

0

;).4

.~ pot

m1mmum rate o!

01

.r.

5

~mt

;,~

t;, tJ

ljj.

·;

molten metal ~) n.. m a!ameter)

exnau~

LS

helCi at

requ1reo to remove tne generateel iume

l.:IUu

u

0

t-.

\\.nat is tne

a low canopy hood

1s placeo 3 ft. a.oove tne pot?

wsmg tne aDove equc.tlo.'i, anc assumLng a square nooCi oi 3 :-:.. x 3 :t-:. is usee, then

q
q

0

0

=).4fo..

=-'·" \jx.j;
q

=.xam:)ie

~:

1-\

no! me:a1 caStmg,

oe con tro.ueu oy a
11ow rate

J.:

n~oG

0

~ml~tJ; 1 ";

s

t3tl5u0-7u/

= 1~4-7

11

14

~

J J.d

dm

ap~rox1mateiy

a cuoe

locateo a.oout 3 ft. aoove 1:.

Ln

snape and 4 f-:. on a s1oe, 1s to

C..::.aJcu!ate tne requ1reo exnausi:

me tem~erature oi the castmg 1S lCJCiu f.
0

From Taole "· tne coeillClent

01

neat 1oss i or a vert1cal p1ate is g1ven oy tne

rormu.1a

Tne equatto.'i i or toted nea1 loss

LS

then:

bU

As.summg an area ot &u sq ft,
H' =
.: 2. '

bU

~"" m1n
~
-.:>0-

\

Then, assuming tnat the column oi hot air has a cross-sectional area equal to the top of
the cuoe,

=3&.30

dm

.t....s notea previously, the use oi the quasi-s-:ack tecnnique is limned m rela!ively
s:nc.ll sources. For tnis reason, it is envLSlOned t!"''t.a.t oniy a low (less than 3 i-:. irom tne
source) canopy nooa would be required. In cases where hoods mus: be placed higher, a
oootn arrangemem wdl most probaoly be required rather than having a free s-:anding
hooc, since the amount of air required to compensate for the hot plume dispe:-sion and
cross flows would probably tenc to dilute the air concer1tration to an excessive degree.
A "sa:fety factor" can be applied to the design of canopy hoods for hot processes.
The approacn, however, is markedly different. ·with hot processes the hot air nream 1s
cross-sectional area determines the size of the hood and convective action of the
heated sur:faces dictates ·:ne exhaust flow rate.

A process upset or cross-wind could

cause the exhaus: cloud to deviate from its path, resulting in a loss of capture
efficiency. Also, the phenomena illunrated in Figure 8 could also occur when there is a
signlficant distance between the hood face and 1:he throat..

In this example, the

convec:ively mduced flow is qz. Mixing inside the hood results in a total flow of 2 qz,
then hali of the au- is not immediately exhausted and 1t will eventually result in the
e.'1ti~e

hood volume becommg filled with contaminated alr. li the face area of the hood

-.5!-

\

r!GURE 8:

CANOPY HOOD ON HOT SOURCE SHOWING INTERNAL
RECIRCULATION (REF 9)
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1s .1aq;e wrtn respect i:O tne rismg a1r column 'tnen there 1s no iorce ac:mg on -.t)e
oown ....:circ comr:>onentS oi tne rec1rcu1aung at.r to Keep tl1em uom escapmg. To rectLly
uus, ano tne o!ner noteo snuat1ons, an mcrease<J exnausi: llow 15 re'1u1rea as
cnaracte:-Lzeo oy me equatJor.:

Wnere
'-.<

=

q

=

z

v
A

rs rE:::quirec.

z

=

ia:::e velCX:lty, :f!tmm,

=

tne area ci tne nooo face noi: oc:::up 1ec; oy tne er.ter ing no• aL:.
co1umn, :i:i: ,
~

Values oi V are usually m the 1UO-Du ipm range ior mooerate1y ora11y

snuauons. nigner veJoCrtJes

m~y

oe requ1reo lor otner SLtuatlons.

:.Xte:-1or nooo L>es1en
·l nere are three aspects to tne oesie;n of an e:>.:ter1or nooo for coJG processes:
J; 1ne oeunl!Jon 01
~omt,

tr~e

contour area serviceo oy 111e noou,

~J

tne locat1on or tne null

anc 3J tne oeterrnmat1on of tne requireo capture velocity at tne null pomt. first,

tne area el1ecttve1y exnausteo oy tne nood must oe oetermmeo.

J:)y effective n is

meant tnai: tne generateo emiss1ons are captureo at the oesireo e!i1ciency.
eriect:ve area 1s usually termeo tne s1gnii1Cant contour area.
oounoeo oy "'the sur:fa:::e wn1cn

!S

~y

T111s

de1imtlon, tnis area rs

the focus of all pomts havmg the same aJ.r velocrry

mouced oy a source oi suct1on" tReierence '7). ln other woras, the area is oeiineo oy a
sunace having ve1oc1ty vectors of equal magn1tuoe ano direction.
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lt

J.S

necessary to

oellne sucn an area, smce 11 will oe1ermme tne reqUlreo air exnaus1 ra1e otrectly

tJ:Vf\
"<

c'

..., nere:

=

ll tne veJoc!ty

=

veloclty,

=

area 01 velocr:y con1our.

LS

-:a.Ken to :>e tne capture veioclty ano tne null pam!

volume oouno oy '!ne contour

area~

LS

wrtnin tne

rnen me par-:1cles of concern shoulc oe couected a!

l u .:>e ene:::1ve ior oes1gn worK, tne contou:- arec. must oe oermao!e for a "WlOe

var1e:y o: con!.Lgurauons.
tree s-canc1ng nooos

~rouno

Fonuna:eJy, sucn relat1onsnij:'S nave Deen oeveJopeo.
or rec:ar.guld.r oi lengtn i1ve t1mes 1he1r

WlO!n)~

For

the contour

area ts oeimeo oy:

w nere:

'\

=

a:x.1al o1s:ance lrao1us) 1rom hooa :face

=

d.re4 OI

'tO

signi.licant contour,

iace openmg oi noaa,

ana

=
navmg oeimea 'tt"le 1ac:e area of me noaa !rom tne process coniiguration,

is

1t

necessary to i<now tne 01s:ance of tne null pomt from :he noaa face and the reqUlreo
cap:ure veJoc1ry at the nu.ll point to oeterm1ne the required exhaust flow. Exnaust flow
iormuia.s !or otner con1igurat1ons ana nooo rypes can oe fauna m Figures ':J ana lU. Null
pomts are usually oetermmea oy ooservatLon of the source as is i.lluso:ratea in figure u.
-.5~-
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..

HOOD IY?:

.....

AIR VOLUME

DE:SCRI?T!ON

0

SLOi'

FLANGED SLO'i

PLhiN

OP~NING

= 3.i

L.VX

0 : 2.8 LVX

q = v(lox2 +A)

A =W!.. (st;. ftl

FLANG~D

OPENING

SOOTH

Q = O.i5V(lOX2 ~ A)

0

= VA

Q z 1. 4 PDV

CANOPY

FIGURE 9:

HOOD iYPES AND

~XHAUST

: VWH

P = PERIM£1~?. ]F WORK
0 • HEIGHT ABOVE WORK

VOLUMES. (REF 10)
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F!GURE 10: HOOD

ARRANG~ENTS

\

AND EXHAUST VOLUMES. (REF 9)

For a lateral hood, as shown in the figure, the X value is the dis'tance from t,;..,e far:r1es:
null poin: to the hood.
Use oi tne null point concept im:roouces an automatic safety factor mto the
aesign.

Applying :ne con!rol velocity at the null point assumes that the exhaust :low

aces not act to retard tne velocity of the escaping particles. Since in reality i: does, a
margin of safety is buil: into this design concept. To complete the design calcula!.lon, it
lS

necessary to aefine the capture or control veloci-:y. In practice, this term is found to

:>e aepenoe.'1:· U?on· :he draf:· characteri-stiCS- of the surrounding .s;Jace anC: the quan:i:y
o:

Ol..!S:

emr:tec.

Values for various conditions can be found in Table 9.

The values

showr. m :r1e :able should only be used as guioes. The aetual field situation may diCtate
:ha't h1gner or lower conr.o1 velocitles are required.

=.xamole
f\n

inau~:-

ial process results m a multi-directional dust doud .t>eing generated as

illustrated in Figure ll.

Observations indicate that the particles tend to lose their

ini:ial momentum a=>ou! one foot from the source. Due to the nature of the location a
lateral nooc arrangement is required as is shown in Figure 10 (hood on plane) which, due
to

1ocauonal constrain'tS, cannot be placed closer than 1•.5 feet from the source.

Assuming various concitions of draft, what are the required exhaust flow rates?
It is given !hat the pulvation dis:ance is l ft. Since the dis:ance from the hood to
the source is 1.5 ft., then the X distance is 2 •.5 ft. Since the hood is placed on a plane
with i-:s opening perpendicular to the floor on which the source is located, the equation
relating the flow and X distance is
Q = 6.3

-.57·-

\

vx 2

.
A

b -

~ulva:!o: a~:io: ~:hcu:

hood
ex: e.=:.:= hcoC.; P :!.s pulva:icn
.X :!.s ? plt:.S ci!s:ance :o hccci
w~ :.!l

FIGURE 11:

ciis:an~e

EXTERIOR HOOD ARPANGEMENi (REF 9)
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CCld

Using

th~

upper values from Table 9 for nearly drc.ftless conditions,
Q

=6.3 (GO ipm) (2.5 f't) 2
=2,.363 tt 3 /minute

i or medium arai-ry conaitions,

.,

Q = 6.3 t70 it/min) 2.5 ft) ..

=27 56 ft 3/min, and
for very arairy condi-:ions,
Q

=6.3 (100 !!;min) (2.5 tt) 2
=39 38 tt 3 /min.

The mc!L!SlO:"l of the concept of a "saiety factor" Wltt"1 regard to exterior hood
aes1gn is acn1eveo oy the use of a "salvage .zone" which exists beyond "the selected area
contour and whose width and the magnitude o! -che velocity vectors comalned witnin
serve as a bu.ifer .zone to the actions of trans.Lent araf'tS or process
taken from Reierence 9 illustrates this concept.

upsets~

An example

A free-nanding exterior hood is

placed a't a pomt near a particulate emining source such that the X distance is 3-3/4
incnes. li a control velocity at the null point is assumed to be 7 5 feet per minute, then,
according to equation lignoring the hood face area since this term is usually small when
comparee

'tO

2
!OX }, the required exhauSt rate would be 75 c:fm.

li, however, the X

aistance was decreased by 1 inch due to faulty observation or process upset, then the
control velocny at the new null point would have dropped

'tO

47 fpm (a 3796 decrease).

Suppose, however, that the hood is located 12 inches from the null pomt rather than
3-3/4 inches.

The exhaust flow rate would then be 750 dm.

Should the X distance

decrease an inch, as was assumed for "the other case, the new control velocity at the
null point would be 630 fpm (a 16% decrease).
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Such a decrease is much more

accep..able tr.an that noted for the previous case. Changes in the contour velocities ior
•
o:her d!s:ances are shown in Figure 12 for the two cases cited.
Wnile velocities of 2.5 fpm are not very effective for primary control, i:hey ao
exhibit some "salvage" value in collecting particles.

The concept of a salvage zone

{that is, the wiath of tne zone between the oesireo control velocity contour and the 25
ipm contourj

lS

useful m ootaining a feel ior tne extent of -:he saiery :factor. For :ne

aoove example, the Wldth of the salvage zone for the first C2.Se is 2-3/4 inches while for
the secane, abou: &-l/2 inches. O::>viousiy, -:he second case offers a larger sa:fe'!)' factor
than tne :first,

ar10 is

preferred in ins:.ances of variable processes.

Table 10 gives the

equa-:1ons :or oeterrnmmg the salvage width for some common hood shapes (reier to
F1gure lC ior comparison).
The use of an e)..&:erior hood is no! recommenced for ho! processes, since a low
canopy hood almost always can be applied to a source and is usually more e:tfeetive.
'W· hen for some reason an exterior hood is required on a not process the convectiveiy

induced flow and the exhaust fiow rate required due "to pulvation ac-..ion must both be
calcula!ed. An estimate must then be made of the flow rate necessary to deflect ail of
the ho: gases mto the hood. There is no theoretical methodology which can be used to
show how to accomplish -rhis, and, therefore, a iarge saiety factor must be included in
the des1gn.

Duct Design
The ductwork design for a quasi-stack sampling sys-.em must meet four basic
criteria:.
a.

The design must provide a minimum transport velocity for the collec:ed
partides.
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FIGURE 12:

EFFECT OF DISTANCE ON CAPTURE VELOCITY (REF 9)
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c. ,

~am?Jmg

consJaera:tions wnh respect to mm1:num U?Stream ana aowr.s:neam
a! stance i rom tne sampling pom't must oe met.

c.

!...Juct o1menslons sncu!c; oe suii1C1ent to allow 10:- '!lie '!Se Ol tne in-s'!cCk
cyclones - li th1s tS no-r posswle men aimensJons mws:L oe iarge enougr, to
msure .:nat tne use oi c. sc.mplin~ prooe woula not aaversely cui eC't 'tne .liow
CJlstr 10Utlon.

c.

Fio"W snoula oe m tne turouient re5ior..

Tnese cri-.:enc. will u1timateiy aia in tne speci.ficatia."'' of ttle auc-: d1mensions ana length,

as well as me a1r veiocny tnrougn tne syStem. ;-. ciscuss1on oi pomts a, o and d 1 ouo ....·s:

T rc.nsoo:-1 V ei oc1 t1es

fo:- partiCles m :ne mnalao1e par:1culc.te range, me requirea transpor-t veloc1:y 1s
usuc.lly ms<gmllcant. Tnis ts corne out i:>y rev1ewmg ttle equation :ior 1ermmal senlmg
veloctty
Vt : 1.37pd

wnere:

vt
a

~

X

lCJ

5

te r r.u ncJ vel ocny, ti t 1sec;

=
=

partiCle aens1ty, Uo/i t,; J

=

part1Cle a1ameter, l1 tJ.

for a LO m1crometer partlCJe navmg a specU.1c gravtty o:! 2.0 the terminal velocity
wowa oe gtven oy

.3(J)

vt =o.u7

meters/It

it/sec,

or less than i1ve 1eet per minute.

\

~-."'\cJ..£ ll.

TYJ:-I.ICt\L Tk.'"\NS.i:""uK T VE.l..0C1T1E.S t.keierence '7J

Transport Veloclty
it oer mLnute

L>ust Tvoe
zv.eta.l

tum ln!5S

40(.;0 - .5UOU
. i+uOO - 500U

.i...eac ous:

founary turnoilng carrels ana shakeout

4500

Sano oias-: aus:

j)OCJ - 4000

Fme co.;.J

~+UOO

\\ ool

.3000- 4UOO

250U - ;3U00
!'-UDDer OUSt

~uou-

Sawous:

1~00

fvzetal CUS!

loOO

\

25ooo

- ;30()0

La:ger partides ao,

however,

require

suspended in a moving air stream.

significant velocit1es to keep them

An emperical relationship between horizontal

conveying velociry, partide aiameter ana specific gravity has oeen aeveloped ior
pa:-tides larger than l millimeter.
l't is given by:

v = z:
h

1 0.5

l d 0.4

Where:

=

horizontal conveying velocity, (f't/minu'te)

=

speci.iic gravity

=

panicle diameter, lmicrometers).

For conveying velocities in the venical direction,

where Vv is the vertical conveying velocity in ft. per minute.
While these values were obtainea under laboratory conditions they serve as a
useful gu1de for sening minimum requirements for field conditions..

Table 11 gives

some typical values of Vh for various materials. Acidltional examples may .be found in
Reference l 0.

Turbulent ReEion Consiaeration
ln order to e:f:fec-:ively measure the velocity, temperature and pressure of the

flowing stream to determine the total flow rate, and to provide the most efficient
sample flows, flow in the measurement duC't should be in the turbulent range with a
minimum Reynolds Number of 2x10 5 for a rypical smooth walled
.H.eynolds number for air is typically ca!culatea as
Re

=llO
-6.5-

\

\

DV

du~....

Since the

Wnere:
Re

.o
v
and

:;,y

since~

=
=
=

Reynolds Num.oe:-, dimensionless
Due-: diameter, f't•
A.i.r

veloci~y,

f!/mm

for round ducts:

suos~rtution,

D

=7 X

10

-4

Q

oeiines me maxlmurn ruc-c dia'Tle!er allowing 'turbulent measurement ouct flow.

Tne

cr..JC't

must be of suific.i.em length so that the air flow at '!he sampling point

wi.U be non-cydonlc. Usually, '!his woulo

necessr~ate

that the sampling point be 8 to l 0

diameters downS!ream ana 3 to 5 diameters upstream from any dlSturbance.

Duct

leng:n at a mm1mum, therefore, would be 8 times the duct diameter.

Fan Se1ect1on
The previous sections nave snown how to oetermme the requireo exhaust flow rate
Ior hoooing a process ana tne auct veiocrry, d1mens.i.ons and length. From these various
·parameters, tne ian requ1red for a parucu.lar application can oe selectea. The specified
::Jow rate ior tne !an shou1o be about tw1ce tnat calcuiateo m oroer to provide for iie1o
aaJu~ments

oue to maccuracies in assumptions, calculations, etc. A variable oypass a1r

\

au::~

Jocateo aownsueam irom tne nooc.:: can be usea to con!rol the a1r

flo~·

rate as ts

snown m f 1gure .1.-'·
Tne :an muSi: atso oe aes1gnea c.s to overcome any losses m pressure aue to
res1stance m tne system. for convemence purposes, tms aiscuss1on will use tne concep-:
of velocity neaa in calculating mese losses.
exeneo .oy a movmg a1r mass.
atr moving sys:ems 11

LS

~as1cally,

the veloclry neao is tr1e pressure

l't does .not inCluoe, oy definruon, Static pressure.

ror

aescrioec oy the equation for velocity head oue to irJCtlon loss

m p1pes:

¥r

nere:
v

=
=

au veloctty, It/mm

=

aenstty o! a.1r, lo/it

velocity neao, mches oi water

3

Frictio.'i loss ana shocK loss aue to suaaen e.xpans1on or contraction are the two
maJor sources oi pressure loss. For most Situations, rr 1Ctlon loss can oe aetermmeo oy
tne use oi tne aDove equation ano TaoJes 12 ana l3:l.

ShocK losses are illustrated for

vanol!S auc:t conllgures.tJons m figure 14 •
.C:.xamole:
em velocny

15

wnat 1s tne iriction loss m )U i't.
4-0uO .it/rnm?

ot 7" a1ameter smootn j:Hpe wnen tne

1'\ssummg tne air aensity to oe 0.07 5 lo1ttj, then from

Tanle 1-', rne HJCt!O."'l loss woulo oe at most one velocny heaa unn ana, therelore,

n

v

=

1"

o:! water
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TYPIC/\l OlJ/\SI-ST/\CK 5/\MPLING SYST[H

UUC't SJ.Ze,

mcnes

.f\lo. oi
oiameters 1

Duct s1ze,
mcnes

f\.lo. Ol
01amete:-s •

j

j~

12

54

lJ

42

l4

5
6

44

lo

56
58

~0

l~

6(;

7

4i;

~

.,

50

61
64

52

20
2.5
30

lG

.5~

3.5

66
6.8

ll

53

~G

71

ll"\umoer oi ouc: diamete;s ior a loss oi one veJocrry neac, tV/~UIJ); 2 •

T 1'\t:H... =. l.3.

U!... T H.; J....l~K f- ui{ f KJ CT H..)i:\1 J..USS v 1"\LUt:.S
Ll'Vt::.i'"' t\ouvt. I-wr<. VAt\.Ylt\''-.1 r<..0uGnt~t.~ lKelerence
i\:l

Tyoe oi cuct

'7)

Factor

smootn, e.g., steel ptpe w rmout Join'tS, or exceptionalJ y we.U
constructeo galvanJ.Zea 1ron duct system, w1th srnootn JOtnts
iv1eo1um rougn; e.g., average concrete surface
Very rougn; e.g., average riveteo steel

tv• ecuum

.
\

O.S'

1.5
2.0

.For snocK loss,
COill!guratJons.

F1~ure

14

gives

an

mo1cation oi

wnat to expect

ior

vc.r 1ou::.

To aetermme total system 1-'ressure losses! it i.s only necessary to aou

tne conu tDUtlon oi tne Jesses cue to tne nooa, expanstons;contraC'tlOi'lS, el:lows,
JunctiOns ana auct ir1ct1on.

t,!uasi-S:acr. Metnoo Sampling Tecnniques
!"\

velocity traverse

!S

conaucted using =.P A £\·1etnocs 1 ano 2.. Samplmg 1ocat1ons

are ae?iCte::: m F 1gure l.5. VelOCity measurements snou1d aiso oe mace ai: tnese pomts
to 1nsure

tru~t

lSOKineuc santj:)Hng rates are mamtameo wi'tnin

·~CI

percent.

F 15ure l b can oe useo to CJetermine: tne prope:- samplmg aurat1on i or eStimatea
pa:-t1cul.:.te concentrat1o::1.s.

Tnese

concentr~;rions

can oe estHr.ate<.J

durmg

pre-survey oy use of tne .beta \..aauge. A sample is to oe taKen at eaCh pomt.

.A.!

tne
leas-:

one re pitcate sampJe snoulo aiso oe taKen.

~.uas1-S~ac..<

Samphng Scneowe

l.mllKe tne otner ti-'

iu~n1ve

scneoule ooes not aepeno upon tne

measurement metnocs, the quasJ-s:acK sa.mplm5
ve1~anes

o! wmo speeo ana dtreetlon out, ratner,

soJely oepencent upon tne process cycle tlme ano
to gatner an adequate sample ts t.Uustratec
taKen 1or eacn test it

LS

1.1:-"

LS

concentration. The t1me requtreo

tn .Fi~ure J.b.

Smce iour samples are to oe

necessary tnat tne teSts be conoucteo at -rhe same perioa oi the

process cycle to msure repealabilrry. for Steaoy-state processes this is not a concern.
For processes wnere a certnite cycie ooes ex1st \e.g., cnarg.ing, tapping, ca.stmg, etc.J
care must oe tat<en that tne entue operation is samplec ana not that a given ume per
operat1on is set for eacn teSt.

For example, a charging operation to a :furnace may

consts: oi mree dtstmC't changes.

The tlme reqwrec to perform this operat1on may
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100
3.63

FOR SELECTING PUOPER 5/\MPLIUG OUH/\TiotL (11.[F I)

60

30 20

10
O.Jli

vary. Tnere1ore, tne tests snoulo oe conoucteo over the
oe set

to

a

~Lven

enu~

cnangmg penoa ana not

ume.

'-<'uas1-~tac" Lla~a

Co.Uect1on

Tnere are two OlStmC't sets o:!

aa~a

set i..s concerneo w1tn me test itself.

coliecteo curmg a quasi-sti:I.CK test. The first

The samplmg rate, statlC pressure, gas stream

tempe:-c.!ure, etc. are exampies of tnis sort oi oata ana are weli Known to s:acr-- testmg
personn~.

Tne o-:ner set of oa::a concerns tne operatJon oemg

teste~.

Process~ oata

to

oe gatnereo are mater 1a1 "Cnrougnput, process temperatures and pressures, numoer oi
1c.aamg operat1ons etc.

TnLs -rype of information

1S

usually octaina.ole from plant

personnel.

r<..oo1 Mon ttor

~amolrn~::.

tvletnoo

Desi~n

Proceoures

Tne roof monaor samp!lng metnoo 1s usee
ali

'tO

aetermme tne total emLSS1ons rate of

sources wrmm a oui1o1ng or enclosure as the procue1 of tne 'total .emissions.

coov~;:ym5

a1r volume flo-w

ri:1te throu 0 h an openm5 in tne structure and tht:

concentrat1on o! tne emtss1ons m tms tr anspon air. l ne volume llov.' rate ts ca1cu1a"'teo
as tne proouct of tne ve1oc1ty oi tne air as mei:1Sureo m tne openmg and tne area oi the
openmg. The poiluUint concentration ts aeterminec from samp.ies c:oliec:!ec in tne p1ane
oi tne openmg

'taKen

concurrently wnn the ve1oc1ry measurements.

To assure that a

sUliic1ent memoer of cotn velocity ana concentri:1tlon measuremetns are octainea, the
.sarn~lmg

system ana program must oe aesigneo w1th careful cansiderat1on of sucn

iacwrs as source comp!exi-ry ano size, locat1on ano size of the measurement opening,
ana tne cnaractenst1cs oi tne emissions.
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Source/Si·te Cons10era!ions
Tne principal source

characteri~tics

influencmg tne program des1gn are tne siZe

ana pos1tion of tne emiSSlon poinu relative to the measurement openmg and tne
var iar:~ilr::y of 'the source emission rate. .t.mission points located relatively close to :he
openmg may resULt m the forrnat1on of a pollutant douc or plume tnat will pass tnrough
only a poruon oi tne opening or in the formation oi a stratified douc of varia.ole
concentrat•on.

Suc:t a srtua-:Jon will require tne acquisition of a greater numoer o:f

concentra'-1c:t1 sarnpies m tne openmg than wou.Jc oe the case wrth a wioely aistnoutec,
nomogeneous cioua generated oy em:.ss1on poinu more remote from tne open.mg.
Ycnat1c:s m em!SSlon rate wdl require that longer sampling perioas oe employee; tnan
:nose J.o:- more

con~ant

ra:t.es

to

ensure that a true average concentrat1on is ootainec.

Tne sl.Ze o! tne measurement opening w1ll govern the numoer anc arrangement oi
velocr::y measurements and particulate sampling pomts required to ootain tnese average
values.

J.n general, the !arger the opening, tne greater the numoer of .sampling poinu

requirea.

Nle!eoroJogical Considerations
E.xtemal wma can az:f ect tne flow panerns of em1SS1ons-carrymg a1r irom ouilding
openmgs m a num.oer o1 ways. Winds olowing across the surface oi an opemng may b1as
the flow o:t emiss1ons towara the downwind enc of the opening. Winds blowmg across.a
root m the same 01rection· as the flow from an opening may create eody currents or
even a iow pressure area outside the openmg to cnange the flow panem or rate tnrougn
the openmg.

winos of n1gh velocity blowing directly into an opening may create areas

of reverse ilow through the opening, or, in the case o! a douo1e-sicied monitor, olow
d1rec:tly througn tne monltor, aadmg to the volume flow leaving the opposite siae. Care
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shoula · oe taken to eliminate such wind efi ects curing the sampling oy restr icti~e. 'the.
sampl.mg to penoos wnen ettner the wino speed .is "low enougn or its direction is suc:n as
to negate sucn efiects. li tms is not possible, wmo screens may nave to oe mstal.lea to
diver't tne w1nd from the opening.

Sampling

Coniiguratl~

Des1g_n

Tne seJec!icn of the most appropriate roo1 monitor sampling equipment is highly
aepenoe.'"l t

upon eac:n each speciiic Site condnion.

Parame'ters tha-: efiec: tne

equ1pmen't c:no!ce ineluoe:
Particuiate loaomg
Air veioaty tnrougn the opening
.Process cycling ttme
Process variaoill!Y
SampLing location
Sampling rate
A1r stream temperature
Transport a1r velOCltles m almost all situations will .oe measura.ble using one

ot

the 1ow veiocr:y se'1sors oescrweel m Taole 4. To iacilltate the veiocrty measurements
wnen long-term samp1mg

lS

requ1rea, or \lr'here large openings or potentially hazaroous

conaitions preven't access to the opening oy test personnel during the sampllng, devices
that operate m conJunCtion w1th recoroers or other data-loggers must oe used.
Panicuiate sampling will oe accomplished by the use 01 two standard

h~gh

volume

samplers i1 ned wan tne horizontal eiu!l" iators as described in the sect1on on samplmg
equipment.
The aetermmation of the most effective velocity ana concen-uation measurement
Sites -wtthm the opening 1s aescrilied oeiow.

\

VelocitY Profiling
In oroer to mimmize the numoer of veiocny measurements ana the com.Plexiry of

tne velocity recoramg ms'trumentation required, a metnod for determining the average
velocity through the openmg from only a few measurements has Deen oevelopeci. The
metnoo requires the per:f ormance of manual traverses across tne opening wnh suita.Dle
velociry measurement devices to establish velocity profiles and the calculation of
veloc.mes based on tne proiiie values, for other points in the plane of the opening. The
calculated velocit!e:s are then used

'tO

determine an area -· inte-grateo aver-age-velocity

ior the openmg. The proceoure for the methoo is as follows:
o

Periorm a traverse along tne vertical centerline of the openmg to ootain
ve1ocrry readrngs at convenient (say, 1 ft.) intervals. For openmgs longer
than a.Dout twenty ft, either select a representative section aoout twenty
Ieet long or select a numoer of locations for vertical traverses each m the
center of aDout :wenty feet of opening lengtn.

o

Piot the measured velocities as a function of neight along the traverse line
ano. craw a smooth curve to represent the vertical velocity profile.

o

Perform a traverse along a horizontal line .through the maximum velocity
planed for tne vertical velocity profile. Use the horizontal centerline of
tne openmg u 1t fails wl'thin the area of maximum veloclty.

o

Plot the measurea veloc1t1es as a functioo of length along tne trave:-se line
and craw a smooth curve to represent the honzontal velocny profile.
Tne vaverses shouia oe performed under the same process, atmospheric ana
meteorological cond1tions as those expected during the sampling.
To ae'termme the velocity profile over the entire opening or selected section
area, civiae tne area in to conve:~.ent (preferably square) small areas•
.!..ocate the center of each area on a set of coorcllnates with the crossing o:f.
the two measurea velocity profiles as its center ~0,0), the verticaJ traverse
line as theY axis {O,Y), and the horizontal traverse line as the X axiS (X,O).
Calculate the veloclty at the center of each area ex., Y ), as:

vlX, Y) =

v{X.OJ v\O.Y},

v {0,0)

wnere V(X Y) is the velocity at any point, V,X. Ol and Y 10 y are the
velocities at corresponoing X ana Y aistances' along the tiorl.Zbntal and
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ve:--wcal a.x.is proiJ.les, ana V\OrO> is the maximum velocity" at 'tne JunCtion of
!.t'le a.x.es.
0

~culate tne average velocrry,

VA, as !.he sum of tne area velocities
aiv1oec oy tneJ.r numoer. Calculate the velocny aOJUS"tment factor, Fv' as
tne quotlent o:f tne average ~ca.iculatedJ ana tne max1mum ~measurea;
velocrties, in:
-r

VA

= v

V~O,O)

L'"l tne samphng program, veloclty measurements !.hen need only oe maoe at the

maximum ~0,0) pomt to calcula:te the average velocity as VA

= F v V(O,D)'

since -:he

veloc:rry profile may oe reasonao1y assumed to remain cons:ant i or a g1ven openmg ana
operaung con01!10n as· long as tne condrt1ons noted prev1ous1y are observec.

ln most

programs, velocny measurements are made at one or more adclitior&al points on tne
t:-a verse ax1es to prov1Cle a cneck on the cons:ancy of the profile.

Mass

Concentrauon t'v•easurement

lt is antic:lpateo that each contractor will nave rwo of tne horizon 'tal eluv iators
for use m

tn1s

program. For tni.s reason, the pre -survey of the source

1S

of paramount

1m;;ortance for oetermining not only the placement of these samplers, but also whether
the tecnnique can oe useo at ali ior the source under considerat1on.

.If, ior example,

iess than 7 5~ oi the em1ssi.ons come from the two largest openings in the structure, the
roof momtor measuremern metnoo should not be useo.

The Beta Gauge instrument

\RDMJ previously aescribed, along with a not wire anemometer, can be usee to
aetermme 1f such is tne case.

Having determined that sufficient matena1 aoes pass

thro1.,1gh tne openmg, the RDM may oe useo

tO

map tne particuLate concentration

distrioution across the openmgs. Should two openings from a given source need to be
sampleo, this means that eacn sampler must extrac!. a representative sample irom a

-7~-

\

smgle location.
tYP.~

For su::n a srtuation, me panrculate flux must oe of tne distribut10.i

snown in Figure

.J.

7. Samplers placea at tne X position ior case (aJ woulo extrac-:

avera6e concentra:JCflS wn1cn coula men be mwtipLiea oy the total How irom tne
manner w calculate tne source 1s emissron rate. The beta Gauge measurements snould
oe taKen every ten feet (:four m&surements shoulo be -::aKen for sources less tnar: ten
fee: 1ong;.

Vert1Cal profiles snould also oe octaineo to determme ii a ver:1cal

concent:"atio"'l g:-acHent exists. Tne profiles 1or a smali Uess than lO ieet long) opening
shouia oe taKen at tne cemerline of. tne horizontal plane for case (a;.

li a ver-.:ica.l

graa1ent aces ex.1st for a s1tuat1on llKt: case \a), tne sample snould oe taKen at the po.mt
exniDr~..mg

average i1u:x.. For manners 1a:- ger tnan ten i eet m a case (a; s1tua twn, tnree

vertJCal measureme'its snould oe taken every :wenry 1eet. li the vertiCal profiles are
\-2\.J

percent

for

mean

value

anc

range),

tnen . tne

centerlme

nor lZcntal/average concent:"atlOi vertical point J.S agam usee. li the vert.lcal grac1ents
are not LOentLCaJ., tnen tne roof momtor method cannot oe u.seo.
measurements, i.i more than 25-,o oi the reacimgs are more than

For tne honzontal
50~

from tne mean

value:, tnen tnis metnoo cannot oe usea.
For case

~DJ,

vtrtually all oi tne par-ticulates are oemg emineo througn a limiteo

secuon oi the monitor. Tne paruculate measurment along the horizontal plume 1S to De
taken at tne point of ntgnest concentration.

Mass flux is to be determineo using tne

concentratJon ano the flow tnrough the reduced seet1on. Tne extent of tnJ.S section is to
De oetermmea oy tne oeta gauge. Yert1cal measurements are to be taken at one point
m tnrs reg1on and the sampler pos1tioned at the average flux level.
For ':hose cases where .bimcx:ial distributions occur, two samplers must oe used.
Posmomng oi me samplers would follow tne same reasonmg as that outlined for the one
sampler Sltuatic:n except that the mon1tor is divioed into two diS'tlnet secuons.

-7';-

\

Any

I

X

DISTANCE ACROSS OPENING

A

...

c.

X

DISTANCE ACROSS OPENING

B
FIGURE 17:

ROOF MONITOR FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS

\

par-:Icu1e:.tt!

ms~r iou-:ton

more complex tnan tms otmooal cannot oe sampJea usm5 tms

rne-:noo :::>ecause O"- !ne -.wo sampler

1'\.00!

l117ll~ations.

tv1on nor Sampling .::>c:.'"leoule
f'\S wC::.s tne case

w1~n

tne

qua~i-stac.K

measurement tecnnique process conan tons

nave a large e!iec! upon tne sampimg scneawe 1or tne roof . moni!or tecnmque.
~ampling

"times musr oe set

~.p

to measure a1stinc1 pans oi or complete process cycles.

wnen a1.:i eren! ope:-a!Jons are occurring .m !ne same_ ouiJdmg .rt may
mcrease tne samplmg ume

to

De

necessary -:o

inc!uoe a compJete se1 of cycles for all oi the operat1ons.

Th1s rr.ay reqUJre a 'teS! aurat1on of one cay .
.oestoes process conanions -.he local wmd speea ana elevation couio inlluence :ne
samplln!:) sc:.'"leauJe snou!d tney nave an etieCI upon me aJr flow irom tpe ouilaing.

For

1P rT1easurements 1t lS not expecteo tnat normal .uparait velocl!Ies coulo cnange enougn
to a.i1ect tne total W flux.

However, htgn velocnies or rapto shu !S m wmo 01rec:1on

cou!a mteriere Wl!t'l the sample collection suiiictent!y to cancel test.

K.ooi ,.,,om tor Oa ta \...OUec:Ion
Velocity measurements w1li be automaucally recoraeo at the site.

The n1gh

volume samplers i:ire set at a g1ven !low rate to insure proper functionmg of the
elutr tater ana, as sucn, aata collection is not assoc.1atec wrth tne1r opera'tion. rJrocess
parameter collection wll!

De

more aLfiiclJlt than tne quasi-stack smce

m~tiple

opera!IOOS will oe occunng ana througnput data, process tempera!ure ana pressures,
numoer

I

L

01

loaamg operations etc. will oe requ1red for eacn operation.

\

ln oroer to successfully utilize tne upwino-oownwino metnod for L.ne acqulSl!.J.Oil oi
GC:.!a

SUlllClen!

to

source em!SSIOil

ca~culc.te

sne-specu1c parameters must

De

rates, a numoer of

source-

ane~

cons1oerea.

The most 1mpor-..~n: cons•oeration LS tne 1ocat1on of !t"le aownwma ses.mplers ~'ltmn

-..ne plume a! t=larttcu.lates generated oy tne source.

Tne sampiers muS! oe locateci to

prov1oe me.asureaole sampJes in sam?l1ng perioas oi reasor.aole oura-..ior., without
con!arrar.a!lon
oa:::Kgroun'-1

~y

par-.:icul.:;.tes irom otner ·sources, except -:nose · mcluoeo · m tr.e

LJ?W 100

sam pies.

A numoer oi site -specuic parameters

~sucn

as source

lOC'=-'tlor., wmo Olrectlor., ana topograpny J can restr 1et 'tne 1oca't1or. oi sampie:-s.
f 1gure

1o

illus:rates tne miluer.ce tnat a comoina:ton 01 source iocation ano wmo

a.1rec-:.wn rnay exert.

ln tnis reasor.aoJy stmple arrangement, only tne wmo OLrec-.:ton

snown 10 "1"\" ¥.:Ill permrt unrestr tctec 1ocat1on of samplers wrtmn tne p1ume oi source
lA; along wrm acceptaoie 1ocat1on ai upwmd sampiers oe'tween source lAJ ana tne area
source.

\V 1th tne wino d1rect1on as snown m {bJ, no locatlon witnin tne plume of lAJ IS

acceptaDle.

w me mrect1ons as snown m "~" ana

!r.at ponto.l 01 tne plume oer.ween source

~ ...:....;

"D" ltmrt 'tne acceptauJe locattons to
ano l!S

interi~rence

irom tne other

sources or plumes. !limdar mterferences occastoneo oy topogra!)htcal :fea'tures oi tne
s1te may also occur.
J.n

most mstances, sucn restrictions wd.1 oe recoroed oy the initial observations

rnaoe 1n tne pre-test survey.

A ponaole responswle oust monitor u..:.DMJ, usee as a

f.Jreltmma.ry Lrd1cator of a plume 1S limrts, w1li also reveal less oov1ous restrictions.
Smce ail oi tne equtpment aesignated !or use tn upwina-down-wtnd samt->iings in
:hts measurement program are oaseo on nt!;n volume sampiers oes1gnea to samp1e ar a
3
constant llow rate o1 Lf-0 c:im U • .J.3 m 1minJ, tms sampling rate may oe used as the Da.slS

1 or tne calcu1atJon of requ1rea sampling perioos ana sampler locations.
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\

minimum sample mass oi 10 milligrams for any sampler, tne mmimum required
particulate concentration a! the sampler may oe aetermined from
X= M/FT

Wnere:

-

=

.
.3
concentratlon, 'IJ g;m
sample mass, 'IJ g

•

=

.
.3 .
sa.mp 1mg rate, m /mm

T

=

sampling period, min.

=

X
M

l.Jsmg the Known va;:Jes o.f l.D m 3/mm. lor F ana 10 mg UG

4

IJ g) for M, '!h!S

equat.lon may oe used ro oetermme

tne

cor.~am

va1ue of tne proauc1 of concentration ano sampling penod required for the

minimum sample mass. This value will be used as the oasis oi all sampler locanons ano
sampling ourauex1 caicu1ations.

Pre- Test Survey Concentration tvieasuremerl'tS
ln oraer

m

oest

locate the aownwmd

·comomatton, approx1mate downwinc pan1cuiate

samplers for a specuic site/source
concen~ations

may be determined

curing tne pre-1est survey using the portable .I:UJM. The basic proceaure is as follows:
o

L>etermme, oy observation or the use of portabJe wind mstruments, the
cilrecuon and approximate speed oi tne wind olowing acres the source.

o

Seiec't a point on a line from the source aiong the wmd direction 20-40
meters aownwmc of the source. \For snes with limited acces to the
downwma area, select a point aoout m1cway m the accessible area.) Obtain
a part1culate concen'tration (X J reading at this point with the k.DM. Recore
the concentration value, wino Ciirection, and wmd speed.

\

0

Kepea: :ne concenua!ton ana wma measurement at points along a line
'tllrougn tne tnttlal pomt ana perpena1CU1ar to t:"le wma dtrectlon, on enner
SlOe ol :ne inrr.ial point a: a a.Ls'tance ol aooui: l./4 tne .aown"Y. ina atstance
from tr1e source tX
ana X J, as lliustrateu in Ftgure l~A.
~es'tr1Ct
measurements to perJbas w11en2 tne wma speea is witmn .:,Hho oi tne mlttal
~X ; measurement wma speea.
l

0

0

for mr:li:i.l-poim concenra·uon values oi 20 1.: g/m~ or 1ess, select ano:her
wmo center-lme pomt aoout hall t:"le im11al at~ance !rom tne source ana
re?eat tne -.:nree-point measurements tx , x , x J r:>eriormea at :ne ongmal
O.L~ance ~figure 1~SJ. Kestriet measuremerhs f.o ~lCJ~ oi tne lnltial wma
speea.
3
for mr~1al-poim concen-.:rat1on values greater than 20 1.! g; m , select
a.'lotner wtnc center-lme pomt a.oout- twice-- tne inrttal at~ance Hom t:"le
source ano repeat the !nree-point measurements tx , x , X J tf-'igure 19C).
7

6

~

0

Ootain, m -::ne ...,·me: cem:er-line ll;)Wmd oi tne source at any convenient
Clstance greater than aoout lU meters a concentration tX1 cJ and wmo
measurement.

o

i: the wmc otrec·uon vanes aunng tne foregomg, the measurements snc;ula
!Je suspenaec u me wma oevtates more than ten oegrees .irom the im!lal
atrec:ton ana resumed wnen t.ne atrection is once agatn wttmn t.ne destreo
J1m tts.

o

T auula!e t.lle concentratton ana wma measurements are shown on Table 14 •

•
CaJcuJauoo of Downwmo Sampler Locations
i ne concen-:ration ol tnhala.ole ?arttculai:es at oown·wmo Joca!ions along tne wma

. or plume cemerlme ts a.pprox1ma1:ea oy

(,.)
X = ---::~-'---
no yoz ~

\),· nere:
X

=

~

=

0

y'oz =

=

source emtss1on rate,

~gtsec

stanaard aeviat1on ol norizontal \y; and venicle lzJ concnetratton aistrwut1on, m
wincl speea, m/sec.

\
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TABLE. 14. TAStJl-A TION OF MEASUREMENTS

Concentration

x,

Sampling Points

lJ

g/m s

Wind Speed
'1.1,

m/sec.

(X l, 0)

""1

l.ll

(X 1' X l)t)

x2

).l2

(Xl' -Xl/4)

x3

l.l-.J

(X , G)
2

X4'

(X2.

x211)

v

"7

x5' x8

(X2' -X2/I)

x6' x9

Upwind

xlD

~i-

\

lJ Lz.' lJ

7

\.l5, lJs
l.l6' l.19

.

lJ 10

For oown....,mo

oi~ances

up to aoout

meters, the proouc'! o o

)QCi

y

z

1S

approxim<?-teiy

unear wl!n otstance, so !hat tne center!me concentration vanes inversely w t:n
CJown.,., 1no O!Stance ana

w

inc speea.

Tne measurec values oi concentration oo-:ameo m tne pre-test survey may,
tnerelore, oe used to esi:aDlisn approx1mate sampler Jocat1ons tnrougn a s1mpje
calculatLon proceoure as iollows:
o

CQ.Jculate

Xtx

concemr~::ions

J

at the

.r<.J.)tvi

=X

-

=X..

- Xl c or X' - Xl o

l

sampled locations as follows;

X1 o

1

X.~x J
2

~X - X
J ... ~X - X _ _
'j) --_..,_,._...__.._...._
2
JC _ __.;_ _ _1 ,.ll;.
0

X

~X

~

l

X.~x y)
2

=

.(

X5 -X j

u

J •

tx .;

-X ;

0

J

;::

'
or

I\

~X

X8 - X l 0 J •

..

- X! uJ

2

o

C.alculc.te

o

l.alculate average concentration ior pomts x.C/l+ !rom centerline at Xc:

ot~ance

along centerline for one-hour sampilng penoo:

1'+7 ~)'

'"'\X 1)

0

C.a.icu!a te · max 1m um
T m = l'+ 7tx,\cy J"

+X..

\.Xz

))

samplmg

tlme

for

sampler

at

lX

c'

as

1i tne value 01 T m is compatitHe witn tne emission scneoule from the source \i.e., if tne
~mtss1ons

irom the source

w1.U

be produceo at a reasonaoly cons-tarn rate for tne t1me

\

u~1lu.ec.

U a snoner sampling per 100, Ts'

1S

requ1reo, tne

Ca!Cuiate~:;

o1stance .>...c snoulo

ue C.uJUS'tec 1:0

~CJ

tne 1as:

tw~

steps oi tne cQlcu1atlons repea'tea usmg me aa}ustea v.:J.ue.

Tnese cQ.lcula!lons are mace ior tne

Sl!l~Je

wino speeo value tna't prevaileo curing

:ne pre -'tes: survey. I.: vana:1ons irom tms wma speeo are expeceo or o:::lservea aunng
tne sarnp1mg oenocs! tne value of Ac snouJa oe adJuS!ea oy a iac'tor equal to tne rauo
o:. :ne pre-test measureo wmG speeo ana tna• expeC'teo or ooservea a't me t1me oi tne
test,

u ore-test
l.J actual
Tne last two step!> oi 1:11e caJCulat1on snou1c, 1:11en oe repeatea usmg tne aOJUS!eo vdlue oi
;... c , to aetermme x. \ c ,y J ana ma.x.Lrru.Jm sampling t1me.

Se:.mple Yta1:10n

C.onit~urC1'ttons

Tne oown'WmCJ sarnplmg Station loCa'tlons oe1:ermmeo m tne prev10us section nave
oeen selectee to provtoe su1i1c1ent aa'ta on tne oistnbu'tion oi partiCUia'tes genera1:ec oy
tne source, m perform ca1cu1auons of 'tl"le innalaDle partJCulate iract1on source
s'tren 0'tn.

To ensure 'tna't 'the moSt eiieetive oa'ta is obtained, tne samplmg sta1:1ons

snoulo oe coniigureo as iollows;
0

uownwtno cemerline \X ,OJ - wmd speed ana airec'tion, grouno level
stanoard ~ TSPJ n1 vol, grSuna level ni vel wttn size-seiect1ve tnlet, ana
iour-s1:age Lmpactor, elevateo \2-4 me'tersJ n1 vol w1t11 s1ze selec:lon mie't
\SSv.

0

\

o

upwma centerline t-X.,OJ - wmo speea ana direction~ grouna 1evel s-canaara ·
n: vol, grouno leve! I'H vol "''l'tn SS1 ana four-s-cage impactor.

1 ne upwmc s:ation, mtenoeo 10 octam oacKgrounCJ concenn-at1on level

data~

snouJa oe loca1ea as neariy as poss1o1e along tne extens1on of the plume center1me ano
as dose as poSSJ.,jie to tne source outsioe o±

~ne

miluence of wmo eooy curren:s

cau~~

oy tne source.

i..J?""'H'\Ci -Downwmo Samphng Scneoule

The

ca~cu1a:1on

of tne sampling perioa ouration required to ootain tne assumed

mm1mum acce;::r:aoie sample mass was oescrioeo in the seC'tJ.on
~amoler ~..ocauor.s.

Calcuic::~1on

o:f Downwind

This c:alculat1on assumes tnat tne sampling lS periormec durmg a

pence of cons-o.Cln-t wmc speea ana mrect1on, so tnat the concentration oi pan1culates at
tne samplers lS SUDJect to mm1mal varia.:>J.lrry. Sucn conoltions are unhKe!y to prevail
unoer actual fielo condmons .for any s1gnLficant length of time, and sampling penocs
muSt ce a.OJUSteo 10 account for variations in wmo speeo or directton.
Tne mos: eiiect1ve methoc oi aOJustmg -cne samplmg pence

J.S

Simply to turn off

the. samplers wnenever the variat1ons m wulCi speec or oirection result m S15niitcant
concentratton va.nat1ons a.no extend the sampling period so tnat the calculated sarnplmg
aurQ'tlCf\ mciuaes only "sampler-on" tLme periods.
P..s a general rule, tne aownwind sampler snou1d oe tumec off whenver the wmo

speeo

lS

oelow 7 5~ or a.oove 12)'?!:1 of the oesLgn calculatton speed for perioos longer

tnan aoou't -mree minutes, and turned oac:k on after tne wmd speeo nas returned

~o

!he

acceptao!e range l9U to 11 O'?o) for aoout two minutes.
Samplers should also De tumeo of:f wnen '!he wma oirection vanes oy l0° or more

\

..
iro.m -:ne oes1gn calcula:uon direction for perioas longer than 'three minutes ana turn eo
oack on aner tne wma airect1on returns to the acceptao1e range for two minu'tes.
-~·nllle

varia't1ons oi mese magnltuaes m wmd speeo araa 01rection w1.U usually have

less eiieet on tne upwmo sampimg array, smce 1t

lS

not locateo in a speciiic source

plume, tne general practice snoulo oe to tum ofi tne

I.J?WlnO

sampJers whenever the

oownwma samplers are turned off.

Upwmo-Downwmc Data ColieCtlon
The w5e oi a me'teorologlca.l equ1pment set tha! induces s:r 1.p-cnan recoroing o:f
wm:: speec ana a1rect!On as a function oi time greatiy reauces tne volume of manual
oa:~a

coliect1on requ1rec.

A single opercnor can easlly record sampler on anc:J -ofi times

1a1rectJy on tne stnp-Char: m most cases, or on a supplemental coata
oo5ervat1ons ol

prevallm~

s~:~eetJ,

along wttn

weatner ana sKy conanions. O.oservat1ons o1 c.iouo cover and

amo1em temperature shoulo oe recorced at tne oeginning and eno of each test ana
wnenever any s1gniiicam c:nange occurs.
?recess aata required in the calculation of emlSSlon factors, such

~

matenal

tnroug,nput, process temperatures ano pressures, numoer o:f loaoing operations and the
li~<:e,

shoula a!so oe recordea.

ln many instances, such miormation may oe ootainned

Olrectly rrom piant operat1onai records. Tnese shoula oe reviewed pr1or to tne test to
ensure tnat tne proper aata will be ava1!able.

E..xoosure Prof111ng Samolmg Desie:n Procedures

Tms methoa
:raiiic

oy

IS

measunng

usee primarily to quantrly the emLSSions causeo by vehlC'.Jlar
pollutant

levels

immeaiately

oownwmd

from

•
\

the

road •

lvteasurement ol tne w1na speed ana a1recuon ai: tne roaa are comomea wnn mnalaole
pan1culc.:t.e leve!s to ca!cu!ate source s'!rengtn.

Source;Site <.:onsiaerat1on
Tne exposure proii!er shoula .ce s1tec downwmu oi tne test roaa m an area
cnaracten.z.ed by lla'! terrain and uno.cstructed wind flow.

Normally tne profiler

1S

;:>osi:io.;ec at a ais:ance of 5 m lrom tne cownwino eoge o:f the rcao for roaas traveJec
oy l1gn-: at.:ry vemc1es.

locate

~ne

For read traveled oy larg.er vemCles. i'! may .ce necessary to

proider as iar oownwmo as l0 m from the road in oroer to avoid "tne

momen-.:ary cnanges m w1nc ciHeCtlon reacmgs v..hJCtl occur near a venicle as n passes
oy.

nonzom:a.l wmo 01rect1on mu~ have a St.anoara oev1ation less tnan 2:L.5°. Tms
reSUlCtwn exduaes samplmc; unaer Staoilny Class A, .wn1cn is Ctlaractenzed oy .laq;e
nonzom:a.l wina meanoer ana low wma speeas.

Tne angie between tne mean wmc

rurect1on ano tne d1rect1on of the samp1mg axis snoulo not exceed !.20°. In tnis range,
samplmg error 1s Jess than about .5'itl for partlcJes for 12
U:<.eierence

'1.1

m aerooynam1c diameter

ll).

ln tne wma speea range of 4 mpn 10 2U mpn, sampling rate can be reaoi.Jy adJusteo

ana matcneo to tne corresponomg mean wma speed.
samphng ratetwmo speeo; of Jess tnan

C..~

r.n

0.~

and 1.2

r.a.s

oeen shown .:hat samphn::;

U~eierence

Moaerate sampling su.cstrate loaamgs are ces.irao!e.

11).

Tne Joaaings snou!a oe nign

enougn to permit accurate aetermination o:t the sample weights but low
1nsure tnat the panLcle eaten
1naoilLry

01

lS

\

~nougn

to

not lost tnrough ilaking of collecteo partlculate or

tne suosuate to noid tne particulate catch.

'

=

or grea1er tnan 1.2 may .leac to .large

concentration errors. For partJCles of 12 'IJ m o1ameter, n
error is less tnan about 15'?o for lfi:<.. oetween

isokinetic flow ratio llF r<.

Tf'\bL.:. J.). C.K.lTt..l:dA FOK St;SPEi"L.Hl\IG Ut<. TE.Klv&!Nr.. Tl!\G
AN .t:.. .\.~U~L.Jt<...l: t"'r<.UFIL!t'll..., Tl:..ST

."'\ 'tes-. ""Lll De

sus~enCJeo

or 1ermmateo u:

l.

!{ainiali ensues curing equi1-1ment setup or wnen sampling l.S m progress.

~.

'W mo speeo curing sampling moves oun1oe the 4 to 20 mpn acceptaole range ior
more tnan 20~ of tne sampling t1me.

3.

Tne angie oetween wmc a1rection ana the perpenuicular to the path of the movmg,
pomt source curing samplmg exceeds 45 a-egrees i or more-· tnan 10~ oi "tne
sam;;lmg ume.

4-.

Mean \I.'J.no 01rect1on aunng samplmg sniits oy more than 20 aegrees.

5.

Liayllgn-:: l.S insuiltClem ior saie equipment operation.

o.

~ource c::mot'tlCAa oeviates rrom preoetermmeo cnteria
on g,ccess rog,a;.

-93-

l.

\

(e.g.~

naul trucKs travelmg

~ampimg
Fo~

Coniig1;1ration Des1gn
!estmg

01 em~sio.'1S

irom hgm auty traific on a two-lane or :four-lane roac,

tne iour ex;Josure sampling neaos are posltloneo at ven.ical a1stances oi 1 m, :;: m, 3 m,
ana

L,

m aoove tne

~rounci.

For testmg

01

emissions irom roi:l.os vaveleo oy a suos:antial

por:ion o:f meoium or heavy au-ry vehi.:les: tne spacing between samplers
1•.5 m w1:r1 tne top sampler at a ver't1de distance of

~

LS

m from the grouno.

mcreaseo to
T~e

particle

sizing oevices used to determine mnala.cle particulate ira.C"tions lcascaae impac1ors with
coarse partide pre-collectors> are posi:ioneo sucn tha! sampling- intakes are lcr-a:eo at
-.:ne same a1s:ance as tne profiier from tne roac at the same heights as the f1rs: ana
tn1rc ex?osure sampling nee1cs countmg from tne grouna.
l.>nce :ne exposure profi.ier lS assemo!ed., the anemome'!ers are operatec ior a
per JOO oi at least 1.5 minutes to oetermme tne mean w1nd speea •. The mean wmo
cl!re::tLon

!S

oetermmed irom the "Wind station 1ocateo upwmo of tne test roao near tne

cacKgrounc part1culate sampler {usua.Uy a stanoarc hign volume sampler).
1'\!ter tne mean wmd c:UrectJon ana mean wind speed pro!i!e have oeen cietermmed,
tne proidmg tower 1s rota:teo so tnat sampler mtaKes are pomted a1rectJy into tne wmG.
Then tne lSOKmeuc sampling llow rates are ca1culateo.
tr~ti1c

At tne stan oi a tes-:, tne

rlow 1S mterrupteo wnile tne air samplers are activated and aOJusteo to tne

proper llows.
Ta.Die 15 lists tne criteria ior suspenaing or terminating an exposure profiling test.
Some oi tnese cntena aodress tne wmd conditions m relation
1SoKmet1c sampling.

to

the requiremen"ts ior

Testing may also cease ii rainfall ensues {reaucing em1ssions

1:0

negllgioie levels) or d iigm is msuffioent for sa:fe operation. The imai cnterion aeals
w1tt'l an unacceptaoie Change m source cona1tioo.

\

7nroue;nout a test o:t trafllc-generateo emissions, a vemcle count :s mamtamea
ertner oy a1reC! ooservatlon or oy- an automated tecnnique.

Penocical.Jy (e.g., cunng

15 mmutes oi eacn hour;, ven1Cle mix snoula oe aetermmeo ;;)y compiling a log oi

venic1es pa.ssmg -:ne test pomt segregateo oy venide type

~usually

tne numoer of axles

ana wneels;.
Depending on tne road surface, oust loading and tne traffic density, an exposure
proiilmg

'test

of a pavec roaCi will require about two

to e~..gm

hours.

A test of an

---unpavecr roacr may oe completed in a perioo of .30 minutes to one hour, oecause oi
su:;)starat~aily

greater emiss1ons.

•

_.,,_
'\

\

for

~estm5

O! emtss1ons irom llg,nt auty 'tral!lC on a two-lane or iour-1ane :-oac,

-.:ne iour ex?o!:iure sampling neacs are posLnonec
i:lnCl

J..

~•

ver:ical

ais~a.Jlces

rn .:wove tne 6 rounc • .t-or tes-tmg oi emLSSLons uom roa.os

oi

't:"~velec

1

m, ::: rr., .) m,

uy

~ suos~cintia.l

por-:.lon o!. meo1um or heavy au-:y vehtc.ies, tne spaong oetween sampie:-s is mcreasec to

1.5 m wr:n me top sampler at a ver-:1e1e

a!S~ance Ol ~

m :rom t.""'e grou.no. Tne particle

sLZJ.ng aevices I.!SeO m determine mnalaoie par:icwate irac:tlons lc:a.scaae impactors witn

coarse

~..1c:.ie

pre -colie.::t.ersJ are positioneo su=n that sampling in:akes are ioc.atec at

tne same O!s-..a.nce as tne proiile:- !rom the roa.C· a! the same ne.tgnts as t:1e fi.=-st ana

tnirc e:x?csure sampim5 nei:1Cs countmg irom me grouna.

unce tne

e~?osure

?roii1er

l.S

assernu!e'", the anemometers i:Lre opera:teo ior a

per 100 o! at leas: L? r.unutes to aetermme tne mean wmo speea. • Tne mean wmo
OJ.rect1on

iS

oetermmec l.rom tne

'WLnCJ

s--~ticn

loc:ateo U?'"''inc; of me test roac near tne

uac:Kgrouna par-:u:u1ate sample:' lusual.ly a stanaaro h1gn vo!ume samplerJ •

Mlter tne mean wma
tne ;:Jrording tO\Ioler tS

CJ.re~~on

ru~teo

ana mean wma speeo profile have

so tnat sampler m-:aKes are

Tnen tne lSOKme-:.1c sarnp!mg .:.low rd.tes are calcwateu.

pomte~

• aeterminec,

oe~

atrec-:ly into tne wine.

At tnt:

S""i.4.r1

oi a test, 1:ne

·1 ~ie D lists tne c::ntena lor suspenuing or terruinatmg an exposure prolllmg 1:es-:.
~orne

of tnese crtte:-la aaaress tne wmo conditions

lSOKmetlC sampling.
negllgicie 1eveisJ or L.i

Ln

relation

to

Testing may aJ.so cease Li rainfall ensues
l~m

the requirernen-:.s !or

~reaucing

emlSsions m

1s msuiiioent 1 or sa.le operation. Tne unal crrtenon deals

\

TnroU::;nou! a teSI: oi 'tl"~lc-~ene~~tec emiSSlO.'"lS, a ven1de count 1s mam-:ameo

e1!lle!' oy rurec: ocservauon or oy an autorna1eu :ecnn1que.

PenoCo~icaliy

\e.g.,

ourm~

-.; IIILnutes oi eacn t1our ;, veruCle m!x snoulo L)e ueterminec ::>y compillnc:; a loe, of
ven1des
c:ii'IO

iJ~ssmg

me 1:es-: poLI1•

se~ree:atec:

l:ly venide -:ype

~usually

tne numoer ol ax!es

wneelsJ.
We?encmg on tne roa.c su.-!ac:e,

proium~

au~

1oacu.ng ano tne 'tl"alllC oer.sJ.ry, an exposu.r-e

teS! of a paveo rcao wili require al:>out two to eigm hours..

A 'teS! oi an

unpaveo roao may oe com!J!eted m a perioo o1 .30 minutes to one hour, cecause o:
su::>s:ant;.a.L!y greater emis.s1ons..

•
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r<..t:..uu~.- Tlul"

ne ultimate OOJective oi an l.P F£ measurement program

tS

the caiculc:.t Lon oi an

emJSSlOii !acto:- y.·tuc:n related '!ne amount oi l:JfE generated oy a specJilC process tc
one or more reaa.uy-aetermmeo parameters o1 tnat process. Tne proceaure oegms wrm
tne pa:-:1::ulate rna ner samples ana related aa-::a ootamea m tne i1elc, a.r1a progresses
1:nrougr. analysts oi tne samples, calcul<Hlon o: tne sampleo air volume, ca.lculatton o:.
tne pa:-tJCU!ate con::entrat1ons a:: tne sampllng srtes, calculauon of trte source emiss1on
r.c:tes, a.na i1na.J.ly, aetermmat1on of tne process emiss1on factor.
Tne proceaure can .oe relat:vely straignnorward, involving largely routme fi.l'ter
we1gn1n 0s, ano s:anoard, well-aocumemea c:alculatJons up to tne cakula:1on oi
concentrations. m re.l.atmg concentratJ?ns t.o em1sston rates, some complic:auons oegin
to appear, moSt notably in trte upw ma-oown wind metnoa where aufusion equations must
.::le utw.zea to oac:x-c:alculate the source strengtn 1rom 1:ne concentrations, ana the
appropnate

oac:kgrouna

concentrat1ons

must

oe suotracted

irom

tne

measureo

concentrat1ons. r'l.lso, 1n rooi rnonnor measurement systems, tne oetermination of !ne
appropr1a"te area OI tne openmg wnicn enters mto the volume flow caiculatJon to wmcn
the concentrauon

lS

applieo, requ1res a careful rev1ew of assumptions ana measureo

ve1ocrt1es.

-lUO-

\

-.. mle we1gmng o::. iiher eaten
ai.al)'SlS oi an a1r
useo 1or
oe wary

ll.1 ters
01

~oliutant,

LS

prooaoJy tne most suaight-iorv.ara sample

tnere 1s sur1ic1ent vanety m -cne s1zes, rypes and matenals

ana suoS!rc. tes m !he !}'FE merhoos oescr iDee, to suggest tna: rne user

tne apparent simplicl!y. As a general rule, tne insrrucuons provioeo ::>y :he

sampler ana filter meaia manl.liaciurers snoulo oe followed compLetely.

Dev1ations

snou1o oe unoertaKen only m consultat1on wttn tne manufacturers' experts and should oe
rev1ewec ;:,y a recogmzeo sampling speci-alisr cerore 1mplemen!at.wn.
~oten1lal

.::.XampJes ol

procierr, areas induce:

o

Dete:-mmat1on oi proper tare wetgm oy appropriate orymg.

o

msen1on ano removal ot filter or suostrate
matenai or sampte.

o

Hanolm5 ana "transport of samples alter removal rrom sampler to preven1
loss or concen tratJ.on.

o

Ftndl 1aooratory tlan01ing, mcLudmg crying w assure proper re1auonsnip to
tare we 1ght.

0

lJtJ.!J.Za!JOI"l o1 weigmng equ1prnent sunea to the JOD. J...aooratory balances
wnn a sensrrzv1ty m tne 10 to lUu microgram range can oe expecteo to
resuJ t in sample we tgn~ within the expecteo range oi accuracy oi tne
several sampimg me·moas oescrioeo.

'tO

prevent Joss oi e1tner illter

:::,mce many of tne l.P Ft. measurements involve tne operation of sampimg systems
whiC"'l

are Je.n unanenoeo 1or suostantial periods, the means usee

'tO calcula~e

the total

volume of air passeo througn tne sampLers must oe 'thoroughly unoerstooo ano foolproof.
t= 1ow controlleo n1gn voLume samplers are ioeal, smce the flow

01rect reaoout in stanaaro cucic feet per mmute
sampiea is thererore g1ven directly oy:

-lOl-

\

lS

1S

heid conStant and a

availaole. The mtal volume of air

wnere

v·s

= qs 'ts

\f

= volume Ol

~

'

5

aJ.r

at

I

.

samp~eo

s~.anoaro

.
it 3
conortlcns,

Q

·s

= sampllng time,

mm.

:-ugh volume samplers wnich are not flow conuolied involve perioo1c recoroing o£ tne
flow rate, wnic:J oedines as the sampie

LS

accumulated.

Thus, -:he totaL volume is

oete:-rrunec oy averagmg tne ilow rate curing the sampling perioo.
seve=-al averagmgs are possiDle li iJelc personnel are avG.ila:>!e to
more :nan c.•ce our mg tne per ioa.

in some cases

c.~ecK

tne sampler

!i not, the average 1s oeterrnineo a't -:ne oeg1nning

anG enc, assummg tnat tne cecay 1S linear w 1tn nme.

in aocr:1or., Li tne samplers are not il ow conuoliea, tne volume oi air collect eo
must oe conve:-1ec

10

s:ancarc cond1t10ns. This requires recording of tne temperature

ana pressure ior me sampling penoci, so tha: an average can oe obtameo 1or use in tne
. equauon:

vs = va
wnere

V

s

= volume of

au samp.leo a: stanoard conortions, ft 3

va

3
= vo.lume of air samp1eo at actual concitions, tt

Ts

.::

Ta

= actual

p

= stanoard pressure, in .1-ig
= actual pressure, m hg

s

pa

stanoaro 'temperature,
temperature,

0

Q,.

.r<.

k

Tne same comments app.ly to the averaging oi temperature ano pressure as for tne flow
cete::-mmauon.

'

\

•
The particulate concentr.at1on oetermineo oy any o1 tne !Pit:. metl"loas oescnoea 1s
C(:JCula teo oy o1v Laing tne we 10 m: oi tne c:apturec sample oy tne total a.1r volume

samplec. Tne general equat1on 1or thlS calcula't1on, oaseo on a

wnere

1mpactor, 1s:

cJ

= concenuat1on oi part1culate maner wnose aerodynam1c mameter is

Nl

= mass caugn: on J!h s:age

J

'-.2
Tn~

mwtist.:~ge

5

ae1meo !:)y tne Jtn stage of tne 1mpactor lmass unrts per Stanoaro
conortion volume units)
Ol

the 1mpactor lmass unitsJ

= total volume oi a1r sampleo at stancarc conattions (volume units)

'tOtal concent:-auon oi pa.:"tlculate maner, C.T, 1s tne sum oi the maiv1oua.l Hnpactor

S"Cage concentrat10ns:

.n

cT =
wnere

';"

c J =..J.

'-<s

n
L

fvl

J

CT = total mass concentration lmass units per srancaro conoit1on volume

unrtsJ

n
ln

= numoer oi S"Cages m tne 1mpactor anCJ oacKu? 111 tens;.

tne case wnere no tmpactor ts usea, n = l, ana tne equations simplify to
C-l

=

t-.·11 ~s

ln tnose cases wnere a
measurements, tne

oacl<~rouund

a~Jpropnate

vaJ.ue

concentration exiSts, as in upwind-downwind
must

oe suotraeteo from

concentratton to oetermme tne source-generateo concentration:

where

..:.: 15 = source -generateo concenu at ion
C:T = total measureo concentration
Ct:)

= measureo· oacKgrounc

'

\

concentration.

-.i.CJ_,_

tne

calculatec

E.Ml.SS1Ut-.; kf\T.E. <..:ALCU.!..ATlON

1

Tne erruss1on rate caicu1ation entails tne converston of tne source-generateo
concentration mto a mass emission rate ior tne source.

Th1s step requlres the

mw npilcatlon ol tne concentration oy a total volume flow rate as generateo by 1ne
source.

ln the case oi quasi-stack and rooi-monltor measurements, this volume is

oetermined oy means oi velocny measurements 1n tne cross-section tnrougn wn1cn -:he
flow passes.

The mtegration of veloci'ry times area segments gives the total source

vojurne flow ra.te.

lr1 the case oi ttle upwinci-oownwind metnod,--tne erru7teci mater.al

nas z:>een disr>erseo in the atmosphere, and the source emission determmatJon reqwres
applH:a:tion oi aiiius1c.."'l equat1ons.

tmLSSJon .Kate Cc.1cuiat1on involving Veiocin ivieasurements

wnere

prtot tuoes are useo

to

measure veioc:t1es m guasi-s:ack measurements,

the veioclty at a given pomt 1s given oy the iollowing equation:

va = 155.4~
wnere

va =

c

(T a 6P) l/2
p

P a''vi a

pomt velocay; it/sec

cP

= ve!ocrry head; 1n t-11 0
= molecular weight of gas
= aimens1on1ess pitot tuoe coefficient

p

= pressure of a1r stream; in hg

6p
M

a

a

Ta

= temperature

o:i a1r stream;

0

.t{

\

'

.
\lr

o~ner

hen

velocity measurement equipment is appliea, the poim velocity

relat1onsmp will oe d1iierent, ana m many cases,
terms oi

~ne

instrument can .oe reac airectly

veiocrty in ft per sec, n per mm, etc.

~ne

unce tne poln'i: velocities are aetermmeo, tne average velocity, Va is
tne

to~al

1:1

~a

llow c:a!Cu1ateo oy

= tf1T

wnere

o.:J~amea

ana

= Va A.

flow rate from !he source in actual volume un.its. (e.g.,

to"taJ

i:"" /min)

= tne toi:al are~ of. tne flow opening in area uni~ te.g., it 2 )

A

in tne case o! 'tne pnot equa t1on,
Va

wnere:

=~.5.4-8

ZP

Cp

lS

lEPJ 11 2

rf a 111 2

the average veloc1ty nana (in.

-

T _ 1s the average air stream
c

n2 0)

tempera~ure

(0 RJ

tP .._ ana iv1 a are assumed constant across the flow openmg)
The total volume ilow at

\litnere:

s~anoard

conoltions is oetermineo from:

'""s

to.Ial ilow
= f.t.)
;mm

T

s

0
-= stanoaro temperature t .kJ

s

= s:anaaro

p

rate from the source rn stanaaro volume units \e.g., sto

pressure tm hg)

Tne foregomg relationships for flow are for "wet" conaitionns.

l:f the flow is to be

expressed in dry standard cuoic feet per minute, the equation oecomes:

wnere

b'WS =fraction oy volume of water vapor in the sarnpJed a1r •stream.

\

I

The em1Ss1on rate from tne source is oetermineo oy multiplying tne source veJ.ume flow
ra:te oy :ne pan1cuiate cencentratlen, assunng tnat tne ilew units matc.l -:ne
concentrat1on unns. Tne general equa:ien ts:

wnere-

- = source
\.,;!

mass em1ss1on rate in mass unitsrtime units

= source flow rate in volume units/time unit

c 15 = source-generatec;
wnn

concen!ration in mass units/volume un1-:s c.:.:JnsLSten'!-

f. ana \.,!· um ts.

E.r:-ussLO'I r:.ate CaJculat1ons :for l.J::>wmd - Down wmc Samoim£ Pro2rams
~an1cu1ate

maner samples ootameo at 1ne upwmd ana central oownwino samphng

Sltes are a.na.lyzea as oescri=>etl in "the section Sample Analysis 10 pr6v1oe partiCulate
conce:-1 tratlens at eac.'l samphng locauon ior total suspended particulates tni val
sampier ;, 1n.1aian1e s.1.2e iraction (hl vel sampler w1th SlZe-selective inletJ ana sl.Ze
Olstn.ou-uon ln1 voJ sam!)les wn:n

S~!

ana 4-stage 1mpactorJ. Samples lrom "tne downwmc

c:-oss-p1ume snes are analyzeo to prov1ce innaian1e su.e uactio.'1 concentratlOOS only.
To calcula'te tne source emission rate, tne upwinc concentration

tS

suotractec, as

a general oacKground level oi particulates, from tne cownwino concentrations to y1elc
tne concen tratLon a triDutaole to tne source lat eacn oownwino site).

Tnese source

con!r LOUtLon concentra t1ens are then sunsnuted into diffusion equations averageo

to

oacK-caiculate source S'!rengths irom concentrat!ons, taking into account corrections
lor wmo ve1ocny, meteorological conaltJ.ons ano atmospneric sta.oility variatJ.ons. Tne
Slmp_lest iorm oi the oas1c alf1uslon equation, for a grouno level source with a grouno
level sampler on tne plume centerlme is:
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.

'

X = "<.I no o ll, where
y z
X

"-<
c

... Y
"' v
1J

=
=
=
=
=

-

j

receptor, 'IJ~;Jm
source em!SSlon ra~e, lJ g1sec
~a.naaro oev1~tion oi norizontal concentra~io11 OlStnoutior., m
~anaara aev 1at1on 01 verticaL concentra.uon 01S!r l.OUtion, m
w ma ve.l.ocl!y, m 1sec
concemr~~lO.i ~•

Ke.ar:-angeo to:
ll
~

tne · ::JC:.SlC equat1on
measurement

= 'lT'XC y rJ y ll '

can be usea- to aeterm1ne source emission -rates from

receptor

concentrations

ana

wmo

speecs

ootamea from Keference

Ol.S~i!OU~IO.i ~anoaro oevia~1ons

and

tne

tne

concentrat1on

1).

For source/Site conilg·uratlons oi mcreaseo complexity, tne oas1c equauon is
expei.noe:: to mcluae

exponen~1al

terms to

correc~

i or diii erences in source ano receptor

ne1gnts! samp!es ootamea at off-centerlme locations ana other pnysical parameters.
l\1ost oi tne more complex revi.s1ons of tne alfiusion equation nave .oeen usea to aevelop
CJL!ius1on moaels avallaole ±rom such sources as tne EPA's l.J5er's NetwC?rk for l'\ppl1ea
••10aels o1 A1r .rJoliurion tuNf\.-..IAP ;, maintainec at the r<..esearcn 1 riangle ParK
Compu!er Cemer.

~e1ee11on

ol tne most appropnate moael for a specd1c site ana

comomatlO.i oz· atmospner1c conaltlon!l snould oe leit

"tO

an experienced d.Uius1on

meteorojoglst to ensure tnat all pertinent parameters are considered ano the mos1
accurate source em1SS1on rate 1s ootameo.

E..APUSU.t:<..E PKOfiLlNG uATA Kf.DUCTlON

uata reaucuon for measurement of 1P FE oy Exposure Profiling is suiiic1ently
aiiferem tnan i or "the otner measurement metnoas to warrant thLS seperate section.
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· Tne passage of a1roorne par-ciculate,

l.E:.,

tne quantity oi emissions P.,er unit oi ,

source ac"ClVlty, ts oota.meo oy spat1al integration \over !ne eiiect1ve cross-sec:10n oi
tne plumeJ ol ats-cr touteo measurements of exposure
pmm value oi tne ilux

~mass/area-!lrTieJ

~mass/ area;.

T ne exposure 1S tne

of a1roorne panicuiate mtegrateo over -cne

time oi measuremern.
;..,atnematical.ly s:atea, the total mass em.LSsion ra!e lr<.J is given oy:
l

JJ

t

f\

r<..=-

m(n,w)

a

m = ous: c:a!cn oy exposure sampler after suo:>trac-:ion of oacKgrouno
a = mtaKe area of sample:t = samplmg time
h = ve:-t1caJ OtSta.Ace cooro mate
""' = Ja.te:-aJ ots..ance cooramate
f\ = t:.:lectJve cross-secuo.-.al area o:i plume
m tne case oi a Jme source or movmg pomt source With an emtss1or. ne1ght near
grounc level, tne mass emtss1on rate per source lengtn una bemg sampleo is given oy:

1(

w
=t

on
0

wnere:

v.·

= w1atn of

tne samplmg tntake

n = eif ec-c1ve extent of the plume aoove grouno

Tne mregration of i.J.Jter exposure values as a funct1on of prof1Jer sampler neignts
1s suoJect

tO

an error oaseo on insuiiiaent point oata to comple!ely descnoe the plume

exposure profile.

A iou.r-pomt mtegration over a plume of Jess than ., m heigm

cons1oered adequate to rerlect tne exposure profile.

l.S

figure 2-0 shows a typica.J.

exposure profile measureo aownwmci of an unpaveo roao.
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lso,..:metlC

~orrec-:1ons

U Lt

~s

necessary to sample at a non:soKinetJ.C llow

sample unoer l1gm wmc

conci~J.ons;,

-:ne 1o1J.owing

r~te

le.g.,

mUl~1pl.icat1ve

!O oo~am

suillCtent

1actors woulo oe usee

tc correct measurea exposurea ana ccncenu-ations to corresponcing lSOKmet.ic values:
Fine Part1c.ies
~d

< 5 u mJ

Exposure iv1ul t1plier
Concent:"a uon tvlul "tipi1.er
wnere:

U/u
J.

Ccarse Panicles
\C1 > .50 u m)
l
U/U

u = samplmg intaKe velocrt:y at a g1ven eJeva-:1on
\J = wmo ve1oc1ty at same e1evat1on as u
o= aeroaynarn1C lequJva.J.em spnerei partiCle Clame'ter

for a pan1cle-S1Ze aistr mution contammg a mLX'ture oi ime, mtermecJJ.a'te, ana
coarse par:1c1es, tne lSOKmetJC correCtion iac'tor

LS

an average of toe above :factors

we1gmec oy tne relative proport1on of coarse ana iine partides.

For example, u me

mass Ol :me part1cJes 1n me aistri.Outlon equals tw1ce tne mass oi 'tile coarse particies,
tne we1grrtec l.SOKJ.netlC correCtlon 1 or exposure would oe:

T ne oeterminauon of an 1:-' fJ:. emlSSLon iactor 1s stra1gnti orwara once the source
emtss~.on
~recess

rate r.as oeen calculatec. The emLssion rate 1S rela!ed 'to a reao.Uy measuraole
parameter wnose vanat1on LS aetermineo curing the em1ssion measurements.

!ne most common process parameter is one wnicn aescribes tne process tnrougnput,
generally m mass terms.

Thus, emiss1on factors may De in terms oi mass of emissions

per mass 01 raw matenal mput, or proauct output.

•
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11: lS cnt1cal mat tne process parameter

one wmch is ettner alrea.cy routinely

1S

monnorec, or lor wn1cn iruormat1on can reacily oe oot'3ineo, 1n a time irame whicn
rr.atcnes

!ne

avera51ng

penoo

of

i-or

mterest.

examp!e,

process

tnrough;,Jut

mlorrr.atLOrl oetermmeo trom annual, raw matenaJ. purchase recorcs will not provice an
accurate nourly or oady emiss1on estimate.

ln the oesi~n of an 1P FE. measurement

program, me pertinent process parameter ior tne ultimate emission factor may be
ra!her oov1ous from tne s:an. however, tnere may oe many other emJ.Sslon-m:fluencmg
process . vartaD!es, some 01 \j,lnicn may oe more significant, ana tnere will rarely iJe
suiiic1em numoe:-s oi tests m otrectly account ior all oi tnese Influences.

l't is

1mporta'i:. tnerei ore, to gatner as mucn process ana relateo oata as possiole curmg tne
test pro)Srarn. Tne oc.ta snou1o mcluoe proouct1on outputs, ieecstocK inputs, etc., anc a
l1stmg

01

tne

1 requency

0.1 tne operat1ons taKmg place.

lneiuoed LI'\ the parameters

;:atnereu snoulc oe:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

proouction output
ieeostock inputs
process cycling time
process temperature
pnys1cal oimens1ons ol equ1pmem generating emissions
numoer oi emiSSion points per operation
fuel type;amoum
compost uon of proouct/i eeostocKS

Tne quest1on oi proprietary information shoulo oe resoiveo in aovance oi the
measurement program.

Often the process owner

will

be

reluCtant to release

miormat1on on process reiateo parame!ers wmcli coulo allow ou-rsioers to estimate
proouet1on 11gures.

whlle an emtssion factor by

i~elf

will rarely lead to sucn

aeouctLons, tne oack-up

measurement program oata can provicie such leaos to

well-lniormeo persons.

LS

lt

tnerefore pruoent to explore the prooaoJe 1orm of the
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emission factor, and the related process information needed, before the measurement
program plan is finalized.
Fugitive emissions are also frequently depenoent upon meteorological parameters,
such as:

o
o
o

wind speed
wind airection
precipitation index
num1ciity

o
Addi~ion.:.l

o
o
o
o
o

parameters tha! could relate to ·area sources are:
sil: content
activity iacmr
venic1e miles l:'aveled
acres of construction activity
pile shape iac!or

The e:tiects c:f variations in such parameters should be considered in the determination
of emisslon factors.
As mentioned m the introduction, this protocol has not diso..tssed measurement
accuracy in a quantitative reuse. Emission factor reliability is directly influenced by
indiv ldual measurement accuracy, the num.oer of measurements macie, and the degree
to wh.idi these are organized to account for tf"'e process and other variables.
iug~ive

Since

emiss.ions measurements are generally about an order of magnitude more costly

man conventional point source stack testing, budgetary llmlts will usually preclude 1:he
completlon

of

enough

experiment design.

measurements

'tO

satisfy 'the requirements of statistical

Thus, inhalable particulate maner fugitive emission factors

determined from measurements made in accordance with the procedures descrilied in
this protocol can be expected to exhibit a w1de range of variation.
The format of 1\P-42, "Comoilation o:f Air Pollutant Emission Factors" utilizes an
":=.mission Factor Rating" which was developed from a numerical ranking system applied

-u~-
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knoy>'leogaole tecnnical personnel who reviewed the bases for the emission factors.

The numerical rar1kings and !heU" associatea !ener ratings are as ioliows:
Numerical Rank

Lener Rank

) or less

E (Poor)

6 to l)

D (Below average)

16 to 2.5

C (Average)

26 to 3)

B {Above Average)

36 to 4-0

A {Excellent)

Tne numerical rankings were oeveloped in three ca:tegories with -:he ioliowing maximum
scores.. The score wh1ch

1S

emereo

1.n

the above !able is the sum of the -:hree category

ratings..

..

Measurea :E.mission Data:
Process Data:
:E.ngmee:-ing Analysis:

20 points (max)
10 points.(max)
lQ points (max)
Total 40 points (max}

For the purpose oi elevating the reliabilrry of lPFE emission factors which may oe
developed from tnis prowcol, the AP-42 rating scheme described above is considered
adequate.
The protocol user is encouraged to complete as many well-planned measurements
as his oudge"t will allow.

He should then subject his resul"tant emission factors to an

object1ve rev1ew m establish the reliability rating.
ultimately published in a oocument similar

to

li the emission factors are then

AP-42, document users will be able to

relate their reliability to prior pUblished factors in a consistent manner.
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